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5 BOOKED FOR SENA LEADER’S MURDER

>ht punjab p3

SHOTGUN IS CONGRESS NOMINEE FROM PATNA SAHIB

Modi, Rahul up the ante
as Phase 1 of polls nears
NO PUNCHES PULLED PM says Cong a sinking ship, Rahul refers to Advani row

Kashmiri jawan on
leave shot dead at
home by militants

n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NANDED, BHUBANESWAR AND
FATEHPUR: Prime Minister Naren-

dra Modi and Congress president
Rahul Gandhi escalated their war
of words on the campaign trail on
Saturday, with less than a week
left for the first phase of polling in
the 2019 general election.
Modi said the Congress was a
“sinking ship like the Titanic”
and its “dynast” had run away to
find a safe seat to contest. Gandhi,
who this week filed his nomination papers from Kerala’s Wayanad, and said he would also run
for election from his family bastion of Amethi, hit back, accusing
Modi of having favoured fugitive
businessmen and mistreating his
own guru, the veteran politician
Lal Krishna Advani.
“The Congress’s “naamdar”
(dynast) had to use a microscope
to look for a second safe seat. In
the constituency he has chosen,
the majority community is in
minority. He has also said he will
not speak against his main Left
rival,” Modi said in Nanded,
Maharashtra.
Earlier, at a rally in Odisha, he
launched his strongest attack yet
on Congress’s promise of a minimum income guarantee scheme
that the opposition party said will
entitle the poorest Indian families
to an annual income of ₹72,000. “I
want to tell you about another
conspiracy of Congress to rob the
assistance meant for the poor.
Congress wants to implement
such policies, which will double
the prices of essential items
including rice and wheat available through PDS,” Modi said.
CONTINUED ON P9

n

PM Narendra Modi addresses a rally in Odisha’s Sundergarh and Congress president Rahul Gandhi
ARABINDA MAHAPATRA / HT AND PTI PHOTO
waves at his supporters during his Haridwar rally on Sunday.
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BJP names 8 Haryana candidates
The Bharatiya Janata Party on Saturday announced eight
candidates, including three sitting lawmakers and two
Union ministers, for the 10 Lok Sabha seats in Haryana.
The candidates for Hisar and Rohtak seats are yet to be
announced. The Congress is yet to announce candidates
for the May 12 polls.
››P5

Mir Ehsan
n

mir.ehsan@htlive.com

SRINAGAR: Unidentified militants

HT Correspondents

http://read.ht/JS4

on Saturday shot and killed a
soldier at point blank rage close
to his house in north Kashmir’s
Warpora village.
The soldier, who was on
leave, was identified as Mohammad Rafiq Yatoo. The police said
he was shot around 5:30 pm
when unidentified gunmen
opened fire on him near his
house. Yatoo was taken to a hospital, but he died of the injuries
he suffered in the shooting.
Soon after the killing, the
army and police launched a
search operation in the area. A
fortnight ago two militants were
killed in the same village in an
encounter with security forces
that lasted two days.
No militant group has so far
claimed responsibility for the
killing. A police spokesman
blamed Kashmiri militants for
the murder. “He was with the
army and was at home on leave.
A case has been registered and
police is investigating the circumstances of this terror
crime,” the spokesman said.

2 MILITANTS
KILLED IN J&K
GUNFIGHT
SRINAGAR : Two militants of
Hizbul Mujahideen were
killed in south Kashmir’s
Shopian district after a brief
gunfight on Saturday. One of
the militants was an M Tech
student who had joined
militant ranks three days ago,
police said.

Yatoo had come home on
leave five days ago. He was
posted with 52 Rashtriya Rifles,
which is deployed in north
Kashmir.
Officials said that he had
joined the army seven years
ago.
Kashmiri militants have
often targeted army soldiers. In
June last year, Aurangzeb, a soldier with 44 Rashtriya Rifles,
posted in Shopian district ,was
abducted by militants and his
bullet-riddled body was found 10
km away from the place where
he had been kidnapped.

Punjab: Congress Have reached
fields Dimpa, Amar H-1B visa cap
Singh, Sadique
for 2020: US
The Congress on Saturday
announced three more candidates for the Lok Sabha elections in Punjab. Former Beas
MLA Jasbir Dimpa has been
fielded from Khadoor Sahib,
former bureaucrat Amar
Singh from Fatehgarh Sahib
(reserved) and former MLA
and folk singer Mohammed
Sadique from Faridkot.
The names were cleared by
Congress president Rahul
Gandhi.
››P4

The US Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) said
it has reached Congressionally-mandated 65,000 H-1B visa
cap for the fiscal year 2020,
after it started receiving the
applications for the most
sought-after work visa among
foreign, including Indian,
professionals. The H-1B visa
is a non-immigrant visa that
allows the US companies to
employ foreign workers in
speciality occupations. ››P9

SUV falls into canal in Patiala, four killed
Four members of a family, including two children, drowned
after a businessman allegedly drove his Ford Endeavour SUV
into the Bhakra canal on the Patiala-Nabha road on Saturday.
Those dead were identified as Paramveer Singh, 40, his wife
Deepshikha, 38, daughter Liza, 7 and son Sushant, 4, all residents of local Adarsh Colony in Patiala. The incident took
››P3
place around 11:30am on Saturday.

Sonia: Must restore secularism,
ensure citizens’ dignity, safety Not aware of F-16 count by US: Pentagon
Press Trust of India
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: United Progressive
Alliance (UPA) chairperson
Sonia Gandhi attacked the
Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP)-led Narendra Modi government on Saturday, saying
the soul of India was being
mauled in what she described as
a well-crafted conspiracy.
Claiming that the country
was being “taught a new defini-

tion of patriotism”, the Congress leader urged the people to
come together to fight the BJP.
“The way the very soul of
India is being mauled under a
well-thought-out conspiracy is
a cause of deep concern for all of
us. The institutions that took
India to great heights are being
deliberately destroyed, and the
laboriously built people’s welfare architecture and all-inclusive structure are also being
damaged by the Modi govern-

ment,” the Congress leader said
at the launch of Jan Sarokar
Agenda, 2019, at the Talkatora
Stadium in New Delhi.
“Those who reject diversity
are being termed patriots. Discrimination on the basis of
caste, religion and ideology is
being held just. We are being
expected to tolerate the whims
of some sections in matters of
choices of food, appearance, language and expression,” Gandhi
said.

Yashwant Raj
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

WASHINGTON: The Pentagon said

on Friday it wasn’t aware of any
US count of F-16s in the Pakistan
Air Force (PAF) fleet to ascertain
if one of the jet fighters had
indeed been downed in a February 27 dogfight with Indian warplanes over the LoC in Kashmir.
Foreign Policy magazine, citing two senior defence officials

with direct knowledge of the matter, reported earlier that US personnel recently conducted a
physical count of Pakistan’s F-16s
and found none missing, contrary to India’s claim that an
Indian Air Force (IAF) pilot flying
a MiG-21 shot one down in the
aerial skirmish.The IAF on Friday rubbished the report.
A US Department of Defense
spokesman told Hindustan Times
in a statement that the depart-

ment was not “aware of any
investigation like that”, and
referred this reporter to the
Department of State.
In response to a request to
either confirm the report about
the purported count of Pakistani
F-16s, the Department of State
said: “As a matter of policy, the
Department does not publicly
comment on details of government-to-government agreements on end-use monitoring of

US-origin defense articles.”
And it went on to reiterate its
stated policy on Pakistan: “It is
important to note that since January 2018, the United States government has suspended security
assistance to Pakistan.”
India reaffirmed its account of
the downing of the Pakistani F-16
by Wing Commander Abhinandan Varthaman, citing “electronic signatures” as evidence.
CONTINUED ON P9
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htpunjab
Couple, two
kids drown in
Bhakra canal

TRAGIC 40-yr-old businessman ‘drives’ SUV
carrying his wife and two kids into water body
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

PATIALA : Four members of a fam-

ily, including two children,
drowned after a businessman
allegedly drove his Ford Endeavour SUV into the Bhakra canal
on the Patiala-Nabha road on
Saturday.
Those dead were identified as
Paramveer Singh, 40, his wife
Deepshikha, 38, daughter Liza, 7
and son Sushant, 4, all residents
of local Adarsh Colony in
Patiala. The incident took place
around 11:30am on Saturday.
Paramveer was owner of an
immigration consultancy firm
which has branches in Patiala
and Bathinda.
Superintendent of police (SP)
HS Hans said prima facie, it
appears to be a case of suicide.
Bystanders informed the police
about the incident and a team of
divers stationed at the canal
immediately jumped and started
rescue operations.
It took the divers three hours
to fish out the bodies stuck in the
vehicle, the SP said. Eyewitness
told police that the Paramveer
stopped his SUV a few metres
from the canal, but suddenly
accelerated and it fell into the
water body.
“The family is in complete
state of shock and their statements cannot be recorded at this
point. We have not found any suicide note from the vehicle,” the
SP said.
Civil lines SHO Ramanjeet
Singh said the couple purchased
some grocery from Bhadson
road and picked up their children from school before the incident. The school authorities said
that Deepshikha showed no
signs of stress when she came to
pick up her children. Police have
started inquest proceedings.

n

Paramveer Singh with wife
Deepshikha.

n

Rescue team pulling out the
SUV from the canal. HT PHOTO

‘KIDS WERE BANGING
AT WINDOWS’
Shankar Bhardwaj, president
of the divers’ club, said they
immediately jumped into the
canal to rescue the occupants of
the SUV. “We could have saved
them, but we failed open the SUV
doors due to the central locking
system,” he said, adding that
“children were banging at the
windowpanes of the vehicle to
save their lives. It took us three
hours to break the windshield,
but it was too late by then.”

A day on, 5 booked for Shiv Sena
leader’s murder in Gurdaspur
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

GURDASPUR: Police on Saturday

booked five persons in connection with the murder of Shiv Sena
leader Ajay Salaria, 30, who was
shot dead by three motorcycleborne youths at Purana Shalla
bus sand on Friday evening over
a dispute.
Salaria, a resident of Jagatpur
village, was killed while he was
waiting to board a bus at the bus
stand. A case under Section 302
(murder) of the Indian Penal
Code (IPC) has been registered

AJAY SALARIA WAS SHOT
DEAD BY 3 BIKE-BORNE
YOUTHS AT A BUS
STAND ON FRIDAY
against five persons — Harmeet
Singh of Bhattian village, Geshi of
Goht Pokhat village, Sandeep of
Saidowal Khurd and Sukhraj and
Deep, both of Lakhanpur village.
A hunt has been launched to nab
them, said senior superintendent
of police (SSP) Swarndeep Singh.
The SSP on Friday denied any terror angle behind the incident.

Meanwhile, members of
Salaria’s family and Shiv Sena
activists did not let doctors perform the post-mortem of the body
demanding suspension of the
Purana Shalla station house officer and arrest of the accused.
At least 300 protesters, including Shiv Sena activists, held a
dharna outside the Gurdaspur
civil hospital and shouted slogans
against the state government.Deputy commissioner
Vipul Ujwal, the SSP and Gurdaspur SDM Deepak Bhatia tried to
pacify the protesters, but to no
avail.
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Friendsinreallife,ex-babusturn Little choice, reluctant
politicalfoesinFatehgarhSahib leaders: Cong losing
CHANGING TIES Cong candidate Amar Singh and Akali Dal nominee DS Guru wish each other luck

the perception game?

Vishal Rambani

Sukhdeep Kaur

n

rambani@hindustantimes.com

FATEHGARHSAHIB: In a first for the

Lok Sabha elections in Punjab,
the Fatehgarh Sahib reserved
seat is set to witness a political
slugfest between two former
bureaucrats, who happen to be
friends in real life.
The Congress on Saturday
announced Amar Singh, a
former IAS officer of Madhya
Pradesh cadre, as its candidate
against Shiromani Akali Dal’s
Darbara Singh Guru, a former
IAS officer of the Punjab cadre.
While two former IAS officers
have jumped into the fray, the
sitting Fatehgarh Sahib MP,

Harinder Singh Khalsa, is also a
former IFS officer, but he has
opted out of the electoral contest
from the seat this time. Khalsa
was elected on the Aam Aadmi
Party ticket and has now joined
the Bharatiya Janata Party. The
AAP this time has fielded Baljinder Singh Chaunda from the
seat.
Interestingly, both Guru and
Amar Singh have several similarities in their professional and
political career. Both had served
as principal secretary to chief
minister, before entering the
political field. Amar Singh had
served under former Madhya
Pradesh CM Digvijaya Singh,
while Guru was principal secre-

tary to former Punjab CM Parkash Singh Badal.
Another similarity is that,
bothformerIASofficersareyetto
tastesuccessonthepoliticalturf.
GuruhaslostVidhanSabhaelections twice from Bhadaur (Barnala) and Bassi Pathana (Fatehgarh Sahib), while Amar Singh
lost from Raikot (Ludhiana).
Guru andAmarSingh are also
close friends. After the Congress
announced Amar Singh candidature, they wished luck to each
other. When Guru as IAS officer
would visit Madhya Pradesh for
election duty or other official
assignment, he always had his
food at the residence of Amar
Singh.

“Though Bassi Pathana MLA
Gurpreet Singh GP, was the first
choice, as he had defeated Darbara Guru in 2017 assembly elections, but due to closeness to
AICC president Rahul Gandhi,
Amar Singh managed the
ticket,” said a source.
After losing the election from
Raikot in 2017, Amar Singh
joined as adviser to local bodies
minister Navjot Singh Sidhu,
only to be removed unceremoniously later.
Currently, Amar Singh is
vice-president of Punjab Congress and is active in Fatehgarh
Sahib for the last two years. “I
am born and brought up here
and have personal contact with

every constituency in Fatehgarh
Sahib. For the last two years, I
have resolved many issues of the
segment, and do hope that people
will support me for my work,” he
said.
Akali Dal candidate Darbara
Guru, who enjoys the patronage
of Badal family, too has already
started campaign in the constituency. He said people support him
for his honesty and hard work. “I
will go to the people with a positive agenda,” he said.
The Fatehgarh Sahib seat has
nine assembly segments, three
in Fatehgarh Sahib district, four
in Ludhiana and one in Sangrur.
Most of the constituency is dominated by rural population.

HARSIMRAT
DARES CAPT
TO CONTEST
FROM BATHINDA

WHERE RIVALS MEET

HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindutantimes.com

BATHINDA :Union food processing

n

Election campaign material being made in a factory in Ludhiana.

GURPREET SINGH/HT

EC transfers Bathinda AAP announces
DC after SAD plaint candidates for

Patiala, Ferozepur

HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

BATHINDA :The election commis-

sion on Saturday transferred
Bathinda deputy commissioner
(DC) Praneet Bhardwaj and
appointed B Srinivasan in his
place.Thedevelopmenthascome
nearlytwoweeksaftertheShiromani Akali Dal had accused the
DC of working “at the behest of
the ruling Congress”.
Srinivasan, a Punjab-cadre
Indian Administrative Services
officer of 2011 batch, is currently
postedasgeneralobserverforthe
LokSabha pollsinTelangana. In
the transfer orders, Bhardwaj
has been asked to join as general
observer in Telangana and
relieve.Bathindaadditionaldeputycommissionerwilllookafter
theworkoftheDCtillthe joining
of Srinivasan.
Shiromani Akali Dal (SAD)
had lodged a complaint with the
Punjab chief electoral officer
(CEO) on March 23, demanding
Bhardwaj’s transfer. In the complaint filed by SAD president
Sukhbir Singh Badal’s political

n

Praneet Bhardwaj, DC

secretary Charanjit Singh Brar,
itwasallegedthat“Bhardwajwas
tryingtoinfluencetheelectorate
by asking people to vote for the
Congress". It was also alleged
that the Congress government
postedBhardwajasthereturning
officer even as he was to retire in
September this year.
“AsperECdirectionsanyofficer who is to retire in six months
should not be appointed as
returningofficer,”Brarhadcomplained, adding, “this is against
all norms and a situation has
arisen where free and fair polls
are not possible under the
presentdispensation.Theofficer
should be removed.”

CHANDIGARH: The Aam Aadmi
Party (AAP) on Saturday
declared candidates for Patiala
and Ferozepur Lok Sabha seats.
Nina Mittal has been fielded
from the Patiala seat while Harjinder Singh Kaka will contest
from the Ferozepur, according to
a party release.
Mittal, 47, a graduate from the
Punjabi University, is party’s
trade wing chief and belongs to
Rajpura. She is a social worker.
Kaka (48) is a farmer from the
Talwandi Bhai area.
The AAP has already
announced candidates from
eight parliamentary seats. It is
yet to announce contestants
from Bathinda, Khadoor Sahib
and Ludhiana.
PTI

n

Nina Mittal
(Patiala)

n

Harjinder Singh
(Ferozepur)

industries minister Harsimrat
Kaur Badal on Saturday challenged chief minister Captain
Amarinder Singh to contest the
Lok Sabha polls from Bathinda.
In a statement, she said that
since all local Congress leaders,
including finance minister Manpreet Badal, were not willing to
contest, Amarinder should himself should lead from the front
and contest from Bathinda.
Addressing a gathering at
Maur, she said Manpreet doesn’t
want to contest from Bathinda
fearing an imminent loss due to
anti-people policies, including
closing down of the thermal
plant, encouraging goonda tax
and creating roadblocks in the
establishment of All India Institute of Medical Sciences in
Bathinda.

Rebel AAP MLAs
demand media
regulatory authority
HT Correspondent
n

HTSPOTLIGHT

sukhdeep.kaur@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: After storming to
power with a brute majority two
yearsback,theCongressseemsto
be losing the perception game
beforetheMay19polls.Theparty
is at its wits in finding winnable
candidates in a majority of seats.
ThoughpartypresidentRahul
Gandhi has decentralised the
ticketallotmentprocess,thenew
system has not ended party’s old
troubles. The members of state
screeningcommitteearerooting
for loyalists, survey reports of
AICC and state government are
conflictingandseniorleadersare
shying away from a contest.
Despite three meetings of the
state screening committee,
including one with Congress
president Rahul Gandhi on Saturday, consensus still eludes the
party on four seats. No wonder
party’s campaign has yet to take
off in full steam.
With little to choose from, the
other members of the screening
panel comprising chief minister
AmarinderSingh,stateCongress
president Sunil Jakhar, state
affairs in-charge Asha Kumari
and KC Venugopal (secretary,
organisation)didnotobjecttothe
three names proposed by AmarinderthatgotRahul’sgo-ahead.
In Faridkot, the party wanted
to field a mazhabi Sikh as the
dominant community has so far
got no representation in the four
reserved seats. It found one in
serving SP Rajinder Singh but
tickettoaranknewcomerwould
have ruffled feathers of old-timers. So, Mohd Sadique, who had
CM’s backing, sailed through.
InFatehgarhSahib,thechoice
was between a former bureaucrat, Amar Singh, and sitting
Bassi Pathana MLA Gurpreet
Singh GP. With winning credentials of one not better or worse
than the other, Amar Singh was
consideredabetterchoice thana
sitting MLA to avoid a bypoll.
Also, he had the CM’s support.
In case of Khadoor Sahib, the
optionswereequallybleak.AmarinderandAshawerebatting for
JasbirDimpa.Jakharconsented.
Sitting MLA Ramanjit Sikki was
not willing to contestand former
minister Inderjit Singh Zira’s
Panthic credentials do not make
him a better candidate. Also, his
son, Kulbir Zira, was suspended
by the party for indiscipline in
January.

n

arshdeep.arshi@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH: Very few respond to
the call of duty when it is the
most dangerous. Benjamin Guy
Horniman (1873-1948), the British journalist who was
the editor of The Bombay Chronicle, did in 1919.
General Michael O’Dwyer, as
lieutenant governor of Punjab,
followed a policy of concealment
by way of press censorship in the
Punjab province. But duty came
first to Horniman when he published an article on the Jallianwala Bagh massacre, in defiance
of censorship, in The Bombay
Chronicle which had become the
voice of the freedom movement
under him.
The reporter who wrote the
article was tried and sentenced
to two years’ rigorous imprisonment. The paper had to suspend
its publication and Horniman
was deported to Britain.

BG HORNIMAN, EDITOR
OF THE BOMBAY
CHRONICLE, PUBLISHED
ARTICLE ON THE 1919
MASSACRE IN DEFIANCE
OF PRESS CENSORSHIP

n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

BATHINDA:

n

Kanwar Sandhu, Kharar MLA

are using channels and cable
network to influence voters in
their favour.
“We are surprised that the
Election Commission has not
taken cognisance of such a blatant violation of the Representation of People’s Act, especially in
Punjab, where some channels
have become the mouthpiece of
certain political parties,” said
Sandhu. The MLAs have also
written to the EC on the issue.

AAP MLA from
Bathinda (rural) Rupinder Kaur
Ruby had to face the ire of residents of Jhumba village in the
district when she went there to
address a protest against a liquor
vend held under the banner of
BKU (Ekta – Ugrahan).
A videoof the Thursday’s incident, which shows villagers
opposing the participation of the
MLA in the protest, has surfaced
on the social media.
Jagsir Singh, district committee member of the farmers’
union, said the MLA insisted
that she will join the protest and

JALLIANWALA CENTENARY

It did not end here. Horniman
successfully smuggled photographs of the massacre and its
aftermath and broke stories in
the Daily Herald in Britain to tell
the truth of the massacre to the
British people, to implore them
to question the justification
given by Gen Reginald Dyer.
In his book ‘Amritsar and Our
Duty to India,’ which was published in 1920, he called out the
‘Dyerarchy’ of General Dyer in
Punjab, a word that he used for
the atrocities committed under
Gen Dyer.
Comparing the massacre to
Congo atrocities and those per-

petrated by Germany in France
and Belgium, he calls it an ‘indelible blot on British rule in India.’
“It is impossible to believe
that the people of England could
ever be persuaded that a British
General was justified in, or could
be excused for, marching up
to a great crowd of unarmed
and wholly defenceless people
and, without a word of warning
or order to disperse, shooting
themdownuntilhisammunition
was exhausted and then leaving
them without medical aid.” he
wrote.
Quoting General Dyer’s statements, Horniman points out the
hypocrisy, “He felt his orders
hadnot been obeyed. Martial law
— which did not then exist — had
been flouted, and he considered
it his duty to disperse the crowd
by rapid fire.”
Through his reports and writings, he indicates towards the
responsibility and duty of the
British people. The ‘Dyerarchy’

n

BG Horniman

did not end with the Jallianwala
massacre, the disgrace was
brought to further depths by
what followed during the six
weeks of administration of the
martial law underGen Dyer.
Public floggings and ‘crawling
order’ were the rule of the day to

The Congress on Saturday announced three more
candidates for the Lok Sabha elections in Punjab. With this,
the party has now named candidates for nine out of the 13
seats in the state which will go to the polls on May 19.

Mohd Sadique,
77, Faridkot

Amar Singh, 63,
Fatehgarh Sahib

A Punjabi folk singer,
he was a wild card
entry of the Congress
in the 2012 polls from
Bhadaur to take on
former bureaucrat
Darbara Singh Guru
of the SAD. He won
but Guru challenged
his elections saying
he was Muslim not a
Dalit. But the SC gave
him relief. He lost
from Jaitu in the 2017
state polls.

A former bureaucrat,
he is known as a
lobbyist in Congress
circles. In 2017 , he
was able to bag
nomination from the
Raikot seat won by
his brother Gurcharan Singh in 2012, but
lost. He emerged in
political scene as a
close aide of Navjot
Singh Sidhu but was
thrown out as Sidhu
suspected his loyalty.

AKALI GAMEPLAN
DERAILS CAMPAIGN
On Ferozepur and Bathinda, the
cat and mouse game between
Congress and Akalis is still on.
Akali Dal president Sukhbir
Badal’s poll balloon of fighting
from Ferozepur and retaining
wife, Union minister Harsimrat
Badal, from Bathinda, is to keep
the Congress guessing and has
grounded its poll campaign in
these seats. While Rahul is not
willing to buy Asha Kumari’s
idea to field Vijay Inder Singla
fromBathinda,theministersays
he is not keen on contesting.
The Akalis are rubbing it in
too. Harsimrat and Sukhbir are
daily daring Congress leaders to
contest from their own home
turfs. Sukhbir has been daring
Jakhar to contest from FerozeopurandHarsimratherestranged
brother-in-law,financeminister
Manpreet Badal, who has
expressed his unwillingness to
fight polls. Harsimrat has been
provoking Manpreet saying he
was scared of losing the election
owing to his “unpopularity”.
On Saturday, it was AmarinderthatHarsimratchallengedto

be followed by arrests, bombing
and firing at Gujranwala.
“Floggings took place in public, and photographic records of
these disgusting incidents are in
existence, showing that the victims were stripped naked to the
knees, tied to telegraph poles or
triangles,” Horniman records in
his book.
He notes that in Punjab, the
oppression reached such a pitch
that nowhere else than in Punjab, “the Defence of India Act,
with its host of liberty-destroying regulations” was applied
with such great intensity.
Calling for investigations of
officials in power and of the clean
chit given to Dyer, Horniman
wrote, “After the revelations of
the Hunter Committee, Great
Britain cannot, if she is to maintain her honour before the
world, remain quiescent…she
will have to see whether the
intention to terrorise the people
of the Punjab was deliberate and

prearranged.”
“If the general character of
our officials, civil and military,
who are entrusted with dangerous powers in such countries as
India, were such that outbreaks
of terrorism of the kind we have
seen in the Punjab are liable to
occur at any time, we should be
compelled to frankly abandon
our claim to be a justice and
humanity-loving people. However ugly the facts we
must investigate and face them,”
wrote Horniman.
Horniman has been called a
‘Friend of India’ and rightly so.
Professor of economics Jagmohan Singh, nephew of Bhagat
Singh, says, “BG Horniman is an
example for journalism in India.
Though he was a British, he
defied British censorship to
bring out the truth of the Jallianwala Bagh mas-sacre. We must
pay tribute to him when we
remember Jallianwala Bagh
massacre.”

address the gathering. “But we
opposed her as we didn’t want
any leader to take political mileage from the event.”
The MLA, her supporters and
the protesters had exchange of
arguments.
However, Ruby said she never
intended to address the gathering and went there just to listen
to their grievances, so that she
could later take up the issue with
the administration.
“I objected to making of video
of the incident as supporters of
the Shiromani Akali Dal had
planned to oppose me to create a
scene there,” she said, adding
that the residents of the village
still stand by her.

Jasbir Dimpa,
53, Khadoor
Sahib
He was elected MLA
from the Beas seat,
which was renamed
as Baba Bakala after
delimitation in 2002.
He was in political
wilderness after
losing 2012 polls from
Amritsar (South) seat
to Inderbir Bolaria.
He is a moderate
urban Sikh face in a
hardcore Panthic and
rural seat.

fightfromBathinda.Localbodies
minister Navjot Singh Sidhu’s
wifeNavjot Kaurtoohas refused
to fight from any Punjab seat
after being denied ticket from
Chandigarh.FormerMLAKewal
Dhillon’s name from Sangrur
was not approved despite Amarinder arguing that voters of the
AAP too will come to the Congress as Venugopal said Dhillon
was not the “best candidate”.
Rahulagaindeferredcandidature of Manish Tewari from
Anandpur Sahib seat as he was a
“deserter” in the last polls. And
this, a senior party leader said,
should be a warning for those
shying away from fighting the
elections.
“Rahul is still sore at Tewari
for refusing to contest in 2014.
Despite the entire central election committee backing him,
Rahul stood his ground. Those
refusing to contest also need to
thinkwhatmessagearewesending out to the voters,” a senior
Congressleadersaid,requesting
anonymity.
The screening committee will
meet Rahul again on April 11 to
finalise remaining seats.

Former Congress
minister joins BJP
HT Correspondent
n

HT Correspondent

The British journalist who exposed ‘Dyerarchy’
Arshdeep Arshi

CONGRESS ANNOUNCES
THREE MORE CANDIDATES

AAP MLA faces ire
of Bathinda villagers

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH :Two rebel MLAs of

the Aam Aadmi Party (AAP),
Kanwar Sandhu and Nazar
Singh Mansahia, on Friday
demanded formation of a ‘media
regulatory authority’ to ensure
equal coverage for all political
parties on various news channels in the run-up to the Lok
Sabha elections.
“The authority should formulate a ‘code of conduct’ for the
media, especially the electronic
media in Punjab, to ensure allocation of equal time to recognised political parities during
elections in accordance with the
Cable Television Networks (Regulation) Amendment Act, 2011,”
said Sandhu and Mansahia
while addressing a press conference here.
The MLAs alleged that in the
absence of such an authority and
a code, certain political parties

n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: Dharampal Sabhar-

wal, former Rajya Sabha MP of
the Congress and former Punjab
minister, on Friday joined the
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) in
New Delhi in the presence of
Union finance minister Arun
Jaitley and state BJP chief
Shwait Malik.
Sabharwal, who belongs to
Valmiki community that has a
sizeable chunk of voters in
Doaba region, was elected to
Rajya Sabha in 2004.
He was elected MLA thrice
from the ertstwhile Gardhiwala
assembly constituency in Hoshiarpur district in 1977, 1992 and
1997.

Udham Singh’s
orphanage awaits
invite for centenary
Mehak Agnihotri
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

AMRITSAR: Central Khalsa
Orphanage (CKO), Amritsar,
where Udham Singh lived from
1907 to 1919 after the death of his
parents, is waiting for an invite
for the centenary event of Jallianwala Bagh massacre, which
will be held on April 13.
Udham Singh witnessed the
brutal killings during a peace
march at Jallianwala Bagh on
April 13, 1919. He later assassinated Gen Michael O’Dwyer,
the then lieutenant general of
Punjab, to avenge the massacre.
Jagjit Singh, the orphanage’s
caretaker, said, “We have 300
inmates here. All of them are
inspired by Udham Singh’s
patriotic thoughts, his love for
the country and the path shown
by him in the service of the

country. The centenary event
will be incomplete without
them. But we have not received
any invitation from the administration.”
The CKO, which is now home
to around 300 orphans, has preserved Udham Singh’s belongings in a room, which are cherished by inmates and tourists.
Sharanpal Singh, housemaster and former student of the
orphanage, said, “CKO has
played an important role in the
life of Udham Singh and it’ll be
shameful, if we are not invited
for the centenary function.”
Deputy commissioner (DC)
Shivdular Singh Dhillon said,
“We have got invitation from
the Centre today. The same will
be distributed Monday
onwards. The CKO will definitely be the part of the centenary function.”
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htpunjab&haryana
shortstories
THREE HELD FOR
RAPING HARYANA
DANCER IN DELHI
NEW DELHI: Three men were
arrested on Friday for allegedly
raping a Haryana-based dancer in
Delhi, police said. The incident
took place five days ago when the
20-year-old woman had come to
Delhi for a show, which turned
out to be a trap laid for her by the
trio, they said. When the woman
arrived on a bus from Haryana,
the accused picked her up in a car
on the pretext of taking her to
the event venue and took an
isolated field in Bawana where
the incident took place,” a senior
police officer said. The accused
have been identified as Lokesh, 21,
PTI
Om, 25, and Hrishikesh, 25.

Three held with opium,
illicit liquor in Sirsa
HISAR :Three persons were
arrested with 1-kg opium and 80
bottles of illicit liquor in two
separate cases in Hisar on late
Friday night. In the first case,
police arrested Mukesh Kumar
and Mukesh of Bihar, with opium
from near Sirsa bus stand. In the
second case, police arrested one
person, identified as Gurdass
Singh of Sirsa, with 80 boxes of
HTC
illicit liquor.

India and Mongolia share
cultural similarities: Envoy
HISAR: India and Mongolia are
two of the earliest nations in Asia
and have been enjoying age-old
spiritual, historical and cultural
bonds, besides being similar in
many ways, Mongolian ambassador Gonchig Ganbold said on
Saturday. Ganbold, who was the
chief guest at the ‘Indo-Mongolian Academic and Cultural
Interface’ organised by Chaudhary Devi Lal University in Sirsa,
said researchers can undertake
Indo-Mongolian cultural studies
and broaden the horizons of
HTC
cultural research.

PENDING Candidates for Hisar
and Rohtak, represented by INLD
MP Dushyant and Cong’s Deepender
Hooda, yet to be announced
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: The Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) on Saturday
announced candidates for eight
out of 10 Lok Sabha seats in Haryana, retaining five of its sitting
MPs.
The candidates for Hisar and
Rohtak seats, represented in the
16th Lok Sabha by INLD MP
Dushyant Chautala and Deepender Singh Hooda of the Congress respectively, are yet to be
announced.
Party’s state unit chief Subhash Barala said the candidates
for the remaining two seats
would be declared soon.
The five sitting MPs given
party ticket this time again are
Rattan Lal Kataria for Ambala
(SC) seat, Dharambir Singh for
Bhiwani-Mahendergarh, Rao
Inderjit for Gurugram, Krishanpal Gurjar for Faridabad
and Ramesh Kaushik for Sonepat seat.
The ruling BJP has fielded
three new faces—sitting MLA
from Naraingarh, Nayab Saini
for Kurukshetra Lok Sabha
seat, former Indian Revenue
Services (IRS) officer Sunita
Duggal for Sirsa (SC) seat and
Sanjay Bhatia, a party leader
from Panipat, for Karnal
seat.

3 NEW FACES INCLUDE
SITTING MLA FROM
NARAINGARH NAYAB
SAINI, FORMER IRS
OFFICER SUNITA DUGGAL
AND SANJAY BHATIA
Bhatia had to be brought in
for the Karnal seat as the party’s
sitting MP Ashwini Chopra had
declined to contest this time citing health issues.
In Kurukshetra, since BJP
MP Rajkumar Saini turned
rebel and is contesting against
the party after floating his own
Loktantra Suraksha Party, the
ticket has been giving to sitting
MLA Nayab Saini.
In Sirsa, where BJP’s erstwhile ally Haryana Janhit Congress’ Sushil Indora had lost to
INLD’s Charanjit Singh Rori in
2014, the saffron party is going
alone this time and has fielded
its candidate Duggal.
While the Hisar Lok Sabha
seat is currently represented by
INLD MP Dushyant Chautala
who had defeated HJC’s Kuldeep Bishnoi, Rohtak seat is
represented by Congress’ Deepender Singh Hooda who
defeated BJP’s Om Prakash
Dhankar in 2014.

CANDIDATES’PROFILE

A classroom at government primary school at Chanan Wala, a remote border village in Fazilka.

HT PHOTO

Fazilka’s AC smart govt
school is children’s delight
letterschd@hindustantimes.com

FAZILKA: Residents of Chanan

Wala, a remote border village of
this district, were on cloud nine
on Saturday as the once filthy
government primary school
there was inaugurated as the
state’s maiden air-conditioned
smart school.
Headmaster Lovejeet Singh
Grewal made extraordinary
efforts to arrange ultra-modern
facilities to this hitherto
neglected school, with contributions by philanthropists of the
region and government authorities.
All the classrooms in the
school were not only made airconditioned, but were also
equipped with smart LEDs panels,besidesalanguagelabineach
of them.
The school now boasts of an
e-library. It also has impressive

ALL THE CLASSROOMS
ALSO EQUIPPED WITH
SMART LEDS PANELS,
BESIDES A LANGUAGE
LAB IN EACH OF THEM;
SCHOOL ALSO BOASTS
OF E-LIBRARY
greenery and hygienic toilets.
Also,theschoolhasnowintroduced yoga and gatka classes,
hobby classes with soft skill
training.
Notably, the school was rated
at the 69 rank among the 77 primary schools in the block.
The drastic improvement in
the amenities has led to the doublingofthestrengthintheschool
in the new academic session.
Shabbyinfrastructure,broken
toilets and low student strength
waswhatLovejeetGrewalinher-

itedwhenhejoinedthisschoolin
the June last year.
He says, “I was inspiredby Mr
Krishan Kumar, secretary, education department, who had
asked primary teachers of the
state to take the challenge of
transforming their schools.”
Navdeep Asija, secretary of
Graduate Welfare Association,
Fazilka, said, “Lovejeet roped in
our NGO. We arranged for ACs
and LEDs through crowd funding.”
Thetotalcostoftherenovation
was around Rs 18 lakh, out of
which 72% work was accomplished through MNREGA.
In an off-beat inaugural ceremony, Fazilka deputy commissioner(DC)ManpreetSinghhonoured the mason, plumber and
the electrician, who did voluntary service for the school. This
was followed by a cultural programme and a dinner with parents of the students.

Cong manifesto
boosts morale of
terrorists: Mishra
HT Correspondent
n
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CHANDIGARH: The Bharatiya Jan-

Rattan Lal Kataria,
Ambala (reserved)

Nayab Saini, Kurukshetra

Rattan Lal Kataria, 67, has been the
party’s national council member since
1980. He has served as national
general secretary of Scheduled Castes
Morcha and state BJP president. He
won from Ambala City assembly in
1987 and Ambala Parliamentary seat
in 1999 and 2014. He was, however,
defeated twice by Congress’ Kumari
Selja in 2004 and 2009 LS elections.

A sitting MLA from Naraingarh and
minister of state for labour and
employment, Nayab Saini, 48, a law
graduate, was elected for the first
time in the last assembly election in
2014. His candidature from Kurukshetra is being considered as an
attempt by the ruling party to
appease the OBCs, especially Saini
community as BJP’s sitting MP Raj
Kumar Saini turned a rebel.

Krishan Pal Gurjar, Faridabad

Rao Inderjit Singh, Gurugram

Gurjar, 62, shot to limelight in his
debut Lok Sabha election when he
trounced his rival and four-time
Congress MP, Avtar Singh Bhadana, by
a whopping 4.6-lakh votes from
Faridabad seat in 2014. He was
president of the state unit of Bharatiya Janata Party and remained an MLA
thrice, becoming an MP from Faridabad. He is also the minister of state
for social justice and empowerment.

Rao Inderjit has been an MLA for four
times since 1977 and minister in
Bhajan Lal government. He was
elected MP thrice on a Congress ticket
and remained cabinet minister for
environment, forest, medical and
technical education and MoS state for
external affairs. He quit Congress and
joined BJP in 2014 and was again
elected MP. He is minister of state in
the current government.

Sunita Duggal, Sirsa
(reserved)

Sanjay Bhatia, Karnal

A former Indian Revenue Service (IRS)
officer-turned-politician Sunita
Duggal hails from Bhiwani. She
resigned from the post of assistant
commissioner of Income Tax department after her name was almost final
from Sirsa reserved seat in 2014 Lok
Sabha elections. Ticket was, however,
given to Sushil Indora of Haryana
Janhit Congress, BJP’s then ally.

Sanjay Bhatia, 52, a Punjabi from the
Punjabi-dominated Karnal Lok Sabha
constituency, contested two assembly
elections in 2005 and 2009 on a BJP
ticket from Panipat city assembly
unsuccessfully. In the last Lok Sabha
election, Bhatia failed to get a BJP
ticket from Karnal as the party had
fielded Delhi-based journalist Ashwini
Chopra. He was also close to former
PM late Atal Bihari Vajpayee.

Ramesh Chander Kaushik,
Sonepat

Dharambir Singh,
Bhiwani-Mahendragarh

Ramesh Chander Kaushik, 62, a
Brahmin, won the Jat-dominated
Sonepat parliamentary seat in 2014,
riding high on the Modi wave. Known
to be a turncoat, he was first elected
as a Haryana Vikas Party MLA in 1996
and served as a minister in the then
Bansi Lal government, sided with
INLD, later joined the Congress and in
2014, he joined the BJP.

A four-time MLA and debutant MP,
Dharambir Singh, 63, is known for his
political acumen. In 2014, when
Modi-wave was at its peak, Singh had
jumped ship to BJP from the Congress
to contest the Lok Sabha elections
from Bhiwani-Mahendragarh constituency. Dharambir is famous for
defeating three generations of
ex-chief minister Bansi Lal’s family.

ata Party (BJP) in-charge of Lok
Sabha election committee for
Haryana, Kalraj Mishra on SaturdayattackedtheCongresssayingthatitsmanifestoboostedthe
morale of terrorists.
Addressing mediapersons
here, Mishra, a former Union
minister, saidthe Congressin its
manifestohadcastaspersionson
theintegrityofthedefenceforces,
whichweremakingsupremesacrifices for protecting the nation.
Referring to the “Garibi
Hatao”sloganoftheCongress,he
said that merely giving slogans
won’teliminatepovertywhereas
concrete steps were being taken
by the BJP.
To another question, Mishra
saidthe BJPwas working forthe
abolition of Article 370. He said
that National Conference chief
andformerchiefministerFarooq
Abdullah, by advocating a separate prime minister and flag for
Kashmir,hadonlyadvocatedthe
voice of separatist elements.
Referring to the ₹72,000 per
annum minimum income guarantee scheme of Congress in its
pollmanifesto,Mishrasaidparty
chiefRahulGandhi hadnotelaboratedhowthemoneywillbedisbursed.
To a question on reported seat
adjustmentbetweenAamAadmi
Party and the Congress, he said
that was an alliance of two frustrated political parties having
opposing political agendas.

CROP LOSS

U P S C R E S U LT S

Sirsa farmers protest
meagre compensation

Rohtak girl bags 14th rank

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

HISAR: Several farmers of district

n

> HARSIMRAT KAUR BADAL, Union minister

FivesittingMPsinBJPHaryanalistof8

n

Gaurav Sagar Bhaskar

I HAVE AFFECTION FOR THE PEOPLE OF BATHINDA
WHERE I HAVE DONE HARD WORK FOR 10 YEARS.

ELECTION2019

HT Correspondent

n
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SirsaonFridayprotestedinfront
ofthedeputycommissioner(DC)
office, alleging meagre crop-loss
compensation under the Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojna
(PMFBY). The farmers alleged
that they have been awarded a
compensation of ₹10.21 per acre
for damages to their wheat crops
due to hailstorm during the year
2017-18. They said they hadcome
totheDCofficetoreturn₹20back
to the local administration.
The protesting farmers
shoutedslogansagainstthestate
and central governments and
said the insurance companies
weremakinga‘joke’oftheircrop
loss by providing such a meagre
amount as compensation.
Farmer leader Prahlad Singh
Bharukhera,wholedtheprotest,
said, “Farmers of Rohidanwali,
Odhan,Jogiwala,Kheri,Gusaina

FARMERS SAY THEY
HAVE BEEN GIVEN A
COMPENSATION OF
₹10.21 PER ACRE FOR
DAMAGES
and Jamal villages have been
affected.Aboutaweekago,when
theygottheircompensation,they
were shocked to see such a small
amount.”
He further said that they have
met the additional deputy commissioner(ADC) Mandeep Kaur
regarding thesame who assured
shewilltakeameetingoftheofficials concerned.
Bharukhera maintained that
the farmers wheat crop was
insuredbytheinsurancefirmfor
₹2,049perhectarewhichincludes
payment of ₹997 as share of the
farmerswhilerestoftheamount
wasbornebytheCentreandstate
government.

HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

ROHTAK :Ankita Choudhry, a resident of Meham town in Rohtak
district, bagged the all-India
rank 14 in the civil services
exam, the results of which were
declared by the Union Public
Service Commission (UPSC) on
Friday evening.
Choudhry did her schooling
from Indus Public School in
Rohtak and then went on to pursue BSc from Hindu College,
Delhi University.
She pursued MSc from Indian
Institutes of Technology, Delhi.
She was given a grand welcome
by residents in Meham on Saturday.
Choudhry’s father, Satyawan, works as an accountant at
a sugar mill in Rohtak.
Her mother had passed away
in a road accident four

n

Ankita Choudhry

years ago.
Choudhry said this was her
second attempt in the exam.
She said she stayed off social
media for two years to achieve
the results. Satyawan said her
daughter had been an allrounder since school days.
"She used to top in studies and
was active in sports and cultural
activities. She has made the
entire family proud,” he
said.

ANKIT KUMAR OF
PANIPAT COMES 34TH
Karnal: Ankit Kumar of Seharmalpur village in Samalkha
subdivision of Panipat district
has secured 34th position in the
civil services exam.
This was his first attempt. His
father Bhupender Singh, who is
an architect at the central public works Department, said
Ankit was currently employed
as an engineer in research and
development wing of Honda in
Japan.
His mother Sarita is posted as
senior pharmacy officer in central government health scheme,
ministry of health and family
welfare.
Ankit had completed his
BTech in mechanical engineering from IIT Delhi in 2016. He
had completed his schooling
from Ramjas School at
Delhi.

Cops arrest
‘thak-thak’ gang
kingpin, solve 30
theft cases

GURUGRAM: The crime branch of
Gurugram police arrested the
alleged kingpin of “thak -thak”
gang, Vinoth Kumar, and recovered10laptops,onetwo-wheeler,
andothermiscellaneousitemson
lateFridaynight.Withhisarrest,
the police claim to have solved
nearly 30 cases of theft.
According to the police, there
are five members in this gang,
whichhasvariousmodesofoperation, out of which knocking on
thecarwindowsofunsuspecting
drivers,forcingthemtocomeout
of their cars and stealing their
HTC
valuables is the oldest.
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follower’s
PAU fined ₹3L for supplying Dera
bail plea rejected
poor quality seeds to farmer in sacrilege case
HT Correspondent

FINANCIAL LOSS The consumer forum also directed the varsity to pay ₹79,650
for crop loss along with 9% interest from the date of purchase of seeds
Jatinder Mahal
n

jatinder@htlive.com

KAPURTHALA : The district consumer disputes redressal forum
has fined Punjab Agricultural
University (PAU), Ludhiana,
and its sub extension Krishi Vigyan Kendra here ₹3 lakh for
supplying inferior paddy seeds,
causing financial loss to a
farmer.
The forum also directed the
varsity to pay ₹79,650 against
crop loss along with 9% interest
from the date of purchase of
seeds (April 2018).
The complainant was also
awarded ₹20, 000 as compensa-

Wanted gangster
held with pistol
in Batala
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

BATALA : Police claimed to have

arrested a high profile gangster
wanted in more than one dozen
cases at various police stations,
here on Saturday.
The police recovered one .315
bore riffle and one live cartridge
from his possession.
Opinderjeet Singh Ghumman, SSP, Batala, said that the
accused, Gurvinder Singh, a
resident of Haryana, was living
in Batala at his relative’s home
from the last couple of
months. After getting a tip-off, a
police team laid a naka near village Khatib T-point and
arrested him.
The accused was wanted by
Patiala police in many criminal
cases and was declared
proclaimed offender by the
court.
A police official on the condition of anonymity said that the
accused was chairman of
Punjab Students Federation at
Punjabi University Patiala and
has strong political connections.
To show his political influence, he had posted his pictures
with high profile political
leaders and had posted cutting
of many vernacular newspapers
in support of political
leaders.
The police had registered a
case under Section 25/54/59 of
Arms Act against him at civil
lines police station.
In another incident, the
police arrested four persons,
including a retired army jawan
and recovered huge quantity of
fire arms from their
possession.

THE COMPLAINANT WAS
ALSO AWARDED ₹20K
AS COMPENSATION AND
LITIGATION EXPENSES
tion and litigation expenses by
the forum.
Jaspal Singh (64) of Lakhan
Kalan in Kapurthala district
approached the forum on September 9, 2018, stating that he
had purchased PR-121 paddy
seeds from KVK centre. He said
the agriculture department had
assured him of good crop, but a
few days later he noticed that
the growth was not up to the

mark and the experts told him
that seeds were of inferior quality.
“Due to the inferior quality of
seeds, I suffered huge losses. I
could have earned about ₹9 lakh
from the crop. The PAU even
ignored my complaints,” he told
the forum.
The PAU refuted the allegations, citing that PAU was the
country’s third oldest agricultural university of international
repute. “It is a common knowledge that the quality of the crop
and yield depend on many factors, including the condition of
the soil, the moisture content at
the sowing time, the sowing

methodology, salt accumulation
in surface layers, water quality
used for irrigation, long dry
spell in the atmosphere and diseases,” the varsity pleaded
before the forum.
On basis of an inquiry conducted by the Kapurthala agriculture department, the forum
observed, “PAU or KVK officials
did not visit the field of the complainant to ascertain the actual
position. They intentionally and
wilfully did not act upon the
complaint, which establishes
that there is a malafide intention or negligence as well as
deficiency in service,” the order
said.

Akal Takht to set up
commission to preserve
Sikh heritage structures

n

n

Senior advocate HS Phoolka along with others meeting Akal Takht
acting jathedar Giani Harpreet Singh (R) in Amritsar on Saturday.
HIT PHOTO

sode of 1984 (operation bluestar
and Sikh massacre),” he said.
The delegations approached
the Akal Takht jathedar in wake
of demolition of historic darshani
deori at Gurdwara Darbar Sahib,
Tarn Taran, by Baba Jagtar
Singh led Kar Sewa in presence of
the SGPC officials and employees
managing the gurdwara. This
deori was built by Kanwar Naunihal Singh, grandson of Sikh ruler
Maharaja Ranjit Singh two centuries ago. The act caused deep
angst among the Sikh masses.
One delegation was led by
noted lawyer HS Phoolka. He met
the acting jathedar with the complaint against those responsible
for demolition and also raised the
demand of setting up of the commission to preserve old gurdwara
buildings.
On the other hand, Alliance
Sikh Organizations (ASO)’s dele-

gation also met him with the draft
of the commission. The five-point
draft was handed over to Akal
Takht acting jathedar. It also
urged him to prepare status
report on the Sikh heritage and
relics across the world and access
the loss borne by the heritage
structures.
SAD (Taksali) president Ranjit Singh Brahmpura, senior
leader Sewa Singh Sekhwan and
candidate from Khadoor Sahib
segment or Lok Sabha polls also
met Giani Harpreet Singh on the
issue of demolition of darshani
deori. Like other two delegations,
they sought stringent action
against those responsible for the
demolition.
The ASO representatives and
SAD (Taksali) leaders demanded
role of SGPC general secretary
Gurbachan Singh
Karmuwala be probed in this case.

letterschd@hindustanties.com

TARN TARAN : Police on Saturday

judge Kamaljit Lamba has
rejected a bail application of Dera
Sacha Sauda follower Jatinderbir Arora of Bhagta Bhai Ka village, in a sacrilege case. He was
arrested at Gurusar village in
2015. The court in February had
rejected bail applications of five
other accused in this case. As
many as 157 pages of Guru
Granth Sahib were found scattered at Gurusar village near
Rampura Phul on October 20,
2015, six days after police action
on anti-sacrilege protesters in
Kotkapura and Behbal Kalan of
Faridkot district.
Earlier, a case was registered
against unidentified persons in
this connection at the Dialpura
police station.

booked the Punjab Ekta Party
(PEP) president, Sukhbir Singh
Valtoha, for violating model code
of conduct (MCC) by holding two
political functions without taking
permission from the concerned
authorities in Gandiwind and
Khara villages of Tarn Taran district.
A case has been registered on
the report of assistant returning
officer-cum-sub-divisional magistrate (SDM), Patti, Anmol Singh
Dhaliwal. As per the report,
Sukhbir Singh Valtoha had held
two political functions each in
Gandiwind and Khara village on
March 28, after the imposition of
MCC.
Valtoha had also not taken any
permission from the SDM for
holding the two functions
functions which were held to support Bibi Paramjit Kaur Khalra,
PEP’s candidate from Khadoor
Sahib Lok Sabha constituency.
Soon after the political functions, the SDM had shot a notice
to the Valtoha seeking his reply
that why he didn’t take any permission before holding the functions. As per Inspector Thamman
Singh of Majitha police station,
who is investigating the case, Valtoha had to furnish reply of the
notice within two days as per the
guidelines of the Election Commission of India (ECI).
“Valtoha failed to reply to the
notice issued by the SDM. By
doing this, the accused has
violated the election code,” he
said.
We have registered a case
under Section 188 (disobedience
to order duly promulgated by
public servant) of the IPC.

ASI ARRESTED
FOR ACCEPTING
₹5,000 BRIBE
IN JALANDHAR
HT Correspondent
letterschd@hindustantimes.com

JALANDHAR : An assistant sub-in-

AMRITSAR: A day after the Shiromani Gurdwara Parbandhak
Committee (SGPC) constituted
heritage committee to preserve
heritage Sikh structures and prevent its destruction in name of
Kar Sewa, Akal Takht on Saturday announced to set up Sikh
Heritage Commission for the
same purpose.
Giani Harpreet Singh, acting
jathedar of Akal Takht, which is
highest temporal seat of Sikhs,
took this step after two delegations met him to raise demand of
setting up the commission under
his supervision. Both the delegations cited that the committee
constituted by the SGPC is not
acceptable to them. Notably, the
SGPC has included its two members in the committee.
The acting jathedar said on
demand of sangat the commission will be constituted soon.
However, he remained silent
when he was asked that the committee has already been constituted by the SGPC. He made it
clear that this commission is
meant for the structures across
the world.
“Two historians, two architects and two other experts will be
part of the commission. This commission will be tasked with preserving Sikh heritage across the
world. Report or permission of
this commission will be mandatory for renovating, decorating or
reconstructing at least 60-yearold building or ones related to epi-

n

BATHINDA: The court of sessions
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Cong govt implicating PEP Tarn Taran
AAP workers in false chief booked for
cases, says Zora Singh poll code violation

spector (ASI), posted at the
Rama Mandi police station, was
caught red-handed by the vigilance bureau (VB) while
accepting a bribe of ₹5,000 on
Saturday.
In his complaint, Sukhwinder Singh, a resident of Ajit
Nagar, here, stated that he had
been facing some criminal charges and various cases were registered against him at different
police stations.
He further stated that during
the previous elections, his name
was mentioned in the habitual
offenders list.
To avoid any harassment this
time, he approached the police
to get his name removed from
the list, he said.
He futher added that ASI
Jatinder Singh demanded a
bribe of ₹5,000 from him so as to
get his name removed from the
list.
Senior superintendent of
police (SSP), district vigilance
bureau, Daljinder Singh Dhillon, said, “After verifying the
complaint, a team led by DSP
Niranjan Singh conducted a
raid at the Rama Mandi police
station and caught the ASI
while accepting the bribe in
presence of two government
officials.”
Meanwhile, a case under
Section 7 of the Prevention of
Corruption (Amendment) Act,
2018, has been registered
against the assistant subinspector.

n

AAP candidate from Jalandhar Lok Sabha segment Zora Singh
PARDEEP PANDIT/HT
addressing the media in Jalandhar on Saturday.

HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

JALANDHAR : Aam Aadmi Party
(AAP) candidate from Jalandhar justice Zora Singh (retd) on
Saturday alleged that the ruling
government was implicating
the party workers in false police
cases to mount pressure on
them.
While addressing a press conference here, Zora said
numerous complaints have
been received from the party
workers in the constituency,
following which the party has
decided to constitute a legal cell
committee to monitor the complaints.
“We will provide free legal
aides to our workers, who have
been implicated in false cases by
the ruling party. Any worker

can approach district president
Shiv Dayal Mali or other party
members. We will assure full
support to the workers,” he
said.
Zora demanded a probe
against Jalandhar Congress
candidate Santokh Singh
Chaudhary to verify the ‘sting’
allegations.
“The allegations were serious
still Chaudhary managed to get
the ticket. But the ruling government should conduct a probe
from the government agency or
from the CBI to nail the truth,”
he said. On the question of alliance with Congress in other
states, Zora said the AAP will
contest elections alone in Punjab. “The only aim of AAP for an
alliance with Congress in other
state is to get rid of the BJP governance,” he added.

GURU NANAK ANNIV

Sikh diaspora to plant million
saplings as a ‘gift to planet’
Press Trust of India
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

LONDON: Sikhs around the world

are taking part in a campaign to
plant a million trees as a “gift to
the entire planet” as part of celebrations marking the 550th
birth anniversary of first
master of the Sikhs Guru
Nanak.
The Sikh diaspora has taken
on the challenge and tens of
thousands of trees have already
been planted under the project,
which aims to reverse environmental decline and help people
reconnect with nature.
These are mostly in India –
the majority of the world’s Sikh
population lives in the state of
Punjab, which is planning to
plant 550 saplings in every vil-

THE SIKH DIASPORA
HAS TAKEN ON
THE CHALLENGE AND
TENS OF THOUSANDS
OF TREES HAVE ALREADY
BEEN PLANTED UNDER
THE PROJECT
lage – but also in the UK, US,
Australia and Kenya, the Gurdian reported.
“We want to mark the anniversary in a significant way,”
Rajwant Singh, the president of
the Washington DC-based environmental organisation EcoSikh, said.
“Guru Nanak was a nature
lover. He had talked about

nature as a manifestation of God
and many of his writings talk
about how we need to learn lessons of life from nature,” he
added.
Sikh Union Coventry has
started planting native trees,
shrubs and flowers such as
hazel and hawthorn at Longford
Park, and is exploring locations
in schools, parks and recreation
areas.
“As Sikhs, our connection to
the environment is an integral
part of our faith and identity.
Future generations will benefit
from the fruits of our labour,
symbolising peace, friendships
and continuity for generations
to come,” Palvinder Singh
Chana, the chair of Sikh Union
Coventry, was quoted as saying
by the paper.

HTSPOTLIGHT

Meet Ramanjeet Kaur, Delhi’s lone female snatcher
WATCH OUT Rinkle, known
for violent crimes, was arrested
for the third time last month
Prawesh Lama
n

prawesh.lama@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: In a man’s world of bike
snatchers in Delhi, she is the odd woman
out.
Dressed as a man in a pair of jeans,
shirt tucked out of her waist, her face covered with a helmet, 32-year-old Ramanjeet Kaur, alias Rinkle, rides pillion on a
motorcycle and snatches cell phones,
jewellery, and handbags for a living.
Rinkle, a mother of three, features in
the list of ‘bad characters’ at the Nangloi
police station. A bad character, according
to police records, is a person with multiple criminal cases whose activities must
be monitored because he or she is a threat
to law and order.
Last month, Rinkle was arrested for
the third time in her life. She had on
March 8 rode pillion and dragged a middle-aged woman, who refused to let go of
the bag she had tried to snatch, for more
than 100 metres on a busy west Delhi road.
Rinkle is back in prison, jail number 6, the
same place from where she was released
a year ago. Police officers, who have interrogated her all these years, describe her
in various ways — a woman with an
obsessive-compulsive disorder, a ruthless criminal, a kleptomaniac. They
describe her differently; see her differently, but agree on one fact – Rinkle is getting violent by the year. This means
trouble for her and the police.
In January 2018, Rinkle — who police
falsely believed had quit her criminal
ways — attacked a woman in west Delhi’s
Kirti Nagar when the woman resisted a
snatching attempt. According to the
woman’s complaint, she was assaulted,
dragged and left bleeding on the ground.
“Rinkle is a habitual snatcher but she
wasn’t violent. Of late, she has started
attacking her victims if they resist. This is
scary. She takes the help of other crimi-

n

nals to commit the crimes,” an officer
said, adding this time Rinkle’s partner-incrime was a man named Ramneek Singh,
24. Singh has cases of assault, robbery,
and possessing illegal weapons.
THE BEGINNING
Had it not been for her younger brother’s
friendship with a local criminal, Rinkle,
maybe, would have never had a police
record. She would always be Ramanjeet
Kaur, a wife, a mother, carpenter and a
homemaker’s daughter. Rinkle had studied at a government school in west Delhi‘s
Chander Vihar where she lived. She
dropped out of Class 10. Friends and distant relatives of Chander Vihar, who
have known her, say that around 2012,
her brother Romi had become friends
with Jagga alias Jagjeet, 35, a man with

(Top left and above) Ramanjeet Kaur, alias Rinkle, with Ramneek Singh after their
arrest last month. Police said Rinkle often rode pillion (CCTV grab on left) and
snatched cellphones, jewellery and handbags for a living.
DELHI POLICE

over 40 criminal cases such as murder,
snatching, robbery.
One of the distant relatives, who
refused to be identified, said,“Romi did
drugs and committed snatching crimes
with Jagga. They were friends. Jagga was
a regular at Rinkle’s house. We came to
know much later he had fallen in love
with her. Rinkle was already married
with her childhood love Tejender. Jagga
was so smitten by her that to date, he has
never married.”
Maybe it was Jagga’s flashy lifestyle
that lured her to crime and gave her a new
life. Rinkle knew how to ride. Her father,
Kuldip, had even bought her a scooter.
Unlike her elder sister, she loved riding
and speeding. Jagga was what she
needed. A smitten Jagga gave her wings.
They started in late 2012. Jagga, a veteran

with over 40 cases, had offered Rinkle a
part of his stolen earnings.
“I hired her because she is a woman
and having a woman in the gang is beneficial. There is no chance of doubt and they
commit the crime easily,” his confession
in police records read.
Police records show Jagga and Rinkle
were neighbours in Chander Vihar and
operated across the city. Their crimes —
Delhi’s own Bonnie and Clyde — were
reported from Vikaspuri in west Delhi to
Laxmi Nagar in east Delhi; Greater Kailash in south Delhi to Connaught Place in
the heart of the city. A crime dossier, prepared by crime branch, shows they were
first arrested in east Delhi’s Krishna
Nagar on March 14, 2014. On a stolen bike,
the two were fleeing after a snatching
spree . That evening, Rinkle’s name was

etched in police records for the first time.
A Chander Vihar resident, who
claimed he was friends with Ramanjeet
before she became Rinkle, said, “Within
months of her arrest, her husband Tejender was also arrested for murder. He had
murdered a man after a drunken brawl
and dumped the body in Sonepat. Their
three kids were like orphans. Their
grandmother came to take care of them.
After two months, on May 30 that year,
Rinkle was out on bail. We thought she
would mend her ways but it did not happen. She found other partners to help her
in the crime.”
Ramneek Singh, arrested in the latest
case with Rinkle, told police that he too
was in love with her. With Jagga, tagged
as Rinkle’s partner-in-crime, in police
files, she needed a new man. The Chander
Vihar resident said that around mid-2017,
Rinkle found the perfect guy — a local
biker, who loved performing stunts on
bikes and was often spotted at India Gate
C Hexagon. Ramneek was just her man.
Inspector Jai Prakash, who arrested
the two, said, “Rinkle became friends
with Ramneek. Initially, she asked him if
he could snatch potatoes from local shops
while riding. Next, she asked him to
snatch apples. It graduated to iPhones,
jewellery and hand bags.” In January last
year, when the two were first arrested,
police had found evidence of their
involvement in nine cases of robbery.
Between 2017 and 2018, they may possibly
have been involved in over a 100 cases.
‘WON’T DO IT AGAIN’
At 32, Rinkle has 25 known criminal cases
against her — and these are only the cases
in which police have found evidence and
pinned her involvement. The actual number of cases could be too many. All the
cases are in the trial stage.
The annual crime data shows there are
over 8,000 snatching cases every year in
the national Capital. With a strength of a
little over 80,000 personnel for a population of 1.98 crore residents – half the force
are on traffic or security duties — most
cases remain unsolved in the city. Only
56% of the snatching cases were solved
last year. Using this to their advantage,

Rinkle and her partners made a killing by
snatching for a living. An officer who had
arrested Rinkle in 2018 said that the
woman had even bought a house in Nangloi for Rs 25 lakh in 2017.
A stolen iPhone that costs about
₹75,000 is sold for anywhere between
₹15,000-₹20,000 in the black market. A
phone that costs around ₹20,000 is sold for
about ₹5,000. There is no dearth of goldsmiths who take seconds to melt stolen
gold chains and burn every bit of evidence
of the crime. Rinkle told police she loved
gold chains but has never worn a single
piece of gold or diamond she has
snatched.
Last month, they had made the mistake of throwing a stolen handbag in the
bushes, instead of burning it. Police found
the bag and used it as an evidence against
her and Ramneek.
Last month, after her arrest, inside the
operations cell of the west district, Rinkle
cried. She said she would not do it again.
“Was it acting or was she indeed
repenting?” None of the police officers
around her could say with conviction.
An officer, who was at the office, said
Rinkle defended her actions and came up
with different reasons as to why she had
become a criminal. She said she was
obsessed with snatching hand bags. To
another officer, she said she needed
money to repay a debt. Next, she said the
business is good — the lax laws help so she
would not mind spending a few days in
jail. Last year, she spent less than a month
in prison.
Delhi police have written to the government to amend anti-snatching laws to
ensure harsher punishment and difficult
bail provisions. More than two years
later, the file is gathering dust.
Police are unsure for how long Rinkle
will be in prison this time. Her family
refused to talk to HT. Locals said
her mother is taking care of Rinkle’s kids.
This isn’t Rinkle’s first time in prison.
But most of the locals and the police personnel are certain that it most definitely
won’t be her last. In 2016, the then lieutenant governor had signed an externment
order barring Rinkle from living within
Delhi for at least two years.
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Shantaquestions75-year
agebarforcontestingpolls
UPSET Former CM says he is pained at Shatrughan’s decision to quit BJP

›

HT Correspondent
n

I don’t know whether
he is ashamed of
his act or not but Sukh
Ram has brought a bad
name to Himachal politics.

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

DHARAMSHALA: Senior Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) leader and
former Himachal Pradesh chief
minister Shanta Kumar on
Saturdayquestionedthe75years
cut-off age limit in the party for
contesting
elections,
saying“itcannotbethesolecriterion”.
Addressingapressconference
here, Kumar,said as a partyman
he agreed with the decision.
“However, as a writer, I feel age
canbeanormbutnotthesolecriterion,” he said. Kumar, one of
thefounder-membersoftheBJP,
is among the party veterans who
havebeenoverlookedbytheBJP
for the Lok Sabha election.
Other senior BJP leaders,
includingLKAdvani,MurliManohar Joshi and Lok Sabha
Speaker Sumitra Mahajan, are
outofelectoralraceintheparliamentary polls. The 84-year-old
leader,however, maintainedthat
he was not willing to contest and
had conveyed to the party about
his decision long ago.
Kumarsaidhe hadseen many
25-year-oldmenwholackedcouragetostandupforacause.“However,therearemanyoctogenarians who have laid down their
lives for the country,” he added.
Ventinghisemotionsonactorturned-politician Shatrughan

SHANTA KUMAR,
former Himachal Pradesh CM

Sinhaswitchingover tothe Congress, Kumar said it was “very
very painful” for him to see his
old friend quitting the BJP.
“I tried hard to convince him;
asked his wife Poonam Sinha to
talk to him but she too is now
likely to contest against Union
home minister Rajnath Singh. It
is painful for me,” Kumar said.
MUM OVER YASHWANT,
ARUN SHOURIE
The former chief minister
refused to comment on former
BJPleadersYashwantSinhaand
ArunShourie,whohaveledfrontal attacks on Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and party president Amit Shah’s style of functioning.
On Advani’s blog, Shanta
Kumar said the party patriarch
hasgivensomethingfortheparty
forself-introspection.“Giventhe
devaluation in politics, each
party needs to introspect,” said
he said..

CONCERNED OVER
RAMDEV’S SILENCE
Kumar also expressed concern
over the silence of yoga guru
Ramdev, who had openly supportedtheBJPin2014LokSabha
elections. “He is a swami in real
sense.Hemade‘swadeshi’amass
movement.However,hissilence
isworryingme.Idon’tknowwhy
heisangry,”saidtheformerchief
minister.
Kumar said he would contact
Ramdev and remind him that he
once said the country needed
Modi. “I will tell him that the
countrystillneedsModi,”Kumar
said.
CONDEMNS SUKH RAM,
ASKS ANIL TO QUIT
HittingoutatSukhRamforparty
hopping, Kumar said: “I don’t
know whether he is ashamed of
his act or not but Sukh Ram has
broughta bad nameto Himachal
politics.”
Sukh Ram had joined the BJP

before2017assemblyelectionsin
Himachal Pradesh. His son Anil
Sharmabecameaministerinthe
BJPgovernmentinthestateafter
the assembly polls.
Kumar said, “Now for his
grandson, Sukh Ram has again
joined the Congress.”
Sukh Ram and his grandson
AashraySharmajoinedtheCongress party after the two met
party presidentRahulGandhiin
March. Kumar said with Sukh
Ram and Aashray Sharma joining the Congress, Anil Sharma’s
continuation in the BJP government had become untenable.
“Anil Sharma will have to
step down sooner or later,” he
added.
The veteran leader also
praised former chief minister
VirbhadraSingh,whoinarecent
statement, said he has no personal animosity towards Sukh
Ram but was against his politics
of ‘Aaya Ram Gaya Ram’ (frequent floor-crossing). “I must
proudlysaythatVirbhadraandI
are now in the same party, the
party of principles, which is
above Congress and BJP,” he
said.
He also congratulated BJP
workers on the 39th founding
anniversary of the party and
fondly remembered the days of
struggle it went through to
emerge as the world’s largest
party.

FAESAL BACKS
INDEPENDENT
CANDIDATE IN
BARAMULLA
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

In Hamirpur, it’s
Anurag Thakur
vs Ram Lal
Guarav Bisht

SRINAGAR : Former IAS officer

Shah Faesal has decided to supportindependentcandidateengineerSheikhAbdulRashid,whois
contesting Lok Sabha polls from
Baramulla. Faesal who recently
formed political party Jammu
KashmirPeople’sMovement and
is notcontesting LokSabhapolls
expressed his support for the
independent candidateengineer
Sheikh Abdul Rashid in a tweet.
“In the given circumstances
Er.Rashid@mlalangateseemsto
be the best choice among candidates for Baramula Parliamentary Constituency,” he tweeted.
Theformerbureaucratsaidhe
will also vote for Rashid. Both
Shah Faesal and Sheikh Rashid
hail from north Kashmir's Kupwara district. Rashid is a twotime former legislator from Langate assembly constituency of
Kupwara district and is head of
AwamiIttehadParty.Hehadalso
contested parliament elections
from Baramulla Lok Sabha seat
in 2014 and secured more than
20,000 votes.
Shah Faesal after forming the
newpartydecidedtoconcentrate
on the party structure. Sources
closetotheformerIASofficersay
thathispartyispreparingforthe
next assembly elections.
The former legislator Rashid
expressed his gratitude for the
support from Shah Faesal.

n

gaurav.bisht@hindustantimes.com

SHIMLA:: The Congress on Satur-

daynamedNainaDevilegislator
Ram Lal Thakur as its candidate
fromHamirpurLokSabhaseatin
Himachal Pradesh.
HewilltakeonBharatiyaJanataParty’sAnurag Thakur,who
has won the seat thrice —2008
(byelection), 2009 and 2014.
Ram Lal Thakur has unsuccessfully contested from Hamirpurin 1999,2004— losingonboth
the occasions to BJP’s Suresh
Chandel — and 2008.
HewasfirstelectedtotheHimachal Pradesh assembly in 1985
and re-elected in 1993, 1998 and
2003.ReluctanceofCongresslegislature party leader Mukesh
Agnihotriandformerstateparty
chief Sukhwinder Singh Sukhu
haddelayedtheselectionofHamirpur candidate. Former chief
minister Virbhadra Singh had
backed the claims of young
Abhishek Rana, son of Sujanpur
legislator Rajendra Rana, forthe
ticket but his name did not find
favour with the party.
ChandelwasalsokeenonCongressticketfromHamirpur,buta
section of leaders vehemently
opposed his entry into the party.
A state BJP chief from 1998 to
2000,Chandel’snamehadfigured
in the cash-for-question scam in
2005.

2017 CRPF camp
attack: Jaish
operative in NIA net

DIVINE TOUCH

n

Ram Lal Thakur

RAM LAL THAKUR WAS
FIRST ELECTED TO THE
HIMACHAL PRADESH
ASSEMBLY IN 1985 AND
RE-ELECTED IN 1993,
1998 AND 2003
Meanwhile,theBJPisrunning
a well-organised campaign in
Hamirpur, considered a bastion
of Anurag Thakur.
Oftenaccusedoflosinghisconnectwithpeople,AnuragThakur
has been extensively touringthe
constituency. His father and
former chief minister Prem
Kumar Dhumal, who was lying
low after his unexpected defeat
from Sujanpur in 2017 assembly
elections, is also travelling from
the village to village in the Lok
Sabhaconstituency,comprising
17 assembly segments in Una,
Hamirpur Bilaspur and three in
Kangra district.

Delhi court stays
summons to
former Haryana
minister Kanda
HT Correspondent

HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

SRINAGAR : An over ground

n

People participating in religious rituals on the first day of Navratras at Mata Vaishno Devi shrine in Katra on Saturday. Shat Chandi
Maha Yagya commenced as part of the nine-day festival at the shrine.
HT PHOTO

Bizman murders wife, neighbours alert
cops when he tries to bury her body
HT Correspondent
n

htreporters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: A 48-year-old busi-

nessman was arrested on Friday, four days after he allegedly
murdered his estranged wife by
strangling her at her home in
northeast Delhi’s Jafarabad and
told his family members and
neighbours that she died
because of a prolonged illness,
the police said. Police said the
man, identified as Anees Qureshi, killed his wife, Asma,
because he suspected her of having an “extra-marital affair”.

POLICE SAY ANEES
QURESHI KILLED HIS
WIFE ASMA BECAUSE HE
SUSPECTED HER OF
HAVING AN AFFAIR
Qureshi and his family members were allegedly preparing to
bury her body when a neighbour noticed strangulation
marks around the woman’s
neck and informed the police,
who then took the body into custody. The body was sent to Guru
Teg Bahadur (GTB) hospital for

an autopsy. Since the police
were not sure how the woman
died, they waited for the autopsy
report and initiated inquest proceedings under Section 174 of
the Code of Criminal Procedure
(CrPC).
“We received the autopsy
report on Thursday, which
revealed Asma died of strangulation. We took her husband and
in-laws into custody and questioned them. The husband confessed to the crime and revealed
that he suspected that his wife
was cheating on him and murdered her in a fit of rage,” Atul

Kumar Thakur, deputy commissioner of police (northeast),
said.
The police said the couple had
a love marriage around 20 years
ago, against the wishes of their
families, and have two children.
The couple had been living separately for the last five years.
While the woman, Asma, lived
with her children in a flat in
Jafarabad, Qureshi was living
with his second wife, three children of the second marriage,
and other family members at his
parental home in Chauhan Bangar, near Jafarabad.

worker of the Jaish-e-Mohammed has been arrested for his
alleged involvement in the
December 2017 CRPF group centre attack in Lethpora, the
National Investigative Agency
said Saturday.
The accused has been identified as Syed Hilal Andrabi, 35, of
Ratnipora, Pulwama. An NIA
spokesperson said Andrabi is an
active OGW of the proscribed
terror group JeM.
“He is a key conspirator who
provided logistic support in the
form of sheltering the terrorists
and conducting reconnaissance
of the CRPF Group centre, Lethpora before the terrorist
attack,” he said.
He said after the arrest of
Andrabi, the total number of
accused arrested in this case has
risen to four. “Three accused
were earlier arrested for being a
part of the conspiracy, including Fayaz Ahmad Magrey, Manzoor Ahmed Bhat and Nisar
Ahmed Tantray.”
The terrorist attack was carried out by three terrorists of
the terror group, he said.
“During the investigation by
NIA, the terrorists were identified as Fardeen Ahmad Khandey, Manzoor Baba and a Pakistani terrorist Abdul Shakoor
resident of Rawalakot area of
POK. All three terrorists
were killed in the encounter,”
he said.
Andrabi was produced before

2 MILITANTS
KILLED IN
SHOPIAN
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

SRINAGAR :Two militants
of Hizbul Mujahideen
were killed in south
Kashmir’s Shopian district after a brief
encounter on Saturday,
defence spokesman
Rajesh Kalua said.
In the afternoon,
army and police had
jointly launched an
operation in an orchard
at Lasdanau Imam
Sahib. One of the militants was identified as
an MTech student Rahil
Rashid Shiekh of Nuner
Ganderbal. He had
joined Hizbul Mujahideen on April 3 and his
picture carrying an
AK-47 rifle had gone
viral on social media.
The other militant has
been identified as Bilal
of Keller.
Defence spokesman
said the operations is
under way.

a court and his five days’ police
custody has been obtained for
investigation, he said.
Three militants and five
CRPF jawans were killed in the
attack in 2017.
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NEWDELHI: A Delhi sessions court
onSaturdaystayedatrialcourt’s
March 18 order summoning
former Haryana minister Gopal
GoyalKandaandhisallegedaide
Aruna Chadha as accused in a
2012 abetment of suicide case.
AnuradhaSharma’sdaughter,
Geetika,anairhostess,wasfound
hangingin a roomat the family’s
Ashok Vihar residence on
August 5, 2012. The police found
two suicide notes, in which Geetika blamed Kanda and Chadha.
Six months later, Anuradha
tookherownlife,blamingKanda
and Chadha for her death.
The stay order was passed by
additional sessions judge Rajrani, after Kanda’s counsel RS
Malik filed a revision petition
againstthetrialcourt’sorder.He
submitted that at the time Anuradha had killed herself, Kanda
wasinjudicialcustodyandthere
was no possibility of instigating
her to suicide.
He further submitted that it
was not mentioned in Anuradha’ssuicidenotethatKandais
responsible for her death. The
trial court hadearlier passed the
orderafterAnuradha’shusband,
Dinesh Sharma appeared before
the court and said his wife took
the step due to the “harassment
and torture meted out to her at
the behest of Gopal Kanda and
Aruna Chadha”. He further submitted that despite being in custody, Kanda and Chadha used
“moneyandpower”toharassand
torturehiswife,duetowhichshe
was “compelled” to end her life.

Landslide blocks
Jammu-Srinagar
highway in Ramban
Press Trust of India
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

BANIHAL :Traffic on the strategic

Jammu-Srinagar national highway was suspended Saturday
afteramassivelandslideblocked
the arterial road in Ramban district, officials said.
A huge landslide occurred
at Anokhi Fall in the afternoon,
blockingthenearly270-kmhighway, the officials said.
They said intermittent shooting of stones from the hillock
overlooking the highway near
the scene of the landslide was
goingon,hamperingtheeffortsof
the agencies concerned in roadclearance operation to ensure
earlyrestorationofthehighway.
The Ramban-Banihal stretch
of the highway also witnessed
light rains in the evening,
the officials said, adding that

efforts are on to restore traffic
on the highway as early as possible.
Traffic on the highway is
restricted to one-way and plies
alternatively from the twin
capitalsofSrinagarandJammu.
“Hundreds of vehicles were
left stranded on the highway at
various places due to the closure
of the road,” the officials said,
adding the traffic was allowed
fromSrinagartowardsJammuin
themorningwhilenovehiclewas
allowedfromJammutoSrinagar.
Meanwhile, Ramban district
magistrate Showkat Aijaz Bhat
said the civil vehicular traffic on
thehighwayinthejurisdictionof
thedistrictfromBatote-Nashrito
Jawahar Tunnel - would be
restricted for safe convoy movement of security forces on Sundayfor13hoursbetween4amand
5pm.
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election2019
Oppnpartiesjoinhands
againstEC,allegebias SHATRUGHAN TO
n

UP IN ARMS Mamata hits out at poll watchdog over cops’ transfer, Cong says EC let off Yogi
HT Correspondents
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

KOLKATA/NEWDELHI: The Election
Commission (EC) came under
opposition fire on Saturday with
theTrinamoolCongressalleging
that its decision to transfer four
seniorBengalpolice officers was
“highly arbitrary” and the Congress questioning its move to let
off Uttar Pradesh chief minister
Yogi Adityanath lightly for his
“Modiji ki Sena” remark.
While West Bengal chief minister Mamata Banerjee claimed
thetransferswereordered atthe
behest of the Bharatiya Janata
Party(BJP),theCongressalleged
thatthe commissionhadwritten
a “love letter” to Adityanath for
his “insult” to the Indian Army.
Congress chief spokesperson
Randeep Surjewala tweeted:
“HastheMCCnowbecome‘Modi
Code of Conduct’. Adityanath
insults the Indian Army -- EC
writes a love letter to him.”
Banerjee wrote a letter to the
EC, claiming the flow of events
raised “strong doubts” over its
functioning and ability to conduct free and fair polls in the
state. “The decision of the Commissionishighlyarbitrary,motivated and biased. We have every
reasontobelievethatthedecision
oftheCommissionisatthebehest
of the ruling party at the Centre,
i.e. the BJP,” she said.
On Friday, the commission
hadordered immediate removal
of Kolkata top cop Anuj Sharma;
Bidhan Nagar police commissioner Gyanwant Singh; Birbhumdistrictpolicesuperintendent Shyam Singh and Diamond
Harbour police district superintendent P S Selvamurugan.

n
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NEW DELHI: Hours after former

n

From left: UPA chairperson Sonia Gandhi, BSP chief Mayawati, West Bengal CM Mamata Banerjee,
Congress chief Rahul Gandhi, Andhra Pradesh CM N Chandrababu Naidu at HD Kumaraswamy’s (extreme
right) swearing-in ceremony in Bengaluru on May 23, 2018, as part of anti-BJP show of strength. PTI FILE

Earlier,theBJPhadsubmitted
to the commission a list of 51
administrativeandpoliceofficers
on pollduty in 26 Lok Sabha constituencies, accusing them of
“acting as Trinamool Congress
cadres”. Bengal has 42 parliamentary constituencies and
votes in all seven phases.
Anuj Sharma and Gyanwant
Singh were among a few police
officers seen by Banerjee’s side
during the dharna she held at
Esplanade in Kolkata on February 3 to protest an attempt by a
Central Bureau of Investigation
team to enter the residence of
former Kolkata police commissionerRajeevKumartoquestion
him in the Saradha scam.
Banerjee fumed at a rally in
Kalchini in north Bengal. “If the
BJP thinks that by transferring
my officers they will make me
weak, they are mistaken. Those

Agencies
letters@hindustantimes.com

NEWDELHI:The Bharatiya Janata
Party(BJP)onSaturdayreleased
a list of 24 candidates across
seven states for the Lok Sabha
elections,denyingticketsto10sittingMPs,includingUnionministerUmaBhartiand five-time MP
from Ranchi Ram Tahal Choudhary.
The list, finalised by the BJP’s
CentralElectionCommittee,has
names of eight candidates from

CONTEST FROM
PATNA SAHIB
ON CONG TICKET
Agencies

who havereplacedthese officers
arealsomyofficers.Theycannot
put me down so easily. The more
you try to harm me, the stronger
I will become,”she said.
Reacting to her statement,
Bengal BJP chief Dilip Ghosh
said,“This is onlythe beginning.
More officers will be transferred
because they are the ones who
conduct polls for the Trinamool
Congress... Nopoliceofficer who
istainted,corruptandalackey(of
the ruling party) would be
allowedtoparticipateintheelection process.”
In Delhi, the Congress hit out
at the EC after it was learnt to
have let off Adityanath with a
light rap for his “Modiji ki sena”
remark, merely asking him to be
“morecarefulinhisutterancesin
future”. The party also came
down hard on the EC communication to NITI Aayog vice chair-

manRajivKumar,sayinghecriticised the Congress’s proposed
minimumincomeschemeNYAY
butthecommissionhadonlytold
him not to repeat it in future.
“NITI Aayog vice chairman
criticisestheNYAYscheme--EC
says ‘don’t do it in future’,” Congress chief spokesperson Randeep Surjewala said. Why is the
EC shying away from showing
the mirror of truth to those in
power, Surjewala wondered.
LateonSaturday,seniorSamajwadi Party (SP) leader Azam
Khan, too, criticised the EC for
“letting off” Adityanath for his
comments on the army during a
public address in Ghaziabad on
Sunday. “Yogi said ‘Modi ki fauj
hai’, Mukhtar Abbas Naqvi also
said the same thing but the Election Commission did nothing,”
Azam Khan said in Rampur.
(With PTI inputs)

BJP names 24 in new list; Uma not in fray
n

Shatrughan Sinha

n

Uma Bharti

Haryana, four each from Uttar
Pradesh and Rajasthan, three
each from Madhya Pradesh and
Jharkhand and one each from
West Bengal and Odisha.

Bharti, who had announced
thatshewouldn’tcontesttheLok
Sabhapolls,hasbeenreplacedin
Jhansi by Anurag Sharma, the
owner of Baidyanath Group.
InUttarPradesh,thepartyhas
also dropped BandaMP Bhairon
PrasadMishraandreplacedhim
byRKPatel,whileNilamSonkar
has retained her Lalganj seat.
From Phulpur, the party has
fielded Keshri Devi Patel.
Among the eight candidates
announced from Haryana, the
partyhasdroppedthreeMPsand

retainedfive.InRajasthan,three
sittingMPshavebeendropped.In
Jharkhand, Ram Tahal ChoudharyhasbeenreplacedbySanjay
Seth. In Madhya Pradesh,Union
minister Narendra Singh
Tomar’sGwaliorseathasgoneto
Vivek Shejwalkar. Tomar is
shiftedtoMorena.InChindwara,
Natthan Shah has been pitted
againstNakulNath.InWestBengal’sPurulia,theBJPhasfielded
Jyotirmoy Mahato, while the
JagatsinghpurseatinOdishahas
gone to Bibhuti Prasad Tarai.

Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
leader,ShatrughanSinha,joined
the Congress party on Saturday,
the party fielded him as its Lok
Sabha poll candidate from the
Patna Sahib constituency in
Bihar. The actor-turned-politician, who is the incumbent MP
fromtheseat,willfaceseniorBJP
leader and Union minister Ravi
Shankar Prasad.
“It’s with a heavy heart and
immense pain that I finally bid
adieutomyoldparty,forreasons
best known to all of us, on 6th
April, which also happens to be
the Sansthapna Diwas of BJP. I
don’tholdanyillwill forourpeople as they were like my family
and I was groomed in,” Sinha
tweeted early on Saturday.
Talking to the media later,
Sinha said he quit the BJP as it
hadturnedintoa“one-manshow
and two-men army”. He also
praised Congress chief Rahul
Gandhi, terming him as a “...the
face of the nation and its future”.
InanapparentreferencetoPrime
Minister Narendra Modi, Sinha
said, “People have called your
bluffandunderstoodyourhollow
promises...”
Congress general secretary
KC Venugopal welcomed Sinha
and termed him the “best politician who was earlier with the
wrong party”.
Senior BJP leader Shanta
Kumar said he was hurt by
Sinha’s entry into the Congress.
“Thepoliticsofdishonestybegins
when the leaders switch parties.
The trend of switching parties is
deeply damaging politics.”
Congress’snewlistalsonames
formerHimachalPradeshminister Ramlal Thakur from Hamirpur and Jasbir Singh GillDimpa
from Khadoor Sahib in Punjab.

BJP LEADER SHANTA
KUMAR SAID HE WAS
HURT BY SHATRUGHAN
SINHA’S ENTRY INTO
THE CONGRESS

facetoface
N CHANDRABABU NAIDU, Andhra Pradesh chief minister

‘Today, BJP is the greatest
threat to our democracy’

T

elugu Desam Party
(TDP) supremo and
Andhra Pradesh
chief minister
N Chandrababu Naidu, who
will turn 69 in two weeks,
keeps a punishing campaign
schedule even in 40 degrees
Celsius heat. He addresses at
least five rallies a day, crisscrossing Andhra Pradesh,
ahead of the simultaneous
assembly and parliamentary
elections in the state on April
11. Naidu spoke to Venkatesha Babu about the
prospects of forming a grand
alliance of opposition parties,
his falling-out with Prime
Minister Narendra Modi and
the Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) and key election issues.
Edited Excerpts:

You were an ally of the BJP for
four years before parting ways.
In your rallies, you seem to
attack Modi more than YSR
Congress Party chief YS Jagan
Mohan Reddy (the main opposition party in the state). Why did
the relationship sour so much?
Who started it first? When he
comes here and calls me
(U-turn Babu), talks of ‘son
rise’ (a reference to Naidu’s
son Nara Lokesh) and how
Polavaram (multi-purpose
irrigation project) is an ATM,
when he makes attacks on my
family, should I keep quiet?
My Andhra people want me
to respond in the same language he uses. Modi is
uncouth. If he wants respect
to be given, he also should
learn to give respect to others. He spoke the same disrespectful language to Akhilesh
{Yadav, chief of the Samajwadi Party}, Mayawati {chief
of the Bahujan Samaj Party},
Mamata {Banerjee, West
Bengal CM} everywhere… It
is Modi who is failing to
uphold the dignity of the
office of PM… I won my first
election in 1978 and have seen
PMs right from the time of
Indira Gandhi... nobody
behaved in this irresponsible
manner. With others we
might have had ideological
differences but it never got
personal till Modi started
this. If I keep quiet, people
will believe his lies. This megalomaniac needs to be paid
back in the same coin.
Earlier also, I had differed
with him in 2002 (during the

Farmers, women
key focus in YSRC,
TDP manifestos

Sugarcane may tilt the scales in west UP

Srinivasa Rao Apparasu

SAHARANPUR/BAGHPAT: In western

n

letters@hindustantimes,com

AMARAVATI: Andhra Pradesh’s
rulingTeluguDesamParty(TDP)
andtheOppositionYSRCongress
Party(YSRCP) unveiled election
manifestos heavily oriented
towards farmers and women on
Saturday, five days before the
statevotessimultaneouslyinLok
Sabha and state assembly polls.
The release of manifestos
cameona daythesouthern state
celebrated Ugadi, the Telugu
New Year’s Day.
TDPpresidentandchiefminister N Chandrababu Naidu said
his party, if re-elected, would
ensure interest-free loans to
farmers without any cap and
implement a scheme called
“Annadata Sukhibhava” (may
thedonoroffoodbehappy)under
which farmers would get crop
investment assistance of ~10,000
per year.Naidu also promised to
createapricestabilisationfundof
~5,000crorefor marketintervention to ensure remunerative prices for farm produce .
He said the TDP would create
anexclusivebankforotherbackward classes with a corpus of
~10,000croreandasimilaronefor
Muslims.
YSRCP chief YS Jaganmohan
Reddy promised to implement a
complete ban on liquor sales in
AndhraPradesh,inthreephases,
ifhispartyisvotedtopower.Only
five-starhotelswilleventually be
allowed to serve liquor.
The four-page manifesto
promised investment support of
~50,000 per year to each farmer,
freecropinsurance,interest-free
loans, and construction of warehouses, cold storages and food
processing plants. For women,
Reddy promised payment of
~15,000 per annum for schools
fees of their children, ~50,000 for
DevelopmentofWomenandChildren in Rural Areas (DWCRA)
groups, and ~75,000 for women
aged above45 years belongingto
underprivileged sectors.

Chetan Chauhan
n

chetan@hindustantimes.com

Uttar Pradesh, sugarcane farmers hold the key to electoral successorfailure,anditwon’tbeany
differentintheupcominggeneral
elections.About70%ofthe15million voters in western UP are
directly or indirectly dependent
foralivelihoodonthe sugarcane
crop and can swing the result in
the race for at least 18 of the 22
seats the region fills in the lower
House.
In the2014LokSabhapolls,the
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
swept theregionafter promising
toclearthesugarcaneduesowed
tofarmers,anditsvotesharewas
more than the combined votes
polled by the Samajwadi Party
(SP) and the Bahujan Samaj
Party(BSP),whicharecontesting
in an alliance this time. The
regionwillvoteintwophases,on
April 11 and April 18.
In the 2017 Uttar Pradesh
assemblyelections,theBJPagain
won a majority of the seats in
western UP, but its vote share
declinedto about44% frommore
than50%in2014,accordingtothe
New Delhi-based Trivedi Centre
forPoliticalData,indicatingthat
the SP-BSP alliance can be a formidable force this time around.
Tobesure,theBJP-ledgovernments at the Centre and in the
states have done their bit for the
sugarcane industry. On February 19, the central government
introduced a minimum price of
~31perkilogramatwhichmillers
can sell sugar, after domestic
sugarpricesfellbelowcostofproductionin2017-18. Sugarproduction that year was about 30 milliontonnes,about4.5milliontonnes more than the country’s
annual consumption, according
toagricultureministrydata.The
Centre also decided to build a 3
million tonne buffer stock of
sugar,doubledimportdutyfrom
50%anddecidedtogiveasubsidy
of ~55 per tonne and soft loans to
sugar millers.
Uttar Pradesh’s principal secretary(cane),SanjayBoosreddy,

KEY ISSUES
n Outstanding dues in the

n

About 70% of the 15 million voters in western UP are directly or
indirectly dependent for a livelihood on the sugarcane crop, which
can swing the results in the upcoming Lok Sabha elections. AFP FILE

said the measures taken by the
Centreandthestatehadhelpedin
improving the liquidity of the
sugarcane industry. Dues to
farmersworth~59,750crorehave
beenclearedinthelasttwoyears,
the highest since 2007. “Of the
~35,463croreoflastyear,wehave
paid more than 99.46%,” he said.
Atan electionrallyin western
UP’sSaharanpurtownonMarch
25,UPchiefministerYogiAdityanath spoke extensively about
what his government has done
for sugarcane farmers. “Neither
SP nor BSP was able to clear all
dues of cane farmers. We have
doneitandhavebroughtreforms
that will ensure better price and
timelypaymentforfarmers,”the
CMsaid.onFriday,PrimeMinister Narendra Modi said he has
directedYogitoclearallpending
dues.
The BJP’s local unit is distributing pamphlets on what the
party has done for sugarcane
farmers.Saharanpur’sBJPfarmersgroupheadAdveshRanasaid
reforms in the sugarcane sector
were benefitting all farmers and
claimedthathispartyhas“deliveredonwhatitpromisedtofarmersbefore(2017assembly)polls”.
Thereformsincludesoftloansfor
sugarmills,single-windowclearance for opening new mills and

financial incentives for producing ethanol from sugarcane
waste.
Not that sugarcane farmers
are entirely happy. They are
upset that outstanding dues in
the current crop year have
already mounted to more than
~10,000croreandthattheUPgovernment has not increased the
procurement price, called state
advisoryprice(SAP),fortheharvestseasonof2018-19. Thesugarcane crop year starts in November and ends in May-June.
Boosreddysaidthesugarcane
duesworth~24,000croreowed by
factories for this crop year had
been paid. “We are doing everything to ensure the millers
releasethepayment.Around80%
ofthemillershavereleasedmost
of the money,” he said.
Farmersqueuingupwithtractors full of sugarcane outside the
millsinwesternUPacknowledge
stepstakenbythegovernmentto
resolve their problems, but are
upset at the government for not
increasing SAP — the price at
which the mills buy cane from
them.
“A bag of the fertilizer now
costs~1,400ascomparedto~1,100
last year and price of electricity
for the farm sector has also been
increasedfrom~100permonthto

current crop year have
already mounted to more
than ~10,000 crore.
n Before 2017 assembly polls,
CM Yogi Adityanath
promised to pay the
farmers within 14 days of
procurement, but payments have only been
made for 2017-18 season.
n Farmers acknowledge steps
taken by the government
to resolve their problems,
but are upset that the state
advisory price — the price
at which the mills buy cane
from them — has not
been increased.

~150permonth.Itisnotfairtobuy
sugarcane at last year’s price,”
saidAshokKumar,afarmeroutside a government sugar mill in
Baghpat, from where the RashtriyaJanataDal’sJayantChaudharyis contesting againstsitting
BJP MP Satyapal Singh.
Sari Tomar, a farmer in a
queuingatasugarmillinShamli,
which falls under the Kairana
Lok Sabha constituency, from
where SP-BSP candidate TabassumBegumwonaby-pollin2018,
recalled chief minister Adityanath’s promise before 2017
assemblyelectionsthatpayment
will be made within 14 days of
procurement.Farmershaveonly
been paid for the 2017-18 season,
he said.
“His (Adityanath) promise
kindled hope that we will get our
moneyquickly.Thathasnothappened,” he said. In Kairana, the
SPandBSPhadcometogetherin
2018 for the first time since 1993.
Rakesh Kumar , a farmer in
Baghpat, praises what the governmentsinUPandattheCentre
havedoneforsugarcanefarmers.
“For thefirsttime inadecade, all
our pending dues have been
cleared. Only money for the current period is pending, which we
willgetbeforethenextcropcycle
(that starts in September-Octo-

ber),” said Rakesh Kumar. In
Shamli district, a small cane
farmer, Sompal Singh, said the
openingofnewmillshasensured
timely payment and reduced the
time for selling their produce.
“Earlier, we had to queue for six
to eight hours. Now, it takes a
maximumoftwohours,”hesaid.
Madan Singh, an advocate at
theShamliCollectorate,saidlow
sugarcane prices and the rising
menaceofstray cattledevouring
cropshaveemergedaspollissues
intheregion,wherefarmershave
heldanti-government protestsat
several locations.
InJanuary,farmersinShamli
sat outside a sugar mill for 12
days, preventing any procurement,inprotestagainsttherising
arrears and low procurement
price for sugar. In February,
BharatiyaKisanUnion’sBijnore
district president Digambar
Singh locked up the local BJP
officeandalsothehomeofalocal
MLA to protest non-payment of
the sugarcane dues for 2018-19
harvest season.
“Nobody cares for farmers,”
said Deshpal Rana, who quit the
BJP’s farmers cell last year and
formed the Kisan Ekta Manch
that led the Shamli protest. “The
stray cows and poor sugarcane
price is the biggest issue”.Vinay
Kumar,statevicepresidentofthe
Bharatiya Kisan Union,agrees.
He added that voting in western
UPwillbeonfarm-relatedissues
and the menace of stray cows.
Unlike in 2014, the most influential farmers body of the region,
dominated by the politically
influential Jats, has decided not
to support any political party.
The BJP is trying to counter
the SP-Bahujan Samaj Party
combinewith sugarcane politics
considering that its Hindutva
plankisnotgettingmuchtraction
in western UP. “Hindutva is an
emotional issue for us. But, this
election we are fighting on the
workwehavedoneforsugarcane
farmers and voters know about
it,” said Avdesh Rana, the BJP
BJP farmers group head.
(With inputs from Zia Haq in New Delhi
and S Raju in Meerut)

Gujarat riots) and requested
then PM (Atal Bihari) Vajpayee to ensure raj dharma
and have him step down. In
2013-14 when Congress
divided our state, we joined
hands with NDA (National
Democratic Alliance) only to
ensure justice for the people
of Andhra. When the state
was bifurcated against our
wishes, both the major parties on the floor of Parliament
agreed to give us special category status. All we are
demanding is implementation of the bifurcation bill. As
a new state needing central
assistance, I tried to be on the
right side of the Centre and
waited for four years. There
is a limit to one’s patience.
When we realized they had no
intention of giving us our due,
we decided to part ways.
Modi is insecure, egoistic
and jealous. He is worried
(that) if special status is
given, we will grow very fast
and TDP rule will be praised
nationally. BJP wants to
grow everywhere, even when
they have partners... That is
not coalition dharma. Anybody who opposes him, he
unleashes the Income Tax
department, Enforcement
Directorate and other central
agencies (against them). This
is not just us; he is doing (this)
to all opposition parties. Is
this fair?

You have been in politics for
four decades. What do you
expect on 23rd May, the day the
results will be declared?
The BJP will be voted out of
office. We will have a secular,
democratic non-BJP government at the Centre.

PM keeps pointing out that TDP
was started on an anti-Congress platform and you have
betrayed that by joining hands
with it.

Circumstances have changed
since the founding of TDP.
Today the greatest threat to
our democracy is BJP. Today
there is no Congress in several parts of the country. In
1996, didn’t the United Front
take support from Congress?
Both Congress and BJP are
non-players in Andhra. So
among political, secular and
democratic compulsions, we
have to take Congress along.
Modi is talking according to
his convenience.

In the last assembly and parliamentary polls, you had the support of BJP and Pawan Kalyan
and even then the margin of difference between you and
YSRCP was just about 1.5% in
terms of votes. This time both
BJP and Pawan are fighting
independently. Are you confident of coming back to power?
Last time we fought for
united Andhra and we had a
party in both states (AP and
Telangana). I fought neutrally. This time I am fighting
against the combination of
Jagan, BJP and KCR
(K.Chandrashekhar Rao, Telangana CM). I have done
amazing work in the last five
years. We have given good
governance. Jagan is in collusion with KCR and BJP.
Andhra people are bitterly
against KCR and BJP... TDP
will go ahead with Mission
150 plus (seats in the assembly). We will achieve it.

Two of your signature projects —
building the Andhra capital,
Amaravati, and the Polavaram
irrigation project — have been
delayed. Would this have an
impact on the elections?
People realise that nowhere
in the world are such massive
projects built overnight, specially as the Centre denies us
our rightful funds. Even then
70% of the work in Polavaram
is done. Only land acquisition
work of 30% is left. I am going
for linking of rivers. People
are convinced. Everyday
4000-5000 people visit the
project site from across the
state and realise the progress
we have made in spite of the
odds. Even in Amaravati, a
lot of progress has been
made... What I have done, we
are very happy with. I will
create a better city than
Hyderabad, which I built.

POLLDIARY
Sushma slams
Rahul over
Advani remark
NEW DELHI: Taking strong
objectiontoRahulGandhi’s
remarks on the treatment
meted out to BJP veteran
LKAdvanibytheparty,seniorBJPleaderSushmaSwarajSaturdayaskedtheCongress presidenttomaintain
“somedecorum”inhiscomments. Gandhi had on FridayaccusedPrimeMinister
NarendraModiofhumiliatingAdvani.ReactingtoGandhi’s remarks, Swaraj
tweeted:“Rahulji-Advaniji
is our father figure. Your
words have hurt us deeply.
Pleasetrytomaintainsome
decorum of your speech.”

Muslim League
moves EC
against Yogi
NEWDELHI: Aday after Uttar
PradeshchiefministerYogi
Adityanath dubbed the
Indian Union Muslim
League (IUML) a “virus”,
thepartyonSaturdayfileda
complaintwiththeElection
Commission (EC).
Adityanath had on Friday called IUML a “virus”,
after which the party said it
would initiate legal steps
against BJP leader. “The
statement of Yogi Adityanathishighlyobjectionable
and illegal,” said IUML.

‘May pick Vadodara if I join politics’
VADODARA:Actor Vivek Oberoi, who plays Prime Minister Narendra Modi in a yet-to-be-released biopic, on Saturday said he “might think” of contesting from
Vadodara in the 2024 Lok Sabha polls “if he
joins politics”. The actor was participating in
an interactive session with students of Parul
University here to promote the Omung
Kumar-directed film ‘PM Narendra Modi’. The
Supreme Court had on Friday refused urgent listing of a plea seeking stay on the release of the
biopic.

Cong’s Dewas
candidate
sings new tune

2 Agra villages
to elect MP
after 30 years

BHOPAL: A state icon, a

AGRA: Around 2,000 residents of the twin villages of
Nagla Arhar and Naupura,
will be casting votes on
April18toelecttheirMPfor
the first time in over three
decades. The villages, part
of ‘majra’ Nagla Mewati
gram panchayat till 1989,
wereneitherapartofparent
gram panchayat nor of the
nagarnigamafterdelimitation of Agra civic wards.

Padma Shri awardee, a
social worker and a folk
singer, Congress candidate
from Dewas (SC) seat Prahlad Tipaniya’s tanpura is
now playing a different
tune. Earlier, the Election
Commission was using his
singing talent to draw in
more voters, but now he is
busy canvassing for
himself.
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More foreign trips,
lower flight costs
CLEARING AIR The expenses on Narendra Modi’s foreign visits are
almost ₹50 crore less than that of his predecessor Manmohan Singh
Saubhadra Chatterji
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: Air India has so far

billed ₹443.4 crore for Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s official foreign visits, the frequency of
which are seen as a reflection of
India’s growing engagement with
the rest of the world .
The airline is yet to charge for
the expenses incurred on five
more overseas trips made by the
PM.
Air India, the official airline
for the Prime Minister’s overseas
visits, has flown Modi on 44 international trips since he became
PM in May 2014, more than any of
his predecessors, according to
data from the Prime Minister’s
Office (PMO).
The airline sends the bills to
the PMO; the money is then transferred to Air India by the government.
The Prime Minister is
expected to travel to the United
Arab Emirates this month, the
last official overseas trip during
his first term in office, to receive
the UAE’s highest civilian award
for the role he has played in providing a boost to bilateral strategic ties.
Although he has travelled to
more countries, the expenses
incurred on Narendra Modi’s foreign visits are almost ₹50 crore
less than what was spent by his
immediate predecessor Manmohan Singh, during his second
term as the PM (2009-2014).
As PM, Singh undertook 38
trips abroad in those five years,

MOST EXPENSIVE TRIPS
NARENDRA MODI

MANMOHAN SINGH

APRIL 9 - APRIL 17, 2015

JUNE 16 - JUNE 23, 2012

France, Germany and Canada

Mexico and Brazil

~31,25,78,000

~26,94,10,000

NOV 11 – NOV 20, 2014

SEPT 25 - OCT 1, 2013

Myanmar, Australia and Fiji

United States

~22,58,65,000

~23,37,17,000

JULY 13 – JULY 17, 2014

APRIL 10 - APRIL 17, 2010,

Brazil

~20,35,48,000
and incurred an expenditure of
₹493.22 crore.
Modi’s frequent foreign trips
underline the growing interaction between India, a nuclear
power and one of the fastest growing major economies, and the
international community. Opposition parties have sometimes
been critical of the Prime Minister for his frequent overseas
trips.
One reason for the lower travel
cost (overall, and on average) of
Modi’s foreign trips is because he
often targets multiple destinations on the same trip. In his first
interview to HT in August 2015,
after taking over as the PM, Modi
said that he believes in “single
ticket double journey” or in other
words, travelling to multiple destinations during an overseas trip.
While Singh travelled mostly to
one or two destinations, Modi
flew to as many as to six countries
on a single trip when he visited

US and Brazil

~22,70,33,000
Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, Russia,
Turkmenistan, Kyrgyzstan and
Tajikistan in 2015; 16 of his trips
were to multiple countries.
Another reason why PM
Modi’s foreign tours seem to have
cost less to the exchequer is that
for six other international visits,
he used the business jet of the
Indian Air Force (IAF) , incurring
no additional expense. Modi went
to Nepal, Bangladesh, Iran and
Singapore in the IAF’s Boeing 737
business jet that is used round the
year exclusively for VVIP travel.
During Singh’s tenure, Ai India
One was used even on short-haul
tours such as Bangladesh and
Singapore, too, had been taken
into account.
These travel costs include fuel,
cost of hiring the entire aircraft
and cost related to crew. Other
costs that may be incurred on foreign travel, such as expenses in
the destination, are not included
in these.

n
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KANPUR: Rescue operations to
pull out an eight-year-old girl
who fell into a 60-foot borewell in
Uttar Pradesh’s Farrukhabad
district were called off in the wee
hours on Saturday after experts
suggested that six nearby houses
had developed cracks and could
cave in if digging was not
stopped.
Sub-divisional magistrate
(Sadar) Amit Aseri said the
tough decision had to be taken in
the larger interests of the people
living in the vicinity.
Administration officials
supervising the rescue
explained the dangers of carrying on with the digging to the
girl’s family, after which they
gave their consent, he said.
“They have given in writing
that since the rescue operations
were posing a threat to life and
property in the area, they have

WITH THE DIGGING
THREATENING LIVES OF
RESIDENTS OF THE
AREA, THERE WAS
LITTLE OPTION BUT TO
CALL OFF THE RESCUE
EFFORT, SAID OFFICIALS
consented to calling them off,”
Aseri said.
The girl, Seema, had fallen in
on Wednesday afternoon after
labourers digging the borewell
for her uncle, Mahesh Chandra,
left the site in Rashidpur village
unguarded during their lunch
break. Since then, rescue teams
from the Indian Army’s Sikh
Regiment, the National Disaster
Response Force (NDRF) and the
State Disaster Response Force
(SDRF) have been struggling to
pull the girl out.
Officials supervising the rescue said a parallel channel had

been dug alongside the borewell
to reach the child but loose soil
was hampering operations. Two
soldiers had got trapped on Friday but were pulled out.
The child had also slipped
deeper into the borewell. With
the digging threatening the lives
of residents of the area, there
was little option but to call off the
55-hour rescue effort, they said.
The girl’s uncle, Chandra,
said the walls and ceilings of the
houses of six villagers — Shivaram, Chavinath, Ram Dularey, Vijendra Kumar, Girish
Babu and Ram Kishore — had
developed deep cracks. “Since
there seemed little hope of pulling Seema out alive, the villagers
did not want to risk their
homes,” he said.
Seema’s family members
were inconsolable as the rescue
teams started filling in the parallel channel near the borewell on
Saturday and the soldiers prepared to return to Fatehgarh and

frompageone

Not aware of
F-16 count
“During the aerial engagement,one MiG 21 Bison of the IAF
shot down one F-16,” Air Vice
Marshal RGV Kapoor said on Friday, “The Indian Forces have
confirmed ejections at two different places on that day. These
were separated by at least 8-10
km. One was an IAF MiG 21 Bison
and the other a PAF aircraft.”
India had scrambled its fighter
jets to respond to a Pakistan air
force intrusion into Indian airspace on February 27. Varthaman , who was flying the MiG 21
Bison, got a lock on a PAF F-16
and shot it before his own aircraft
was hit, forcing him to bail out,
according to Indian officials. The
wing commander landed in Pakistan and was captured by Pakistan’s armed forces, who released
him on March 1. The Pakistani
aircraft fell in its side of the LoC,
India said.
India has also complained to
the United States that Pakistan
used American-supplied F-16s in
the attack in a possible infraction
of the memorandum of sale of the
aircraft, and handed over evidence — pieces of an AMRAAM
(advanced medium range air-toair missile) that Pakistani fighters had used in the dogfight. No
other PAF aircraft can fire these
missiles.
The United States routinely
inspects defence equipment sold
by its companies to foreign countries, as part of their respective
end-use agreements. Pakistan,
for instance, is prohibited from
flying F-16s out of the country
without notifying the United
States in advance, according to
the sale agreement.
Foreign Policy magazine cited
a senior US defence official as saying the physical count of the F-16s
was conducted at the invitation of
Pakistan. And it took a while

because not all aircraft were
immediately available for inspection. A second official, who knew
of the count, was cited as saying
that no Pakistani F-16s were
missing.
The count included F-16s that
Pakistan acquired from Jordan
in a third-party transfer, the
report said, adding that they were
subject to the same end-user
agreement and its rules.

Modi, Rahul up
the ante

PDS is short for public distribution system.
On April 1, at a rally in Wardha
in Maharashtra, Modi had said
Congress leaders were afraid of
contesting “constituencies dominated by majority population
(Hindus)” – a speech the opposition party flagged to the Election
Commission for being a violation
of campaign rules that prohibit,
among other things, claims that
are communally sensitive .
The Congress has said that
Gandhi’s decision to contest
Wayanad in addition to Amethi
will help reach out to voters in
south India.
Addressing a rally in Uttarakhand, which goes to polls in the
first phase on Thursday, Gandhi
reiterated his allegations against
Modi.
He said Modi had taken public
money and given it to the likes of
Nirav Modi and Mehul Choksi,
diamond traders who have fled
abroad and are wanted in connection with a ₹13,500 crore fraud at
Punjab National Bank.
“And now, when it has come to
paying some money to the poorest as an income support, he is
asking where will the money
come from,” the Congress president said. “I have consulted economic experts and they said it is
feasible without derailing the
economy,” he added.
He also spoke on the issue of

BJP senior leader LK Advani not
being a party candidate in this
general election. “Narendra
Modi talks about Hindu religion.
In Hindu religion, the ‘guru’
(leader) is supreme. Advani ji is
Narendra Modi’s guru. Have you
seen the condition of Advani ji?
Advani ji was kicked out of the
stage,” Gandhi said.
Advani, who is 91, has been
excluded in line with the BJP policy of not fielding candidates
above the age of 75, party president Amit Shah was quoted as
saying in the magazine, The
Week.
In Bengal, chief minister
Mamata Banerjee said Modi has
been “blabbering lies in the last
five years and has not fulfilled a
single promise made during the
last general election in 2014”.
Congress general secretary
incharge of eastern Uttar Pradesh Priyanka Gandhi also took
aim at the Prime Minister and his
party.
“This is his ‘deshbhakti’? That
he can go to Africa, America,
China, Japan, Pakistan. Can have
biryani and return but cannot
seek the well-being of any poor in
his own constituency.
He made a tall claim in 2014
that ₹15 lakh will be deposited in
the bank accounts. Who has got
that money?” she said in Fatehpur.
“If BJP leaders, who talk big
about patriotism, are true patriots, they would respect martyrs
of the country -- whether that
martyr is Hindu or Muslim or the
father of their political opponent.
He is a martyr. You can’t be
selective in which martyr you
respect.
If you are true patriots, respect
all martyrs including Rajiv Gandhi and Indira Gandhi,” she
added.
The first phase of polling in the
seven-phase election is scheduled
to take place on April 11. The last
phase is due on May 19 and counting will be taken up on May 23.
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HAVE REACHED
H-1B VISA CAP
FOR 2020: US

A-SAT debris to decay in
a few weeks: DRDO

HT Correspondent

Rahul Singh

n
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WASHINGTON: The United States

on Friday announced it had
received enough petitions for
H-1B visas for the congressionally mandated annual cap of
65,000 for 2020, the first under
new rules that favour foreigners
with advanced degrees from US
colleges and might disadvantage Indians with Indian
degrees.
US citizenship and immigration services, which runs the
visa programme, said in a statement it has “received a sufficient number of petitions projected as needed to reach the
congressionally mandated
65,000 H-1B visa regular cap for
fiscal year 2020”.
And that it will next determine “if we have received a sufficient number of petitions to
meet the 20,000 H-1B visa US
advanced degree exemption,
known as the master’s cap”.
Indians have historically
accounted for more than 70% of
the total of 85,000 H-1B visas the
US grants every year against
applications by American
employers for speciality occupations.
Some of them were those
employed by Indian companies
with US operations such as TCS
and Infosys, but most were
hired by American companies
such as Google, Facebook and
Microsoft.

n
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NEW DELHI: The debris from
India’s March 27 anti-satellite
test poses no danger to the International Space Station (ISS) and
other space vehicles and will
decay in a few weeks, India’s top
military scientist said on Saturday, seeking to allay US concerns that the debris may pose a
threat to space assets.
Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO)
chief G Satheesh Reddy said the
test, codenamed Mission Shakti,
was planned at the lowest possible orbit to ensure there was no
threat of debris to any global
space asset.
“The chosen orbit was nearly
120 km below the ISS track. A
near head-on engagement was
planned to reduce the probability of debris going to higher
heights,” Reddy said in a detailed
media briefing on the A-SAT
test.
He said the interceptor missile
could have killed a satellite at a
height of more than 1,000 km but
India intentionally chose to demonstrate the capability in a low
earth orbit at a range of less than
300 km to avoid the threat of collisions in space due to the debris.
Reddy said the risk from the
debris was highest in the first 10
days of the launch, a period that
lapsed on Saturday, adding that
all of it would be gone in the next
35 days. The 19-tonne A-SAT mis-

INDIANS HAVE
HISTORICALLY
ACCOUNTED FOR MORE
THAN 70% OF THE TOTAL
OF 85,000 H-1B VISAS
THE US GRANTS
EVERY YEAR

Ops for girl stuck in borewell called off
HT Correspondent

nation

Agra, an official supervising the
operations said.
Her mother, Urmila, fainted
several times as she spoke of her
daughter. Sobbing uncontrollably, she said, “I’ve lost my biggest support. My son works outside and Seema, despite being so
young, took care of me. She was
my friend,” she said.
Her husband, Naresh Rajpoot,
passed away some years ago. “I
do not know how she reached the
borewell and fell in. I just cannot
bear the thought that she will not
be with me any longer,” Urmila
said.
Seema’s 23-year-old brother
Adesh Kumar, who works in a
private firm, flung himself
before the excavator and kept
screaming that he would not
move unless his sister was pulled
out.
The neighbours had a tough
time pacifying Adesh, who
believes his sister is alive and it
is possible to pull her out.

Minor raped, body
found in toilet
Press Trust of India
n
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MUMBAI: A nine-year-old girl
was allegedly raped and killed
by a man in Vile Parle area in
the city, police said on Saturday.
The girl’s body was found
inside a public toilet at Nehru
Nagar area in Vile Parle on Saturday morning, following
which the accused was arrested,
police said.
“The victim, who resided in a
chawl at Nehru Nagar in Vile
Parle, had gone missing on
Thursday evening.
A missing person’s report
had been filed at Juhu police station,” a police official said. “The
girl’s body was found inside a
public toilet in the same locality
around 10 am today and we
arrested one person in this connection,” he said.

›

The chosen orbit was
nearly 120 km below
the ISS track. A near headon engagement was
planned to reduce the
probability of debris going
to higher heights
G SATHEESH REDDY, DRDO chief

sile struck a Microsat-R satellite
orbiting 283 km above the earth
with pinpoint accuracy, propelling India into an elite space club
consisting of the US, Russia and
China.
Extensive simulation before
the A-SAT test covered all
aspects related to debris and
ruled out the possibility of it hitting the ISS or other space assets,
Reddy stressed.
On Monday, NASA administrator Jim Bridenstine called
India’s A-SAT test “a terrible,
terrible thing,” claiming it had
left 400 pieces of debris and
increased the risk of ISS being
hit by 44%. “That is a terrible,
terrible thing, to create an event
that sends debris into an apogee
that goes above the ISS,” he said
at a town-hall style meeting with
employees of the US space
agency.
NASA has decided to resume
cooperation with its Indian
counterpart, Indian Space
Research Organisation, revers-

ing a recent decision to suspend
it over orbital debris resulting
from the March 27 test, as
reported by HT on Saturday.
Last week, the state department said it “took note” of the
Indian government’s statements
that the test was designed to
address space debris.
“Several statements have
come from the US but Washington’s position is reflected in the
state department statement,”
said deputy national security
adviser Pankaj Saran, who also
took questions from journalists
at the DRDO briefing.
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi has tasked National Security Advisor Ajit Doval with preparing a draft space doctrine to
set the protocols for operationalising the new capability, as
reported by HT on March 29.
Reddy said that space had
acquired great importance in the
military sphere and the best way
to defend was to have deterrence.
“This is a deterrent capability,”
he said, adding it was possible to
strike multiple satellites if multiple launchers were available.
Reddy said there was no need
for India to conduct any more
tests in the 300-km orbit. He said
of the 150-plus scientists who
were part of Mission Shakti,
around 40 were women. He said
the first discussions on the
A-SAT weapon testing started in
2014 before detailed presentations were made to the Prime
Minister’s Office two years later.

VVIP CHOPPER CASE

Court seeks report on
leaked charge sheet
Namita Singh

CBI seeks SC nod
to question former
Kolkata top cop
HT Correspondent
n
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NEWDELHI: The Central Bureau of

Investigation (CBI) has moved
the Supreme Court seeking permission to conduct custodial
interrogation of former Calcutta
police commissioner Rajeev
Kumar in the Saradha and other
Ponzi chit fund scams.
The central agency stated that
Kumar needed to be questioned to
“unravel” the larger conspiracy
and “money trail” in the scam. It
has accused Kumar of being evasive and non-cooperative.
The apex court had on February 5 restrained the agency from
resorting to any “coercive
action” against Kumar, including
arrest. However, in its application, CBI has urged the top court
to recall this order. It also wants
to interrogate some other Bengal
police officers in connection with
the scam.
“...in order to recover material
evidence and to investigate into
the acts of commission and omission on the part of Bidhan Nagar
Police Commissioner and the SIT
in causing concealment of evidence that was collected by them
and to investigate the larger conspiracy. It is requested that CBI
be allowed to examine Rajeev
Kumar and other officers...,” read
the CBI affidavit.

n
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NEWDELHI: A Delhi court on Satur-

day admitted a supplementary
charge sheet filed by the Enforcement Directorate (ED) in which
Christian Michel, the suspected
principal middleman in the
AgustaWestland helicopter deal,
is cited as admitting he had paid
kickbacks to politicians, civil servants and defence officials to
secure the contract.
Special CBI judge Arvind
Kumar, however, asked the ED
to explain how the charge sheet
had been leaked to the media even
before he could take it up. He
asked the ED to file a status report
on it by April 11. The court issued
summons to David Syms, a longtime business partner of Michel,
and the two companies - Global
Services FZE, Dubai and Global
Trade and Commerce Ltd, London -- they ran together to appear
before it on May 9. Syms was
named as an “accused” .
Michel’s lawyers had on Friday moved the court, alleging
that the charge sheet had been
“clandestinely” leaked to the
media before the court could take
cognizance of it. Special public
prosecutor for the ED, DP Singh,
said a notice should be issued to
Republic television channel for
displaying the charge sheet on

n

Christian Michel

Thursday night.
The court, however, declined
to issue a notice to the channel.
A political storm erupted on
Friday over the leak, with PM
Narendra Modi saying that
Michel had named senior Congress leaders including the Gandhi family among the people to
whom he paid bribes. He said
Michel had confessed that he paid
money to “one AP and FAM,” and
went on to allege that AP stood
for senior Congress leader
Ahmed Patel and FAM for family
. The Congress dismissed the
charge sheet as a “cheap election
stunt” and filed a complaint
against the BJP for making the
allegation. Patel denied the allegation. Michel claimed he named
no names. The latest charge
sheet, filed on April 4, alleges that
bribes worth 70 million euros
were paid to swing the deal in
favour of AgustaWestland.
The court extended the police
remand of Sushen Gupta, an
accused in the case by two days.
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COUNTRIES LIKE RUSSIA ARE BEHIND A LOT OF THE DIVISIVE
CAMPAIGNS... THAT HAVE TURNED OUR POLITICS MORE DIVISIVE

> JUSTIN TRUDEAU, Canadian PM, warns of possible Russian meddling in October 21 polls

W R I T I N G O N T H E WA L L
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country is full,’
Rebelsdesperatetotake ‘Our
says Trump during
controlofLibyancapital Mexico border visit
TENSE SHOWDOWN Khalifa Haftar’s men say they have captured Tripoli airport

Yashwant Raj
n

yashwant.raj@hindustantimes
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n
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TRIPOLI: Clashesnear Tripoli conn

COME WHAT MAY, IT’S TIME FOR A SELFIE! A protester
struggles to take a selfie even as fellow demonstrators try to run
away from tear-gas smoke during a ‘yellow vest’ protest in
Rouen, France, on Saturday.
AFP

tinued for a third day as Libyan
military strongman Khalifa
Haftar’s troops pushed towards
thecapital,ignoringapleabythe
UnitedNationstoendthefighting
that could draw the North African country into civil war.
Later on Saturday, Haftar’s
media office said in a post online
that they took full control of the
Tripoliinternationalairportand
were working to secure the facility. They posted photos of troops
apparently inside the airport,
saying “we are standing at the
heartoftheTripoliinternational
airport”.
Earlier, speaking in Benghazi
on Friday after meeting Haftar,
UN chief Antonio Guterres told
reporters he was leaving the
countrywitha“heavyheart”but
still hoped “it will be possible to
avoid a bloody confrontation in
and around Tripoli”.
He had earlier met with Fayez
al-Sarraj, the leader of the internationally recognised government in Tripoli.
As Guterres spoke, Haftar’s
troopsclashedwithopponentsin
Souk el-Khamais, roughly 50km
south of Tripoli, local media
reported, an offensive that coincided with Guterres’s arrival.
Guterres was in Libya to prepare for an April 14 political conference, and the timing of the
attack dumbfounded even

shortstories
MALDIVES ELECTION: SOLIH’S PARTY
EXPECTED TO SECURE VICTORY
MALE:The Maldives on Saturday held its first election since former strongman leader Abdulla Yameen was forced to stand down, with his arch rival
tipped to make a big political comeback. President Ibrahim Mohamed Solih
appealed to people to vote as unusually hot weather slowed voting early in
the day. Voting was extended for two hours to encourage the public to come
out. Election officials estimated the final turnout to be between 70-80%,
down from the 89% recorded at the September presidential election. Solih’s
Maldivian Democratic Party (MDP) fielded former president Mohamed
AFP
Nasheed as a candidate. The first results are expected on Sunday.

Nigeria, rights groups slam
Saudi for executing woman

Iran vows tit-for-tat if US
blacklists elite Guards

LAGOS:The Nigerian government
and human rights groups have
criticised the execution of a
Nigerian woman in Saudi Arabia,
CNN reported. Kudirat Adesola
Afolabi was executed on Monday
after she was found guilty of
smuggling drugs into Saudi
Arabia. Abike Dabiri, a Nigerian
politician, said her government
was only told after the execution.
Amnesty and Avocats Sans
Frontières condemned the
HTC
execution.

DUBAI/WASHINGTON:Iran may
put the US military on its terror
list if Washington designates the
Iranian Revolutionary Guards as
terrorists, an Iranian lawmaker
said on Saturday. The US is likely
to designate the Revolutionary
Guards a foreign terrorist organisation, US officials said, marking
the first time US has labelled
another country’s military a
AGENCIES
terrorist group.

G7 urges greater role for
women in peace processes
DINARD, FRANCE:G7 foreign
ministers on Saturday urged a
greater role for women in solving
conflicts, saying that peace
settlements with female involvement were more likely to endure.
At Dinard, they called for mobilisation to “prevent gender-based
AFP
violence in conflict”..

Thailand’s rising political
star charged with sedition
BANGKOK:Thanathorn Juangroongruangkit, 40, the leader of a
new party that challenged
Thailand’s military govt was
charged with sedition. The
sedition charge, which was filed
by the Thai junta, was the second
criminal case opened against him
since he formed the progressive,
youth-oriented Future Forward
REUTERS
Party last year.

BREXIT NOT YET
DONE, BUT NEW
UK PASSPORTS
SHED ‘EU’ LABEL

inthenews

Prasun Sonwalkar

BARACK OBAMA

n

Former US president calls upon young Europeans
to take up leadership roles and tackle key issues

1

He told a town hall meeting in Berlin on
Saturday that he wants to support young
leaders in Europe who want to solve problems
such as “climate change and inequality”

2
3

He said that mentoring activists through his foundation will help
encourage “millions of people who are working on the values and
causes that we so deeply believe in”

LONDON:Brexit has proved to be a

Despite Europe’s wealth, social achievements and decades of peace,
“we also know that powerful forces are working to reverse many of
these trends”, Obama warned.

WA S I T E X P ECT E D ?

Bezos affair: Lauren
Sanchez seeks divorce
Associated Press
n
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LOS ANGELES: TV anchor Lauren

Sanchez, who is reportedly in a
relationship with Amazon CEO
Jeff Bezos, filed for divorce the
day after Bezos’s divorce was
finalised.
Sanchez and talent agent Patrick Whitesell, herhusbandof 14
years, both filed divorce papers
Friday.They’reseekingjointcustodyoftheirtwokids.Thedivorce
ofBezosandwifeMacKenziewas
finalised on Thursday.
The
billionaire
pair
announced they were getting
divorced in January, shortly
before the National Enquirer
reportedthatJeffBezosandSanchez were having an affair.
He later accused the tabloid’s
publisher of threatening to publish explicitphotos of him unless
hestoppedinvestigatinghowthe
Enquirer obtained his private
messages with Sanchez.

n
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Television presenter Lauren
Sanchez.
SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

veritable bridge too far with the
TheresaMaygovernment strugglingtoseeitthrough.ButtheUK
home office has already begun
issuing new passports without
the words “European Union” on
the burgundy cover.
British passports issued from
March30onwardsdon’thavethe
prominent “European Union”
label at the top of the front cover.
Instead,thenewcoveronlymentions “United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland”.
The move after decades of EU
membership has surprised
many.
The words were dropped
because the home office had
assumedBrexitwouldhappenas
scheduled on March 29. But
events inside and outside the
House of Commons have led to
continuing uncertainty, with
PrimeMinisterMaynowseeking
an extension until June 30.
One Briton who received the
new passport with the words
“European Union” missing took
tosocialmediatosaysheis“truly
appalled”, while others wondered why the change has come
intoeffectsincetheUKcontinues
tobeamemberoftheEUuntilthe
Brexit process is completed.
Dropping the two words from
theBritishpassport’sfrontcover
is not the only change to be carried out. Its colour will change
fromburgundytobluelaterinthe
year. It will mark a return to the
colour first used in 1921.
Theexistingburgundy colour
was adopted in 1988.
The UK home office said,
“There will be no difference for
Britishcitizenswhethertheyare
usingapassportthatincludesthe
words ‘European Union’ or a
passport that doesn’t. Both
designs will be equally valid for
travel.”

n

FINGER ON THE TRIGGER: A military vehicle of Misrata forces, under the protection of Tripoli's forces, is
REUTERS
seen near Wadi al-Rabih in the south of Tripoli, Libya.

Haftar’s foreign supporters, diplomats said.
ALibyanNationalArmyFacebook page later said its troops
moved into the town of Qasr Ben
Ghushair,nearadisusedairport
on the outskirts of Tripoli.
The offensive came after
weeks of negotiations for a new
unity government, and after a
meeting in Abu Dhabi where the
USwarnedHaftaragainstmarchingonthecapital,diplomatssaid.
Haftar, the French- and-Emi-

rati-backed field marshal who
had taken the east before sweepingthroughthesouthinJanuary
to control the OPEC state’s largest oil field, had always said he
would seize Tripoli. Diplomats
say they had expected him to
launch a show of force ahead of
the talks.
The offensive has been condemned by the US, France and
Britain, which called for the UN
Security Council to convene on
Friday. But it wasn’t clear
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ALGIERS,ALGERIA:Algeria’s protest movement is unlike any
other. After massive pro-democracy demonstrations
every week, the protesters
themselves roam the streets
picking up bottles, papers and
other detritus left behind.
It’s a powerful symbol of the
movement’s peaceful spirit.
And it’s no small task after
events like the latest protest on
Friday, when the boulevards
of Algiers thronged with so
many people that it took hours

to traverse a few blocks.
After the protests started
February 22 against President
Abdelaziz Bouteflika and his
entourage, organisers started
sending messages on Facebook calling for protesters to
clean up after themselves.
Now the clean-up operation
has become a fundamental
part of the Friday protest ritual.
“We’re volunteers. We organised ourselves after appeals
on social networks. The shop
owners give us free garbage
bags. We have formed several
groups,” said Abdellah

Debaili, 36, a clean-up worker
from the working-class
Algiers neighbourhood of
Hussein Dey Est.
He stands on a boulevard
leading to the central post
office, the most iconic gathering point of the movement,
cajoling passersby to discard
their orange peels, coffee cups
or newspapers in the black
plastic bag at his side.
The Algerian movement
succeeded in forcing Bouteflika from office earlier this
week, and is continuing to
keep up pressure on a political
elite seen as corrupt.

A US border patrol chopper
flies over the Mexico border
fence as seen from Mexicali in
AFP
Mexico on Friday.

yet to match his rhetoric. But he
intends to use his national emergency declaration to reallocate
billionsfromexpenses approved
by Congress for other purposes.
Congressional Democrats
have filed a lawsuit to prevent
him from spending more on the
wall that what lawmakers have
cleared for the border, which is
$1.375 billion. Trump plans to
raise $6.7 billion more.
Hehaswalkedbackonhisearlierthreattoshutdownthesouthern border to punish Mexico for
allowing migrants to reach the
borderwiththeUS.Butthereare
othermeasuresheisconsidering.
On Friday, he tweeted saying if
Mexico stops taking the “illegals
back to where they came from”,
theUSwillbeforcedtoslapa25%
tariff on all cars that are made in
Mexico and shipped to the US.

Netanyahu plays the Trump card as polls near
Associated Press
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

JERUSALEM: In a tight race for
re-election,Israel’s prime minister has received a welcome lift
from his friend in the White
House.
Benjamin Netanyahu’s campaign speeches, billboards and
socialmediavideoshaveallheavilyfeaturedUSPresidentDonald
Trump’s image, statements and
pro-Israel actions as endorsements of the long-seated prime
minister.
Drawing inspiration from
Trump, Netanyahu has dismissed acorruptioncaseagainst
him as a “witch hunt” and his
Likud party has launched a
weekly webcast to counter what
itclaimsis“fakenews”broadcast
by mainstream media.
For Netanyahu, the close ties
with Trump are a welcome

n

LARGER THAN LIFE: Workers give finishing touches to a Likud Party election campaign banner
depicting Israeli PM Benjamin Netanyahu (centre) and his party candidates in Jerusalem.

REUTERS

tion of Israeli sovereignty over
the Golan Heights, which Israel
seizedfromSyriaduringthe1967
war.
Those moves are seen as an
unspoken US endorsement of
Netanyahu,andinIsrael,having
close ties with whoever occupies
the White House is seen as a
major asset.
Trump enjoys strong support
among Israelis, 69% of whom
expressedconfidenceinthepresident’s ability “to do the right
thing regarding world affairs,”
accordingtoaPewResearchCenter poll published in October.
That support largely springs
fromTrump’srecognitionofJerusalemasIsrael’scapitalandthe
openingoftheUSEmbassythere.
The US president’s withdrawalfromtheIrannucleardeal
andhisdecisiontoslashUSaidto
thePalestiniansarealsopopular
among Israelis.

agreement with Iran.
Upon taking office two years
ago, Trump quickly reversed
course and established a tight
relationship with Netanyahu.
ThishasyieldedbenefitsforNet-

anyahu on the campaign trail.
In the run-up to Tuesday’s
vote, Netanyahu has hosted US
secretary of state Mike Pompeo,
visitedTrumpintheWhiteHouse
and received American recogni-

WHEN THE GOING GETS TOUGH

E Y E O N PA K

E V A C U A T I O N S U N D E R W AY

Boeing set to cut 737
MAX production

Imran accuses
India of war
hysteria over
downed F-16 claim

Associated Press
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

CHICAGO:Boeing will cut produc-

tion of its troubled 737 MAX airliner this month, underscoring
thegrowingfinancialriskitfaces
the longer that its best-selling
plane remains grounded after
two deadly crashes.
The company said on Friday
that starting in mid-April it will
cut production of the plane to 42
from52planespermonthsoitcan
focus its attention on fixing the
flight-control software that has
been implicated in the crashes.
The move was not a complete
surprise.BoeinghadalreadysuspendeddeliveriesoftheMAXlast
month after regulators around
the world grounded the jet.
Preliminary reports into accidents in Indonesia and Ethiopia

change after eight frosty years
with the Obama administration,
which repeatedly clashed with
the prime minister over his policies toward the Palestinians and
his opposition to the nuclear

foundthatfaultysensorreadings
erroneously triggered an antistall system that pushed the
plane’s nose down. Pilots of each
plane struggled in vain to regain
control over the automated system.
In all, 346 people died in the
crashes. Boeing faces a growing
numberoflawsuitsfiledbyfamilies of the victims.
Boeing also announced it is
creatingaspecial board committeetoreviewairplanedesignand
development.
Theannouncementtocutproduction comes after Boeing
acknowledgedthatasecondsoftware issue has emerged that
needs fixing on the MAX - a discovery that explained why the
aircraft maker had pushed back
itsambitiousscheduleforgetting
the planes back in the air.

Algeria’s revolutionaries protest and then clean up the mess
n

n
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ORDER IN THE CHAOS

Associated Press

whether growing international
pressurewouldworkonthehardheaded commander, who has
shown no sign of backing down.
Haftar’s forces had said they
would be welcomed in Tripoli.
“Actors at opposite end of the
spectrum in Libya view this conflict an existential battle, and
Haftarunderestimatedthis,”Libyan analyst Emad Badi said.
Sarraj has mobilised forces
and ordered air strikes when
needed.

TrumponFridaysaid“ourcountry is full” in a bid to dissuade
migrantsfromshowingupat the
country’s southern border seeking asylum. He dismissed their
claim of fleeing persecution as a
“scam”.
“Our country is full. Our area
is full. The sector is full,” Trump
said at a roundtable with border
officialsduringavisittotheMexicoborderinCalexico,California.
“Can’t take you anymore, I’m
sorry. Can’t happen... So, turn
around. That’s the way it is.”
Trump has beenfrustratedby
the rising number of migrants
reaching the border despite his
sharp rhetoric.
Border officials believe the
number of arrests for the month
of March will go up to 100,000 - a
monthly aggregate that is a
12-year high.
Inaseriesofremarksthrough
the day, the US president sought
to dismiss claims of persecution
by asylum seekers.
“It’s a scam, okay? It’s a scam.
It’sahoax,”Trumpsaid.Hewent
on to make a reference to Robert
Mueller’s Russia meddling
probe, “I know about hoaxes. I
just went through a hoax.”
His visit to the border was
intended to showcase a border
barriermadeofsteelslats,which
was along-planned replacement
of a previous structure.
No new barriers have been
built under his administration

Agencies
n
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KARACHI: Pakistani PM Imran

Khan blamed India’s ruling BJP
for “whipping up war hysteria”
over claimsthat Indiashot down
aPakistaniF-16duringastandoff
in February, saying the truth is
always the best policy.
Foreign Policy magazine, citing US officials, said all of Pakistan’s F-16 combat jets had been
accounted for, contradicting an
IndianAirForceassessmentthat
it had shot down one of the jets.
“The truth always prevails
and is always the best policy,”
Imran tweeted. “The BJP’s
attempttowinelections through
whipping up war hysteria and
false claims of downing a Pakistani F-16 has backfired with US
defence officials confirming that
no F-16 was missing from Pakistan’s fleet.”
KABUL SUMMONS PAK
DIPLOMAT YET AGAIN
KABUL: The Afghan government
summoned aPakistani diplomat
toexplainImran’slatestremarks
onongoingAfghanpeacetalks,as
tensions flared between the
neighbouring countries.

n

LET’S CLEAN IT UP: A groups of young people roam the streets,
AP
picking up trash, after a weekly protest in Algiers.

BULLETS FOUND NEAR
PAK PM’S RESIDENCE
ISLAMABAD: Police in Pakistan
have seized 18 live bullets of an
anti-aircraftgunfromaplotnear
Imran’sprivateresidenceinBanigala. Thebullets seizedfromthe
plot is located about 500 metres
fromhisprivateresidencewhere
he often visits.

n

A damaged vehicle is seen after a flashflood hit Shiraz.

REUTERS

Severe floods kill at
least 70 across Iran
Associated Press
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

TEHRAN: Iranian authorities

ordered the evacuation of six
more towns in the southwestern
province of Khuzestan, which is
widely inundated with floods,
state TV reported on Saturday.
Authoritieshaveputthenumberofdeadat70,asmajorflooding
has hit the western half of the
country, after years of drought.
Gholamreza Shariati,theprovincial governor, told state TV
thatrescueteamsaretakingresidents to nearby shelters, including three army barracks.
Evacuation orders came as a
newroundofrainingandfloodsis
expected.
Shariati said emergency discharges from dams and reservoirs were adding to the high
floodwaters, but such measures
were essential to prevent the
dams from overflowing or catastrophic breaches, with river
waters continuing to rise
upstream from the province.

Young men were asked to
remain behind to help with rescue operations.
Interior minister Abdolreza
Rahmani Fazli told state TV that
some400,000peopleareatriskout
of the province’s population of 5
million.
Eleventownsandscoresofvillages have been already evacuated.Therehavebeennoevacuation orders for major cities,
including the province’s capital
of Ahvaz, which has 1.7 million
residents. There have been no
reports of damage to the province’spetroleumfacilities,which
accountforroughly80%ofIran’s
oil production.
Iraq’sbordercrossingauthorityannouncedonSaturdayitwas
closing one of its crossings with
Iran because of the flooding.
In a statement, the authority
saidal-Sheebcrossingwasclosed
for passengers and commerce
after a request from the Iranian
side. The crossing, in Miysan
province, is one of several with
Iran.
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THE SCIENCE
OF EQUALITY

Aditi Sen De
Shanti Swarup
Bhatnagar Prize
recipient, the first
woman to receive the
award in physical
sciences. She works on
quantum computation

When Aditi Sen De became the first
woman to be awarded India’s top science
prize in the physical sciences category, she
highlighted women’s potential in science –
a talent pool that’s yet to be fully tapped

Soumya
Swaminathan
A former director
general of the Indian
Council of Medical
Research, she is the
chief scientist of the
World Health
Organisation

Moumita Dutta

Dhrubo Jyoti
n

dhrubo.jyoti@htlive.com

W

On the banks of the Ganga in an idyllic
tree-lined campus about 15 kilometres
away from the bustling roads of Prayagraj,
Aditi Sen De is locked in a global race.
A professor of physics at the Harish
Chandra Research Institute, the 44-yearold needs only a computer and high-speed
internet to work. In her spare time, she
likes to travel, and favours Kishore Kumar
and Shreya Ghoshal. But her research has
the potential to revolutionise banking and
change the face of computing.
De works on quantum computation, a
challenging field with the potential to
speed up computational processes exponentially and break encrypted data. The
only problem: No one knows exactly how
to build a quantum computer.
“Internet banking, online transactions
and keeping any data secure is based on
the premise that our current computers
cannot solve large prime factorisation
problems. For example, if I ask you what
are the prime factors of 6, you will say 2 and
3. If I ask the same for a figure like
210335937, you will not be able to tell me; a
computer will. But there are numbers that
even our present day computers cannot
solve and we need quantum computers for
that,” says De.
Computers around us work on a system
that stores information in bits – either in
the state of 0 or 1. But quantum computers
use qubits – either a proton or an electron –
that can exist as 0, 1 or a superposition of
any possible combination of 0 and 1 –
thanks to the laws of quantum mechanics.
Thus, theoretically, if we increase the
number of qubits, there is an exponential
increase in the processing power of the
system. But this is where quantum physics
comes up against the constraints of the
physical world. “People have built a few
qubit-functional quantum computers, but
there are lots of difficulties like scalability
and proper physical systems where one
can build quantum computers,” says De.
No one has yet been able to demonstrably prove that a quantum machine is better than a comparable classical machine.
The reason: Noise or disturbance
[which could be physical, temperature or
sound waves] that introduces errors. This
is where De comes in. “When we build a
classical computer, we have to find proper
material so that it works; similarly for a
quantum computer, one has to find proper
quantum mechanical system. As for noise,
we know that the computer has to be kept
in a properly cool place, otherwise it will
go wrong,” she says.
A giant leap in processing speeds also
means faster breaking of encryption,
which is the pillar of secure banking. “Currently, no country has a quantum computer. But when anybody does, they will be
able to break all codes protecting our data.
So, we need to work towards creating our
own quantum computer.”

SANGHAMITRA
BANDYOPADHYAY,
GENE DETECTIVE
Imagine a stack of pencils, and you have to
sort them. This can be done by taking up
any of their features – length, colour,
thickness of the nib – and stacking them
together. This process, called clustering, is
easy enough when the data points can be
visualised. In two-dimensional space, one
can just look at the plot and physically see
which sets of data points belong together
and which do not.

A scientist at ISRO, and
a member of the Mars
mission team, Dutta
got inspired when she
read about the
Chandrayaan. A
specialist in optical
sensors, she worked
extensively on the
Mars Orbiter Mission

Sanghamitra
Bandyopadhyay
Shanti Swarup
Bhatnagar Prize
recipient, Infosys Prize
winner, Bandyopadhyay is the first woman
director of Indian
Statistical Institute

Rohini Godbole
A professor at the
Bengaluru-based Indian
Institute of Science,
Godbole has been
working in the particle
physics and highenergy physics field for
more than 30 years,
with contributions to
the next generation of
colliders and research
into dark matter

But what if each
data point has a thousand different features
attached? Physical methods
wouldn’t work then, and one
would need computer algorithms.
This is at the heart of Sanghamitra Bandyopadhyay’s research. The
first woman director of the Indian Statistical Institute, Bandyopadhyay’s
work centres on creating sophisticated
optimisation tools that have wide application in computational biology and disease identification.
Bandyopadhyay applies her methods to
biological processes, especially those
involving gene expression – a measure of
how much product or mRNA [a type of
nucleic acid that acts as the messenger of
the DNA] a gene makes.
Her team matched gene expression data
of people with cancer with the stage of the
disease they were in. “Through this, we
could find patterns linking gene expression and stages or types of cancer.”
“Once your prediction confidence is
high, you may use the signature patterns
of the genes you identify to determine the
stage of cancer in an unknown patient.
Through such studies, we were able to
identify new markers.”
A trained classical singer and a lover of
detective novels, Bandyopadhyay feels
there is no conscious bias against women
in science in the top institutes but that
women face many constraints.
“Fighting your loved ones, when
negativity comes from them, is very difficult. That is why most women fall off the
radar. But when a woman sees another
succeeding, it gives her the confidence not
only in herself but also to fight the
system.”

THE ONES WHO CAME BEFORE...
Janaki Ammal: A pioneering botanist, Ammal
was born in 1897 in Kerala and went on to study
botany, an unusual field at the beginning of the
20th century. An expert in cytogenetics (the
study of chromosomes and inherited traits),
Ammal is credited for manipulating indigenous
sugarcane breeds to add sweetness.
Bimla Buti: One of India’s leading plasma
physicists, Bimla Buti was born in 1933 but
migrated from Lahore to Delhi during the
Partition. She worked under Nobel laureate
physicist S Chandrasekhar and specialised in
plasma physics, with applications in astrophysics
and space science. She also founded the Buti

Foundation, which among other functions,
awards young scientists.
Anna Mani: Mani grew up in erstwhile Travancore in the early 20th century to become one of
India’s top physicists. She is often credited with
making India self-sufficient in weather-detection systems. A student of Nobel laureate CV
Raman, she also set up a network of stations to
measure solar radiation and wind behaviour.
A Lalitha: The daughter of a professor of
electrical engineering, Lalitha is often popularly
referred to as India’s first woman engineer.
Married off as a child, her husband passed away
within a few years and she attended engineer-

ing college at Guindy in Chennai as a young
widow with a child. She went on to hold an
engineering job and worked on the Bhakra Dam
and was invited at a global conference of
women engineers and scientists in 1964.
Rajeshwari Chatterjee: Born in 1922, Chatterji
topped her university exams in mathematics
and came to the Indian Institute of Science –
where many say she faced problems because CV
Raman was averse to the idea of having a
woman student. After a stint abroad, she
returned to the IISc, where she rose to the
department chair and her work on antenna and
microwaves is still widely read.

Yamuna Krishnan
Shanti Swarup
Bhatnagar Prize
recipient, Infosys Prize
winner, Krishnan works
on building nanomachines and DNA
technology. She is
currently teaching at
the University of
Chicago

Illustration:
GAJANAN NIRPHALE

A NITI AAYOG SURVEY IN 2017
SHOWED 81% OF WOMEN
WORKING IN SCIENTIFIC
INSTITUTIONS WERE FROM THE
GENERAL CATEGORY AND THE
MOST COMMON REASON FOR
THEM GIVING UP THEIR CAREERS
WAS MARRIAGE AND CHILDBIRTH
ROHINI GODBOLE,
UNIVERSAL EXPLORER
Matter is all around us. It is made of molecules, which in turn are made of atoms.
Atoms consist of a nucleus and electrons.
Nucleus is made of protons and neutrons,
which are made of quarks.
What’s beyond? And, how do they interact with each other? These questions animate physicist Rohini Godbole’s research.
Godbole, a professor at the Bengalurubased Indian Institute of Science, argues it
is important to study fundamental particles and the forces holding them together
because the answers they provide are universal. “Experiments conducted on earth
can help us understand how energy is
being created at the centre of the sun.”
High-energy physics has been pushed
under the spotlight since the LHC (Large
Hadron Collider) led to the discovery of the
Higgs Boson in 2012. The mass at which the
fundamental particle was found provided
the final check that the Standard Model, a
theoretical framework to describe the fundamental forces and particles, was correct.
But there are two key things that remain
unexplained, Godbole says. The first is
dark matter, which scientists postulate
makes up 26% of the universe’s matter but
is invisible and undetectable; and the
other is the absence of anti-matter, which
is the opposite of matter. “We don’t understand why the universe is dominantly matter. Where is the antimatter? So there is

something beyond standard model in particle interaction.”

YAMUNA KRISHNAN,
MACHINE MAKER
When Yamuna Krishnan was a child, her
father would often quiz her – pouring cold
water into a glass, he would ask her why
the outside of the glass frosted. “I would
have to go back to connecting principles I
had learnt in the classroom. It made me
realise science was real.”
Key to Krishnan’s research is a machine
smaller than a thousandth of the width of
human hair – called nano-machines. “The
devices function as sensors for chemicals,
they give you a measurement of the level of
a chemical in a particular environment.
The devices made by our lab are also
designed to latch onto proteins on cells and
get transported inside sub-cellular compartments called organelles. They then
report on chemical levels,” she says. The
process is not unlike emission tests, where
a device near the exhaust first establishes
base lines for normal emission, and then
uses fluctuations from this basal line to
determine violations.
These nano-machines are of particular
use to a set of diseases linked to the lysosome, the stomach of the cell that absorbs
nutrients. Inside the lysosome, there are
specific enzymes for specific products
such as sugars, proteins etc. If a particular
enzyme has a defect, it leads to a build-up
of that particular product in the cell. “This
causes toxicity, first the cell dies, then the
tissue, then the organ,” said Krishnan.
Each kind of defect is linked to a specific
kind of lysosomal storage disease, of which
there are 70 types. Nano-machines provide
a way to measure these chemicals, and,
therefore, predict what kind of disorder a
patient has. “Our probes will be able to tell
you which disorder you have, which drug
works by looking at which one brings your
levels back to normal, setting right the
defect where it starts,” she said.
(With inputs from Anonna Dutt)

the big story

hen the Mangalyaan
blasted off into space in
November 2013, it also
launched into orbit a pioneering group of space scientists, who captured the
popular imagination as
India’s rocket women –
exemplified by a viral
photo of scientists laughing and celebrating the event.
Young scientists such as Moumita
Dutta, Ritu Karidhal and Minal Rohit
spawned numerous articles and even a
book, all while working diligently towards
India’s next big space project: the second
lunar mission or Chandrayaan-2.
Dutta, who was part of the team of 500
scientists that launched the frugal mission, worked at the Ahmedabad-based
Space Applications Centre. She was a student when she read in the newspapers
about India’s maiden moon mission, and
was inspired to work for the space agency –
just like her colleagues who came from
myriad backgrounds and worked for
months to make the mission a success.
Then, in 2017, renowned medical
researcher Soumya Swaminathan made
global headlines when she was appointed
deputy director general at the World
Health Organisation. Swaminathan, who
was working as a secretary in the health
ministry and was the director-general of
the Indian Council of Medical Research
(the second woman to hold this post), pioneered tuberculosis research in India and
her elevation marked an important step
for Indian women scientists at the global
level. Earlier this month when physicist
Aditi Sen De won India’s top science prize,
the Shanti Swarup Bhatnagar (SSB) Prize,
she made history by becoming the first
woman to win in the prestigious physical
sciences category.
All these are more than individual
achievements. These events spotlighted
the extraordinary potential of women in
science, but also focussed attention on the
deep roots of exclusion. Abha Sur, a science historian at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, argued that any evaluation of merit in science is completely
biased by caste and gender. “The culture of
scientific institutions is both hierarchical
and competitive. The constant need to
prove oneself in a hostile atmosphere
erodes self-confidence and leads to higher
attrition rates among women in STEM
fields,” she argues.
She also points out that science had been
used throughout history to justify inequitable social relations. “Thus, while scientific methodology invariably catches random errors and logical fallacies of individual scientists, it is much less attuned to
catching shared conceptions and biases of
the scientific community.”
Despite louder conversation about
women in science, almost none of the
women in the news come from marginalised castes or genders, and a case filed by
mathematician Vasantha Kandasamy
against IIT-Madras for discrimination,
which ended in 2016, showed the bias of
caste runs deep within supposedly progressive institutions. A Niti Aayog survey
in 2017 showed 81% of women working in
scientific institutions were from the general category, and the most common reason for women giving up their careers was
marriage and childbirth. HT profiles some
leading scientists who overcame the odds:

ADITI SEN DE,
QUANTUM VISIONARY
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past&present
RAMACHANDRA GUHA

GANDHI’S SATYAGRAHA
OF 1919 STILL MATTERS
he leaders of our major (and minor)
political parties are currently crisscrossing the country in search of
votes. Exactly a 100 years ago, another leader was also touring different
parts of India. It was four years since
Mohandas K Gandhi had returned to
his homeland. He had organised protests by peasants in Champaran in
1917 and Kaira in 1918; and also led a
satyagraha of mill workers in Ahmedabad.
Now he was launching his first pan-Indian
movement aimed at an oppressive piece of legislation known as the Rowlatt Act, that sought
to criminalise dissent and to try alleged dissenters without juries and in camera, with the
press and the public excluded.
On February 8, 1919, Gandhi wrote to an Indian colleague that the Rowlatt Bills were not “a
stray example of lapse of righteousness” but
“evidence of a determined policy of repression”; therefore, “civil disobedience seems to
be a duty imposed upon every lover of personal
and public liberty”. The same day he wrote to a
South African friend: “The Rowlatt Bills have
agitated me very much. It seems I shall have to
fight the greatest battle of my life.” In the last
week of February 1919, Gandhi hosted a meeting of patriots at his ashram in Ahmedabad.
Here a “Satyagraha Pledge” was drafted. Its

T

signatories resolved to court arrest unless the
Rowlatt Bills were withdrawn. Meanwhile,
Gandhi also wrote to the Viceroy, Lord Chelmsford, asking him to withdraw the bills, since
even the “most autocratic [Government] finally owes its power to the will of the governed”.
The Viceroy refused to withdraw the Bills.
Gandhi now travelled with his Satyagraha
Pledge across the country, seeking support and
signatures. He visited Lucknow, Allahabad,
Bombay, and Madras, as well as many smaller
towns. He was preparing his growing band of
followers for a major, countrywide, show of
defiance, scheduled for Sunday, April 6, 1919.
At the time, Bombay was the epicentre of
Indian nationalism. So Gandhi chose to lead
the protests in that city himself. He arrived at
the Chowpatty beach by 6.30 am. His admirers
bathed in the sea and then came and sat around
him. By 8 o’clock, there was a “huge mass of
people” assembled on the sea face. One reporter estimated that 150,000 were present —
“Mahomedans, Hindus, Parsis, etc., and one
Englishman”. In his speech, Gandhi condemned the recent police firing on satyagrahis
in Delhi, and then asked the crowd to endorse
the resolutions asking the Viceroy to withdraw
the Rowlatt Act, these sent “weighted with the
blood of the innocents of Delhi and the promise
that we shall continue to suffer by civil disobe-

n

India would surely be a much safer and happier place if the politicians now on the campaign trail were
to abide by the spirit of Gandhi’s noble vow of April 1919
PTI

dience till the hearts of the rulers are softened”.
The Rowlatt Satyagraha was the first genuinely all-India upsurge against British colonialism (the Rebellion of 1857 had left large parts of
the country untouched). Notably, while the
scale, intensity and character of the protests
varied enormously, one feature was constant:
the display of Hindu-Muslim harmony. Thus,
while terming the satyagraha a “splendid success”, an Urdu weekly published in Bombay
noted that the government’s passing of the bills
had “united the Hindus and the Musalmans
like sugar and water, although these two communities once stood apart from one another
owing to the long-standing differences between

sundaysentiments
KARAN THAPAR

INCREASE CONFIDENCE
IN OUR VOTING SYSTEM
hilst the Supreme Court considers a petition by 21 opposition parties demanding that,
alongside the Electronic Voting Machines (EVMs), at least
50% of the Voter Verifiable Paper
Audit Trail (VVPAT) machines also
be counted, it must be asked whether
this political demand is justified. Let’s
start with what the experts believe. A
committee appointed by the Election
Commission to advise it has concluded that the verification of just 479
VVPATs and EVMs, out of a total of
10.35 lakh, “is sufficient to achieve a
confidence level of 99.9936%”.
Laymen like me will question how
simply checking 0.046% can give you
almost 100% confidence but the
answer lies in the mathematical logic
of statistical sampling, which is neither easy to understand nor explain. I
shall deliberately steer clear of it.
Instead, let me point out that this is

W

more than a matter of mathematical
logic. At its heart lies the question:
How do we give the Indian people confidence in our voting system? For that,
don’t we need to check a bigger sample? Most people would say you do.
In fact, the truth is the Election
Commission is already counting a
considerably bigger sample. As the
Commission told the Supreme Court,
they check one VVPAT in each assembly segment of each Lok Sabha constituency. That comes to 4,125 EVMs
and VVPATs. That’s actually 8.6 times
what the experts have recommended.
One other point: Since 2017, when
VVPATs were introduced, 1,500
machines have been tested and not in
a single case was an error found. Prima facie that’s a good argument for
saying you don’t need to increase the
count beyond the number specified by
the Commission.
However, if the Commission is

IS A PAY-AS-YOU-EARN MODEL
THE FUTURE OF EDUCATION?
TYLERCOWEN
BLOOMBERG OPINION
s it possible to equitise human
labour? For years people have talked about the idea of selling shares in
one’s own talent, in the hope of
attracting funds and assistance
from others. Now it seems that this
idea is happening at scale, through the
Lambda School in California. The
Lambda School teaches information
technology skills online, and it charges
zero tuition and offers stipends to
select students. The deal is that students pay back 17% of their income
from the first two years of work, if
earnings exceed $50,000 a year, with a
maximum payment of $30,000. Students who don’t find jobs at that
income level don’t pay anything. Students may also opt to pay $20,000 in tuition upfront and keep their future
income.
There are reportedly about 1,300 students enrolled, and the company has
raised almost $50 million. The early job
placement record is impressive; 86% of
graduates have jobs within 180 days of
finishing the programme, at a median
starting salary of $60,000. It is too early
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to judge results — how would these students have fared without Lambda or in
a less strong job market? — but this
kind of effort is an economist’s dream
come true.
The key benefit of equitisation is
that outsiders have a much greater
incentive to invest in the students. If a
company owns a share in your future
income, it has an incentive to train and
place you well and to connect you with
the proper social and business networks. That could be a big leg up for
many workers. And students who
receive stipends have additional liquid
funds, helping them to pay the rent or
meet other expenses, including further
investments in training. At a time
when human talent is so often the binding constraint, these kinds of ideas
deserve further attention.
A variant on the basic idea is that a
university could offer free or reduced
tuition to students, in return for a
share in their future income. Purdue,
for example, allows some students to
enrol in so-called income share agreements to pay back their tuition. Another variant allows graduates to use such
an arrangement to pay back their federal student loans. With equitisation,
however, higher earners pay back

n

Counting 50% of VVPATs could delay
the results by six days SANCHIT KHANNA/HT

forced to do so, there would be clear
costs. If as many as 50% of VVPATs
are counted, it could delay the results
by six days. And since the VVPATs
have to be counted manually, you
could have mistakes, disputes and
inevitable recounts. In effect, we
would be back to the old paper ballot
system. Given that the experts believe
we already have a VVPAT tally that
gives 99.9936% confidence, do we really want to increase it at the cost of
delaying the results by six days?

IF A COMPANY OWNS A SHARE
IN YOUR FUTURE INCOME, IT
HAS AN INCENTIVE TO TRAIN
YOU WELL AND TO CONNECT
YOU WITH THE PROPER SOCIAL
AND BUSINESS NETWORKS
more and lower earners pay back less.
That seems more fair for both students
and universities; it cushions the risk
for the former, and gives the latter an
additional incentive to do a good job
teaching.
To some people, the notion of promising parts of your future labour
income to someone or something else
sounds repugnant, almost like a kind of
slavery. Yet is it really so objectionable? Unlike slavery, these deals are voluntary. Anyone who has written a
book or done a film is familiar with the
idea of offering some share of the
future income to an agent, in return for
assistance. And of course corporations, many of which rely on individual
talent as their main asset, sell equity in
themselves.
To be sure, there are problems with
the idea. For instance, what if less talented, less hard-working individuals
turn out to be the most likely to sign
away part of their future income? That
creates a problem that economists call
“adverse selection”. This is a real
issue, but it hasn’t stopped companies

thisweekthatera
atera
PICTURE OF
THE WEEK

APRIL 7: A protest march
h

to Parliament organised
by the SSP led to a lathi
charge by the police and
d
the bursting of tear-gas
shells new the Patel
Chowk

them”. Meanwhile, a newspaper in Karachi
observed that the port town had “closed its
shops and centres of business: when did such a
stupendous thing happen before in the history
of the city?” The paper further commented:
“One was impressed at yesterday’s function
with one soul-stirring fact — the disappearance
of communal, parochial and sectarian impulses. They were “Hindus”, ‘Muhammadans”,
“Parsis”, “Khojas”, “Jains”, yesterday; but
they all felt they belonged to one community —
the Indian; they all felt there was the One Religion in various religions, the Religion of Selfrespect, the Religion of guarding India’s rights
for the service of Humanity”.

Almost certainly not. I am sure the
opposition parties would also agree.
Yet so strong is the concern that
EVMs can be tampered with — even if
it’s only limited to opposition parties
— that it needs to be addressed. So perhaps just for this election — and not as
a rule — 5% of all EVMs should be
counted? This could be sufficient to
give the reassurance that’s needed. At
the same time, it would only delay the
results by just over 12 hours. In the
circumstances, that may be acceptable.
Let me, however, raise one further
question. The complaints about EVMs
and the belief they can be tampered
with is made by parties that have lost
elections. This was as true of the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) in 2009 as it is
of the 21 parties today. Now to what
extent is this because political parties
lack confidence in people appointed to
the Commission? In 2009, the BJP had
doubts about Navin Chawla. Today,
the opposition has reservations about
Narendra Modi’s appointments.
Surely the answer is to change the
way the Commission is appointed?
Rather than leave it to the government of the day, it should be done by a
collegium comprising people like the
Leader of the Opposition and the
country’s Chief Justice. Do you agree?
Karan Thapar is the author of
Devil’s Advocate: The Untold Story
The views expressed are personal

from selling equity and startups from
selling venture capital shares. As for
the students, due diligence and talent
measurement may suffice to identify
enough good students with bright
prospects.
There are also genuine questions
about how far this model can be
extended. The demand for labour is
robust in information technology, but
would a similar system work for philosophy professors or prospective
musicians? In both cases incomes are
undoubtedly lower, motivations nonpecuniary, and the chances for real
success more remote. The company
Pando Pooling, meanwhile, is trying
equitisation with minor league baseball players. The importance of raw
baseball talent may be so paramount,
however, that companies cannot much
improve the labour market prospects
of their clients.
Note also that we already equitise
each other’s labour in many non-explicit, non-corporate ways. If two economists write a paper together, for
example, each is tying his or her fate
somewhat to the other. And if two people in business decide to share networks or trade favours, each has a
stake in the success of the other.
Can a more formal, commercialised
version of these ideas help make the
educational system more effective?
Let’s hope so.
The views expressed are personal
Bloomberg Opinion
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PUNJAB ASSEMBLY
PROROGUED

WORLD

APRIL 11: The Punjab Assembly
was prorogued by Governor
Pavate today (April 10). This ends
the controversy regarding the
advisability of proroguing the
budget session without electing
the Public Accounts Committee
and the Estimates Committee

BURMA TROOPS QUIT CHINA
BORDER TOWN
APRIL 8: Burmese troops
guarding the Sino-Burmese
border town of Kyukok
abandoned the town on March
28 following attacks by
Communist rebels, an official
announcement stated
yesterday night (April 6)

The Rowlatt Satyagraha is the subject of
great interest to historians of Indian nationalism and to biographers of Mahatma Gandhi.
(Interested readers may consult Ravinder
Kumar’s edited book, Essays in Gandhian Politics.) However, the Rowlatt Satyagraha is also
of some contemporary relevance, for the fraternity that it manifested is worth recalling — and
rehabilitating — in our own divided times. I
have quoted newspaper reports that testified to
how Indians set aside their differences of creed
and community. Let me now quote the leader of
the movement itself. During the course of the
movement, Gandhi asked Indian nationalists
to take this vow: “With God as witness we Hindus and Mahomedans declare that we shall
behave towards one another as children of the
same parents, that we shall have no differences, that the sorrows of each will be the sorrows
of the other and that each shall help the other in
removing them. We shall respect each other’s
religion and religious feelings and shall not
stand in the way of our respective religious
practices. We shall always refrain from violence to each other in the name of religion.”
The spirit of inter-community solidarity that
so strikingly suffused the Rowlatt Satyagraha
was less visible in later movements led by Gandhi. This was a fact he recognised, and
mourned, and his own last years were devoted
to recovering that spirit. Now, a 100 years after
Rowlatt, we must press our leaders to do likewise. India would surely be a much safer and
happier place if the politicians now on the campaign trail were to abide by the spirit of Gandhi’s noble vow of April 1919.
Ramachandra Guha is the author of
Gandhi: The Years That Changed The World.
The views expressed are personal

POLITICIANS’ CARELESSNESS
HAS COST INDIA BIG TIME
MARK
TULLY

n the introduction to his collection
of essays called Sadhana, Rabindranth Tagore says,”In these
papers it may be hoped Western
readers will have an opportunity of
coming into touch with the ancient
spirit of India as revealed in our sacred
texts and manifested in the life of
today.” In the first essay, Tagore
describes the Indian mind: “[It] never
has any hesitation in acknowledging
its kinship with nature, its unbroken
relation with all. The fundamental unity of creation was not simply a philosophical speculation for India.”
But where do we find the influence
of that ancient spirit in today’s India?
Where do we find that Indian mind at
work? Isn’t it the Western mind, which
Tagore said “seems to take a pride in
subduing nature”, that guides India
today?
In this election, parties set out plans
to develop India. India needs development, it needs economic growth. But
what sort of development, what sort of
growth, and at what cost? Is the fact
that the shortest way between two
points is a straight line sufficient justification for forests to be hacked down
to construct roads and railways? Do
rivers have to be denuded of sand and
stones, and mountains brutally laid
bare to provide construction material
when there are renewable materials
available?
Then there is the carelessness with
which successive governments have
wasted the bounty of nature. One reason for the Indian mind’s kinship with
nature was the natural beauty Indians
were surrounded by. Yet no party has
bothered to curb the ugly urban spread
and the unplanned rural ribbon development that disfigures India today.
The sacred status of India’s rivers is
evidence of the respect the Indian mind
had for them, yet through sheer carelessness they have become filthy. The
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pollution of India’s rivers has led to a
chronic shortage of drinkable water.
According to the global non-profit
organisation, WaterAid, over half the
population live in areas of high water
stress. Yet I recently came across an
innovative scheme, designed by an
Indian mind respectful of nature, to
supply clean water.
The trial scheme is the brainchild of
the physicist, Vikram Soni. He took me
to the Palla floodplain of the Yamuna
on the border between Delhi and Haryana. There I saw pumps drawing clean
water from the underground aquifers
of the river to supply Delhi. The water
is potable. The aquifers are replenished by the rains and the monsoon
floods but it is essential to see that the
water level in them never goes below
the level in the river. If it does, the polluted river water will flow into the
aquifers polluting them forever.
So what did I find on the Palla floodplain? Equipment meant to monitor
the water level in the aquifers through
a system of sensors was not working.
Strawberries and marigolds were
growing in the fields whereas agriculture needs to be restricted to less
thirsty crops like vegetables . Sewage
is flowing into pits and leaking into the
aquifers. Now the Delhi government
has announced that it is going to dig 70
more wells on the floodplain in this
area without consulting those whose
research created the project.
So the implementation of a scheme
to evolve a nature-friendly answer to
development needs is carelessly
neglected. If widely implemented on
floodplains and used sustainably, it
could provide drinking water to 500
Indian cities or towns. On the other
hand, even more nature-unfriendly
dams and a river linking plan are being
planned. Promises are being made in
the election campaign to listen to the
concerns that have been expressed
about the Arunachal Pradesh dams,
but if the past is anything to go by,
when the tumult and the shouting dies
down there will be no change. Yet
again the Indian mind is ignored , and
the Western tradition of subduing
nature is followed.
The views expressed are personal

sundayletters
THERE’S NO NEED TO APPEASE THE HURRIYAT
Karan Thapar in his column “India is not a police surveillance State” (March 31) has
made his submission based on an ill-conceived idea of equating Hurriyat leaders
with that of all other Indian citizens. The separatist leaders always speak the
language which suits their masters in Pakistan. Post-Pulwama and Balakot, the
national sentiment is not that of appeasement, rather it is to curb the subversive
conduct of separatists.India has every right to question as also keep surveillance on
the people going to attend functions at the Pakistani High commission.
GHANSHYAM N. SINGH, PATNA

The voters should put India first

II

Chanakya in “2019’s two parallel election campaigns” (March 31) is spot on
that we will neither have a consensus
on national security nor on the road
ahead in terms of welfare and economy. All endeavours boil down to
one-upmanship to retain or regain
power at the Centre. Decency and
decorum ought to be maintained. It is
incumbent upon the voters to demonstrate their first loyalty to India negating all parochial considerations.

Following non-delivery of its poll
promises, the ruling regime’s public
image had taken a serious beating. But
post-Pulwama and Balakot, the tide
has turned in the BJP’s favour once
again. It is the electorate that now has
to take the final call on who they want
to entrust with the responsibility of
running the country.
AZHAR A KHAN, RAMPUR

LALIT BHARADWAJ, PANCHKULA
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DID YOU KNOW THAT WESTEROS, THE FICTIONAL CONTINENT WHERE
MUCH OF GAME OF THRONES IS SET, IS JUST IRELAND, UPSIDE-DOWN?

WILL YOU BEND THE KNEE?
Much of the genius of Game of Thrones lies in
the fact that you can’t trust or root for
anyone for long. There’s no guarantee that
the hero-types will even survive, let alone
prevail. Protective dads get beheaded.
Dragons change loyalties. Tyrants win bets.
And the moral code is pushed out the top
window of the castle tower.

THRONE
FOR A LOOP?

If you must pick a side, let it be the
Starks – the upright northern clan has seen
much drama, death and betrayal. They could
use a win. They’re up, however, against the
Lannisters – myopic, megalomanical Queen
Cersei, and her twin-lover (eww, yes) Jaime
Lannister. Their canny, midget brother Tyrion
supports the Starks, which means he may not
last long.

Your one-stop guide to the final season
of Game of Thrones, whether you’re a child
of summer or awaiting the long winter.
Spoilers (to the first seven seasons) ahead!

Stark head Jon has allied with Daenerys
Targaryen, a woman who has birthed
dragons, but has a better track record as a
fighter than ruler. Jon himself is half-Stark,
half Targaryen – he doesn’t know his lover is
his aunt. There are others. But these are the
lives that matter.
n

Rachel Lopez
n

HEARD THIS ONE? HERE ARE DIE-HARD FANS’ CONSPIRACY
THEORIES ABOUT WHAT MIGHT HAPPEN NEXT

rachel.lopez@htlive.com

t’s only the biggest TV show on the
planet. Its last season garnered 12
million viewers on HBO (plus, it is
history’s most illegally downloaded
piece of entertainment). Game of
Thrones, an eight-season series
based on George RR Martin’s
famously unfinished A Song of Ice
And Fire fantasy novels, has spun
great storytelling, surprise deaths,
intrigue, violence, magic and tons on
nudity into an addictive show.
The world now is made up of two kinds
of people: those who’ve followed it, and
those who never learned to Hold the Door.
The final season starts airing on April 14 –
catch up here.

I

Jaime will kill his twin and lover
Cersei. He’s changed over the seasons,
and is tiring of his increasingly crazy sister.
Their kids have died. A war is coming. And
one scene in the last season, which has
them both stand on a map, depicted her
standing on Westeros’s Neck and him at
The Fingers. Foreshadowing much?

Gendry and Arya will reunite.
Friends separated over the years, they
might become a couple. But not before
Arya assassinates a few more people.

Melisandre will resurrect someone

n

FOR FIRST-TIMERS
Welcome to Westeros. This is where
seven aristocratic families have been
fighting for control of the Iron Throne for
seven seasons. Members of all families
have plotted. Lots of people have
killed. Lots more have died. Some
have been resurrected. Some
siblings have produced
children. Some children
have travelled
through time.
Much wine

(Left) Daenerys Targaryen (at centre) leads
the somewhat-good guys, which include
Tyrion Lannister and Jon Snow.

has been drunk. And only a handful of
them have found time to bathe.

Where are we exactly? Westeros, the
continent where much of the action is set,
is nothing more than an upside down map
of Ireland. This means the tale’s Fingers
region is the Dingle Peninsula; the north
are the British Isles; and Hadrian's Wall is
the ice wall that separates the known from
the unknown.

What happens now? Control of
Westeros is now a fight between the dead
and the living. The dead are really the
undead, blue-eyed, quick-moving,
hard-to-kill-again inhabitants of the icy
Land Beyond The Wall. They’re led by a
Night King. They’re coming for the living.
They can only be killed by a particular kind
of steel or fire. The living, meanwhile, are
scattered across Westeros and have
squabbled for too many episodes to match
this greater threat. Will they fight each
other or Old Blue Eyes?

else. She is alive because she hasn’t yet
outlived her usefulness to the plot. Please
let it be Ned or Khal Drogo!

(Above) A map
of Westeros as
shown in the
opening credits.

A Targaryen baby will be born.
Daenerys and Jon’s child, an incestuous
scion of ice and fire, might be Azor Ahai,
the prophesied prince who defeats the
undead with a lightning sword.

(Below) Arya
Stark, a lot of
the series
outcome
depends on her.
(Left) Dragons
are a sort of
essential
weapon in the
Game of
Thrones.

Jon Snow might be the Prince.

SO, WHO HAVE BEEN THE
WORST LOSSES SO FAR? A
MOMENT OF SILENCE FOR…
Hodor (above, with Bran Stark): He
was the chaperone of Bran Stark, the
second son and fourth child of Ned Stark.
Hodor never spoke, just said Hodor, and
truly was the nicest guy in the Game of
Thrones. His life’s purpose, it turned out,
was to die at the right moment.

His Targaryen lineage means he can ride
dragons and be impervious to fire. And
Melisandre seems to think so. In the novel
A Dance with Dragons, she says: “I pray
for a glimpse of Azor Ahai, and R’hllor
shows me only Snow”. He’ll have to kill
Daenerys to do this though, like his
namesake did.

Bran is the key to everything. He
can travel through time and change it too.
He might travel back to reason with King
Aerys, causing the voices in the king’s
head that made him go mad. Or that Bran
will battle the Night King. Or he might BE
the Night King. Or he might also travel
back and become Bran The Builder, the
king who built the Wall, causing the rift
and the problems in the first place.

Sansa and Tyrion will rule
Westeros. They’re excellent administra-

n

Twins and lovers Jaime and Cersei
Lannister. One conspiracy theory is that
Jaime is tiring of and will finally kill his
increasingly crazy sister. (Below) Night
King, the ultimate villain, leads the blueeyed, hard-to-kill undead inhabitants of
the icy Land Beyond The Wall.

tors and clean-dealing folks, so why not?

Jaime Lannister is the promised
Prince. The prophecy is in Valyrian language
and its words for lord and light are also the
same as the words for gold and hand. And
who has a gold hand…?

Varys is a merman. Come on, we’ve never
seen his feet!

The story is being narrated by
Samwell Tarly. A Song of Ice and Fire
might just be a telling of Westeros history
from Sam’s point of view.

Ned Stark: He is the Lord of Winterfell,
which is the ancestral castle and seat of
power of the House of Stark and is
considered to be the capital of the north.
Ned is the hero’s hero, a man of courage,
and the first of many deaths we never saw
coming.

Khal Drogo, Robb Stark, Oberon
Martell, Tommen: Khal, Daenerys’s
warrior husband; Robb, the eldest Stark,
who we thought was destined to be a hero;
Oberon, who won our hearts fighting on
behalf of Tyrion; and poor Tommen,
manipulated by both mother Cersei and
wife Margaery — all gone. Nice guys really
finish last!

ARTSINCLASS NEW APPROACHES ARE HELPING KIDS LEARN THROUGH TALES, MUSIC, DANCE
IT’S STORYTELLING TIME

VAriety

KumKum Dasgupta
n

kumkum.dasgupta@htlive.com

hat did Dados tell the firefly?”
Nandita Sengupta asks a class
of 10 pre-schoolers. “I have
seen lots [of fireflies] in my village,” says Sadiya, a wide-eyed,
pony-tailed four-year-old, then animatedly narrates what Dados, a handsome
green toad, told the delicate yellow firefly.
Encouraged by Sengupta, Sadiya’s
classmates at the Katha Lab School (KLS)
join in the storytelling session. At another
table in the same classroom, five children
are painting the animals they read about in
the story.
KLS is not a traditional school. It’s a
grand experiment by writer, social entrepreneur and educator Geeta Dharmarajan. It uses no textbooks and doesn’t follow
a one-size-fits-all syllabus. It doesn’t organise classes by age group, but rather
according to the learning levels of the individual students.
The KLS system of education is based on
StoryPedagogy, a homegrown concept
developed by Dharmarajan, which draws
heavily from India’s traditional oral traditions and Bharata Muni’s Natya Shastra, a
2,000-year-old treatise on the performing
arts. “Relevant, fun learning for all-round
development is what KLS is about,” Dharmarajan says. “Children are amazing
learners. They are curious and creative…
any book can animate them. But when we

“W

fill their lives irrelevant information they
become what adults want them to be: conformists and aye-sayers”.
The StoryPedagogy technique is delivered through Active Story-Based Learning
(ASBL), which helps children to learn language, science and mathematics, and
develop general awareness and critical
thinking, through stories and activities.
KLS, which caters to migrant children
who live in the slums of south Delhi’s
Govindpuri area, uses ASBL in the secondary classes too. If the topic of the day is
water, the class will learn about conservation and pollution in a science class, stories on the precious resource will be discussed in the literature class, and they will
do a water audit of their community. Children find ASBL engaging, and easy to
understand and remember.
“I was at a private English-medium
school in Assam before I came to Delhi. We
had textbooks and teachers encouraged
rote learning. I now find it easier to learn
and remember because we explore one
topic from different angles,” says Arjun, a
Class 9 student.

ALL THE WORLD’S A STAGE
If KLS uses storytelling as a teaching tool,
Anuradha AR, a Bengaluru-based theatre
professional, is exploring a “collaborative
arts approach” to do the same. “I use a mix
of visual arts, theatre, music and storytelling to provide children with a variety of
methods to comprehend and explore liter-

knowledge. “The Holi Kunita is a beautiful
tradition… they narrate the Ramayana in
Marathi through songs and dance, for
almost 24 hours. Children get to learn
about mythology and morals. But they are
losing such elements of their education to
migration and disinterest”.

WEAVE A DREAM

n

A class
underway at
Delhi’s Katha
Lab School,
which uses no
textbooks and
doesn’t follow
a one-size-fitsall syllabus.
BURHAAN KINU / HT

ature,” Anuradha says. “Visual art, music,
theatre, and dance are symbol systems like
text. The use of an integrated arts
approach develops abilities needed for
reading and writing.”
In her 90-minute sessions, students do a
theatrical reading of a story (Kannada or
English) and are encouraged to explore the
text through a combination of art forms.
This, she believes, gives them the means to
assess the meaning of texts, discover background knowledge, see texts with new eyes
and enhance oral language skills.

In India, storytelling is as old as the
hills, but the modern education system has
failed to integrate this rich heritage in syllabi and is resistant to the idea of students
learning from their communities. Channakeshava Koffee, an artist from the faculty of Fine Arts at MS University, Vadodara, works with migrant Marathi communities in the Western Ghats in
Karnataka. He uses drawing, collage-making, painting and mural-making to make
learning fun and absorbing. Yet, he says,
the children are losing out on community

Explaining why such arts-in-education
projects are important, Bengaluru-based
India Foundation for the Arts director
Arundhati Ghosh says: “Our education
system does not take into account the
diverse realities. Arts education enables
students to ask questions about their lives,
social injustices, and economic instabilities. It also fosters an understanding of the
self and the other by the collective experience of making art”.
Fortunately, arts-in-education is
becoming quite popular on the internet.
NGO Pratham’s StoryWeaver is India’s
first open source, digital repository of multilingual children’s stories. On StoryWeaver, users can read, translate, create,
download, print and share stories. The
platform, which was conceived to address
the lack of affordable, high-quality children’s books in multiple languages, was
launched in 2015 with 800 stories in 24 languages. Today, it has over 11,500 stories in
146 languages and over 1.2 million users.
“Storytelling has a significant role to
play in nourishing language acquisition
and literary sensibility,” says Krishna
Kumar, former head of the National Council of Educational Research and Training.
“Our primary schools could greatly benefit from it, especially in the early grades.”
(Last names of students withheld on request)
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CLASSIFIEDS
TO BOOK YOUR AD CALL SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

>> 0172-5050683

FOR ENQUIRY CONTACT>>

8872502111

GROOMS WANTED
KHATRI
PQM FOR MBA, Smart, Fair Punjabi

PUNJABI, KHATRI Girl
28.02.1985/ 3.30pm/ 5'4"/
Haridwar, B.Com., M.A. Working in
Haridwar. Contact # 9311491616.

Khatri Girl (5'5") DOB 02.06.1988 /
9.20 PM/ Jaipur based in Delhi as HR
Regional Manager in MNC. Ph: 9829184280, mr.dinesh008@gmail.com

SM4 PBI Khatri V'B'Ful Extm. Fair
PG(DSE) 1991 / 5'-3"Central Govt. Officer. Mumbai 17 Lpa. Reqd. W'Setld
Mumbai Wrkg boy # 9810436875
Em: hck1491@gmail.com

SUITABLE MATCH for Hindu
Khatri Slim Smart Girl Qualified
(B.Com- MBA) 5'-1", 28 November
1994, 3:55 PM Jalandhar, Working
with HDFC Bank, Jalandhar Based
NRI Boy Preferred Contact:- 8360313051.

COMPATIBLE MATCH for Fair,
Beautiful Punjabi Hindu Khatri Girl
(B.Tech), 28 Years. 5'6". Flight
Iieutenant, Airforce. Preference Indian Airforce Officer. Well Settled
Mohali Based Officers Family. Upper
Caste No Bar. 98156-35025

SUITABLE MATCH for Punjabi ,

khatri , Non Manglik , M.B.A. Girl ,
5'4'' / 01-09-1990 / 8.19A.M. /
Ghaziabad , Professor in management
college. Contact - 9871765686 /
9810126746 / 9871012879 . e- mail praveensawhney@gmail. com

SM4, MIDDLE Class, Punjabi Khatri,
Homely Girl 5'2" (31/05/1982, 8:15
PM, Delhi) Working as Teacher, Cast
No Bar, Looking for boy in Service
Email:- ritu.soni3105@gmail.com

STATUS CHD family invites
Alliance for their Prof Qlfd in
Guidance and Counseling, Bful,
Slim wkg Daughter 28.08.1991,
5'-6". 9816648599.

SM4 B'FUL khatri A.Mglik girl 5'4"/

13.1.89 / 2:54PM Delhi B.Sc (H.Sci)
B.Ed, Call: 7838832459, 01204903217 Email: vksk2010@gmail.com

EDUCATED STATUS family seeks

highly qualified, tall, handsome,
nonvegetarian, well settled boy for
beautiful Punjabi Khatri girl, Working
with Multinational as Analyst ,
MA(English), pursuing PhD, 5'3",
March 1990, Ph 9810448516,
9810981928

BRAHMIN

BISA AGARWAL
6:35pm, B.Tech NSIT,Wkg MNC 50Lpa
west Delhi Affluent fmly.Seeks highly
qlfd prof./B'ness fmly.# 9278094346,
9953620515, ranigoel87@gmail.com

ARCHITECT B. Arch/M.Arch NM
04/85/5'1" fair slim girl of high
status & educated Garg Family of
South Delhi, wkng. # 9811094927
Email: skg.1612@gmail.com

Saraswat Brahmin girl 5'/ 24.12.85/
11:55 pm/ Delhi, BA working MNC/
3.50 LPA. Contact: 9910032219.
Email: madhurishi11@gmail.com

NAVI MUMBAI bsd Feb 81 GB B'ful

fair colour girl senior scientist MNC
13LPA. Well Edu. fmly. Lking for any
Brahmin Veg. teetotaller pref Dr.,
Engr, CA, Prof., midsize self B'ness.
Only mega / metro city bsd persons.
Email: bkbhardw@hotmail.com;
whatsapp: 8169062003

SM4 GBR. An. Mgk, Fair / Slim / 27
/ 5'3'' / 1992 / MCA, Bkg. Prof (Pvt).
09 Lacs, Parent Govt. Empl., Fr.
Respectable Family. Ph.9958763259

Delhi Based well
established Punjabi
Brahmin Family invites
alliance form
professionally qualified
and well placed boy
from cultured family
for their smart,
fair, good looking,
sweet natured, family
oriented daughter,
28/160cms,
presently managing
her own Make-Up
studio in Dubai.

COMPATIBLE WELL settled
match between 58-62 years for
financially sound, Unmarried
Sarswat Brahmin fair 5'4" looks
younger Associate Professor in
College Caste immaterial, NRI also
apply 9814814775

PROFESSIONALLY QUALIFIED match for Beautiful, Slim,
Fair, Punjabi Brahmin Girl, March
1989, 5'3" MBA, Net Qualified, Ph.D.
(Submitted) Father Pilot, Kundli
Must. Caste No Bar 8146924100.
vatnik_gcw@yahoo.com

4:38 PM/ Delhi/ 5'2", BA(H) Pol. Sc.,
Pursuing MA, wrkg Nursery Teacher
in Public School. Call: 9717730300
Email: sethineeru3@gmail.com

ACADEMICIAN FOR Kapoor, Phd.
Maths, Asst. Prof. Guest Faculty DU,
UGC/ NET, Grad JMC, PG Hansraj,
17.04.88/10:04 am/ND/Manglik 5'6"
9958429444/ E: 3k1155@gmail.com

SM 4 Punjabi Self Employed, 17.9.90 /

5'2" / 4.40am Delhi, Educated,
Beautiful Girl M.Com, B.Ed. Mother
Class - I Officer. # 9873750755. email
: smrjack08@gmail.com

5'2", M.Tech - IIT Kanpur, working in
MNC, Delhi based Family of Doctors
& Engineers. Contact: 8368805959
Email: rchopra2008@yahoo.com

SM FOR fair, b'ful, 24-10-91,
Brahmin Garhwali girl, B.Tech from
Delhi, wrkg in top MNC in NCR, willing to settle in Delhi-NCR/ Abroad.
Contact: 9868123167,9873068040.

(Arch) girl July 87, 5'9" working Delhi
cast no bar Boys working in NCR &
metro cities preffered. Contact &
WhatsApp 09558347608

SUITABLE MATCH for Beautiful
1989 Born/5'1" Ramgarhia Sikh
Working Girl MBA. Contact:
8826261515, 9711106569.

SM4 SAINI SIKH GIRL 5'3" 88
Convent, BSc Nursng MSc Food Delhi
Govt 8LPA Issueless Divorcee
9417639897 mssaini.61@gmail.com

GRSKH AMRTDHRI boy fr amrtdhri
girl 27/5'3" MA BEd, Contractual
Teacher in GHPS Delhi. Father Gov.
Servnt, Mid class family Cont9868453050,
genmandeepsingh@aol.com

SUITABLE GURSIKH match

preferably Delhi / NCR for Girl Dec'87
born , MA , B.Ed,Teacher 5 feet.
Contact :- 9899382582 or Em:
kaur.navin16@ gmail.com

very fair slim b'ful sharp features
5.2'/27yrs Girl B.Tech Delhi wkg in
MNC, package@40Lpa B’ness family
frm Delhi. Whatsapp 9810109817
Email: docsinghals@ gmail.com

SM4 BANSAL 30.11.86 Agra/13.57
5'4" Smart MFA Faishion Desig. Nift
Anshik Ftr Retd. Dy. Commr.
9557836218 bansalbb55@gmail.com

BEAUTIFUL SLIM Fair Gupta
Girl 32 / 5'2" Wrkg. as Medical
Professional in Govt. Hospital,
Australia Citizen, Visiting India
in April. Call: 9999960136

B.Ed, Teacher, 6.5 LPA, 5'5"/
26.8.89/8:12pm, Delhi # 9312630947,
sudhirberry@Yahoo.co.in

84, 5'2"BA/DU. Delhi bsd upper class
Business Fmly.Pref Service/Business
class fmly. 9810089084,9350811872
Email: dbabbar@rediffmail.com

WELL SETTLED Businessman boy
of Educated family Req for Fair,
Charming,Slim, Graduate 27/5'2"
working Punjabi girl of Businessclass status family. Con:9310086091

PQM FOR fair slim pretty convent
edu., Pb girl, 5'3"/16-5- 81, 4.01pm
Delhi. Grad, PG Dip Mass Com, Asst
Editor, father retd sr. Def Offr sttled
S.Delhi. dhawansc@gmail.com

Girl Status Family/ 5'7"/9-2-88/
9:05 AM/Delhi/ Spl. Educator/
working CBSE Global School 9LPA
# 9311657678, 9811257678

5'5'' Ph.D Psychology,Astt. Prof,in
University,5.0 lpa,seeks alli edu, sttld
boy. magana.0290@gmail.com
Contact-9818744419,9650991263

Lawyer Gharwali Brahamin girl
Bharadwaj Gotra practicing in Delhi
Pref. Civil Services, Doctor, Engineer,
lawyer.Em:- advertiser4k@gmail.com

SM FOR Gaur Brahmin girl, 5'3",

Beautiful, 40, Non Manglik, B.Com
MBA, working in HR in recruitment
firm in Delhi. Contact: 9910193838,
9250002502

Manglik girl from High status family.
5'4" DOB 6/7/92, 2:55 am Delhi. Own
Start Up Company. M: 9818514510
Email: nareshmalhotra@live.in

MATCH FOR Panchkula base Mair
Rajput girl, MBA, March 82/ 5'-7",.
Working in Air India, Deputy Air
Crew. Good Package. 96462-14509

SM 4 V.faif b'ful NM. 5'3"/ 02-08-83/

9:30PM Giddarbaha(Pnjb), M.Phil,
Govt. Teacher, 8 LPA, Delhi based
Fmly, Cont : 9711970600(whatsap),
Em : chhabra4marriage@gmail.com

PQ WS Dli Based Punjabi boy required

for tall fair slim girl MDS Orthodontist
having Own Clinic DOB- 22.07.81 TOB
15.58 Dli early marriage,Emailmdswed81@gmail.com

4.10PM Delhi 5'2 1/2" MBA (HR)
From SMU. Try for Job. Only non
smoker/drinker # 9650250785,
Email: jcbhalla.3d@rediffmail.com

PQM 4 Del Bsd Tonk Kshatriya Sikh
Girl 39/ 5'4", Never Married (looks
young), CA, wkg Top Global IT MNC.
Caste no bar. Call: 9717657740
Email: gsrakhra1940@gmail.com

/Trimmer prfd) for S.Delhi bsd B'ful
Sikh girl CA/5'4"/Sep'90 wkg in
1 of big 4's in GGN 15Lpa. H'scope
matchers pl excuse 9810077448

GOOD LOOKING B.Des./ NID Grad.

Contact:8851569620

man/ H.Paid Professional boy Req
for Fair,Charming, Convented, MBA
25/5'6" working Sikh girl of affluent
H.Status family. Con: 9810286091

REQ SIKH /Pb(Clean Shaven/Cutsird

26 / 5’6” Polite Girl, Reputed Jaipur
based Family Seeks Well Settled
Educated Boy from Business Family.
Call # 07665555315 (WhatsApp)

B'FUL & Slim Girl, NonMnglk, 29/5'4",

Aircraft Engg, MBA, Wkg in Airlines at
GGN, Looking for Suitable Salary class
boy. Mob-9313903492 / 9999412435,
Email : mekamal.gupta@gmail.com

SM4 DEC 92 born, 5'2" BCA MCA Self
Empl. fair, NM only child, father CA.
Service/businss. class.
M - 9412234725, 9759007346
E-amitcambd@yahoo.co.in

PQM4 LLB LLM (UK) Corporate law
Nov 87, 5'2'',B'ful fair Goel girl, Delhi
working in a MNC, Parents doctors
Upper Caste No Bar. # 9810106800,
Email: vkdelhi57@gmail.com

(INDUSTRIALIST/ SERVICE) Boy

Required For High Status Industrial
Family Girl Working In MNC 22/03/87,
08:50AM, Panipat Haryana, 5'6"
B.Tech, girlgarg87@gmail.com
7494887845.

21/06/1991 B.Tech MBA(IIM) Wkg
MNC At Mumbai 18Lpa+ Seeks Pb.
Match Exp. Tfr. Dl/NCR #9654656271
Em:anilmehan1958@Gmail.com

SM4 ARORA working girl
slim, fair, graduate 5'/11Dec 1973.
Caste no bar. Contact:
9899212224, 9899898991
Email: spdhingra45@gmail.com

KAYASHTHA
SM 4 fair Del. bsd rep. fmly advocate 24/5'1"/24.10.94/4.40am.
Del. non mngk girl (F) Advocate (M)
tchr. pref. legal prof 9810456472
praveen.bhatnagar@gmail.com

DIVORCEE/WIDOW

Email:
bbtransfer60@gmail.com

Fair, Slim CA, M.Com, working Girl.
17.08.1982, 10:12Am Delhi, 5', Looks
very young to her age.#9873425820
Em: ca_mahinder@yahoo.com

working in Bangalore M.Tech
89/5'/ 8 LPA Pref. Professionally
Qlfd. Send BHP Cont: 9711459990,
Em: bajajshiromani@indianoil.in

SM4 HINDU Pbi. 1991 / 5'6"
charming, conv. edu. having own
Digital set up in South Delhi.
Prefd. South Delhi based families.
# 8826865448, 9818930375

STATUS PB fmly seeks w.setld prof
M4 their b'ful,talented girl 6/1/1990
5'4" textile Dsgnr, wrkg in Biba. Fthr
AGM in SBI, Mthr PGT. # 9911142010
Email: alkamahajan61@gmail.com

BUSINESS FAMILY of South Delhi,

Seeks alliance for daughter, NonManglik, 30 yrs, 5'1", Slim, Good
Looking, Well educated and Cultured.
Caste no bar. Contact : 9871799839
Email: neptunedk9@gmail.com

JAT
PQM FOR Fair B.ED MCom Teacher
(PRT) pvt School Delhi.1989 / 158.
Avoid Agha and Dagur Gotra.
Contact 9312322484.
nchaudhary11@gmail.com

for fair, Br. i'less world known academician charming tall Br. 63born
girlish look horoscope must# 831841
6311,E-contactme2208@gmail.com

SAHU−TELI
SM 4 SAHU-TELI B'ful Girl 28/5'3",

B.Tech/CSE working MNC Noida, 8LPA
Family settled Working Delhi/NCR
Prefer Contact: 9773685554 Email:
apsaha3101@gmail.com

Phd (Pur.)Asst Lect. D.U.Seeks profil.
Qlfd/ Govt./MNC wrkg Kayastha boy
pref Delhi NCR. send BHP #9871445265, Em: s.k.saxena747@gmail.com

VAISH

MBA(HR), Dip IT, B.Com, 20 March,
1981, 12:40 PM, Delhi. Wkg MNC Ggn.
14.5 LPA. WhatsApp: 9811294053
Email: soodrp44@gmail.com

PQM 4 fair beautiful Arora Girl,

25.03.1980,5'3, M.Com, MBA,LLB
WKNG as DIR. COMM. IN A REPTD
ComE-shri_ganesh@yahoo.com,
09910502618 NCR,South delhi prfd.

COMPATIBLE SOFTWARE Engineer Match for B.Tech, Technology
Lead in Multinational Company Rs.
8.50 Lacs from Status Family.
21.02.90, 20.29, Ambala, 5'-4",
Whatsapp 9467856590.
based Punjabi, Non Manglik girl,
23.08.89/Ghaziabad, Wrkg with
BIG4 MNC Gurgaon (17LPA), Whatsapps- 9811241043, 9873816309

DOCTOR
MD/MS/DM/ MCH M4 V.b'ful
brilliant Brahmin girl Veg. 28/ 5'6"
Doing MS Optha Del, Sr.Govt. Doctor
fmly. Delhi/NCR Pref, Whatsapp Bio
& Pic # 9717630527, 9891356668.

SEEKING SUITABLE MD/MS/MCH

match for MD(Radiation Oncology)
April 90 Aggarwal girl 5'1. Currently
SR in a reputed hospital. Belongs to a
reputed business family of Punjab. Ph
no 9855121115, 9814015929

SM4 B'FUL July 84/5'7" V.Fair
NM Eye Doctor Goel Girl PG Fbd
Bsd Edu. Fmly, Wkg Central govt.
UCNB# 9971026367, Email:
gupta.manisha20884@gmail.com

REQUIRED MATHUR Medico P.G.
pfr D.M, M.C.H good looking Boy for
a Pretty looking fair Mathur Medico
MD( Pedia) 27 years 5ft 4'. Very
Rptd fmly. 8171904004,
9897247366

SEEKING PG medico, Delhi/NCR

based or willing to settle in Delhi, for
SC fair, b'ful, 28, 5'2 MD girl. SR in
Govt Med. College Delhi. Caste no bar.
drjcpassey@rediffmail.com
9968604233/9868108140

PQM4 DR. (Sr. Pediatrician)
MBBS, MD/ Garg/ Fair/ B'ful Girl/
5'3"/ 25.11.90/ Delhi.
# 9810175199, 9871286720
E-mail: manojgarg87@gmail.com

DR. FOR B'ful, 23/5'7", Fair, Punjabi
Khatri girl doing MD Dermatology
Premier Inst.Delhi. Parent Doctors
having own reputed medical setup.
Email: advertiser2k@gmail.com

B'FUL, PB Khatri 33/5'5', MNC,
Gurgaon, 13L, divorcee, seeks
match from NCR # 9871014348,
Email: deipanwit@gmail.com

PQSM4 GUPTA (Kaushal), V.B'ful
Girl 30 Yrs, 5'3", M.Tech, Part-time
Asst. Prof. In Delhi, Only Upper
Gupta Caste. Watsapp-9999183948,
Email : gruhaa@outlook.com

REMARRIAGE
LOOKING FOR suitable match for a

NRI
LONDON BASED b'ful slim girl

RAJPUT DELHI Girl FM Reputed
Family. Smart, Cultured, Good
Looking, MBA working, well to do,
26/5'7"/ 5 Lac, Cont: 9899455915,
Email: prachi15singh@gmail.com

very b'ful Punjabi divorcee girl 34yrs/
5'7" MBA working in a big group Co.
having one son. Businessman
preferred. apply ncg1947@gmail.com

'86/5'6" wkg Big-4 MNC, masters
top B-School UK from professional
Delhi PB Sikh Family.Seek matching
profile edu from Premium Instts.
Caste No Bar. # +919810043510
aark3427@gmail.com

HINDU CHAUHAN Girl March
1990 / 5'-3". B.Tech (IT), Caste no
bar. Preferred Settle abroad. Send
Biodata. 80549-81414.

SAINI
SAINI GIRL, 29/5'4" B-Tech, DBM
working in MNC @ mid-management
level is looking for a Hindu Saini boy
aged 28-32, Ph. 9896725930,
Sukhdevsingh2010@gmail.com

1987 MSc Physics from Thapar
University (Gold Medalist) Phd Nano
Science, Post Doctorate, Working as
an Assistant Professor Seeking
Equally Qualified. Any decent
Profession in India jagmeetdhillon@
yahoo.com 9814295470

5'4" Sr Professional in UK Caste no
bar Only UK settled mail
saxenarajen@gmail.com

SM4 SANSKARI Oswal Jain, b'ful,
intelligent Divorcee 48/ 5'3", MCA,
USA Citizen, working in California.
Seeks USA stld. groom.# 9312432381
Email: kmdindia42@gmail.com

SM FOR Roman Catholic, 45yrs/5'6",

G.Lkg, Wrkg in Melbourne, Wheatish
Loving, Caring, Edud., Div. I' less girl.
Aus. citizen Seeks Sincere, Roman
Catholic compatible match (age 45 to
50). Call or W'app +61-0451105123,
Em:- angelaanthony0000@gmail.com

MATCH FOR Aug 85,5'4"B.Com.Dad
Pbi,Mom-Gujrati belong fm Mumbai
wkg as Mgr in Medical Off. New York
Caste no bar. W/Ap:+12124707175
Email : Jetandersapra@gmail.com

91, 5'-3", MA, PU & TISS Mumbai,
Working in Delhi. Father Retd. Col.
Working as Helicopter Pilot. Mohali.
Cont. with Photo. 91tpds@
gmail.com. WA: 97799-66022.

B.TECH, MBA, convt edu, bful,

Saxena girl 27/170 wrkg MNC GGN
seeks tall well settled PQSM M:
9871138080, 9412998766. Send BHP
at shar4083@gmail.com

MUSLIM
SUNNI, BEAUTIFUL, LLB(Hons),
5'6'', 23yrs from well reputed religious family, seeks suitable alliance.
Email: baizeedalamkhan@gmail.com

HIMACHALI
DLI BSD Well Edu/Stld SM for Thakur

Rajput Mnglk Kangra (HP) born 2-380/ 4:55AM/5'3"/ MA(Hin&Eng.), Ph.D
(Edn) b'ful slim girl Wkg as Asstt Prof.
(Guest) in DU College.# 9868105726

GUJJAR
SLIM FAIR MBA (HR) Girl age 29
Height 5'3", Parmanent Job in Delhi
Gotra Chandila, Poswal Faridabad.
M: 9311853005

YADAV
SUITABLE VEGETARIAN match
for Beautiful Yadav (Ahir) Haryanvi
girl, Gotra Jhagdoliya, Kosaliya,
Khatodiya 37/ 5'-3", MA (Hindi)
B.Ed., CTET Qualified, PGD
Journalism, PGD Translation.
Recently appeared UGC (NET), HTET
and Kendriya Vidyalaya PGT/ TGT
examination. Preparing Chandigarh
(UT) PGT/ TGT Examination.
Intelligent in Household Affairs.
Upper case no bar. Tricity preferred.
Send BHP. Email:
hmyadav2005@yahoo.com. Contact:
93165-80357.

BRIDES WANTED
KHATRI
PUNJABI, KHATRI Boy
04.07.1983 / 1.50am/ 5'9"/
Haridwar, MBA/LLB, Working
in Delhi. Contact # 7678336217.

GAUR BRAHMIN Kaushik Boy 33/
5'10", veg. TT, M.Tech, LLB DU, wkg
top Law Firm 13 LPA, Own house,
Only son. Seeks well educated wrkg
girl. WhatsApp: 9868203280

B.tech from IP & MBA from
NITIE , working in MNC Gurgaon,
R/o shalimarbagh, 7289838302
E: vikastec234@gmail.com

PQM 4 MCA Wkg Noida 7.5 Lpa,
14-11-83 , 20:50 DL 5'9" JS: ID : Yuxs
5489 Em: kavihanda@yahoo.co.in,
WhatsApp - 9560031166, Mobile9717179936 / 9891247934

PQM4 NM Fair & H.Some Boy 5'7" /

SM 4 Arora Khatri 1985/5'9",B.Tech
+MBA (FMS Delhi), wkg MNC, 35Lpa,
Parents retd class-1 officer, Stld
Delhi. Caste no bar. # 9971446491
Email: raj.arora54543@gmail.com

Girl 28.1.91, 5'4", 3.44am, Delhi,
M.A., M.Ed, Teacher in School of
Central Delhi. 9990750770,
sunlight201163@gmail.com

SM 4 Punjabi Postgraduate, Healthy,
fair Manglik Teacher girl,erng. 5 Lpa,
Delhi born 6'Feb'1982, 00:30, 5'9",
110 kg. Caste no bar. M:9818087065,
Email: rkbahl3872@gmail.com

DIVORCEE/WIDOW
PQM FOR Delhi Based beautiful fair

girl.DOB 15.2.79 / ht. 5"9" , MBA ,
professional . Father Retired. Mech.
Eng. seeks educated liberal minded
well settled suitable match in early
40's . E -ssmmatharoo@gmail.com
with photo. Caste no bar.

SM4 CHRISTIAN Girl-33/5'4"Fair,
B'ful BA,Diploma Textile-Desg,Divorcee without Issue.Well -Settled,
Decent,suitable,Match-Preferred.
9815553528,
rk.sharma6974@yahoo.com

SM4 PB Khatri, Non Manglik 74/5'
6" divorcee issueless convent well
educated, self employed girl, cast no
bar. Contact. 9811815993, Email:
hrconsultant1974@gmail.com

PQM 4 B'ful Girl Div issue with 1 kid
boy 12yrs,14-02-1983/5'5", 05.12 am,
birth-Delhi,Pref no bar,NRI, 25 LPA
Bus &Ser Both Suitable 9818687070
Em: matripunjabi72@gmail.com

RPTD SIKH fmly invited for their
charming, B'ful,slim,fair fmly oriented girl 1987/5'3", highly educ.,innocent I'less Div. belonging to cltrd &
high status b'ness fmly 9910997929

MATHUR GIRL 23.6.80/5'3"
N/M, M.A, Mass Comm., Wkg in
Reptd Media Dli, 3 LPA, I'Less
Legally Div., Caste no Bar.
abmathur2003@gmail.com

88/167, Nakodar Born,03:05PM,
Handsome Pure
Veg,teetotaller,MTech. Asstt.
Manager in Nationalised Bank in
Chandigarh. Beautiful working bride
reqd. WhatsApp 9416300070;
8860913800

SM FOR Punjabi Brahmin Boy, 29/5'9"
MBA working in MNC Delhi, 6.5 LPA,
Seeks b'ful educated working Girl,
Contact:- 9654701766, Email:shwet.sharma1988@gmail.com

SIKH
CANADIAN SIKH Khatri Boy
27/5'-4", LLB from India Seeks
beautiful educated girl. WhatsApp
9814898816. Email :
bedibalwindersingh@yahoo.com

34/6'2'' boy from a South Delhi
based business family. Email
profile & pictures to:
thegoodmatch7@gmail.com

SM 4 h'some Ramgarhia Turban Sikh
boy Dec'84/ 5'8", M.Sc(IT) From UK,
Bank Mngr in London, PR holder. PQ
b'ful slim wkg girl pref.#9958731289
Email: narinder.njs@gmail.com

ARORA SIKH (Clean Shaven)
29/5'8", S.Delhi, Non-veg, T.Totaller,
B.tech., MBA, wrkg MNC, 14LPA,
seeks b’ful, edu., cultured, wkng/
nw, sikh/ pnjbi girl. # 9810392464

SEEKING SIKH match for fair,
teetotaller, 5'9'' from renowned
Business family based in South
Delhi. He is MBA from world's
top B school. Email profile and
photos at sikhmatri13@gmail.com

SM4 KHATRI Sikh Advocate Boy
June 1985, 5'9" Divorced (Mutual
Consent Brief Marriage ) St. Delhi
F'mly. # 9811025921 9582454582
Email: Jagdeepbakshi@yahoo.co.in

GURSIKH, HANDSOME, Tall

Graduate 26/ 5'9" Businessman boy
of Educated status family Required
Charming, Fair, Slim Educated girl of
Delhi/ NCR. Contact : 9313186091

MATCH FOR Non Drinker / Non
Trimmer Arora Sikh 1985 / 6’1’’
Employed Assistant Professor of
Law at Sonipat 11 LPA, Fmly at Chandigarh 98152-89455, 88724-15204

SM 4 H'some, Turbaned, Gursikh boy
31/ 6', B.Tech, MBA (ISB), from S.Del
bsd renowned Business fmly, Seeks
Tall Cultured girl of status family,
educated in reputed Institutes. call
9717590402 pmpm1187@gmail.com

PROFESSIONALLY QUALIFIED/ Well Settled match for
humble US based Khatri Arora divorcee boy, short marriage 6'1",Oct
1983,Mohali. Working in US as Sr
Business Analyst earning decent
salary. CNB. Sikh Boy is in India till
April 1st Week. Looking for unmarried/issueless divorcee girl. 8146982606 infodaman@yahoo.com

H'SOME SIKH 29/5'9" Delhi College

Of Engg. Grad, 30 LPA, Father Retd.
Senior Govt. Officer Looking For Elite
Well Educated Match 9407554463

ARORA

11/03/1982/5'4", 11:15am Delhi, Running own bus in Chd, Seeks b'ful girl
33 below, Send BPH Whtpp: 9316746600 marriage Bureau Excuse

KHATRI MANGLIK Boy
30.10.1988/ 2:50 AM/ Amritsar ,
5'-11", B.Tech, Working with
Interarch Building Products Pvt. Ltd.
as Asstt. Manager seeks working
Manglik girl. Contact 9625687791,
9417835035.

V, V H'SOME Khatri,Dr.Dental&

Aesthetic Surgeon sept 88/6 ft
wrking Uk, high income. Renowned
fmly from Chandigarh seeking B'Ful
Dentist/Medico/IT match. Visiting
India soon caste no bar
.Biodata/Photos to
rmmdoc28@gmail.com. Whatsapp
447890260942

PRETTY WORKING Girl Pref

MBA/Engr For H'some Punjabi Khatri,
MBA, Wkg MNC 10L, 175cm, DOB:
06/11/89, Fair, Fun Loving, Well
Placed Family, West Delhi.
Mobile:7290021338
Email:sabmb169@gmail.com.

M4 PBI Khukran Suri boy B.Tech
MBA 6 ft 29 yrs in Govt. PSU well
placed. Girl should be wkg pref. in
Bank PSU Govt. job from Resp. Pbi
fmly. Em: rs.cmplraj@gmail.com
Mob: 9825141961, 9879608999.

B'FUL TALL Well Edu Match for
h'some Juneja boy, 28, 5'11" NM,
B.Tech. MBA wkg MNC Bangalore,
Mob: 9897342910, 9818420916.

SMART, PB. boy 5'5",6.3.83/10:37am

Abohar, Netwrkg consultant in GBM
(Dubai),56 Lpa. Seeks PQ girl, ready
to relocate in Dubai. Ph: 9910473878,
Email: sham.sidana@gmail.com

SM 4 Arora Boy, June 1986/ 5'10"
Banking prof., Aus. Settled Citizen
Parents in South Delhi,Pref. Tall girl,
educated, B'ful whatsapp 9871200837 em.chaman.pujara@gmail.com

BRAHMIN
SM FOR Punjabi Srswt Brahmin boy,

89'born/ 5'8", Anshik Manglik, B.Tech
Wkg MNC GGN. 13LPA. Seeks Wrkng
girl Brahmin /Khatri. Contact9868205314

GR. BR. Match 4 Non Manglik,
Aadi Nadi, march 90/5'5" net Quali.
Pursuing PHD Asstt Prof in Del
#7827671386

SM4 SARASWAT PB BR Boy
13.01.84 / Jorhat / 6' Gurgaon based
Well Settled Business, seeks simple
Edu. Family. Contact : 9811133067,
Email: sirgowri@gmail.com

BRAHMIN 32/5'8" Boy Working in

Civil Services UPSC (IDAS) Prefferred
Class- I,2 Or Judicial Services.Caste
No Bar # 9131244369, 9200555556
Email: tiwari.anand1771@gmail.com,

SM 4 Gzb boy 31/ 5'11" B.Pharma
working in Cent. Govt. Delhi 8.4 LPA,
Seeks only Govt. Employee Veg.
well qualified. # 8527688048.
Email: bhp20768@gmail.com

MATCH FOR Punjabi Saraswat

Brahmin boy 30yrs /172cms
academician, vegetarian, based in
Delhi. email: savp95d@gmail.com.

Hindu Arora boy, 28 years, 5'-11",
MBA, PGAM. Working in MNC
Faridabad. Father retired Professor.
Mother Lecturer, Sister married.
81689-43053.

B.TECH., MBA, 30/5'-8",
Nonmanglik, owner Information
Technology Company/ other
Business Panchkula, Own House.
Father Gazetted. 99888-76247,
99886-97027.

SM FOR 37 yrs MCA Aggarwal boy of

HSME JAIN/GOEL boy 21.5.74

H'SOME FAIR slim well

SUITABLE US based match, Garg

well educated family working in
software company, 9650288459,
rhtdadu@gmail.com

established Aggarwal boy,
30 Yrs, 5'8", Seeks beautiful and
slim girl. # 9811788214 Email:
satishgupta869333@gmail.com

SM 4 Goel Smart Very Fair Boy

1989/6'ft B.Tech MBA Doing Own
Business Seeks Beautiful Qualified
Girl Cont. 9871122595, 9910261912

MEDICO/ CA /Architect/Lawyer M4 H'some, 5'11"/Agrwal Boy
87 born MCh(Neurosurgery AIIMS
Delhi) Presently Wkg in PGI Chd.
High status Dr's fmly,9417000742
Email : drmatri66@gmail.com

TYAGI BRAHMIN boy, Ph.D
(pursuing), MS(Engr) from USA.
B.Tech from top notch college in
India. 29 / 5'7" Family in Delhi.
W.App 9818311219

PROFESSIONALLY QUALIFIED girl required for Teetotaler

AGARWAL

MANGLIK
PQM 4 Slim B'ful Arora/ Khatri

PQ MANGLIK Saraswat Brahmin Dec

ARORA KHATRI H'some boy, B.A,

SM4 KHATRI boy 32, 5'9,

22.07.1987/ 05:55pm/ Delhi/ working
MNC CTC 12 LPA Seeks well educated
girl. Contact: 9643348432 Email:
vsud81@yahoo.com

HINDU
professional match for a beautiful 5ft
6 tall 26 yr MBA working girl from a
well educated family.# 9940697872,
meen1970sharma@gmail.com

(Kabirpanthi) Girl. 5'-2", M.Sc, B.Ed
Working as Principal in Semi Govt.
Institute. Caste No Bar. Contact:9882646214.

SM FOR Khatri B.Tech Fair / 6'2"/

Himachali Sood girl, 5'-4",
23.07.1987, 1:23 AM, LLM, working in
Law firm, Gurgaon, 10 Lac. Upper
Caste no bar. 9417166417,
ravindersood1948@gmail.com

WELL EDUCATED corporate

SUITABLE MATCH for SC

H'some Boy 31/5'9" B.Tech
MBA (Premium College) wkg
MNC Noida # 9717373114
Em: drvkmalhotra@gmail.com

WELL QUALIFIED match for

B.Tech, 20 Lac PA, Working MNC
Pune. Contact : # 9811293814, E-mail:
akgoel2013@gmail.com

SC/ST

PQM 4 Punjabi Khatri Manglik

SOOD

Brahmin, 12.07.1984 Kashmir 5.30
am, 6' boy, Own Business, South
Delhi bsd Middle Class family, Caste
no Bar. 9810026873, 8826681193

PQM FOR Manglik. Goel Girl, DOB: 09- SIKH GIRL for a well educated,
09-1988 (3.30 pm) Delhi. 5'1" /

3:2 am siwan Hindu, OBC, Del/ NCR
seeks. w stld / Qlfd boy. Cast no
bar. SC/ST no aply 8750057648:
shaadimatriads@gmail.com

31 B.Com & HM Graduate Wrkg As
Manager In MNC 7LPA Own House
Delhi M: 9811856595 / 9999008380

SM4 CONVT. Edu. Jat-sikh girl Sep-

stld broad minded, Engr/ MBA/ IT/
Doctor/ B’nessman from affluent,
Edu fmly with cosmopolitan values
for b’ful, smart, post grad girl, upper
middle class, Edu. fmly (father bengali, mother kashmiri Pandit), 27yr/
163cm/7.8 lakhs PA Sr. Mgr in
Gurgaon. Caste no bar. Em:
sna92.2019@gmail.com

MA B.ED girl 35/ 5'6" 13.3.84,

LOOKING FOR A Tall, Handsome,

PQM 4 V b'ful fair Delhi girl 31 slim

H'some Brahmin Boy 25-3-85/ 5'8"
/12:35PM Delhi CA in MNC, 18LPA. Ph:
8376870817, 9891316506 or BHP:
somsharma85@gmail.com

ALLIANCE INVITED from well

OTHER

values based in uk.18-2-82 fair,
bful,professionally qualified.Living
with parents.Ht 5'5. Looking for
professional boy from status family.
Email: cookiearora@btinternet.com
0044 7779 923855

Non-Smoker, Physician or Resident /
IT Engineer, Based in USA,
Vegetarian Preferred For USA Born
Beautiful, V.Fair, Slim Vegetarian 31,
5'5"(165cms), Punjabi Saraswat
Brahmin Girl. USA Educated
(MD/Surgery) and Employed. Please
Send BHP to a.saraswat@att.net
M: 6145818144

BRAHMIN

COSMOPOLITAN

SM4 MATHUR girl, B.Tech, 5'-3",
15.5.93, Manglik, working at Pune.
9888802950.

BRAHMIN

SM FOR H'some, Kashmiri Pandit-

Girl/ Feb. 92, 5'2"/ B.Sc. Mass
Communication/ Pers. B.Ed./ Delhi
Based. Contact: 9953290621,
8750067291

SM FOR Pbi Arora girl with Indian

RAJPUT

REMARRIAGE

I' LESS Prof. NRI ,IAS,IFS Doctors,Eng PQ B'FUL fair wkg girl for smart

NIGAM FAIR and Beautiful

PQM 4 B'ful tall Sood Khatri Girl, 5'9"

PQM 4 V.Bful 5'7", B.Tech, MBA NCR
Highly
reputed Delhi
based family running
their own Hospital in Delhi
seek alliance for their fair
beautiful intelligent
Doctor Daughter 88 born
Issue less divorcee
(marriage lasted 5 months)
Looking for high status
well qualiﬁed
Business Or Professional
match.

QUALIFIED SETTLED Business-

5'4"/ 31 yrs. Delhi based working in
a reputed Coaching Institute. Annual
Income 50 Lakhs. Caste no bar. Send
bio data. 9811903149, 9971066868.

MATCH FOR Jatt Sikh Girl 5'-4",

M 4 V.Beautiful, fair,slim, profnly qlfd SM4 B'FUL Pb. Khatri Girl 5'8"

SUITABLE MATCH for Mazbi Sikh PQM 4 PB Khatri Fair Girl 4.7.88,
Girl Asst Prof of Law, Dec 86/5'3"
BA(H)Eng,LLM,NET(UGC),Father Add.
Dist-Sessions Judge(Retd) Ph:9910384661. Em: ssgknahar@gmail.com

M4 PUNJABI Khatri MBBS, DNB.

SM 4 their daughter, Aug'92/ 5'2.5",
MBA(Finance). Working with CitiBank
Seeks well qlfd, clean shaven Jat sikh
boy from status fmly.Ph: 9999261298
Send BHP : davinder01k@gmail.com

Univ. 28-4-85/5'3"/ from business
family seeks well settled match from
affluent business family #
9582350990

SM FOR 24 yrs/ 5'5" b'ful fair slim

for Ph.D, fair, Slim, 5'1",1989 Born,
Arora girl, working at FMCG
Company in Gurgaon Contact
8872835779. navdeep.grover@
gmail.com

REPUTED JAT Sikh Parents Seeking

SM4 FOR b'ful girl grad. Cardiff

(H) Comp.Sc.(D.U.) M.C.A (I.P.)U wkg
T.C.S S.S.Engg 11+ LPA, Delhi family.
required #9560259888,9654031002
Email: 72.krishna@gmail.com

Doctor match for Beautiful Hindu
Arora Punjabi Girl MD Doctor US
Citizen 35/5'-2", 098485-37120.

JAT SIKH

SM4 FAIR, b'ful,Khatri,girl Feb'90

SM4 PUNJABI Vegetarian Girl

REQD PROF. Qualified Match for

WELL QUALIFIED, Tall Match

SM4 PB Arora V.fair Veg. Girl 31/05/

B'FUL CHARMING Fair Punjabi

AGARWAL
trialist match for MBA, 29yr/5'5",
b'ful smart, cultrd aggarwal girl.
Father industrialist 9362233556
Email: vksingla60@gmail.com

SM FOR Punjabi Khatri Fair, M.A,

boy from Sophisticated family for a
CA, 25yr old b'ful smart well brought
up girl, 5'9", Wkg in Big 4, from
Affluent Prof. Family of South Delhi.
Contact : 9560416202, 9310075535.

SM FOR Punjabi Khatri Beautiful,

EDUCTD WELL estd bus./indus-

WANTED US Based Preferably

LNKG FOR Tall, H'some, Prof. Del bsd

Non-Manglik fair beautiful
slim girl MBA NIT Diploma Jan
1993/5'4". Contact: 9971191145.
Email: krishansunil88@gmail.com

SIKH
SIKH MATCH for postgraduate

28.11.89, 3.35 am, Panchkula
(Haryana), 5'4", B.Tech, Wkg
MNC Gurgaon, 8.5 Lpa. Call
9888914409, 9463562549

30/5'2" M.A., B.Ed. Public School
Teacher 8 LPA South Delhi. WhatsApp
/ Call: 9810165289, 9899238860.
Email: wedruf@gmail.com

PUNJABI SARASWAT Brahmin

SM FOR Maithil Brahmin Delhi based PB NM girl Oct'88/5'6" slim fair B.Sc.

(USA), BDS (CHD), Preferred USA /
Canada. Cast no Bar,
ayadav0089@gmail.com, 9779012755

PQM4 FAIR & b'ful Pb, Khatri girl

39/5'3" MA B.Ed never married
permanent Teacher in Govt School
in Delhi 9 Lacs PA # 9891645796
EM- rpsharma203@gmail.com

Aug'90/5'7" Delhi M.Sc Wkng as Sr.
SW Engineer. Send BHP to
8368349827 or Email to:
rp.kalia@yahoo.com

match for 27/5'-4" Fair, Slim,
Beautiful daughter Software Engg.
in MNC. Contact (M)-8979313901,
7060021120

PQM 4 NM Punjabi Khatri Girl

(10:18)AM Delhi/ 5' Doing Interior
Designing ( South Delhi Based Business Family) Seeks well educated
Professional/B'ness from Established
family # 9810362429, 8383009412

BRAHMIN M4 Gaur Brahmin Girl

PQM4 BRAHMIN. Manglik

GAUR BRAHMIN Parents seeking

ARORA

SM 4 Fair Smart Punjabi Girl 15.2.1998

girl 79/5'4"/12 LPA. Working in
MNC Gurgaon. Mob: 9891243597
Email : sharmas_001@yahoo.com,
sharmars0050@gmail.com

Veg, aadi, Vatsa, GB, Teacher in
Govt Aided School,10/9/89,7:45 am
Delhi/5'3.5"/63,000 # 9213-892744,
Whatsapp 9654556950

slim smart MBA girl 5'5"/Feb'84 wkg
in MNC Delhi NCR handsome salary
no dowry. whatsapp No.7678256436
Email : askm2019@hotmail.com

Singapore. Beautiful, Slim, 5'5",
16/06/91. Well Educated Delhi Based
Vegetarian Teetotaler Family.
9968317508.
E:ashvinik2010@gmail.com

YADAV
DR. YADAV Girl Dec 89 / 5'7", MPH

SAXENA APR 88/5'2"/M.A, M Phil,

SM4 DELHI Based unmarried

WELL SETTLED Delhi based M4

bridegrooms from IAS/ IPS Service
Officers for 27 yr young beautiful
Doctor Daughter ENT Surgeon, (Gold
Medalist), Father is senior IAS Officer
holding the rank of Principal
Secretary in the State Government.
We belong to Dalits but Non-Dalit
Families believing & practicing the
principles of social equality are also
welcome. M. 9991924999, Email:
jpverma49@yahoo.com

PQM4 IITD/IIMB Girl Working in

5'1", June 1988, Delhi Born, Eco(H)
MBA, Wkg Corporate Banker (Mngr)
Fthr CA. Dowry Seekers Pls Excuse
9811017108, sma_ca@yahoo.co.in

gbab2019@gmail.com

proposal for their b'ful, cultured,very
fair, highly qualified daughter (1983
born).Seeks a well Edu. boy form a
business fmly or a prof.# 9810405553

ALLIANCE INVITED from

MBA/PROFESSIONALS

PQ SM4 Gud Lkng, Slim NM Pb, Girl

pl send Biodata with photo to :-

.A WELL established family inviting

IAS/ALLIED SERVICES

PQ 4 Conv. Edu NM Khatri Girl 16.8.91

SM4 PUNJABI Sarswat Brahmin
fair unmarried,Slim Girl, BA Diploma
in Software Technology General
track 157cm/21.06.76 wkg in Public
School Teacher # 7972196052.

Readers are advised to make appropriate thorough enquiries before
acting upon any advertisement. This newspaper does not vouch or
subscribe to the claims and representations made by advertisers
regarding particulars of status, age income of the bride/bridgegroom

PUNJABI

SM FOR Beautiful Punjabi Girl 26 yrs
SM4 BEAUTIFUL slim, Punjabi

ADVICE

SM 4 B'ful,fair,goel,girl 5'4"/1988

PQSM FOR Goyal CA
boy 6' 20.06.90, 6:45 am.
Neemuch MP. wkg in MNC
G'gaon 25-30 LPA. Metro,
NCR girl pref. 9589012461

/4pm/Panipat 5’7” BE (E&C) /
50Lpa. Wkg as Engg. Manager for
a large US MNC in Noida.
Email: jain1974s@gmail.com

Boy, 1989 / 5'10" US Based Sr.
Industrial Designer, H1B Visa Holder
from a reputed Delhi Based Educated
Professional Family. Contact with
Biodata at jrop2001@yahoo.com ,
rakeshecho@gmail.com

SM4 GARG Boy 20.09.1981,06.30 am
/ Gurgaon / 5.5" / 10 Lpa. LLB .Seeks
Homely NCR Gril Cast no Bar, cont
8588896037/ 9953764837 Email :
rachnaoic@gmail.com

MATCH 4 H'some Delhite Bansal
Boy 23/5'6" BBA from Amity/Singapore/UK/Australia, Highly Qlfd Business fmly,involve in family Business.
Email: kbansal94@gmail.com

EDUCATED SUITABLE Match
for Gurgaon based B.Tech Business
Garg Boy, 29/ 5’7”, 11.04.1990.
Fun loving Decent Family.
Cont: 9810508897

WANTED NON wkg / tchr Homely
girl from Delhi-Ncr for 77 born 5'8",
NM fair H'some self emplyd MCA
11.5 LPA. Simple mrg. Send Photo
with B-data:matri1977@hotmail.com

HANDSOME, 5'8" 14/05/90 Rastogi
MD(Medicine) Boy. Working as SR,
Belongs to South Delhi based reputed
family of Doctors. Looking for Smart,
Professional Girl, Preferably MD/MS
or CA. E-m: sanadeep10@yahoo.com

BISA AGARWAL
B'FUL EDU. Non wkg Match for
Tayal H'some Boy, Mar'86/5'7" MBA
wkg in MNC, 20-25L pa, Delhi based
status family. Ph 011-47504926,
BHP: ajay20027gupta@gmail.com

SM4 TALL Smart Boy Aug 88 B

Tech(IIT-M), M.Eco. (DSE-DU), P.HD
(Finance-UC- Berkeley US)
Completion (2020) Qualified Family,
Pre To US Based Girl. M-9413350063;
conceptsales1@gmail.com

SM 4 PB Sarswat Br(Mglk)boy,27-12-87

SM FOR Aggarwal boy height 5' 9,fair

/5'10"/4:15am/Del, MBA wkg in MNC
GGN,8Lpa, Pref. Edu wkg mglk girl in
Delhi/NCR. (Whatsapp):9999104955
Em: sureshkumar.rcsn@gmail.com

colour 32 years old Goyal Gotra Non
Manglik B. Tech from D.C.E. college
Delhi 'working in MNC co.Jakarta
Cont. only whatsup : 9999189298

PQM 4 Ans.Manglik,Pb. Saraswat Br.

SM4 NM fair smart 32/5'7"/BE,MBA

B.Tech boy, 26/5'7", wkg Delhi, pure
veg & Teetotaller, own house S.Delhi
& Fbd. Pref. wkg girl,reputed family.
Em: goodevening1966@gmail.com

boy working in reputed MNC in GGN
15.7+LPA. South Delhi bsd Reptd fmly.
Parents doctors. Contact 9810116641
Email : delhi.gupta.123@gmail.com
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BRIDES WANTED
PUNJABI

PUNJABI
SEEKING SUITABLE Bride for
South Delhi based MBA 32 yrs/ 5'8"
handsome cultured well settled boy
of an affluent family income 5 Lacs
per month. WhatsApp-92679 46329.

ALLIANCE INVITED for CA
well settled Punjabi handsome boy,
31 yrs/ 5'10, 24 LPA. Caste no bar.
Call at 9599937337 or mail at
c.a.akhil@hotmail.com

ANCHIT NEGI MBA in Finance and

SUITABLE MATCH for Handsome,
fair Punjabi Hindu Arora boy 34/5'7"
MBBS, MD Doctor, Wkg in Reputed
Delhi Hosp. Ph: 8826006681,
9810312250 rkparora@yahoo.com

HANDSOME ARORA Boy
B.Tech & MBA (IIT/IIM) 34/5’11,
Wkg - MNC-30LPA , Settled-Delhi
C-9267945534 9625500852
arorara996@gmail.com

Marketing, DOB- 13.10.1988, 1pm.
Healthy boy, wheatish complexion
with height of 5'10". Both parents
are doctor, running one nursing
home of 35 bedded and second 75
bedded hospital in Faridabad, Delhi
NCR. Hindu family: Father is Negi
and mother is Punjabi, one Sibling
(sister) pursuing post graduation in
Radiology. looking for a medico
girl- PG in OBS, Medicine, or Surgery
Contact no.- Father 9873580058
Mother 9999699848 Email
address- vibal.hospital@gmail.com

SM4 UNMARRIED 45 /5'8'
32/5'7" NURSING Officer Delhi
Govt. Hospital, 8.74 LPA, Seeks Girl
Govt. Nursing Officer, Teacher Govt.
Job, Cast No Bar East Delhi-110092
Cont. 9213231622

PB KHATRI boy 78/5'11'' B.Tech,
Manager s/w development USA,
Green Card (coming in July) seeks PQ
b'ful girl 5'4"+upto 35yrs Simple marriage. BHP: snehjhanji@gmail.com

SM4 PB KhAtri MAnGlik boy 29, 5' 10" ,
ProfessionAl BAker (from AustrAliA),
settled in Delhi , Own B'ness in GGn.
LookinG for stAtus And well settled
fAmily. E:vkunj9494@GmAil.com

PROF QLFD M4 handsome Punjabi
Khatri boy 20 LPA MBA 35/ 5'8"/
28.09.83/ 10:28 AM Tokyo Japan.
# 9953223087, 9811449597.
Email: geminik1105@gmail.com

SM 4 NM Delhi bAsed Pb.KhAtri H'some PQM FOR Delhi based Punjabi
boy Never MArried 39/5'6", B.Tech,
wkG MNC GGn 12+ LpA., well sttld.
fAmily. CAll/ WhAtsApp: 9868235121/
01125524104, Em: wed12k@GmAil.com

SM 4 Pb. KhAtri,well stld humble boy,

27.7.88/12:40pm/Delhi.Seeks homely
Girl from Good fmly of Delhi/ PunjAb/
North IndiA. 9873903909,8510033351
EmAil: veenA.sAchAr.pv@GmAil.com

LOOKING NON Manglik girl for
Khatri boy 38/5'11" B.Com MBA
working with Private Co. Delhi
6 LPA own house. 9818919193.
Email: skb10744@gmail.com

DELHI/ NCR, MD/MS/MDS match
for Punjabi Boy July 91 born/5'-8''
doing M.D.Radiology IInd year. Both
parents Doctors in Delhi. # 9810124233, Em:drkrishnabatra @yahoo.in

PQM4 H'SOME Arora boy
5'8''/30 MBA Symbiosis W'kg Delhi
15 lpa+ Edu & status Family frm
S. Delhi mail: yka6009@gmail.com

Khatri Handsome Boy 11 Nov 1990/
5'8" B.Tech MBA 13LPA working
MNC. Whatsapp # 8860104243

SM4 PUNJABI KhAtri boy B.Tech
MBA 7/1990, 5'6" workinG in MNC
7LpA Send DetAils At EmAil :
rAjeev582610@GmAil.com.

SM4 H'SOME PunjAbi Boy B.Tech /

M.Tech (GermAny) 5'10" 07/10/1987
9:15pm WorkinG In GermAny ContAct
011-45502209/ 9810573388
Em:surinder.GAndhi.delhi@GmAil.com

PQM FOR ArorA Boy 08-Oct-87 /

9:45Am, 5'5.5'' BBS- InternAtionAl
Hotel MGmt- IrelAnd, WorkinG in
AustrAliA ,Well Edu. / Stld fmly. Own
House in Delhi. Ph.: 9310542037,
EmAil : sArikA.vermAni@GmAil.com

SM4 PUNJABI mGlk boy 6ft/18

MArch 86, 6:48pm, knp, M.Com, 4.8
LpA Seeks edu Girl upto 32yrs. CAste
no bAr. #WhAtApp: 8178815595, CAll9211424310, rm180386@GmAil.com

own business well settled income
in six figures early marriage
caste no bar Contact: 8076366730.
Email: arorasanju1972@gmail.com

H'SOME FAIR slim well
established Aggarwal boy,
30 Yrs, 5'8", Seeks beautiful and
slim girl. # 9811788214 Email:
satishgupta869333@gmail.com

PQSM 4 Punjabi Family H'some
Boy Delhi 31/ 5'11" B.Com (H) SRCC
Group-A Central Govt. Officer
Contact: 9355647073 Email kapil_duggal2610@yahoo.co.in

SM 4 h'some Punjabi MBA Manglik
boy 26.11.1988/1:40 AM/ Delhi/ 5'6",
Own Business good income. Pref.
non working girl. Call: 9310670218,
9013306276, 011-22610218.

M4 PB/BR N/M 07/79 5'7" MBA
Aus. Citizen own house. Looks young
never married. Seeks Edu. beautiful
girl. Divorcee excuse. # 8076232375.
Email: match.rampal@yahoo.com

TALL & Q'LFD Girl for smArt H'Some

tAll Q'LFD PB boy, I"less Div, 30.8.84/
6:25pm Delhi, BBS/LLB, LeGAl Officer.
M:9811895629/ 8920664188

HANDSOME, TALL ,Charming 27/
5'10" Managing Law Firm, Punjabi
boy of High status Professional
family Req Qualified,Charming slim
girl of status fmly. Con: 9810286091

PQM FOR Handsome Manglik
Arora Boy 5'11", 8.10.84, 11.22 pm,
Delhi, C.A., Own Business Income
7 Digit. Contact - 9868710101

PUNJABI

DOCTOR

SM4PB KHATRI UnmArried Boy

M.Com,LLB AdvocAte Dec72/165/own
PrActices 20lAc PA Seeks Del/NCR
WkG/nonwkG Girl. WhAtsApp ContAct
9899491995 /penGuinAsk@GmAil.com

PUNJABI 5'11" wheAtish Boy

Doctors MBBS Born 28-06-1987
workinG As RMO At Delhi seek
beAutiful medico MBBS/BDM Girl
from respected fAmily cAste no bAr
ContAct: 9999673234, 9654600218

SM4, PUNJABI Mehra, Rajput,
boy, 35/ 5'6", P. G. Sr. Assistant in
Central Govt, Own house, 7 Lpa,
prefered only Govt. Employee,
Caste no bar. # 8527054824

SM4 SMART, Pb, MBA boy

16.10.1990/5:30Am,Del/ 5'10" well
stld, own B'nss, pref B'ful, Edu Girl
from U/M clAss fmly.#9810058453,
vijsuresh6@GmAil.com

SM4 WELL settled Delhi based
h'some Punjabi Businessman 33 yrs
/5'9". Seeks qualified homely match.
Phone : 9953501468, 9891374458.
Email: kapoor2018@yahoo.com

SM4 FAIR Slim Clean Shaven Arora
Sikh Boy Mar 87/5’6” MS Comp Sc.
Software Engr in US on HIB Caste No
bar Mob- 9758039354,
Email- gurvinder11@gmail.com

SM4 TALL h'some punjabi boy
32/5'11" Subject matter expert wrkg
in IT MNC Gurgaon 15 LPA Parents
Sr. Govt. officers # 8800442240.
E-mail: ankitnakra@gmail.com

SM FOR Handsome Punjabi Tall Boy
6’1”/ 21.12.84/ 11.30 am/Jaipur/
PGDBA/ Project Manager Jaipur (12
LPA), Reputed Family 09099924609
E-mail:- shubhvivahnic@gmail.com

SM4 P'B Khatri H'some Boy
06.11.89 Jodh.2.34PM 5'.11" B.Tech.
CSE 20LPA Seeks Wrkg. Girl Dli/Ncr
5'.3"-5'.6" Khatri/Arora Veg.
9810983864

SM 4 Pb Brhmn boy 29.3.86/5'10",MD
(Skin),wkg Sr Del.Govt, seeks Del bsd
PQM (Skin, Med, Paed, Gynae, etc.)
erly mrg. 9999692531, 7827324620
Email: botanist2010@gmail.com

SM 4 Chamar H'some 5'10"/ 33, Ortho
Surgeon practicing in family owned
hospital.Divorc. Seeks b'ful kind Dr./
Hospital Admin girl. Caste no bar.
nskishor@gmail.com #8178000652.

SEEKING BRIDE should be PG
after MBBS, match for agarwal ,
29,5'10", MS -Gen.Surgery, SR- Delhi
Hospital, West.UP based, Handsome
boy. 09719396666

MEDICO / Non Medico M4
Pb. MBBS (MAMC.DLI) wkg in PSU.
31.8.88/2:04am/6’/Dli, smart
Dli/NCR pfrd. w/app. 9958096129
E: madhuad33@gmail.com

SEEKING FAIR Good Looking
Doctor Girl MD in Skin, Medicine or
Radiology, Pediatrics from well to
do Hindu Family for a Doctor Boy
MD in Psychiatry doing Private
Practice, Fair, Handsome 28 Yrs/5ft
10inch, from Hindu, Mahajan Family.
Both Parents & Elder Brother
Doctors, having their own Reputed
Psychiatry Hospital in Ludhiana.
Those interested Please Contact:
98720-30862

NRI
USA CITIZEN* S/W Engr wkg US,
Issueless divorcee,41/5' 9".Doctors
fmly of Chd.Seeks B'ful Edu girl below 38 yrs.CNB,#7009065728, Wapp
99885 52144 match4vc@gmail.com

NRI-IIT-IIM-35 YRS i'less h'some

divorcee, well-settled in S'pore, 5'8' v
hiGh eArninG seeks b'ful, educAted
Girl from Gd fAmily, 8929180977,
ssl971704@GmAil.com

ARORA/KHATRI BOY Oct 86 IT

professionAl 5'10" workinG MNC
residence neAr ChAndiGArh ~18lAkh
pArents retired 1133chd@GmAil.com
9780740454 eArly mArriAGe

09/01/82 B.Tech/ MBA CAnAdiAn PR,
workinG At Toronto. LookinG for A
beAutiful/ quAlified mAtch.emAil
meetrAj1982@yAhoo.in

M4 PBI SR. Brahmin H'some Boy
July 82 5'-10" B.Tech ME (USA). Wkg
Reputed Coy. (USA), Boy Curntly in
India. sharmas09@yahoo.com

PQMF US bAsed GuptA boy. B.tech IIT,
MS USA Never mArried, 36/5'9" fAir
And H'some boy. Prefer US bAsed,
Hindu Girl. PArents Delhi bAsed. CAste
no bAr. Cont At bGuptA35@GmAil.com

PQM 4 KhAtri boy 36/5'10''fAir slim

MBA-CPA from Sydney,AustrAliAn
citizen,well stld,cAste no bAr,seeks
edu,tAll,slim,fAir,b'ful,Girl.9717197231
EmAil-rAjivnijhAwAn11@yAhoo.co.in

ALLIANCE INVITED for Smart
Athletic Son 29/5'9" S/W Engr,
settled in Pittsburgh USA, by Delhi
based Retd Army Officer, (Christian
from Kerala) & Spouse (Jat Sikh
from Punjab) from an Educated
family with Cosmopolitan Values #
8800299296 blisskaur@yahoo.co.in
shave, SC boy, 34y/ 5'8", preference:
NRI families or indian reputed, well
educated, beautiful girl, No caste
bar, WhatsApp : profile and pics on :
7347686005

MANGLIK
SUITABLE MATCH for well

ADVOCATE
LOOKING FOR a bride for a well
settled lawyer running a law firm
in Delhi, 31 yrs/ 5'11. Caste no bar.
Call at 9810391166 or mail at
sagrikaprashar11@gmail.com

SINDHI

DIVORCEE/WIDOWER

SM 4 well Settled Sindhi Handsome

SM 4 Sydney bsd fair h'some Khatri

/9:35am Del/5'11"wheatish CA boy,
7.5 LPA, non-veg, residing Gr. Noida,
Prfd working girl, No caste bar #
8447323152, subhal1953@gmail.com

settled Punjabi born 18-08-1989
19.33 pm Ambala 5'6" Sr manager
PSB bank boy of status family
of Noida Contact: 9811261919

SM FOR Ahuja Anshik Manglik Boy,
10.08.1988/ 8.35 AM, Delhi/ 5’9” ,
B.Tech / LLB, Well Settled in GGn.
Seeks Working Girl. Contact:
9953546708 , 9999774451.

Boy,5'10"/ 21.11.1991(20:46
Panchkula, Hry) Doing own Business
(Near Chandigarh). Caste No Bar.
Edu. Girl Preff. 9996255123

SM4 MANGLIK Punjabi Khatri Boy
30.07.1990/2:30 AM Delhi/ 5'11"
own Business. Send Complete Biodata with Photograph,9811929319
or Mail- ak.arora575@gmail.com

JAIN
ALLIANCE INVITED for Jain,

HANDSOME PBI SAini 5'11"

AUSTRALIAN CITIZEN clean

ENGINEERS

MANGLIK
ALLIANCE MNGK Kayasth,17.3.84

JAT
PQM FOR Jat Sikh Boy 31/5'-9" fair
Complexions/Pilot/ NCR Based/
Father Senior Gazetted officer
Punjab, Mother Educated
Homemaker, seek Serving Educated
Beautiful Girl from well Educated
Jatt Sikh family only Contact at:
9592474444 (raj0055@gmail.com)

JAT SIKH

B.Tech., Fair, Gud lkng, Manglik, 28/
5'8'' boy managing infra, hotels &
construction business with 8 fig income at Delhi & Uttkhnd from well
edu., gud lkng, prof qulfd girl from
respectable jain/ bania family. E:
arpitjn1010@gmail.com Mobile:
9412052259

MUSLIM
DELHI BASED Sunni Muslim

PQM FOR Clean Shaved Jat- Sikh
boy 6' Tall 1990 Born BE (CSE) From
Reputed College Working with MNC
in Bengaluru as a senior Software
Engineer. Belongs to a well Connected Family of Officers. Both Parents Senior Doctors. Caste No Bar
Contact:- 9855182769.

extremely hAndsome PhD (MGmt),
35/5'8" boy seeks beAutiful well quAl.
bride.
EmAil:mrjentlemAn1@GmAil.com.

KAYASHTHA
KAYASTHA BOY 31/5'10" fair

PQM FOR Jat Sikh Clean Haven
B.Tech 29, 5'-8" Working with Reputed
MNC Noida. Govt. Bank or MNC
Employed Girl 5'-4" Preferred.
Whatsapp Photos & Details to
8288992236.

handsome B.E. BITS PILANI MS USA
working top MNC USA highly edu
status fmly CNB. Cont: 9827224439
Em: drnmshrivastava@gmail.com.

YADAV

HINDU
ALLIANCE REQUIRED for A

PunjAbi KhAtri boy, 33 yeArs, 5'11",
GrAduAte, Computer professionAl.
Prefer A workinG Girl, 27-30 yeArs old,
minimum 5'6"tAll And hAilinG from A
decent, educAted hindu fAmily. Kindly
mAil pArticulArs to
rohitbAhl@rediffmAil.com

PROF QUALIFIED mAtch for 27 yr

158 cm 55 kG, LAw GrAduAte boy from
reputed colleGe workinG with leAdinG
LAw firm pAckAGe 30 lAc. Well
connected Delhi fAmily. Submit
resume cAsAtyendrA.sG@GmAil.com

YADAV BOY, 1989/5'11" B.Tech,

MBA, well settled business At
PAnchkulA oriGin RewAri seeks well
educAted, beAutiful, employed
Girl:8146060675

RAMGARHIA
RAMGARHIA GURSIKH boy
1992/5'-10", B.Tech(IIT), working as
AEE in ONGC (PSU) Seeks Govt. Service
girl 9464444112, 9056384503.

legally div boy, 27.01.79/ 5'8", Chef,
one kid not living together. Seeking
issueless girl. Caste no bar. Contact:
9871322809, 9810226809 Email:
dheerajmalhotra2019@hotmail.com

DIVORCE SM GArG boy Feb 82 born

5'-7" MCA Business MfG & Dist FMCG
res Delhi Inderpuri. # 8826388277,
EmAil: neerAjGuptA.co@GmAil.com

REMARRIAGE
SM 4 38Y, 5'10" (Luks Young), M.S.
(U.S), H'sm, Fnanclly Sttld, Divcd,
Lukng 4 Qlfd. Fmly Orntd Girl.
Cast No Bar Whtsap-9811545888,
Email: nehakhattar@gmail.com

SM 4 H'some 87born A.MGlk PB. KhAtri
boy workinG MNC 28L/5'10", PArents
Officers. Prfd. workinG Girl. 1month
mArriAGe Annulled by Court. #9818314028 , khAtrinewdelhi@GmAil.com

PQM FOR PB.KhAtri Nov. 72/5'8"

MutuAl Div.MBA, Ph.D, workinG in
C.Govt. As Gztd Officer Delhi, seeks
well settled educAted workinG Girl
Cont-9810835104,molGm@yAhoo.com

JAIN (PNJBI) boy 49/5'8'',VeG,smArt

Div. I'less B'ness 8 LPA seeks cultured
Homely, I'less Girl,No Dowry, Simple
MArriAGe. wtsApp 9716589080,9873866610, jAin.chAinworld@GmAil.com

COSMOPOLITAN
WANTED WIDOW (hAvinG 16-17 yrs

Son) Slim VeG. CompAnion to AGArwAl
Senior Citizen cAst no bAr # WhAtsApp
And Mobile : 9810152305

SEEKS SOFT- Spoken Good LookinG

EducAted ServinG Girl for A PunjAbi
ArorA NM boy Divoc.,5'5"/ 34yrs
WorkinG in IT CompAny with 10+LpA,
Pref. Non-divorcee. Ph: 8708676804

PUNJABI KHATRI 73 born
divorce boy B.tech M.tech pilot
working in air India very good salary
seeks good life partner cast no bar
Contact: 9891135709

JATAV
SM4 5'7" Jatav Kashyap Wheatish
wkg MNC PG Boy,Fr.DU,Dec 02/1984
/05:02pm/ Del. Prf. Wkg Qlfd girl
Del,NCR, Caste no bar & No Demand.
# 9213505915 W/App 9818124519

DEHRADUN FAMILY seeks b'ful
educated working girl for h'some
PB. boy, currently wrkg in USA
4.9.84 / 5'11", I'less divorcee. Cont:
9897523280, 9897544752

US NRI 69 seeks North IndiAn bride
issueless widow AGed 50-55 yrs
CAll/SMS - (M) 9022555777

REMARRIAGE
M4 PB. Agwl/60/175 widwr look yungr & H'sme w.estd Del B'man seeks
B'ful,Edu hmly bride with no liability
Age arnd 50 cast no bar #9899173615, guptadelhi0608@gmail.com

ON SUNDAY
TO BOOK YOUR AD CALL SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

>> 0172-5050683

FOR ENQUIRY CONTACT>> PARVEEN - 8872502111 AMARPREET - 9888935409

TO-LET

ACCOMMODATION
AVAILABLE
1700 SQFT 1st 2nd floor showroom
17 phase-6 mohali insurance/
pharma/ education/ companies
98153-74314

CHANDIGARH

MOHALI

5 MARLA 2½ storey liveable house

PLOT FOR SALE
2500 SQ.YDS Plot for sale in

near Park Sector- 23, 4/5 Marla
Sector- 40C, 46C, 7½ Marla triple
liveable Sector- 22, Satya Estates
98146-63320

Phase-8B, Industrial Area Mohali.
Contact: 98159-69009

DLF FYDE park new chandigarh 350
sqyds plot at most reasonable price.
9878533999

ONE KANAL house in north chandigarh and south chandigarh. Single
lane & park facing. 9878533999

tor78, 79, 80 Mohali contact:7229912655

Sector 33 @ 1.65 also 8 Marla
Ground Sector 20. 98151-86915.

300 and 100 sq yard, Direct Deal.
7986293017, 9815921143

6 MARLA 2nd floor Sector 20-A,
Chandigarh for Immediate sale.
Contact owner 83605-85806,
94634- 44891.

yard 1039 Block-B, North East
Facing, Registry Case Owner: 9856237000

washroom, drawing/ dinning
kitchen, 1288/22B, 9815216911
Plots & Brand New Houses in Sector
94 & 91 Mohali. Wealth Creator98887-77241

Broad Plot Phase 8B, Mohali
Suitable for Hotel/ Hospital etc.
9779411000

parking Phase 6. Two bay first floor
Phase 1. 8 Marla Kothi Old Sector 71.
Verma 98767-35909, 98766-35909.

AVAILABLE 300 sq. yard, Newly
ready, Airport Road, tdi city Mohali,
two adjoining showroom sites sector
108 Mohali 9815216911

INDUSTRIAL PLOT triple storey
500 square yard facing east and
park in 8-B, Near Airport Road,
Mohali five stories and IT approved
98150-08924

238 SQYARDS plot for sale Prime
location at Shivalik Vihar M Block
Nayagaon. Dealer Excuse. Owner
73072-74777

for rent in Sector 40-B, Chandigarh.
Contact: 9417040081

Sarvhitkari Society, Cat-A Flat,
Whole Teakwood Work, Well
Maintained. Only Service Class.
98143-05511

Built-up Super Luxury Fully
Furnished Villa in OMAXE New
Chandigarh with ultra modern
amenities like home theatre, Gym,
Swimming Pool, Snooker Table, Bar,
Modular Kitchen, Diakin Air
Conditioning (VRV) Security System
with all inbuilt Electronic Appliances
and Home Automation System.
Contact: 9872866600

PANCHKULA
1 KANAL Plot A- Road Sector- 15,
another 6.5 Marla Plot Price Sector11, Panchkula. Contact:- 8195000365

FLATS FOR SALE
3 BEDROOM, drawing, dinning,
furnished, modular kitchen, lift, garage, mansa devi complex, sector 5,
panchkula. 9417601823

3+1, BHK 1850 sq.ft 3A- 702, 7th
floor available for sale in Suncity
Parikrama Sector 20, Panchkula.
Contact- Kush Mahajan 9878979454, 78149-29454

25 GAJ Double storey two room set
in Basant Vihar Phase 2 Dhakoli
(Zirakpur) 99883-12266.

OTHERS
NORTH EAST Corner, 350 yards,
Double Storey, 5 Bedrooms, Drawing
dining, Lobby, Kitchen, 200 meters
from Chandigarh road, Sunny
Enclave Mohali. 81461-08400

KOTHI 242 sq.yards sale in Ambala
city Ganesh Vihar near Ambala Public School Contact: 9814612988.

HILL TOP Resort for sale. Chail Kufri
Road, Himachal Pradesh. Contact:
9815151177

ON A Very Picture q location 5.5
storey building on road for sale
Shimla sumerhill dealer excuse Contact owner 9910076888,
9779181973

AVAILABLE/ WANTED kothies/
flats/ floors ( two bedrooms to four
bedrooms) Chandigarh, Mohali. KK
Associates 98141-38383, 9914108383

modation for Boys/ Executives,
Independent/ Sharing Sector 37A,
Chandigarh 94639-62550, 9463743086.

FULLY-FURNISHED AC PG for
Girls in Sector-33, Chandigarh.
Contact: 9888213655.

PANCHKULA
2, BHK, 1 Bathroom, Store, Big

Terrace, Parking, Independent 2nd
Floor, Ten Marla, Good Condition,
#660/10, PKL, Call: 9855499660 /
7528916660

3 BHK DD first floor flat in army society GH 79 sec 20 contact
9417200121

3+1, BHK 1850 sq.ft available for
rent in Suncity Parikrama Sector 20,
Panchkula. Contact- Kush Mahajan
98789-79454, 78149-29454

3 ROOMS, attached bathrooms, 10
marla, first floor, corner, sector-12A,
panchkula. Contact- 9465222979,
8146857785

PREMIUM 3BHK + Servant room
independent Apartments with lift
and club plus two covered car
parkings, Mohali. Price starting 70
Lac Call 98150-29454

AVAILABLE 3 & 4 BHK Flats in
Regency Heights, Savitry Tower,
Multitech Tower Sector 91 Mohali.
Wealth Creator- 98887-77241

ATM/ ENTRY/ MNC Heart of main
Market- 37C, Chandigarh 8289090133. also many Saleable House
hold items.

TOLET 1100 sq.ft Ground floor,
New Timber Market, Sector 26,
Chandigarh. 8360061314.

OFFICE SPACE Available 1500+
Sqft, in the heart of Chandigarh.
Most suitable for CAs, Architects,
Back End Office, with all Amenities.
Contact +9198152-55755

BANQUET HALL in raipurani centrally air-conditioned restaurant,
swimming pool, 6 rooms, 3 lawns
spread in 8 acres. Contact: 9855499999.

BASEMENT OF 2 Booths for rent.

ARCHITECT/BUILDER/
CONTRACTOR
TRICITY'S CONSTRUCTION expert in showrooms, villas, institutions, industry, group housing (turn
key basis) contact 7380011225.

EDUCATION

EMPLOYMENT
A WELL Established Company
Engaged in Manufacturing of Power
Cable Lug Terminals and Cable
Jointing Kit is Looking Young and
Talented for Sales and Marketing
Executive (Male) 2 Nos. to indentify
Business Opportunities and Target
Markets through Dealer/ Distributors, OEM's & Project. Require to
Travel Pan India on Regular Basis
Minimum Bachelor's Degree with
Minimum 3-4 Years of Related
Sales/ Marketing Field Experience.
Interested Candidate may Please
Submit his updated Resume with
Latest Photograph to Email:
ascon@asconengg.com.
Ph: 01762-231491, 92161-49378.

MEDICAL

Posh Locality Phase-7 Mohali. Near
Axis Bank. 98882-22000, 9888334411.

CABINS AVAILABLE

ÅÂDÄCAÀ
ADÅÄSSÄOÃS

PUBLIC NOTICES

PUBLIC NOTICES

I, SAMPURAN Singh S/o Sh. Chmel
Singh R/o Village Manka Ramgarh,
Panchkula Declare that Sampuran
Singh and Sampooran Singh is one
and same person for all Purposes.

I, DEEPIKA Gupta W/o Lovish
Singla R/o 1932/82/A, Street No- 15,
Gandhi Nagar, Ludhiana have
changed my name to Deepika Singla

I, BAHADUR Singh S/o Sh.
Sampuran Singh R/o Village Manka,
Ramgarh, Panchkula declare that
Bahadur Singh and Bhadur Singh is
one and same person for all
Purposes.

(U/o 5 Rule 20 CPC)
(SUCCESSION CASE)
IN THE COURT OF MS. POOJA
ANDOTRA ADDITIONAL CIVIL JUDGE
(SENIOR DIVISION), RUPNAGAR
Amandeep Singh Vs
General Public
SUCC/23/2018
CNR No. PBRO02-001534-2018
Next Date:- 06.05.2019
Notice To: General Public
In
above
titled
case,
the
defendant(s)/respondent(s) could not
be served. It is ordered that
defendant(s)/respondent(s) should
appear in person or through counsel on
06.05.2019 at 10 a.m.
For details logon to https://
highcourtchd.gov.in/?trs=district
_notice&district=Rupnagar
Dated, this day of 19-03-2019
Sd/Additional Civil Judge (Senior
Division) Rupnagar

BUSINESS OFFER

MINIMUM FEES CMS (Allopathy)

NEWLY RENOVATED fully fur-

BAMS BUMS BHMS MBBS BNYS DNYS
BEMS MD BA MA Ph.D BPT ANM GNM
DMLT D.Pharma CMO/Council Registration Agent Welcome- 7042111699

nished one room set in panchkula
sector 17, excellent location with
ample parking. 9814915802

2 BHK FF 10 Marla 2859 Sector-21,
Panchkula. Adequate parking facility. 9888538599

EMPLOYMENT

PG FOR boys fully furnished, newly

A INTERNATIONAL Caribbean

constructed house in panchkula,
prime location. 8288888039,
9888602510

ONE KANAL Fully Furnished 2 BHK

ARCHITECT/BUILDER/
CONTRACTOR

House First Floor Sector 36
Chandigarh. Only For MNC and
Doctors. 95013-38260.

A-CLASS CONSTRUCTION
structure work with material with
qualified engineer (kothi's/ baungalows/ showroom with interiors)
Bansal- 9417483183, 9781278033

MOHALI
INDEPENDENT FURNISHED

based company requires Journalist(
Freshers Also) to write editorial and
articles for our online NEWS portal.
Also requires candidates for
promoting and handling of our
social media accounts including
YouTube and Facebook minimum
salary package starts from 70
thousand plus air tickets and
accommodation interview On
08/04/19 at 306 L Model Town
Jalandhar.Timing 12 to 1.00 PM
Mobile No 8872800503.

BUSINESS

CONSULTANCY
FOR TECHNICAL Consultancy/
Advisory Services/ Valuation/
Arbitration/ Contract/ Tender
Documentation/ Technical Audit/
Building Works quality. Contact8284036666, 9803036666.

room second floor, attached bath,
Geyser, Cooler, kitchenette for Male
Executive Single/ Double sharing
bases. 98880-84049

INDEPENDENT TWO Rooms Set
Second floor four Marla house
couple preferred. 617 phase 7,
98888-14617.

INDEPENDENT FURNISHED

3 BEDROOM flat top floor

PROPERTY
ZIRAKPUR

bedrooms and One small room,
Balconies attached bath AC TV
Microwave Gas Sofa. 2001/44C,
98140-08448.

FULLY FURNISHED AC Accom-

2 KANAL(100X90) corner side

FREEHOLD RENTED Property for MOHALI: SHOWROOM opposite

SCO SIZE 80 yards Possession

Rent. Contact: 9815151177

FIRST FLOOR Furnished D/D One
AVAILABLE 200, 250, 500 Yards

sale at Industrial area Phase 8B,
Mohali Genuine return 8.5%
(Approx.) of total investment
9779411000

kitchen # 1740, FF, Sector 34-D,
Chandigarh. 9915081740

3 BHK, 1st Floor, Sector- 48A,
MOHALI AEROCITY Plot 500

5 MARLA Ground, 2 bedroom/

airport-Rd next to TDI for-sale
please call-7347215285/8427773399

3 BHK Drawing Dining 2 Bathrooms,

14 MARLA Independent full house
GMADA (SECTOR 88-89), Plot

3BHK-110SQ.YARD NEWVILLA for sale in Sector-117 near

Marbled, Fully AC, Facing Park,
Ample Parking Sector 45-A,
Chandigarh. +9198152-55755

STUDIO Apartment
PLOT/ KOTHI 5, 6, 8, 10 marla sec- FURNISHED
Sector 9, Chandigarh. available for

CHANDIGARH 10 Marla New First

MOHALI

CHANDIGARH
3 BHK + Servant Quarter, Fully

SPACE FOR ATM

Connaught residency Tdi city Mohali,
Evergreen, Tower, Kharar
9815216911

3 BHK corner floor for sale
complete wood work just RS. 29/lacs in Kishan pura (Peer Muchalla)
adj. Sector 20, Panchkula Contact:81950-00365.

3+1 BHK 1850 sq.ft facing park 2nd
floor in Suncity Parikrama Sector
20, Panchkula. Contact- 9876166800, 81950-00365

MOHALI: COMMERCIAL showroom, ground floor with basement
available for rent in busy market,
Phase-10 Ample parking space,
Bank/ MNC preferred. Contact:
9417780007

INDEPENDENT TWO Room set
first floor, kanal house, Phase 3A,
Large Terrace, small family.
9646313252

WANTED/ AVAILABLE 2/3
Bedrooms House/ Flat &
Commercial Properties for rent in
Mohali Phase-7, 9, 10, 11, 3B1, 3B2.
Sector- 68, 69, 70, 71. Rajan 9915600888.

1 BHK First floor, attached
washroom and store room sector69, Mohali. 99888-77623

FULLY FURNISHED Room for
Girls, Phase-7 ground floor, posh
area. Contact. 98882-22000, 9888334411.

INDEPENDENT SEMI-FURNISHED two room set, first floor
in phase-4, working couple preferred. Contact: 9888090966.

INDEPENDENT SEMI-FURNISHED, Drawing Dining, Lobby,
first floor, House in Sector-71, working Couple preferred. Contact:
9888886371.

one BHK, One/ Two/ Three Room
sets, first/ Second floor, 402/8,
9888154848

3 BHK flat available for rent with
fans, lights RS. 15000/- in Sector 20,
another 3 BHK Flat in MDC-5,
Panchkula Contact:- 81950-00365.

TOLET SERVICE room/ flat/ PG
and independent house available in
panchkula. Satyam properties:
9316972600, 9779184319.

1 BEDROOM first floor furnished
AC/ geyser/ TV/ fridge near market
sector-21, for company executive.
9988326001

INDEPENDENT TWO BHK F.F.
Two bedrooms, store, S.F. One bedroom, kitchen. 764/7 Panchkula.
9888310765.

SEMI FURNISHED two rooms,
two washrooms, kitchen (ground).
Small family/ single executive.
1036/21, 94170-39673.
2ND FLOOR one bedroom attached
bath, DD, modular kitchen, store,
open terrace 12A, panchkula
9569310753
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King Kohli and his royal mess
INDIAN PREMIER LEAGUE
M A R C H 23 - M A Y 12

standings

Team P

W

CSK

5

4

1

8

0.159

SRH

5

3

2

6

1.000

KKR

4

3

1

6

0.534

MI

5

3

2

6

0.342

KXIP 5

3

2

6

-0.094

DC

5

2

3

4

0.029

RR

4

1

3

2

-0.333

RCB

5

0

5

0

-1.616

L Pts NRR*

*Updated till MI-SRH match
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Ben Stokes.

REUTERS

BRISTOL BAR
BRAWL MAY BE
‘BEST THING’ TO
HAPPEN: STOKES
JAIPUR:England’s star all-rounder
Ben Stokes says the Bristol bar
brawl and the ensuing chain of
events, which dogged his career
for 15 months, may be the “best
thing that could have happened”
to him. The ugly episode brought
about a change in his lifestyle.
Following the incident in September 2017, Stokes was acquitted of
affray at Bristol Crown Court in
August last year, before the
England and Wales Cricket Board’s
Discipline Commission concluded
his 15-month exile after a hearing
in December last year. “It sounds
silly but, could Bristol have been
the best thing that could have
happened to me? Who knows.
But maybe in terms of my way of
thinking,” Stokes told ‘ESPNcricinfo’ during a visit to a children’s
charity here. Stokes, who is
playing for Rajasthan Royals in
this year’s IPL, said he was
determined to win the World Cup
at home. “I don’t want to be
remembered as the guy who had
a fight in the street. I want to do
things on the field to be remembered for. If we win the World
Cup, that becomes the first
paragraph... doesn’t it?”

“I was that close to my career
ending and being thrown away
just like that. Maybe that is it,” the
New Zealand-born cricketer
added. He missed the 2017-18
Ashes series against Australia
after being suspended by the ECB
pending the police investigation.
“No matter what happens in life
with me now, the Bristol thing will
always be there. It’s something I’ll
always carry with me. It’ll always
be there. Always.” He said that his
off-field activities had changed
since his arrest outside a Bristol
nightclub, in the wake of England’s victory over West Indies in
an ODI. “I don’t go out anymore. I
mean, I might go out for dinner,
but I don’t go out-out (for long
night and drinks) anymore in
England,” he said. “I used to love
going out and celebrating with
the lads. But we can do that in the
hotel and I don’t miss it. I don’t
feel that urge any more.”

todayontv
CRICKET
IPL

4.00pm: Royal Challengers Bangalore v Delhi
Capitals; 8.00pm:
Rajasthan Royals v
Kolkata Knight Riders;
live on Star Sports 1, HD 1

FOOTBALL
PREMIER LEAGUE

6.35pm: Everton v
Arsenal; live on Star
Sports Select 2 & SHD 2
FA CUP

8.30pm: Watford v
Wolves; live on Sony Ten 2
& HD
SUPER CUP

8.30pm: Chennaiyin FC v
NorthEast United; live on
Star Sports 3

BADMINTON
MALAYSIA OPEN

9.30am onwards: Live
on Star Sports 2 & HD 2

DOWNWARD SLIDE India’s ultra-competitive captain leads from the front. But why is he failing so miserably with his IPL team?
N Ananthanarayanan
n

some of his counterparts this
season, are faring way better at
helping teams negotiate the odd
bump could leave this flamboyant cricketer feeling like he has
chewed a lemon. RCB’s #PLAYBOLD slogan now sounds
hollow.

anantha.narayanan@htlive.com

NEWDELHI :Trust Gautam Gambhir to get Virat Kohli hot under
the collar even when they are not
on the field.
“I don’t see him as a shrewd
captain. I don’t see him as a tactful captain. And he hasn’t won
the IPL. So ultimately, a captain
is only as good as his record,”
Gambhir had said during a promotional event for the official
broadcasters before this season’s Indian Premier League
(IPL).
Gambhir, who led Kolkata
Knight Riders (KKR) to two
titles, has a history with Kohli:
the two Delhi stars had got into
an ugly on-field row in IPL 2016.
This time Gambhir said Kohli
was ‘lucky’ that he could continue as captain for eight years
despite an underwhelming
record. Royal Challengers Bangalore (RCB)were sixth last year
and last in 2017.
Such unsparing assessment
though had the RCB captain
fuming. Kohli hit back, saying he
“would be sitting at home if I
think like people from outside”,
and that “I don’t care whether I
am going to be judged on this (not
winning a title) or not.” This was
in Chennai, one day before IPL12
began.
The next evening, RCB were
blown apart for 70 by reigning
championsChennaiSuperKings
(CSK). If Kohli didn’t think he
shouldn’t have shot from the lip
then, perhaps he would after five
successive losses. The last defeat
came on Friday with Andre Russell snatching victory for KKR
from the jaws of defeat. Every six
Russell hit in the innings would
have felt like a hammer blow for
Kohli, in his 101st game as RCB
skipper. Under Kohli, RCB have
won 44 games and lost 52.

UNSETTLED TEAM
RCB are a top-order heavy team
that looks wobbly despite the
presence of Kohli and AB de Vil-

n

Not silencing his critics: Virat Kohli now has the unenviable distinction of having lost more games than any other player in the IPL; 86 matches in his 12-year career so far.

liers, the best batsman in the
world and the best in this format.
‘No total is safe’ should have
referred to RCB’s formidable
batting but after Friday it seems
like a tag line for a confused
bowling unit that can’t defend
205.
In such a situation those at the
helmwouldnormallybewalking
on egg shells. On Twitter, posts
have been put up by RCB fans

saying they don’t want Kohli as
captain and that he should play
only as a batsman. Some have
even said he shouldn’t lead India
in the World Cup. Others have
said Kohli leads India better only
because he gets more than a little
help from MS Dhoni.
But Kohli is both RCB’s batting force and their biggest
brand ambassador. Though he
has dismissed IPL’s effect on the

composition of India’s World
Cup side, it beggars belief that he
wouldwanttoheadtoEnglandin
such a frame of mind.
Kohli’s admission that RCB
needed a shake-up after their
fourth defeat, away to Rajasthan
Royals, seemed out of character.
After Russell blitzed to an
unbeaten 48 off 13 balls, with
Kiwi pacer Tim Southee leaking
29 runs in the 19th over, Kohli

Will despondent Bangalore
fans forgive another defeat?

turned on the bowlers.
“If you bowl with not enough
bravery in the crunch overs,
then you will always struggle
against power-hitters like Russell. We cracked a bit under pressure, and that’s the only story,”
he said in Bengaluru.
While guiding India to the top
in all formats, Kohli has dropped
those he felt didn’t fit in. Last
year, it was Ajinkya Rahane in

AP

South Africa, then Cheteshwar
Pujara in England. All the while
he has steadfastly backed Dhoni
in white ball cricket.
The landmark Test series win
in Australia turned the focus
from his decisions to India’s
showing. But as Kohli slides
south as RCB skipper, Gambhir’s words seem prescient. That
Dhoni, Rohit Sharma, Dinesh
Karthik and Ajinkya Rahane,

TRANSFORMATION
THAT HASN’T HAPPENED
Dubbed a Test team in the first
edition, Kohli was expected to
transform RCB. While others
honed buying skills at the auctions, Bangalore seemed to be a
royal failure. Chris Gayle was
seen as over the hill and dumped
in 2018. But at Kings XI Punjab,
the Jamaican has reinvented
himself. RCB have also let go of
the consistent Quinton de Kock
and KL Rahul who could be
India’s third opener at the World
Cup.
They have also struggled to
smartly use the quota of four foreigners in the playing 11. That is
something CSK have mastered,
often picking only three imports
with domestic players’ roles
defined and executed brilliantly.
RCB’s opening pair has
always been a problem. This season, Parthiv Patel’s partner was
changed in the first four games.
Yet again, RCB haven’t been able
to assemble a solid bowling unit
when CSK, SRH, Mumbai Indians and KKR have all got that
balance right year after year.
South African Ray Jennings,
who quit as RCB coach after
reportedly falling out with Kohli,
said in an interview last year:
“He can be intimidating in the
dressing room and sometimes
his teammates can wonder who
Kohli really is… He will not be so
aggressive and in your face all
the time. But in certain situations, when things are not so
calm or even just to take that fear
factor away from the dressing
room, who will teach Kohli to
become a better version of himself?” he told PTI.
Can Bangalore arrest the slide
as another season fades fast?

DRE RUSS: THE ART OF TRAILBLAZING
No one has made as big an individual impact as the West Indian this season...

Somshuvra Laha
n

HEAD TO HEAD

somshuvra.laha@htlive.com

Royal
No result Delhi
Challengers
Capitals

BENGALURU/CHENNAI: Late on Fri-

day night, Chinnaswamy Stadium wore a funereal look. A
scattering of people milled
around the gates aimlessly, no
one crowded the players’ exit,
there was no rush to book app
cabs, not even the mindless blaringofhornsboughtonthewayto
the stadium. MG Road, that lines
thestadium,didnothaveasingle
vendor peddling imitation RCB
shirts.
‘Dre Russ’ does that to you.
Suchwastheimpactoftheshockand-awestylepoundingbyAndre
Russell that even RCB’s official
Twitterhandleretiredfortheday
after simply tweeting ‘speechless’. Their fans however, found
their voices after some time. No
player,notevenViratKohli,was
spared the trolling. ‘IPL should
ban RCB,’ tweeted one. ‘Or they
should remove Bangalore name
from RCB,’ tweeted another.
AdvicerangedfromaskingKohli
to step down to dissolving the
team.
Right now, no one is more
despondent in IPL than an RCB
fan. They have unquestionable
loyalty, considering this is one of
theworstfaringteamsofalltime,
butsubjectingthemtofivelosses
ina row couldbe stretchingit too
far.Anymoreandtheycouldjust
walk away.
A sizeable portion of the RCB
fanbase is made up of entrepreneurs, MNC managers, and
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1

6

Tied

1*

Total
matches

21

* Royal Challengers Bangalore beat
Delhi Capitals in the Super Over after
the match ended in a tie.

MATCHES IN 2018
n Royal Challengers Bangalore

defeated Delhi Capitals by five
wickets at Delhi.
n Royal Challengers Bangalore
beat Delhi Capitals by 6
wickets at Bangalore.

FOR THE RECORD
n Virat Kohli, who has hit 497

n

Bowling has been a sore point for the Royal Challengers Bangalore
AFP
so far in this IPL season.

techies. To them, Kohli is a successfulbrandthattheyareready
to invest in emotionally as a
cricket fan. Watching his team
lose miserably is not what they
have signed up for, not at least
with the kind of money they
splurge on getting the stadium
experience. Among all the IPL
venues across the country, Bengaluru provides some of the best
spectator facilities, and they
don’t come cheap.

It is for these fans that Royal
Challengers Bangalore need to
turnaround.Itwon’tbeeasy,not
with Kohli at his wits’ end. “If we
bowl like that, we don’t show
composureinpressuremoments,
we deserve to be where we are in
the table,” Kohli said at the postmatch presentation.
No amount of practice or
sweating out can do the required
coursecorrectionforRCB.It’sall
in the head, and Kohli needs a

fours in 174 innings off 183
innings, needs three fours to
become the first batsman to
hit 500 fours for Royal Challengers Bangalore.

way to address it quickly before
the Sunday showdown against
Delhi Capitals. “(Don’t think)
talkingenoughhelpsallthetime,
youjustneedtogivetheguysalittle bit of space, try to come back
stronger in the next game, try to
get on a roll on a winning note,”
Kohli said. “It’s been a difficult
season for us so far but we’re still
optimisticaboutourchancesand
we just have to believe that we
can turn things around.”

Runs per over scored in IPL
2019 death overs (15th-20th)
10.00

5.00

Andre
Russell
(KKR)
IPL 2019
Batsman
Average

Andre Russell
Sixes in IPL 2019

15.00

18.88

0

1

1

0

1

8

9.86

6

5

Batsmen with highest boundary % in IPL 2019
Of the batsmen at
IPL 2019, Russell
has the highest
boundary
percentage (From
those who have
faced a minimun
20 balls). 44.2% of
the balls he faced
were hit for fours

40.0

44.2
30.2

20.0

Andre
Russell
(KKR)

Hardik
Pandya
(MI)

27.4

27.2

26.1

Chris Jonny Rishabh
Gayle Bairstow Pant
(KXI)
(SH)
(DC)

n

Russell is third on the list of
this year’s top batsmen this
PTI
year with 207 runs.

›

No ground is big
enough for me I
guess, I just trust my
strength and trust my
power. A few grounds in
Australia and then I
surprised myself by
hitting a few into the
stands. I have good bat
speed.
ANDRE RUSSELL, on his matchwinning knock
STATS: CRICVIZ
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Another day, another win for
CSK as KXIP stutter in chase
Somshuvra Laha
n

somshuvra.laha@htlive.com

CHENNAI: There are computers

and then there is MS Dhoni’s
acumen. The Chennai Super
Kings captain foresaw a battle
no one could have, helped raise
the par score of 160 on a difficult
Chepauk pitch, before fielding
three spinners to slowly turn
the screws on Kings XI Punjab
and extract another victory at
home. Barring Deepak Chahar’s
double no-ball infraction in the
penultimate over, everything
went like clockwork, almost
scripted.
Choosing to set a target
against a team that has Chris
Gayle, KL Rahul, Mayank Agarwal and David Miller in their
ranks requires guts.
But Dhoni’s decision was
more driven by the Chepauk
pitch that was two-paced and
taking turn, reminiscent of the
track that saw Royal Challengers Bangalore being shot out
for a paltry 70 here in the tournament opener.
In hindsight, Kings XI Punjab
went into the game one spinner
short. Between them, Harbhajan Singh, Imran Tahir and
Ravindra Jadeja bowled 12
overs, conceded 61 runs and
took two wickets. KXIP’s R Ashwin and Murugan Ashwin

bowled eight disciplined overs
but only another miserly spell
could have kept Chennai’s score
in check.
By scoring 54 off 38 deliveries,
du Plessis made the most of the
conditions when Kings XI Punjab pacers were operating with
the new ball.
Ask Mohammed Shami who
was hammered for 16 runs in his
first over. Next was Andre Tye’s
turn as he leaked 18 runs in the
fifth over. With boundaries difficult to come by, Chennai Super
Kings played calculated cricket
and took risks in two phases the Powerplay that produced 54
runs and the last three that
added 44 runs.
Rest of the first innings was
all about Messrs Ashwin & Ashwin.
They conceded 46 runs and
took three wickets, all going to
the former Super King who
walked his talk of ‘literally owning the space around Chepauk’.
At a time when it looked like
Chennai were running away
with the game, he gave the
important breakthrough of
Shane Watson.
Successive dismissals of du
Plessis and Suresh Raina, both
off length balls that merited
more caution than impulsive
heaves, proved to be the killer
blows.

BHAJJI SHOW
That put the brakes on the scoring till Dhoni went full blast
towards the end, clubbing Sam
Curran for 19 runs in the penultimate over before settling for 14
in the next bowled by Shami.
Harbhajan took two wickets
in three deliveries.
Gayle tried to drive a delivery
spinning away from him without moving an inch, giving
Dhoni an easy catch. Mayank
Agarwal’s approach was befuddling as well, skipping down to
play a half-hearted shot.

KL Rahul and Sarfaraz Khan
hit fifties but they were unremarkable in the context of the
game.
Neither paced their innings
and were struggling to convert
singles into twos.
And even though Kings XI
had wickets at their disposal,
five overs of spin that produced
24 runs suddenly made them
stare at an ask of 46 runs from 18
deliveries. Kings XI never had
the spunk in them to ace that
chase.

sport
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Salah ends goal drought, helps
Liverpool back to top
SOUTHAMPTON: Mohamed Salah
chose the perfect moment to end
the longest goal drought of his
Liverpool career.
It helped to lift his team back
to the top of the Premier League.
Salah scored for the first time
in nine games — a barren streak
stretching back nearly two
months — as Liverpool came
from behind to beat Southampton 3-1 on Friday and move back

into first place, two points above
Manchester City. The Egypt forward completed Liverpool’s
comeback after falling behind in
the ninth minute when he collected the ball 10 metres inside
his own half on a counterattack,
sprinted forward and sent a dipping shot into the bottom corner
from the edge of the area in the
80th minute. He removed his jersey in celebration in front of Liv-

erpool’s jubilant fans, who were
jumping up and down in delight
again six minutes later when
Jordan Henderson added a third
goal at St. Mary’s Stadium. City
have a game in hand but aren’t in
league action this weekend
because they are playing in the
FA Cup semi-finals. This season,
the defending champions have a
title rival that just won’t go away.
AGENCIES

scorecard
n

Chennai Super Kings

S Watson c Curran b Ashwin 26(24)
F du Plessis c Miller b Ashwin
54(38)
S Raina b Ashwin
17 (20)
MS Dhoni not out
37 (23)
A Rayudu not out
21 (15)
n Extras (w 5)
5
n Total (three wickets; 20 ovs) 160
n FoW: 1-56, 2-100, 3-100
n Bowling: M Shami 4-0-41-0, R
Ashwin 4-0-23-3, S Curran
4-0-35-0, A Tye 4-0-38-0, M
Ashwin 4-0-23-0.
n

Kings XI Punjab

KL Rahul c Jadeja b Kuggeleijn 55(47)

C Gayle c Dhoni c H Singh
5(7)
M Agarwal c du Plessis b H Singh
0(2)
S Khan c du Plessis b Kuggeleijn
67(59)
D Miller b Chahar
5(5)
M Singh not out
1(1)
S Curran not out
0(1)
n Extras (nb 2, w 2)
4
n Total (five wickets; 20 ovs) 138
n FoW: 1-7, 2-7, 3-117, 4-135, 5-137
n Bowling: D Chahar 4-0-40-1, H
Singh 4-1-17-2, S Kuggeleijn
4-0-37-2, R Jadeja 4-0-24-0, Imran
Tahir 4-0-20-0.
CSK won by 22 runs.

BHARAT SANCHAR NIGAM LIMITED
(A Government of India Enterprise)

BSNL Office of the General Manager Telecom, Distt. Jalandhar
Connecting India

PUBLIC NOTICE
Sh. Khushbir Singh SDE (HRMS No. 199300093) remained unauthrorized
absence from duty w.e.f. 14.03.2007. Whereas Chief General Manager
Telecom, Punjab Circle, Chandigarh being competent disciplinary authority
in the case, has imposed the penalty of "Removal from service" on the said
Sh. Khushbir Singh SDE vide his order No. Staff-Vig-522/PB/Rule36/K.S/13 dated 22.02.2019. The said order sent through registered post at
his last known available address which was received back undelivered with
the postal authority remarks "Addressee left unknown address, so RTS I".
Hence through this public notice Sh. Khushbir Singh SDE is again
informed about the above decision and advised to collect the copy of above
referred order from the undersigned within 15 days from the date of
publication of this notice.

GMTD Jalandhar
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KEEPING
TRACK

RR look to counter Russell threat

Madrid are close to reaching an
agreement with Chelsea for the
transferofBelgianstarEdenHazard,reportsintheSpanishmedia

shalini.gupta@htlive.com

Rajasthan Royals
haven’t had the start they
would have been hoping for.
They have won just one of the
four games they have played
and are lying seventh, just
above Royal Challenger Bangalore, in the points table.
Captain Ajinkya Rahane is
aware of the importance of Sunday’s game against Kolkata
Knight Riders who have been
propelled to the top half of the
table single-handedly by Andre
Russell’s big-hitting.
Rajasthan have been
unlucky in a couple of matches
but this time they would need
all the luck to stop the Jamaican. After a thumping knock
last night in Bangalore, Russell
said: “So long as I am batting,
nothing is impossible”.
Rahane would be aware of
the threat Russell poses at the
Sawai Mansingh Stadium
which has small boundaries.
Rajasthan, however, say
they are prepared and are
deriving confidence from their
win over RCB.
“Russell has been playing
well for his team in this tournament. He has played a role in
KKR’s success. We do have our
plans for him. It was good to win
against Royal Challengers Bangalore and get some points. We
would look to keep the winning
momentum going,” said Rajasthan Royals bowler Krishnappa
Gowtham.
Ashton Turner, who made
heads turn with 84 in Mohali
helping Australia chase 360 in
an ODI, has joined Rajasthan

JAIPUR:

Royals and will provide powerhitting to the hosts.
With Jos Buttler (59 runs)
and Steve Smith (38 runs) finding form in the previous match,
Rajasthan Royals looks like a
good unit to counter Kolkata
Knight Riders, who have won
three out of the four games they
have played so far.
Leg-spinner Shreyas Gopal’s
confidence must be high after
he bowled a match-winning
spell, removing the likes of
Virat Kohli, AB de Villiers and

Shimron Hetmyer with his googlies in the last outing.
Gopal, who mixes the slower
ones well, would be a threat to
Kolkata Knight Riders’ top-order comprising Chris Lynn,
Sunil Narine, Robin Uthappa,
Nitish Rana and Dinesh Karthik.
Rajasthan Royals mentor
Shane Warne, known to have a
sharp cricketing brain, and
coach Paddy Upton would know
there is only one way forward
and that is up.

n

Having lost the first two races this season and with Mercedes taking a significant lead in
drivers’ and constructors’ championships, Ferrari would be eager to register a win next weekend at the Chinese Grand Prix with their young driver Charles Leclerc showing promise.

Real Madrid close in on Eden Hazard signing: reports
NEW DELHI: Spanish giants Real

Shalini Gupta
n

Ferrari itching for good show

have claimed.
Hazard,whoturned28inJanuary, had been linked heavily to a
move to Los Blancos after last
year’sWorldCupbuttheBelgian

stayed on following the appointmentofMaurizioSarriasChelsea
coach. In October last year, Hazard admitted that it would be a
‘dream’ to play for Real Madrid.

According to Marca, the Chelsea winger will travel to Madrid
in the coming days to finalise a
six-year deal with the club.
HTC/AGENCIES

Rajasthan Royals will bank on
Jos Buttler (L) and Ben Stokes
AFP
for quick runs.

HEAD TO HEAD
Rajasthan
Royals

9

No result

1

Kolkata
Knight Riders

9
Total
matches

19

Turner hopes to get lucky with WC selection
Shalini Gupta
n

shalini.gupta@htlive.com

JAIPUR:It hasn’t been long since
Ashton Turner began playing
international cricket but the
young Australian has already
shown he is one for the future.
While his exploits for Perth
Scorchers in the Big Bash
League made people take notice
of his big-hitting ability, it was
his stunning 43-ball 84 against
India in the Mohali ODI last
month that re-enforced his talent.
Ashton would be hoping to
make the cut for the World Cup,
although he admitted that the
return of Steve Smith and David
Warner will make it difficult.
“It will be tough for me to find
a place in the Australia team for
the World Cup, and the selectors
might have actually finalised the
team by now. Still, I would give
my best and remain fit for any
kind of challenge. You never
know if someone is unavailable

and someone else gets the
chance, like I did when Stoinis
got injured in Mohali,” said Ashton, who is back in India to play
in the IPL for Rajasthan Royals.
After Australia’s eight ODI
wins on the trot which included
series wins against India and
Pakistan, head coach Justin
Langer had pointed out that one
or two players will be “brutally
unlucky” to miss out on World
Cup selection.
At the moment though,
Turner is more focussed on performing well in his maiden IPL.
He made his ODI debut last
month. The tall and lanky batsman is now spending time with
Smith, “chewing on his brains”,
in the Rajasthan Royals camp.
“It is my first IPL. I am excited
to go out there and represent my
team. Having played in Big Bash
for a long time, I know T20
cricket generates interest. I
wouldlike totakebackhomethis
experience and grow as a cricketer. Steve has been talking to me

a lot and making me comfortable. Also, I am looking forward to
learn from Shane Warne and
play my game,” said Turner,
who was bought by Rajasthan
Royals for ~50 lakh.
So, has the Mohali knock
changed his life?
“Not really. It was very humbling to receive compliments
from everyone. But I just did my
job and enjoyed the innings. I
think cricket is followed rather
passionately in India and
because of the fact we beat India,
the knock received much attention.
“I like to believe every sportsperson has his or her journey. It
was great to get such an exposure. I would like to build on that
and not play like, say Virat
Kohli, Jos Buttler or Steve
Smith, but be myself. I would like
to repeat more such innings in
the future.”
A handy off-break bowler,
Turner started off as a pacer but
a freak injury at 14 made him

switch to spin.
Born to an engineer father
and a radiologist mother in
Perth, he grew up playing various sports like golf, football, athletics but it was cricket that
found his fancy.
“Once I watched Damien Martyn score a breezy century and
then there was Gilly another
time. Such knocks blew my
mind. I knew I wanted to be like
them,” he said.
But cricket is not everything
in Turner’s life. His 16-monthold daughter and his partner
back in Perth help him take his
mind off the game. “I also enjoy
playing guitar when not playing
cricket,” he said.
He may have to wait a little
longer to play his first IPL game
as Rajasthan have a heavy overseas batting order with Smith,
Jos Buttler and Ben Stokes in the
ranks but when the opportunity
presents, Turner is ready to grab
it with both hands and unleash
his prowess with the bat.
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GRANDPA BIG B
LOVES IT WHEN
AARADHYA
DESTROYS HIS
WORKING DESK

Kriti Sanon
was last
seen in
Luka Chuppi
GUPTA/HT

I would love to play an
angsty character
which is slightly
complicated and grey,
not me at all. That will
be interesting for me
as an actor. But I am
yet to find that kind of
an opportunity

Actor Kriti Sanon does not feel any
pressure to find a ‘special someone’
in her life
he is making the right
noises in her career
and is happy to share
details about the same.
But Kriti Sanon prefers to
remain tight-lipped on her
personal life. All the actor
reveals is that she is not
currently in a relationship,
but clarifies she is not averse
to love.
“I am happily single. But
I’m open to the possibility of
love. Having said that, it’s not
like I’m looking for love. I’m
looking for that organic
romantic connection, so, let’s
see. I’m okay with my current
status. There’s absolutely no
pressure to find someone,”
says Kriti.
The actor asserts she
doesn’t like to share her
personal life with everyone.

S
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CHANDIGARH
THOUGHT
I’D NEVER
MAKEIT:
KARTIK
In the initial years, Kartik Aaryan was
second-guessing his career choice

PHOTO: SARANG

Juhi Chakraborty

www.hindustantimes.com

“It’s the part of my life
where I’m just Kriti and not
the actor. I like sharing
that part only with people
who are really close to me,”
she adds.
On the work front, Kriti is
basking in the success of her
last film Luka Chuppi and has
three more films lined up for
release — Arjun Patiala,
Housefull 4 and Panipat. She
played a goody two-shoes in
Heropanti (2014) and Dilwale
(2015) and a brat in Bareilly Ki
Barfi (2017).
But there is something she
desperately wants someone to
offer her.
“I would love to play an
angsty character which is
slightly complicated and grey,
not me at all. That will be
interesting for me as an actor.
But I am yet to find that kind
of an opportunity,” she says.

Kirti: I’m sure I’d be
mobbed one day

KRITI SANON ACTOR
There has been a lot of
speculation about her sister,
Nupur Sanon’s Bollywood
debut. Admitting her sister is
“very inclined” to a career in
films, Kriti says there is
nothing substantial as of now.
“As her sister, the only
thing I tell Nupur is that she
needs to wait for the right
project. Since I waited for
Heropanti, my career graph is
what it is,” she says, adding,
“Being patient and being
hungry at the same time is
important.”
n

Sneha Mahadevan
ctor Kartik Aaryan has
had a dream run at the
box office. Life has
surely changed for the
better for him from when he
first appeared on the big
screen in Pyaar Ka
Punchnama in 2011.
For starters, he is quite a
star now who commands a
huge fan following. And, he
has some big-ticket projects
under his belt. The
expectations are certainly
higher, but the pressure
hasn’t got to him.
“All this (adulation and
appreciation) is only making
me work more on myself.
Even in terms of my craft,
now I am cautious about the
roles I am picking. But, I am
in a happy space. There is no
negative pressure,” says the

A
Amitabh Bachchan
PHOTO: SATISH BATE/HT

egastar Amitabh
Bachchan says his
granddaughter
Aaradhya likes to come and
destroy his working desk, and
that brings immense joy to
him.
“Aaradhya will come and
destroy my working desk, as
she wants to use this pen and
wants to write things and
wants to play with the laptop.
It brings immense joy and is a
beautiful experience,” he
added. Asked whether
anything changed after
Aishwarya joined the family,
Big B said: “Nothing has
changed for us, it was like one
daughter left and another one
came in.”

M

Luka Chuppi actor adding
that this attitude towards life
comes naturally to him.
He says, “I’ve always been
like that. I am never sad and
you will always see me
smiling, irrespective of how
my films do. I was happy
when I was living with 12
people in a single house, and I
am happy when I am living
alone. My state of mind hasn’t
changed and I will continue to
be happy.”
Although there is just one
thing he aspires to be — a
“bankable actor”. “I don’t
want to take the box office
pressure of a film doing ₹100
crores. I want my producers
to recover their money and
that’s all. People are
investing so much money on
me, it makes me feel
important. I have to just be a
bankable actor. That’s the

only pressure I take,” he says.
Pressure might not affect
Kartik, but how is he coping
with all the attention,
especially from female fans,
that has come with this
new-found overnight
stardom? “This stardom that
everyone keeps saying
happened overnight, took
seven years,” he says, “In
these last six years, I was
working but nobody noticed
me. After Sonu Ke Titu Ki
Sweety (2018) released, all
eyes were on me. So, many
people still think that Sonu...
is my debut film; they don’t
even know that I am the same
guy from Punchnama. And I
get amazed with their
reaction... It has taken a lot of
time for me to get to where I
am today.”
He is happy and content,
but there was a time when he

doubted his career choice. “I
have seen success and
failures. I have had days and
weeks when I have had
doubts about me never being
able to make it. And all this
was happening even when
my films worked. So, I am
flattered with all the
reactions and all the
attention, but I am also
conscious and aware that this
will all last until the next
Friday, when I have a release.
If my next film doesn’t work,
all this adulation will
disappear. So, I am very
realistic about that. I know
this is something I really
want and will keep working
hard for, but it’s short-lived,”
says Kartik, who hopes to
take up more projects
and “reduce the gap between
two projects”.
n

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com

IANS

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

STOP PRESS

Henna Rakheja
o you know my name?
Selfie chahiye toh
mera naam batana
padega!” actor Kirti
Kulhari tells a young boy
who requests for a selfie
with the actor, when she
was at the India Gate and
the National War Memorial
on a recent trip to Delhi.
“Ma’am aap Uri (Uri: The
Surgical Strike) mein they
na?” smiles the boy, and
Kirti obliges, even as the
boy struggles with her
name. Some more
youngsters approach her
with the same request,
some know her name,
some don’t.
Asked if she’s happy that
she doesn’t get mobbed yet,
the actor quips, “I’m sure
there’ll be a day when I
would be. For now, I really
love the fact that I can move
around without being
mobbed. I love it that I can
take a rickshaw in
Mumbai, I can roam
around here in Delhi or any
other place and be a nobody
till I will be a somebody,
and all this will probably be
impossible.”
The Pink (2016) actor
says she is happy
savouring how her stardom
is building up.
“I really want to enjoy
every bit of it. For me, Kirti
the person is very
important. So, no matter
what I do, I want to stay
grounded.”
She explains, “When you
are onto something, you
want success in the biggest
way, and as soon as
possible. But, I must say
that something inside me
also has kind of postponed
it because I believe that
things happen for you
when you are ready... Yeh
sab kuch ekdum se aata toh
mai shayad handle nahi
kar pati.”

D

AKSHAY KUMAR,
KIARA ADVANI IN
KANCHANA REMAKE
Actors Akshay Kumar and
Kiara Advani, who will be
seen in the film Good News,
will come together again
for the Hindi remake of the
hit Tamil horror comedy
Kaanchana (2011), titled
Laxmi. A source told Mid
Day, “Akshay plays the
protagonist who gets
possessed by the spirit of a
transgender, Kiara will
portray the superstar’s
girlfriend in the movie.” The
film reportedly goes on
floor later this month.

Kirti Kulhari is
happy with the way
things are shaping
up in her career
PHOTO: SARANG GUPTA/HT

NOTE TO READERS: Some of the
coverage that appears on our pages
is paid for by the concerned brands.
No sponsored content does or shall
appear in any part of HT without it
being declared as such to our valued
readers.
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Aftermyrelationshipended,I
couldn’tworkformonths:Onir
Filmmaker
Onir says he
has been quite
unlucky in
finding true
love
PHOTO:
FOTOCORP

The heartbreak was so troubling and to divert my mind, I
started learning Hindustani classical music, playing
guitar and running. I went on a road trip with a friend and
all that took away the stress.
ONIR FILMMAKER

Sangeeta Yadav

always be on my guard.

alk of movies he has made
— My Brother Nikhil
(2005), Bas Ek Pal (2006), I
Am (2011) and Chauranga
(2015) — and filmmaker Onir
considers himself blessed for
the way his career has shaped
up, but mention his personal
life and the National Award
filmmaker says he has been
quite unlucky in finding true
love. He gets even more
disappointed because he has
always been open and honest
about his sexuality. In a
freewheeling chat, Onir opens
up about why he called off his
three-year-old relationship
with his partner from the film
industry who he doesn’t wish to
name, and his experience on
dating sites.

Have you tried finding love through
dating sites or apps?
Before mobile phones and apps
came, there used to be online
chat rooms where I’d get
connected with people.
Everyone had a nickname and I
used to call myself Cameros.
Sometimes, it would just go
offline, so, it wasn’t so easy like
it is now.

T

You have always been open about
your sexual orientation. Despite
that, what went wrong?
Relationship is something that
didn’t work out in my favour,
especially being gay. My last
relationship was with someone
who was from the industry and
it went on for three years. But I
realised that he was not honest
and living double lives, not
open about his identity in
public and was dating girls too,
and leaving them hurt. I found
out that when I used to travel
for film festivals abroad, he’d
get women to my house. I felt
used, manipulated and
cheated.
Was it difficult to move on?
Yes, for five months, I couldn’t
work. The heartbreak was so
troubling and to divert my
mind, I started learning
Hindustani classical music,
playing guitar and running. I
went on a road trip with a
friend and all that took away
the stress. People say time
heals everything, but I don’t
think I can. I’m happy I have
my work, friends and family
and they are more precious to
me. I’ve created walls and I’ll

Actor Asha
Bhat PHOTO:
INSTAGRAM/
ASHABHAT
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Actor Ankita
Lokhande
recently made her
Bollywood debut
with Manikarnika:
The Queen of
Jhansi
PHOTO: SUJIT JAISWAL
/AFP

Did someone propose to you?
Yes, every third day I got
proposed to on social media, by
people who would direct
message me that they love me
and wanted to go on a date. But
it always had conditions
because whoever approaches
me is interested in getting into
the industry. My job profile
becoming my only identity is
painful. I used to put it across
very clearly that ‘please don’t
talk to me about work’.

‘ITAKEASTAND
FOREVERY
RIGHTOR
WRONG’

Ankita Lokhande says the #MeToo
movement not only empowered
women but also scared men

So, did you end up dating someone
who you met online?
There was a person who I really
liked. We used to chat and he
also shared his mobile number
but asked me not to call, as then
his family would get to know
and he might get into trouble. I
believed him and after three
months, he just disappeared.
One day, I got so desperate that
I called on that number and I
realised nobody with that name
existed there. A year later, I
saw him at the night club with
his girlfriend.

Juhi Chakraborty
ast year was a
watershed moment
in India when
#MeToo kicked up
a storm and several
actors came out in the
open, sharing stories of
sexual harassment at
work.
Actor Ankita Lokhande
says that the movement has
not only empowered women
but also scared men, who
will now be “very cautious”
in front of women and while
dealing with them.
“Ladko ko darr lagta
hoga ab ki ladkiyan bolne
lagi hai. It’s a good thing.
It’s time for us women to
speak up and take a stand
about what is right or
wrong. There is nothing
wrong in doing that. We
also have the right to speak

L

Was there ever a point when you
had to fake your identity?
People would fake identities
but I always believed in being
who I am. Wherever I am, I
always put my real identity.
And at one point, I felt that I
have two different lives. In the
day time, I was someone who is
busy with work and
filmmaking. And by night, I
would have another identity of
someone who is seeking love.
n

sangeeta.yadav@hindustantimes.com

our minds. I am one
of them,” shares Ankita.
The actor calls herself
someone who always takes a
stand for every right or
wrong. “I don’t care what
people think of me. It is good
to speak up to say what you
feel and what gives you
freedom and happiness. So,
the time has come for every
woman to stand up for
themselves,” she adds.
Ankita, who recently made
her Bollywood debut with
Manikarnika: The Queen of
Jhansi, says that because of
the movement, a lot of
“cleansing has happened in
the industry”.
She elaborates, “It is a good
time to enter the industry.
Also, I think it is the right
time because of the kind of
films being made, in terms of
script.”
n

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

Tobey can play a superhero again John Cho to headline live-action
H
Cowboy Bebop series

‘People warned
me Bollywood is
like a big pond’
Rishabh Suri
cting has always been
her long-term goal but
getting the first break
was not easy for Asha
Bhat. The actor recently
made her debut opposite
Vidyut Jammwal in
Junglee and says she could
only realise her Bollywood
dream through a long
process of auditions.
“I started auditioning in
2016, with queues of at least
50 people at a time. When I
started, many people told
me ‘it will be a struggle, it’s
like a big pond’ and all of
that. For me in particular, I
have had a strong
background,” she shares.
Talking about her
journey till her first film,
Asha goes on to add, “My
mom would tell me ‘even if
you just have to clean the
floor, do it in such a
manner that nobody can do
it better than you’. It was
the same when it came to
auditioning. I would go out
every day, but my
struggling days were my
strength. It feels good to
perform in front of 15
people, (that’s how you

A

mature to) then 50 people,
and so on.”
And being launched by
Chuck Russell was the
most exciting aspect for
Asha. “I have watched his
movies like The Mask
(1994). He launched
Cameron Diaz in that film,
Dwayne Johnson in The
Scorpion King (2002). I was
first told I am auditioning
for either of two roles, and
wasn’t given any brief.
Then after that, I got to
know it’s Chuck’s film. The
process went on for two
months, until I was finally
called for a cold reading by
Chuck, and then a look test
with Vidyut. Fifteen days
after this was when I got a
call saying I had been
finalised,” says the actor.
Since she was a rank
outsider, did she have to
encounter people who
tried to take advantage of
her vulnerable situation?
“My reputation as a senior
preceded me, as everyone
would first ask what all
work I have done till date.
No one has tried to
therefore do that with me,”
Asha adds.
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

is take on Spider-Man was
well-received by fans and
actor Tobey Maguire says
if offered, he may give his nod
to another superhero role in
future. The actor played the
web slinger in three films, first
in 2002, again in 2004 and
concluded his run in 2007. The
first two were critical and
commercial successes. The
third got mixed reviews but
did well at the box office.
“I just don’t really have an ‘I
would or wouldn’t do’ mindset. I’ll just do whatever …
whatever it is that comes that I
feel called to, that may or may
not fit in any kind of box,”
Maguire told the Hollywood
Reporter when asked about
the possibility of getting back
in a superhero suit. Actor
Andrew Garfield took over the
role in 2012 with The Amazing
Spider-Man and its 2014
sequel. Currently Tom
Holland plays Spider-Man and
appeared in Captain America:
Civil War (2016) before his own
stand-alone, 2017’s SpiderMan: Homecoming and 2018’s
Avengers: Infinity War.
“What I’ve seen, I’ve
appreciated. I like both of the
actors a ton. I think they’re
both super talented. I would
just say I appreciated them
and I like the actors. I like the
choices,” he said.

PT
TI

TOBEY MAGUIRE SAID HE IS HAPPY WITH ANDREW
GARFIELD’S AND TOM HOLLAND’S VERSION OF THE
WEB-SLINGING SUPERHERO.

Tobey Maguire
played SpiderMan in three
films

PHOTO:
SHUTTERSTOCK

ctor John Cho has landed
the lead role in live-action
series Cowboy Bebop.
The 10-episode show is an
official adaptation of popular
Japanese science fiction
anime of the same name,
according to The Hollywood
Reporter.
It is described as “the jazzinspired, genre-bending story
of a ragtag crew of bounty
hunters on the run from their
pasts as they hunt down the
solar system’s most
dangerous criminals,”
working from their spaceship,
Bebob.
Cho, 46, will portray Spike
Spiegel, an impossibly cool
‘cowboy’ (bounty hunter) with
a deadly smile, a wry wit and
style to spare. He travels the
solar system with his ex-cop
partner, Jet, pursuing the
future’s most dangerous
bounties with a combination
of charm, charisma and
deadly Jeet Kune Do. The
series will also feature Luke
Cage star Mustafa Shakir,
actors Daniella Pineda and
Alex Hassell.
Alex Garcia, best known for
his work on Cloak and
Dagger, Luke Cage and
Daredevil, will helm the first
two episodes.
Shinichiro Watanabe, the
director of the original anime,
will be serving as consultant
on the series.
PTI

A

John Cho will
portray Spike
Spiegel, an
impossibly
cool ‘cowboy’
(bounty
hunter)
PHOTO:VALERIE
MACON / AFP

Vin Diesel teases James Cameron for role in proposed Avatar sequel
Vin Diesel shared a
video of himself and
filmmaker James
Cameron (inset) on
his Instagram page
PHOTO:JAKE MICHAELS/THE
NEW YORK TIMES

ction star Vin Diesel has
hinted that he is the latest
addition to the ensemble
cast of James Cameron’s
upcoming Avatar (2009)
sequel. The 51-year-old actor
shared a video of himself and
Cameron on his Instagram
page and said he always
wanted to work with the
celebrated filmmaker.
‘‘It’s long overdue, there is
one person in Hollywood I’ve
always wanted to work with
and learn from, and so, all
things come, I guess, to those
that wait,” he said.
The Titanic (1997) director
quipped, “We’re actually
going to give him the flashy
thing from Men In Black
(1997) when he leaves here so
he has no memory whatsoever
of what he’s seen.”

A

‘‘And the journey
continues... #Blessed
#Grateful #Avatar,” Diesel
captioned the video.
The film Avatar focused on
the human-led
d Resources
R
Development
Administratio
on
(RDA) attemp
pting
to mine planett
Pandora for
unobtanium, a
hugely
valuable
mineral. It
featured Sam
Worthington
in the role of
disabled
former marine
Jake Sully, wh
ho
falls in love wiith a
Na’vi woman (Zoe
Saldana) and is
i drawn into a

battle for the survival of her
world when the RDA threaten
to destroy it.

PTI
PHOTO: CAROLINE
MCCREDIE/GETTY
IMAGES
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Adding glitz and glamour
to the red carpet

03

Michelle Obama and
Barack Obama

PHOTOS: HTCS/PRAMOD THAKUR

PHOTO: REUTERS

Sara Bareilles
PHOTO: AP

Sara Bareilles writes love
song about the Obamas
inger-songwriter Sara
Bareilles has turned her
angst over the 2016 US
elections into art, writing love
songs about former President

S

Disha Sanghvi

eing confident and
comfortable may bring
out the best in anyone,
but a tad bit of makeup can
help you take your glamour
quotient a few notches higher.
This year, HT India’s Most
Stylish Awards teamed up
with European makeup
brand, MyGlamm, to make
the stars look their fabulous
best. The makeup brand also
ran a contest for their
customers on social media,

B

Barack Obama and his wife,
Michelle Obama. Her latest
album, titled, Amidst The
Chaos, reflects both her
dismay at the election of

President Donald Trump and
her support of social
movements including those
for female empowerment.

HER LATEST ALBUM IA
TITLED ‘AMIDST
THE CHAOS’, IT
REFLECTS HER
SUPPORT OF SOCIAL
MOVEMENTS

REUTERS

Preet Bhathija and Divya Israni

where the winners got a
chance to walk the most
talked about red carpet in the
tinsel town.
Winner Divya Israni, a
management student and
stylist said, “I still can’t
believe that I am walking this
prestigious red carpet. I just
saw Vicky Kaushal and
Radhika Apte walking next to
me, oh my god!” Preet
Bhathija, a Mumbai-based
marketing executive, and a

winner alongside Israni
added, “It is a dream come
true. Rubbing shoulders with
stars is an out of this world
experience. Thank you
MyGlamm for this
extraordinary experience and
making me live glamorous.”
“MyGlamm is excited to be
the makeup partner and glam
up all these stylish people at
HT India’s Most Stylish
Awards,” said Disha Sanghvi,
director, MyGlamm. She

further added,
“Congratulations to the
MyGlamm customers Divya
and Preet for winning the
contest by unveiling their
‘Glamm Secrets’ and
unlocking their hidden
‘Glamm Quotient’. MyGlamm
was thrilled to have them
experience a glamorous
evening and walk the red
carpet with the biggest
Bollywood stars.”

HTC
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TAROT
POWER

This proves to be a therapeutic time as there is rest
from sorrow at home, peace after war at work, and
relaxation after anxiety! You are no longer caught in
mental chaos regarding professional matters and
choices but find clarity and direction. You establish
intellectual authority in a professional meeting or
business convention. You participate in the making of
policy or dogma in your field of activity with your vast
experience, wisdom and expertise. Positive changes
are on the cards after a period of struggle and conflict.
You accept loving relationships and supportive people
with love and compassion after a long struggle within.
Lucky number: 4 Good colours: Forest greens

LEO

It is best to remain centered and witnessing rather
than participating in conflicts. Allow your strong spirit
to guide you in the right direction. You need to go
beyond limitations and blocks to complete projects
and fulfil promises. There is harmony of rule and
justice as you use your authority effectively. You have
support, cooperation and synergy in the work place.
There is likely to be a change in office management at
this point. You impress people with your personality,
talent and charisma and invite opportunities. End of
the week sees a deep bond developing between you
and your partner.
Lucky number: 2 Good colour: Deep maroon

VIRGO

You are blessed with gain in material aspects this
week! The body, mind and spirit are in harmony and
you experience a feeling of contentment. Power and
wealth are yours after a period of labour and strife.
Success in business and love in personal relationships
transforms your life. Creative and professional plans
are set to actualise in one year and it is important to
work towards them persistently. Your plans are now
synchronised with divine plans and they have a
magical quality of perfection and completion. You
touch higher levels of consciousness and experience
inner peace.
Lucky number: 1 Good colour: Emerald green

LIBRA

You are likely to fall in love with a new person or
an idea this week! Things happen quickly and you
need to make snap decisions or you are liable to
miss a personal or professional opportunity for
growth and expansion. This is a time of movement
and change, be it inner or outer or both. It’s best to
embrace the new in any aspect as the travelling
onwards promises to be easy and also brings a sense
of adventure. This attitude of openness and
acceptance invites new friends and experiences in
your life. A Sagittarian person stands by you through
good and bad times.
Lucky number: 8 Good colours: Reds

SCORPIO

ARIES

(MAR 21 - APR 20)

APRIL 7 - 13, 2019

Lady Gaga

TAURUS

(APR 21 - MAY 21)

BY MA PREM
RITAMBHARA
SPIRITUAL MESSAGE
To be and to be creative are
synonymous. It is
impossible to be and not be
creative. The consideration
should be that you are
enjoying whatsoever you
are doing. It is your love
affair. If your act is your love
affair, then it becomes
creative. Small things
become great by the touch
of love and delight, says
Osho, the Zen master.
Ma Prem Ritambhara has
been reading Tarot cards
professionally in Mumbai,
Pune, Zurich and New Delhi
for the last fifteen years and
continues to do so from her
studio at home in New
Delhi. Her clientele is from
all over the world from all
walks of life and she reads
cards, predicts, counsels and
heals professionals, business
people, men, women,
children, students and
couples. She conducts
individual, as well as group
readings. Contact her at
ritambhara7@gmail.com

Sam Smith

GEMINI

(MAY 22 - JUN 21)

Kanye West

CANCER

(JUN 22 - JUL 22)

Perrie Edwards
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(JUL 23 - AUG 23)

Jennifer Lopez

(AUG 24 - SEP 23)

Beyonce

(SEP 24 - OCT 23)

Eminem

(OCT 24 - NOV 22)

Katy Perry

An empty canvas eagerly awaits your first brush
stroke which reveals the mood and colour of your new
painting or professional project this week. New
beginnings take the shape and plan you assign to
them, so you need to allow creativity to happen
spontaneously. Personal relationships are rejuvenated
with new feelings, sensitivity, awareness and joy. The
past gets wiped out by itself, without any effort or
regret, once you make a new beginning in any aspect.
Break through old patterns that the mind is caught up
in and take a fresh and unprejudiced look at personal
and professional issues!
Lucky number: 8 Good colour: White

SAGITTARIUS

Great care in some things is counterbalanced by equal
disorder in others this week. You tend to think
negatively and torture yourself by imagining the
worst about too many things. Of course nothing
disastrous is about to happen, so relax. This negative
attitude leads to stress anxiety and ill health rather
than give you direction. Calm down, take one step at a
time and think positively! Beware of wasting energy
in details causing neglect of important professional
aspects. Lack of persistence and interest at work leads
to disruption and disarray! Learn a lesson from past
mistakes and get on with your life.
Lucky number: 8 Good colour: White

CAPRICORN

Your heart is blessed with intense joy and happiness in
personal relationships as promises are fulfilled and
commitments are honoured this week. There is
harmony at home and synergy at work, which enables
you to achieve professional goals and take care of
family responsibilities. You share hospitality, warmth
and a happy time with family and friends. You feel
relaxed and self-contained during social activities and
are more loving and caring about yourself and others.
A balanced perspective at work and a loving response
in personal relationships brings harmony all around.
Beware of over indulgence in food, drink or emotion.
Lucky number: 2 Good colour: Lilac

AQUARIUS

You attract progressive opportunities this week as you
make an impact in professional aspects and are seen,
noted and heard. You are the important figure at
work: People ask you for advice, support and vie for
your company. Beware of depleting your energy
because others can be too demanding. You are strong
and energetic and get a lot accomplished at work and
at home. You are able to redecorate home and office
spaces to facilitate creativity and output. All your
activity around the home helps streamline systems
and chores. Professional projects require your
participation as they near completion.
Lucky number: 17 Good colour: Emerald green

PISCES

Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi 10:00AM
12:25PM 03:55PM 05:35PM 09:05PM
Yaara Ve Punjabi 10:05AM 12:35PM
11:15PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 10:25AM
02:55PM 05:55PM 08:05PM 11:35PM
Kesari 01:05PM 03:05PM 06:25PM
08:25PM 10:45PM

CINEPOLIS TDI MALL
JAGAT: CHANDIGARH
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi 09:30AM
02:40PM 10:50PM
Shazam! English 10:00AM 08:00PM
09:50PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 10:20AM
01:25PM 04:30PM 07:35PM 10:40PM
Yaara Ve Punjabi 12:05PM 05:25PM
Kesari 12:50PM 06:45PM

PVR: ELANTE CHANDIGARH
Kesari 10:00AM 01:15PM 04:30PM
07:45PM 11:00PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi 10:00AM
12:45PM 12:50PM 06:20PM 11:55PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 10:00AM
11:30AM 01:05PM 02:35PM 04:10PM
05:40PM 07:15PM 08:45PM 10:20PM
11:50PM
Yaara Ve Punjabi 10:00AM 03:40PM
09:10PM 11:40PM
Junglee 10:10AM
Lucifer Malayalam 11:30AM
The Least Of These English 12:40PM
Mera Naam Shaji Malayalam
03:00PM

MOVIES ON TV
HBO
1150 Baywatch
1342 The Italian Job
1539 American
Sniper
1753 Transformers: The Last
Knight
2045 The Karate Kid
SONY PIX
1100 Despicable
Me 3
1558 The Mummy
1820 Journey To
The Center Of
The Earth
2023 Mad Max:
Fury Road
STAR MOVIES
1210 Cindrella
1416 Big Hero 6
1613 Coco

Shazam! English 03:15PM 08:45PM
Guddiyan Patole Punjabi 03:35PM
Majili Telugu 06:00PM
Fighting with My Family English
06:15PM 11:45PM
No Fathers in Kashmir English
06:25PM
Badla 09:00PM
Super Deluxe Tamil 09:15PM

PVR: ELANTE 4DX CHANDIGARH
Captain Marvel English (4DX)
10:00AM
Shazam! English (4DX) 12:45PM
06:20PM 11:45PM
Dumbo English (4DX) 03:45PM
How To Train Your Dragon: The
Hidden World English (4DX)
09:20PM

PVR: CENTRA, CHANDIGARH
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi 09:20AM
12:30PM 06:10PM 09:00PM 11:50PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 09:30AM
11:00AM 02:05PM 03:50PM 05:10PM
08:15PM 11:20PM
Kesari 12:35PM 07:05PM 10:20PM
Yaara Ve Punjabi 03:10PM 08:50PM
Guddiyan Patole Punjabi 03:20PM
Shazam! English 05:50PM 11:30PM

WAVE: CITY EMPORIUM MALL
Romeo Akbar Walter 09:30AM
12:05PM 02:55PM 04:00PM 05:30PM
08:20PM 10:55PM
Yaara Ve Punjabi 09:35AM 03:00PM
08:25PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi 09:45AM
12:20PM 03:05PM 05:45PM 08:15PM

1824 The Incredibles
2050 Predator
WB
1207 The Spiderwick
Chronicles
1344 Killer Elite
1537 Chips
1710 Same Kind of
Different
As Me
1911 Cop Out
2100 Heart of
Dragon
& PICTURES
1113 Saheb Biwi Aur
Gangster 3
1406 Fukrey
Returns
1705 PadMan
2000 Robot
2316 Ghost Rider: Spirit of
Vengeance
STAR GOLD
0915 Judwaa 2
1225 Ant-Man
191S uper Funday
1950 IPL 2019
2345 Ant-Man
ZEE CINEMA
1021 Spyder
1307 Hum Aapke Hain
Koun…!
1726 Time
Story
2030 Dangal
2353 Shiva The
Super Hero

Taylor Swift

(DEC 24 - JAN 20)

Zayn Malik

(JAN 21 - FEB 19)

Justin Timberlake

You stand in the middle of a doorway trying to
make a decision this week. It’s best to listen to your
own good wisdom and do what is good for you.
There might be judgmental and critical people
around you who are likely to manipulate you if you
allow them. You are ready to make a final decision
concerning the past and move into the new current
for the future. Personal issues and relationships are at
the brink of an important change, be aware.
Professional opportunities and options are to be
weighed and considered before a clear decision can
be taken.
Lucky number: 20 Good colour: Royal blue

You have the clear perception of professional ideas
that liberate the mind from any tension or restriction.
You are graceful in social and business associations,
intensely perceptive in professional matters, and a
keen observer of human nature. You are subtle and
interpret nuances accurately. Being an intense
individualist, confident and just, you demand and
command respect from people at home and at work.
Try to be clear but not ruthless or you are not received
well by people around you. Don’t be afraid of dark
skies or confusion in personal relationships as they can
be cleared up with love and understanding.
Lucky number: 9 Good colours: Creamy whites

There is love in personal relationships, success at
work and gain in financial investments. Family and
friends are close and there are fun times to look
forward to. You are lucky – what you put energy into
works out well. An ongoing conflict is resolved as you
take a clear stand on priorities. From being a worker
and taking directions you become a consultant or
advisor and share your wisdom and expertise with
others. Health problems should not be neglected. You
are able to spend quality time in hobbies. A shopping
spree could burn a hole in your pocket. A short trip is
on the cards.
Lucky number: 6 Good colour: Purple

Choices and decisions are on the cards this week! A
business venture can be gainful if you are willing to
lend it some energy. You are involved in multifarious
activities and need to avoid mental stress. Beware of
superficiality in social connections, as you are much in
demand with friends and family. This week you are
likely to examine relationships and analyse priorities
in an effort to make decisions and commitments.
Some connections and relationships are likely to come
closer while others are bound to fall apart. Don’t
forget to list your priorities when life gets busy and
hectic. Meditate to maintain balance of energies.
Lucky number: 6 Good colours: Rainbow pastels

(FEB 20 - MAR 20)

Rihanna

DAILY HOROSCOPE

MOVIES IN TRICITY
PICCADILY SQUARE:
CHANDIGARH

(NOV 23 - DEC 23)

Dr Prem Kr. Sharma, Astrologer & vaastu expert
11:15PM
Junglee 10:30AM
Shazam! English 12:15PM 10:45PM
Shazam! Hindi 05:35PM
Kesari 01:00PM 06:45PM 09:45PM

PVR: CITY CENTRE
MALL, CHANDIGARH
Romeo Akbar Walter 10:00AM
01:05PM 07:25PM 10:30PM
Kesari 04:10PM

VR: PUNJAB, MOHALI
Kesari 09:40AM 12:55PM 04:10PM
07:25PM 10:40PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 09:45AM
11:15AM 12:50PM 02:20PM 03:55PM
07:00PM 08:30PM 10:05PM 11:35PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi 09:50AM
12:40PM 03:30PM 04:40PM 06:20PM
09:10PM 10:20PM
Yaara Ve Punjabi 09:50AM 12:30PM
06:00PM 08:40PM 11:20PM
Junglee 11:00AM
Band Vaaje Punjabi 01:50PM
Guddiyan Patole Punjabi 03:10PM
Shazam! English 04:00PM 10:00PM
No Fathers in Kashmir English
05:25PM
Badla 07:30PM

VR PUNJAB (GOLD), MOHALI
Romeo Akbar Walter 10:30AM
01:35PM 04:40PM 07:45PM 10:50PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi 11:05AM
01:55PM 11:00PM
Kesari 04:45PM
Shazam! English 08:00PM

CINEPOLIS: BESTECH
SQUARE, MOHALI
Yaara Ve Punjabi 09:20AM 02:50PM
08:20PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi 10:00AM
11:40AM 03:35PM 05:30PM 08:10PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 10:10AM
11:45AM 01:15PM 02:25PM 04:20PM
07:25PM 10:30PM 11:00PM
Kesari 10:20AM 01:25PM 07:00PM
10:05PM
Shazam! English 12:45PM 09:10PM
Junglee 04:30PM
Guddiyan Patole Punjabi 05:25PM
Badla 10:55PM

CARNIVAL: PARAS
MALL, ZIRAKPUR
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi 09:00AM
12:00PM 05:00PM 07:50PM 10:10PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 09:00AM
11:45AM 02:30PM 04:00PM 05:15PM
08:00PM 10:45PM
Yaara Ve Punjabi 09:30AM 02:40PM
07:40PM
Kesari 10:00AM 01:00PM 06:45PM
09:45PM
Shazam! Hindi 11:30AM 02:20PM
10:30PM
Shazam! English 05:00PM

FUN CINEMAS: REPUBLIC
MALL, CHANDIGARH
Kesari 09:30AM 12:50PM 05:15PM
11:05PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi 10:00AM
02:30PM 08:20PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 10:30AM

12:25PM 01:35PM 04:40PM 06:00PM
07:45PM 10:50PM
Shazam! English 11:40AM
Yaara Ve Punjabi 03:25PM 09:00PM
Junglee 04:00PM

INOX: DHILLON
PLAZA, ZIRAKPUR
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi 09:20AM
02:55PM 05:35PM 08:15PM
Kesari 09:35AM 12:45PM 03:55PM
07:05PM
10:15PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 10:10AM
12:00PM 01:15PM 04:20PM 07:25PM
10:30PM
Yaara Ve Punjabi 10:55PM

INOX: NH22 MALL, AMRAVATI
ENCLAVE, PANCHKULA
Yaara Ve Punjabi 10:10AM 08:15PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 10:30AM
01:20PM 04:10PM 05:20PM 07:05PM
10:00PM
Junglee 12:20PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi 12:35PM
Kesari 03:15PM 06:15PM
09:15PM

RAJHANS CINEMAS: PANCHKULA
Romeo Akbar Walter 10:00AM
01:30PM 03:15PM 04:15PM 06:15PM
07:00PM 09:15PM
Shazam! Hindi 10:15AM 01:00PM
09:45PM
Shazam! English 06:45PM
Kesari 10:30AM 10:00PM
Yaara Ve Punjabi 12:50PM 03:50PM

Short-term gains may not last long

umans are generally
satisfied and happy when
they get what they desire.
They become perplexed when
something or a series of
things do not happen the way
they want. To achieve that
‘something’ we resort to
various ways — legitimate or
otherwise and also indulge in
certain rituals. In all this we
forget that the energy we have
now created to alter that
‘other thing’ for ‘something’
else may have unpleasant
repercussions which come
along as part of a package. I
have come across many who
for some small gains chose a
path full of thorns, which led
to unimaginable damage. A
brilliant, well-organised
young man did exceedingly
well in his pursuits to prove
himself better than others,
but in the quest to rule the
roost he started becoming
oversmart and thus offended
his bosses. As fate would have
it, this brilliant chap, who had
the acumen to surpass
everyone, lost his job when he
was expecting a raise. The
tragic tale was yet to end as
he could not find a better job
because of negative
recommendations. Six
months later, he had to settle
for an inferior job in a small
company.

Can be contacted at: Delhi: 91-11-26449898, 26489899 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832,
2572874 (Tues to Thurs); Mumbai: 91-22-26398641 (Last week of every month)

ARIES

LEO

SAGITTARIUS

You may be pulling in the
wrong direction, so take time
off to get your bearings
rig
ght! Expect some
cchanges on the
professional front,
but they will favour
you. Family will
reciprocate your love
aand care in full
measure. An affair
me
started innocently can get
serious and ask for
commitment.
Lucky Number: 22
Lucky Colour: Indigo

You will get the opportunity
to enjoy yourself in a new
group of friends or
colleagues. Good
ffeedback on the
academic front is
likely to boost your
morale. Financially,
you are likely to
re
emain well off. You
can expect to be the
centre of attraction in a
social gathering. Health
remains moderate.
Lucky Number: 18
Lucky Colour: Coffee

Those thinking of a short
vacation may need to apply
for leave right away. Your
ide
eas and suggestions
on the professional
o
front can come a
cropper. A tense
atmosphere at
home will start
getting lighter now.
g
Love is a game of give
Lov
and take; your romance can
hit a dead end if you only
take.
Lucky Number: 9
Lucky Colour: Yellow

TAURUS

VIRGO

CAPRICORN

There is a chance of meeting
someone you wanted to
meet for a long time. You
may not be satisfied
with what you have
managed to achieve
on the professional
front. Some of you
can resolve to lead a
disciplined life. You
may find spouse extra
affectionate today. Rejoice,
as lover does everything to
make you happy.
Lucky Number: 7
Lucky Colour: Grey

Things go smoothly at work
and help you finish all
pending tasks today. This is
not the day to be vocaal
about your feelings
on the love front.
Students will
manage to keep
academics in their
focus. Your savings
are likely to come in
good use today. A property
may come to you through
inheritance.
Lucky Number: 5
Lucky Colour: Beige

Your well wishers will not
leave any stone unturned in
building your image on the
social front. You will
remain on firm
ground regarding an
awaited result or
verdict, so expect
the outcome to be
favourable. Spouse
will be in a romantic
mood, take the cue if you
want to bring joy back into
your life.
Lucky Number: 3
Colour: Golden Brown

PHOTO: HTCS

H

The negative planets enslaved
all the Raj Yoga and
stupendous Dashas. The
short cuts adopted in a job or
a business, the price one pays
for supporting someone and
the ones acting very clever
are some of the negative
triggers or detonators which
inadvertently activates the
‘badhakas’ or the resistor
of the horoscope. It is worth
mentioning that every
beautiful yoga in a horoscope
has a complementary
negative yoga which has to be
tackled carefully. Similarly for
every negative yoga in a
horoscope, there has to be a
positive yoga. The art is to
assess those and know the
techniques the desired yoga
gets activated without
activating the hind side of it.
Through my writeups in my
blog (www.vinaybajrangi.
com/blog) and other popular

social media sites, I try and
explain the possible solutions
to every problem through a
series of Karma corrections.
To achieve success, it is
essential to make a note of the
dos and don’ts as per the
horoscope. It is not essential
to talk about horoscope only
for preventive measures with
fire fighting like rituals but a
small cure with proper
guidance at the right time can
make a huge difference in our
life.
The author of this article,
Dr Vinay Bajrangi, is a PhD
scholar in astrology.
Connect with him at
www.vinaybajrangi.com or
call at 9278665588 or
9278555588.

Disclaimer: The veracity of
any claims made in the above
article is the sole responsibility
of the concerned entity.

GEMINI

LIBRA

AQUARIUS

You may be helped by
someone close in enhancing
your career. A jump in salary
or an increment cannot
be ruled out for some
b
and will make you
much more
financially secure,
than before. Diet and
exercise will prove an
effective combination in
effe
bringing you back in shape.
You will feel much more
secure with spouse or lover.
Lucky Number: 1
Lucky Colour: Baby Pink

Someone may keep you
waiting today, but the wait
will be worth it! This is not a
go
ood day for those
planning a new
p
venture. Business
persons will be able
to raise the required
capital. Positive steps
to
o strengthen family
ties will be lauded by
those who are close to you.
Lover may not have the time
for love!
Lucky Number: 11
Lucky Colour: Purple

The kind of quality that you
are offering will be hard to
beat by others. An excellent
tim
me on the professional
ffront is foreseen. You
will get the
opportunity to
implement
something you have
been trying for long at
b
work. A new avenue for
wor
earning opens up for some.
Those in love on the sly can
expect a rollicking time.
Lucky Number: 8
Lucky Colour: Violet

CANCER

SCORPIO

PISCES

Becoming a yes-man at work
can have its advantages, so
toe the line of someone
important and prosperr!
Eating healthy food
and maintaining an
active lifestyle may
become an
obsession with you.
You will succeed in
e
rejuvenating your love
life. Some of you can be
entrusted with an important
out of town job.
Lucky Number: 17
Lucky Colour: Light Blue

Your plan will fall into place
and help you establish
yourself much more firmly
at work. People who
matter are likely to
favour you on the
academic front.
Lover will help you
discover the beauty
that lies within you.
You will manage to
continue your workout
schedule and do well on the
fitness front.
Lucky Number: 2
Lucky Colour: Light Grey

There is a need for you to
make the first move, if you
want success assured. You
will prove an asset at
work and may be
entrusted with an
important work.
Some worries may
crop up concerning a
family youngster. A
long drive is likely to
help you get over mental
tiredness. You will be able to
stabilise the financial front.
Lucky Number: 4
Lucky Colour: Lavender
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Entertainment & Promotional Features

‘ACTINGIS
CATHARTIC’

Vu launches revolutionary upscaler technology

ctor Olivia Wilde is
currently focused on
directing films, which
she says is a “powerful
discovery” for her.
The 35-year-old actor, who
has featured in films and
television shows such as
House, Tron: Legacy and
Rush, recently made her
directorial debut with the
coming-of-age film Booksmart.
In an interview, Wilde said
that acting has taken a back
seat for her.
“Acting is cathartic,
incredibly fun and it only gets
better when you don’t have to
do it out of necessity. But at
this point, directing is a
powerful discovery for me. So
for the foreseeable future, I
really just want to direct as
many movies as I can,” she
said.
When asked whether it was
a conscious decision to not star
in her own project, Wilde said
she wanted the film to be
“separate” from her acting
career.
“I really wanted to be
available to the lead actors.
But it’s not out of the question
for the future,” she added.

A
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Devita Saraf, chairman and CEO, Vu televisions
s the innovator of the
television industry, Vu
stands tall as the highest
selling 4K TV brand in India,
having achieved another
milestone of selling over
million TVs across India.
The brand also announced
clocking in revenues worth
`1,000Cr in the financial
year 2018-19. Now entering
the next growth phase,
Vu is betting big on
industry-leading innovations
and technological
breakthroughs like
revolutionary Vu VOD
upscaler technology.
Commenting on the latest
development, Devita Saraf,
chairman and CEO says
“The revolutionary VOD
upscaler technology has
been in development for
more than three years, with
107 man years of
engineering effort to create
it. Vu makes television for
the new- age consumer who
wants to experience detailed
picture quality and sound
clarity, beautiful aesthetics
and a world of content.
Having customer- centric

A

approach has led Vu to the
unwavering loyalty of the
customers — high net worth
individuals and young
professionals”
Vu stealth launched the
revolutionary Vu VOD
upscaler technology with its
premium android range of
TVs. Vu makes televisions
for the new age, with
capabilities in display and
audio technology as well as a
strong background in IT and
software. The fusion of the
best in display and audio
technology is enhanced with
software for better quality
content and control. The Vu
upscaler technology is
available in the following
new launches:

VU PIXELIGHT TV NEXT GENERATION
Vu Pixelight 4K TV comes
equipped with revolutionary
technology that delivers
upscaled picture and sound
quality for streaming Video
on Demand (VOD). Vu puts
more control in your hands
with the Pixelight Remote
with four hotkeys to

and sound quality, all housed
in a sleek piano design body.
Available in 32, 40 and 49
inches.

VU PREMIUM
ANDROID

Picture quality enhancement, Vu upscaler technology
instantly access built-in
premium licensed apps like
Netflix, Amazon Prime and
YouTube, and an apps menu
with plenty of Indian apps
and content too, for example
Eros Now, Hungama Play
and many more. The Vu
Pixelight HDR technology
delivers vivid and clear
visuals and built-in Dolby
Audio and DTS technologies.
Available in 43, 50, 55
and 65 inches.

Dakota Johnson and Chris
Martin may get engaged soon
merican actor Dakota
Johnson could soon get
engaged to her beau and
singer Chris Martin. According
to a report by E! News, there is
a serious chance of Martin to
pop the big question.
It’s been over a year since
the two started dating and it's
safe to say that things are
getting ‘very serious’ between
the couple. The report
indicated that an engagement
could definitely be on the cards.
“Their families hang out
often and they are all very
comfortable with each other,”
the report said. The report also
added that Dakota has a great
relationship with his kids and
with actor Gwyneth Paltrow.
According to E! News, the
Coldplay artist already has the
approval of Dakota's famous
parents Don Johnson and
Melanie Griffith. Marriage
seems like the next step in their
relationship considering the 29year-old actor and 42-year-old
singer spend a lot of quality
time together.
“They enjoy a low key life in
Malibu where nobody bothers
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them and they can be free and
at ease. She’s been filming
recently and flies back almost
every weekend to see Chris,”
the report said. However, Chris
isn’t the only one who appears
to adore the Suspiria actor. His
children, Apple Martin (14) and
Moses Martin (12), as well as
his ex-wife Gwyneth, seem to
have taken a liking to the 29year-old star too.
Paltrow and Martin finalised
their divorce in July 2016. The
two have since moved on, and
Paltrow is now married to
American television writer
Brad Falchuk.

VU ULTRASMART TV
The Vu Ultrasmart Full HD
TV comes loaded with
licensed Netflix, Prime Video
and YouTube apps — all
immediately accessible on
its four hotkeys remote. With
a unique smart interface, the
Vu Ultrasmart TV offers an
enjoyable and easy way to
access smart content. The
High Bright Panel and built
in Dolby and DBX-TV audio
deliver incredible picture
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The new-age Vu Premium
Android 4K TV is powered
with HDR 10 and Dolby
Vision technology, which
helps upscale details by
maximising contrast and
colour accuracy to deliver
immersive 4K HDR picture
quality. Combined with built
in high-quality Dolby MS12
Audio and & DBx-tv, Vu
delivers wider soundstage
audio clarity to your content.
The Vu Premium Android
4K TV runs with Android 8.0
Oreo which enables access to
the entire Google ecosystem
along with certified apps like
YouTube, Hotstar, etc.
through Vu ActiVoice
remote which creates a more
engaging and effortless
opportunity to use videos
and apps in the fastest way.
Available in 43, 50, 55 and
65 inches.
- HTC

Actor Adam
Sandler will return
to SNL on May 4
with Shawn
Mendes
PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK

PTI

At this point, directing
is a powerful discovery
for me. So for the
foreseeable future, I
really just want to
direct as many movies
as I can.
OLIVIA WILDE,
ACTOR

ActorAdamSandlerto
makehisSaturdayNight
Livehostingdebut
ctor Adam Sandler, who
joined Saturday Night
Live as a writer in 1990, is
set to make his hosting debut
at Saturday Night Live, the
show that turned him into a
household name in the ’90s.
Sandler will return to SNL
on May 4 with Shawn Mendes,
reported Variety. “We are
happy to welcome Adam back
to SNL in what is sure to be a
special night,” said executive
producer Lorne Michaels.
Sandler joined SNL as a
writer in 1990 and was in part

A

ACTOR ADAM SANDLER JOINED SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE
AS A WRITER IN 1990 AND WAS A PART OF THE CAST
FROM 1991 TO 1995. HIS MOST MEMORABLE
CHARACTERS INCLUDE OPERA MAN AND HANK
GELFAND
of the cast from 1991 to 1995.
Some of his most memorable
characters include Opera Man
and Hank Gelfand. One his

most famous musical
moments on the show was The
Chanukah Song.

PTI

ANI

Actor Dakota
Johnson and
musician Chris
Martin (below)
have been
spending a lot
of time
together
PHOTO: YOSHIKAZU
TSUNO/AFP

PHOTO: MATT SAYLES/AP
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ARE YOUDOING YOURBIT
TOGIVEBACK?
If before
donating you
think ‘sab fraud
hai’, you need to
think less

few weeks back, a
colleague’s daughter
was diagnosed with a
critical illness. Saving
her life requires several
lakhs, his savings don’t quite
match up. Some of us got
together to raise funds
through social media appeals
for crowd funding.
Several well-meaning
influencers helped us spread
the word, and we managed
to raise a fairly large amount
for her immediate treatment,
in record time. I slept that
night thinking that all’s well
with the world. The feeling
lasted till the following
morning.
To be honest, it wasn’t a
surprise to see requests in
my inbox from others who
needed help to save the lives
of their loved ones. I was
charged up for it, having seen
success just a day before. I
simply went around asking
everyone I knew, to donate for
the next worthy case. And
then it struck.
The cynicism, the
helplessness, the reality. It
was good to indulge in fancy
appeals once. It was a task to
sustain it even once more. It
was a nightmare to even think
of following it thereafter.
Here, the things we say
when someone asks us to
donate money to help. The use
of ‘we’ in the preceding
sentence is deliberate, it
includes me.

A

n I’ve already done my bit for

another cause.
n I don’t make enough to fund

A CALMER YOU
SONAL KALRA
charities, I’m barely
meeting my needs.
n I pray every day for the good
of this world. Prayers work
more magic than anything
materialistic.
n How do I know if this money
is really even reaching the
needy?
To be honest, all of the
above are valid arguments.
But so is the fact that there
exists an enormous gap in
what we as a society are
giving back, and how much is
needed merely to ensure that
people don’t die when they
don’t have to.
A March 2019 report by
Smarinita Shetty, published
in Bloomberg Quint,
mentions that as of 2017, there
were 101 billionaires in India,
whose wealth in one year
increased by ₹20,91,300 crore
— an amount equal to the
total budget of the central
government in 2017-18.
However, as analysed by the
Hurun Indian Philanthropy
List 2018, only 38 men and one
woman made it to the list of
those who donated ₹10 crores
or more in a year.
Actually, I just spoke about
the rich for effect. It is not the
Azim Premjis and the Mukesh
Ambanis that one needs to
debate over here.
They seem to be doing their
bit to give back, and if they
weren’t, there’s precious little
this rant would achieve to
correct that. In fact, a friend,
who is among the country’s
most well-respected socioeconomic behaviour analysts,
tells me, “The marginalised
lower class in India is doing
way more charity than the
middle and the upper middle

simple tips to ensure that you
utilise yours to the max.
n Don’t overthink. You want

to help someone that your
gut says needs help, go
ahead and do it without
dissecting it too much. You
are doing your bit with the
right intent, and that
matters more than anything
else when it comes to
helping out.
n Don’t overdo it. Not
bragging, but I have already
given out two months-worth
of my home loan EMIs in
spontaneous moments. It’s
all great if you can brave it
out, but if, like me, it’s gonna
give you sleepless nights
later, do not do it. Donate as
per your capability, not as
per your emotions.
n Have faith in the fact that
most people in the business
of helping others are not
doing it, well, as a business.
Too much of questioning has
ruined our trust in the fact
that it is in our basic nature
to give back. Someone may

be doing it by feeding the
pundits, some by feeding the
needy. There’s no
questioning anyone’s intent
or ways. But do decide to
give back a certain amount
of your earnings to any
cause that you feel deserves
it that month. My choice for
this month is Uday
Foundation’s ongoing drive
to give a decent meal to each
of the thousands of homeless
attendants of the patients
that are admitted in New
Delhi’s AIIMS. Your calling
could be something else. But
doing it, nonetheless, would
guarantee you good sleep.
It’s a good investment.
Sonal Kalra donated a lot
last two months. She’s now a
subject on some crowd
funding sites.
Help her, if not through
money, then through your
feedback at sonal.kalra
@hindustantimes.com or
facebook.com/
sonalkalraofficial. Follow
on Twitter @sonalkalra.

Sneha Mahadevan

ctor Yami Gautam
moved to Mumbai a few
years ago to pursue her
dream of becoming an actor.
The year has begun on a high
for the actor whose January
release, Uri, became a
blockbuster success.
Personally, Yami has a new
reason to rejoice — she has just
moved into her new house.
After having lived in
suburbs of Mumbai all these
years, Yami took on the
mammoth task to find
herself her dream home in
Mumbai. After a lot of
search, and months of hunting,
Yami found her dream
home and recently
moved into her new house from
the western suburbs to Bandra.
A source close to the actor
reveals, “Yami was on a hunt
for a new house for some time
now. She was peculiarly
looking for something specific.
Having lived for a considerable
amount of time in western
suburbs, she was looking at
several options and finally
narrowed down a house in
Bandra. She’s just moved into
the apartment and will start
work to put the house together
for the next few weeks. Her
sister Surilie, too would be
moving in with her. The house
suits the likes of Yami’s
sensibilities of a pretty but
functional house, and that’s
how she plans to do it up too.”

A

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/
PRIYANKACHOPRA

‘I love you too, dear troll’ R
Actor Riteish
Deshmukh
replies to trolls
in his own
quirky way;
says they only
seek attention

Priyanka Chopra Jonas posted this photograph on her
Instagram account with the caption, “It’s #thejonai comin
atchya!”.

QUOTE HANGER

Sneha Mahadevan

I WILL NOT RUN
DOWN ANY FILM I
DID. PERHAPS,
MY CHOICE OF
SUBJECTS
WAS BAD.

SUNNY LEONE,
ACTOR

SANJAY DUTT,
ACTOR

LOOK BACK

Growing up with siblings
Singer Sona Mohapatra recently posted a throwback picture
with her sisters Pratichee Mohapatra and Madhumita
Mohapatra, and captioned it, “#Sisterhood in our early
twenties”.
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/SONAMOHAPATRA

Yami grew up in
Chandigarh, Punjab, and was
born in Bilaspur, Himachal
Pradesh. Whenever she
is not shooting, she
packs her bag to
live with her
family in
Chandigarh
and
Himachal.
But she
always

dreamt of a good spacious
home of her choice in Mumbai.
Due to her busy work
schedule, she was
unable to find the
home sooner. She
will be now he
spending time to
design the
interiors in her
new cosy abode.
n

sneha.mahadevan@ht
live.com

icha Chadha will soon
start shooting the second
leg of Ashwini Iyer
Tiwari’s film on Kabaddi. She
will be sharing screen space
with Kangana Ranaut in the
film where both actors will play
Kabaddi players. As soon as
she signed the dotted line,
Richa started researching on
the sport. To get into the skin of
the character, she started
meeting Kabaddi players to get
tips from their past
experiences.
A source reveals, “Richa,
who was travelling to places
like Chandigarh, Ranchi and
Patna for personal reasons,
made the best use of her time as
she met athletes in all the
above mentioned cities to hone

her Kabaddi skills.
Interestingly, she noticed that
every state team and their
players have their own style
and quirk while playing the
game which Richa will be
adapting on the reel. Rather
than just researching on the
internet, she also met some
really good players from these
regions and that is going to help
Richa portray her character
more convincingly on-screen.”
Talking about it, Richa says,
“I have been training in
Mumbai with a few players and
coaches. However, I was
travelling to a lot of towns like
Raipur and Ranchi. Meeting
these local players was
extremely helpful. These guys
have an amazing insight and
experience. It helped me know
the sport which helped a lot for

These guys (players)
have an amazing
insight and
experience. It helped
me know the sport
which helped a lot for
my preparations.
RICHA CHADHA, ACTOR

my prep. I was travelling to
these places for personal work
and I happened to find ways to
meet women Kabbadi players
from these cities. I spent time
with them, and spoke to them
to know more about the sport.”

Raveena’s special surprise
for son Ranbirvardhan

Fam-jam

THE FIRST FEW
FILMS IN MY
INITIAL YEARS
WERE LIKE BEING
IN A BOLLYWOOD
BOOT CAMP.

Yami
Gautam

‘Meeting
local kabaddi
players was
helpful’

Sneha Mahadevan

SHOW BUZZ
CELEB DIARIES

class.”
He adds, “Even if an auto
driver earns 10,000 bucks a
month, he is far more willing
to donate ₹500 than a midlevel corporate guy, who
is making thrice the
amount.”
The more intellectual we
think we become, the more
caught up in mind traps we
get. This is realistic, but
interesting behaviour to
ponder over.
We are okay spending 500
bucks on a pizza evening, but
we are not okay giving that
amount away for a cause
because we have the option of
hiding behind arguments
such as ‘NGOs who ask for
money are mostly frauds’.
Maybe some are, maybe the
others aren’t. But it suits you
and me to have the pizza in
peace, thinking they might
just be.
A report on societal
behaviour by an American
collective states that a
majority of people in the US –
a country that has people
donating twice as much as
individuals in other ‘rich’
nations – still think that
their contribution is too
small to make a difference.
It’s too ambitious then to even
think about India, you say,
right? Wrong.
We, in India, actually have
a very intrinsic, spiritual trait
to give ‘daan’, the Hindi term
for donation. It’s a bit ironical
that a majority of it still goes
in the metal boxes kept in
temples, mosques, churches
or gurudwaras.
Nonetheless, we have the
capacity, the heart, the will,
bigger than any other race, to
help others. Here are a few

Yamifindsanewhomein
Mumbai

aveena Tandon is
currently vacationing
with her family in
England. The actor ensures
that she spends enough
quality time with her family
every year by planning an
annual vacation with them.
This time, Raveena and
husband Anil, decided
to take their kids to
England and while they were
there, Raveena decided to
surprise her son
Ranbirvardhan.
Ranbirvardhan’s birthday
is in July but Raveena decided
to give him a pre-birthday gift
by throwing an early surprise
for him. A source reveals,
“Ranbirvardhan is a huge
football fanatic, and right
now, the Premiere League iss
currently underway in
England. Knowing her
son’s passion for the sport, t
actor booked tickets to
watch a Manchester United
VS Watford match live in th
Old Trafford, much to the
surprise of Ranbirvardhan
Being a huge fan of
Manchester United
Football Club, it was his
dream to watch their mat
live at their home stadium
and see these stars in
action. Not just that, she

R
Shreya Mukherjee
t won’t be wrong to say that
trolling has become a global
phenomenon, and
celebrities who use social
media platforms have no
other option but to come to
terms with it. While some hit
back, others like to turn a
blind eye. However, actor
Riteish Deshmukh, it seems,
knows how to put them in
their place. He shares that
this approach helps him
maintain his own sanity.
“Why would someone write
something negative about
you? It’s clearly because they
want a reaction. And once you
give them a reaction, they are
successful [in their motive].
Also, sometimes [trolling]
happens for the right reason.
And some people are really
witty. But there are others
who are quite negative and
nasty,” shares the Total
Dhamaal actor.
Ritesh is not “someone who

I

takes trolls personally”
rather he prefers to laugh at
them. “When someone, who
knows very little about me,
makes a comment, it doesn’t
make any difference in my
life. So I don’t get bothered. As
long as I am not saying
anything harsh about
someone, that’s fine,” he
explains.
The actor shares an
incident when a troll made
horrible remarks about him.
“I remember someone abused
me real bad and when I got to
know about it, I replied to
him, ‘Love you too man’. I
have seen many trolls take
pride in the fact that they’ve
said something to an actor
and the person had nothing to
say. But they don’t
understand that the person at
the receiving end might not
have seen it only,” adds the
actor, who will soon be seen in
Marjaavaan and
Housefull 4.
n

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

also ensured that he got a
chance to meet some of his
favourite football players post
the match.”
When asked about it,
the Andaz Apna Apna (1994)
actor says, “My son is a huge
football fan and it was his
biggest dream to witness
Manchester United play live.
So, we planned the vacation
around the football season
and surprised him with
tickets to the match. The glee
and happiness on his face was
priceless, and as a mother, I
plan to do that for the rest of
my lif
life.”

Raveena
Tandon
PHOTO: PAVITR
SAITH

Raveena with her children, Ranbirvardhan and Rasha
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FASHION
FORWARD

Day 2 of the recently concluded India Runway
Week saw ensembles that fiercely lit up the stage
QUIRKY YET
TRADITIONAL

FESTIVE VIBES

EAST MEETS WEST

Manua by Mansi Singhal
launched its first
collection, Ganga-Jamuni,
inspired by Awadh culture.

Label Prahnaaya combined
traditional drapes with
new-age designs and cuts.

Sapna Gupta’s collection,
Eclectic, was inspired by
seasonal colours with quirky
designs, ideal for today’s
versatile women.

OF DARK HUES

ODE TO NATURE
Designer Varija Bajaj
showcased a collection,
which was inspired by the
environmental hazards and
pollution.

TO UNEXPLORED
TERRITORIES

RIG Utility Clothing
showcased a brave new
world of fashion.

FEATHERS AND
FLOWERS
House of Jas by Jyoti Garg
put to use feathers,
flowers, sequence and
master detailing.

Sitannya by Shoumita
Ganguly showcased the
balance of darkness and
light in one’s life through
contrast.

FROM BUDDING
DESIGNERS
Student show by Meerutbased Vidya Institute of
Fashion & Technology.

BLACK BEAUTY
Singer Shibani Kashyap
dazzled the ramp in her
black paillette couture dress
from LA- Styliste by
designer Purvi Roy.

TRADITIONAL TOUCH

Actor Rashmi Desai walked as a
showstopper for Delhi-based
Apoorva Mahajan, who
showcased a collection focusing
on dark, as well as, lighter hues.

DAZZLING
WEDDING WEAR

R

Mick
Jagger
PHOTO: AP

BRIDAL DREAMS

FLOWY DESIGNS

Actor Shazahn Padamsee
walked for Kaaisha by
Shalini on Day 2 finale. The
collection, Elamor, is
inspired by Seville
architecture.

Vibha Jain showcased her
very own first collection,
BE-HIVED, for spring
summer collection 2019.

Tvam by Mehak showcased
a beautiful collection for
brides.

MickJagger‘onthe
mend’afterheartsurgery
olling Stones
frontman Mick
Jagger said on
Friday (April 5) that
he was “on the mend”
after undergoing
surgery that caused
postponement of
the band’s planned
North American
tour.
The 75-year-old
British singer
underwent heart
valve replacement
surgery in New York,
USA, earlier this week,
according to multiple
media reports.

Kiran Kheva, fashion
director, India Runway
Week, and Avinash
Pathania, founder,
Indian Federation for
Fashion Development

Caught Bill Cosby settles defamation lawsuit
C
on
Insta
onvicted sex offender Bill
Cosby on April 5 settled a
federal defamation lawsuit
brought by seven women who
said the former actor and
comedian sexually assaulted
them and wrongly called them
liars when they went public
with their charges years later.
The settlement ends a court

fight that predates the 81-yearold’s conviction, a year ago, for
drugging and sexually
assaulting Andrea Constand, a
former Temple University
administrator, in 2004. Cosby is
currently serving a 3 to 10-year
sentence for that crime, though
his lawyers plan an appeal.

REUTERS

COSBY IS CURRENTLY
SERVING A 3 TO 10
YEAR SENTENCE FOR
DRUGGING, SEXUALLY
ASSAULTING A WOMAN

Bill Cosby

PHOTO: AP

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/TAAPSEE

REUTERS

THE BRITISH
SINGER
UNDERWENT
HEART
VALVE
REPLACEMENT

When mother Nature calls,
you gotta answer. Recently,
actor Taapsee Pannu was
all smiles, posing with a
cauliflower, at a farm
in India.
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Sudhanshu Pandey’s
keeping it short

‘ILOVEISMAT’S
WICKEDSENSE
OFHUMOUR’
Prabhas’bikelove
story
PRABHAS WOULD
SPARE SOME TIME
FROM HIS BUSY
SCHEDULE FOR HIS
FRIENDS WHO VISIT
HIM ON THE SETS.
HE’D TAKE THEM FOR
A BIKE RIDE AND ALSO
RACE ON WITH THEM.

Kavita Awaasthi
hile the Baahubali
actor, Prabhas is busy
shooting on the sets of
his next film, Saaho, he is also
enjoying indulging in his love
for bikes. He loves the
adrenaline rush that riding a
bike gives him. So, when he is
not shooting, the actor loves
to spend time with his bike on
the sets.
A source close to the
actor says, “Prabhas
would spare some time from
his busy schedule for his
friends who visit him on the
sets. He would take off for a
bike ride with them and
would also race on bikes with
them. He loves to keep a low
profile and is down-to-earth
but has a lively personality
known to his close ones. He is
fanatic about bikes and cars.
He has a 100cc hi-end motor
bike which he loves to ride.
When it comes to bike racing,

W

the actor doesn’t hold back
and enjoys his hobby to the
fullest.” Moreover, the actor
was thrilled to know that
there was a bike chasing
scene in his big-budget action
thriller film. “He shot for the
scene in Dubai and really
enjoyed shooting the chasing
sequences. While Prabhas has
also shot for a lot of action
scenes in the film, apparently,
in the bike scene, he will be
seen wearing a helmet to
promote road safety.”
n

kavita.awaasthi@htlive.com

Kavita Awaasthi

Veteran actor Naseeruddin
Shah feels he identifies with the
characters Chughtai wrote about

Navneet Vyasan
o begin with, it is
beautiful writing.
Ismat’s stories lend
themselves to the stage;
these stories help to create an
emotion,” says veteran actor
Naseeruddin Shah, as his eyes
light up when the late author
Ismat Chughtai’s name comes
up. The thespian who has
directed over 35 plays
considers Ismat’s stories to be
devoid of sentimentality yet
full of compassion. Ismat
Chughtai was a feminist icon,
whose stories were
considered to be the
cornerstone of progressive
ideologies in a then
comparatively conservative
India. The play being talked
about here is Ismat Apa Ke
Naam. Produced by Shah’s
theatre group Motley, it also
features his wife, Ratna
Pathak Shah.
Ismat, often compared to
French feminist thinker and
intellectual, Simone de
Beauvoir, was a controversial
figure in her times. Having
spent most of her formative

T

years in Aligarh, Uttar
Pradesh, by the early 1940’s
the author found herself
among the crème de la
crème of Bombay’s literary
social circle. Her counterparts
included the legendary Saadat
Hasan Manto and Shahid
Latif.
Like Manto, her works
didn’t fail to ruffle some
feathers. Most notably, her
short story, Lihaaf, about a
begum who decides to explore
her sexuality after an
unhappy marriage to a
nawab by having an affair
with her masseuse, created an
uproar and resulted in fatwas
issued against her.
“I feel I know the
characters she is writing
about. They are very
emotional stories, very
dramatic and really
interesting to tell. What is
the greatest aspect of these
stories is that there is no
sentimentality in them but
they are brimming with
compassion at the same time,”
Naseer says when asked what
was it about Ismat that made
him stage her stories. “She

can describe a drunken
husband beating his wife, and
do it without being
judgmental, she can describe
a prostitute who is sleeping
with 20 men, and say it
with compassion and
understand that person’s
point of view. That is
magical, that quality I feel is

fter being appreciated for
his role in the southern
superstar Rajinikanth
and Akshay Kumar-starrer
2.0 (2018), actor Sudhanshu
Pandey is soon going to be
seen in a short film based on
infidelity. He says, “I was
intrigued about doing a short
film as it is challenging to
narrate a short in a limited
amount of time. Like films,
digital shows and TV shows,
short films have an audience
of its own. There are
numerous awards across the
globe dedicated to shorts and
these days, shorts don’t have
to be four or five minutes long
as we have 10, 20 and even 40
minute long short films out
there. It depends on the story
and the narrative. It has to be
engaging and intriguing
which is why I took this one
on. If it is appreciated, it will
be a feather in my cap.”
Sudhanshu started his
career in Bollywood with the
Akshay Kumar-starrer
Khiladi 420 (2000) and was
seen in many Hindi films
before he began doing movies
in southern languages. He
recently shot for a Prabhu
Dheva-starrer Tamil film,
where he played the
protagonist and has wrapped
up shoot for two Hindi films as
well. Ask him about juggling
prominent protagonists in
regional films and character
roles in Hindi films and he
says, “In the movies down
south, characters are largerthan-life, whereas in Hindi
films only handful filmmakers do that.
For me, it depends
on the kind of film I
am doing and if a character is

A

unique. She passes
judgment on no one; she is
just so open-hearted and
funny. I love her wicked sense
of humour,” adds the A
Wednesday (2008) actor, who
is also an
alumnus of Aligarh Muslim
University.
n

navneet.vyasan@htlive.com

Sudhanshu Pandey
written well, then it will
obviously stand out. My focus
is to do roles that are well
written. In Hindi films, I have
done some good roles. But
then I dabbled with so many
things in between — from
giving up acting to starting a
band and focusing on my
singing career. After that, I
started my production house.
It’s only in the last few years
that I have started focusing
completely on acting again. I
won’t blame anyone but I
would say that I didn’t focus
on Hindi films for a while
which is why I wasn’t seen.
Now I am looking at doing
more work in Hindi films.”

NOTE TO READERS: Some of the coverage that appears on our pages is paid
for by the concerned brands. No sponsored content does or shall appear in
any part of HT without it being declared as such to our valued readers.
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Followthesetipsfor
afuss-freetravel

‘WESHOULDN’T
LETHERITAGE
DIEDOWN’

ravelling is a pleasant
experience and there is no
doubt about it, but one
can’t always say the same for
packing. From rolling your
clothes properly to carrying a
tote handbag for utility, here’s
how you can become a packing
pro!

T

PACKING STYLE
It is always advisable to roll
your clothes. When it comes to
packing toiletries, always
carry smaller bottles. Carry
sachets, if possible.

Actor Rasika Dugal stresses on the
importance of supporting indigenous
weavers and sustainable fashion

KEEP IT STYLISH
Bright-coloured luggage bags
give a youthful and freespirited look. When
everything else is on point,
your luggage bag, too, needs to
be on point. Go for colours like
red, green, blue. You can also
experiment with textures such
as snake or croc prints in
leather bags in bright colours.

CHOOSE A PROPER
HANDBAG

Prerna Gauba Sibbal
hen you browse
through actor Rasika
Dugal’s social media,
two things will catch
your attention, her love for
fusion wear and poster of
movies that will leave you
speechless. The actor recently
starred in Mirzapur and
Manto.
Her onscreen fashion is
usually understated and
subtle, and she keeps it the
same way in her real life too.
From crop tops paired with
saris to shirts teamed up with
brocade skirts, the actor loves
to mix ethnic and modern
attires.
“I love using traditional
fabrics with modern
silhouettes. It’s very
interesting. Everything that I
wear has a hint of Indian
element because I believe and
want to support weavers at the
grass root level,” confesses
Dugal.

W

RASIKA TALKS ABOUT
HEALTH AND BEAUTY
n Exercising is very important

for me. I do yoga, weight
training and functional
training. The most
important and fun workout
for me is running. I go for
long runs and recommend
that to everyone.

food. They are reserved for
cheat days only. However,
I’m not fussy about my diet.
I eat rice, atta and
everything as replacing
them is cumbersome and is
also an interference when it
comes to my work. One
should opt for a diet that’s
smooth and easy.
n When it comes to beauty,

n I avoid sweets and fried

I avoid chemical products as
I believe they harm the skin
in the long run. I swear by an
apricot scrub I bought from
Ladakh and organic
products that are easily
available in the market.

Talk to her about the
indigenous artisans and she
would jump onto narrating
some anecdotes from her visit
to Gujarat. “When I was in
Gujarat, I saw Patola weavers
and the kind of work they do is
fascinating to me. However, I
believe that it is every

important to promote them
and organic fashion as that’s
the only way forward. A
weaver told me that the price
of a sari goes down if he makes
even a minute mistake while
weaving it. It made me realise
the importance of intricacy
and these weavers, who we’ve

n I eat soaked raisins every

morning. It gives me energy.
I eat after every two hours
and don’t follow a diet
that’s not sustainable.

A weaver told me that
the price of a sari goes
down if he makes even
a minute mistake while
weaving it. It made me
realise the importance
of intricacy and these
weavers, who we’ve
forgotten about. We
should promote them.

You will come across multiple
shapes and sizes of luggage.
Always remember to keep a
small bag handy for your
essentials. To keep it light, it is
advisable to carry a duffle bag
or small cabin trolley with
compartments.

Tote bags: For women, tote
bags are a great pick for
travelling. These bags have a
lot of space with strong
handles. This summer opt for
sleek pastel colours tote bags.
Sling bags: These are perfect
for a party or a dinner. You
can complete your evening
look by styling your favourite
sling bag with pumps styled in
vibrant prints, textures and
embellished mesh details.
Crossbody bags: This sling
backpack, made of durable
canvas, helps hold up all the
wear and tear that comes from
travelling. These bags also
feature a smaller handle, in
case, you want to carry your
bag in your hand, if needed.
(With inputs from style
experts Shivani Malik and
IANS
Tushar Ved)

IF YOU ARE
TRAVELLING, ROLL
YOUR CLOTHES
INSTEAD OF FOLDING
THEM. THIS WILL
SAVE A LOT OF SPACE
IN YOUR LUGGAGE

RASIKA DUGAL ACTOR
forgotten about,” adds Dugal.
“In Kashmir, I saw how in
small villages they used to do
hand embroidery and the
children of the family stood by
and learnt the art. It is very
important to promote these art
forms so that they get passed
on to the next generations,”
explains Dugal, who vouches
for sustainable fashion and
wants to promote traditional
craft so that it doesn’t die
down.
n

prerna.gauba@htlive.com

Opt for smart packing to make your trips easy

PHOTO: ISTOCK
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BLESSINGS AND
JUST BE HAPPY

RANDHAWA NEW HC BAR BODY CHIEF
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WEATHER
tricityalert
POWER
CHANDIGARH: Power
supply will be
suspended in parts of Sector
29 and the Industrial Area,
Phase 1, from 9:30am to
4:30pm; parts of Manimajra
and Kishangarh from 10am to
2pm and Aman Chaman
Colony in Dhanas from 10am to
4pm on Sunday.

shortstories

Max
Thunder 36°c

CHANDIGARH: A 19-year-old
youth was duped of ₹10,000
outside Punjab National Bank in
Sector 33 on Saturday. Victim
Suraj of Kajheri had gone to
deposit the money when two
boys lured him and took away his
cash and mobile phone. A case of
HTC
cheating was registered.

ATM booth vandalised
CHANDIGARH: Miscreants in an
inebriated state pelted stones,
smashing the glass door of the
State Bank of India ATM in Sector
10 market in wee hours of Saturday. They were in a black Scorpio,
said a witness. Probe in on. HTC

debate of
the week
EVERY DROP
COUNTS

WHAT CAN
CITIZENS DO TO
SAVE WATER?
Fines have been imposed in
Mohali and GMADA areas to
prevent wastage of water
from May to June this year.
What innovative solutions can
citizens adopt to save water?
Send in your inputs in not
more than 150 words to
chandigarh@hindustantimes.com by April 12.
OUR TAKE ››P2

Max
Humidity

Min

78% 38%

SUNDAY READ

COUNT YOUR BLESSINGS
AND JUST BE HAPPY >>p5

Engineer, BCom graduate
held for snatching mobile
STRUCK IN A SEDAN Residents of Kalka and Parwanoo, they targeted a woman
at Sector 37 in a Honda Amaze; wanted to fund their drug addiction, say police
HT Correspondent
n

FRAUD: YOUTH
LOSES ₹10,000

Min

22.2°c

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : Police on Saturday

arrested a computer science
engineer and a BCom graduate
for snatching a mobile phone in
Sector 37.
Identified as Sahil Babbar, 27,
of Kalka and Aditya Sharma, 26,
of Parwanoo, the two were
arrested after a naka was laid
near the Sector 39/40 light point
on the road leading to Mohali.
During checking, the snatched
mobile phone was recovered.
Their car was also impounded.
The two were in a silver
Honda Amaze when they targeted one Sunanda Sharma outside her house in Sector 37B on
Friday. Following this, police
were informed and they
launched a hunt for them.
UT deputy superintendent of
police (DSP) Charanjeet Singh,
who is the department spokesperson, said the two are hooked
to heroin and other drugs and
committed the crime to fund
their addiction.
NO CRIMINAL PAST
Sahil has completed bachelors
in commerce. While his mother
is a retired government
employee, his father is a businessman, said police.
Aditya has done his bachelors in computer science engineering. His mother is a government doctor while his father too
is a businessman.
Aditya, who is helping his
father in business, had recently
started a call centre. Sahil, at
present, is running a restaurant
at Pinjore in Panchkula.

GANG OF SNATCHERS BUSTED IN MAULI JAGRAN
WITH ARREST OF 8, INCLUDING 6 JUVENILES
HT Correspondent
n

Chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: The UT police

have busted a gang involved
in snatchings at knifepoint
with the arrest of two
18-year-olds and six juveniles.
“The accused are drug
addicts. They waylaid people
at night and used the money
to fund their addiction,” said
a Mauli Jagran police official
probing the case.
Aftab and Sagar, both 18
and residents of Mauli
Jagran, were recently
involved in a dacoity along
with the juveniles, said
police.
Kapil Dev Sharma, 23, of
Mauli Jagran was walking to
his house after returning
from Shimla on a bus when
the accused allegedly waylaid him around 1:30am on
the intervening night of
March 27 and 28.
Sharma told police that
when he reached near GN
Holy Heart Public School,
four boys came out of the

Aditya was behind the wheel
when the duo struck on Friday.
Sahil, who had covered his
face with a muffler, had
snatched the mobile phone, said
police.
Sector 39 police station officials said the two don’t have any

SCARE IN THE CITY
April 4: Activa-borne men
snatched a woman’s handbag
in Sector 39
April 2: A 42-year-old woman
lost an earring to a snatcher at
a park in Sector 7. The accused
was arrested three days later as
the woman saw her roaming in
the area and informed PCR
personnel
March 30: Bike-borne men
flee with a woman’s handbag

dark and overpowered him.
He, somehow, managed to
escape and started running
towards his house.
However, four other boys
came from another street
and caught him. Holding
him there at knifepoint, they
started searching his clothes
and took away ₹5,500 and his
Aadhaar card, stated the
police complaint.
After registering a case
under Section 395 (dacoity)
of the Indian Penal Code
(IPC), police started the

past criminal record. They have
been booked under Sections 379
(theft) and 356 (use of criminal
force to commit a crime) of the
Indian Penal Code.
Families of both the accused
are reported to have told police
that they tried to wean them off

near Terraced Garden in Sec 33
March 29: A man snatched a
mobile phone near the Laxmi
Narayan temple in Sector 44

probe and nabbed the
accused.
Investigating officials said
that during questioning,
Aftab, Sagar and two juveniles confessed to have committed a snatching in the
area on Holi. The accused
had snatched ₹200 and a
mobile phone from a person.
Police said Sagar was also
booked by the Government
Railway Police in a snatching case last year. Probe is on
to find if the gang is involved
in more cases.

drugs through de-addiction centres but the attempts failed.
“The parents said they even
opened businesses for them to
divert their attention from
drugs.However, they were unable to reform them,” said a
police official, probing the case.

HC BAR POLL

RANDHAWA IS NEW
PRESIDENT >>p4

P U N JA B L A B O U R W E L FA R E B O A R D

Two women staffers held
for siphoning off ₹2 crore
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI : A senior clerk was

arrested on Saturday for allegedly siphoning off funds from the
account of Punjab Labour Welfare Board, Mohali, into her personal account. Accused Harmaljeet Kaur is a resident of Sector 71,
Mohali.
This is second arrest in the
case, said police. On March 30,
Hina, who works as an accounts
assistant with the board, was
held.
“Hina is the main accused. She
was on contract and along with
the co-accused transferred ₹2
crore since April 2015,” said
Mohali senior superintendent of
police (SSP) HS Bhullar.
Bhullar said Harmaljeet used

ACCOUNTS ASSISTANT,
SENIOR CLERK HAD BEEN
MOVING FUNDS TO THEIR
ACCOUNTS FOR 4 YEARS
net banking to transfer the
money and then made fake
entries in the board’s records.
Investigations revealed that
Hina, a Kharar resident, used the
embezzled funds to buy a house in
Kharar besides a plot and vehicles. She also bought five insurance policies. Police found ₹3 lakh
in her account along with three
fixed deposits of ₹2.5 lakh each in
the name of her husband, Kulvir
Singh Virk.
Bhullar said the accused had
visited Dubai, Europe and Bali in
the past one year and had again

booked tickets for Bali.
Both the accused — Hina and
Harmaljeet — were produced in
court and remanded in police custody till April 9. Police said Harmaljeet will be interrogated to
find how she used the money
obtained fraudulently.
The case was registered on the
complaint of Mohali assistant
welfare commissioner. The fraud
came to light when the bank
statement for 2018-19 was
checked. A case was registered
under Sections 409 (criminal
breach of trust by public servant),
465 (forgery), 467 (forgery of valuable security, will), 468 (forgery
for purpose of cheating), 471
(using as genuine a forged document) and 120 (criminal conspiracy) of the IPC besides the Information Technology Act.

ON A RALLY SPREE

n

Shiromani Akali Dal president Sukhbir Singh Badal (extreme left) and Kharar halqa in-charge
Ranjit Singh Gill (extreme right) greeting Himachal Pradesh chief minister Jairam Thakur
(centre), who was in Mohali on Saturday to campaign for Prem Singh Chandumajra (second
HT PHOTO
from right), Akali candidate from Anandpur Sahib parliamentary seat. >>P2
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Boothmanagement
keypartinCongress
strategyforcityseat

Congress a divided
house, vote for
SAD, says Sukhbir

LESSONS FROM LAST TIME Each booth has around 1,000 voters;
Bansal had won in just 10% of 500-odd booths in the last election

MOHALI/CHAMKAURSAHIB :Even as

›

We have a well-oiled
plan. A 10-member
committee is deployed in
each of the 600 booths.
There is one supervisor for
every 15 booths.

CHANDIGARH : Learning a lesson

PARDEEP CHHABRA, city Cong chief

tion Jita (Booth won is election
won), is our plan,” he added.
Chhabra added that in 2014,
poor booth management meant
that the achievements of Bansal
and the Congress could not be
highlighted. “During Bansal’s
tenure, 31 new trains were
started. The Congress had given
nod to the Metro, a project that
the BJP shelved ,” he added.

from 2014 elections, where its
party candidate, former union
minister Pawan Kumar Bansal,
won in just 10% of 500-odd booths
in the city, the Congress will
focus on improving its booth
management this time. Roughly,
a booth has around 1,000 voters
with the number of booths at
around 600 this year.
Bansal had lost to BJP’s Kirron Kher by 70,000 votes, finishing third in more than 50%
booths, thanks to the emergence
oftheAamAadmiParty(AAP)in
city’s peripheries and colonies.
Local party chief Pardeep
Chhabra admitted that the
party’s booth level management
was ‘very poor’ in 2014, contributing to its loss. “A 10-member
committee is deployed in each of

the 600 booths. There is one
supervisor for 15 booths for coordinating between leadership and
workers,” said Chhabra.
A team from the party’s central office has been playing an
active role in booth management. One of its members told
HT that the Congress high command had identified 235 seats
across the country, where it
believed the party could win, if
grass-roots voter was won over.
“Chandigarh is one of the constituencies where we hope to perform well. We are doing this in
close coordination with local
leaders,” he said
“Members of booth committees are influential residents of
their areas. Booth Jita To Elec-

‘MORE FOCUS ON
BOOTHS WHERE
WE DISAPPOINTED’
During training sessions with
booth-level workers, emphasis
will be laid on areas where the
Congress had lost badly. For
instance, the party trailed third
on all six booths in Sector 50.
It lost five booths in Sector 61
and also in Sector 54. In six of
nine booths in Dadumajra, the
AAP was ahead of the Congress.
In Sectors 7, 22, 24, the party
was third behind the AAP and
the BJP.
The only saving grace for the
Congress came from Sectors 26,
29, 30, 37, 38, parts of Manimajra,
Vikas Nagar, Mauli Jagran and
Ram Darbar.

election
2019

AN INSIDE VIEW

Vivek Gupta
n

vivek.gupta@htlive.com

POLLBUZZ

n

n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

he a took a swipe at the Congress
in Punjab, claiming that a turf
war was on between chief minister Captain Amarinder Singh
and state Congress president
Sunil Jakhar, Shiromani Akali
Dal (SAD) president Sukhbir
Singh Badal portrayed development as the SAD-BJP’s pitch for
Lok Sabha polls.
Sukhbir addressed rallies in
Chamkaur Sahib, Kharar and
Mohali in support of party candidate from Anandpur Sahib,
Prem Singh Chandumajra.
He told the gathering that a
cargo facility would be built to
strengthen operations of the
international airport and roads
would be constructed to boost
connectivity between Punjab
and Himachal Pradesh.
He told media persons in
Chamkaur Sahib, “How can an
army (the Congress) win a battle,
when its generals are fighting
each other?”
In Kharar, Sukhbir told a
rally, “Congress leaders in Punjab are hesitant to enter the fray
against SAD-BJP alliance candidates; they have read the writing
on the wall that their party (Congress) is heading for an unprecedented rout because of two years
of utter neglect of the people by
the Amarinder government in
Punjab.”
‘CAPTAIN TOOK
FALSE OATH’
He accused Capt Amarinder of
taking a false oath on a sacred
book and going back on all his
promises. He added that the
SAD BJP alliance was set for a
clean sweep of all 13 seats in the
state as well as in the Union Territory of Chandigarh.
Himachal Pradesh Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) chief minister Jairam Thakur who was also

AAP candidate Harmohan Dhawan during a rally at the Sector 17 Plaza on Saturday. He had been
RAVI KUMAR/HT
keeping a low-profile as other candidates were yet to be announced.

Dhawan assures traders
of solution to parking woes

Enrol to vote, get 20%
off at Mohali food joints

AAP candidate Harmohan Dhawan started the
second phase of his campaign from Sector 17
Plaza on Saturday evening by meeting traders.
Till now, his family members had been campaigning for him as he had been given the ticket
in February. He had been keeping a low-profile
as other candidates were yet to be announced.
He assured traders that the responsibility of
parking will be given to them in all city markets, if he won the election. “Demonetisation
and GST were implemented in haste and had
devastated small businesses. All sections of
society are annoyed with the BJP and Congress,” he claimed.

It’s raining freebies for first-time voters in
Mohali district. Every youngster who enrols on
the voter-list can now avail 20% discount till
May 19 at eateries in hotels, restaurants and
café in markets and malls in Mohali. All that is
needed is their voter enrolment slip to be shown
at the billing counter. “After showing their
indelible ink mark, young voters can avail 25%
discount between May 19 to May 23,” said Sakshi Sawhney, additional deputy commissionercum-additional district electoral officer, after
a meeting with hotels, restaurant, café and multiplex owners. There scheme is expected to be
a hit among hungry voters.

n

HT Correspondents

Congress candidate Pawan Kumar Bansal seeking blessings at the Mansa Devi temple on the
SANT ARORA/HT
first day of navratras on Saturday.

Bansal seeking blessings
for divine intervention

BSP city coordinator, two
BJP leaders join Congress

Former union minister Pawan Kumar Bansal
has been seeking divine intervention the entire
week. On April 2, a day after the Congress
announced his ticket, hepaid obeisance atNada
Sahib Gurdawara in Panchkula with his supporters. On Friday, he visited the Mata Mansa
Devi Shrine in Mansa Devi complex along with
wife, Madhu Bansal. Bansal has always had a
religious bent of mind and is inclined towards
the spiritual; this was most visible during the
Railgate controversy, when Bansal held
prayers at his official residence.

The coordinator of the Bahujan Samaj Party’s
(BSP’s) Chandigarh unit Dilawar Singh joined
the Congress in presence of Pawan Kumar Bansal on Saturday. Dilawar claimed that BSP
supremo Mayawati was ignoring Chandigarh,
Punjab and Haryana region and was confining
itself to Uttar Pradesh alone in these elections.
“This is why I have quit the BSP,” he added. In
addition to Dilawar, BJP women’s wing leader
Nirmala Devi and its Minorities Cell leader
Naushad Khan, also joined the Congress.
Meanwhile, party president Rahul Gandhi has
appointed HS Lucky as observer for Hamirpur
Lok Sabha constituency in Himachal Pradesh.

COMPILED BY SHAILEE DOGRA AND
VIVEK GUPTA

Green campaign: Mohali
adm holds all-party meet
MOHALI: The district administra-

tion, on Saturday, held an allparty meeting to emphasise the
importance of using environment-friendly campaign material in the Lok Sabha elections.
Mohali is part of the Anandpur
Sahib Parliamentary constituency. Political parties have been
asked not to use single-use plas-

tic in campaign material like
posters, banners and even flex
boards, made of plastic that
choke drains.
“All political parties have
been asked to comply with guidelines. Using environmentfriendly campaign material is an
important part,” said DC Gurpreet Kaur Sapra.
HTC

NAVRATRA FAIR
BEGINS AT
MANSA DEVI

›

The country needs
Narendra Modi to
sustain the unprecedented
level of growth witnessed
in the country over the past
five years. The PM must
take the country forward
JAIRAM THAKUR, chief
minister, Himachal Pradesh

›

How can an army
(the Congress) win a
battle when its generals
are fighting each other?
Congress leaders are
hesitant to contest against
the SAD-BJP alliance.
SUKHBIR SINGH BADAL, SAD chief

present at the rally in Kharar
called for a vote for a ‘decisive
and strong Prime Minister’.
“The country needs Narendra
Modi to sustain the unprecedented level of growth witnessed
in the country over the past five
years. The Prime Minister must
take the countryforward and put
the fear of God in the hearts of
India’s enemies,” he added.
Sukhbir added that Prem
Singh Chandumajra had been
instrumental in ensuring development of the constituency and
needed to be given a chance to
serve the public again.
To a specific query, the SAD
president said party leader Bikram Singh Majithia would not
contest Lok Sabha elections.
Chandumajra also addressed
the gathering, accusing the Congress government of Punjab of
betraying promises made to people of the state and highlighting
his achievements as a MP.

n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

four of his family members were
booked for allegedly duping a
man of ₹7 lakh, Panchkula
police said on Saturday.
The accused have been identified as Vinit Mahajan, Sumita
Mahajan, Neha Mahajan, Ankit
Mahajan and Sumit Verma.
Vinit owned a restaurant,
Chawlas 2, at the Mansa Devi
Complex (MDC).

CHEQUES DISHONOURED
The two cheques ₹4 lakh and ₹3
lakh given to the victim were
also dishonoured, police said.
“Vinit later handed me additional cheques in November,
but they also got bounced. He
then started threatening me and
said he would implicate me in a
false case,” Sandeep told the
police.
A case has been registered
against the five accused under
sections 406 (criminal breach of
trust), 420 (cheating), 467 (forgery of valuable security, will),
468 (forgery for purpose of
cheating), 471 (using as genuine
a forged) and 120-B (criminal
conspiracy) of the Indian Penal
Code (IPC) at the Sector-14
police station in Panchkula.

FIR against truck driver for stabbing wife
HT Correspondent
n

n

Saroj, 30, showing her injury at her house in Ram Darbar on
Saturday. The accused had slashed her arm and legs with knife
KARUN SHARMA/HT
after she objected to his inebriated condition.

Diagnostic centre
owner held for fraud
CHANDIGARH :The owner of a diagnostic centre was on Saturday
arrested for immigration fraud
by illegally conducting medical
tests of foreign work visa applicants.
Police said Medinoo Diagnostic Centre was registered in the
nameofaccusedSarwanKumar,
buthisemployeeswereoperating
thefacilityandconductingmedical examinations of such applicants without authorisation by
the ministry of external affairs
and Canadian consulate.

8 persons booked
for abducting,
threatening woman
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : As many as eight

people have been booked for
allegedly abducting a woman in
a bid to resolve a dispute
between her and her husband,
police said on Saturday. The
complainant alleged that they
also stole her jewellery.
The victim has been identified as Jyoti Tyagi, a resident of
Khuda Lahora.
She has accused her own family members, including her
father Satpal Tyagi, mother
Surekha Tyagi, sister Preeti
Tyagi, brother-in-law Satish
Kumar, besides one Sanjiv
Kumar and three unidentified
persons, of abduction, intimidation and assault.
Jyoti said her family had been
threatening her to resolve
issues with her husband. She
told the police that she was
working with a property dealer

debate of
the week

SALE OF EATERY
Police said Vinit offered to sell
his restaurant to the victim,
Sandeep, an employee of Uttar
Haryana Bijli Vitran Nigam
(UHBVN) Panchkula, for ₹10
lakh in May 2018.
Police said the victim reportedly sold his car for ₹3 lakh and
borrowed ₹2 lakh to raise the
funds, and gave ₹5 lakh to the
accused the same month. In September 2018, the victim paid ₹2
lakh, but Vinit and his wife
Sumita told him that they were
not interested in selling the food
joint any more, police added.

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

HT Correspondent

T

he first signal that the sizzling summer months have
hit us has come from the Mohali municipal corporation (MC), which is starting a drive to check water
wastage from 5.30 am to 8.30 am from April 15 to June
30; and the Greater Mohali Area Development Authority,
which has imposed restrictions on its sectors (66 to 80) from
May 1 to June 30. It’s a timely move as this is the season when
demand for water peaks to the year’s highest at 32 million gallon daily (MGD). Citizens now are expected to curtail use and
wastage of this precious and limited resource. Watering of
lawns and washing of cars will be banned in this period and
offenders will be first issued a
notice and then fined ₹1,000 if
they don’t stop; followed by
disconnection of supply.
While one expects people to
have enough sense to ration
EVERY DROP COUNTS
water in summer to ensure
enough drinking water is
available for everyone, it’s a
WHAT CAN
known fact that if authorities
are lax in penalising offenders
CITIZENS DO TO
they will merrily continue to
SAVE WATER?
flout rules.
Fines have been imposed in
Proof? A heftier fine of
Mohali and GMADA areas to
₹2,000 last year in Chandigarh
prevent wastage of water from
failed to stop people from wastMay to June this year. What
ing water.
innovative solutions can
Add to this the wastage of
citizens adopt to save water?
25% water in the city due to
underground leakage and
Send in your inputs in not
more than 150 words to
stand posts in colonies, as
chandigarh@hindustanpointed out by Smart city contimes.com by April 12.
sultant Egis International in a
report submitted to Chandigarh MC sometime back, and
we could be facing acute water shortage in the months ahead
as 25% of water translates to 20 million gallon daily (MGD) of
water. This can fulfil the needs of 50,000 households. Due to
this MC has also been incurring an annual loss of ₹15 crore
a year for the past 15 years, despite the 2012 recommendations to improve the system.
Now think about it, is a car or a lawn more important than
dry taps in a household or the crores of rupees gone down the
drain?
What would you do to save water in the next three to four
months before the monsoon arrives? One good option, using
tertiary water for lawns and cars, seems to have failed as of
now because of complaints that it’s too smelly. Should water
recycling systems be upgraded to contain the foul smell?
Should people use grey water for washing courtyards or
cars? What needs to be done apart from fixing those leakages
to ensure enough water is available for the tricity in peak
summer? There are a lot many options available, but out-ofthe-box thinking can definitely be a great way to start a people’s movement to save water.

PANCHKULA :An eatery owner and

PANCHKULA:Celebrations marked

the first day of navratras as
hundreds of devotees thronged
the Mansa Devi Shrine here on
Saturday.
Haryana financial commissioner Keshani Anand Arora
along with her husband Narender Kumar Arora, Uttam Singh,
additional district commissioner, Panchkula, and sub-divisional magistrate Pankaj Setia
participated in the first day of
navratra celebrations.
From Chandigarh, Congress
candidate from Chandigarh
Pawan Kumar Bansal was also
spotted along with wife.
The festival began at 3pm and
long lines of devotees stretched
out, waiting to pay obeisance at
the shrine.
Devotees from Rajasthan and
Uttar Pradesh visited the temple.
Five deputy superintendents
of police (DSPs), 700 police officers and 150 home guard volunteers were deployed to ensure
peace. A prayer ceremony will
be organised from April 7 to 14.
Gajendra Phogat will perform
on April 7, Ishwar Sharma on
April 9, Mukesh Kumar Moudgil
along with Kala Chetan Manch
on April 11, Ranju Prasad on
April 12 and Shamindra Shammi
on April 13.

Don’t let water woes
spill over in summer

HT Correspondent

HT Correspondent
n

ourtake

Panchkula eatery
owner, 4 kin dupe
Haryana power
employee of ₹7L

in Mansa Devi Complex (MDC)
and alleged that the accused had
come to her office and abducted
her before thrashing her
employer.
“They took me to my sister’s
house in Sector 16, Chandigarh,
where I was tortured and
assaulted. One of them also stole
a diamond pendant and a gold
ring that I was wearing,” she
told the police.
It is pertinent to mention here
that a previous complaint made
by the victim to the women cell
of Chandigarh Police against
her husband is still pending.
An FIR under sections 323
(voluntarily causing hurt), 34
(acts done by several persons in
furtherance of common intention), 342 (wrongful confinement), 365 (kidnapping), 379A
(theft), 452 (house-trespass) and
506 (criminal intimidation) of
the Indian Penal Code (IPC) has
been registered at the Mansa
Devi Complex police station.

Those conducting the tests
werenotevenempanelled,police
added. Recently arrested Malkit
Kaur,whohaddupedseveralpeopleinimmigration fraud,usedto
referhisclientstoSarwan.“They
would collect cash from clients
andkeepno record of anykindof
paymentmadeorreceived,”said
an official privy to the matter.
An FIR under IPC section 420
has been registered at the Sector-34policestation.Theaccused
has been sent to three-day police
HTC
remand.

19-yr-old’s suicide:
Accused sent to
judicial custody
MOHALI :The three accused who
allegedly abetted the suicide of a
19-year-old youth in Kharar
were sent to judicial custody on
Saturday.
The fourth one, however, still
continues to be at large.
“We produced the trio before
a court and they have been sent
to 14-day judicial custody,” said
investigating officer Keval
Singh. “The hunt is on to nab the
fourth accused.”
The three accused, Rinku,
Rama and Surinder, all in their
30s, were arrested on Friday
from Kharar two days after the
incident, while their accomplice
Bunty is absconding.
Akbar had hanged himself on
Wednesday, reportedly after
her mother’s clothes were torn
by the accused who had come to
thrash him.
On the complaint of Akbar’s
mother, who is a scrap dealer,
police had registered a first
information report (FIR) under
section 306 (abetment to suicide)
of the Indian Penal Code (IPC)
against the accused.
HTC

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH :A 42-year-old cargo
truck driver has been booked
for allegedly stabbing his wife
multiple times in inebriated
state, police said on Saturday.
Cops said the victim Saroj, 30,
of Ram Darbar, alleged that on
Friday night, her husband
Vicky came home drunk.
“When I objected, Vicky
picked up a knife and tried to
attack me. I resisted, but ended
up getting injuries on my hands
and legs,” Saroj said.
The victim is the second wife
of Vicky and mother of two sons.
She said, “We had been fighting

for the past more than 20 days as
he was not giving me money to
run the house.”
From his first marriage,
Vicky has two sons, police said.
ALSO ATTACKED
VICTIM’S BROTHER
Police added that the accused
had also assaulted Saroj’s
bother before he attacked her.
A first information report
(FIR) has been registered
against the accused, who is at
large, under sections 341
(wrongful restraint), 323 (voluntarily causing hurt) and 506
(criminal intimidation) of the
Indian Penal Code (IPC) at the
Sector-31 police station.
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GRADUATION CEREMONY
Graduation ceremony of
the PGP Class of 2019 will
be held. Hari S Bhartia,
founder and co-chairman,
Jubilant Bhartia Group,
will be the chief guest.
ISB’s executive board
chairman Harish Manwani
will preside over the
ceremony.
Where: ISB campus,
Sector 81, Mohali, When:
9.30am onwards

BUSINESS ICON
AWARDS

CLASSICAL VOICE
OF INDIA
AUDITION

Business Icon Awards 2019 will be
held where Suresh Kumar, chief
principal secretary to Punjab CM,
will be the chief guest. Guests of
honour will include Vini Mahajan,
additional chief secretary, industries and commerce, Punjab and
Harish Nayar, special secretary
finance, Chandigarh.

Classical Voice of India 2019,
which hunts for singing talent,
rolls out on April 7 with support
of North Zone Cultural Centre,
ministry of culture, and
Panache Entertainment,
Kolkata. Online submission can
be done through www.sangeetmilon.org.

Venue: WelcomHotel Bella Vista,
Sector 5, Panchkula

Where: Kalagram, When: 9am

When: 4pm onwards

CITY’S STORY
The Chandigarh Architecture
Museum is one of three buildings
standing within the Sector-10
museum complex. A walk is being
organised to help participants
explore the story of how the
foundations of the city were laid.
Where: Architecture Museum of
Chandigarh, When: 10am

APNI MANDI
Chandigarh: Sector
34A, Ram Darbar
Mohali: Phase 8,
Phase 11

Chandigarh

Sector 34A
Phase 8
Mohali

Phase 11

Ram Darbar

To list events write to us at tricityevents@gmail.com
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CITIZENS’ AGENDA: WHAT DO THE CHANDIGARH VOTERS WANT

GET RESIDENTS INVOLVED IN BRINGING ABOUT CHANGES AND IMPROVEMENTS IN CITY
POWERING ON People demand more greenery, less concrete, more concerned citizens and quick solutions for problems faced by vendors, commuters and paying guests

FRESH AIR,
CLEAN WATER
ARE ENOUGH
LR Budaniya, 52
Environmentalist, Sector
35 resident
Generally people have a
lot of expectations from
their MP who has made
numerous promises to
them, but if the newly
elected representative of
the city can at least provide
us fresh air and clean
water it will be more than
enough. Being an environmentalist I can see and feel
our city beautiful slowly
transforming into a concrete jungle. Consequently,
underground water levels
over here are also getting
depleted at an alarming
rate. Second, I feel the
health sector should be
improved. There are so
many problems people face
which we need to fix and
try to make the city much
more accessible to
everyone.

NO ATTENTION
PAID TO VENDOR
PROBLEM

MP SHOULD
BELONG TO CITY,
UNDERSTAND US

LIVES AT RISK
ON SMART CITY
ROADS

NO RULES FOR
PAYING GUEST
ROOMS

Neeraj Bajaj, 61
President, Chandigarh
Business Council

Malkiat Singh, 45
shopkeeper, Sector 40

Sharat Behal
Manimajra resident

I feel a sense of alienation
when it comes to the
current MP. Although she
claims she’s from here, for
most of her term she wasn’t
living in the city and has
been speaking to people
only before the elections.
Before that it was very hard
to reach out to her. Thus I
want the next MP to be a
resident of Chandigarh,
someone who understands
its problems and is always
present in the city to ensure
implementation of his or
her plans. Another aspect
that needs to be addressed
is traffic congestion. A
monorail system or metro is
the need of the hour, and an
MP has to ensure this is
done on time during his or
her term.

I was involved in an accident recently when I was
riding my motorcycle and
lost my balance after going
over a pothole near sector
32/46, fracturing my arm
and receiving multiple
injuries. To come across such
badly damaged roads in a
smart and well planned city
like Chandigarh speaks
volumes of how it’s been
neglected by officials and
the MP. Whoever comes to
power should ensure that
the roads are repaired. Also,
every scheme announced
by the MP or administration
have had no effect on
ground as these have not
been implemented properly. So I want my MP to
solve at least the basic
problems of the public.

Gurusha, 21
Banking aspirant, Sector
37 resident

The current MP has been
neglecting the traders’
demands. I also expect our
next leader to do something about the vendor
issue. Shopkeepers in all
major markets complain
about it yet no one listens
to them. The second issue is
the decline in the Swachh
rankings of the city. This is
tied in with the vendor
issue. Chandigarh residents
are well educated and
mindful of civic issues. The
vendors come from other
states, and are not used to
the norms here. There are
no dustbins near eating
stalls, which is why they
need to be allotted their
own space and sensitised
about cleanliness.

MP, RESIDENTS
HAVE TO GET
INVOLVED
Paveela Bali, 44
Environmentalist
The existing authorities
have not done much, and
we residents have had to
step up and follow up on
things. The next MP must
come with new ideas and be
dedicated to the cleanliness
cause. The cities of Indore
and Goa have been doing so
well because of the hard
work top officials have put
in, and Chandigarh is in dire
need of such an MP. They
must also work on spreading awareness among
people. Currently, the MC
does not have too many
sweepers, so residents
should clean the roads
outside their houses at least
and not expect the officials
to do everything. The next
MP must understand this
and coordinate better with
the people for our collective
improvement.

TRAFFIC NEEDS
TO BE MANAGED
BETTER
Lt Col Mahesh Khorana
(retd), 76
Modern Housing Complex Manimajra resident
The next MP needs to
ensure that traffic problems are resolved and
offenders penalised for
indiscipline. There are
people stopping their
vehicles on the road for
no reason at all, driving on
the wrong side, putting
lives of others at risk just
for their own convenience.
The next MP must allow
the traffic police enough
leeway to make an example out of such individuals.
He or she also needs to do
something about encroachments. Modern
Housing Complex Manimajra has numerous
violations of building
by-laws yet no remedial
measures have been taken
by authorities.

n
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CHANDIGARH :The municipal cor-

poration has sought the election
commission’s nod for its draft
policy on the disposal of waste
generated due to construction
and demolition.
The city generates over 100
tonne of construction waste,
which is generallydumped in the
green belts of southern sectors.
The draft policy proposes to levy
a cess on renovation as well fresh

construction in Chandigarh that
will be collected at the time of
building plan approval.
The fee is ₹2 per square feet
per storey for construction of
new buildings and will be
charged at ₹16 per square feet per
storey on any kind of reconstruction of residential, commercial,
institutional or government
building in Chandigarh.
NEW PROCESSING
PLANT BY MAY
The money collected from the

cess will be used to run a Construction and Demolition (C&D)
waste processing plant, which is
being built in Industrial Area
and is expected to be functional
by May first week.
MC commissioner KK Yadav
said with the model code of conduct in place, the civic body
could not take any decision on a
policy matter, without the EC’s
approval.
“We have submitted a copy of
policy draft to the EC. If it is
given approval, we will table it in

general House meeting ofthe MC
later this month or take up this
matter, once the code of conduct
is lifted,” Yadav added.
The new rules also put the
onus on residents to transport
their construction waste to the
C&D waste processing plant. A
fine of ₹5,500 for dumping malba
elsewhere has been notified.
The levy of new cess will take
some time since after approval
by the MC general House, it will
be sent to the UT administration
for final notification.

MOHALI : Police on Saturday

claimed to bust a betting racket
during the IPL matches with the
arrest of three men from Zirakpur.
Based on a tip-off, police had
raided a flat in Trishla City
Enclave in Zirakpur on late Friday night, where the accused —
Vipan Kumar alias Bunty of
Hisar, Kaushal alias Jocksey of
Dabwali in Punjab, Paras of
Bhabat village in Zirakpur —
were caught while betting on a
match between Royal Challen-

Namrata, 21
Student, MCM DAV
College
The new MP needs to be
from the city and approachable to everyone. I have
never seen an MP helping
my community by doing
something meaningful for
us. When prime minister
Narendra Modi visited
Chandigarh for the celebration of Yoga Day some years
ago the administration went
into overdrive and planted
trees overnight and now no
one pays attention to the
depleting green cover in the
UT. Other things that need
to be improved are drainage
and sanitation in every
sector to prevent water
logging in the monsoon and
to work hard to improve
Chandigarh’s ranking in
next year’s Swachh Survekshan.

COMPILED BY RACHNA VERMA, RAJANBIR SINGH, SHUB KARMAN DHALIWAL AND SRISHTI JASWAL

MC seeks EC approval to table policy on Three arrested for
betting on IPL match
construction waste in House meeting
HT Correspondent

DEPLETING
GREEN COVER A
PROBLEM

Chandigarh needs to
improve when it comes to
providing housing to
students and young people.
Many homeowners have
rented out rooms to paying
guests (PG) but there are no
rules and regulations that
govern them. Living conditions are pathetic with no
hygiene or sanitation and
students are often harassed
by the PG owners. This
needs to stop. There should
be someone to check what’s
happening with them.
Maybe some working
women and men’s hostels
should be built which are
economical but friendly and
well-maintained. Students
cannot afford to pay a high
rent for a single bed in a PG.

gers Bangalore and Kolkata
Knight Riders being played in
Bangalore.
Besides four unknown men
whowereaccompanyingthetrio
and managed to escape, Paras’s
fatherGobindAhujaaliasBagga,
who had taken the flat on rent, is
also absconding.
Police recovered a laptop,
eight mobile phones, a voice
recording machine and ₹2,000
from the spot. A case under the
IPC and Gambling Act has been
HTC
registered.

Best start for the stars of Tomorrow
ADMISSION ON

Gyandeep Smart School
Sec. 20-C, Chandigarh Ph.2707524 (Kidz World)

Special emphasis on English Speaking and Handwriting

Limited Seats available on first come first serve basis
“We Nurture with love and care”

School of Excellence

ADMISSION: -PRE-NURSERY TO 10TH 2019-20

Gyandeep Model Gyandeep Public
School Recognized

And Affiliated to CBSE

Sector 20-C, Chandigarh 2771945
lTech

School (Recognized )

Sector 18, Panchkula

Ph. 2598210

Smart School l Customised Curriculum. lActivity Patterns as per SWOT

of each child) lSpacious AC Classrooms lState-of-the-art Infrastructure l Well
Equipped Library l Multidisciplinary Laboratories l Computer Lab lBest
Student-Teacher Ratio

l

Experiened Faculty

l

Excellent Result

www.gyandeepmodelseniorsecondaryschool.com 25% Seats are reserved for EWS

Director
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HT REPORTERS’ TRACKER ON ALL THOSE MAKING, OR FAKING, NEWS
ALL VOTES FOR MODI, SAY
CHANDIGARH BJP FACTIONS

fronted, the police station in-charge
simply said that the police are working
24x7 and busy.

The Congress high command didn’t
take long to declare its Chandigarh
candidate but an air of uncertainty
hung in the BJP camp that was abuzz
with rumours on who will get the
party ticket for the Lok Sabha seat.
Confident of bagging the party’s nomination, leaders of all three factions had
the same answer: “This election is for
electing the Prime Minister and the
people will vote for Narendra Modi
irrespective of the local candidate.”

PU GETS TRACTOR EDGE

PAYING UP MADE EASIER
The Chandigarh traffic police have
started additional queues for senior
citizens and women who come to the
traffic lines in Sector 29 to pay up for
violations. Senior superintendent of
police (traffic) Shashank Anand says
the police acted on public feedback.
The police have also increased the
number of counters to make the process of paying challans easier. We hope
the traffic police don’t make the process too easy as for many. the long
queues are a bigger deterrent than the
fines they have to pay.
ILLUSTRATION: BISWAJIT DEBNATH/HT

CONGRESS TOOK TWO MINUTES TO DECIDE ON BANSAL
The Rahul Gandhi-led central election
committee of the Congress took barely
two minutes to decide on Pawan
Kumar Bansal as the party candidate
for the high stake battle for Chandigarh on May 19. Party sources said
Chandigarh Congress chief Pardeep
Chhabra had prepared analyses for
each of the three heavyweight claimants, comprising Bansal, Manish
Tewari and Navjot Kaur Sidhu. A

SWOT (strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats) analysis
was in place for each aspirant when
the 15 committee members met on
April 2. Most of the committee members backed Bansal and Chhabra was
out of the meeting in two minutes.
None of the CEC members even
opened the 45 envelopes that included
the SWOT analyses of the three
candidates.

shortstories
SCHOOL BUS BRAKES FAIL, KIDS UNHURT
ANANDPUR SAHIB: At least eight vehicles were damaged when the brakes
of a bus carrying students of Sri Dasmesh Academy failed near Virasat-eKhalsa museum in Anandpur Sahib on Saturday. The incident reportedly took
place in afternoon when the bus reached Qila Anandgarh. Few of the car
occupants suffered minor injuries. The schoolchildren and teachers in the
HTC
bus escaped unhurt. Police have started a probe.

CHANDIGARH: The Punjab and
Haryana high court has created a
cell to deal with the complaints
and steps taken to achieve the
objective of the Rights of Persons
with Disabilities Act, 2016.
Registrar, administration –II,
Rajan Nanda will preside over the
cell. The decision has been taken
following a Supreme Court
direction in 2017. Nanda will work
in coordination with Punjab and
Haryana governments and the UT
administration to achieve the
HTC
objectives of the law.

One caught with 420
intoxicant tablets
MOHALI : A 37-year-old man has
been arrested with 420 intoxicant
tablets in Kurali, police said on
Saturday. The accused, Nirmal
Singh of Chanalao in Kurali, was
nabbed at a naka near Kurali
industrial area following a tip-off.
Police said upon checking, 420
lomotil tablets were found from a
bag he was carrying. A case under
the Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances (NDPS) Act was
registered against the accused,
who was sent to judicial custody.
Used to treat diarrhoea, lomotil is
a combination of two drugs, one
HTC
of which is a narcotic.

‘Health literacy
can save lives’
CHANDIGARH : A health literacy
festival was organised by Society
for Promotion of Ethical and
Affordable Health Care in collaboration with Lions Club Chandigarh
Harmony at Sharda Sarvhitkari
Senior Secondary School, Sector
40D, on Saturday. Dr R Kumar,

president of SPEAK India, said,
“Health literacy can save lives and
prevent overload of patients at
hospitals.” Awards were conferred
by Justice Anil Kshetarpal of
Punjab and Haryana high court
upon the participants of an
essay-writing contest. A book
titled ‘New India’s Ayushman
Bharat’ written by Dr R Kumar
was also released.
HTC

World Health Day
celebrated at PGI
CHANDIGARH: The World Health
Day was celebrated on the theme
of universal health coverage,
everyone, everywhere at the
National Institute of Nursing
Education (NINE), Postgraduate
Institute Medical Education and
Research, Chandigarh, on Saturday. Professor Amarjeet Singh,
head, department of community
medicine and school of public
health said in rural and underserved areas, still a lot of efforts
were required to bring the people
to health centres to get medical
services. Certificates were
distributed to the winners of
HTC
poster contest.

NCC cadets felicitated
CHANDIGARH: The director
general of National Cadet Corps,
lieutenant general Rajeev Chopra,
during his visit to the NCC group
headquarters, Chandigarh,
conferred commendation cards to
Airwing NCC cadet senior under
officer Ankit, associate NCC
officer, second officer Harjit Kaur
and civilian employee junior
assistant Deepak for their
exemplary performance and
devotion to duty at an Investiture
Ceremony held at NCC group
headquarters at Sector 31. HTC

District education officer Anujit Kaur
is a woman of action, not words. As
soon as she was tipped off by parents
and complainants, she raided a book
store which allegedly has a nexus with
private schools in Chandigarh. The
book store happens to be in the same
sector as her office. But when it came
to answering if prescribing the private
publisher’s book in the Union Territory is legal, she fell short of words. No
answers to tough questions lead to
poor results.

A signboard in Mohali’s Phase 1 gives
wrong direction to DC’s office. HT PHOTO

WRONG DIRECTION TO
MOHALI DC’S OFFICE
For the Mohali district administration, the office of the deputy commissioner is still in Phase 1. A signboard
on the main road of the phase points in
the wrong direction as the office was
shifted to Sector 76 three years ago.
When confronted, a senior official of
the administration simply said, “We
will remove it soon.”

ALL LINES ON THIS ROUTE
ARE BUSY: KHARAR COPS
While following up a crime in Kharar,
this newspaper’s reporter was in
touch with personnel at Kharar (City)
police station. After calling them a
couple of times to enquire if there was
any development in the case, the
police official concerned blocked his
number a fortnight ago. When con-

CHANDIGARH: Professor Raj Kumar,
vice-chancellor, Panjab University,

n

Water cooler taps at the district courts
are placed too low to offer any respite.

WATER COOLERS AT COURTS
NO EASY THIRST-QUENCHERS
Summer’s here but the water coolers
at the district courts offer little respite.
Though they provide clean water on
every floor, they remind one of primary school. With the level of taps
suited for children, many adults and
senior citizens can be seen struggling
to quench their thirst. With no glasses
provided either, many are left high
and dry.
INPUTS BY SURENDER SHARMA,
HILLARY VICTOR, VIVEK GUPTA,
MUNIESHWER A SAGAR, TANBIR
DHALIWAL, ARSHDEEP ARSHI,
RAJANBIR SINGH, SRISHTI JASWAL
AND IDREES BUKHTIYAR

5 BOOKED FOR
ILLEGAL MINING
NK Nanda chosen IN AMBALA
Chandigarh Bar
assn president
HT Correspondent

CHANDIGARH: Panjab University
(PU) senator Dayal Pratap
Singh Randhawa was elected as
president of the Punjab and Haryana High Court Bar Association (PHHCBA) as the results of
the association elections were
declared on early Saturday
morning.
Polling took place on Friday
with 85% of Bar members casting their votes out of a total of
3,347 voters.
Randhawa, a law graduate
from PU who contested the Bar
elections for the first time,
bagged 1,001 votes, defeating
GBS Dhillon who got 849 votes.
Others in fray for the post were
Dinesh Kumar Sharma who got
607 votes, Tahar Singh who got
214 votes, and SP Garg who got
110 votes.
Randhawa was elected as PU
Campus Students’ Council president in 1998 from Students
Organisation of Panjab University (SOPU).
As for the PHHCBA vicepresident’s post, Vikas Malik
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AMBALA :Police on Friday booked

n

(From left) Newly-elected Punjab and Haryana High Court Bar Association treasurer Fatehjeet Singh,
joint secretary Rachna Rudra, president DPS Randhawa, and secretary Rohit Sood on Saturday. HT PHOTO

defeated Shekhar Verma by 305
votes with Malik bagging 1,536
votes and Verma 1,231 votes. For
the post of secretary, Rohit Sood
secured 1,609 votes and Ravinder Malik 1,178 votes, a winning

margin of 431 votes.
Rachna Rudra defeated Rajni
by 886 votes. Rudra got 1,843
votes and Rajni 957 votes.
There were four candidates
in fray for the post of treasurer.

The winner, Fatehjeet Singh,
defeated Krishan Kumar Thakur by 160 votes. Singh bagged
1,007 votes, Kumar 847, Zubin
Chhura 806 votes and Arun
Sharma 150 votes.

CHANDIGARH: Advocate Naresh
Kumar Nanda was elected as the
new president of the District Bar
Association (DBA), Chandigarh,
for the year 2019-20 on late Friday
night. With this, Nanda has won
the post for the ninth time.
Over 1,900 members of the
DBA cast their votes. Nanda, who
got 1,040 votes, defeated Sunil
Toni by 143 votes. Meanwhile,
Karandeep Singh Khullar was
chosen DBA vice-president after
he defeated Shiv Murti Yadav by
469 votes. Khullar got 1,172 votes,
while Murti 703 votes.
Neeraj Hans, who received 857
votes, defeated Gagan Aggarwal
by a margin of 109 votes to become
the new secretary. Anu Dhiman,
who got 960 votes, defeated Gurvinder Saini by a margin of 38
votes to become the new joint secretary. Dheeraj Sehgal, who
secured 966 votes, defeated Vikas
Kumar by margin of40 votes to
become the new treasurer. HTC

five men for illegally mining sand
from Begna river in Rajouli village, around 35km from Ambala.
The accused — Darshan Lal,
Deen Khan, Gurdev, Nawab Ali
and Jasbir, all residents of the village — were booked after the district mining officials spotted five
tractor-trailers loaded with sand
during an inspection carried out
at the village. While three tractors were of Sonalika brand, two
were of Swaraj 855, which fled the
spot after spotting the officials.
After conducting a local enquiry,
the officials came to know that the
vehicles belonged to the five
accused, who had been illegally
mining sand from the past several days.
Shahzadpur SHO inspector
Narender Singh said, “We have
booked the accused under the
Mines and Minerals Act. The registration numbers of the tractortrailers are not known yet. Further investigation is underway,
following which action will be
taken.”

District courts to get centre for child witnesses in 10 days
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: District and sessions
judge Balbir Singh during an
interaction held here on Saturday said the district court will
launch a vulnerable witness centre in the next ten days under the
Witness Protection Scheme, 2018.
The scheme, launched last

month following the directions of
the Supreme Court, aims to provide protection to witnesses at
any point of trial. So far, one witness has sought protection under
the scheme. “We will convert the
child witness court into a vulnerable witness centre, and make it
functional within ten days,” said
Balbir Singh.
For any info, one may contact

district attorney Rajinder Singh
at 9779930615.
SEPARATE ROOMS FOR
ACCUSED, VICTIM
Singh said the centre will contain
separate rooms from wherethe
accused as well as the victim will
be able to listen to the proceedings of the court. The accused will
not be able to see the child or vul-

nerable witness, who will be in
the separate room. However,
there will be a mirror between the
court and the room, so that the
accused will be able to watch the
proceedings of the court and see
what his/her counsel is doing.
They may have a conversation
with the counsel on intercom.
Singh said, “The child or vulnerable witness will not be shown

the accused directly. The child or
vulnerable witness will be sitting
in a healthy and friendly environment. There is a screen inside the
room where the photograph of
the accused will be displayed.”
The child won’t be asked questions directly, not even to identify
the accused.
“The questions will be formed
by advocates but the judge will

hear them first and understanding the age and mental condition
of the child, will be able to temper
the wordings used by the counsel.
“The judge will consider
whether a question can be
allowed or does it required modulating, so that the child feels comfortable with the language, tenor
and tone of the questions,” Singh
said.

Secondary School, Sector 44 D, on
Saturday. The competition was
organised to inculcate healthy food
habits among students. The participants’ creativity was revealed
through the beautiful designs and
patterns formed with mouthwatering
delicacies. The students presented
combo salad, wholesome tiffins, fruit
chats and other preparations using
commonly available fruits and
vegetables. They also explained the
specialty of their tiffins and the
importance of including healthy fruits
and vegetables in their regular diet.

HANSRAJ PUBLIC SCHOOL

RIMT WORLD SCHOOL

Parents familiarised
with school activities

schoolnotes
Punjabi, research papers of Hindi and
English languages are also included
in this journal. V-C assured of grant to
the department of Punjabi.

WORLD HEALTH
DAY OBSERVED

Techfest concludes at
Chandigarh University

PANCHKULA: A special assembly was
organised by the students of Class 10
to observe the World Health Day at
The Sky School on Saturday. They
delivered a speech on the importance
of physical and mental health. The
students of Classes 1 and 2 were
shown a PowerPoint presentation on
the same. The children of Classes 3- 9
participated in activities such as
poster-making, slogan-writing and
crossword puzzle solving.

MOHALI: Team Race Headers of the
host Chandigarh University completed 21 laps in half an hour and
bagged the first position in the
GoKart Racing Competition on the
last day of the national tech-fest
Tech-Invent 2019 here on Saturday.
Results of all 88 categories of events
were declared and winners were
honoured with cash prizes and
certificates of merit. More than 6,000
teams from 250 universities, institutions and colleges took part during
the technical event. Events included
Chakravyuh (maze solver) competition, techno-pedagogical innovation
event, aerospace engineering event,
Quadcopter and amphibian bot
event.

4th national moot court
competition begins at RBU

CRIKC organises
industry-academia meet

2019 will be remembered in the electoral history of the Punjab and Haryana High Court Bar Association. The
number of voters came down to below
3,500 unlike the past decade when it
has always remained over 5.000. There
were no booze parties thrown in clubs
and hotels and no use of printed campaign material on the high court premises. A major factor for this change
was simultaneous election in districts

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI: A team of students from UC
Leuven-Limburg (UCLL) University in
Belgium recently visited Chandigarh
to develop business ideas for
poor as well as rich population of
Punjab. The students were on an
international project week to
Chandigarh Group of Colleges,
Landran, where they presented their
entrepreneurial ideas on portable
water filter pitcher, car assistant
application, travel luggage compiler
and dog caring facility. Their visit was
a part of the collaboration of CGC
Landran with UC Leuven-Limburg
(UCLL) University in Belgium which
offers an annual opportunity for the
students for exchange visits and
share notes on their culture.

10th international air law
moot court begins

A delegation of students from Belgium during a visit to Chandigarh Group of Colleges, Landran.

and president, Chandigarh Region
Innovation and Knowledge Cluster
(CRIKC), at a meet her on Saturday
said CRICK is ready for collaboration
with industry. The 6-point agenda of
sector-specific industry-academia
clusters, addressing societal problems through industry-academic
intervention was laid down. It was
suggested that CRIKC be extended to

BAR ELECTIONS SEE A DIP

HT Correspondent

BELGIUM STUDENTS
VISIT CGC LANDRAN

n

The Panjab University authorities
published the agenda on the increase
in the number of seats and additional
courses twice for syndicate members
under the column of fee structure for
non-resident Indian (NRI) students.
Perhaps they were trying to ensure
syndics read the agenda twice over to
be sure before the April 10 meeting.

GETS 1,001 VOTES PU senator contested Bar association polls for the first time

campusconnect

MOHALI: More than 34 teams from
all over the country are participating
in the fourth two-day national moot
court competition organised by the
Rayat Bahra University School of Law
which began here on Saturday.
Sitting judges of the Punjab and
Haryana high court justice Arun Palli
and justice Harnaresh Singh Gill were
the guests at the inaugural session.
Speaking on the occasion justice Arun
Palli emphasised the importance of
such competitions in enhancing the
overall mooting and advocacy skills
of young professionals.

DRIVING MEETING AGENDA HOME

Randhawa new HC Bar body chief
n

HC forms cell for plaints
of differently abled

WOMAN OF ACTION,
NOT OF WORDS

n

Panjab University vice-chancellor Raj
Kumar went gaga over the tech
upgrade on the campus when the horticulture department bought a new
tractor. Kumar was elated as he
flagged it off from the V-C’s office by
showing a green flag. If this was not
enough, a press release was issued to
showcase the importance of the event.
The release explained that the tractor
will be used for ploughing, levelling,
watering and lifting garbage. Dean,
research, RK Singla and dean student
welfare Emanual Nahar were present
on the occasion. They were probably
happy that at least a tractor has been
procured if not funds for research.

and the high court. Earlier, lawyers
would vote in districts and in the high
court as well. Another factor was that
the Bar had cancelled licenses of 3,000
members for not paying the requisite
fee.

states like J&K, Himachal Pradesh,
North-East as well as to various
industrial cities like Ludhiana, to
collaboratively address the problems
of remotest areas/ industry.

Student edition of research
journal Parkh released
CHANDIGARH: Professor Raj Kumar,
vice-chancellor, Panjab University,

HT

released the student edition of
research journal Parkh here on Saturday in the presence of Yog Raj,
chairperson of school of Punjabi
studies, and Sarabjit Singh, Akwinder
Kaur Tanvi and professor Ashwani
Kumar. Parkh is a bi-annual research
journal which has been published
continuously since 1964 by the
department of Punjabi. In addition to

MOHALI: Whatever you do in life
believe in yourself and be on the side
of the right, said justice Krishna
Murari, chief justice of Punjab and
Haryana high court at the inauguration of the 10th Leiden-Sarin
International Air Law Moot Court
Competition at Army Institute of
Law, Mohali, on Saturday. Addressing
legal experts from 40 countries who
will be judging the competition and
the 18 teams of students from 11
countries, justice Murari advised to
bring in creativity and develop
articulation while arguing the case
on aviation laws.

THE SKY SCHOOL

DAV SR SEC PUBLIC SCHOOL
PANCHKULA : DAV Senior Secondary
Public School, Sector 8, organised a
health talk to observe World Health
Day on Saturday. The talk was
delivered by Paras Bliss Hospital,
Senior Pediatric Consultant, Dr
Rajinder Shetty. The session was
organised in association with Simply
Health Plus. Children were given
effective tips on leading a healthy life.

SMD LITTLE CHAMP
PANCHKULA: SMD Little Champ
Smart School observed World Health
Day to inculcate healthy eating habits
in children, on Saturday. The objective
was to create health awareness
among children. Students recited
poems on good food habits and
participated in a healthy tiffin
contest. Principal Deepika encouraged students to avoid junk food.

ST JOSEPH’S

Tiffin competition held
CHANDIGARH: A healthy tiffin
contest was held at St Joseph’s Senior

Orientation programme
held for parents
CHANDIGARH: RIMT World School
organised an orientation programme
for parents of the new pre-primary
students on Saturday. The session was
organised to acquaint the parents
with the school curriculum. Principal
Anjali Sharma made the parents
familiar with the school’s technologyoriented and child-centered learning
process. The teachers staged a play on
‘The Little Hen’ story.

Parents told about
school curriculum
PANCHKULA: An orientation programme was conducted for parents at
Hansraj Public School on Saturday.
The parents were apprised of the
vision, mission, motto and teaching
methodology of the school. Principal
Jaya Bhardwaj laid emphasis on the
teacher- parent interaction for the
overall development of children.

AANCHAL INT’L SCHOOL

CHANDIGARH: Aanchal International
School conducted an orientation
programme for parents on Saturday.
Teachers made the parents familiar
with the new teaching methods.
Parents were advised to make a time
table for their children. The orientation was conducted to give parents an
overview of all the activities, celebrations and competitions that will be
held during the upcoming session.

BLUE BIRD HIGH SCHOOL

SOLITAIRE INT’L SCHOOL

Best house awarded

New students welcomed

PANCHKULA: Blue Bird High School
organised an award ceremony to
felicitate the best house on Saturday.
The best house is declared at the end
of the academic session and is judged
on the basis of various inter house
co-curricular and academic activities
held throughout the year. Yellow
House was declared the winner of the
running trophy of the session. The
principal appreciated and congratulated the winning house.

PANCHKULA : Solitaire International
School conducted an orientation
programme for parents of new
students on Saturday. The parents
were apprised of teaching methodology, rules and regulations, and
features of the school. The school
medical officer gave a talk on medical
facilities available in the school.
Parents were made familiar with the
working of the school portal.
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ON EVE OF GOLDEN JUBILEE, GOLF
CLUB MIGHT NOT HAVE ELECTIONS

POTPOURRI

W

hile writing the content for a
refurbished Chandigarh Golf
Club website I received an
interesting input regarding the
heritage of the club and the
same was included as golf lore, now figuring on
the site as follows: Pandit Nehru , the first
prime minister of the country, wanted to visit
Chandigarh during 1959. He was, however,
informed that the Chief Commissioner was
away playing golf in Delhi and if the visit could
kindly be postponed. Pandit Nehru is supposed
to have remarked, “Why do people travel to
Delhi to play golf? Why can’t Chandigarh have
a golf course of its own.”
Notwithstanding the veracity of this story,
the Chandigarh Golf Course came into existence a few years later. On April 26, 2019 , this
amazing institution celebrates its 50th year of
vibrant existence. A set of dedicated founding
members worked with vision to position it as
one of northern India’s premier golf destinations.
Well, the prime constituents of this institute
remain the management committees that have
taken charge of all facets of the club’s function-

ing on an annual basis. The president and the
executive are elected through secret ballots
cast by permanent members in one of the most
eagerly anticipated events for multifarious
reasons, the most prominent ones being the
buzz, colour, gaiety and excitement that it
entails both during the run-up and on election
day. Alas, come the last Sunday of April 2019,
all this may be consigned to history.
Although candidates contesting the elections have been few and far between, the pool of
probables was limited with old hands appearing repeatedly with an odd ‘game spoiler’
entering the fray to upset the applecart, generating excitement over the event, nevertheless,
and thus getting the show going.
However, this time around things are in for a
drastic change. There is only one set of contestants. In other words, there shall be no contest.
Can one believe it?
So here’s a quick look at how things have
come to this. There have been handful of leaders, who we can say, have been propped up as
presidential candidates. Though members
insist their success has been attributable to
their social/official/political standing of the

n

n

Birinder Singh Gill, popular as Gilly, outgoing
president of the Chandigarh Golf Club.

day, I have a different opinion. They have been
successful people in their professional life who
could venture to assume additional responsibilities in the interest of the sport and the club,
mind you , a position in the executive is an honorary one and also consumes a lot of time of the
office bearers. That brings us to the present

SET TO STEP IN Bobby Sandhu (left), son of 1971 war hero, late Brig NS Sandhu, MVC, is tipped to
HT PHOTOS
be the next president of the prestigious club (right).

impasse. There were practically no challengers to the popular contestants in the past
except Ravi Virk who tried to rock the boat and
came very close to toppling it. Last year, we
thought there was a contest at hand . The anti
climax came when presumably through
mutual understanding one presidential candidate backed out with a promise that the other
one would do so next year. A convenient case of
‘you scratch my back and I scratch yours’.
Well, nothing wrong in it if such arrangements
are acceptable at large and there are no challengers.

COUNT YOUR BLESSINGS AND JUST BE HAPPY
guest
column

A

The lizard bag seized at IGI airport.
PHOTO: WILDLIFE CRIME CONTROL BUREAU

A SIDHUISM
THAT DIDN’T
GET AWAY

P

unjab Cabinet Minister Navjot
Sidhu can consider himself
fortunate he got off the hook
after having violated multiple
laws to import a Black partridge trophy from Pakistan in December 2018.
A mirror case has landed another
man behind bars and facing a prison
term of three to seven years under the
Wildlife (Protection) Act (WLPA),
1972. In an operation whose details
were released by the Wildlife Crime
Control Bureau on April 4, an Algerian national, Abdelouahab Bouaziz,
was arrested at IGI Airport, Delhi, on

IT’S TIME WE MASTERED THE
ENGLISH LANGUAGE

H
n

The refrigerator is an amazing invention that can save you the bother of cooking every day.

for Indian -style cooking, nevertheless, marvellous for reheating food.
I remember how laborious and
time-consuming the tasks of grinding
chutney and churning butter used to
be in my childhood. Also, I can’t forget my resentment when mother
roped me in to assist her in these tedious tasks. Now with a mixer-grinder
and food processor I can do the job in a
jiffy.
I am unable to decide how I should
rank the gadgets in terms of their utility, but the refrigerator is definitely a
wonderful appliance which has
replaced the matkas and surahis
(earthen water vessels) of the past.
Today the fridge is an absolute essen-

tial, not just for storing the perishables in summer but also to store food
items in the winter.
Unlike most middle class homes
today that have attached bathrooms
equipped with geysers, in my growing
up days we had a single common bathroom shared by the entire family. I
remember the angithi (traditional
brazier) for heating water in winter.
Hot water would be mixed in cold
water to make it tolerable for bathing.
Obviously water was rationed, having one full bucket for bathing was a
luxury!
The air conditioner is another ultimate luxury that has made unbearable summers cool and comfortable. In

GETTY IMAGES

my early childhood we had to be content with the fans that would keep circulating hot air in warm weather.
Coolers came much later but didn’t
provide relief in humid conditions.
Today, there are air conditioners that
create wintry conditions for you in
peak summer.
Undoubtedly, our life is much more
comfortable than the previous generation but whether or not we are happier than our forefathers is a matter
of debate. In fact, we have so much to
be thankful for, but if we don’t count
our blessings and keep grumbling we
can never be happy.
The writer retired as associate professor of
MCM DAV College, Chandigarh

WOUND OF
MUSIC

T
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avnishrms59@gmail.com

DEEPAK RIKHYE

WILDBUZZ FROM NATURE’S DOMAIN OF WONDERS
VIKRAM JIT SINGH

n

The writer is a Chandigarh Golf Club member. The views
expressed are personal

guest
column

rAmA kAshyAp
way from home on his first
job and living independently, my son was, somehow,
able to manage food. Doing
laundry, however, was a big hassle.
Unable to cope, he decided to buy a
fully automatic washing machine.
There was palpable excitement in his
voice when he exclaimed on the
phone that he thought the “washing
machine is the best home appliance to
have been invented.”
Unable to decide and comment, I
kept quiet but the remark became a
trigger for me to reflect over umpteen
gadgets and appliances that have
made my life easy and comfortable.
Going down memory lane, I realise
how much my mother toiled
from morning to evening. While she
did all the household chores manually, I have a battery of gadgets to
assist me.
I recall the messy and smelly kerosene stove in the kitchen when I was a
kid. I wonder how mother managed to
cook on a single burner for the entire
family and also for the whole lot of
guests pouring in from time to time.
Today I have the convenience of a
multi-burner cook-top attached to an
odourless, hassle-free LPG. The
microwave oven is another instant
solution at my disposal, if not suitable

Personally for me , Captain’s Day dinner, a
landmark annual event to mark a passionate
welcome by the prospective contesting teams,
will be sorely missed. Notwithstanding 2019
being an election less year, we wish the club
and members happy golfing for years on the
occasion of its Golden Jubilee. We also hope
that abstinence from club polls is just a one off
exception in the larger interest of the nation
going to polls.

he deleterious effects of
blaring music on man and
beast came to dramatic fore
following the death of a critically-endangered Cuban crocodile
at the Madras Crocodile Bank
Trust (MCBT). It so provoked and
anguished India’s legendary herpetologist Rom Whitaker, Padma
Shri, that he took recourse to a rare
post on Facebook and that went
viral.
“The death happened on the
night of March 30, coinciding with
another roaring event at the Sheraton Grand Chennai Resort and Spa
next door when heavy bass music
was being played in its lawns and
continued in spite of repeated
requests to lower volume. There is
no doubt in my mind that the animal died as a result of stress caused
by vibrations, and there are precedents to this from the zoo community abroad. The crocodile enclosure is around 50 feet from the wall
which divides the hotel from us and
the powerful hi-fidelity speakers
had been placed right next to it. The
animal had been healthy, had fed
recently, and had no injuries or history of sickness. We will now consider moving the crocodiles to

March 27. He had brazenly strung
around his neck a bag fashioned from
the carcass of a wild lizard and was
boarding the flight to Doha.
Suspecting the bag to be a derivative of the Monitor lizard (Goh),
which is a Schedule I species under
the WLPA, the Algerian was booked
under Sections 9, 39, 49 B and 51. “The
Algerian claimed the bag was not pro-

n

The dead Cuban crocodile.

another location, an expensive and
difficult undertaking,” Ron stated.
The death occurred despite an
assurance given by the Sheraton
management in a meeting with the
MCBT on February 1 to keep music
within permissible limits. MCBT
checks had found music levels two
to three times the permissible limits. “No other reptile produces or
responds to low frequency vibrations on the same level as crocodiles...If the source of vibration
does not stop, it can become
extremely stressful and start to
affect their health,” stated Australian crocodile expert, Adam Britton.
MCBT joint director Zai Whitaker told this writer: “Our intention is to solve the problem, and this
is entirely doable if hotels like Sheraton follow the (stringent and well
researched) laws, as well as listen

cured from India but from Algeria but
failed to produce any evidence of that
source. Even if his claim is true and
the bag was a derivative of a foreign
lizard species, Indian laws prohibit
import of any trophy or derivative
that is a look-alike of a protected
Indian species, which in the instant
case is the Monitor lizard,” a senior
Bureau officer told this writer.

PHOTO: MADRAS CROCODILE BANK TRUST

to issues raised rather than become
defensive. However, no necropsy
was done, as the crocodile was
found in a state of advanced decomposition, which is related to Chennai’s high temperatures. This
would make a necropsy inconclusive as organs would be in no state
for examination’’.
On their part, Shibil Malik, general manager, Sheraton, Chennai,
told this writer: “We are equally
saddened and disturbed to hear of
this unfortunate incident. We have
continuously worked with the crocodile bank management and taken
all possible measures to maintain
safety of wildlife in the neighbourhood. Hence we do believe that the
allegations are unfounded. The
death could have been due to a
number of natural or unnatural
causes.”
n

vjswild1@gmail.com

No wildlife article can be imported
without a prior permit secured from
the directorate general of foreign
trade (DGFT). To discourage the camouflage of poaching of Indian species
under the guise of importing foreign
species, the ministry of environment
and forests had on February 25, 2014,
banned import of “look-alike of any
species protected under WLPA”.

istorical studies narrate that
the British took 100 years to
actually take over the subcontinent and then ruled India
for another 100 years. The link
between India and England, in realistic terms, lasted almost two centuries,
and during this period various educational institutes were established. One
important task that such institutions
continue to carry out is: Teaching students to speak correct English.
Like any language, English has to be
mastered, to ensure words are used
and pronounced correctly. Think
what happens when an Indian on a
tour of England tells a British person,
“We enjoyed ourselves by street walking.” It will be interpreted as wrong
English. The term ‘streetwalking’ can
imply a form of prostitution, underlining the fact that even simple phrases
need to be used carefully used to avoid
mistakes.
The British have over the centuries
added a lot to the language and this
includes the colloquial use of words.
One example is ‘ta’ which also means
‘thank you.’
I visited England in the 1980s and in
1995 and each sojourn was memorable.
I quickly realised that the British are
helpful, courteous and considerate,
provided your level of communication
with them is lucid. Some of them love
conversing and are eager to learn by
interacting with others. They are
proud of their country and look pleasantly surprised if the topic switches to
William Shakespeare, with a brief discussion on Hamlet and the spellbinding performance of Laurence Olivier
in the eponymous film. One such person I interacted with was remarkably
candid. “Yes, I studied the play for two
years in school, but my teacher did not
speak with exuberance like you. I did

THE BRITISH ARE HELPFUL,
COURTEOUS AND
CONSIDERATE, PROVIDED
YOUR COMMUNICATION WITH
THEM IS LUCID

n

Shakespeare and Laurence Olivier are
great topics of conversation.

not see Olivier’s movie and I think the
reason was due to the lack of interest
of my teacher!”
Nevertheless, I was flattered by her
remark, “I must get a videotape of the
movie and view it during the weekend.”
British cab drivers are also very
receptive and you can often seen them
observing you in the rear view mirror,
trying to sum you up. Once in London
a cab driver was amazed by my fluency
in English. This could have happened
to any English speaking Indian; but
what intrigued him was: “You speak
better English than I do, but how did
you learn to speak it so well in India?”
His question was innocent and that is
the characteristic of a person who is
inquisitive. Of course I explained the
matter to him and in the process
enlightened him on our links with the
English language.
In India we have accepted the universal value of English and its roots
spread out to our academic institutions, with their inherent traditions,
which have inspired the creation of
more schools. In class 10 and 11 Nobel
Prize recipient William Golding’s Lord
of the flies was included in the English
syllabus, which is testimony to the
importance of English in India.
My cabbie friend was amazed when
he heard this discourse over a cup of
coffee after we reached my address. He
winked at me and said: “I best go to
India and learn how to speak English
correctly!”
n

deepak.rikhye@gmail.com

The writer is an Ambala- based
freelance contributor
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SUPPORT GOLF CLUB, DON’T CLIP ITS WINGS
The Chandigarh Golf Club is a sports club and not a place of entertainment like the
Chandigarh Club which earns lots of money. The golf club is maintained by its members
and not by the government or any other body so the question of imposing property tax
on it does not arise. The club has also produced renowned golfers of international fame
so closing down the institute would mean losing opportunities to produce such stars.
Opinder Kaur Sekhon, Chandigarh

Strengthen security at
government offices

New MP needs to improve
law and order situation

The gunning down of Neha Shoree,
Punjab food and drugs administration
officer, exposes poor security arrangements at government offices, especially
of those involved in enforcing rules and
regulations. For citizens in general, such
crimes makes them vulnerable too as
Shoree could have been killed at home or
at a public place. One wonders about the
psychology of the killers who think they
will go scot free in this corrupt system.
The Punjab CM has ordered a probe in
this incident but the public knows its
outcome already.

It is good to see that the Congress has
shown faith in its senior leader Pawan
Kumar Bansal by giving him a ticket for
the Lok Sabha polls from Chandigarh . If
elected, the main challenges for him are:
Deteriorating law and order situation in
the city; public transport infrastructure
development; traffic management; and
24-hour water and electricity supply,
besides operational viability of the city
airport. Private and government airlines
are backtracking from their flight
operations and thus impacting the
tourism and business sectors of the city.

MPS Chadha, Mohali

Sanjay Chopra, Mohali
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Ajeetesh clinches 2nd spot

CAPTAIN’S DAY GOLF

LAST DAY HEROICS The Chandigarh
golfer dropped a crucial bogey on 17th
hole to finish second, a stroke behind
winner Thailand’s Sadom Kaewkanjana
Press Trust of India
n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

DHAKA: Ajeetesh Sandhu and

Rashid Khan dropped a crucial
bogey each on the Par-5 17th hole
to finish second and third,
respectively, at the Bangabandhu Cup Golf Open, here on Saturday.
They had raised vision of a
one-two finish for India but
allowed rookie Sadom Kaewkanjana to sneak ahead and win in
his first Asian Tour appearance
this season.
Sadom had led for most part of
the tournament but gave away
three bogeys in a row from 13th
to 15th and fell to third position
as Sandhu (65) and Khan (70)
overtook him. Then it was Sandhu and Rashid’s turn to give in
to pressure. The Indians bogeyed
the Par-5 17th, while Sadom birdied 16th and 17th to get to the 18th
tee with a one-shot lead. The
three played the 18th in par and
Sadom was home as champion.
Among other Indians Karandeep Kochhar (70) was tied-12th,
Veer Ahlawat (67) and Udayan
Mane (70) were tied-25th, Honey
Baisoya (69), Viraj Madappa (77)
and Abhijit Chadha (67) were
tied-35th. Jeev Milkha Singh (71)
had rounds of 74-67-71-71 and was
tied-41. It was an encouraging
performance as he makes his
way back from injury and loss of
form.
Aman Raj (67) was tied-48th
and Akshay Sharma (75) was
tied-61.
“I knew what I had to do when
I started out. I actually did what

SANDHU ON
ASIAN TOUR
n Ajeetesh Sandhu is a one-time

winner on the Asian Tour.
n A week after claiming his first

Asian Tour title in Chinese
Taipei in 2017, Sandhu went on
to win the Taiheiyo Club
Challenge Tournament on the
Japan Challenge Tour.
n The 30-year-old Sandhu
claimed three top-10 finishes
in 2018 to finish in 28th
position on the Habitat for
Humanity Standings.
n After opening his campaign
with three bogeys in eight
holes, Sandhu stayed bogeyfree for 62 holes before
dropping his fourth bogey of
the week on the 71st hole at
the 2019 Bangabandhu Cup
Golf Open.

I needed to so I am quite happy
with that. I just made a mistake
on one hole. I haven’t made any
bogey in three and a half days.
It’s not that I played the hole bad.
I just missed out on the putt,”
Sandhu said “It’s been a great
week, considering how I started
the week with three bogeys in my
opening eight holes. If someone
had told me I would finish second
at the start of the week, I would
have taken that.”
Rashid said, “I hit a few good
shots but couldn’t hole the putts.
I expected it to be better but it’s
fine. I just made some mistakes
out there but otherwise, I am
happy.”

n

n

Chandigarh golfer Ajeetesh Sandhu finished second in the Bangabandhu Cup Golf Open in Dhaka,
HT PHOTO
Bangladesh, on Saturday.

Training in India was always
Plan B for me, says Bindra

›

One of our facilities is in
the heart of a city, and
it’s working closely with a
hospital. So if injury
management is required, it’s
right there and accessible so
the athletes don’t need to
travel

Press Trust of India
n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: During his time as an

active athlete, training at home
was always Plan B for Abhinav
Bindra, but India’s lone Olympic individual gold medallist is
trying to make the facilities at
home match global standards.
“Training in India was
always a Plan B for me, but to
progress we need to make the
facilities at home the Plan A for
our athletes,” Bindra was
quoted as saying by ‘olympic.org’.
Shooter Bindra created history when he claimed the gold
medal in 10m air rifle event of
the 2008 Beijing Olympics.
For long frustrated by the
lack of access to high-quality
training facilities in his homeland, the champion shooter has
been dedicating a lot of his time
to developing sport across India,
building new facilities in underprivileged communities and
bringing elite sports centres to
major cities through the
Abhinav Bindra Foundation.
“These communities lack

ABHINAV BINDRA, Olympic champion
shooter

access to many of the basic
things in life,” he said.
“So we funded the construction of playing fields, and provided them with basic equipment. “We really wanted to
make sure we give access to
sport to all the young kids in
these areas – so they can learn
valuable life lessons, do physical activities to keep them
healthy – and also educate both
children and parents about the
benefits of sport.” The Abhinav
Bindra Targeting Performance
centre of excellence is equipped

with equipment which combines assessment with training
giving athletes and clients realtime feedback while they go
through their training.
“It’s really in the last couple
of years that we’ve created some
cutting-edge infrastructure,”
Bindra said.
“One of our facilities is in the
heart of a city, and it’s working
closely with a hospital. So if
injury management is required,
it’s right there and accessible so
the athletes don’t need to
travel.”

C H A N D I G A R H YA C H T I N G C H A M P I O N S H I P

Chandigarh Golf Club members during the annual Captain’s Day tournament held at the club’s
course on Saturday. In the two-day event over 450 members are compting for the top honours in
KARUN SHARMA/HT
various categories.

Aarav, Harmanjot book final
qualifying round berths
HT Correspondent
n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : Aarav Singh and

Harmanjot Singh secured contrasting wins to move into boys
under-18 final qualifying round
in the AITA Championship
Series tennis tournament at
Chandigarh Lawn Tennis Association (CLTA) tennis stadium in
Sector 10, Chandigarh, on Saturday. Aarav had an easy outing as
he defeated Arnav Malik 9-1,
while Harmanjot Singh of CLTA
was made to fight hard for his
final qualifying round berth by
Rijul Bhatia. Harmanjot won
9-8(6). Top seed Yuvraj Pandit,
Darshan Dilbag Singh, Akash
Srinivasan, Aditya Chauhan and
Yash Solanki also moved into
final qualifying round.
Yuvraj Pandit blanked Pratham Goyal 9-0, while Yash
Solanki got a walkover against
Sarthak Arora. Nishank Thakur
defeated Keshav Dangi 9-3, while
Aditya Chauhan beat Parth Goel
9-3 and Smarbir Singh Sidhu
blanked Tarun Sharma 9-0.
Kaavya Shankar defeated Vishita Ranbir 9-5 in girls under-18
singles qualifying first round.

n

Aarav Singh in action during the qualifying round of the AITA Championship Series at Chandigarh Lawn
KARUN SHARMA/HT
Tennis Association tennis stadium in Sector 10, Chandigarh, on Saturday.

RESULTS BOYS’ U-18 SINGLES QUALIFYING 2ND ROUND
Yuvraj Pandit bt Pratham Goyal 9-0,
Yash Solanki w/o Sarthak Arora,
Nishank Thakur bt Keshav Dangi
9-3, Aditya Chauhan bt Parth Goel
9-3, Smarbir Singh Sidhu bt Tarun

Sharma 9-0, Aarav Singh Gill bt
Arnav Malik 9-1, Harmanjot Singh bt
Rijul Bhatia 9-8(6), Rakshit Dhankar
bt Amritpal Singh 9-0, Abhay
Mohan bt Kartik Sunil Kumar 9-0,

Lakshay Gupta bt Yogesh Kumar
9-3, Asav Kumar bt Ojas Chaudhary
9-0, Shubh Negi bt Pankaj Kumar
9-6, Dhairya Chadha bt Nalin Arora
9-5, Darshan Dilbag Singh bt Nitin

Singh Roy 9-6, Akash Srinivasan bt
Gurpuneet Singh 9-1, Aarush
Sharma bt Hardik Tuli 9-2; Girls’
under-18: Kaavya Shankar bt
Vishita Jhorar 9-5.

CHANDIGARH-A
REGISTER WIN
HT Correspondent
n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : Chandigarh A will
take on Haryana in the final of
Pandit Kedar Nath Invitational
Women Cricket tournament at
Dev Samaj College, Sector 45,
Chandigarh, on Sunday.
In the matches played on Saturday, Chandigarh-A defeated
Haryana by 73 runs, while Delhi
beat Chandigarh-B by 65 runs.
Haryana with two wins and
Chandigarh-A with three wins
qualified for the final.
The tournament is being conducted by Chandigarh Women
Cricket Association.
In the first match, Delhi won
toss and batting first, scored 127
all out in 20.1 overs. Ashmeet
scored 13 runs, while Jhalak
with 39 runs was the top scorer.
Tiran made 15 runs. For Chandigarh-B, Joyti (2 for 22) and
Komal (2 for 16) were the main
wicket-takers. Chasing, Chandigarh-B were all out for 62 in
18.1 overs. Jyoti made 12, while
Sehaj scored 8. For winners,
Seema (2 for 12) and Bhanupriya, who was adjudged
women of the match took three
wickets for 5 runs.
In the second match, Chandigarh-A scored 165 for the loss of
six wickets in 25 overs. Mamta
remained unbeaten on 78, while
Shivangi scored 23. For Haryana Ritika (3 for 13) and Sakshi
(1 for 13) were the wicket-takers.
Chasing, Haryana could only
manage 92 for the loss of seven
wickets in 25 overs. Deepika
remained unbeaten on 34. For
winners, Pushpinder (2 for 8)
and Mamta (1 for 1) were the
main wicket-takers.

Shorya, Vineet,
Jayant advance into
next round in tennis
HT Correspondent
n

n

Sailors in action during the Chandigarh Open State Yachting-Sailing Championship at Sukhna Lake on
KARUN SHARMA/HT
Saturday.

Asish leads in Yachting meet
HT Correspondent
n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: Asish Parmar was

leading after five races in the
Chandigarh Open State Yachting-Sailing Championship at
Sukhna Lake on Saturday.
Asish won three races and
finished fourth in the fourth

race and finished second in the
fifth race, respectively.
Harmandeep Singh was second after one top finish.
He had one second place and
two third place finishes apart
from coming fifth in one of the
race.
Gaurav Sharma was third,
while Sidharth Chouhan was

placed fourth.
Dharmbir Singh and Vikas
Thakur were placed fifth and
sixth, respectively.
The finals of the event will be
held in April 7.
Events are being conducted
in the standard laser class sailboat and is open for men and
women individual.

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: Shorya Jishtu
defeated Tanish Kumar 6-2 in the
boys’ under-12 singles second
round of the Talent Hunt Tournament organized by Ideal Tennis
Academy and Panjab University
Tennis Club on PU Campus on
Saturday. In another match of the
category, Vineet Kumar defeated
Jayant Thapa 6- 3, while Anuj Pal
defeated Aaditya Jain 6-1.
Results: Boys’ U-12 (First
round): Jayant Thapa bt Kavin
6-3; Aaditya Jain bt Kirtarth S 6-1;
Pragun Thakur bt Kanav Bansal
6-2; Jaskirat Singh bt Harman 6-0.
(Second round): Shorya Jishtu
bt Tanish Kumar 6-2; Vineet
Kumar bt Jayant Thapa 6- 3; Anuj
Pal bt Aaditya Jain 6-1; Divyam
Sharma bt Evan Kumar 6-1;
Devansh Parajuli bt Karen Singh
6-1; Pragun Thakur bt Sehaj
Sharma 6-0; Jaskirat Singh bt
Harman 6-0; Anish W/O Akshit
Ratti.
Boys’ U-14 (First round): Mad-

hav bt Japnaam Singh 6-0;
Ujjawal Thakur bt Harveer Singh
6-2; Gurnavraj Singh bt Arpit
Singh Dhull 6-4; Jenish Thamak
bt Ahaan Khosla
6-0; Parvah Shah bt Manav
Malik 6-3; Sabyasachi Naveen bt
Ishaan Garg 6-0; Hridya Panday
bt Lavanya Goyal 6-2; Yashasvi
Balhara bt Jaskirat Singh 6-0.
(Second round): Hardik Khanduja bt Madhav 6-2; Anuj Pal bt
Ujjawal 6-5 (4); Chaitanya bt Pravah Shah 6-2; Arush Sharma bt
Sabyasachi 6-0; Hridya Panday bt
Keshav Singh 6-5 (5); Yashasvi
Balhara bt Arshveer Sharma 6-1;
Anshu Rajpal bt Tanav Gupta 6-5
(4).
Girls’ U-12 (First round): Niharika Moudgil bt Avneet Kaur 6-2;
Sidak Kaur bt Mehakpreet Kaur
6-0; Kritika Sharma bt Akshdha
Sharma 6-3; Diza Juneja bt Inaayat Juneza 6-5. Girls’ U-12 (quarterfinals): Shrawasti Kundilya bt
Nirvana Vatsyan 6-4; Isheeta
Midha bt Shranya Rana 6-2;
Yashika Sharma bt Jiya 6-0; Inaayat Mittal bt Antara Panwar 6-4.

n

Winners of the table tennis championship held to mark the World Table Tennis Day at Multipurpose
Sports Complex, Sector 50, on Saturday.
HT PHOTO

Hemant celebrates World Table
Tennis Day with a title triumph
HT Correspondent
n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : Hemant Gupta of
Government Rehabilitation
Institute for Intellectual Disabilities (GRIID) School defeated
Kartik also of GRIID 11-8,
11-7,11-8, to clinch the title in the

tournament conducted on World
Table Tennis Day celebrated by
Chandigarh Table Tennis Association at Multipurpose Sports
Complex, Sector 50, on Saturday.
The tournament was conducted for the specially-abled
children of tricity.
UT director sports Tejdeep

Singh Saini was the chief guest
and gave the prizes to the participants.
Earlier, in the semifinals,
Hemant defeated Shivam of
Aastha School 11-5, 11-3, while
Kartik of GRIID School outplayed Akshit Kalia of Chandigarh 11-5, 11-8.
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shortstories
75 DETAINED AT
RAILWAY STATION
LUDHIANA : RPF apprehended 75
people for violating the law and
collected a fine of ₹20,300 during
a special drive at the railway
station here on Saturday. The
campaign was held in collaboration with the commercial department of the Railways.
››P3

LUDHIANA : Two friends left
their homes on Friday after their
families scolded them for failing
in their final examinations.
However, on Saturday the youths
were traced to Rajasthan. ››P3

debate of
the week
WRONG TRACK

HOW CAN DEATHS
ON RAILWAY LINES
BE PREVENTED?
Every month at least 17 people, on
an average, die on the railway
tracks in the jurisdiction of
Ludhiana. Out of these, at least
95% deaths occur while crossing
tracks. In some cases, people were
crushed under trains while
listening to music or taking
selfies. What steps can be taken
by authorities to ensure lives are
not snuffed out on tracks. Do you
think awareness drives can help?
Send your views to
ludhiana@hindustantimes.com by April 7.

WORLD HEALTH DAY CELEBRATIONS AT NEW BCM KINDERGARTEN

>>p4

Woman killed, 23 workers Labourer found
stabbed
to
death
hurt as factory van overturns with ear sliced off
ANOTHER CRITICAL Vehicle was being recklessly driven; driver lost control
HT Correspondent
n

Scolded by families,
two friends leave home

>>p4

6:48pm
6:09am

HT Correspondent

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA:An 18-year-old woman
labourer was killed, while 23 others were injured, after a van ferrying them to a factory overturned near Barmalipur in
Doraha on Saturday morning.
The deceased has been identified as Rajni, of Vinod Nagar,
Khanna. The condition of
another woman is stated to be
serious. She is undergoing treatment at Dayanand Medical College and Hospital. The remaining
injured were discharged after
first aid at local hospitals.
The Doraha police have registered a case against the van
driver, Darshan Singh. They
have also booked the labourers’
contractor, Ravi.
One of the passengers, Kapil,
19, resident of Samrala Road,
Khanna, told the police that the
van was ferrying 24 factory workers, including women, to Kangaroo Industries in Kanaich village,
Sahnewal.
He said the van driver was
driving recklessly, and did not
pay heed to the passengers’
requests to slow down.
Around 8:30am, as they
reached near Barmalipur Bridge,
the driver lost control over the
van, following which it over-

n

n

The damaged van after it overturned at Barmalipur in Doraha on Saturday.
HT PHOTO
Rajni, 18,(right) was killed in the mishap.

turned on the road. The impact of
the crash killed Rajni on the spot,
while the other passengers suffered injuries. The driver managed to flee the spot on foot.
ASI Baljinder Singh, the investigating officer, said the labourers told them that Darshan often
used to drive recklessly, and they

had made repeated complaints to
the labourer contractor, Ravi, but
he did not act on it.
Therefore, they had booked
Darshan and Ravi under Sections
279 (rash driving), 337 (causing
hurt by act endangering life or
personal safety of others), 338
(causing grievous hurt by act

endangering life or personal
safety of others) and 304-A (causing death by negligence) of the
Indian Penal Code.
The ASI said the van was in a
dilapidated condition. It was previously used as a school van. Ravi
had bought it to ferry labourers to
work.

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA :A 26-year-old labourer
was found stabbed to death with
his ear sliced off on the Punjab
Agricultural University (PAU)
campus on Friday night.
His family suspect that he was
robbed and murdered as his
mobile phone and wallet were
missing.
However, as the victim had
stab wounds on the head and his
ear cut off, police suspect personal rivalry behind the crime.
The victim has been identified
as Santosh Kumar, his family
lone breadwinner. He was married five months ago, and lived
with his wife Rachna, his mother
and his paternal uncle on the
PAU premises for the past few
months. His father had died
three years ago.
Rachna told the police that on
Friday, Santosh’s uncle Achhe
Ram asked him to buy a ceiling
fan for the house. Therefore, he
left for the market in the evening,
but never returned. When he did
not answer multiple calls to his
mobile phone, they started
searching for him on the university campus, and found him lying
in a pool of blood.
She said they sounded the
police, and made multiple calls

FAMILY SUSPECTS VICTIM
WAS ROBBED AND
MURDERED AS HIS
MOBILE PHONE, WALLET
WERE MISSING; COPS
SAY THE BRUTALITY OF
ATTACK REFLECTED OLD
RIVALRY BEHIND CRIME
for an ambulance, but could not
get one.
So, they themselves rushed
him to the civil hospital in a
three-wheeler. However, doctors declared him brought dead.
Later, police reached the crime
scene and initiated investigation.
Rachna said she suspected
that someone murdered her for
his money and mobile phone.
Assistant commissioner of
police (ACP, West) Sameer
Verma said the PAU police had
registered a case under Section
302 (murder) of the Indian Penal
Code against the unidentified
accused. A post-mortem examination was conducted at the civil
hospital.
Investigators are looking
for CCTV footage in the vicinity
of the crime scene to find some
clues.

Bittu holds road show, challenges opponents for open debate
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : Hoping to tide over

allegations of failure to complete
projects in his first term and
retain his place in the Parliament for the second time, sitting
MP and Congress candidate for
the Ludhiana seat Ravneet Singh
Bittu organised a road show in
the city on Saturday.
Away from the city since his
selection as the Ludhiana candidate on April 2, Bittu reached
Ludhiana from Chandigarh on
Friday.
Starting from Kohara area,
the road show went through different parts of the city, including
Jamalpur, Vardhman Mill, Samrala Chowk, Dhaan Singh
Chowk, Chaura Bazaar, Ghanta
Ghar, Congress Bhawan, Sri
Dukhniwaran Sahib gurdwara,
Durga Mata mandir and Ferozepur Road.
Earlier, on the way from
Chandigarh, Bittu, along with
his family members, paid tributes at the Beant Singh Memorial in Sector 42, seeking blessings of his late grand father and
former chief minister of Punjab.
Sitting on the roof of a car in
his cavalcade, Bittu said he was
grateful for the great response
received from the public during

n

the road show.
“I left no stone unturned in the
development of the constituency
in spite of many adverse political
situations. Education, health,
environment, law and order,
road network, congestion and
traffic remained my key priorities in the past five years. Today,
I don’t want to politicise anything, but want to appeal to the
people to think and decide for the
better future of the constituency

and elect me as the MP for the
second time,” Bittu said, while
thanking the party high command for vesting faith in him
again.
Confident of his performance,
he called on his political opponents for an open debate on
development in the constituency. “Politicians should avoid
mud-slinging and rather work
for the betterment of the people
of the constituency,” he said.

On Lok Insaaf Party chief and
Atam Nagar MLA Simarjeet
Singh Bains entering the poll
fray from the Punjab Democratic
Alliance (PDA), Bittu said everyone had the right to contest elections, but public will choose
wisely and stand in support of
the Congress.
CONGRESS PUTS UP
UNITED FRONT
Having been denied the party

F I F T H - T I M E LU C K Y

Doraha’s Harpreet Singh secures
AIR 19 in civil services exam

›

Amarpal Singh
n

I had already given the
exam four times. But I
did not lose hope for a
better rank. This was my
last attempt, and I put in all
my energy and efforts to
achieve this rank.

amarpal.singh@htlive.com

LUDHIANA : Harpreet Singh, an

alumnus of Thapar University, Patiala, has secured the
All-India Rank (AIR) 19 in
the 2018 civil services exam
conducted by the Union Public Service Commission
(UPSC).
This was the fifth and the
last attempt for the 27-yearold hailing from Doraha,
around 22km from Ludhiana.
“I had already given the
exam four times. But I did
not lose hope for a better
rank. This was my last
attempt, and I put in all my
energy and efforts to achieve
this rank,” said Harpreet,
son of businessman Malwinder Singh and primary

HARPREET SINGH, UPSC achiever

school teacher Gurpreet
Kaur.
“In my first attempt, I
cleared the preliminary
examination, but failed to
clear the main exam. Then in
the next two attempts, I
reached the interview stage,
but could not secure sufficient points. I tried for the

fourth time and achieved the
454 rank, but I was not satisfied with it, and therefore
went for my last attempt,” he
said, adding, “It is true that
the fruit of hard work is the
sweetest.”
After securing 454 rank
last year, Harpreet went on
to become an Indian Trade

Service (ITS) officer, serving
as an assistant director general of foreign trade, under
the department of director
general of foreign trade
(DGFT).
Having completed his
bachelors in electronics and
communication engineering
from Thapar University,
Patiala, Harpreet started
working with IBM, Gurgaon,
in 2014. He worked there till
2015, and then joined the
Border Security Forces as
assistant commandant for
over two years, before
becoming an ITS officer.
Harpreet said he decided
to go for civil services exams
while working at IBM in
2014. “I did not join any
coaching centre. I devoted
10-12 hours a day on self
study,” he said.

(Left) Congress candidate from Ludhiana Ravneet Singh Bittu during a road show in the city on
Saturday; and vehicles stuck in a jam due to the rally on Chandigarh Road.
GURMINDER SINGH/HT

ticket, Ludhiana North MLA
Rakesh Pandey was seen at the
road show.
Pandey had earlier raised
questions over Bittu’s working,
and sought the party ticket. Senior Congress leaders, including
cabinet minister Bharat
Bhushan Ashu, mayor Balkar
Sandhu, and MLAs Sanjay Talwar, Surinder Dawar and Kuldeep Vaid also participated in
the show.

COMMUTERS AT
RECEIVING END
With Bittu’s supporters converging on the roads for the road
show, commuters were stuck in
serpentine queues of vehicles on
Chandigarh Road, Railway Station Road and near Chaura
Bazaar.
CODE OF CONDUCT
VIOLATIONS GALORE
Despite imposition of the poll

code, several hoardings of the
Congress were installed along
the road show’s route. District
electoral officer Pradeep Kumar
Agrawal said the Congress took
permission for the road show,
but not for the hoardings. “The
hoardings will be captured on
video, and a notice will be issued
to the Congress if needed. The
cost will be added to the party
candidate’s poll expenditure,”
he added.

ENGG STUDENT
ARRESTED FOR
RAPING FORMER
SCHOOLMATE
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : An engineering stu-

dent has been arrested for raping his former schoolmate after
sedating her, and blackmailing
her with her nude videos.
The accused, identified as
Harsh Devgan, 18, resident of
Vishwakarma Colony, is pursuing a diploma in engineering.
He was arrested on the complaint of a 19-year-old woman,
pursuing BA first year from a
city college.
REMAINED IN TOUCH
AFTER SCHOOL
A resident of Prabhat Nagar, the
victim told the police that Devgan and she had passed out from
the same school, and had
remained in touch after finishing school.
After she got engaged, she
shared the news with Devgan,
who said he knew her fiancé
well, and he had multiple
affairs.
He summoned her on March
29 saying that he needed to
share some important details
about her fiancé. He then took
her to a hotel in Basant Park,
and offered her a glass of juice.
The woman alleged that she
woke up after a while, realising
she had been drugged and
raped, and found Devgan filming her in naked state.
When she confronted him, he
threatened to send her nude videos to her fiancé if she shared
the incident with anyone.
On returning home, she narrated the matter her parents,
who took her to the police station to lodge an FIR.
Assistant sub-inspector Sulakhan Singh of Division Number
6 station, who is investigating
the case, said acting on the
woman’s complaint, they had
arrested Devgan.
He has been booked under
Sections 376 (rape), 328 (causing
hurt by means of poison, etc.,
with intent to commit an
offence) and 506 (criminal intimidation) of the Indian Penal
Code, and Section 67 (publishing
or transmitting obscene material in electronic form) of the
Information Technology Act.
The accused was produced
before a court on Saturday, and
sent to jail on judicial remand.

AFTER THE WOMAN
TOLD THE ACCUSED
THAT SHE GOT ENGAGED,
HE SUMMONED HER TO
SHARE SOME DETAILS
ABOUT HER FIANCE; BUT
HE TOOK HER TO A HOTEL
WHERE HE DRUGGED
AND RAPED HER

500gm heroin, cache of drugs seized, 2 held
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : In a major bust, police
recovered 500gm heroin and a
huge cache of psychotropic drugs
with the arrest of two men in separate cases on Friday night.
In the first case, the Ludhiana
unit of special task force (STF)
arrested a man, identified as
Aminder Singh, 30, of Maha
Singh Nagar of Daba.
As many as 2,042 tablets and
capsules of psychotropic drugs,
40gm heroin and 14 vials of liquid
heroin were recovered from him.
Police said he had been smuggling drugs from his medical
store “Khungar Medical Hall” in
Giaspura for more than one year.
STF additional inspector general (AIG) Snehdeep Sharma said
the accused was passing by a
check post on 33 Feet Road in
Giaspura area when he was
stopped for checking.
On searching his scooter, the
STF team recovered 20 bottles of
cough syrup and 40gm heroin
from his possession.

NIGERIAN HELD WITH HEROIN
LUDHIANA :The Khanna
police arrested a Nigerian
woman with 450gm heroin
on Saturday.
The accused was identified as Gillian Abang of Ikotun City Lagas, Nigeria. She
is currently living at Chattarpur, Delhi, for the past
few months.
Khanna senior superintendent of police (SSP)
Dhruv Dahiya said the
Sadar police had set up a
check point near Alour village on National Highway 1.

Later, on his information, an
STF team, along with a health
department team, conducted a
raid at his store and recovered
2,042 pills, 14 vials of liquid heroin
and 60 empty syringes.
The AIG said the accused had
confessed that he himself was a
drug addict. “He had set up a

During checking they
spotted a foreign national
alighting from a bus. The
police team stopped her for
checking, and on frisking
her, recovered 450gm heroin from her possession.
A case under Sections
21/61/85 of the NDPS Act
has been registered against
the accused at the Sadar
police station.
This is the fourth drug
peddling arrest involving a
foreign national in the past
fortnight in Khanna. HTC

room behind his medical store,
where he used to inject customers
with heroin for ₹500 to ₹700 per
dose. Besides, he used to sell psychotropic drugs to people without
doctor’s prescription,” he said.
The AIG said that the licence of
the shop was in the name of one
Pawan Kumar of Makkar Colony,

and the accused used to pay him
monthly rent for using his
licence.
Inspector Harbans Singh,
in-charge, STF Ludhiana, said
the accused had confessed that he
used to procure psychotropic
drugs from a Chandigarh-based
suppliers, while he sourced the
heroin from three city-based
drug peddlers. They have been
identified, and efforts are on to
arrest them, the inspector said.
In another case, the STF
arrested Hardeep Singh Sidhu,
25, of Jaspal Bangar village, Sahnewal, and recovered 460gm heroin from him.
Arrested from Giaspura, the
accused was wanted in three
more cases under the Narcotic
Drugs and Psychotropic Substances (NDPS) Act, and has been into
drug peddling for the past four
years. Inspector Harbans said
Hardeep knew Aminder, and
they were verifying if they operated together. Separate cases
under the NDPS Act have been
registered against the duo at the
STF station in Mohali.
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ON EVE OF GOLDEN JUBILEE, GOLF
CLUB MIGHT NOT HAVE ELECTIONS

POTPOURRI

W

hile writing the content for a
refurbished Chandigarh Golf
Club website I received an
interesting input regarding the
heritage of the club and the
same was included as golf lore, now figuring on
the site as follows: Pandit Nehru , the first
prime minister of the country, wanted to visit
Chandigarh during 1959. He was, however,
informed that the Chief Commissioner was
away playing golf in Delhi and if the visit could
kindly be postponed. Pandit Nehru is supposed
to have remarked, “Why do people travel to
Delhi to play golf? Why can’t Chandigarh have
a golf course of its own.”
Notwithstanding the veracity of this story,
the Chandigarh Golf Course came into existence a few years later. On April 26, 2019 , this
amazing institution celebrates its 50th year of
vibrant existence. A set of dedicated founding
members worked with vision to position it as
one of northern India’s premier golf destinations.
Well, the prime constituents of this institute
remain the management committees that have
taken charge of all facets of the club’s function-

ing on an annual basis. The president and the
executive are elected through secret ballots
cast by permanent members in one of the most
eagerly anticipated events for multifarious
reasons, the most prominent ones being the
buzz, colour, gaiety and excitement that it
entails both during the run-up and on election
day. Alas, come the last Sunday of April 2019,
all this may be consigned to history.
Although candidates contesting the elections have been few and far between, the pool of
probables was limited with old hands appearing repeatedly with an odd ‘game spoiler’
entering the fray to upset the applecart, generating excitement over the event, nevertheless,
and thus getting the show going.
However, this time around things are in for a
drastic change. There is only one set of contestants. In other words, there shall be no contest.
Can one believe it?
So here’s a quick look at how things have
come to this. There have been handful of leaders, who we can say, have been propped up as
presidential candidates. Though members
insist their success has been attributable to
their social/official/political standing of the

n

n

Birinder Singh Gill, popular as Gilly, outgoing
president of the Chandigarh Golf Club.

day, I have a different opinion. They have been
successful people in their professional life who
could venture to assume additional responsibilities in the interest of the sport and the club,
mind you , a position in the executive is an honorary one and also consumes a lot of time of the
office bearers. That brings us to the present

SET TO STEP IN Bobby Sandhu (left), son of 1971 war hero, late Brig NS Sandhu, MVC, is tipped to
HT PHOTOS
be the next president of the prestigious club (right).

impasse. There were practically no challengers to the popular contestants in the past
except Ravi Virk who tried to rock the boat and
came very close to toppling it. Last year, we
thought there was a contest at hand . The anti
climax came when presumably through
mutual understanding one presidential candidate backed out with a promise that the other
one would do so next year. A convenient case of
‘you scratch my back and I scratch yours’.
Well, nothing wrong in it if such arrangements
are acceptable at large and there are no challengers.

COUNT YOUR BLESSINGS AND JUST BE HAPPY
guest
column

A

The lizard bag seized at IGI airport.
PHOTO: WILDLIFE CRIME CONTROL BUREAU

A SIDHUISM
THAT DIDN’T
GET AWAY

P

unjab Cabinet Minister Navjot
Sidhu can consider himself
fortunate he got off the hook
after having violated multiple
laws to import a Black partridge trophy from Pakistan in December 2018.
A mirror case has landed another
man behind bars and facing a prison
term of three to seven years under the
Wildlife (Protection) Act (WLPA),
1972. In an operation whose details
were released by the Wildlife Crime
Control Bureau on April 4, an Algerian national, Abdelouahab Bouaziz,
was arrested at IGI Airport, Delhi, on

IT’S TIME WE MASTERED
THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE

H
n

The refrigerator is an amazing invention that can save you the bother of cooking every day.

for Indian -style cooking, nevertheless, marvellous for reheating food.
I remember how laborious and
time-consuming the tasks of grinding
chutney and churning butter used to
be in my childhood. Also, I can’t forget my resentment when mother
roped me in to assist her in these tedious tasks. Now with a mixer-grinder
and food processor I can do the job in a
jiffy.
I am unable to decide how I should
rank the gadgets in terms of their utility, but the refrigerator is definitely a
wonderful appliance which has
replaced the matkas and surahis
(earthen water vessels) of the past.
Today the fridge is an absolute essen-

tial, not just for storing the perishables in summer but also to store food
items in the winter.
Unlike most middle class homes
today that have attached bathrooms
equipped with geysers, in my growing
up days we had a single common bathroom shared by the entire family. I
remember the angithi (traditional
brazier) for heating water in winter.
Hot water would be mixed in cold
water to make it tolerable for bathing.
Obviously water was rationed, having one full bucket for bathing was a
luxury!
The air conditioner is another ultimate luxury that has made unbearable summers cool and comfortable. In

GETTY IMAGES

my early childhood we had to be content with the fans that would keep circulating hot air in warm weather.
Coolers came much later but didn’t
provide relief in humid conditions.
Today, there are air conditioners that
create wintry conditions for you in
peak summer.
Undoubtedly, our life is much more
comfortable than the previous generation but whether or not we are happier than our forefathers is a matter
of debate. In fact, we have so much to
be thankful for, but if we don’t count
our blessings and keep grumbling we
can never be happy.
The writer retired as associate professor of
MCM DAV College, Chandigarh

WOUND OF
MUSIC

T

n

avnishrms59@gmail.com

DEEPAK RIKHYE

WILDBUZZ FROM NATURE’S DOMAIN OF WONDERS
VIKRAM JIT SINGH

n

The writer is a Chandigarh Golf Club member.
The views expressed are personal

guest
column

rAmA kAshyAp
way from home on his first
job and living independently, my son was, somehow,
able to manage food. Doing
laundry, however, was a big hassle.
Unable to cope, he decided to buy a
fully automatic washing machine.
There was palpable excitement in his
voice when he exclaimed on the
phone that he thought the “washing
machine is the best home appliance to
have been invented.”
Unable to decide and comment, I
kept quiet but the remark became a
trigger for me to reflect over umpteen
gadgets and appliances that have
made my life easy and comfortable.
Going down memory lane, I realise
how much my mother toiled
from morning to evening. While she
did all the household chores manually, I have a battery of gadgets to
assist me.
I recall the messy and smelly kerosene stove in the kitchen when I was a
kid. I wonder how mother managed to
cook on a single burner for the entire
family and also for the whole lot of
guests pouring in from time to time.
Today I have the convenience of a
multi-burner cook-top attached to an
odourless, hassle-free LPG. The
microwave oven is another instant
solution at my disposal, if not suitable

Personally for me , Captain’s Day dinner, a
landmark annual event to mark a passionate
welcome by the prospective contesting teams,
will be sorely missed. Notwithstanding 2019
being an election less year, we wish the club
and members happy golfing for years on the
occasion of its Golden Jubilee. We also hope
that abstinence from club polls is just a one off
exception in the larger interest of the nation
going to polls.

he deleterious effects of
blaring music on man and
beast came to dramatic fore
following the death of a critically-endangered Cuban crocodile
at the Madras Crocodile Bank
Trust (MCBT). It so provoked and
anguished India’s legendary herpetologist Rom Whitaker, Padma
Shri, that he took recourse to a rare
post on Facebook and that went
viral.
“The death happened on the
night of March 30, coinciding with
another roaring event at the Sheraton Grand Chennai Resort and Spa
next door when heavy bass music
was being played in its lawns and
continued in spite of repeated
requests to lower volume. There is
no doubt in my mind that the animal died as a result of stress caused
by vibrations, and there are precedents to this from the zoo community abroad. The crocodile enclosure is around 50 feet from the wall
which divides the hotel from us and
the powerful hi-fidelity speakers
had been placed right next to it. The
animal had been healthy, had fed
recently, and had no injuries or history of sickness. We will now consider moving the crocodiles to

March 27. He had brazenly strung
around his neck a bag fashioned from
the carcass of a wild lizard and was
boarding the flight to Doha.
Suspecting the bag to be a derivative of the Monitor lizard (Goh),
which is a Schedule I species under
the WLPA, the Algerian was booked
under Sections 9, 39, 49 B and 51. “The
Algerian claimed the bag was not pro-

n

The dead Cuban crocodile.

another location, an expensive and
difficult undertaking,” Ron stated.
The death occurred despite an
assurance given by the Sheraton
management in a meeting with the
MCBT on February 1 to keep music
within permissible limits. MCBT
checks had found music levels two
to three times the permissible limits. “No other reptile produces or
responds to low frequency vibrations on the same level as crocodiles...If the source of vibration
does not stop, it can become
extremely stressful and start to
affect their health,” stated Australian crocodile expert, Adam Britton.
MCBT joint director Zai Whitaker told this writer: “Our intention is to solve the problem, and this
is entirely doable if hotels like Sheraton follow the (stringent and well
researched) laws, as well as listen

cured from India but from Algeria but
failed to produce any evidence of that
source. Even if his claim is true and
the bag was a derivative of a foreign
lizard species, Indian laws prohibit
import of any trophy or derivative
that is a look-alike of a protected
Indian species, which in the instant
case is the Monitor lizard,” a senior
Bureau officer told this writer.

PHOTO: MADRAS CROCODILE BANK TRUST

to issues raised rather than become
defensive. However, no necropsy
was done, as the crocodile was
found in a state of advanced decomposition, which is related to Chennai’s high temperatures. This
would make a necropsy inconclusive as organs would be in no state
for examination’’.
On their part, Shibil Malik, general manager, Sheraton, Chennai,
told this writer: “We are equally
saddened and disturbed to hear of
this unfortunate incident. We have
continuously worked with the crocodile bank management and taken
all possible measures to maintain
safety of wildlife in the neighbourhood. Hence we do believe that the
allegations are unfounded. The
death could have been due to a
number of natural or unnatural
causes.”
n

vjswild1@gmail.com

No wildlife article can be imported
without a prior permit secured from
the directorate general of foreign
trade (DGFT). To discourage the camouflage of poaching of Indian species
under the guise of importing foreign
species, the ministry of environment
and forests had on February 25, 2014,
banned import of “look-alike of any
species protected under WLPA”.

istorical studies narrate that
the British took 100 years to
actually take over the subcontinent and then ruled India
for another 100 years. The link
between India and England, in realistic terms, lasted almost two centuries,
and during this period various educational institutes were established. One
important task that such institutions
continue to carry out is: Teaching students to speak correct English.
Like any language, English has to be
mastered, to ensure words are used
and pronounced correctly. Think
what happens when an Indian on a
tour of England tells a British person,
“We enjoyed ourselves by street walking.” It will be interpreted as wrong
English. The term ‘streetwalking’ can
imply a form of prostitution, underlining the fact that even simple phrases
need to be used carefully used to avoid
mistakes.
The British have over the centuries
added a lot to the language and this
includes the colloquial use of words.
One example is ‘ta’ which also means
‘thank you.’
I visited England in the 1980s and in
1995 and each sojourn was memorable.
I quickly realised that the British are
helpful, courteous and considerate,
provided your level of communication
with them is lucid. Some of them love
conversing and are eager to learn by
interacting with others. They are
proud of their country and look pleasantly surprised if the topic switches to
William Shakespeare, with a brief discussion on Hamlet and the spellbinding performance of Laurence Olivier
in the eponymous film. One such person I interacted with was remarkably
candid. “Yes, I studied the play for two
years in school, but my teacher did not
speak with exuberance like you. I did

THE BRITISH ARE HELPFUL,
COURTEOUS AND
CONSIDERATE, PROVIDED
YOUR COMMUNICATION
WITH THEM IS LUCID

n

Shakespeare and Laurence Olivier are
great topics of conversation.

not see Olivier’s movie and I think the
reason was due to the lack of interest
of my teacher!”
Nevertheless, I was flattered by her
remark, “I must get a videotape of the
movie and view it during the weekend.”
British cab drivers are also very
receptive and you can often seen them
observing you in the rear view mirror,
trying to sum you up. Once in London
a cab driver was amazed by my fluency
in English. This could have happened
to any English speaking Indian; but
what intrigued him was: “You speak
better English than I do, but how did
you learn to speak it so well in India?”
His question was innocent and that is
the characteristic of a person who is
inquisitive. Of course I explained the
matter to him and in the process
enlightened him on our links with the
English language.
In India we have accepted the universal value of English and its roots
spread out to our academic institutions, with their inherent traditions,
which have inspired the creation of
more schools. In class 10 and 11 Nobel
Prize recipient William Golding’s Lord
of the flies was included in the English
syllabus, which is testimony to the
importance of English in India.
My cabbie friend was amazed when
he heard this discourse over a cup of
coffee after we reached my address. He
winked at me and said: “I best go to
India and learn how to speak English
correctly!”
n

deepak.rikhye@gmail.com

The writer is an Ambala- based
freelance contributor

mailbox
AVOID WASTEFUL EXPENDITURE ON ELECTIONS
It is disappointing to see parties waste whopping amounts of money on rallies and road
shows for campaigning. This amount can be instead be utilised for developmental
activities. According to a report the 2019 elections will be the costliest, even leaving
behind the American presidential elections. Why don’t politicians realise the value of
money that can be used for the benefit of the underprivileged. The Election Commission
needs to come up with some stringent rules to keep a check political parties’ spending
and funding during elections.
Bhavdeep Singh, PAU student

Women’s toilets at courts
a picture of admn’s apathy
The condition of women’s toilets in the
district court complex is pitiable to say
the least. How can the administration be
so lax about sanitation? Not just in the
court, but in the entire Ludhiana, toilets
for women are in an appalling state.
While taps don’t run in most of the
toilets, the plumbing fixtures are either
broken or leaking. Does the administration even consider taking women’s
welfare into consideration? Women
empowerment cannot happen without
provision of basic civic amenities for
them.
Sushmita, lawyer, district courts

Govt hospitals need overhaul
The government hospitals in Ludhiana
are in a terrible state. I fail to understand
how the government is so apathetic
when it comes to providing even primary
health care, let alone tertiary health care.
It is dreadful to see ailing patients forced
to sit on floors in absence of seats. Worse,
even two patients are being accommodated on a single bed. Then there aren’t
enough doctors to attend to the high
number of patients. The condition of
toilets and drinking water stations is also
deplorable. To add insult to injury, the
overburdened hospital staff are uncooperative with patients.
Manjeet Kaur, New Model Town
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Mittal pledges cordial ties between Bar, bench
IMPRESSIVE WIN Ashok Mittal won by a
whopping margin of 302 votes. He secured
923 votes against his rival Bhalinder Singh
Gill’s 621; New DBA chief says this is the
victory of each and every advocate in court
Atish Sharma
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : Ashok Mittal, the

newly elected president of the
District Bar Association (DBA),
on Saturday promised to maintain cordial relations between the
Bar and the bench.
Mittal won by a whopping
margin of 302 votes on Friday by
defeating his rival Bhalinder
Singh Gill. Additional returning
officer (ARO) Lalita Jain confirmed Mittal secured a total of
923 votes against Gill’s 621.
Mittal was also the association

president in 2011. Mittal said he
had been practising law for more
than 33 years and will look forward to ensure smooth functioning of the court.
Reflecting on his victory, Mittal said, “This is the victory of
each and every advocate at the
court and I will look forward to
resolve issues that lawyers face
on day-to-day basis.”
“Youngsters will be provided
with their own chambers, and
basic problems of water shortage,
sanitation and parking will be
addressed soon,” he added.
Rajindra Singh Babbar was

n

Newly elected DBA president Ashok Mittal (fourth from left) being honoured in Ludhiana.

elected vice-president of the association with a margin of 427 votes
by securing 910 votes against Jatinder Arora, who secured 483

votes. Babbar promised to ensure
proper functioning of the association’s website. He said, “I look forward to ensure smooth working

HT PHOTO

of the association and make sure
that no FIR is registered against
any member without taking into
confidence the executive body of

the DBA.”
A total of 2,121 advocates of the
total 2,585 Bar members cast their
votes on Friday.
In other results, Sham Sunder
Ahuja won the post of secretary
with a margin of 338 votes by
defeating Deepinder Gill. Manan
Berry bagged the post of joint secretary by defeating DS Grewal by
a margin of 574 votes. Munish
Midha defeated Saljit Bhattian by
a margin of 313 votes for the post
of finance secretary.
A total of 28 candidates were in
the fray for the posts of president,
vice-president, secretary, joint
secretary, finance secretary and
executive members.
The court premises have been
dealing with insanitation, water
accumulation and parking problems for a long time. It remains to
be seen whether the new Bar
members will live up to their
promises and expectations of the
lawyers.

‘Lifestyle changes must to fight out diabetes, hypertension’
Mohit Khanna
n

mohit.khanna@htdigital.in

LUDHIANA : With Punjab fast turn-

ing into a diabetes and hypertension capital of the country, five
students of the Christian Medical
College and Hospital (CMCH)
have suggested lifestyle changes
to improve health in a research
paper presented by them at the
Junior World Congress on NonCommunicable Diseases (NCDs)
going on at the college.
The paper called “Ludhiana
Declaration” was on display at the
congress.
Head of the endocrine and diabetes unit of the CMCH, Dr Jubbin Jagan Jacob, said, “We have
asked the students, who came
from different medical institutes
from across the country to participate in the JWC, to read the
paper and also leave their signatures. Those who sign on the
Ludhiana Declaration will be
our awareness ambassadors.
These students will visit their
respective institutions and
spread awareness about healthy
lifestyle.”
Christeena Geneev, Gursimar
Kaur, Sneha Jayswal, Nida
Naaem and Kriti Kalra, MBBS

students of CMC, have compiled
the paper.
Christeena Geneev, one of the
writers, said, “The region is
already grappling with the problem of sedentary lifestyle and bad
eating habits that involve deep
frying and excessive use of junk
food, oils and other contents
which are high on fat and carbohydrates. And, to top it all, the
screen-based entertainment,
such as Indian Premier League
(IPL), has increased sedentary
living, which is responsible for
about one-third deaths due to
heart diseases, bowel cancer, and
diabetes.”
She was quick to add that for
every two hours that a person
watches television over the daily
recommendation, the risk of diabetes increases by 14%.
She said that hyper-networking and texting is also increasing
smoking, drinking and sexual
activity leading eventually to
sleep disorders, decreased academic performance, depression
and suicide.
MORNING CYCLE RALLY
MARKS DAY 2 OF JWC
The second day of the Junior
World Congress (JCW) at the

SPARE TIME FOR YOUR HEALTH
n Walk for five minutes every

n

two hours
n Get up and walk around or march

in place during TV commercials
n Do a few sets of heel raises,
where you stand on your toes
n Always stand or walk around
when you’re on the phone
n Do a set or two of push-ups
against the kitchen counter

Christian Medical College commenced with an early morning
cycle rally from CMCH to
Rakhbagh.
The rally was aimed at spreading awareness against non-communicable diseases (NCDs). The
importance of a healthy lifestyle
with adequate exercise was

Perform up to 10 repeats (reps)
of stand-and-sit exercises, where
you rise from a chair without
using your arms and then sit
down again to complete one rep.

A fruit a day keeps
the doctor away
n
n

Have a fruit in breakfast
Eat salad in lunch

emphasised as the number one
approach to combat NCDs.
Principal Dr Jeyaraj Pandian
said, “Through our cycling marathon, we have sought to design a
dynamic congress for young
minds where they learn how to
combat NCDs not only in theory
but also in practice.”

n

Ensure a fruit for a mid-afternoon snack

A green vegetable and a
baked potato with dinner
Cut down on carbohydrates to
lower blood sugar and insulin
levels. It is incredibly effective in
treating all five symptoms seen
in dreaded metabolic syndrome
which include:
n Abdominal obesity (fat around
the waist)
n Elevated blood pressures
n Elevated blood sugar levels
n High triglycerides (oily stuff in
your blood)
n Low (good) HDL cholesterol
levels.

Dr CHANDY’S TALK KICKS
OFF ACADEMIC EVENTS
Academic events began with Dr
Mammen Chandy addressing the
delegates at the JWC.
Dr Chandy is a member of the
Indian Society of Haematology
and Blood Transfusion and American Society of Haematology.

He has been awarded the prestigious Dr BC Roy Award as Eminent Medical Person of the Year
by the Medical Council of India
(MCI).
Dr Chandy spoke on the trends
in precision medicine and personalised cancer. He also emphasised
on the role of biotechnology in the
field of medicine. Dr Chandy
motivated students about choosing their career in medicine.
The other speakers included
Dr Nihal Thomas (CMC Vellore)
who talked on rare types of diabetes mellitus; and Dr Derek De Sa
(University of British Columbia)
who gave a talk on multiple
endocrine neoplasia (MEN) in
children.
Workshops on oncology and
mental health were also conducted. The mental health workshop, named Mind Matters, was
conducted by Dr Sangeeta Mahajan, a CMC alumna, who is currently working in London as a
consultant anaesthetist.
She works closely with Health
Education, England, and the
Association of Anaesthetists of
Great Britain to bring about organisational changes to improve the
working condition of students
and doctors. She was accompa-

nied by her husband Simon
Davies, who is a mental health
first aid provider in Britain.
The duo engaged the students
in interactive sessions during the
workshop and discussed topics
such as peer pressure, depression
and suicide.
The oncology workshop was
organised by multiple doctors
from the CMCH, including Dr
Joseph John (professor and head,
department of clinical haematology), Dr Pamela Jeyaraj (professor and head, department of radiation oncology), Dr Naveen Kakkar (professor and head,
department of haematology), Dr
Kanwardeep Kwatra (associate
professor, department of pathology), Dr Preeti Paul (associate
professor, department of pathology) and Dr Aikaj Jindal (head of
the department of transfusion
medicine), Dr Jyotika (assistant
professor, department of transfusion medicine) and Sangeeta
Samuel (nursing superintendent,
department of haematoncology).
To add some fun and colour to
the event, cultural booths were
set up by international delegates
from Singapore, Bangladesh and
Thailand showcasing the rich
heritage of their countries.

75 detained for violating rules at rly station
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: The Railway Protection Force (RPF) apprehended
75 people for violating the law
and collected a fine of ₹20,300
during a special drive at the
railway station here on
Saturday.
The campaign, held in collaboration with the commercial
department of the Railways,
was organised against unauthorised vending, trespassers, littering and the passengers travelling without ticket.
Inspector Anil Kumar,
in-charge of the RPF said the
checking, conducted in the presence of special railway magistrate Raj Pal, was held at all
platforms as well as in the circulating area.
“As many as 30 people were
detained under sections 137
(fraudulently travelling or

CAMPAIGN WAS HELD
AGAINST ILLEGAL
VENDING, TICKET-LESS
PASSENGERS AND
TRESPASSERS
attempting to travel without
proper pass or ticket) of the
Railways Act and a fine ₹14,500
was charged; five unauthorised
vendors were detained under
section 144 (prohibition on
hawking) and a fine of ₹1,500
was collected; eight passengers
were apprehended under section 145 B (whoever commits
any nuisance or act of indecency or uses abusive or
obscene language) a fine of
₹1,600 was collected; 32 passengers were caught under section
147 (trespassing) of a fine of
₹2,700 was charged from them,”
he said.

EMPLOYMENT

personality girls with good
communication skills and having
good knowledge of computer.
Excellent Salary. 98779-31112.

FOR ENQUIRY CONTACT : DEEPAK KAUSHAL - 98764-48829

EMPLOYMENT

DETECTIVE
STAR DETECTIVES, Whatsapp-

INDEPENDENT YOUNG
Beautiful Girls, Personal Assistants
freshers + Unmarried + PG Residents
preferred. Salary 20,000, Whatsapp62837-04354.

88724-38091, Secret Investigations
Solutions Matrimonial ? Court
Proofs ? Fraud ? Crimes ?
Surveillance ? Disputes ? Missing ?

REQUIRED A Proficient IELTS Tutor
Professional in approach and well
versed in the domain, Salary 30000
plus per month, apply in Confidence
with your updated resume at
india@vlgconnect.com.
0161-4661065.

EDUCATION
LEARN COREL Draw Adobe
Photoshop Graphic Designing. Pls.
Call: 98725-25231.

BUSINESS
GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY!
Wanted Financially sound partners,
established branded hospital,
Ludhiana, Good returns, Dr Sofat,
98140-26488.

MEDICAL
n

Railway Protection Force personnel during a checking drive at the railway station in
Ludhiana on Saturday.
HT PHOTO

Harsimran Singh Batra

LUDHIANA: In line with the National
Green Tribunal (NGT) instructions
and the Swachh Bharat Mission, the
municipal corporation (MC) started
night sweeping in the main markets
of the city on Friday night.
In the first phase, sweeping has
been started in four markets,
including Sarabha Nagar main
market, I block market, Kitchlu
Nagar market and Model Town Gol
market. All 35 recognised markets
will be covered under the initiative,
officials said.
They said it was difficult to clean
markets during daytime due to the
presence of visitors and their vehicles, and the dust raised during
sweeping.
MC secretary Jasdev Sekhon,
nodal officers Ashwani Sahota and
HS Aujla, who supervised the drive,
said night sweeping started at 11pm
after the shops were closed. HTC

harsimran.batra@htlive.com

n

EMPLOYMENT
REQUIRED NURSE and well

MC starts night
sweeping of
four markets

LUDHIANA: Superintending engineers
(SEs) of respective zones will face the
music if construction and demolition (C
and D) waste is found dumped in the open
in areas under their jurisdiction after
April 15 and a fine of ₹5,000 will be
imposed on the SE concerned.
Taking a strict note of the negligence
on the part of the SEs (bridges and roads
department), municipal commissioner
Kanwalpreet Kaur Brar has ordered (a
copy of the orders with the HT) that SEs
have not paid heed to the earlier order
asking them to shift the C and D waste to
designated sites. The dumping of C and D
waste also violates the directions of the
National Green Tribunal (NGT), she said.
The SEs have been given time till April
15 to shift the waste from the open areas to
designated sites, after that, a fine of ₹5,000
will be imposed on the SE if waste is found
dumped on roadsides or any other site
except the designated site, said Brar.
If waste is found dumped during the
second inspection, then a fine of ₹10,000
will be imposed and during the third
inspection, the concerned SE will face a
fine of ₹15,000, ordered the commissioner.
Earlier in October last year, the MC,
after getting directions from the NGT,
had fixed six sites to dump the c& D waste.
they included one at Gahlewal village on
the Rahon Road (Zone A), near Government School, Mundian, on the Chandigarh Road (Zone B), near Jugiana village
on the GT Road (within MC limits) (Zone
C), near Singla Cycle Road near Dhandari
Flats (Zone C), Kanganwal village on the

LUDHIANA: Two friends left their
homes on Friday after their families scolded them for failing in
their final examinations.
The youths were traced to
Rajasthan on Saturday. A police
team has been despatched to
Rajasthan to bring the youths
back.
However, suspecting foul
play, the families have lodged a
case against unidentified
accused for confining the boys.
Chandar Thakur of GTB
Nagar of Jamalpur stated his 20year-old son Akshay, a student
at a polytechnic college, had
failed in the final examination.
He said he scolded him for it.
He said then his son went to
the house of one of his friends
Neeraj of Mundian, who had also
failed in the exams. Then both of
them fled the city from here.
Head constable Balwinder
Pal, investigating the case, said
families suspected they had
been kidnapped, following
which a case under Section 346
(wrongful confinement in secret)
of the Indian Penal Code was
HTC
registered.

ON SUNDAY
TO BOOK YOUR AD SIMPLY CALL >> 0161-5025898

SEs to face fine if construction and
demolition debris found in open
n

SCOLDED BY
FAMILIES, TWO
BOYS FLEE HOME

Construction material dumped on a road in Ludhiana on Saturday.

SEs HAVE BEEN GIVEN TIME
TILL APRIL 15 TO SHIFT THE
WASTE FROM OPEN AREAS
TO ALLOTTED SITES; AFTER
THAT, A FINE OF ₹5,000 WILL
BE IMPOSED ON THEM
GT Road (within MC limits) (Zone C), and
Barewal Awana village (Zone D).
However, the construction waste
could still be seen dumped in open at different parts of the city, including residential areas, around Ghumar Mandi, Model

GURPREET SINGH/HT

PAYING GUEST
SEPARATE AND shared PG
Accommodation for Girls/ Boys
(Student/ working) available in very
reasonable price at Pakhowal Road,
Ludhiana 9855370088.

SEXUAL DYSFUNCTION ?
Hormone, Vacuum, Vibrator,
Shockwave, Sex Therapy, Old Sofat
Clinic, Ludhiana- 79737-12857, Fees55000.

Town Extension, Dugri, Haibowal etc.
Dumping of waste on the internal roads of
residential areas also creates a bottleneck for smooth flow of traffic and residents have been complaining against the
problem for long.
In the past, the MC had also fixed a fine
of up to ₹15,000 for residents or private
waste collectors, who would be caught
dumping waste, collected from outside
MC limits. The residents, dumping the
waste at the site other than the designated
sites, will also be charged with a fine of up
to ₹15,000. The MC is also working to formulate a C and D waste plan under the
smart city project, but the project is still at
the tendering level.
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education dept to start
Stagesetfor64thNationalSchool State
‘school twinning’ scheme
Gamesincity,registrationbegins
Navrajdeep Singh
n

SPORTING SPIRIT Competitions for both boys and girls will be conducted in three games — hockey ,
mini golf and sqay martial art; games to be held concurrently in Amritsar and conclude on April 12

›

HT Correspondent
n

Buses have been
arranged for
transportation of players
from their accommodation
to the venue of events
and vice versa.

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: At least 1,859 players

from across the country have
arrived in the city to get themselves registered for 64th
NationalSchoolGamesthatkick
off on Sunday.
The games, which will conclude on April 12, are being held
under the aegis of School Games
Federation of India (SGFI) and
will be held concurrently in
Amritsar that will host other
sports.
District education department, Ludhiana, is hosting competitions for both boys and girls
in three games — hockey
(under-19),minigolf(under-14,17
and 19) and sqay martial art
(under-17).
Addressing the media on Saturday, district education officer
(secondary)SwaranjitKaursaid
the players and their team officialswerebeingprovidedwithall
kindsoffacilities.Theyhavebeen
accommodated in 17 schools of
the city with proper bedding.
“The department has also

SWARANJIT KAUR, district
education officer (secondary)

n

Players waiting for their turn to register for the National School Games at Government Smart School,
PAU, in Ludhiana on Saturday.
GURMINDER SINGH/HT

arranged buses for transportation of the players from their
accommodation to the venue of
events and vice versa,” she said.
StateorganiserRupinderRavi
said a team of education department had been deployed at the

railway station to receive the
team squads following which
they will be dropped to their
venues after registration.
Thereare26teamsofgirlsand
28 teams of boys in hockey; for
minigolf,thereareeightteamsof

City college to hold 3-day
‘Jugaad Mela’ from Monday
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: In a bid to promote
innovationandcreativity,industrialists in collaboration with
Guru Nanak Dev Engineering
Collegewillorganiseathree-day
‘JugaadMela’onthecollegecampus from Monday.
Any college/school student,
visitor or faculty can participate
and come up with innovative
designsandideasduringthecompetition that is open to all.
GS Radiators Limited managing director Ranjodh Singh said
that he, along with industrialist
CharanjitSingh, plannedtoorga-

FEE HIKE ROW

nise the mela.
“As innovations can never
come out from the textbook
knowledge,onehastobecreative
and work practically to invent
something. ‘Jugaad’ is a slang
which is defined as -- coming up
with some innovative ideas to
findasolutiontotheproblem,”he
said.
“There are many small problemsthatwefaceinourdailyroutine and the creative human
beingsalwaysdevelopsomething
newtofindsolutionforthatproblem. We need such innovative
brainsforthe industry,”he said.
Singh also said that there will
be two competitions — ‘Exhibit

your jugaad (innovation)’ and
‘Jugaad idea for specific problem’.
“In the first event, if anyone
has invented something, he/she
candisplayitthroughadesignor
model. In the second event, we
will give a specific problem and
participantshavetocomeupwith
innovative ideas to solve it.
Theideacanbesubmittedinwrittenformoronecandrawthetechnology for the same or make it
within two hours at the venue,”
he said.
The winners will be awarded
prizes worth ₹5,000,₹3,000 and
₹2,000 for first, second and third
positions, respectively.

‘Inactivity doubles risk

THAPAR VARSITY
STUDENTS CALL of cardiac diseases’
OFF PROTEST
IN PATIALA
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA:

PATIALA: The students of Thapar

University, Patiala, have ended
their protest on Friday after the
university authorities conceded
their main demand of lowering
the recently hiked hostel fee.
The protest was started after
the university authorities
increased hostel fee by around
₹4,000persemester. Thestudents
wereprotestingagainsthostelfee
hike,and demandinground-theclock hostel entry for girls along
withstreamliningoftheworking
ofhostelmess.Thestudentslifted
theirprotestaftertheauthorities
gaveassurancestohavedetailed
HTC
discussion.

The Community
Health Centre (CHC), Koom
Kalan, celebrated World Health
DayhereonSaturday.TheWHO
has set the theme of the day this
yearas“UniversalHealthCoverage: Everyone Everywhere.”
Speaking on the occasion,
medical officer Dr Amanpreet
Kaur, said that everyone should
be conscious about one’s health.
There are so many life-threatening diseases such as diabetes,
hypertension and cancer.
Kaur added, “We should be
careful about the health of our
families, ourselves and build a
healthyandfitnation.Thesedays
physical inactivity is common.
We fail to understand that it is a
criticalproblem,whichhasacas-

cading effect on our health. Lack
of exercise is a problem worldwide.”
Physicalinactivityleadstotwo
million deaths world over every
year, as per the estimates by the
WHO.“WorldHealthDayiscelebrated annually on April 7 to
inform the public about leading
public health problems,” she
said.RajinderSingh,blockextension educator, said that a sedentary lifestyle doubles the risk of
cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, obesity, and increases the
risk of colon cancer, high blood
pressure, osteoporosis, lipid disorders, depression and anxiety.
AccordingtoWHO,60to85%of
thepeopleintheworldfromboth
developed and developing countries lead sedentary lifestyle,
making it one of the serious public health problems.

girls and 10 teams of boys in
under-14 category, 11 teams of
boys and 10 teams of girls in
under- 19 category; 10 boys and
ninegirlsteamsinunder-17categories; and 10 teams each of boys
and girls for sqay.

PU to file fresh
reply in sexual
harassment case
against former V-C
CHANDIGARH :The Panjab Univer-

sity(PU)willfileafreshresponse
before the Punjab and Haryana
high court in response to a petition filed by a woman professor
accusingformervice-chancellor
AKGroverofsexualharassment.
She had approached the high
courtinSeptember2018,seeking
directiontovarsitychancellorto
‘nominate’ a committee to
inquire into her complaint withouttheinterventionofanofficial
or body associated with the university.
Earlier, a reply was filed by
former registrar GS Chadha,
whom the petitioner, had
made a party in the matter as a
person. In view of this, the court
was toldon Thursdayby the varsitycounselthatitwillfileafresh
response. The woman professor’s counsel had objected to
Chadhafilingresponseonbehalf
of the varsity despite allegations
of ‘malafide’ against him. HTC

The hockey matches of
under-19 boys/girls will be
playedatastroturf,PunjabAgricultural University (PAU)
ground; Guru Nanak Public
School in Sarabha Nagar and
Government College for Boys,
Civil Lines. The matches of sqay
for under-17 boys/girls andmini
golfforunder-14,17,19boys/girls
will be held at PAU-based Government Senior Secondary
Smart School.
“Medical teamswillbeavailable at each venue to deal with
injuriesandmembersoftheorganising committee will be available24x7forourguests,”Ravisaid.

navrajdeep.singh@htlive.com

PATIALA: Thedepartmentofschool

education is all set to launch a
unique student exchange programme named ‘twinning of
schools’underwhich,studentsof
governmentandprivateprimary
schools will share the best practices of their respective schools.
Theprogrammewillbecarried
in May and the students
of Class 6-8 of both private and
government schools across
the state will participate in
the programme.
Under the programme, 10 students of each of the three classes
at government schools will visit
the private schools and vice
versa. They will spend a day in
the other school to get an insight
into the academic atmosphere,
besideshavinginteractionsover
different issues.
Issuing directions to district
education officers across state,
director generalofschool education Mohammad Tayyab has
asked the officials to prepare a
complete roster regarding the
exchange programme.
The DGSE has instructed officialstoincludeallprivateschools
affiliatedwith the CentralBoard
of Secondary Education(CBSE),
Indian Certificate of Secondary
Education (ICSE) and Punjab

UNDER THE PROGRAMME
n Students to share best

practices of their schools
n 10 students each from Classes
6-8 to participate
n Students of private and
government schools to spend
full day in each other’s school
n Private school students to
have midday meal at government schools, while private
schools to arrange meal for
government school students
n Students to share experience,

School Education Board (PSEB)
under these ‘twining of schools’
programme.
‘SCHOOLS ASKED TO
MAKE ARRANGEMENTS’
“Studentsofgovernmentandprivate schools will visit each
other’s school on alternate days.
Theschoolshavebeendirectedto
make arrangements for midday
meal for the visitors and provide
other required facilities,” the
DGSE said.
He added that the programme
willhelpstudentsofboththeentities share experience and learn
from each other, besides having
discussionsontheirareaofinter-

discuss their areas of interest
n Programme to help in

recognising gaps in system
and efforts will be made to
bridge them
n Quiz competitions to be
organised during the
exchange programme
n Students to participate in
folk culture-based games
n Will help students build
confidence and acquire
new skills

est,localcraft,artandmusicand
festivals.
“Itwillalsohelpin developing
a sense of inter dependence and
understanding towards each
other.Importantly,itwillhelpin
recognising gap and making
effort to bridge them,” the DGSE
said.
The students can also share
their reading and writing skills
witheachother.Thedistricteducation departments across the
state have also been directed to
holdquizcompetitiononvarious
social and environment issues,
besidesholdingspecialsessionof
folkgamesinthelatterhalfofthe
day.

Exhibition showcasing violence against
women underway at Punjabi Bhawan
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : Fine Arts Society,
Ludhiana, on Saturday organised a painting exhibition
showcasing the increase in violence committed against
women, here at MS Randhawa
Art Gallery, Punjabi Bhawan.
The three-day event will conclude on Sunday. The paintings
made by school and college students, were aimed to promote
art and generate awareness
among people over the subject.
The paintings depicted pain
of women during partition and
also outlined the issues they
face in modern times.
Various paintings made by
the students portrayed evils like
dowry, acid attack, sexual
abuse, marital rape and honour
killing that society deals with.
President of Fine Arts Society, Ludhiana, Gopal Krishna
Sharma, said, “Pictures and
paintings depict the cruel grim
reality of the world and society
that no one feels like talking and

n

Visitors having a look at a painting at Punjabi Bhawan in Ludhiana on Saturday.

gets buried under the piles of
taboos. The artists hail from
different schools and colleges
and have been actively partici-

pating for the promotion of art
in Ludhiana.”
An art lover, Gagandep
Singh, who paid a visit to the

GURMINDER SINGH/HT

exhibition, said, “More such initiatives need to be taken in order
to save the sketching culture in
the city.”

PU panel recommends 10% hike in fund for student aid
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : Panjab University

(PU) committee has recommended10%increaseinfinancial
assistance given to students
under the Student Aid Fund for
the academic session 2019-20.
Thecommitteehasalsorecommended an increase of 6% in the
financial assistance for 2018-19
which will be followed by 10%
increase for 2019-20. The guidelines proposed will be tabled
before the Syndicate on April 10

and the financial assistance will
beaccordingtotheincomeslabof
eligible students.
The committee members
unanimously resolved that
beforedisbursementof the fund,
anundertakingbegivenbyastudent that he/she is not availing
anyscholarship/financialassistancefromthedepartmentorany
other source.
Theyfurtherresolvedthatthe
students who enrolled in certificatecoursesandhaveappliedfor
financial assistance be paid a
lumpsumof₹5,000.Theaffidavit,

duly attested by notary, will not
be accepted and only valid
income certificate from the competentauthoritywillbeaccepted.
Those students who have
passedthepreviousexamination
with a minimum of 50% marks
willbeeligible. Studentswhogot
reappear in previous examinations will not be eligible. Those
wholeftthecoursesmidtermwill
notbeeligibleforfinancialassistance. Full fee will be charged
from the economically weaker
section (EWS) students at the
time of admission.

PU MIGHT CONDUCT ENTRANCE
FOR MASTERS IN SOCIAL WORK
CHANDIGARH :University is
likely to start entrance test
PU (CET) – PG for admission in Masters in Social
Work from the academic
session 2019-20.
A new certificate course
in ‘Social Work and Field
Interventions’ is also on the
cards. An increase in the

number of seats for the
master’s course has also
been proposed. The matter
will be tabled in the Syndicate meeting on April 10. If
approved, the same will be
implemented from the academic session 2019-20. The
duration of the test will be
HTC
90 minutes.

schoolnotes

n
n

Students of New BCM Kindergarten during World Health Day celebrations in Ludhiana on Saturday.

HT

Winners of various titles during a freshers’ party at Sat Paul Mittal
HT PHOTO
School in Ludhiana on Saturday.

BVM SCHOOLS
CELEBRATE
HINDU NEW YEAR

also took out a mass procession from
the school premises. Students offered
prayers to Goddess Jagdamba at
Vishwanath Mandir, Jamalpur.

WORLD HEALTH DAY
CELEBRATIONS

among the residents of slums.

MGM Public School

LUDHIANA :Bhartiya Vidya Mandir
(BVM) Senior Secondary School,
Udham Singh Nagar (USN), celebrated
the commencement of ‘Nav Samvat
(Hindu new year)’ on Saturday. The
celebrations commenced with Durga
palki poojan at the school premises
followed by a procession of around
500 students and 150 teachers
carrying placards and banners
displaying the messages of greetings.
A group of students visited Rose
Garden and made the people aware
about the historical and cultural
significance of Chaitra Navratras and
Hindu new year. Students also
performed a havan at the school
premises for universal welfare, peace
and prosperity. The staff and the
students of Bhartiya Vidya Mandir
(BVM), Chandigarh Road, Sector 39,

Sat Paul Mittal School
holds freshers’ party

LUDHIANA :Kindergarten wing of
MGM Public School, Dugri, on Saturday celebrated World Health Day to
highlight the significance of good
health and well being . Students
brought healthy food in their tiffins.
Vice-principal Sunita Vij addressed
the students on ‘How to keep food
safe and avoid infections’.

LUDHIANA :New BCM Kindergarten
celebrated World Health Day on
Saturday. The global health awareness
day is celebrated every year on April 7
to draw the attention of the masses
towards the importance of health.
Teachers emphasised upon good
eating habits that include a balanced
diet and intake of adequate quantity
of water. They also stressed upon the
need to participate in physical
activities. Principal Vandna Shahi, in
her address, emphasised that health is
the most important ingredient for a
happy life.

LUDHIANA :Sat Paul Mittal School
organised a freshers’ party on
Saturday. Principal Bhupinder Gogia
was in attendance on the occasion.
The programme commenced with a
welcome speech followed by dance
and singing performances by the
students. A talent hunt show was also
organised. Bhavik Jain was declared
Mr Fresher and Aarushi Syal bagged
the title of Ms Fresher. The other
awards were given to Mahineer, Aaira
and Shyra Mishra for best singing;
Medha and Sarthak for best dance
performance; Romita for best Orator;
Esha for best Artist; Jodhpal Singh
and Pranav for best rappers and
Kunvarveer for best Intrumental
music performance. I

Ryan International School
LUDHIANA :Classes 1-3 students of
Ryan International School prepared
healthy salads whereas students of
Classes 4 and 5 prepared healthy
platter consisting of food with
different nutrients. Students from
Classes 6 to 8 made a ‘vegetable
mandela’ in which a variety of
vegetables was arranged in a pattern.
Later, the vegetables were distributed

New BCM Kindergarten

BCM Chandigarh Road
LUDHIANA :BCM Senior Secondary
School, Chandigarh Road, organised
various activities to highlight the
significance of good health and well
being. The activities included a
special morning assembly during

which speeches were delivered on
topics like health and hygiene, mental
health and junk food v/s healthy
food. School counsellor conducted a
seminar on ‘Being Healthy’ for
students of Classes 4 and 5. The
students were acquainted about
physical, mental and emotional
health through a presentation. They
took a pledge to eat healthy and stay
healthy.

Sacred Heart Convent
LUDHIANA :Sacred Heart Convent
Senior Secondary School, Khanna,
observed World Health Day on the
theme ‘Universal Health Coverage’. A
special seminar on ‘Importance of
having breakfast’ was arranged by
chemistry teacher Jatin Dani. The
school principal highlighted the
effects of gadgets commonly used
by students and their hazards.
Students were given tips on ways to
improve their health and remain fit
and fine.
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GRANDPA BIG B
LOVES IT WHEN
AARADHYA
DESTROYS HIS
WORKING DESK

Kriti Sanon
was last
seen in
Luka Chuppi

Actor Kriti Sanon does not
feel any pressure to find a
‘special someone’ in her life

PHOTO: SARANG
GUPTA/HT

www.hindustantimes.com

www.facebook.com/HTcity

he is making the right
noises in her career and
is happy to share details
about the same. But
Kriti Sanon prefers to remain
tight-lipped on her personal
life. All the actor reveals is
that she is not currently in a
relationship, but clarifies she
is not averse to love.
“I am happily single. But
I’m open to the possibility of
love. Having said that, it’s not
like I’m looking for love. I’m
looking for that organic
romantic connection, so, let’s
see. I’m okay with my current
status. There’s absolutely no
pressure to find someone,”
says Kriti.

S

The actor asserts she
doesn’t like to share her
personal life with everyone.
“It’s the part of my life where
I’m just Kriti and not the actor.
I like sharing that part only
with people who are really
close to me,” she adds.
On the work front, Kriti is
basking in the success of her
last film Luka Chuppi and has
three more films lined up for
release — Arjun Patiala,
Housefull 4 and Panipat. She
played a goody two-shoes in
Heropanti (2014) and Dilwale
(2015) and a brat in Bareilly Ki
Barfi (2017). But there is
something she desperately
wants someone to offer her. “I
would love to play an angsty
character which is slightly

complicated and grey, not me
at all. That will be interesting
for me as an actor. But I am yet
to find that kind of an
opportunity,” she says.
There has been a lot of
speculation about her sister,
Nupur Sanon’s Bollywood
debut. Admitting her sister is
“very inclined” to a career in
films, Kriti says there is
nothing substantial as of now.
“As her sister, the only
thing I tell Nupur is that she
needs to wait for the right
project. Since I waited for
Heropanti, my career graph is
what it is,” she says, adding,
“Being patient and being
hungry at the same time is
important.”
n

cting has always been her
long-term goal but getting
the first break was not
easy for Asha Bhat. The actor
recently made her debut
opposite Vidyut Jammwal in
Junglee. “I started auditioning
in 2016, with queues of at least
50 people at a time. When I
started, many people told me
‘it will be a struggle, it’s like a
big pond’ and all of that. For
me in particular, I have had a

Amitabh Bachchan
PHOTO: SATISH BATE/HT

egastar Amitabh
Bachchan says his
granddaughter
Aaradhya likes to come and
destroy his working desk, and
that brings immense joy to
him.
“Aaradhya will come and
destroy my working desk, as
she wants to use this pen and
wants to write things and
wants to play with the laptop.
It brings immense joy and is a
beautiful experience,” he
added. Asked whether
anything changed after
Aishwarya joined the family,
Big B said: “Nothing has
changed for us, it was like one
daughter left and another one
came in.”

M

IANS

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

A

Kirti: I’m sure I’d be
mobbed one day

strong background,” she says.
Talking about her journey,
Asha says, “My mom would
tell me ‘even if you just have to
clean the floor, do it in such a
way that nobody can do it
better than you’. It was the
same when it came to
auditioning. I would go out
every day, but my struggling
days were my strength. It feels
good to perform in front of 15
people, (that’s how you mature
to) then 50 people, and so on.”
And being launched by

www.youtube.com/user/ht

In the initial years, Kartik Aaryan was
second-guessing his career choice

‘People warned me Bollywood is like a big pond’
Rishabh Suri

instagram.com/htcity

LUDHIANA
THOUGHT
I’D NEVER
MAKEIT:
KARTIK
Sneha Mahadevan

Juhi Chakraborty

twitter.com/htshowbiz

ctor Kartik Aaryan has
had a dream run at the
box office. Life has
surely changed for the
better for him from when he
first appeared on the big
screen in Pyaar Ka
Punchnama in 2011.
For starters, he is quite a
star now who commands a
huge fan following. And, he
has some big-ticket projects
under his belt. The
expectations are certainly
higher, but the pressure
hasn’t got to him.
“All this (adulation and
appreciation) is only making
me work more on myself.
Even in terms of my craft,
now I am cautious about the
roles I am picking. But, I am
in a happy space. There is no
negative pressure,” says the

A

Luka Chuppi actor adding
that this attitude towards life
comes naturally to him.
He says, “I’ve always been
like that. I am never sad and
you will always see me
smiling, irrespective of how
my films do. I was happy
when I was living with 12
people in a single house, and I
am happy when I am living
alone. My state of mind hasn’t
changed and I will continue to
be happy.”
Although there is just one
thing he aspires to be — a
“bankable actor”. “I don’t
want to take the box office
pressure of a film doing ₹100
crores. I want my producers
to recover their money and
that’s all. People are
investing so much money on
me, it makes me feel
important. I have to just be a
bankable actor. That’s the

only pressure I take,” he says.
Pressure might not affect
Kartik, but how is he coping
with all the attention,
especially from female fans,
that has come with this
new-found overnight
stardom? “This stardom that
everyone keeps saying
happened overnight, took
seven years,” he says, “In
these last six years, I was
working but nobody noticed
me. After Sonu Ke Titu Ki
Sweety (2018) released, all
eyes were on me. So, many
people still think that Sonu...
is my debut film; they don’t
even know that I am the same
guy from Punchnama. And I
get amazed with their
reaction... It has taken a lot of
time for me to get to where I
am today.”
He is happy and content,
but there was a time when he

doubted his career choice. “I
have seen success and
failures. I have had days and
weeks when I have had
doubts about me never being
able to make it. And all this
was happening even when
my films worked. So, I am
flattered with all the
reactions and all the
attention, but I am also
conscious and aware that this
will all last until the next
Friday, when I have a release.
If my next film doesn’t work,
all this adulation will
disappear. So, I am very
realistic about that. I know
this is something I really
want and will keep working
hard for, but it’s short-lived,”
says Kartik, who hopes to
take up more projects
and “reduce the gap between
two projects”.
n

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com

Chuck Russell was the most
exciting aspect for Asha. “I
have watched his movies like
The Mask (1994). I was first
told I am auditioning for either
of two roles, and wasn’t given
any brief. Then after that, I got
to know it’s Chuck’s film. The
process went on for two
months, until I was finally
called for a cold reading by
Chuck, and then a look test
with Vidyut. Fifteen days after
this was when I got a call
saying I had been finalised.”

STOP PRESS

Henna Rakheja
o you know my name?
Selfie chahiye toh mera
naam batana padega!”
actor Kirti Kulhari tells a young
boy who requests for a selfie
with the actor, when she was at
the India Gate and the National
War Memorial on a recent trip to
Delhi. “Ma’am aap Uri (Uri: The
Surgical Strike) mein they na?”
smiles the boy, and Kirti obliges,
even as the boy struggles with
her name. Some more
youngsters approach her with
the same request, some know
her name, some don’t.
Asked if she’s happy that she
doesn’t get mobbed yet, the actor
quips, “I’m sure there’ll be a day
when I would be. For now, I
really love the fact that I can
move around without being
mobbed. I love that I can take a
rickshaw in Mumbai, roam
around in other places and be a
nobody till I will be a somebody,
and all this will probably be
impossible.”
The actor says she is happy
savouring how her stardom is
building up. “I really want to
enjoy every bit of it. For me,
Kirti the person is very
important. So, no matter what I
do, I want to stay grounded.”
She explains, “When you are
onto something, you want
success in the biggest way, and
as soon as possible. But, I must
say that something inside me
also has kind of postponed it
because I believe that things
happen for you when you are
ready... Yeh sab kuch ekdum se
aata toh mai shayad handle nahi
kar pati.”

D

AKSHAY KUMAR,
KIARA ADVANI IN
KANCHANA REMAKE
Actors Akshay Kumar and
Kiara Advani, who will be
seen in the film Good News,
will come together again
for the Hindi remake of the
hit Tamil horror comedy
Kaanchana (2011), titled
Laxmi. A source told Mid
Day, “Akshay plays the
protagonist who gets
possessed by the spirit of a
transgender, Kiara will
portray the superstar’s
girlfriend in the movie.” The
film reportedly goes on
floor later this month.

Kirti Kulhari is
happy with the way
things are shaping
up in her career
PHOTO: SARANG GUPTA/HT
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htcity TIME OUT

TAROT
POWER

This proves to be a therapeutic time as there is rest
from sorrow at home, peace after war at work, and
relaxation after anxiety! You are no longer caught in
mental chaos regarding professional matters and
choices but find clarity and direction. You establish
intellectual authority in a professional meeting or
business convention. You participate in the making of
policy or dogma in your field of activity with your vast
experience, wisdom and expertise. Positive changes
are on the cards after a period of struggle and conflict.
You accept loving relationships and supportive people
with love and compassion after a long struggle within.
Lucky number: 4 Good colours: Forest greens

LEO

It is best to remain centered and witnessing rather
than participating in conflicts. Allow your strong spirit
to guide you in the right direction. You need to go
beyond limitations and blocks to complete projects
and fulfil promises. There is harmony of rule and
justice as you use your authority effectively. You have
support, cooperation and synergy in the work place.
There is likely to be a change in office management at
this point. You impress people with your personality,
talent and charisma and invite opportunities. End of
the week sees a deep bond developing between you
and your partner.
Lucky number: 2 Good colour: Deep maroon

VIRGO

You are blessed with gain in material aspects this
week! The body, mind and spirit are in harmony and
you experience a feeling of contentment. Power and
wealth are yours after a period of labour and strife.
Success in business and love in personal relationships
transforms your life. Creative and professional plans
are set to actualise in one year and it is important to
work towards them persistently. Your plans are now
synchronised with divine plans and they have a
magical quality of perfection and completion. You
touch higher levels of consciousness and experience
inner peace.
Lucky number: 1 Good colour: Emerald green

LIBRA

You are likely to fall in love with a new person or
an idea this week! Things happen quickly and you
need to make snap decisions or you are liable to
miss a personal or professional opportunity for
growth and expansion. This is a time of movement
and change, be it inner or outer or both. It’s best to
embrace the new in any aspect as the travelling
onwards promises to be easy and also brings a sense
of adventure. This attitude of openness and
acceptance invites new friends and experiences in
your life. A Sagittarian person stands by you through
good and bad times.
Lucky number: 8 Good colours: Reds

SCORPIO

ARIES

(MAR 21 - APR 20)

APRIL 7 - 13, 2019

Lady Gaga

TAURUS

(APR 21 - MAY 21)

BY MA PREM
RITAMBHARA
SPIRITUAL MESSAGE
To be and to be creative are
synonymous. It is
impossible to be and not be
creative. The consideration
should be that you are
enjoying whatsoever you
are doing. It is your love
affair. If your act is your love
affair, then it becomes
creative. Small things
become great by the touch
of love and delight, says
Osho, the Zen master.
Ma Prem Ritambhara has
been reading Tarot cards
professionally in Mumbai,
Pune, Zurich and New Delhi
for the last fifteen years and
continues to do so from her
studio at home in New
Delhi. Her clientele is from
all over the world from all
walks of life and she reads
cards, predicts, counsels and
heals professionals, business
people, men, women,
children, students and
couples. She conducts
individual, as well as group
readings. Contact her at
ritambhara7@gmail.com

Sam Smith

GEMINI

(MAY 22 - JUN 21)

Kanye West

CANCER

(JUN 22 - JUL 22)

Perrie Edwards
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(JUL 23 - AUG 23)

Jennifer Lopez

(AUG 24 - SEP 23)

Beyonce

(SEP 24 - OCT 23)

Eminem

(OCT 24 - NOV 22)

Katy Perry

An empty canvas eagerly awaits your first brush
stroke which reveals the mood and colour of your new
painting or professional project this week. New
beginnings take the shape and plan you assign to
them, so you need to allow creativity to happen
spontaneously. Personal relationships are rejuvenated
with new feelings, sensitivity, awareness and joy. The
past gets wiped out by itself, without any effort or
regret, once you make a new beginning in any aspect.
Break through old patterns that the mind is caught up
in and take a fresh and unprejudiced look at personal
and professional issues!
Lucky number: 8 Good colour: White

SAGITTARIUS

Great care in some things is counterbalanced by equal
disorder in others this week. You tend to think
negatively and torture yourself by imagining the
worst about too many things. Of course nothing
disastrous is about to happen, so relax. This negative
attitude leads to stress anxiety and ill health rather
than give you direction. Calm down, take one step at a
time and think positively! Beware of wasting energy
in details causing neglect of important professional
aspects. Lack of persistence and interest at work leads
to disruption and disarray! Learn a lesson from past
mistakes and get on with your life.
Lucky number: 8 Good colour: White

CAPRICORN

Your heart is blessed with intense joy and happiness in
personal relationships as promises are fulfilled and
commitments are honoured this week. There is
harmony at home and synergy at work, which enables
you to achieve professional goals and take care of
family responsibilities. You share hospitality, warmth
and a happy time with family and friends. You feel
relaxed and self-contained during social activities and
are more loving and caring about yourself and others.
A balanced perspective at work and a loving response
in personal relationships brings harmony all around.
Beware of over indulgence in food, drink or emotion.
Lucky number: 2 Good colour: Lilac

AQUARIUS

You attract progressive opportunities this week as you
make an impact in professional aspects and are seen,
noted and heard. You are the important figure at
work: People ask you for advice, support and vie for
your company. Beware of depleting your energy
because others can be too demanding. You are strong
and energetic and get a lot accomplished at work and
at home. You are able to redecorate home and office
spaces to facilitate creativity and output. All your
activity around the home helps streamline systems
and chores. Professional projects require your
participation as they near completion.
Lucky number: 17 Good colour: Emerald green

PISCES

WHENYOURSIGNIFICANT
OTHER ISCLINGY
ust because you are in a
relationship, it doesn’t
mean that you don’t need
some time of your own. And,
dealing with a clingy partner
can often feel like walking on
eggshells because you don’t
know how to tell them that
‘you need a bit of space’,
without offending or
pushing them away. So,
if you are in a relationship
with a clingy partner then
read on as we tell you what to
do when you feel your
relationship needs a bit of
breathing space.

J

DOING THINGS
ON YOUR OWN
One of the reasons your
partner can be clingy is

MOVIES ON TV
HBO
1150 Baywatch
1342 The Italian Job
1539 American
Sniper
1753 Transformers: The Last
Knight
2045 The Karate Kid
SONY PIX
1100 Despicable
Me 3
1558 The Mummy
1820 Journey To
The Center Of
The Earth
2023 Mad Max:
Fury Road
STAR MOVIES
1210 Cindrella
1416 Big Hero 6
1613 Coco

APART FROM GIVING
SPACE TO EACH
OTHER AND DOING
THINGS BY YOURSELF,
YOU OUGHT TO SET A
FEW BOUNDARIES
because they might not
know how to be alone. To
deal with this, you can
encourage your partner to
pursue an interest that
they like. This can help
them learn to be alone. Your
partner needs to
learn to enjoy their own
company and this is
one way to do it.

1824 The Incredibles
2050 Predator
WB
1207 The Spiderwick
Chronicles
1344 Killer Elite
1537 Chips
1710 Same Kind of
Different
As Me
1911 Cop Out
2100 Heart of
Dragon
& PICTURES
1113 Saheb Biwi Aur
Gangster 3
1406 Fukrey
Returns
1705 PadMan
2000 Robot
2316 Ghost Rider: Spirit of
Vengeance
STAR GOLD
0915 Judwaa 2
1225 Ant-Man
191S uper Funday
1950 IPL 2019
2345 Ant-Man
ZEE CINEMA
1021 Spyder
1307 Hum Aapke Hain
Koun…!
1726 Time
Story
2030 Dangal
2353 Shiva The
Super Hero

Apart from giving space to
each other and doing things by
yourself, you ought to set a few
boundaries, as well. For

example, if you are spending
time with your friends then
your partner should avoid
constantly texting you and
asking about your
whereabouts. Setting certain

abhinav.verma@htlive.com

Short-term gains may not last long

umans are generally
satisfied and happy when
they get what they desire.
They become perplexed when
something or a series of
things do not happen the way
they want. To achieve that
‘something’ we resort to
various ways — legitimate or
otherwise and also indulge in
certain rituals. In all this we
forget that the energy we have
now created to alter that
‘other thing’ for ‘something’
else may have unpleasant
repercussions which come
along as part of a package. I
have come across many who
for some small gains chose a
path full of thorns, which led
to unimaginable damage. A
brilliant, well-organised
young man did exceedingly
well in his pursuits to prove
himself better than others,
but in the quest to rule the
roost he started becoming
oversmart and thus offended
his bosses. As fate would have
it, this brilliant chap, who had
the acumen to surpass
everyone, lost his job when he
was expecting a raise. The
tragic tale was yet to end as
he could not find a better job
because of negative
recommendations. Six
months later, he had to settle
for an inferior job in a small
company.

Zayn Malik

(JAN 21 - FEB 19)

Justin Timberlake

You have the clear perception of professional ideas
that liberate the mind from any tension or restriction.
You are graceful in social and business associations,
intensely perceptive in professional matters, and a
keen observer of human nature. You are subtle and
interpret nuances accurately. Being an intense
individualist, confident and just, you demand and
command respect from people at home and at work.
Try to be clear but not ruthless or you are not received
well by people around you. Don’t be afraid of dark
skies or confusion in personal relationships as they can
be cleared up with love and understanding.
Lucky number: 9 Good colours: Creamy whites

There is love in personal relationships, success at
work and gain in financial investments. Family and
friends are close and there are fun times to look
forward to. You are lucky – what you put energy into
works out well. An ongoing conflict is resolved as you
take a clear stand on priorities. From being a worker
and taking directions you become a consultant or
advisor and share your wisdom and expertise with
others. Health problems should not be neglected. You
are able to spend quality time in hobbies. A shopping
spree could burn a hole in your pocket. A short trip is
on the cards.
Lucky number: 6 Good colour: Purple

Choices and decisions are on the cards this week! A
business venture can be gainful if you are willing to
lend it some energy. You are involved in multifarious
activities and need to avoid mental stress. Beware of
superficiality in social connections, as you are much in
demand with friends and family. This week you are
likely to examine relationships and analyse priorities
in an effort to make decisions and commitments.
Some connections and relationships are likely to come
closer while others are bound to fall apart. Don’t
forget to list your priorities when life gets busy and
hectic. Meditate to maintain balance of energies.
Lucky number: 6 Good colours: Rainbow pastels

(FEB 20 - MAR 20)

Rihanna

Can be contacted at: Delhi: 91-11-26449898, 26489899 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832,
2572874 (Tues to Thurs); Mumbai: 91-22-26398641 (Last week of every month)

boundaries helps your partner
deal with their insecurities.
(With inputs from Dr Anil
Sethi, psychologist and
relationship counsellor)
n

(DEC 24 - JAN 20)

Dr Prem Kr. Sharma, Astrologer & vaastu expert

One of the reasons for
your partner’s clinginess
could be insecurity.
They simply get insecure
seeing you in someone
else’s company or are
uncomfortable doing things
alone. You need to tactfully
have a conversation with your
partner and explain to them
that it’s okay for you and them
to need a bit
of space in the relationship. By
being clingy, a relationship
often
burns out.

A FEW RULES

Taylor Swift

You stand in the middle of a doorway trying to
make a decision this week. It’s best to listen to your
own good wisdom and do what is good for you.
There might be judgmental and critical people
around you who are likely to manipulate you if you
allow them. You are ready to make a final decision
concerning the past and move into the new current
for the future. Personal issues and relationships are at
the brink of an important change, be aware.
Professional opportunities and options are to be
weighed and considered before a clear decision can
be taken.
Lucky number: 20 Good colour: Royal blue

DAILY HOROSCOPE

TIME TO TALK

Abhinav Verma

(NOV 23 - DEC 23)

ARIES

LEO

SAGITTARIUS

You may be pulling in the
wrong direction, so take time
off to get your bearings
rig
ght! Expect some
cchanges on the
professional front,
but they will favour
you. Family will
reciprocate your love
aand care in full
measure. An affair
me
started innocently can get
serious and ask for
commitment.
Lucky Number: 22
Lucky Colour: Indigo

You will get the opportunity
to enjoy yourself in a new
group of friends or
colleagues. Good
ffeedback on the
academic front is
likely to boost your
morale. Financially,
you are likely to
re
emain well off. You
can expect to be the
centre of attraction in a
social gathering. Health
remains moderate.
Lucky Number: 18
Lucky Colour: Coffee

Those thinking of a short
vacation may need to apply
for leave right away. Your
ide
eas and suggestions
on the professional
o
front can come a
cropper. A tense
atmosphere at
home will start
getting lighter now.
g
Love is a game of give
Lov
and take; your romance can
hit a dead end if you only
take.
Lucky Number: 9
Lucky Colour: Yellow

TAURUS

VIRGO

CAPRICORN

There is a chance of meeting
someone you wanted to
meet for a long time. You
may not be satisfied
with what you have
managed to achieve
on the professional
front. Some of you
can resolve to lead a
disciplined life. You
may find spouse extra
affectionate today. Rejoice,
as lover does everything to
make you happy.
Lucky Number: 7
Lucky Colour: Grey

Things go smoothly at work
and help you finish all
pending tasks today. This is
not the day to be vocaal
about your feelings
on the love front.
Students will
manage to keep
academics in their
focus. Your savings
are likely to come in
good use today. A property
may come to you through
inheritance.
Lucky Number: 5
Lucky Colour: Beige

Your well wishers will not
leave any stone unturned in
building your image on the
social front. You will
remain on firm
ground regarding an
awaited result or
verdict, so expect
the outcome to be
favourable. Spouse
will be in a romantic
mood, take the cue if you
want to bring joy back into
your life.
Lucky Number: 3
Colour: Golden Brown

PHOTO: HTCS

H

The negative planets enslaved
all the Raj Yoga and
stupendous Dashas. The
short cuts adopted in a job or
a business, the price one pays
for supporting someone and
the ones acting very clever
are some of the negative
triggers or detonators which
inadvertently activates the
‘badhakas’ or the resistor
of the horoscope. It is worth
mentioning that every
beautiful yoga in a horoscope
has a complementary
negative yoga which has to be
tackled carefully. Similarly for
every negative yoga in a
horoscope, there has to be a
positive yoga. The art is to
assess those and know the
techniques the desired yoga
gets activated without
activating the hind side of it.
Through my writeups in my
blog (www.vinaybajrangi.
com/blog) and other popular

social media sites, I try and
explain the possible solutions
to every problem through a
series of Karma corrections.
To achieve success, it is
essential to make a note of the
dos and don’ts as per the
horoscope. It is not essential
to talk about horoscope only
for preventive measures with
fire fighting like rituals but a
small cure with proper
guidance at the right time can
make a huge difference in our
life.
The author of this article,
Dr Vinay Bajrangi, is a PhD
scholar in astrology.
Connect with him at
www.vinaybajrangi.com or
call at 9278665588 or
9278555588.

Disclaimer: The veracity of
any claims made in the above
article is the sole responsibility
of the concerned entity.

GEMINI

LIBRA

AQUARIUS

You may be helped by
someone close in enhancing
your career. A jump in salary
or an increment cannot
be ruled out for some
b
and will make you
much more
financially secure,
than before. Diet and
exercise will prove an
effective combination in
effe
bringing you back in shape.
You will feel much more
secure with spouse or lover.
Lucky Number: 1
Lucky Colour: Baby Pink

Someone may keep you
waiting today, but the wait
will be worth it! This is not a
go
ood day for those
planning a new
p
venture. Business
persons will be able
to raise the required
capital. Positive steps
to
o strengthen family
ties will be lauded by
those who are close to you.
Lover may not have the time
for love!
Lucky Number: 11
Lucky Colour: Purple

The kind of quality that you
are offering will be hard to
beat by others. An excellent
tim
me on the professional
ffront is foreseen. You
will get the
opportunity to
implement
something you have
been trying for long at
b
work. A new avenue for
wor
earning opens up for some.
Those in love on the sly can
expect a rollicking time.
Lucky Number: 8
Lucky Colour: Violet

CANCER

SCORPIO

PISCES

Becoming a yes-man at work
can have its advantages, so
toe the line of someone
important and prosperr!
Eating healthy food
and maintaining an
active lifestyle may
become an
obsession with you.
You will succeed in
e
rejuvenating your love
life. Some of you can be
entrusted with an important
out of town job.
Lucky Number: 17
Lucky Colour: Light Blue

Your plan will fall into place
and help you establish
yourself much more firmly
at work. People who
matter are likely to
favour you on the
academic front.
Lover will help you
discover the beauty
that lies within you.
You will manage to
continue your workout
schedule and do well on the
fitness front.
Lucky Number: 2
Lucky Colour: Light Grey

There is a need for you to
make the first move, if you
want success assured. You
will prove an asset at
work and may be
entrusted with an
important work.
Some worries may
crop up concerning a
family youngster. A
long drive is likely to
help you get over mental
tiredness. You will be able to
stabilise the financial front.
Lucky Number: 4
Lucky Colour: Lavender
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Cho to be lead in live-action
Cowboy Bebop series

Vu launches revolutionary upscaler technology

ctor John Cho has landed
the lead role in liveaction series Cowboy
Bebop.
The 10-episode show is an
official adaptation of popular
Japanese science fiction
anime of the same name,
according to The Hollywood
Reporter.
It is described as “the jazzinspired, genre-bending story
of a ragtag crew of bounty
hunters on the run from their
pasts as they hunt down the
solar system’s most
dangerous criminals,”
working from their
spaceship, Bebob.
Cho, 46, will portray Spike
Spiegel, an impossibly cool
‘cowboy’ (bounty hunter)
with a deadly smile, a wry wit
and style to spare. He travels
the solar system with his excop partner, Jet, pursuing the
future’s most dangerous
bounties with a combination
of charm, charisma and
deadly Jeet Kune Do. The
series will also feature Luke
Cage star Mustafa Shakir,
actors Daniella Pineda and
Alex Hassell. Alex Garcia,
best known for his work on
Cloak and Dagger, Luke Cage

A

Tobey Maguire played SpiderMan in three films
PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK

TOBEY MAGUIRE
CAN PLAY A
SUPERHERO
AGAIN
PHOTOS: HTCS

Devita Saraf, chairman and CEO, Vu televisions
s the innovator of the
television industry, Vu
stands tall as the highest
selling 4K TV brand in India,
having achieved another
milestone of selling over
million TVs across India.
The brand also announced
clocking in revenues worth
`1,000Cr in the financial
year 2018-19. Now entering
the next growth phase,
Vu is betting big on
industry-leading innovations
and technological
breakthroughs like
revolutionary Vu VOD
upscaler technology.
Commenting on the latest
development, Devita Saraf,
chairman and CEO says
“The revolutionary VOD
upscaler technology has
been in development for
more than three years, with
107 man years of
engineering effort to create
it. Vu makes television for
the new- age consumer who
wants to experience detailed
picture quality and sound
clarity, beautiful aesthetics
and a world of content.
Having customer- centric

A

approach has led Vu to the
unwavering loyalty of the
customers — high net worth
individuals and young
professionals”
Vu stealth launched the
revolutionary Vu VOD
upscaler technology with its
premium android range of
TVs. Vu makes televisions
for the new age, with
capabilities in display and
audio technology as well as a
strong background in IT and
software. The fusion of the
best in display and audio
technology is enhanced with
software for better quality
content and control. The Vu
upscaler technology is
available in the following
new launches:

VU PIXELIGHT TV NEXT GENERATION
Vu Pixelight 4K TV comes
equipped with revolutionary
technology that delivers
upscaled picture and sound
quality for streaming Video
on Demand (VOD). Vu puts
more control in your hands
with the Pixelight Remote
with four hotkeys to

and sound quality, all housed
in a sleek piano design body.
Available in 32, 40 and 49
inches.

VU PREMIUM
ANDROID

Picture quality enhancement, Vu upscaler technology
instantly access built-in
premium licensed apps like
Netflix, Amazon Prime and
YouTube, and an apps menu
with plenty of Indian apps
and content too, for example
Eros Now, Hungama Play
and many more. The Vu
Pixelight HDR technology
delivers vivid and clear
visuals and built-in Dolby
Audio and DTS technologies.
Available in 43, 50, 55
and 65 inches.

VU ULTRASMART TV
The Vu Ultrasmart Full HD
TV comes loaded with
licensed Netflix, Prime Video
and YouTube apps — all
immediately accessible on
its four hotkeys remote. With
a unique smart interface, the
Vu Ultrasmart TV offers an
enjoyable and easy way to
access smart content. The
High Bright Panel and built
in Dolby and DBX-TV audio
deliver incredible picture

VinDieselteasesJamesCameronfor
roleinproposedAvatarsequel

PHOTO: CAROLINE
MCCREDIE/GETTY
IMAGES

ction star Vin Diesel has
hinted that he is the
latest addition to the
ensemble cast of James
Cameron’s upcoming Avatar
(2009) sequel. The 51-year-old
actor shared a video of
himself and Cameron on his
Instagram page and said he
always wanted to work with
the celebrated filmmaker.
‘‘It’s long overdue, there is
one person in Hollywood I’ve
always wanted to work with
and learn from, and so, all
things come, I guess, to those
that wait,” he said.
The Titanic (1997) director
quipped, “We’re actually
going to give him the flashy
thing from Men In Black
(1997) when he leaves here so
he has no memory
whatsoever of what he’s
seen.”
‘‘And the journey
continues... #Blessed
#Grateful #Avatar,” Diesel
captioned the video.
The film Avatar focused on
the human-led Resources
Development Administration
(RDA) attempting to mine

A

The new-age Vu Premium
Android 4K TV is powered
with HDR 10 and Dolby
Vision technology, which
helps upscale details by
maximising contrast and
colour accuracy to deliver
immersive 4K HDR picture
quality. Combined with built
in high-quality Dolby MS12
Audio and & DBx-tv, Vu
delivers wider soundstage
audio clarity to your content.
The Vu Premium Android
4K TV runs with Android 8.0
Oreo which enables access to
the entire Google ecosystem
along with certified apps like
YouTube, Hotstar, etc.
through Vu ActiVoice
remote which creates a more
engaging and effortless
opportunity to use videos
and apps in the fastest way.
Available in 43, 50, 55 and
65 inches.
- HTC

is take on Spider-Man was
well-received by fans and
actor Tobey Maguire says
if offered, he may give his nod
to another superhero role in
future. The actor played the
web slinger in three films, first
in 2002, again in 2004 and
concluded his run in 2007. The
first two were critical and
commercial successes. The
third got mixed reviews but
did well at the box office.
“I just don’t really have an ‘I
would or wouldn’t do’ mindset. I’ll just do whatever …
whatever it is that comes that I
feel called to, that may or may
not fit in any kind of box,”
Maguire told the Hollywood
Reporter when asked about
the possibility of getting back
in a superhero suit. Actor
Andrew Garfield took over the
role in 2012 with The Amazing
Spider-Man and its 2014
sequel. Currently Tom
Holland plays Spider-Man and
appeared in Captain America:
Civil War (2016) before his own
stand-alone, 2017’s SpiderMan: Homecoming and 2018’s
Avengers: Infinity War.
“What I’ve seen, I’ve
appreciated. I like both of the
actors a ton. I think they’re
both super talented. I would
just say I appreciated them
and I like the actors. I like the
PTI
choices,” he said.

H

John Cho will portray Spike
Spiegel, an impossibly cool
‘cowboy’ (bounty hunter)
PHOTO:VALERIE MACON / AFP

and Daredevil, will helm the
first two episodes. Shinichiro
Watanabe, the director of the
original anime, will be
serving as consultant on the
series.
PTI

TOBEY MAGUIRE SAID
HE IS HAPPY WITH
ANDREW GARFIELD’S
AND TOM HOLLAND’S
VERSION OF THE
WEB-SLINGING
SUPERHERO.

Vin Diesel shared a
video of himself and
filmmaker James
Cameron (inset) on
his Instagram page
PHOTO:JAKE MICHAELS/THE
NEW YORK TIMES

planet Pandora for
unobtanium, a hugely
valuable mineral. It featured
Sam Worthington in the role
of disabled former marine
Jake Sully, who falls in love

with a Na’vi woman (Zoe
Saldana) and is drawn into a
battle for the survival of her
world when the RDA threaten
to destroy it.

THE 51-YEAR-OLD
ACTOR SHARED A
VIDEO OF HIMSELF
AND CAMERON ON HIS
INSTAGRAM PAGE

PTI
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Adding glitz and glamour After my relationship ended, I couldn’t
work
for
months
at
a
stretch,
says
Onir
to the red carpet
Filmmaker
Onir says he
has been quite
unlucky in
finding true
love

PHOTOS: HTCS/PRAMOD THAKUR

PHOTO:
FOTOCORP

Sangeeta Yadav

always be on my guard.

alk of movies he has made
— My Brother Nikhil
(2005), Bas Ek Pal (2006), I
Am (2011) and Chauranga
(2015) — and filmmaker Onir
considers himself blessed for
the way his career has shaped
up, but mention his personal
life and the National Award
filmmaker says he has been
quite unlucky in finding true
love. He gets even more
disappointed because he has
always been open and honest
about his sexuality. In a
freewheeling chat, Onir opens
up about why he called off his
three-year-old relationship
with his partner from the film
industry who he doesn’t wish
to name, and his experience on
dating sites.

Have you tried finding love
through dating sites or apps?
Before mobile phones and
apps came, there used to be
online chat rooms where I’d
get connected with people.
Everyone had a nickname and
I used to call myself Cameros.
Sometimes, it would just go
offline, so, it wasn’t so easy
like it is now.

T

You have always been open about
your sexual orientation. Despite
that, what went wrong?
Relationship is something that
didn’t work out in my favour,
especially being gay. My last
relationship was with
someone who was from the
industry and it went on for
three years. But I realised that
he was not honest and living
double lives, not open about
his identity in public and was
dating girls too, and leaving
them hurt. I found out that
when I used to travel for film
festivals abroad, he’d get
women to my house. I felt
used, manipulated and
cheated.

Disha Sanghvi

eing confident and
comfortable may bring
out the best in anyone,
but a tad bit of makeup can
help you take your glamour
quotient a few notches higher.
This year, HT India’s Most
Stylish Awards teamed up
with European makeup
brand, MyGlamm, to make
the stars look their fabulous
best. The makeup brand also
ran a contest for their
customers on social media,

B

Was it difficult to move on?
Yes, for five months, I couldn’t
work. The heartbreak was so
troubling and to divert my
mind, I started learning
Hindustani classical music,
playing guitar and running. I
went on a road trip with a
friend and all that took away
the stress. People say time
heals everything, but I don’t
think I can. I’m happy I have
my work, friends and family
and they are more precious to
me. I’ve created walls and I’ll

Preet Bhathija and Divya Israni

where the winners got a
chance to walk the most
talked about red carpet in the
tinsel town.
Winner Divya Israni, a
management student and
stylist said, “I still can’t
believe that I am walking this
prestigious red carpet. I just
saw Vicky Kaushal and
Radhika Apte walking next to
me, oh my god!” Preet
Bhathija, a Mumbai-based
marketing executive, and a

winner alongside Israni
added, “It is a dream come
true. Rubbing shoulders with
stars is an out of this world
experience. Thank you
MyGlamm for this
extraordinary experience and
making me live glamorous.”
“MyGlamm is excited to be
the makeup partner and glam
up all these stylish people at
HT India’s Most Stylish
Awards,” said Disha Sanghvi,
director, MyGlamm. She

further added,
“Congratulations to the
MyGlamm customers Divya
and Preet for winning the
contest by unveiling their
‘Glamm Secrets’ and
unlocking their hidden
‘Glamm Quotient’. MyGlamm
was thrilled to have them
experience a glamorous
evening and walk the red
carpet with the biggest
Bollywood stars.”

HTC

ARE YOU DOING YOUR BIT
TO GIVE BACK?
If before
donating you
think ‘sab fraud
hai’, you need to
think less

few weeks back, a
colleague’s daughter
was diagnosed with a
critical illness. Saving
her life requires several
lakhs, his savings don’t quite
match up. Some of us got
together to raise funds
through social media appeals
for crowd funding.
Several well-meaning
influencers helped us spread
the word, and we managed
to raise a fairly large amount
for her immediate treatment,
in record time. I slept that
night thinking that all’s well
with the world. The feeling
lasted till the following
morning.
To be honest, it wasn’t a
surprise to see requests in
my inbox from others who
needed help to save the lives
of their loved ones. I was
charged up for it, having seen
success just a day before. I
simply went around asking
everyone I knew, to donate for
the next worthy case. And
then it struck.
The cynicism, the
helplessness, the reality. It
was good to indulge in fancy
appeals once. It was a task to
sustain it even once more. It
was a nightmare to even think
of following it thereafter.
Here, the things we say
when someone asks us to
donate money to help. The use
of ‘we’ in the preceding
sentence is deliberate, it
includes me.

A

n I’ve already done my bit for

another cause.
n I don’t make enough to fund

A CALMER YOU
SONAL KALRA

ONIR FILMMAKER

charities, I’m barely
meeting my needs.
of this world. Prayers work
more magic than anything
materialistic.
n How do I know if this money
is really even reaching the
needy?
To be honest, all of the
above are valid arguments.
But so is the fact that there
exists an enormous gap in
what we as a society are
giving back, and how much is
needed merely to ensure that
people don’t die when they
don’t have to.
A March 2019 report by
Smarinita Shetty, published
in Bloomberg Quint,
mentions that as of 2017, there
were 101 billionaires in India,
whose wealth in one year
increased by ₹20,91,300 crore
— an amount equal to the
total budget of the central
government in 2017-18.
However, as analysed by the
Hurun Indian Philanthropy
List 2018, only 38 men and one
woman made it to the list of
those who donated ₹10 crores
or more in a year.
Actually, I just spoke about
the rich for effect. It is not the
Azim Premjis and the Mukesh
Ambanis that one needs to
debate over here.
They seem to be doing their
bit to give back, and if they
weren’t, there’s precious little
this rant would achieve to
correct that. In fact, a friend,
who is among the country’s
most well-respected socioeconomic behaviour analysts,
tells me, “The marginalised
lower class in India is doing
way more charity than the
middle and the upper middle

class.”
He adds, “Even if an auto
driver earns 10,000 bucks a
month, he is far more willing
to donate ₹500 than a midlevel corporate guy, who
is making thrice the
amount.”
The more intellectual we
think we become, the more
caught up in mind traps we
get. This is realistic, but
interesting behaviour to
ponder over.
We are okay spending 500
bucks on a pizza evening, but
we are not okay giving that
amount away for a cause
because we have the option of
hiding behind arguments
such as ‘NGOs who ask for
money are mostly frauds’.
Maybe some are, maybe the
others aren’t. But it suits you
and me to have the pizza in
peace, thinking they might
just be.
A report on societal
behaviour by an American
collective states that a
majority of people in the US –
a country that has people
donating twice as much as
individuals in other ‘rich’
nations – still think that
their contribution is too
small to make a difference.
It’s too ambitious then to even
think about India, you say,
right? Wrong.
We, in India, actually have
a very intrinsic, spiritual trait
to give ‘daan’, the Hindi term
for donation. It’s a bit ironical
that a majority of it still goes
in the metal boxes kept in
temples, mosques, churches
or gurudwaras.
Nonetheless, we have the
capacity, the heart, the will,
bigger than any other race, to
help others. Here are a few

simple tips to ensure that you
utilise yours to the max.
n Don’t overthink. You want

to help someone that your
gut says needs help, go
ahead and do it without
dissecting it too much. You
are doing your bit with the
right intent, and that
matters more than anything
else when it comes to
helping out.
n Don’t overdo it. Not
bragging, but I have already
given out two months-worth
of my home loan EMIs in
spontaneous moments. It’s
all great if you can brave it
out, but if, like me, it’s gonna
give you sleepless nights
later, do not do it. Donate as
per your capability, not as
per your emotions.
n Have faith in the fact that
most people in the business
of helping others are not
doing it, well, as a business.
Too much of questioning has
ruined our trust in the fact
that it is in our basic nature
to give back. Someone may

So, did you end up dating
someone who you met online?
There was a person who I
really liked. We used to chat
and he also shared his mobile
number but asked me not to
call, as then his family would
get to know and he might get
into trouble. I believed him
and after three months, he just
disappeared. One day, I got so
desperate that I called on that
number and I realised nobody
with that name existed there.
A year later, I saw him at the
night club with his girlfriend.
Was there ever a point when you
had to fake your identity?
People would fake identities
but I always believed in being
who I am. Wherever I am, I
always put my real identity.
And at one point, I felt that I
have two different lives. In
the day time, I was someone
who is busy with work and
filmmaking. And by night,
I would have another identity
of someone who is seeking
love.
n

sangeeta.yadav@hindustantimes.com

Before mobile phones
and apps came, there
used to be online chat
rooms where I’d get
connected with
people. Everyone had a
nickname and I used to
call myself Cameros

The heartbreak was so
troubling and to divert
my mind, I started
learning Hindustani
classical music,
playing guitar and
running. I went on a
road trip with a friend
and all that took away
the stress.

n I pray every day for the good

Did someone propose to you?
Yes, every third day I got
proposed to on social media,
by people who would direct
message me that they love me
and wanted to go on a date. But
it always had conditions
because whoever approaches
me is interested in getting into
the industry. My job profile
becoming my only identity is
painful. I used to put it across
very clearly that ‘please don’t
talk to me about work’.

be doing it by feeding the
pundits, some by feeding the
needy. There’s no
questioning anyone’s intent
or ways. But do decide to
give back a certain amount
of your earnings to any
cause that you feel deserves
it that month. My choice for
this month is Uday
Foundation’s ongoing drive
to give a decent meal to each
of the thousands of homeless
attendants of the patients
that are admitted in New
Delhi’s AIIMS. Your calling
could be something else. But
doing it, nonetheless, would
guarantee you good sleep.
It’s a good investment.
Sonal Kalra donated a lot
last two months. She’s now a
subject on some crowd
funding sites.
Help her, if not through
money, then through your
feedback at sonal.kalra
@hindustantimes.com or
facebook.com/
sonalkalraofficial. Follow
on Twitter @sonalkalra.
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RECIPE
INGREDIENTS FOR GULAB JAMUN BALLS
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Gulab Jamun
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YEARS OF
2004-2019

“Places are
like people:
they lose hair,
gain wrinkles,
go through
changes… but the
sparkle you see
in a little girl of
eight, is there in
a grandmother
of 80!”

+

FASHION FOCUS

21 REASONS
WHY SILK
IS NOT JUST
FOR SARIS!

THE
PICO IYER
INTERVIEW

PAGE 20

THE MOST SOULFUL
TRAVEL WRITER OF TODAY
IN AN EXCLUSIVE CHAT
WITH HT BRUNCH

#BrunchWithPico
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BREAKFAST OF CHAMPIONS
To read Brunch stories online, log on to hindustantimes.com/brunch. Follow @HTBrunch on Twitter and Instagram

SUMMER READING LIST 2019
Here’s what writers are reading, and what you should too

YEARS OF

By Samreen Tungekar

Tishani Doshi

Siddhartha Gigoo

RED BIRDS BY MOHAMMED HANIF

2004-2019

Seema Anand

Taha Kehar

The plotline makes me suspect this might be
Rushdie’s best work since Shalimar the Clown.”

Sreemoyee Piu Kundu
“The book that I want to read is
Mohammed Hanif’s Red Birds. Hanif
is one of my favourite writers, and
what I have heard about this book is that
largely the narrative is told by a nonhuman, a dog.”

THE SIEGE OF KRISHNAPUR
BY JG FARRELL
Seema Anand
“India, Feb of 1857, a strange
phenomenon erupted. A group
of unknown men running night
after night, from village to village
and just one message ‘sab lal ho
jayega...’ A couple of months later
they disappeared, as suddenly and
inexplicably as they had appeared.
Till date, no one has solved the riddle of the night
runners... I can never resist a book about the
night runners.”

FRANKISSSTEIN (CAPE)
BY JEANETTE WINTERSON
Tishani Doshi
“I’m looking forward to Jeanette
Winterson’s Frankissstein (Cape),
which is billed as a take on Mary
Shelley’s horror classic, and tackles
issues of technology and the self,
because I’m fascinated by Mary
Shelley and everything Winterson writes is magic.”

Pragati Pruthi Tandon Hindustan
Times Brunch you're the most awaited on a
Sunday morning! Love reading it
Amazing walk through puraani Delhi and
this is such pride that world famous chef
celebrate Indian cuisine! @HTBrunch this
was an awesome story! #incredibleIndia
@TimsiSS
@HTBrunch Very tasty read!
#StreetFoodForTheSoul
@MeBhavya

THE UNLIKELY ADVENTURES OF
THE SHERGILL SISTERS

QUICHOTTE BY SALMAN RUSHDIE
Siddhartha Gigoo
“I’m looking forward to reading Salman
Rushdie’s new Don Quixote-inspired
novel, Quichotte. Rushdie always
surprises with his art, craft and content.
Going by his fascination for realismo
mágico, I suspect the new novel will be a
phantasmagoric roller coaster of sorts.

BY BALLI KAUR JAISWAL
Taha Kehar
“Balli Kaur Jaswal’s muchawaited fourth novel The
Unlikely Adventures of the
Shergill Sisters, which follows the
adventures of four British-born
Indian women as they make a
pilgrimage to India.”

WTF Curating the best of the Internet for your Sunday viewing beneﬁts
WATCH. TAP. FOLLOW.

TAP

Follow

@dorrismccomics

WATCH
Watch Delhi Crime on Netﬂix based
on the heinous crime that enraged a
whole country.

Cover photograph: GETTY IMAGES

EDITORIAL: Ananya Ghosh,
Drishti Vij, Jamal Shaikh
(National Editor – Brunch and
New Media Initiatives), Lubna
Salim, Samreen Tungekar,
Veenu Singh

DESIGN: Ashutosh Sapru
(National Editor, Design),
Amit Malik, Kishore Rawat,
Shailesh Sharma,
Sunil Kumar Mallik
(Art Director – Brunch)

@HTBrunch just loved your today’s
column. Brunch has upped it’s literary
value a great deal by including Shoba
Narayan’s fortnightly column. I wait for
her columns eagerly. Thanks HT and God
bless the very talented Shoba Narayan.
You’re so very different from your
namesake.
@SubhashBellare
Absolutely lovely and relatable piece on
Mumbai Summers! It warms my Mumbai
heart. @HTBrunch @rehana_munir
@iamBhavna
So before getting married, whenever I
used to gift a dress to my wife, it was a
maxi dress. Easiest option for guys to
choose with free size... She loves those
till date!.
@satminder

@leandramcohen’s
proﬁle to see how fashion
does not have to be
serious all the time. It’s
really for fun!
Alex Norris

@HTBrunch delectable cover story :)
Also @ShobaNarayan I still remember
the kaapi kaapi from my childhood train
journeys to Kerala! Thanks for the
trip down memory lane.
@PreetaInnovator

LLOW
x Norris, who
takes all of your
ﬁrst world problems
and turns them into
hilarious yet cute
web comics.
DROP US A LINE AT:
brunchletters@hindustantimes.
com or to 18-20 Kasturba
Gandhi Marg, New Delhi 110001

@HTBrunch and @htshowbiz are always
good reads on Sundays when every one
desires to recharge oneself for the coming
week. Nice work @htTweets!
@joy_in_words
Find Hindustan Times Brunch on Facebook,
follow @htbrunch on Instagram or tweet to
@HTBrunch or...

Note: Some social media posts have been edited to correct spelling and grammar

Sreemoyee Piu Kundu

Stuff You Said
Last Sunday

FOR ADVERTISING AND MARKETING ENQUIRIES, PLEASE CONTACT:
National - Bhavna Darira: bhavna.d@livemint.com
North - Shaila Thakur: shaila.thakur@hindustantimes.com
West - Rekha Upreti: rekha.upreti@hindustantimes.com
South - Sharbani Ghosh: sharbani.ghosh@hindustantimes.com
Marketing/Events - Puneet Uppal: puneet.uppal@hindustantimes.com
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from reel
to reAl
So much of what we
exPect Road tRIPs to
be comes stRaIght
out of the movIes
we’ve watched

A Southern odySSey
When on the road, keep the toilet roll handy and your mind open
By Rehana Munir
’ve been on the road for about
two weeks now and it’s time
to head back home. Cruising
along the highway, Western
Ghats stretching out to my left,
American Pie on the stereo and
a Kolhapuri thali in my near future, numerous “life is a journey”
metaphors are popping up in my
head at painfully close intervals.

I

MuMbai to Goa
via Surat
So much of what we expect road
trips to be comes straight out of
the movies. Dil Chahta Hai (2001)
is still the soundtrack to which
the Mumbai to Goa drive unfolds.
Zindagi Na Milegi Dobara (2011)
– Zoya Akhtar’s updated version
of her brother’s iconic coming of
age drama – also provides yuppie
travellers with aspirational images.
In fact, just yesterday on our drive
back from Ashwem beach in north
Goa, we encountered a spitting
image of Katrina Kaif on a bike,
calling to mind her diving instruc-

tor avatar in the bull-fighting,
tomato-crushing, skydiving Spanish tourism video. Finding oneself
on scenic roads with romantic
adventures along the way. Not a
bad watch, I’ll admit.
We began our Mumbai to Goa
journey with the usual perky
spirits before the first – and only
– calamity of the trip hit. As the
local Mumbaikar in our travelling party of three, I claimed I’d
guide us out of the city. Next thing
we know, we’re heading north
towards Surat on the Western
Express Highway. Brutally chastised, I put on Google Maps and

in haMPi, towerinG rocKS are
Perched PerilouSly atoP one
another, teMPtinG the liGhteSt
breeZe to diSlodGe their
leGendary coMPoSure
corrected our course somewhere
along Goregaon. Office traffic on
a weekday morning reduced me to
a blithering fool apologising to my
remarkably patient co-travellers.
Having covered hundreds of
kilometres across three states, I’m
glad to report we’re still offering
each other hand sanitiser and toilet roll as we make our way back
to the city, one loo break at a time.

oracle with a c
déjà vu
DIL Chahta HaI and ZIndagI Na MILegI
DobaRa PRovIde yuPPIe tRaveLLeRs wIth
asPIRatIonaL Images

empire. In the 16th century, when
the Renaissance was illuminating
Europe, the southern Indian kingdom was reaching still unbeaten
artistic heights under Krishnadevaraya. Musical pillars and animal
engravings, imposing statues and
sprawling courtyards make Hampi
a heritage hunter’s paradise. But
what makes the historic town come
alive is the dramatic landscape,
dominated by boulders reaching
for the sky. The towering igneous
rocks are perched perilously atop
one another, tempting the lightest
breeze to dislodge their legendary
composure. But it’s not just a rocky

The highlight of this journey
has undoubtedly been the visit
to Hampi. There is a special kind
of stillness that hangs over the
ancient seat of the Vijayanagar

place, this kingdom of glorious sunsets. The Tungabhadra flows along
sugarcane and paddy fields, inviting
cranes and ibises, Instagrammers
and naturalists to lounge and loiter
along its meandering course.
Heading towards Hampi, it
was the pre-historic cave paintings
at Anegundi (Kishkindha) that
fired my imagination most of all.
Unfortunately, a gate now seals
off the path that takes you into the
area – the landlord doesn’t fancy
trespassers, no matter that the art
he is appropriating pre-dates the
concept of private property. As
ever, the river provided consolation. A twilight ride in a coracle – a

round boat made primarily out of
bamboo – released all the music
in the temples and boulders into
the twilight: the lady in the next
coracle was chanting Om Namah
Shivay in a soothing evening raga.
The perfect conspiracy between
history, geography and mythology,
guaranteed to make even the hardiest among you light-headed.

teen deviyaan
A few years ago, I was charmed
by stories from a road trip made
by three unlikely companions, all
women in their 60s, with a background in teaching: my friend’s
mother, A, from Chennai; my
friend’s mother-in-law, S, from
Kerala; and my friend’s sister’s
mother-in-law, P, from Ludhiana. The three ladies planned a
temple trip down south, leaving
their respective daughters and
daughters-in-law bewildered.
Checking into a seedy hotel in an
unfamiliar Tamil Nadu town in
the dead of night, each reacted in a
characteristic manner. P broke into
a panic, calling her sons to inform
them about her whereabouts. A,
the pragmatist, secured the shaky
door with furniture. S, meanwhile,
found a nice spot on the floor,
spread out a sheet and fell asleep
in seconds. Three spirited women
with a lifetime of rich experiences,
connected by the marriage of their
children, on a temple tour that was
so much more. Now there’s a road
film I’d like to see.
bRunchLetteRs@hIndustantImes.com
FoLLow @HTBRunch on TwItteR
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“I’m the outsider stumbling
into a professional orchestra
without a score, and without
a sense of how to play a single
note of music!”
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Lost
And
Found

GOING AdRIFT Is AuThOR ANd EssAyIsT
PIcO IyER’s FAvOuRITE ThING. IT mEANs hE’LL
sTumbLE uPON OThER PAThs hOmE
By Deepanjana Pal

M

ost travellers aren’t
fond of being called
tourists, but author
and essayist Pico Iyer
claims the label with a sense of
pride. Iyer, whose travel writing
over the past 30-odd years has been
celebrated for its insightful observations and lyrical beauty, describes
himself as a “global wanderer”
who has lost count of the number
of countries he’s visited. And he’s
done it all on tourist visas. Even the
place he lives in for the better part
of the year – Japan – is one he has
returned to year on year, since 1992,
on a tourist visa. “I choose to be a
tourist in Japan so I don’t have illusions about belonging,” says Iyer,
“and because a tourist is someone
who brings her or his curiosity to
everything around her and doesn’t
assume she knows everything.”
Iyer’s career in travel began
unofficially when he was seven
years old and his parents moved
to America for work while he continued to attend boarding school in
England. More formally, Iyer came

to writing after a distinguished stint
in academia, studying literature for
eight years. “I had no employable
skills whatsoever,” Iyer says, laughing. Over the years, writing as a
profession has become difficult for
many to hold down, but not for Iyer.
“I stick with writing because it’s
what keeps me sane. And the more
difficult life becomes, the more I
cherish walking into that cabin in
the woods that is my writing and
sitting still, processing everything
around me, trying to make order
out of a tangle of thoughts and
impressions, striving to understand
everything around me,” he says.

AGE OF EXPLORATION
The reputation that travel writing
enjoys today for inspiring epiphanies has much to do with how the
genre has transformed from being
utilitarian to philosophical over

the past few decades. Iyer is one of
the writers we can thank for that
shift. Books like Video Night in
Kathmandu, The Global Soul, The
Lady and the Monk and Falling off
the Map have helped to broaden
the scope of travel writing. While
most of us would ask locals for a
recommendation for a restaurant
or a swim-friendly beach, Iyer – the
tourist – tilts his head and wonders
about the impact of American
pop-cultural imperialism in Asia,
or how remoteness is less about
geographical location and more a
psychological state or an economic
condition. What emerges is a travelogue that acknowledges all the
superficial attractions that would
draw a tourist in, but also digs
deeper into the experience of being
present in this chosen location.
In Iyer’s writing, he’s always
the first-person narrator, finding

“I hAvE NO EmPLOyAbLE skILLs!
I sTIck wITh wRITING bEcAusE
IT kEEPs mE sANE”

his way around the world he’s exploring, rather than an omniscient
third person. It’s an interesting
device because it urges the reader
to surrender to the illusion that
they’re relating to Iyer at a personal
level even though few of us can lay
claim to having much in common
with an Oxford and Harvard-educated writer whose list of friends
includes the Dalai Lama and Leonard Cohen. Iyer doesn’t ask you
to ignore how privilege skews the
power dynamic between a tourist
and locals, but he does push himself
to go to places where it is of limited
practical use, like on a crowded
train to Varanasi or while battling
altitude sickness in La Paz.
His most recent book, Autumn
Light: Season of Fire and Farewells,
is a slim volume about the season in
the title, ageing and ping-pong. Set
in Nara, where Iyer has lived with
his wife Hiroko Takeuchi since 1992,
Autumn Light is a closely-observed
portrait of Japanese society that
Iyer hopes will relate at a personal
level to non-Japanese readers too. “I
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OUTWARDS IN

took great pains not to mention Japan
in either my title or my subtitle. This
book has a Japanese setting and is
rooted in certain particular Japanese
rites and customs, but at heart, it’s
about the same stories you’ll hear everywhere from Mumbai to Mombasa:
Parents getting older, children scattering, all of us moving one step closer to
the end,” says Iyer.

Participate in

#BrunchBookChallenge
Visit online: read.ht/yrz

Photo: MAlek Hue

So long
farewell
pico iyer was spotted
on a train in Varanasi

THE PING-PONG
WORLD
In many ways, Autumn Light feels
like a companion to The Lady and
the Monk: Four Seasons in Kyoto,
in which Iyer wrote about falling
in love with one Japanese woman
in particular and Japan in general.
While The Lady and the Monk is full
of bright fascination, Autumn Light
is slower, meditative and has more
melancholy. It explores with care
and tenderness the difficult relationships between ageing and change,
the conflicts between elderly parents
and their tired, grown-up children.
Counterbalancing the sadness
are Iyer’s dazzling descriptions of
autumn in Nara and the group of
older folk whom Iyer meets daily for

straight line of either progress or
decline,” says Iyer. Until you read
Iyer’s description of the players and
their styles, you won’t believe how
much meaning can be layered into a
commentary of this sport.
What is evident in the new book
is the sense of familiarity Iyer feels
in Japan, having spent more than
two decades there. Yet conversely, it
seems one of the features that keeps
him grounded in the country is that
Iyer remains an outsider in it. “I feel
a very strong sense of belonging
there – to a family, to a neighbourhood, even to my ping-pong community – but I never kid myself into
thinking that any Japanese wants
me to be part of their world,” says
Iyer. “I’m the outsider stumbling

“I fEEL A STRONG SENSE Of
bELONGING [IN jAPAN], bUT I
NEvER kID mySELf INTO THINkING
THAT ANy jAPANESE WANTS mE TO
bE A PART Of THEIR WORLD”

wandering
thoughtS
(Top left) autumn light,
penguin, releases this
month. Some of iyer’s
best-selling books.

his ping-pong sessions. This collective includes immaculate housewives, gangsters and other curious
characters whose real lives are put
aside when they pick up the paddle.
The decision to show the older folk
through the prism of a sport is a
considered decision on Iyer’s part.
“One thing I love about ping-pong
is that my friends, in their 70s or
even 80s, are often more skilful than
kids of 18. It reminds me that life
is cyclical and doesn’t proceed in a

into a professional orchestra without a score, and without a sense of
how to play a note of music!”
What also makes his eyes
sparkle is the fact that it’s a country
that he gets lost in all the time. “I
love being lost because it suggests
that there’s always more for me
to learn, I can’t take anything for
granted and I can’t imagine I’m on
top of things. Being lost gives me
the chance of being found again,”
he says.

In an age obsessed with youth and
newness, Iyer with his analogue
ways – he doesn’t have a cellphone
or a digital camera; his notes are
handwritten – should seem outdated. Yet he has repeatedly proved to
be perfectly in sync with the times,
both in the past and in the present.
In the 1990s, Iyer travelled out to
the farthest corners of our world,
mirroring the ravenous curiosity
of a generation that found itself
not just free to travel practically
anywhere, but also able to afford
it. Since the 2000s, Iyer’s travels
have been increasingly inward,
focusing on internal processes,
like in The Global Soul. Gauging the sense of exhaustion that
characterises the contemporary,
he wrote The Art of Stillness:
Adventures in Going Nowhere.
In conversation and in writing,
the generic pronoun Iyer uses is not
“he” or “they”, but “she”. He says he
doesn’t think men have “earned the
right” to have “he” stand for humanity, sounding almost millennial as he
rues the mansplaining that tends to
dominate discourse in public spheres.
Fittingly for a writer who has
managed to stay relevant over a
period of dramatic change, Iyer has
little interest in revisiting places,
even though there are countries
like Cuba that have drawn him back
repeatedly. “For me places are very
much like people,” says Iyer. “They
lose hair, gain wrinkles, go through
all kinds of dramas and changes, but
fundamentally the sparkle and sense
of mischief you see in a little girl of
eight is usually there in the grandmother of 80.” While he’s happy to
repeatedly return to certain works
of literature – The English Patient,
The Snow Leopard, the works of
Graham Greene, the poetry of Emily
Dickinson are among his favourites
– the idea of returning to a place
doesn’t seem to excite him. Suddenly though, his eyes light up. “I’d
love to go back to Bengaluru,” Iyer
says, adding that he’d last visited
the city more than 20 years ago. He
remembers it as a place of gardens,
he says and adds that he imagines
the city would be unrecognisable
to him now. And suddenly there is
a glint in his eye at the prospect of
facing the unfamiliar again, of being
a tourist.
deepanjana.pal@hindustantimes.com
Follow @dpanjana on Twitter
DEEpanjana PaL is a joUrnaList with
HindUstan TimEs and is aUthor of thE
booK HUsh A ByE Baby
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R

yca is a high quality range
of healthy and lifestyle food
brought to every family’s
dinner table in India. Each product is
carefully chosen and profiled for the
Indian tastebuds and families who
want to have a healthy diet. Ranging
from the delicious pasta sauce to
the high quality olive oil, we ensure
each food packs a lot of flavor and
is available in every corner of the
country, at the most affordable prices.
However, we never compromise quality
and innovation. We are constantly
evaluating improvements and bringing
new healthy food to everyone, so watch
out for our upcoming new offerings

Follow us on:
Call: ++91-22-2850-1800
email: marketing@cmipl.net | www.cmipl.net | www.rycafoods.com
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ir sanghvi

Great Taste At Your Doorstep
There is a revolution happening in the food scene and it is led by
small suppliers who value quality

O

ne of the perks/perils of my job is that people in the
food, restaurant and hotel businesses reach out to me in
the hope of being mentioned either in my journalism or
on social media (Instagram, mainly).
The hotel people are generally professional, if a little too
ambitious sometimes.
Sample mail: “We represent a delightful little hotel with a lot
of charm (600 rooms) in Uzbekistan, which is very popular with
Indians. We would like to invite you for two days to sample the
delights of our gourmet local cuisines....”
I am always polite when I regret that my schedule prevents
me from travelling to Slovakia/Uzbekistan/Mongolia or
wherever. Though of course, I would have loved to go.... And they
are as polite when they reply.
The restaurant people are, by and large, completely
unprofessional. Most restaurateurs are advised (by PR
companies) not to deal with the media directly. So they pay large
sums of money to these PR companies, who assure them that
they know every journalist extremely well and produce lists of
‘influencers’ who nobody has ever heard of.
Then, these PR agencies put
young trainees (or just not very
bright older people) on the
job. They give them a list
of names and numbers
and a script. Each call goes
something like this.

ALL INCLUSIVE
From authentic
food to fresh coffee
brews, everything
can be home
delivered now

PLANET-FRIENDLY MEASURES
Tomatoes grown by Nature’s Miracle
use 90 per cent less water than the
traditional ones

Make it with Veeba

“Is that Vir?
“Er, yes.”
“Vir. How are you today?”
“I am fine. Who is this?”
“Hey Vir, I am (Neha/Megha/pick name) calling on behalf of
(add name of restaurant)! A very good day to you!
We are a great new restobar in Khar/Gurgaon/etc. and would
love to invite you to come over totally Free!”
“Sorry, but...”
“You have a blog, right?”
“Not really, but...”
“Oh? You are on our list of bloggers. Okay. Must be a mistake.
How many Instagram followers do you have?”
“I am sorry. What is this about?”
“See, we do collaborations with bloggers for which we have
fixed rates. But for Insta, it depends on the followers.”
“Can you please hang up.”
“But, see Vir, your name is on the list I was given...”
At this stage, I disconnect. And I resolve never to go to the
restaurant in question.
I have no idea how much restaurateurs pay these agencies for
this so-called service. It is their money and I am no one to tell them
how to spend it. But I know that the savvier restaurateurs are wisening up. Priyank Sukhija who is pretty much the restaurant King
of Delhi told me that he no longer spends a penny on agencies.
(If you are a restaurateur and you are reading this, please
be slightly sceptical when an agency tells you they can get me or
other food writers to come to your restaurant.)
By far, the nicest of the people who approach me are the ones
in the food business. I ignore the ones who use agencies, but most
of them write to me directly, most frequently on Instagram.

Make it
today!

Toss boiled potato chunks, apple slices & walnuts
in honey mustard dressing. Sprinkle chilli flakes
to add a delicious twist. Enjoy every bite!
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GOING NATURAL
Karan Jolly grows fresh salad vegetables and
fruits the hydroponic way

THE CAFFEINE KICK
Fresh Brew sells single-origin coffee and
Nespresso-compatible coffee capsules

Take the case of Artisan Meats who wrote to me, leading me to
order some of their products. Though one of their sausages was so
over-smoked that I felt like calling the fire brigade, the rest of the
stuff (charcuterie, duck confit, meat etc.) was so good that I called
them to ask who ran the company.
It turned out to be a brother and sister team called Meherwan
(27) and Mehma (23) Bawa, who despite their Persian names, are
not bawas at all, but are part of a large Punjabi joint family in the
NCR. The brother trained in Italy, came back to Delhi and joined
his sister in handmaking Italian sausages. They were financed
entirely (well, the whole operation only cost 2 lakh or so) by gifts
from the family and have grown by the day.

I

order their products at home (they deliver within NCR) and
heartily recommend them; though keep in mind that this is
an artisan cottage-industry operation where volumes are low.
When I told Mehma I would be writing about Artisan Meats, she
sounded a little pleased but very apprehensive.
I asked her why.
“Well, the last time we were written about, it was only a
small mention and we got so many orders that it was really
hard to cope.”
Let’s see how they
manage this time.
Another family who
reached out to me directly
were Asra Ahmad and
her husband Adil Kidwai.
Both have full time careers. Adil is an executive
and Asra is a dentist.
HANDMADE BY HEART
They saw an
Asra Ahmad and Adil Kidwai run Ta’am
opportunity when they
catering, which delivers home-style UP
realised how difficult it
dishes in Delhi
was to get good UP food
in Delhi. The food at their
home, made by cooks from Barabanki and Lucknow, was so good
that they wondered if they could sell it on a home delivery basis.
Thus started their catering service Ta’am. You can order by
phone and they will cater parties for up to 50 people.
I ordered some at home. They had two biryanis: Hyderabad
and UP-style and both were subtle, home-style dishes of the sort
you don’t see in hotels. There were magnificent kormas too and
everything was hand-delivered.
They had contacted me out of the blue and I liked the food
enough to call up and ask about them. They were strictly professional in their interaction and it was only later, when we were on
a TV show together that Rasheed Kidwai, my old friend and journalistic colleague, mentioned that he was related to them. They

By far, the
nicest of the
people who
approach me
are the ones
in the food
business. I
ignore the
ones who
use agencies

COFFEE KING
Karan Tibrawalla
runs Fresh Brew

ON THE

web
For more columns by
Vir Sanghvi, log on to
hindustantimes.com/
brunch. Follow Vir on
Twitter at twitter.com/
virsanghvi

The views expressed by
the columnist are personal

MEATY MAGIC
Artisan Meats uses age-old methods of
curing and preserving meat
had refused to let Rasheed make the introduction and had let their
food speak for itself.
Do you know what hydroponics is? I had no clue. When I
first heard the term, I thought it was a new system of underwater
phoning. But then, it was being used in the context of salad
vegetables so that left me even more confused.
Karan Jolly who grows terrific fresh and flavourful salad
vegetables explained it to me. Apparently, hydroponics is a way of
growing things only in water, without any soil. As a good city boy,
I had no idea that such a thing was even possible. (No soil? If you
grow grapes the hydroponic way, then what kind of terroir will
your wine have? Bisleri? Perrier ? The mind boggles.)
But it works. I tried Karan’s vegetables and the eight different
kinds of salad he does (Romaine, Rocket, Red Oak, a Wasabi Arugula, etc.) and though I am no rabbit-like salad-eater on the whole,
I had to concede that his quality was astonishing. He is now also
growing strawberries, but I have still to try them.
Nature’s Miracle is a big company doing the same sort of thing.
They had a glamorous launch with Vicky Ratnani cooking etc. I
didn’t go, but I am including them here because they got in touch
directly without any agency middlemen and the quality of their
products is very good.
They pointed out other
advantages of hydroponics
to me. No pesticides, no
contamination, no environmental damage and
oddly enough, less water.
They say that their tomato
plants use 90 per cent less
water than the ones grown
FAMILY NO. 1
the traditional way.
Siblings Meherwan and Mehma Bawa
They home
jointly started Artisan Meats
deliver cucumber,
capsicum,tomatoes, Dutch
strawberries and other vegetables and though their prices are
about 30 to 40 per cent more than the local sabzi wallah (unless
you buy your vegetables from Defence Colony, in which case they
may be even cheaper!), the quality is more than worth it.
And finally, since we are talking of home delivery operations,
how can I fail to mention Fresh Brew, run by Chandni and Karan
Tibrawalla, whose coffee I drink every day. The Tibrawallas
approached me directly three years ago and though there were
better organised rivals in the business, I was so impressed by their
passion for quality that I tried their Nespresso-style capsules.
They were so good that I remain a Fresh Brew guy.
Isn’t it good to know that so much is happening in the food
scene in India?
And that it is all being delivered to our doorsteps!

With over 50 delicious varieties
of mayonnaise, sauces,
spreads, dressings and dips,
cook up anything, anytime.
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seema goswami

Earthly Reasons
Saving the planet seems like a huge task – but start small and
do your bit anyway

T

he one thing that annoys me no end about the election
campaign in India is that nobody even bothers to talk
about the environment. Climate change doesn’t even get
a look in. Air pollution is not an issue for any political
party. And not one political leader feels remotely concerned that
we are destroying the planet on which our children and grandchildren will one day live – assuming that they can cope with the
rising temperatures, water shortages, and such natural disasters
as floods and hurricanes.
But after fulminating for weeks I have decided that there
is no point beating myself up about this. Instead, it is better to
take a constructive approach and do my little bit in my own life
to leave the world a better place – or at the very least, as a place
worth living in.
So here, for what it’s worth, are my top tips to do your bit
for the environment. If you can think of any more, please feel
free to add to the list.
Carry a cloth bag with you when you go shopping for
groceries or vegetables. By the end of the year, you will have
ensured that there are hundreds less plastic bags in circulation.
If you do end up taking plastic bags homes, make sure that
you dispose of them responsibly. Don’t just dump them on the
street or even in a roadside bin from which they could fly out and
potentially be eaten by a cow or a dog. Not only is this disastrous
for the health of the animal, you will also end up introducing
more plastic in the food chain. And like karma, it will find it’s
way back to bite you in the posterior – or more accurately, it will
come back as you bite your food 10 years down the line.
Look for brands that do minimal packaging. And choose them
every time over those who pack their products in layers and
layers of plastic.
Throw out all those plastic water bottles from your kitchen.
Invest in a set of glass water bottles. This will be good not just for
the environment but for you as well. There is evidence to suggest
that drinking out of plastic bottles – especially those that have been
left out in the sun – can lead to your water being contaminated with
dangerous compounds. And that’s quite apart from the fact that a
plastic water bottle takes 450 years to degrade. (Yes, you read that
right: 450 years.) And that a substantial number of them end up in
our oceans where they endanger marine life for decades to come.
If you are eating out in a restaurant where you know the
water is safe, don’t order bottled water. Even one less plastic
bottle in circulation is a plus.
Unless you have a medical condition or a disability, say no to
straws. Plastic straws make a disproportionate contribution to
environmental waste, taking up to 200 years to decompose. Many
food and drink outlets in India have made the move from plastic
to paper straws. But even though these are biodegradable they
are still a drag on the environment. So just say no to straws if you
don’t really need them.
In the Delhi winter, when it gets bitterly cold outside, give
the guards a heater. Pool your resources and make sure that
your Residents Welfare Association (RWA) gives all the colony’s
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Cut down
consumption
of water. As
the saying
goes, waste
not, want not

ON THE

web
For more SPECTATOR
columns by Seema
Goswami, log on to
hindustantimes.com/
brunch. Follow her on
Twitter at twitter.com/
seemagoswami

The views expressed by
the columnist are personal

UNHEALTHY SIPS
Plastic straws take up to 200 years to decompose. So just say no if you
don’t really need them
watch staff some shelter and heating. Not only is this the
humane thing to do, it is imperative to ensure that there are not a
hundred bonfires raging all across your neighbourhood, further
contributing to air pollution.
Reduce your carbon footprint by eating local as much as
possible. Choose apples from Kashmir rather than New Zealand;
cherries from Himachal rather than Japan; melons from Punjab
rather than Bangkok. And yes, eat seasonal as much as possible.
It is said that the mark of a great society is when old men and
women plant trees whose shade they will never sit under. So, put
aside a little bit every month for planting trees. It doesn’t matter
if you don’t have a garden or even a small patch of green. There
are many reforestation efforts being waged in our villages and
hills. Find one such campaign that you can get on board with and
make them a generous contribution. This is one of the best ways
to offset your carbon footprint.
If that seems a huge ask, then start small. Invest in potted
plants that are proven to improve air quality and place them in
strategic areas around the house and in your balcony. It may not
amount to much, but in crisis situations every little bit helps.
Most important of all, cut down on your water consumption. I
am not saying you need to revert to the days of bucket baths but
taking a shower rather than a bath will save tons of water every
year. Not using a hose pipe to clean your car will do the same.
And don’t forget to recycle the run-off water when you use your
RO machine. Store it in buckets and use it for cleaning the house
or watering your plants. As the saying goes, waste not, want not.
Let that be your mantra as you go about saving the world, one
drop of water at a time.
Journalist and author Seema Goswami has been a columnist with HT Brunch since 2004

Spectator appears every fortnight
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hormazd sorabjee

Living
With
Electric
Dreams

W

ith air pollution a burning issue these days,
it’s become cool to talk about electric vehicles
(EVs) and pronounce them as our salvation from
lung-choking car exhaust fumes. But most of the
‘experts’ who espouse an EV’s virtues have never driven an EV,
let alone owned one. In a way you can’t fault them because in
India, there are no EVs to speak of that an individual can walk
into a showroom and buy. Not yet at least.
Living with an electric car is a novel experience and hence
I jumped at the chance to spend a week with one in London
where, unlike the non-existent charging infrastructure in India,
there is a growing network of public charging points. And
it wasn’t an ordinary EV I was driving, but Jaguar’s awardwinning I-Pace, a gorgeous-looking battery-powered SUV that
has shredded the perception of what EVs are.

POWER CUT
Boring? Dull to drive? Far from it. The I-Pace warms your heart
the minute you clap eyes on its sleek lines and then makes it
thump the moment you prod the accelerator. But the I-Pace
also got my heart beating for the wrong reason. It’s called
‘range anxiety’ or that nagging fear the
car doesn’t have enough charge to get
you home. This is actually the main
reason why mass adoption of EVs hasn’t
happened globally.
A faulty charger at one of the airport
hotels where the I-Pace was parked meant
the I-Pace’s lithium ion battery pack
wasn’t fully charged by the
time I arrived. Thankfully
it still had a range of
around 160km, which
was more than enough
to get me home, but any
plans of enjoying the car
in the countryside that

RANGE ANXIETY Charging is not easy even in
London. (Inset) An extension cable connected to
a house power socket comes to the rescue

SURPRISE,
SURPRISE
This car steers with
a level of fluency and
precision that belies
its weight

Saturday afternoon were shot and the only thing on my mind
was to find a place to fully charge the I-Pace.
That’s when I discovered that even in London, charging an
electric car isn’t as easy as I thought. Firstly, the really quick
100kW charging points are far and few between and secondly,
it’s a real hassle to figure out how to use the multitude of
charging stations, which, depending on the service provider,
have different apps and pay-as-you-use cards, to access.

ALL CHARGED UP

The absence
of sound and
the utterly
linear way in
which it
accelerates
robs the car
of character

ON THE

web
SUNDAY DRIVE by
Hormazd Sorabjee
can also be read on
hindustantimes.com/
brunch. Follow Hormazd
on Twitter at twitter.com/
hormazdsorabjee

Finally, it was a bit of improvisation or jugaad as we call it that
worked out best. A 30-foot extension cable from Sainsbury’s
plugged into a domestic socket at home, long enough to reach
the I-Pace parked outside, did the trick. It’s just that charging
any EV this way takes an excruciatingly long time, but the next
day with a fully-charged battery and a range of 350 km,
I was ready to enjoy the I-Pace.
The instant power delivery is simply staggering. There
is no delay, no waiting for the engine to wake up or selecting
the right gear. Just press your right foot and the I-Pace takes
off like a scalded cat (it is a Jaguar after all) and it’s so easy
to zap through traffic. The pair of electric motors, which
combined produce 400 hp, catapults the 2.1 ton I-Pace from
0-100kph in 4.8 seconds – very quick by any standards. And all
this performance is silently and efficiently delivered without
the noise and drama of a high performance engine. That’s not
necessarily a good thing because the absence of sound and
the utterly linear way in which the I-Pace accelerates has a
synthetic feel and robs the car of character.
Thankfully, the handling is quite engaging and the I-Pace
steers with a level of fluency and precision that belies its
weight. In fact, the I-Pace is genuinely fun to drive, offering
agility and a level of driver involvement you don’t associate
with this genre of vehicles.
It’s rare for an EV to make you smile but the I-Pace
certainly does. But to make that smile permanent, the
charging infrastructure needs be sorted first.
Hormazd Sorabjee is one of the most senior and much
loved auto journalists in India, and is editor of Autocar India

The views expressed by the
columnist are personal

Sunday Drive appears every fortnight
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10 SUMMER FOODS TO MAKE YOU
THINNER, STRONGER, CALMER...
Lose weight, build immunity and cool the mind by bingeing on these!
By Lovneet Batra

SUGARCANE JUICE

KOKUM

The delicious street drink of
India might scare a few with
its name but is, in fact, nourishing and detoxifying for the
body. With less than 57
calories per 100ml,
it provides a host of
nutrients such as
vitamin A, C, B-12,
iron, calcium, potassium and phosphorus.
But that’s not it; the good news
here is that the sugar molecules
found in sugarcane are unique;
in combination with flavones
they form glycosides, making it
anti-inflammatory, alkaline and
your ultimate detox dose. It can
expedite the toxin clearance from
the body by supporting the liver
and kidneys.
Enjoy it in place of your
evening tea.

Traditionally it is used to treat
inflammatory ailments and bowel
complaints. It is cooling, aids in digestion
and can ward off
heartburn. It helps
in controlling cholesterol and keeping
the weight in check
by stabilising hunger hormones.
Have it as a sherbet.

BAEL JUICE
This energising and cooling thirst
quencher gives instant relief from
the heat. It is known to be a herbal
drug that can stabilise increased blood
sugar, triglycerides,
cholesterol and blood
pressure. The antimicrobial and antifungal properties strengthen the immune system warding
off the sniffles.
Enjoy a glass of fresh bael
juice mid-morning.

WATERMELON
Its high water content can help
you escape dehydration while
maintaining the electrolyte balance. Being low in its glycemic
load, it can satisfy
your sweet craving
without shooting
the blood glucose
levels. It can reduce muscle soreness and recovery
time post workout.

BARLEY
This coolant when mixed with
Bengal gram flour makes plant
based, gluten-free natural protein
supplement sattu for
post workout recovery. Barley helps in
promoting growth
of good bacteria
in colon. Drinking
barley water is also
proven to be beneficial for relieving water retention. Have it as a

khichri mixed with dal or as sattu or
simply barley lemon water.

MINT
This iron rich herb can boost immunity and has an anti-allergic
effect. It helps in relieving stomach
cramps and acidity. It prevents
nausea and bad
breath and has a
soothing effect on
change of season
allergies, asthma
and cold as it clears
congestion.
Relish as a chutney.

COCONUT WATER
It’s a natural sports-drink made
without added sugar. It’s a good
source of arginine,
an amino acid that
helps the body
respond better to
stress, the biggest
risk factor for sudden weight gain.
Have it fresh, on
waking up or pre-workout.

SABJA SEEDS
The Indian cousin of chia seed
is the sweet basil or tulsi seed is
commonly known as sabja.
It has cooling effect on
the body. They help
in stabilising appetite
and increasing
metabolism.
Soak for at least

two to three hours and consume
once it turns in to a gel, add to
your smoothie or coconut water.

CUCUMBER
This crunchy vegetable is extremely
cooling and given the fibre, and
water content, it can help restore
digestive health. The B-vitamins
present in cucumber
buffer damaging
effects of stress and
the lignans help in
reducing inflammation. It can also be
your quick fix for dark
circles due to the presence of high
amounts of Vitamin K.
Best eaten as a salad
before lunchtime.

GULKAND
It has a cooling effect while banishing all heat-related problems like
tiredness, lethargy, itching, aches
and pain. It also
reduces acidity,
helps in treating ulcers and
swelling in the
intestine. Having
two teaspoons of
Gulkand before venturing outdoors
can prevent sunstroke, nosebleed
and foul body odour.
brunchletters@hindustantimes.com
Follow @HTBrunch on Twitter
The writer is a clinical nutritionist
based out of Delhi and is a
consultant with Fortis Healthcare
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10 EASY EXERCISES TO MAKE
YOU FITTER THAN EVER!
Tone your body, pack on muscle and look your best by mastering these moves
By Kamal Singh CSCS
t’s that time of the year again,
when the fit and toned strut
their stuff while the not so fit
and not so toned wonder why
they did not work out through
the winter and keep a close watch
on their diet. Never mind, I am
here to give you a list of exercises which will get you in shape
quickly. But before I get into the
exercises, let me remind you that
none of this will work without getting the diet bang on. The formula
is lots of protein, less fat and the
least possible carbohydrates, topping all this with loads of water.

I

LET’S TARGET
FAT LOSS FIRST
The lunge matrix
Front lunge, side
lunge and reverse
lunge, each type
is done for eight
reps, so a total of
24 reps per leg.
Finish one leg and then move to
the next one. Do a total of three
sets per leg. Feel the burn!
Kettlebell or
dumbbell swing
Ideal for ramping up the heart
rate and burning
fat. Try and get 100
reps in as few sets
as possible. Grasp the kettlebell
and swing it up from between
your legs to about chest height.

Keep the knees soft and do not
squat on the kettlebell. With all
the huffing and puffing you will
do with this exercise, somebody
might just mistake you for a
steam engine!
Jump squats
Bend your knees
and jump up
high. See if you
can get 50 reps
without stopping.
After doing the
Jump squats, the ringing you
hear in your ears is not your
phone but your heart beat!
Push up to plank
Ideal way to
train for the six
pack. Get into
a standard front
plank, from there,
without shifting the core or legs,
move to a push up position. So
you go from being on your elbows
to being on your palms. Three
sets of 30 reps should get you
chiselled abs.

TIME TO SHIFT TO
BUILDING A BASE
OF STRENGTH
Goblet squat
Hold a dumbbell
close to your chest
and squat down
till your elbows
touch your thighs.

Do three sets of 15 reps. Build up
to a dumbbell that weighs at least
half your body weight.
Weighted push-ups
If you can do 15-20
push-ups, then
it’s time to move
to weighted pushups. You can use
a back pack or ask
a friend to put a weight plate on
you. Start with eight to 10 kg of
external weight.
Rack dead lift or
half dead lift
Keep two dumbbells on a bench,
hinge at your
hips, grab the
dumbbells and stand
up straight. To put the dumbbells
down, reverse the motion. Initiate each repetition from a dead
stop. You need to go heavy on this
exercise, so use dumbbells that
challenge you. Try five to eight
reps for three sets.

LET’S PACK ON
SOME MUSCLE
Walking lunge
Hold a moderately
heavy dumbbell
in each hand
and do lunges
from one end of
the gym floor to the
other. No better way to pack

muscle on the lower body. Do at
least three sets.
Bent over rows
Nothing impresses
people more than
a wide and thick
upper back. But
the bent over rows
have to be done in a
strict fashion, where each rep
involves squeezing the upper back
muscles. Load up the barbell,
hinge at the hips and pull the bar
to the navel. Do not go so heavy
with this exercise that you cannot
keep your upper body almost parallel to the floor. As a bonus, the
bent over row also adds size to the
biceps. So what’s not to like!
The farmer’s walk
Grab two heavy
dumbbells and
walk from one end
of the gym
to the other end.
It’s that simple.
The total weight of the dumbbells should be at least equal to
your body weight.
So there you are folks, now go
out and achieve your fitness goals!
brunchletters@hindustantimes.com
Follow @HTBrunch on Twitter
A strength and conditioning
coach for the last 15 years, Kamal
Singh, CSCS, specialises in
post rehabilitation training and
functional training.
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SILK BEYOND SARIS!
STYLISH WAYS TO DON THE SMOOTHEST FABRIC EVER

Text by Samreen Tungekar // Photos by Shivamm Paathak// Styling by Avneet Chadha

1

FLAuNT THE TWO-IN-ONE TuNIC

SILk kuRTATuRNED-DRESS

Add a modern twist to tradition
by styling this silk ikat kurta that
doesn’t make you look like you
forgot the pants!

Location courtesy:
Jamun, New Delhi
Art direction:
Amit Malik
Make-up and hair:
Artistry by Anjali Jain
Models: Sonal
(Triumph Model
Management);
Irshan Yaqoob
(BB Models)
Kurta, Madhu Jain;
footwear, Tod’s

Celebrity stylist Rishi Raj believes the
strongest point about this outfit is the
graphic weave. “The colours make this look
contemporary,” he adds.
Fashion designer Jenjum Gadi adds that
in ikat, a heavier body type should avoid a
bigger ikat pattern. “A darker colour pattern
will work more for someone on the heavier
side,” Jenjum says.
WEAR THIS TO: “A corporate event or a
casual date by accessorising it accordingly,”
says Rishi.
AVOID: “Experimenting with innerwear,
as silk kurtas like this can be ultra sheen. It
needs appropriate innerwear,” he suggests.
PAIR IT WITH: “A belt to cinch your waist if
you have an hourglass figure,” Rishi advises.
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Kurta, Divyam Mehta;
pants and shoes, rajesh
pratap Singh; scarf,
Cottage Emporium

2 DoN aN all-SIlk Boy BRIGaDE

Top, abraham &
Thakore; pants, payal
Khandwala; shoes,
Boots and Buckles

3 BRING oN THE DESI GRooVE

aNTI-fIT mulBERRy
SIlk kuRTa

TIE-aND-DyE
SIlk DRESS

Fashion designer Samant Chauhan believes
mixing fabrics is more fun, but advocates
for an easy drape over everything. “The best
part about this outfit is that it doesn’t hug the
body, as silk can be quite clingy. So it’s best
for someone who wants an easy yet stylish
outfit,” he says.
Celebrity stylist Devanshi Tuli adds,“You
can wear the kurta with denims or cigarette
pants if you want to make it less festive but
keep it formal,” she suggests.

Jenjum Gadi feels this ensemble brings a modern
approach to our textile heritage. “The strong point
about this look is despite being very Indian, it can be
worn anywhere globally and will fit right in,” he says.
“Because the cuts of the outfit are simple and the
colour is relatively dark, it will go on most people
irrespective of their built,” he says.
Samant adds, “The dress has the perfect
asymmetrical cut and the churidar contrast blocks
the colour perfectly. Wear a gather dress on top of
this to give it more volume,” he suggests.

WEAR THIS TO: “A mehendi or a sangeet
function would be ideal,” she says.

WEAR THIS TO: “Evening events like a book
launch or an art opening,” Jenjum says.

AVOID: “Going overboard. The outfit should
be standing out,” she adds.

AVOID: “Traditional accessories. Go for
contemporary accessories,” he suggests.

PAIR THIS WITH: “Loafers or Oxfords for
shoes and some rings,” Devanshi says.

PAIR IT WITH: “Denims or a skirt with embroidery
or motifs,” Jenjum advises.

Feel at ease in a loosely-fitted
drape of mulberry silk with cotton
silk pants

Stand tall and textile-friendly in bandhani
silk with contrast pants for a formal yet
stylish appeal
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Fashion

Shirt and pants,
Abraham & Thakore;
Scarf, Cottage
Emporium

4 wear silk to
the boardroom

5 style tradition with
the twist oF a jacket

the ikat kedia silk
structured top
Look empowered to go to your
conferences in an ikat Kedia silk
top with cotton silk pants and a
scarf that steals the show!

The strongest point about this look,
according to Jenjum Gadi, is its versatility
to be a daytime outfit as well as an evening
one. Devanshi adds, “I think the relaxed
silhouettes make this outfit an easy wear.”
WEAR THIS TO: “Work, or even a girls day
out,” suggests Devanshi.
AVOID: “Choosing pants that don’t have
pockets. Pockets add a good cut to this look,”
she says.
PAIR IT WITH: “The top can be paired with a
black skirt and the pants with a white shirt,” says
Jenjum. “Accessorise with a pair of sunglasses,”
advises Devanshi.

the silk sari that isn’t raw

Experiment with the drape in an organza silk sari
instead of sticking to the raw silk structure
Fashion designer Sonam Dubal explains the difference
between a raw silk sari and an organza silk one. “Organza
silk can layer beautifully if worn correctly with a silk
blouse. It has a gentle flounce about it and works better for
a day function, whereas raw silk is more for the evening
and has a more structured drape,” he says.
Celebrity stylist Eshaa Amiin adds, “Usually, the
jackets complement the outfit but in this case, the black
jacket enhances the look of the saree. It plays as a colour
blocking phenomenon,” she says.
WEAR THIS TO: “A casual evening event since it’s chic,
bold and confident,” Eshaa suggests.
AVOID: “Accessorising it too much. The sari’s colour is
strong on its own,” she says.
PAIR IT WITH: “Boots for an edgier look, or heels
without the jacket. You can also wear a waist belt to
accentuate your waist or big bold earrings with hand
cuffs,” she says.
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Shrug, Abraham and
Thakore; jacket and
pants, Divyam Mehta;
jewellery, Payal
Khandwala; shoes,
Boots and Buckles

6 sport the
indie-dandy vibe

the fit of a raw
silk layer

(On her) Top and jewellery,
Payal Khandwala; pants,
Abraham & Thakore;
shoes, Boots and Buckles
(On him) Shirt, Akaaro;
sari as a stole, Rimzim Dadu;
pants, Divyam Mehta; shoes,
Boots and Buckles

7 look festive in
contemporary

the matka silk
party outfit

8 experiment with a
mix of trends

bangalore
silk special

Pull off an urban nomad look
with a mix of bandhani-dyed
raw silk and cotton silk

Dress up or down in a
woven tunic with a
contemporary drape

Gender-fluid alert! Layer
a silk shirt with a scarf
made out of a sari

Sonam Dubal says, “Raw silk moulds to
the body. Most body types look great in
waistcoats or Nehru jackets as they give a
sharp fit to the body.”
Celebrity stylist Rishi Raj believes
layering always enhances the overall
look. However, he adds, “The voluminous
silhouette and the layering makes this
look more appropriate for taller men.”

Matka silk, a rough handloom silk fabric
made from the waste mulberry silk,
is used for more than just traditional
outfits. Fashion designer Resham
Karmchandani thinks this ensemble
is crisp and contemporary, with the
strongest point being the drape tunic.
“The drape tunic in the dark colour
is versatile and can be dressed up or
accessorised well,” she says.

Fashion designer Sanya Suri says
the anti-fit Bangalore silk shirt
breaks the monotony of the kurta.
“The dhoti is a staple separate,
but pairing it with a silk shirt has
elevated the ensemble,” she says.
WEAR THIS TO: “A traditional
event because of the dhoti,”
she says.

WEAR THIS TO: “A festive party or
a cocktail,” she suggests.

AVOID: “Overdoing the
accessories,” she says.

AVOID: “Wearing jewellery that takes
away from your outfit,” she says.

PAIR IT WITH: “Traditional
juttis,” says Sanya.

WEAR THIS TO: “A festive occasion
since it’s a dressy ensemble,” he says.
AVOID: “Too many colour blocks. Keep
the layering tonal,” Rishi says.
PAIR IT WITH: “The layering on the top
can totally go with denims,” he suggests.

PAIR IT WITH: “Contemporary
jewellery with chunky shoes,” she says.

samreen.tungekar@htlive.com
Follow @BeingFeline on Twitter
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MUSIC
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[ SunDay confESSionS ]

FORGIVE US, LORD,
FOR WE FIGHT!
Did you know that the foot-tapping Señorita
was born out of a difference of opinion?
Here’s how creative conﬂicts gave birth to
some of Shankar, Ehsaan and Loy’s best songs
By Lubna Salim
id it ever occur to you that
the soulful and patriotic
tunes of Meghna Gulzar’s
Raazi (2018) could be a
result of creative disagreements?
Does it appear that differences
of opinion resulted in the foottapping number Señorita in
Zindagi Na Milegi Dobara
(2011)? Truth be told, some of
the most beautiful compositions by
the trio of Shankar MahadevanEhsaan Noorani-Loy Mendonsa
are the fruit of creative differences.
Says Ehsaan: “When you’re
working in a team, it’s difficult
to be objective about your
work. I’m always the one
having fights with
them!” he exclaims.
Of course, no
malice is involved but
it’s natural to disagree
when three people
come together to churn
out award-winning
chart toppers.
One could hardly imagine this when the duo performed
flawlessly at the Golden Jubilee
celebrations of The Park, New Delhi.
The evening’s opening act did not for
a second reveal that behind the scenes
Ehsaan, a self-confessed “angry”
man, and Loy, who he describes as
the “neutral one”, must’ve had differences of opinion on the tunes that set
the audiences grooving!

Photo: MRINAL KALSEKAR

D

Points of view
“It’s crucial to have creative differences,” says Loy, but cautions that
the purpose must be to do justice to
the song. “You must keep your ego in
check,” he adds.

Disagreements between the
three have often resulted in changed
tunes that turned out to be hits. For
instance, the trio had two different tunes for Señorita, which both
Shankar and Loy felt would work
well. “Then Loy suddenly came up
with the idea of joining half the
melody of one song with half of the
other. That’s how we got the song!”
Ehsaan says.
How are their ideologies different, and how do they coalesce?
“Shankar is ever forgiving; he
loves everything we come up with,”
says Ehsaan. “Loy tends to be neutral,
hears all sides of the story and sees if
something can develop. And
I tend to be very brutal in

“Ehsaan has heard lot of Bollywood
music whereas my Bollywood influence
is zero! I used to listen to lot of Indian
classical music while growing up but
I was largely influenced by Western music, classical film scores...” says Loy.

Behind the scenes
Brainstorming is a lovely process too.
“When we sit together to brainstorm,
little bits of ideas come on... We’ve
created some of the biggest hits in
five minutes,” says Ehsaan.
And as far as resolving conflicts
is concerned, they adopt a simple approach. Loy says: “If you are heated
you lose perspective and the anger
clouds your judgement. I’ve learnt to
always give it time before I react.”

“shAnKAR is eveR-foRGivinG,
LoY tends to Be neUtRAL, And
i tend to Be veRY BRUtAL…”
—ehsAAn nooRAni
the sense that if I like it I
like it, else I say no. I like to be
fully objective.”
He can be so stubborn about this
that he’s left Shankar and Loy over
eight times! “I walked out and went
home,” Ehsaan giggles.
But the arguments don’t matter
as long as the song turns out right.
Says Loy: “It’s a strange moment
when everyone feels right about a
song. The director too takes a call.
We are there to enhance his vision
but it’s very important for a director
to understand your music.”
Shankar comes from an Indian classical background and Ehsaan and Loy
come from other ends of the spectrum.

So while they have their differences, fights are momentary and
unintentional. Arguments are meant
to better a number. “We make sure
we put out a good song,” says Loy.
“You can’t be selfish and say your
ideas are the best. The song is what
resolves the differences – sometimes
you realise what you were doing is
wrong, and I have a gut feel reaction to
a melody that’ll work!” winks Ehsaan.
Shankar, Ehsan and Loy believe that
making music is a beautiful process: their
ideas just flow into one another. “We all
tap into each other’s energies,” says Loy.
lubna.salim@hindustantimes.com
Follow @lubnaSalim1234 on Twitter
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My Favourites
PERSON: My cat, Mr Toffee Tinkerbell.

W
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CITY: Paris
DESIGNERS: Jean Paul Gaultier and
Vivienne Westwood.
STREET FOOD: Vada pav
FILMS: Midnight in Paris (2011) and
Vicky Cristina Barcelona (2008)
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GRANDPA BIG B
LOVES IT WHEN
AARADHYA
DESTROYS HIS
WORKING DESK

Kriti Sanon
was last
seen in
Luka Chuppi
PHOTO: SARANG
GUPTA/HT

Actor Kriti Sanon does not
feel any pressure to find a
‘special someone’ in her life

www.hindustantimes.com

www.facebook.com/HTcity

he is making the right
noises in her career and
is happy to share details
about the same. But
Kriti Sanon prefers to remain
tight-lipped on her personal
life. All the actor reveals is
that she is not currently in a
relationship, but clarifies she
is not averse to love.
“I am happily single. But
I’m open to the possibility of
love. Having said that, it’s not
like I’m looking for love. I’m
looking for that organic
romantic connection, so, let’s
see. I’m okay with my current
status. There’s absolutely no
pressure to find someone,”
says Kriti.

S

The actor asserts she
doesn’t like to share her
personal life with everyone.
“It’s the part of my life where
I’m just Kriti and not the actor.
I like sharing that part only
with people who are really
close to me,” she adds.
On the work front, Kriti is
basking in the success of her
last film Luka Chuppi and has
three more films lined up for
release — Arjun Patiala,
Housefull 4 and Panipat. She
played a goody two-shoes in
Heropanti (2014) and Dilwale
(2015) and a brat in Bareilly Ki
Barfi (2017). But there is
something she desperately
wants someone to offer her. “I
would love to play an angsty
character which is slightly

complicated and grey, not me
at all. That will be interesting
for me as an actor. But I am yet
to find that kind of an
opportunity,” she says.
There has been a lot of
speculation about her sister,
Nupur Sanon’s Bollywood
debut. Admitting her sister is
“very inclined” to a career in
films, Kriti says there is
nothing substantial as of now.
“As her sister, the only
thing I tell Nupur is that she
needs to wait for the right
project. Since I waited for
Heropanti, my career graph is
what it is,” she says, adding,
“Being patient and being
hungry at the same time is
important.”
n

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

instagram.com/htcity

www.youtube.com/user/ht

AMRITSAR
THOUGHT
I’D NEVER
MAKEIT:
KARTIK
In the initial years, Kartik Aaryan was
second-guessing his career choice

Amitabh Bachchan
PHOTO: SATISH BATE/HT

Sneha Mahadevan
Juhi Chakraborty

twitter.com/htshowbiz

egastar Amitabh
Bachchan says his
granddaughter
Aaradhya likes to come and
destroy his working desk, and
that brings immense joy to
him.
“Aaradhya will come and
destroy my working desk, as
she wants to use this pen and
wants to write things and
wants to play with the laptop.
It brings immense joy and is a
beautiful experience,” he
added. Asked whether
anything changed after
Aishwarya joined the family,
Big B said: “Nothing has
changed for us, it was like one
daughter left and another one
came in.”

M

IANS

NOTE TO READERS: Some of the coverage that appears on our pages is paid for by the concerned brands. No sponsored content does or shall appear in any
part of HT without it being declared as such to our valued readers.

ctor Kartik Aaryan has
had a dream run at the
box office. Life has
surely changed for the
better for him from when he
first appeared on the big
screen in Pyaar Ka
Punchnama in 2011.
For starters, he is quite a
star now who commands a
huge fan following. And, he
has some big-ticket projects
under his belt. The
expectations are certainly
higher, but the pressure
hasn’t got to him.
“All this (adulation and
appreciation) is only making
me work more on myself.
Even in terms of my craft,
now I am cautious about the
roles I am picking. But, I am
in a happy space. There is no
negative pressure,” says the

A

Luka Chuppi actor adding
that this attitude towards life
comes naturally to him.
He says, “I’ve always been
like that. I am never sad and
you will always see me
smiling, irrespective of how
my films do. I was happy
when I was living with 12
people in a single house, and I
am happy when I am living
alone. My state of mind hasn’t
changed and I will continue to
be happy.”
Although there is just one
thing he aspires to be — a
“bankable actor”. “I don’t
want to take the box office
pressure of a film doing ₹100
crores. I want my producers
to recover their money and
that’s all. People are
investing so much money on
me, it makes me feel
important. I have to just be a
bankable actor. That’s the

only pressure I take,” he says.
Pressure might not affect
Kartik, but how is he coping
with all the attention,
especially from female fans,
that has come with this
new-found overnight
stardom? “This stardom that
everyone keeps saying
happened overnight, took
seven years,” he says, “In
these last six years, I was
working but nobody noticed
me. After Sonu Ke Titu Ki
Sweety (2018) released, all
eyes were on me. So, many
people still think that Sonu...
is my debut film; they don’t
even know that I am the same
guy from Punchnama. And I
get amazed with their
reaction... It has taken a lot of
time for me to get to where I
am today.”
He is happy and content,
but there was a time when he

doubted his career choice. “I
have seen success and
failures. I have had days and
weeks when I have had
doubts about me never being
able to make it. And all this
was happening even when
my films worked. So, I am
flattered with all the
reactions and all the
attention, but I am also
conscious and aware that this
will all last until the next
Friday, when I have a release.
If my next film doesn’t work,
all this adulation will
disappear. So, I am very
realistic about that. I know
this is something I really
want and will keep working
hard for, but it’s short-lived,”
says Kartik, who hopes to
take up more projects
and “reduce the gap between
two projects”.
n

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com
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htcity TIME OUT

TAROT
POWER

This proves to be a therapeutic time as there is rest
from sorrow at home, peace after war at work, and
relaxation after anxiety! You are no longer caught in
mental chaos regarding professional matters and
choices but find clarity and direction. You establish
intellectual authority in a professional meeting or
business convention. You participate in the making of
policy or dogma in your field of activity with your vast
experience, wisdom and expertise. Positive changes
are on the cards after a period of struggle and conflict.
You accept loving relationships and supportive people
with love and compassion after a long struggle within.
Lucky number: 4 Good colours: Forest greens

LEO

It is best to remain centered and witnessing rather
than participating in conflicts. Allow your strong spirit
to guide you in the right direction. You need to go
beyond limitations and blocks to complete projects
and fulfil promises. There is harmony of rule and
justice as you use your authority effectively. You have
support, cooperation and synergy in the work place.
There is likely to be a change in office management at
this point. You impress people with your personality,
talent and charisma and invite opportunities. End of
the week sees a deep bond developing between you
and your partner.
Lucky number: 2 Good colour: Deep maroon

VIRGO

You are blessed with gain in material aspects this
week! The body, mind and spirit are in harmony and
you experience a feeling of contentment. Power and
wealth are yours after a period of labour and strife.
Success in business and love in personal relationships
transforms your life. Creative and professional plans
are set to actualise in one year and it is important to
work towards them persistently. Your plans are now
synchronised with divine plans and they have a
magical quality of perfection and completion. You
touch higher levels of consciousness and experience
inner peace.
Lucky number: 1 Good colour: Emerald green

LIBRA

You are likely to fall in love with a new person or
an idea this week! Things happen quickly and you
need to make snap decisions or you are liable to
miss a personal or professional opportunity for
growth and expansion. This is a time of movement
and change, be it inner or outer or both. It’s best to
embrace the new in any aspect as the travelling
onwards promises to be easy and also brings a sense
of adventure. This attitude of openness and
acceptance invites new friends and experiences in
your life. A Sagittarian person stands by you through
good and bad times.
Lucky number: 8 Good colours: Reds

SCORPIO

ARIES

(MAR 21 - APR 20)

APRIL 7 - 13, 2019

Lady Gaga

TAURUS

(APR 21 - MAY 21)

BY MA PREM
RITAMBHARA
SPIRITUAL MESSAGE
To be and to be creative are
synonymous. It is
impossible to be and not be
creative. The consideration
should be that you are
enjoying whatsoever you
are doing. It is your love
affair. If your act is your love
affair, then it becomes
creative. Small things
become great by the touch
of love and delight, says
Osho, the Zen master.
Ma Prem Ritambhara has
been reading Tarot cards
professionally in Mumbai,
Pune, Zurich and New Delhi
for the last fifteen years and
continues to do so from her
studio at home in New
Delhi. Her clientele is from
all over the world from all
walks of life and she reads
cards, predicts, counsels and
heals professionals, business
people, men, women,
children, students and
couples. She conducts
individual, as well as group
readings. Contact her at
ritambhara7@gmail.com

Sam Smith

GEMINI

(MAY 22 - JUN 21)

Kanye West

CANCER

(JUN 22 - JUL 22)

Perrie Edwards
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(JUL 23 - AUG 23)

Jennifer Lopez

(AUG 24 - SEP 23)

Beyonce

(SEP 24 - OCT 23)

Eminem

(OCT 24 - NOV 22)

Katy Perry

An empty canvas eagerly awaits your first brush
stroke which reveals the mood and colour of your new
painting or professional project this week. New
beginnings take the shape and plan you assign to
them, so you need to allow creativity to happen
spontaneously. Personal relationships are rejuvenated
with new feelings, sensitivity, awareness and joy. The
past gets wiped out by itself, without any effort or
regret, once you make a new beginning in any aspect.
Break through old patterns that the mind is caught up
in and take a fresh and unprejudiced look at personal
and professional issues!
Lucky number: 8 Good colour: White

SAGITTARIUS

Great care in some things is counterbalanced by equal
disorder in others this week. You tend to think
negatively and torture yourself by imagining the
worst about too many things. Of course nothing
disastrous is about to happen, so relax. This negative
attitude leads to stress anxiety and ill health rather
than give you direction. Calm down, take one step at a
time and think positively! Beware of wasting energy
in details causing neglect of important professional
aspects. Lack of persistence and interest at work leads
to disruption and disarray! Learn a lesson from past
mistakes and get on with your life.
Lucky number: 8 Good colour: White

CAPRICORN

Your heart is blessed with intense joy and happiness in
personal relationships as promises are fulfilled and
commitments are honoured this week. There is
harmony at home and synergy at work, which enables
you to achieve professional goals and take care of
family responsibilities. You share hospitality, warmth
and a happy time with family and friends. You feel
relaxed and self-contained during social activities and
are more loving and caring about yourself and others.
A balanced perspective at work and a loving response
in personal relationships brings harmony all around.
Beware of over indulgence in food, drink or emotion.
Lucky number: 2 Good colour: Lilac

AQUARIUS

You attract progressive opportunities this week as you
make an impact in professional aspects and are seen,
noted and heard. You are the important figure at
work: People ask you for advice, support and vie for
your company. Beware of depleting your energy
because others can be too demanding. You are strong
and energetic and get a lot accomplished at work and
at home. You are able to redecorate home and office
spaces to facilitate creativity and output. All your
activity around the home helps streamline systems
and chores. Professional projects require your
participation as they near completion.
Lucky number: 17 Good colour: Emerald green

PISCES

WHENYOURSIGNIFICANT
OTHER ISCLINGY
ust because you are in a
relationship, it doesn’t
mean that you don’t need
some time of your own. And,
dealing with a clingy partner
can often feel like walking on
eggshells because you don’t
know how to tell them that
‘you need a bit of space’,
without offending or
pushing them away. So,
if you are in a relationship
with a clingy partner then
read on as we tell you what to
do when you feel your
relationship needs a bit of
breathing space.

J

DOING THINGS
ON YOUR OWN
One of the reasons your
partner can be clingy is

MOVIES ON TV
HBO
1150 Baywatch
1342 The Italian Job
1539 American
Sniper
1753 Transformers: The Last
Knight
2045 The Karate Kid
SONY PIX
1100 Despicable
Me 3
1558 The Mummy
1820 Journey To
The Center Of
The Earth
2023 Mad Max:
Fury Road
STAR MOVIES
1210 Cindrella
1416 Big Hero 6
1613 Coco

APART FROM GIVING
SPACE TO EACH
OTHER AND DOING
THINGS BY YOURSELF,
YOU OUGHT TO SET A
FEW BOUNDARIES
because they might not
know how to be alone. To
deal with this, you can
encourage your partner to
pursue an interest that
they like. This can help
them learn to be alone. Your
partner needs to
learn to enjoy their own
company and this is
one way to do it.

1824 The Incredibles
2050 Predator
WB
1207 The Spiderwick
Chronicles
1344 Killer Elite
1537 Chips
1710 Same Kind of
Different
As Me
1911 Cop Out
2100 Heart of
Dragon
& PICTURES
1113 Saheb Biwi Aur
Gangster 3
1406 Fukrey
Returns
1705 PadMan
2000 Robot
2316 Ghost Rider: Spirit of
Vengeance
STAR GOLD
0915 Judwaa 2
1225 Ant-Man
191S uper Funday
1950 IPL 2019
2345 Ant-Man
ZEE CINEMA
1021 Spyder
1307 Hum Aapke Hain
Koun…!
1726 Time
Story
2030 Dangal
2353 Shiva The
Super Hero

Apart from giving space to
each other and doing things by
yourself, you ought to set a few
boundaries, as well. For

example, if you are spending
time with your friends then
your partner should avoid
constantly texting you and
asking about your
whereabouts. Setting certain

abhinav.verma@htlive.com

Short-term gains may not last long

umans are generally
satisfied and happy when
they get what they desire.
They become perplexed when
something or a series of
things do not happen the way
they want. To achieve that
‘something’ we resort to
various ways — legitimate or
otherwise and also indulge in
certain rituals. In all this we
forget that the energy we have
now created to alter that
‘other thing’ for ‘something’
else may have unpleasant
repercussions which come
along as part of a package. I
have come across many who
for some small gains chose a
path full of thorns, which led
to unimaginable damage. A
brilliant, well-organised
young man did exceedingly
well in his pursuits to prove
himself better than others,
but in the quest to rule the
roost he started becoming
oversmart and thus offended
his bosses. As fate would have
it, this brilliant chap, who had
the acumen to surpass
everyone, lost his job when he
was expecting a raise. The
tragic tale was yet to end as
he could not find a better job
because of negative
recommendations. Six
months later, he had to settle
for an inferior job in a small
company.

Zayn Malik

(JAN 21 - FEB 19)

Justin Timberlake

You have the clear perception of professional ideas
that liberate the mind from any tension or restriction.
You are graceful in social and business associations,
intensely perceptive in professional matters, and a
keen observer of human nature. You are subtle and
interpret nuances accurately. Being an intense
individualist, confident and just, you demand and
command respect from people at home and at work.
Try to be clear but not ruthless or you are not received
well by people around you. Don’t be afraid of dark
skies or confusion in personal relationships as they can
be cleared up with love and understanding.
Lucky number: 9 Good colours: Creamy whites

There is love in personal relationships, success at
work and gain in financial investments. Family and
friends are close and there are fun times to look
forward to. You are lucky – what you put energy into
works out well. An ongoing conflict is resolved as you
take a clear stand on priorities. From being a worker
and taking directions you become a consultant or
advisor and share your wisdom and expertise with
others. Health problems should not be neglected. You
are able to spend quality time in hobbies. A shopping
spree could burn a hole in your pocket. A short trip is
on the cards.
Lucky number: 6 Good colour: Purple

Choices and decisions are on the cards this week! A
business venture can be gainful if you are willing to
lend it some energy. You are involved in multifarious
activities and need to avoid mental stress. Beware of
superficiality in social connections, as you are much in
demand with friends and family. This week you are
likely to examine relationships and analyse priorities
in an effort to make decisions and commitments.
Some connections and relationships are likely to come
closer while others are bound to fall apart. Don’t
forget to list your priorities when life gets busy and
hectic. Meditate to maintain balance of energies.
Lucky number: 6 Good colours: Rainbow pastels

(FEB 20 - MAR 20)

Rihanna

Can be contacted at: Delhi: 91-11-26449898, 26489899 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832,
2572874 (Tues to Thurs); Mumbai: 91-22-26398641 (Last week of every month)

boundaries helps your partner
deal with their insecurities.
(With inputs from Dr Anil
Sethi, psychologist and
relationship counsellor)
n

(DEC 24 - JAN 20)

Dr Prem Kr. Sharma, Astrologer & vaastu expert

One of the reasons for
your partner’s clinginess
could be insecurity.
They simply get insecure
seeing you in someone
else’s company or are
uncomfortable doing things
alone. You need to tactfully
have a conversation with your
partner and explain to them
that it’s okay for you and them
to need a bit
of space in the relationship. By
being clingy, a relationship
often
burns out.

A FEW RULES

Taylor Swift

You stand in the middle of a doorway trying to
make a decision this week. It’s best to listen to your
own good wisdom and do what is good for you.
There might be judgmental and critical people
around you who are likely to manipulate you if you
allow them. You are ready to make a final decision
concerning the past and move into the new current
for the future. Personal issues and relationships are at
the brink of an important change, be aware.
Professional opportunities and options are to be
weighed and considered before a clear decision can
be taken.
Lucky number: 20 Good colour: Royal blue

DAILY HOROSCOPE

TIME TO TALK

Abhinav Verma

(NOV 23 - DEC 23)

ARIES

LEO

SAGITTARIUS

You may be pulling in the
wrong direction, so take time
off to get your bearings
rig
ght! Expect some
cchanges on the
professional front,
but they will favour
you. Family will
reciprocate your love
aand care in full
measure. An affair
me
started innocently can get
serious and ask for
commitment.
Lucky Number: 22
Lucky Colour: Indigo

You will get the opportunity
to enjoy yourself in a new
group of friends or
colleagues. Good
ffeedback on the
academic front is
likely to boost your
morale. Financially,
you are likely to
re
emain well off. You
can expect to be the
centre of attraction in a
social gathering. Health
remains moderate.
Lucky Number: 18
Lucky Colour: Coffee

Those thinking of a short
vacation may need to apply
for leave right away. Your
ide
eas and suggestions
on the professional
o
front can come a
cropper. A tense
atmosphere at
home will start
getting lighter now.
g
Love is a game of give
Lov
and take; your romance can
hit a dead end if you only
take.
Lucky Number: 9
Lucky Colour: Yellow

TAURUS

VIRGO

CAPRICORN

There is a chance of meeting
someone you wanted to
meet for a long time. You
may not be satisfied
with what you have
managed to achieve
on the professional
front. Some of you
can resolve to lead a
disciplined life. You
may find spouse extra
affectionate today. Rejoice,
as lover does everything to
make you happy.
Lucky Number: 7
Lucky Colour: Grey

Things go smoothly at work
and help you finish all
pending tasks today. This is
not the day to be vocaal
about your feelings
on the love front.
Students will
manage to keep
academics in their
focus. Your savings
are likely to come in
good use today. A property
may come to you through
inheritance.
Lucky Number: 5
Lucky Colour: Beige

Your well wishers will not
leave any stone unturned in
building your image on the
social front. You will
remain on firm
ground regarding an
awaited result or
verdict, so expect
the outcome to be
favourable. Spouse
will be in a romantic
mood, take the cue if you
want to bring joy back into
your life.
Lucky Number: 3
Colour: Golden Brown

PHOTO: HTCS

H

The negative planets enslaved
all the Raj Yoga and
stupendous Dashas. The
short cuts adopted in a job or
a business, the price one pays
for supporting someone and
the ones acting very clever
are some of the negative
triggers or detonators which
inadvertently activates the
‘badhakas’ or the resistor
of the horoscope. It is worth
mentioning that every
beautiful yoga in a horoscope
has a complementary
negative yoga which has to be
tackled carefully. Similarly for
every negative yoga in a
horoscope, there has to be a
positive yoga. The art is to
assess those and know the
techniques the desired yoga
gets activated without
activating the hind side of it.
Through my writeups in my
blog (www.vinaybajrangi.
com/blog) and other popular

social media sites, I try and
explain the possible solutions
to every problem through a
series of Karma corrections.
To achieve success, it is
essential to make a note of the
dos and don’ts as per the
horoscope. It is not essential
to talk about horoscope only
for preventive measures with
fire fighting like rituals but a
small cure with proper
guidance at the right time can
make a huge difference in our
life.
The author of this article,
Dr Vinay Bajrangi, is a PhD
scholar in astrology.
Connect with him at
www.vinaybajrangi.com or
call at 9278665588 or
9278555588.

Disclaimer: The veracity of
any claims made in the above
article is the sole responsibility
of the concerned entity.

GEMINI

LIBRA

AQUARIUS

You may be helped by
someone close in enhancing
your career. A jump in salary
or an increment cannot
be ruled out for some
b
and will make you
much more
financially secure,
than before. Diet and
exercise will prove an
effective combination in
effe
bringing you back in shape.
You will feel much more
secure with spouse or lover.
Lucky Number: 1
Lucky Colour: Baby Pink

Someone may keep you
waiting today, but the wait
will be worth it! This is not a
go
ood day for those
planning a new
p
venture. Business
persons will be able
to raise the required
capital. Positive steps
to
o strengthen family
ties will be lauded by
those who are close to you.
Lover may not have the time
for love!
Lucky Number: 11
Lucky Colour: Purple

The kind of quality that you
are offering will be hard to
beat by others. An excellent
tim
me on the professional
ffront is foreseen. You
will get the
opportunity to
implement
something you have
been trying for long at
b
work. A new avenue for
wor
earning opens up for some.
Those in love on the sly can
expect a rollicking time.
Lucky Number: 8
Lucky Colour: Violet

CANCER

SCORPIO

PISCES

Becoming a yes-man at work
can have its advantages, so
toe the line of someone
important and prosperr!
Eating healthy food
and maintaining an
active lifestyle may
become an
obsession with you.
You will succeed in
e
rejuvenating your love
life. Some of you can be
entrusted with an important
out of town job.
Lucky Number: 17
Lucky Colour: Light Blue

Your plan will fall into place
and help you establish
yourself much more firmly
at work. People who
matter are likely to
favour you on the
academic front.
Lover will help you
discover the beauty
that lies within you.
You will manage to
continue your workout
schedule and do well on the
fitness front.
Lucky Number: 2
Lucky Colour: Light Grey

There is a need for you to
make the first move, if you
want success assured. You
will prove an asset at
work and may be
entrusted with an
important work.
Some worries may
crop up concerning a
family youngster. A
long drive is likely to
help you get over mental
tiredness. You will be able to
stabilise the financial front.
Lucky Number: 4
Lucky Colour: Lavender
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Adding glitz and glamour
to the red carpet

PHOTOS: HTCS/PRAMOD THAKUR

John Cho to play the lead in
live-action Cowboy Bebop series
TOBEY CAN PLAY
SUPERHERO
AGAIN
is take on Spider-Man was
well-received by fans and
actor Tobey Maguire says
if offered, he may give his nod
to another superhero role in
future. The actor played the
web slinger in three films, first
in 2002, again in 2004 and
concluded his run in 2007. The
first two were critical and
commercial successes. The
third got mixed reviews but
did well at the box office.
“I just don’t really have an ‘I
would or wouldn’t do’ mindset. I’ll just do whatever …
whatever it is that comes that I
feel called to, that may or may
not fit in any kind of box,”
Maguire told the Hollywood
Reporter when asked about
the possibility of getting back
in a superhero suit. Actor
Andrew Garfield took over the
role in 2012 with The Amazing
Spider-Man and its 2014
sequel. Currently Tom
Holland plays Spider-Man and
appeared in Captain America:
Civil War (2016) before his own
stand-alone, 2017’s SpiderMan: Homecoming and 2018’s
Avengers: Infinity War.
“What I’ve seen, I’ve
appreciated. I like both of the
actors a ton. I think they’re
both super talented. I would
just say I appreciated them
and I like the actors. I like the
PTI
choices,” he said.

H

Disha Sanghvi

eing confident and
comfortable may bring
out the best in anyone,
but a tad bit of makeup can
help you take your glamour
quotient a few notches higher.
This year, HT India’s Most
Stylish Awards teamed up
with European makeup
brand, MyGlamm, to make
the stars look their fabulous
best. The makeup brand also
ran a contest for their
customers on social media,

B

Preet Bhathija and Divya Israni

where the winners got a
chance to walk the most
talked about red carpet in the
tinsel town.
Winner Divya Israni, a
management student and
stylist said, “I still can’t
believe that I am walking this
prestigious red carpet. I just
saw Vicky Kaushal and
Radhika Apte walking next to
me, oh my god!” Preet
Bhathija, a Mumbai-based
marketing executive, and a

winner alongside Israni
added, “It is a dream come
true. Rubbing shoulders with
stars is an out of this world
experience. Thank you
MyGlamm for this
extraordinary experience and
making me live glamorous.”
“MyGlamm is excited to be
the makeup partner and glam
up all these stylish people at
HT India’s Most Stylish
Awards,” said Disha Sanghvi,
director, MyGlamm. She

03

ctor John Cho has landed
the lead role in liveaction series Cowboy
Bebop.
The 10-episode show is an
official adaptation of popular
Japanese science fiction
anime of the same name,
according to The Hollywood
Reporter.
It is described as “the jazzinspired, genre-bending story
of a ragtag crew of bounty
hunters on the run from their
pasts as they hunt down the
solar system’s most
dangerous criminals,”
working from their
spaceship, Bebob.
Cho, 46, will portray Spike
Spiegel, an impossibly cool
‘cowboy’ (bounty hunter)
with a deadly smile, a wry wit
and style to spare.
He travels the solar system
with his ex-cop partner, Jet,
pursuing the future’s most
dangerous bounties with a
combination of charm,
charisma and deadly Jeet
Kune Do.
The series will also feature
Luke Cage star Mustafa
Shakir, actors Daniella
Pineda and Alex Hassell.
Alex Garcia, best known
for his work on Cloak and
Dagger, Luke Cage and
Daredevil, will helm the first
two episodes.
Shinichiro Watanabe, the
director of the original anime,
will be serving as consultant
on the series.

A

PTI

John Cho will portray Spike
Spiegel, an impossibly cool
‘cowboy’ (bounty hunter)
PHOTO:VALERIE MACON / AFP

further added,
“Congratulations to the
MyGlamm customers Divya
and Preet for winning the
contest by unveiling their
‘Glamm Secrets’ and
unlocking their hidden
‘Glamm Quotient’. MyGlamm
was thrilled to have them
experience a glamorous
evening and walk the red
carpet with the biggest
Bollywood stars.”

HTC

Vin Diesel teases James Cameron for role in
proposed Avatar sequel

Vin Diesel
PHOTO:JAKE
MICHAELS/THE NEW
YORK TIMES

ction star Vin Diesel has
hinted that he is the
latest addition to the
ensemble cast of James
Cameron’s upcoming Avatar
(2009) sequel. The 51-year-old
actor shared a video of
himself and Cameron on his
Instagram page and said he
always wanted to work with
the celebrated filmmaker.
‘‘It’s long overdue, there is
one person in Hollywood I’ve
always wanted to work with
and learn from, and so, all
things come, I guess, to those
that wait,” he said.
The Titanic (1997) director
quipped, “We’re actually
going to give him the flashy
thing from Men In Black
(1997) when he leaves here so
he has no memory
whatsoever of what he’s
seen.”
‘‘And the journey
continues... #Blessed
#Grateful #Avatar,” Diesel

A

THE 51-YEAR-OLD
ACTOR SHARED A
VIDEO OF HIMSELF
AND CAMERON ON HIS
INSTAGRAM PAGE
captioned the video.
The film Avatar focused on
the human-led Resources
Development Administration
(RDA) attempting to mine
planet Pandora for
unobtanium, a hugely
valuable mineral. It featured
Sam Worthington in the role
of disabled former marine
Jake Sully, who falls in love
with a Na’vi woman (Zoe
Saldana) and is drawn into a
battle for the survival of her
world when the RDA threaten
to destroy it.

PTI

PHOTO: CAROLINE MCCREDIE/GETTY IMAGES
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ON SUNDAY
■

ALL INCLUSIVE
From authentic food to fresh
coffee brews, everything can
be home delivered now

■

GOING NATURAL
Karan Jolly grows fresh
salad vegetables and fruits
the hydroponic way

Great Taste At Your Doorstep
THERE IS a revolution happening in the food scene and it is led by small suppliers who value quality

RUDE FOOD

Vir Sanghvi

O

ne of the perks/perils of my
job is that people in the food,
restaurant and hotel businesses reach out to me in the
hope of being mentioned either in my
journalism or on social media
(Instagram, mainly).
The hotel people are generally
professional, if a little too ambitious
sometimes.
Sample mail: “We represent a
delightful little hotel with a lot of
charm (600 rooms) in Uzbekistan,
which is very popular with Indians. We
would like to invite you for two days to
sample the delights of our gourmet
local cuisines....”
I am always polite when I regret
that my schedule prevents me from
travelling to Slovakia/Uzbekistan/
Mongolia or wherever. Though of
course, I would have loved to go.... And
they are as polite when they reply.
The restaurant people are, by and
large, completely unprofessional. Most
restaurateurs are advised (by PR companies) not to deal with the media
directly. So they pay large sums
of money to these PR companies, who assure
them that they

■

know every journalist extremely well
and produce lists of ‘influencers’ who
nobody has ever heard of.
Then, these PR agencies put young
trainees (or just not very bright older
people) on the job. They give them a list
of names and numbers and a script.
Each call goes something like this.
“Is that Vir?
“Er, yes.”
“Vir. How are you today?”
“I am fine. Who is this?”
“Hey Vir, I am (Neha/Megha/pick
name) calling on behalf of (add name
of restaurant)! A very good day to you!
We are a great new restobar in
Khar/Gurgaon/etc. and would love to
invite you to come over totally Free!”
“Sorry, but...”
“You have a blog, right?”
“Not really, but...”
“Oh? You are on our list of bloggers.
Okay. Must be a mistake. How many
Instagram followers do you have?”
“I am sorry. What is this about?”
“See, we do collaborations with
bloggers for which we have fixed
rates. But for Insta, it depends on the
followers.”
“Can you please hang up.”
“But, see Vir, your name is on the
list I was given...”
At this stage, I disconnect. And I
resolve never to go to the restaurant
in question.
I have no idea how much restaurateurs pay these agencies for this socalled service. It is their money and I
am no one to tell them how to spend it.
But I know that the savvier restaurateurs are wisening up. Priyank Sukhija
who is pretty much the restaurant
King of Delhi told me that he no longer
spends a penny on agencies.
(If you are a restaurateur and you
are reading this, please be slightly
sceptical when an agency tells you they
can get me or other food writers to
come to your restaurant.)
By far, the nicest of the
people who approach me
are the ones in the food
business. I ignore the ones
who use agencies, but most of
them write to me directly, most
frequently on Instagram.
Take the case of Artisan Meats

PLANET-FRIENDLY MEASURES
Tomatoes grown by Nature’s Miracle use 90 per cent less
water than the traditional ones

who wrote to me, leading me to order
some of their products. Though one
of their sausages was so oversmoked that I felt like calling the fire
brigade, the rest of the stuff (charcuterie, duck confit, meat etc.) was
so good that I called them to ask who
ran the company.
It turned out to be a brother and
sister team called Meherwan (27) and
Mehma (23) Bawa, who despite their
Persian names, are not bawas at all,
but are part of a large Punjabi joint
family in the NCR. The brother trained
in Italy, came back to Delhi and joined
his sister in handmaking Italian sausages. They were financed entirely
(well, the whole operation only cost ₹2
lakh or so) by gifts from the family and
have grown by the day.
I order their products at home
(they deliver within NCR) and heartily
recommend them; though keep in mind
that this is an artisan cottage-industry
operation where volumes are low.
When I told Mehma I would be writing
about Artisan Meats, she sounded a
little pleased but very apprehensive.
I asked her why.
“Well, the last time we were written about, it was only a small mention
and we got so many orders that it was
really hard to cope.”
Let’s see how they manage this time.
Another family who reached out to
me directly were Asra Ahmad and her
husband Adil Kidwai. Both have full
time careers. Adil is an executive and
Asra is a dentist.
They saw an opportunity when
they realised how difficult it was to get
good UP food in Delhi. The food at their
home, made by cooks from Barabanki
and Lucknow, was so good that they
wondered if they could sell it on a
home delivery basis.
Thus started their catering service Ta’am. You can order by phone
and they will cater parties for up to
50 people.
I ordered some at home. They had
two biryanis: Hyderabad and UP-style
and both were subtle, home-style dishes of the sort you don’t see in hotels.
There were magnificent kormas too
and everything was hand-delivered.
They had contacted me out of the
blue and I liked the food enough to call
up and ask about them. They were
strictly professional in their interaction and it was only later, when we

■

■

HANDMADE BY HEART
Asra Ahmad and Adil Kidwai run Ta’am
catering, which delivers home-style UP
dishes in Delhi

■

COFFEE KING
Karan Tibrawalla runs Fresh Brew

THE CAFFEINE KICK
Fresh Brew sells
single-origin coffee and
Nespresso-compatible
coffee capsules

were on a TV show together that
Rasheed Kidwai, my old friend and
journalistic colleague, mentioned
that he was related to them. They had
refused to let Rasheed make the introduction and had let their food speak
for itself.
Do you know what hydroponics
is? I had no clue. When I first heard
the term, I thought it was a new system of underwater phoning. But then,
it was being used in the context of
salad vegetables so that left me even
more confused.
Karan Jolly who grows terrific
fresh and flavourful salad vegetables
explained it to me. Apparently, hydroponics is a way of growing things only
in water, without any soil. As a good
city boy, I had no idea that such a thing
was even possible. (No soil? If you grow
grapes the hydroponic way, then what
kind of terroir will your wine have?
Bisleri? Perrier ? The mind boggles.)
But it works. I tried Karan’s vegetables and the eight different kinds of
salad he does (Romaine, Rocket, Red
Oak, a Wasabi Arugula, etc.) and
though I am no rabbit-like salad-eater
on the whole, I had to concede that his
quality was astonishing. He is now also
growing strawberries, but I have still to
try them.
Nature’s Miracle is a big company
doing the same sort of thing. They had
a glamorous launch with Vicky

■

■

MEATY MAGIC
Artisan Meats uses age-old methods of
curing and preserving meat

Ratnani cooking etc. I didn’t go, but I
am including them here because they
got in touch directly without any agency middlemen and the quality of their
products is very good.
They pointed out other advantages
of hydroponics to me. No pesticides, no
contamination, no environmental
damage and oddly enough, less water.
They say that their tomato plants use
90 per cent less water than the ones
grown the traditional way.
They home deliver cucumber,
capsicum,tomatoes, Dutch strawberries and other vegetables and though
their prices are about 30 to 40 per cent
more than the local sabzi wallah
(unless you buy your vegetables from

FAMILY NO. 1
Siblings Meherwan and Mehma Bawa
jointly started Artisan Meats

Defence Colony, in which case they
may be even cheaper!), the quality is
more than worth it.
And finally, since we are talking
of home delivery operations, how can I
fail to mention Fresh Brew, run by
Chandni and Karan Tibrawalla, whose
coffee I drink every day. The
Tibrawallas approached me directly
three years ago and though there were
better organised rivals in the business,
I was so impressed by their passion for
quality that I tried their Nespressostyle capsules. They were so good that I
remain a Fresh Brew guy.
Isn’t it good to know that so much
is happening in the food scene in India?
And that it is all being delivered to
our doorsteps!

Living With Electric Dreams
THE JAGUAR I-Pace puts a smile on your face, but makes no sense without good

charging infrastructure
SUV that has shredded the perception of what EVs are.

POWER CUT

SUNDAY DRIVE

Hormazd Sorabjee

W

ith air pollution a burning
issue these days, it’s
become cool to talk about
electric vehicles (EVs) and
pronounce them as our salvation from
lung-choking car exhaust fumes. But
most of the ‘experts’ who espouse an
EV’s virtues have never driven an EV,
let alone owned one. In a way you can’t
fault them because in India, there are
no EVs to speak of that an individual
can walk into a showroom and buy. Not
yet at least.
Living with an electric car is a
novel experience and hence I jumped
at the chance to spend a week with
one in London where, unlike the nonexistent charging infrastructure in
India, there is a growing network of
public charging points. And it wasn’t
an ordinary EV I was driving, but
Jaguar’s award-winning I-Pace, a
gorgeous-looking battery-powered

Boring? Dull to drive? Far from it. The
I-Pace warms your heart the minute
you clap eyes on its sleek lines and
then makes it thump the moment you
prod the accelerator. But the I-Pace
also got my heart beating for the
wrong reason. It’s called ‘range anxiety’ or that nagging fear the car
doesn’t have enough charge to get you
home. This is actually the main reason why mass adoption of EVs hasn’t
happened globally.
A faulty charger at one of the
airport hotels where the I-Pace was
parked meant the I-Pace’s lithium ion
battery pack wasn’t fully charged by
the time I arrived. Thankfully it
still had a range of around
160km, which was more than
enough to get me home, but
any plans of enjoying the car
in the countryside that
Saturday afternoon were shot
and the only thing on my mind
was to find a place to fully
charge the I-Pace.
That’s when I discovered that even in
London, charging
an electric car
isn’t as easy as
I
thought.
Firstly,
the
really
quick
100kW charging
points are far and

few between and secondly, it’s a real
hassle to figure out how to use the multitude of charging stations, which,
depending on the service provider,
have different apps and pay-as-you-use
cards, to access.

ALL CHARGED UP
Finally, it was a bit of improvisation or
jugaad as we call it that worked out
best. A 30-foot extension cable from
Sainsbury’s plugged into a domestic
■

SURPRISE, SURPRISE
This car steers with a level of fluency and
precision that belies its weight

socket at home, long enough to reach
the I-Pace parked outside, did the trick.
It’s just that charging any EV this way
takes an excruciatingly long time, but
the next day with a fully-charged battery and a range of 350 km, I was ready
to enjoy the I-Pace.
The instant power delivery is
simply staggering. There is no delay,
no waiting for the engine to wake up
or selecting the right gear. Just press
your right foot and the I-Pace takes
off like a scalded cat (it is a Jaguar
after all) and it’s so easy to zap
through traffic. The pair of electric

motors, which combined produce 400
hp, catapults the 2.1 ton I-Pace from
0-100kph in 4.8 seconds – very quick
by any standards. And all this performance is silently and efficiently
delivered without the noise and
drama of a high performance engine.
That’s not necessarily a good thing

■

RANGE ANXIETY
Charging is not easy even in London. (Inset)
An extension cable connected to a house
power socket comes to the rescue

because the absence of sound and the
utterly linear way in which the I-Pace
accelerates has a synthetic feel and
robs the car of character.
Thankfully, the handling is quite
engaging and the I-Pace steers with a
level of fluency and precision that
belies its weight. In fact, the I-Pace is
genuinely fun to drive, offering agility and a level of driver involvement
you don’t associate with this genre of
vehicles.
It’s rare for an EV to make you smile
but the I-Pace certainly does. But to make
that smile permanent, the charging infrastructure needs be sorted first.
Hormazd Sorabjee is one of the most senior
and much loved auto journalists in India, and is
editor of Autocar India
Sunday Drive appears every fortnight
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Silk Beyond Saris!

Location courtesy:
Jamun, New Delhi
Art direction:
Amit Malik
Make-up and hair:
Artistry by Anjali Jain

STYLISH WAYS to don the smoothest fabric ever. Text by Samreen Tungekar.

Models: Sonal
(Triumph Model
Management);
Irshan Yaqoob
(BB Models)

Photos by Shivamm Paathak. Styling by Avneet Chadha

Kurta, Divyam Mehta;
pants and shoes, Rajesh
Pratap Singh; scarf,
Cottage Emporium

Kurta, Madhu Jain;
footwear, Tod’s

SILK KURTATURNEDDRESS

Add a modern twist to
tradition by styling this
silk ikat kurta that doesn’t
make you look like you
forgot the pants!
Celebrity stylist Rishi Raj
believes the strongest point
about this outﬁt is the graphic
weave. “The colours make this
look contemporary,” he adds.
Fashion designer Jenjum Gadi
adds that in ikat, a heavier body
type should avoid a bigger ikat
pattern. “A darker colour pattern
will work more for someone on the
heavier side,” Jenjum says.
WEAR THIS TO: “A corporate event
or a casual date by accessorising it
accordingly,” says Rishi.
AVOID:
“Experimenting with
innerwear,
as silk kurtas like this can be
ultra sheen. It needs appropriate
innerwear,” he suggests.
PAIR IT WITH: “A belt to cinch
your waist if you have an hourglass
ﬁgure,” Rishi advises.

WEAR SILK TO
THE BOARDROOM

Top, Abraham &
Thakore; pants, Payal
Khandwala; shoes,
Boots and Buckles

THE IKAT
KEDIA SILK
STRUCTURED TOP
Look empowered to go to
your conferences in an ikat
Kedia silk top with cotton
silk pants and a scarf that
steals the show!

DON AN ALL-SILK BOY BRIGADE

BRING ON THE DESI GROOVE

ANTI-FIT MULBERRY SILK KURTA

TIE-AND-DYE SILK DRESS

Feel at ease in a loosely-fitted drape of
mulberry silk with cotton silk pants

Stand tall and textile-friendly in bandhani silk
with contrast pants for a formal yet stylish appeal

Fashion designer Samant Chauhan believes mixing
fabrics is more fun, but advocates for an easy drape over
everything. “The best part about this outﬁt is that it
doesn’t hug the body, as silk can be quite clingy. So it’s best
for someone who wants an easy yet stylish outﬁt,” he says.
Celebrity stylist Devanshi Tuli adds,“You can wear
the kurta with denims or cigarette pants if you want to
make it less festive but keep it formal,” she suggests.

Jenjum Gadi feels this ensemble brings a modern approach
to our textile heritage. “The strong point about this look is
despite being very Indian, it can be worn anywhere globally
and will ﬁt right in,” he says.“Because the cuts of the outﬁt
are simple and the colour is relatively dark, it will go on most
people irrespective of their built,” he says.
Samant adds, “The dress has the perfect asymmetrical cut
and the churidar contrast blocks the colour perfectly. Wear a
gather dress on top of this to give it more volume,” he suggests.

WEAR THIS TO: “A mehendi or a sangeet function
would be ideal,” she says.
AVOID: “Going overboard. The outﬁt should be standing
out,” she adds.
PAIR THIS WITH: “Loafers or Oxfords for shoes and
some rings,” Devanshi says.

FLAUNT THE
TWO-IN-ONE TUNIC

WEAR THIS TO: “Evening events like a book launch or
an art opening,” Jenjum says.
AVOID: “Traditional accessories. Go for contemporary
accessories,” he suggests.
PAIR IT WITH: “Denims or a skirt with embroidery or
motifs,” Jenjum advises.

The strongest point about this
look, according to Jenjum Gadi,
is its versatility to be a daytime
outﬁt as well as an evening one.
Devanshi adds, “I think the
relaxed silhouettes make this
outﬁt an easy wear.”

Shirt and pants,
Abraham & Thakore;
Scarf, Cottage
Emporium

WEAR THIS TO: “Work, or
even a girls day out,” suggests
Devanshi.
AVOID: “Choosing pants that
don’t have pockets. Pockets add
a good cut to this look,” she says.
PAIR IT WITH: “The top can
be paired with a black skirt and
the pants with a white shirt,” says
Jenjum. “Accessorise with a pair of
sunglasses,” advises Devanshi.

PERSONAL AGENDA

Fashion designer

Nida Mahmood
Sari, Rimzim Dadu;
jacket, Abraham &
Thakore; shoes, Boots
and Buckles; jewellery,
Payal Khandwala

DATE OF BIRTH

SUN SIGN

PLACE OF BIRTH

May 14

Taurus

Lucknow

SCHOOL/COLLEGE

FIRST BREAK

St. Fidelis College, Lucknow/National Institute
of Fashion Technology (NIFT), Delhi

Showcasing my collection at Wills
Lifestyle India Fashion Week (2009)

HIGH POINT OF YOUR LIFE
My first Hollywood project where I designed for a science fiction film, PIA (2010)

LOW POINT OF YOUR LIFE
The year before I did my first show. I didn’t know where I was headed professionally. It took a lot
of introspection as well as hard work to figure things out.

STYLE TRADITION WITH
THE TWIST OF A JACKET

THE SILK SARI THAT
ISN’T RAW
Experiment with the drape
in an organza silk sari instead
of sticking to the raw silk
structure
Fashion designer Sonam Dubal
explains the difference between a
raw silk sari and an organza silk one.
“Organza silk can layer beautifully if
worn correctly with a silk blouse. It
has a gentle ﬂounce about it and works
better for a day function, whereas raw
silk is more for the evening and has a

more structured drape,” he says.
Celebrity
stylist
Eshaa
Amiin adds, “Usually, the jackets
complement the outﬁt but in this
case, the black jacket enhances the
look of the saree. It plays as a colour
blocking phenomenon,” she says.
WEAR THIS TO: “A casual evening
event since it’s chic, bold and
conﬁdent,” Eshaa suggests.
AVOID: “Accessorising it too much.
The sari’s colour is strong on its
own,” she says.
PAIR IT WITH: “Boots for an edgier
look, or heels without the jacket.
You can also wear a waist belt to
accentuate your waist or big bold
earrings with hand cuffs,” she says.

List three things you look for in
a man.
Sophistication, conversation and
sense of humour.

What was the last thing
you googled?
Telepathy between humans
and animals.

Share one relationship tip
passed on to you by your mom.
That one must always be kind in
any relationship.

What’s the one style or trend
you would never sport?
Animal print. I’d like to
leave the cheetahs and tigers
in the jungles!

And what’s the sexiest thing
about you?
The naughty glint in my eyes, for
those who know it!

What are you binge-watching
right now?
Made In Heaven and
Wild Wild Country.
Which era of fashion was the
best, according to you?
I love the art deco era of 1940s
quite a bit.

SPORT THE
INDIE-DANDY VIBE

THE FIT OF A RAW
SILK LAYER

What does fitness mean
to you?
That sense of feeling ﬁt in the
mind as well as the body.
You de-stress by…?
Playing hide-and-seek
with my cat at the end of
a hectic day.
Interviewed by Veenu Singh

Instagram or Twitter what
works best for you?
Instagram – I’m a very
visual person.

Pull off an urban nomad
look with a mix of bandhanidyed raw silk and cotton silk

e
Name one person whose sense
of style you admire.
Tom Ford.

Sonam Dubal says, “Raw silk moulds
to the body. Most body types look
great in waistcoats or Nehru jackets
as they give a sharp ﬁt to the body.”
Celebrity stylist Rishi Raj
believes layering always enhances
the overall look. However, he adds,
“The voluminous silhouette and
the layering makes this look more
appropriate for taller men.”
WEAR THIS TO: “A festive
occasion since it’s a dressy
ensemble,” he says.
AVOID: “Too many colour blocks.
Keep the layering tonal,” Rishi says.
PAIR IT WITH: “The layering on
the top can totally go with denims,”
he suggests.

If not a fashion designer, what
would you have been?
I’d have liked to design gardens and
make ﬁlms too someday.

One style advice you’d ask
every woman to follow...?
Dress to make yourself
feel beautiful.

Shrug, Abraham and
Thakore; jacket and
pants, Divyam Mehta;
jewellery, Payal
Khandwala; shoes,
Boots and Buckles

A Bollywood film you’ve
loved for the costumes...?
Two ﬁlms, actually. Guzaarish
(2010) and the other was Bombay
y
Velvet (2015).
Who is your current
celebrity crush?
Kartik Aaryan!

My Favourites
PERSON: My cat, Mr Toffee Tinkerbell.
CITY: Paris
DESIGNERS: Jean Paul Gaultier and
Vivienne Westwood.
STREET FOOD: Vada pav
FILMS: Midnight in Paris (2011) and
Vicky Cristina Barcelona (2008)

Photo: SUVRAT TANDON
Styling: SHAMALI SINGH
Make-up and hair: VIDYA TIKARI STUDIO
Jacket and pants, Lecoanet Hemant;
shoes, Melissa; ring and earrings,
Swarovski; hair accessory, Accessorize
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ARE YOU DOING YOUR BIT
TO GIVE BACK?
If before
donating you
think ‘sab fraud
hai’, you need to
think less

few weeks back, a
colleague’s daughter
was diagnosed with a
critical illness. Saving
her life requires several
lakhs, his savings don’t quite
match up. Some of us got
together to raise funds
through social media appeals
for crowd funding.
Several well-meaning
influencers helped us spread
the word, and we managed
to raise a fairly large amount
for her immediate treatment,
in record time. I slept that
night thinking that all’s well
with the world. The feeling
lasted till the following
morning.
To be honest, it wasn’t a
surprise to see requests in
my inbox from others who
needed help to save the lives
of their loved ones. I was
charged up for it, having seen
success just a day before. I
simply went around asking
everyone I knew, to donate for
the next worthy case. And
then it struck.
The cynicism, the
helplessness, the reality. It
was good to indulge in fancy
appeals once. It was a task to
sustain it even once more. It
was a nightmare to even think
of following it thereafter.
Here, the things we say
when someone asks us to
donate money to help. The use
of ‘we’ in the preceding
sentence is deliberate, it
includes me.

A

n I’ve already done my bit for

another cause.

A CALMER YOU
SONAL KALRA
n I don’t make enough to fund

charities, I’m barely
meeting my needs.
n I pray every day for the good
of this world. Prayers work
more magic than anything
materialistic.
n How do I know if this money
is really even reaching the
needy?
To be honest, all of the
above are valid arguments.
But so is the fact that there
exists an enormous gap in
what we as a society are
giving back, and how much is
needed merely to ensure that
people don’t die when they
don’t have to.
A March 2019 report by
Smarinita Shetty, published
in Bloomberg Quint,
mentions that as of 2017, there
were 101 billionaires in India,
whose wealth in one year
increased by ₹20,91,300 crore
— an amount equal to the
total budget of the central
government in 2017-18.
However, as analysed by the
Hurun Indian Philanthropy
List 2018, only 38 men and one
woman made it to the list of
those who donated ₹10 crores
or more in a year.
Actually, I just spoke about
the rich for effect. It is not the
Azim Premjis and the Mukesh
Ambanis that one needs to
debate over here.
They seem to be doing their
bit to give back, and if they
weren’t, there’s precious little
this rant would achieve to
correct that. In fact, a friend,
who is among the country’s
most well-respected socioeconomic behaviour analysts,
tells me, “The marginalised
lower class in India is doing
way more charity than the

middle and the upper middle
class.”
He adds, “Even if an auto
driver earns 10,000 bucks a
month, he is far more willing
to donate ₹500 than a midlevel corporate guy, who
is making thrice the
amount.”
The more intellectual we
think we become, the more
caught up in mind traps we
get. This is realistic, but
interesting behaviour to
ponder over.
We are okay spending 500
bucks on a pizza evening, but
we are not okay giving that
amount away for a cause
because we have the option of
hiding behind arguments
such as ‘NGOs who ask for
money are mostly frauds’.
Maybe some are, maybe the
others aren’t. But it suits you
and me to have the pizza in
peace, thinking they might
just be.
A report on societal
behaviour by an American
collective states that a
majority of people in the US –
a country that has people
donating twice as much as
individuals in other ‘rich’
nations – still think that
their contribution is too
small to make a difference.
It’s too ambitious then to even
think about India, you say,
right? Wrong.
We, in India, actually have
a very intrinsic, spiritual trait
to give ‘daan’, the Hindi term
for donation. It’s a bit ironical
that a majority of it still goes
in the metal boxes kept in
temples, mosques, churches
or gurudwaras.
Nonetheless, we have the
capacity, the heart, the will,
bigger than any other race, to

DURGA DAS SETH
JEWELLERS GETS
PUNJAB’S BEST
JEWELLERS AWARD
n the recently concluded
Brand Icon International
Excellence Awards-2019
held in Malaysia, the Durga
Das Seth Jewellers was
awarded with ‘Punjab’s
Best Jewellers’ award.
The brand representative
was felicitated by actor
Kareena Kapoor Khan.
“We would like to thank our
customers for their love and
support to make us reach
this level of achievement
and excellence. We dedicate
the award to the people of
Punjab, especially those

I

Neeraj Seth of Durga Das Seth Jewellers receiving the award
from actor Kareena Kapoor Khan.
PHOTO: HTCS
of Amritsar,” said owners
of the brand, Naval Kishore

Seth and Raman Kishore
Seth.

Yami finds a new home in
Mumbai

Sneha Mahadevan

ctor Yami Gautam
moved to Mumbai a few
years ago to pursue her
dream of becoming an actor.
The year has begun on a high
for the actor whose January
release, Uri, became a
blockbuster success.
Personally, Yami has a new
reason to rejoice — she has just
moved into her new house.
After having lived in
suburbs of Mumbai all these
years, Yami took on the
mammoth task to find
herself her dream home in
Mumbai. After a lot of
search, and months of hunting,
Yami found her dream
home and recently
moved into her new house from
the western suburbs to Bandra.
A source close to the actor
reveals, “Yami was on a hunt
for a new house for some time
now. She was peculiarly
looking for something specific.
Having lived for a considerable
amount of time in western
suburbs, she was looking at
several options and finally
narrowed down a house in
Bandra. She’s just moved into
the apartment and will start
work to put the house together
for the next few weeks. Her
sister Surilie, too would be

A
help others. Here are a few
simple tips to ensure that you
utilise yours to the max.
n Don’t overthink. You want

to help someone that your
gut says needs help, go
ahead and do it without
dissecting it too much. You
are doing your bit with the
right intent, and that
matters more than anything
else when it comes to
helping out.
n Don’t overdo it. Not
bragging, but I have already
given out two months-worth
of my home loan EMIs in
spontaneous moments. It’s
all great if you can brave it
out, but if, like me, it’s gonna
give you sleepless nights
later, do not do it. Donate as
per your capability, not as
per your emotions.
n Have faith in the fact that
most people in the business
of helping others are not
doing it, well, as a business.
Too much of questioning has
ruined our trust in the fact
that it is in our basic nature
to give back. Someone may

be doing it by feeding the
pundits, some by feeding the
needy. There’s no
questioning anyone’s intent
or ways. But do decide to
give back a certain amount
of your earnings to any
cause that you feel deserves
it that month. My choice for
this month is Uday
Foundation’s ongoing drive
to give a decent meal to each
of the thousands of homeless
attendants of the patients
that are admitted in New
Delhi’s AIIMS. Your calling
could be something else. But
doing it, nonetheless, would
guarantee you good sleep.
It’s a good investment.
Sonal Kalra donated a lot
last two months. She’s now a
subject on some crowd
funding sites.
Help her, if not through
money, then through your
feedback at sonal.kalra
@hindustantimes.com or
facebook.com/
sonalkalraofficial. Follow
on Twitter @sonalkalra.

Yami
Gautam

moving in with her. The house
suits the likes of Yami’s
sensibilities of a pretty but
functional house, and that’s
how she plans to do it up too.”
Yami grew up in
Chandigarh, Punjab, and was
born in Bilaspur, Himachal
Pradesh. Whenever she is not
shooting, she packs her bag to
live with her family in
Chandigarh and Himachal. But
she always dreamt of a good
spacious home of her choice in
Mumbai. Due to her busy work
schedule, she was unable to
find the home sooner. She will

YAMI ALWAYS DREAMT
OF A GOOD SPACIOUS
HOME OF HER CHOICE
IN MUMBAI. DUE TO
HER BUSY WORK
SCHEDULE, SHE WAS
UNABLE TO FIND THE
HOME SOONER.
be now he spending time to
design the interiors in her new
cosy abode.
n

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com

After my relationship ended, I couldn’t
work for months at a stretch, says Onir
Filmmaker
Onir says he
has been quite
unlucky in
finding true
love
PHOTO:
FOTOCORP

Sangeeta Yadav

my guard.

alk of movies he has made
— My Brother Nikhil
(2005), Bas Ek Pal (2006),
I Am (2011) and Chauranga
(2015) — and filmmaker Onir
considers himself blessed
for the way his career has
shaped up, but mention his
personal life and the National
Award filmmaker says he has
been quite unlucky in finding
true love.
He gets even more
disappointed because he has
always been open and honest
about his sexuality.
In a freewheeling chat,
Onir opens up about why he
called off his three-year-old
relationship with his partner
from the film industry who he
doesn’t wish to name, and his
experience on dating sites.

Have you tried finding love
through dating sites or apps?
Before mobile phones and
apps came, there used to be
online chat rooms where I’d
get connected with people.
Everyone had a nickname and
I used to call myself Cameros.
Sometimes, it would just go
offline, so, it wasn’t so easy
like it is now.

T

You have always been
open about your sexual
orientation. Despite that,
what went wrong?
Relationship is something
that didn’t work out in my
favour, especially being gay.
My last relationship was with
someone who was from the
industry and it went on for
three years. But I realised
that he was not honest and
living double lives, not open
about his identity in public
and was dating girls too, and
leaving them hurt. I found out
that when I used to travel for
film festivals abroad, he’d get
women to my house. I felt
used, manipulated and
cheated.
Was it difficult
to move on?
Yes, for five months, I
couldn’t work. The
heartbreak was so troubling
and to divert my mind, I
started learning Hindustani
classical music, playing
guitar and running. I went
on a road trip with a friend
and all that took away the
stress. People say time
heals everything, but I
don’t think I can. I’m happy I
have my work, friends and
family and they are more
precious to me. I’ve created
walls and I’ll always be on

Did someone
propose to you?
Yes, every third day I got
proposed to on social media,
by people who would direct
message me that they love
me and wanted to go on a
date. But it always had
conditions because whoever
approaches me is interested
in getting into the industry.
My job profile becoming my
only identity is painful. I used
to put it across very clearly
that ‘please don’t talk to me
about work’.
So, did you end
up dating someone
who you met online?
There was a person who I
really liked. We used to chat
and he also shared his mobile
number but asked me not to
call, as then his family would
get to know and he might get
into trouble. I believed him
and after three months, he
just disappeared. One day, I
got so desperate that I called
on that number and I realised
nobody with that name
existed there. A year later, I
saw him at the night club with
his girlfriend.
Was there ever a
point when you had
to fake your identity?
People would fake identities
but I always believed in
being who I am. Wherever I
am, I always put my real
identity. And at one point, I
felt that I have two different
lives. In the day time, I was
someone who is busy with
work and filmmaking. And by
night, I would have another
identity of someone who is
seeking love.
n

sangeeta.yadav@hindustantimes.com
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GRANDPA BIG B
LOVES IT WHEN
AARADHYA
DESTROYS HIS
WORKING DESK

Kriti Sanon
was last
seen in
Luka Chuppi

Actor Kriti Sanon does not
feel any pressure to find a
‘special someone’ in her life

PHOTO: SARANG
GUPTA/HT

www.hindustantimes.com

www.facebook.com/HTcity

he is making the right
noises in her career and
is happy to share details
about the same. But
Kriti Sanon prefers to remain
tight-lipped on her personal
life. All the actor reveals is
that she is not currently in a
relationship, but clarifies she
is not averse to love.
“I am happily single. But
I’m open to the possibility of
love. Having said that, it’s not
like I’m looking for love. I’m
looking for that organic
romantic connection, so, let’s
see. I’m okay with my current
status. There’s absolutely no
pressure to find someone,”
says Kriti.

S

The actor asserts she
doesn’t like to share her
personal life with everyone.
“It’s the part of my life where
I’m just Kriti and not the actor.
I like sharing that part only
with people who are really
close to me,” she adds.
On the work front, Kriti is
basking in the success of her
last film Luka Chuppi and has
three more films lined up for
release — Arjun Patiala,
Housefull 4 and Panipat. She
played a goody two-shoes in
Heropanti (2014) and Dilwale
(2015) and a brat in Bareilly Ki
Barfi (2017). But there is
something she desperately
wants someone to offer her. “I
would love to play an angsty
character which is slightly

complicated and grey, not me
at all. That will be interesting
for me as an actor. But I am yet
to find that kind of an
opportunity,” she says.
There has been a lot of
speculation about her sister,
Nupur Sanon’s Bollywood
debut. Admitting her sister is
“very inclined” to a career in
films, Kriti says there is
nothing substantial as of now.
“As her sister, the only
thing I tell Nupur is that she
needs to wait for the right
project. Since I waited for
Heropanti, my career graph is
what it is,” she says, adding,
“Being patient and being
hungry at the same time is
important.”
n

cting has always been her
long-term goal but getting
the first break was not
easy for Asha Bhat. The actor
recently made her debut
opposite Vidyut Jammwal in
Junglee. “I started auditioning
in 2016, with queues of at least
50 people at a time. When I
started, many people told me
‘it will be a struggle, it’s like a
big pond’ and all of that. For
me in particular, I have had a

Amitabh Bachchan
PHOTO: SATISH BATE/HT

egastar Amitabh
Bachchan says his
granddaughter
Aaradhya likes to come and
destroy his working desk, and
that brings immense joy to
him.
“Aaradhya will come and
destroy my working desk, as
she wants to use this pen and
wants to write things and
wants to play with the laptop.
It brings immense joy and is a
beautiful experience,” he
added. Asked whether
anything changed after
Aishwarya joined the family,
Big B said: “Nothing has
changed for us, it was like one
daughter left and another one
came in.”

M

IANS

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

A

Kirti: I’m sure I’d be
mobbed one day

strong background,” she says.
Talking about her journey,
Asha says, “My mom would
tell me ‘even if you just have to
clean the floor, do it in such a
way that nobody can do it
better than you’. It was the
same when it came to
auditioning. I would go out
every day, but my struggling
days were my strength. It feels
good to perform in front of 15
people, (that’s how you mature
to) then 50 people, and so on.”
And being launched by

www.youtube.com/user/ht

In the initial years, Kartik Aaryan was
second-guessing his career choice

‘People warned me Bollywood is like a big pond’
Rishabh Suri

instagram.com/htcity

MALWA
THOUGHT
I’D NEVER
MAKEIT:
KARTIK
Sneha Mahadevan

Juhi Chakraborty

twitter.com/htshowbiz

ctor Kartik Aaryan has
had a dream run at the
box office. Life has
surely changed for the
better for him from when he
first appeared on the big
screen in Pyaar Ka
Punchnama in 2011.
For starters, he is quite a
star now who commands a
huge fan following. And, he
has some big-ticket projects
under his belt. The
expectations are certainly
higher, but the pressure
hasn’t got to him.
“All this (adulation and
appreciation) is only making
me work more on myself.
Even in terms of my craft,
now I am cautious about the
roles I am picking. But, I am
in a happy space. There is no
negative pressure,” says the

A

Luka Chuppi actor adding
that this attitude towards life
comes naturally to him.
He says, “I’ve always been
like that. I am never sad and
you will always see me
smiling, irrespective of how
my films do. I was happy
when I was living with 12
people in a single house, and I
am happy when I am living
alone. My state of mind hasn’t
changed and I will continue to
be happy.”
Although there is just one
thing he aspires to be — a
“bankable actor”. “I don’t
want to take the box office
pressure of a film doing ₹100
crores. I want my producers
to recover their money and
that’s all. People are
investing so much money on
me, it makes me feel
important. I have to just be a
bankable actor. That’s the

only pressure I take,” he says.
Pressure might not affect
Kartik, but how is he coping
with all the attention,
especially from female fans,
that has come with this
new-found overnight
stardom? “This stardom that
everyone keeps saying
happened overnight, took
seven years,” he says, “In
these last six years, I was
working but nobody noticed
me. After Sonu Ke Titu Ki
Sweety (2018) released, all
eyes were on me. So, many
people still think that Sonu...
is my debut film; they don’t
even know that I am the same
guy from Punchnama. And I
get amazed with their
reaction... It has taken a lot of
time for me to get to where I
am today.”
He is happy and content,
but there was a time when he

doubted his career choice. “I
have seen success and
failures. I have had days and
weeks when I have had
doubts about me never being
able to make it. And all this
was happening even when
my films worked. So, I am
flattered with all the
reactions and all the
attention, but I am also
conscious and aware that this
will all last until the next
Friday, when I have a release.
If my next film doesn’t work,
all this adulation will
disappear. So, I am very
realistic about that. I know
this is something I really
want and will keep working
hard for, but it’s short-lived,”
says Kartik, who hopes to
take up more projects
and “reduce the gap between
two projects”.
n

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com

Chuck Russell was the most
exciting aspect for Asha. “I
have watched his movies like
The Mask (1994). I was first
told I am auditioning for either
of two roles, and wasn’t given
any brief. Then after that, I got
to know it’s Chuck’s film. The
process went on for two
months, until I was finally
called for a cold reading by
Chuck, and then a look test
with Vidyut. Fifteen days after
this was when I got a call
saying I had been finalised.”

STOP PRESS

Henna Rakheja
o you know my name?
Selfie chahiye toh mera
naam batana padega!”
actor Kirti Kulhari tells a young
boy who requests for a selfie
with the actor, when she was at
the India Gate and the National
War Memorial on a recent trip to
Delhi. “Ma’am aap Uri (Uri: The
Surgical Strike) mein they na?”
smiles the boy, and Kirti obliges,
even as the boy struggles with
her name. Some more
youngsters approach her with
the same request, some know
her name, some don’t.
Asked if she’s happy that she
doesn’t get mobbed yet, the actor
quips, “I’m sure there’ll be a day
when I would be. For now, I
really love the fact that I can
move around without being
mobbed. I love that I can take a
rickshaw in Mumbai, roam
around in other places and be a
nobody till I will be a somebody,
and all this will probably be
impossible.”
The actor says she is happy
savouring how her stardom is
building up. “I really want to
enjoy every bit of it. For me,
Kirti the person is very
important. So, no matter what I
do, I want to stay grounded.”
She explains, “When you are
onto something, you want
success in the biggest way, and
as soon as possible. But, I must
say that something inside me
also has kind of postponed it
because I believe that things
happen for you when you are
ready... Yeh sab kuch ekdum se
aata toh mai shayad handle nahi
kar pati.”

D

AKSHAY KUMAR,
KIARA ADVANI IN
KANCHANA REMAKE
Actors Akshay Kumar and
Kiara Advani, who will be
seen in the film Good News,
will come together again
for the Hindi remake of the
hit Tamil horror comedy
Kaanchana (2011), titled
Laxmi. A source told Mid
Day, “Akshay plays the
protagonist who gets
possessed by the spirit of a
transgender, Kiara will
portray the superstar’s
girlfriend in the movie.” The
film reportedly goes on
floor later this month.

Kirti Kulhari is
happy with the way
things are shaping
up in her career
PHOTO: SARANG GUPTA/HT
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TAROT
POWER

This proves to be a therapeutic time as there is rest
from sorrow at home, peace after war at work, and
relaxation after anxiety! You are no longer caught in
mental chaos regarding professional matters and
choices but find clarity and direction. You establish
intellectual authority in a professional meeting or
business convention. You participate in the making of
policy or dogma in your field of activity with your vast
experience, wisdom and expertise. Positive changes
are on the cards after a period of struggle and conflict.
You accept loving relationships and supportive people
with love and compassion after a long struggle within.
Lucky number: 4 Good colours: Forest greens

LEO

It is best to remain centered and witnessing rather
than participating in conflicts. Allow your strong spirit
to guide you in the right direction. You need to go
beyond limitations and blocks to complete projects
and fulfil promises. There is harmony of rule and
justice as you use your authority effectively. You have
support, cooperation and synergy in the work place.
There is likely to be a change in office management at
this point. You impress people with your personality,
talent and charisma and invite opportunities. End of
the week sees a deep bond developing between you
and your partner.
Lucky number: 2 Good colour: Deep maroon

VIRGO

You are blessed with gain in material aspects this
week! The body, mind and spirit are in harmony and
you experience a feeling of contentment. Power and
wealth are yours after a period of labour and strife.
Success in business and love in personal relationships
transforms your life. Creative and professional plans
are set to actualise in one year and it is important to
work towards them persistently. Your plans are now
synchronised with divine plans and they have a
magical quality of perfection and completion. You
touch higher levels of consciousness and experience
inner peace.
Lucky number: 1 Good colour: Emerald green

LIBRA

You are likely to fall in love with a new person or
an idea this week! Things happen quickly and you
need to make snap decisions or you are liable to
miss a personal or professional opportunity for
growth and expansion. This is a time of movement
and change, be it inner or outer or both. It’s best to
embrace the new in any aspect as the travelling
onwards promises to be easy and also brings a sense
of adventure. This attitude of openness and
acceptance invites new friends and experiences in
your life. A Sagittarian person stands by you through
good and bad times.
Lucky number: 8 Good colours: Reds

SCORPIO

ARIES

(MAR 21 - APR 20)

APRIL 7 - 13, 2019

Lady Gaga

TAURUS

(APR 21 - MAY 21)

BY MA PREM
RITAMBHARA
SPIRITUAL MESSAGE
To be and to be creative are
synonymous. It is
impossible to be and not be
creative. The consideration
should be that you are
enjoying whatsoever you
are doing. It is your love
affair. If your act is your love
affair, then it becomes
creative. Small things
become great by the touch
of love and delight, says
Osho, the Zen master.
Ma Prem Ritambhara has
been reading Tarot cards
professionally in Mumbai,
Pune, Zurich and New Delhi
for the last fifteen years and
continues to do so from her
studio at home in New
Delhi. Her clientele is from
all over the world from all
walks of life and she reads
cards, predicts, counsels and
heals professionals, business
people, men, women,
children, students and
couples. She conducts
individual, as well as group
readings. Contact her at
ritambhara7@gmail.com

Sam Smith

GEMINI

(MAY 22 - JUN 21)

Kanye West

CANCER

(JUN 22 - JUL 22)

Perrie Edwards

HINDUSTA N TIMES, JALANDHAR
SUNDAY, A PRIL 07, 2019

(JUL 23 - AUG 23)

Jennifer Lopez

(AUG 24 - SEP 23)

Beyonce

(SEP 24 - OCT 23)

Eminem

(OCT 24 - NOV 22)

Katy Perry

An empty canvas eagerly awaits your first brush
stroke which reveals the mood and colour of your new
painting or professional project this week. New
beginnings take the shape and plan you assign to
them, so you need to allow creativity to happen
spontaneously. Personal relationships are rejuvenated
with new feelings, sensitivity, awareness and joy. The
past gets wiped out by itself, without any effort or
regret, once you make a new beginning in any aspect.
Break through old patterns that the mind is caught up
in and take a fresh and unprejudiced look at personal
and professional issues!
Lucky number: 8 Good colour: White

SAGITTARIUS

Great care in some things is counterbalanced by equal
disorder in others this week. You tend to think
negatively and torture yourself by imagining the
worst about too many things. Of course nothing
disastrous is about to happen, so relax. This negative
attitude leads to stress anxiety and ill health rather
than give you direction. Calm down, take one step at a
time and think positively! Beware of wasting energy
in details causing neglect of important professional
aspects. Lack of persistence and interest at work leads
to disruption and disarray! Learn a lesson from past
mistakes and get on with your life.
Lucky number: 8 Good colour: White

CAPRICORN

Your heart is blessed with intense joy and happiness in
personal relationships as promises are fulfilled and
commitments are honoured this week. There is
harmony at home and synergy at work, which enables
you to achieve professional goals and take care of
family responsibilities. You share hospitality, warmth
and a happy time with family and friends. You feel
relaxed and self-contained during social activities and
are more loving and caring about yourself and others.
A balanced perspective at work and a loving response
in personal relationships brings harmony all around.
Beware of over indulgence in food, drink or emotion.
Lucky number: 2 Good colour: Lilac

AQUARIUS

You attract progressive opportunities this week as you
make an impact in professional aspects and are seen,
noted and heard. You are the important figure at
work: People ask you for advice, support and vie for
your company. Beware of depleting your energy
because others can be too demanding. You are strong
and energetic and get a lot accomplished at work and
at home. You are able to redecorate home and office
spaces to facilitate creativity and output. All your
activity around the home helps streamline systems
and chores. Professional projects require your
participation as they near completion.
Lucky number: 17 Good colour: Emerald green

PISCES

WHENYOURSIGNIFICANT
OTHER ISCLINGY
ust because you are in a
relationship, it doesn’t
mean that you don’t need
some time of your own. And,
dealing with a clingy partner
can often feel like walking on
eggshells because you don’t
know how to tell them that
‘you need a bit of space’,
without offending or
pushing them away. So,
if you are in a relationship
with a clingy partner then
read on as we tell you what to
do when you feel your
relationship needs a bit of
breathing space.

J

DOING THINGS
ON YOUR OWN
One of the reasons your
partner can be clingy is

MOVIES ON TV
HBO
1150 Baywatch
1342 The Italian Job
1539 American
Sniper
1753 Transformers: The Last
Knight
2045 The Karate Kid
SONY PIX
1100 Despicable
Me 3
1558 The Mummy
1820 Journey To
The Center Of
The Earth
2023 Mad Max:
Fury Road
STAR MOVIES
1210 Cindrella
1416 Big Hero 6
1613 Coco

APART FROM GIVING
SPACE TO EACH
OTHER AND DOING
THINGS BY YOURSELF,
YOU OUGHT TO SET A
FEW BOUNDARIES
because they might not
know how to be alone. To
deal with this, you can
encourage your partner to
pursue an interest that
they like. This can help
them learn to be alone. Your
partner needs to
learn to enjoy their own
company and this is
one way to do it.

1824 The Incredibles
2050 Predator
WB
1207 The Spiderwick
Chronicles
1344 Killer Elite
1537 Chips
1710 Same Kind of
Different
As Me
1911 Cop Out
2100 Heart of
Dragon
& PICTURES
1113 Saheb Biwi Aur
Gangster 3
1406 Fukrey
Returns
1705 PadMan
2000 Robot
2316 Ghost Rider: Spirit of
Vengeance
STAR GOLD
0915 Judwaa 2
1225 Ant-Man
191S uper Funday
1950 IPL 2019
2345 Ant-Man
ZEE CINEMA
1021 Spyder
1307 Hum Aapke Hain
Koun…!
1726 Time
Story
2030 Dangal
2353 Shiva The
Super Hero

Apart from giving space to
each other and doing things by
yourself, you ought to set a few
boundaries, as well. For

example, if you are spending
time with your friends then
your partner should avoid
constantly texting you and
asking about your
whereabouts. Setting certain

abhinav.verma@htlive.com

Short-term gains may not last long

umans are generally
satisfied and happy when
they get what they desire.
They become perplexed when
something or a series of
things do not happen the way
they want. To achieve that
‘something’ we resort to
various ways — legitimate or
otherwise and also indulge in
certain rituals. In all this we
forget that the energy we have
now created to alter that
‘other thing’ for ‘something’
else may have unpleasant
repercussions which come
along as part of a package. I
have come across many who
for some small gains chose a
path full of thorns, which led
to unimaginable damage. A
brilliant, well-organised
young man did exceedingly
well in his pursuits to prove
himself better than others,
but in the quest to rule the
roost he started becoming
oversmart and thus offended
his bosses. As fate would have
it, this brilliant chap, who had
the acumen to surpass
everyone, lost his job when he
was expecting a raise. The
tragic tale was yet to end as
he could not find a better job
because of negative
recommendations. Six
months later, he had to settle
for an inferior job in a small
company.

Zayn Malik

(JAN 21 - FEB 19)

Justin Timberlake

You have the clear perception of professional ideas
that liberate the mind from any tension or restriction.
You are graceful in social and business associations,
intensely perceptive in professional matters, and a
keen observer of human nature. You are subtle and
interpret nuances accurately. Being an intense
individualist, confident and just, you demand and
command respect from people at home and at work.
Try to be clear but not ruthless or you are not received
well by people around you. Don’t be afraid of dark
skies or confusion in personal relationships as they can
be cleared up with love and understanding.
Lucky number: 9 Good colours: Creamy whites

There is love in personal relationships, success at
work and gain in financial investments. Family and
friends are close and there are fun times to look
forward to. You are lucky – what you put energy into
works out well. An ongoing conflict is resolved as you
take a clear stand on priorities. From being a worker
and taking directions you become a consultant or
advisor and share your wisdom and expertise with
others. Health problems should not be neglected. You
are able to spend quality time in hobbies. A shopping
spree could burn a hole in your pocket. A short trip is
on the cards.
Lucky number: 6 Good colour: Purple

Choices and decisions are on the cards this week! A
business venture can be gainful if you are willing to
lend it some energy. You are involved in multifarious
activities and need to avoid mental stress. Beware of
superficiality in social connections, as you are much in
demand with friends and family. This week you are
likely to examine relationships and analyse priorities
in an effort to make decisions and commitments.
Some connections and relationships are likely to come
closer while others are bound to fall apart. Don’t
forget to list your priorities when life gets busy and
hectic. Meditate to maintain balance of energies.
Lucky number: 6 Good colours: Rainbow pastels

(FEB 20 - MAR 20)

Rihanna

Can be contacted at: Delhi: 91-11-26449898, 26489899 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832,
2572874 (Tues to Thurs); Mumbai: 91-22-26398641 (Last week of every month)

boundaries helps your partner
deal with their insecurities.
(With inputs from Dr Anil
Sethi, psychologist and
relationship counsellor)
n

(DEC 24 - JAN 20)

Dr Prem Kr. Sharma, Astrologer & vaastu expert

One of the reasons for
your partner’s clinginess
could be insecurity.
They simply get insecure
seeing you in someone
else’s company or are
uncomfortable doing things
alone. You need to tactfully
have a conversation with your
partner and explain to them
that it’s okay for you and them
to need a bit
of space in the relationship. By
being clingy, a relationship
often
burns out.

A FEW RULES

Taylor Swift

You stand in the middle of a doorway trying to
make a decision this week. It’s best to listen to your
own good wisdom and do what is good for you.
There might be judgmental and critical people
around you who are likely to manipulate you if you
allow them. You are ready to make a final decision
concerning the past and move into the new current
for the future. Personal issues and relationships are at
the brink of an important change, be aware.
Professional opportunities and options are to be
weighed and considered before a clear decision can
be taken.
Lucky number: 20 Good colour: Royal blue

DAILY HOROSCOPE

TIME TO TALK

Abhinav Verma

(NOV 23 - DEC 23)

ARIES

LEO

SAGITTARIUS

You may be pulling in the
wrong direction, so take time
off to get your bearings
rig
ght! Expect some
cchanges on the
professional front,
but they will favour
you. Family will
reciprocate your love
aand care in full
measure. An affair
me
started innocently can get
serious and ask for
commitment.
Lucky Number: 22
Lucky Colour: Indigo

You will get the opportunity
to enjoy yourself in a new
group of friends or
colleagues. Good
ffeedback on the
academic front is
likely to boost your
morale. Financially,
you are likely to
re
emain well off. You
can expect to be the
centre of attraction in a
social gathering. Health
remains moderate.
Lucky Number: 18
Lucky Colour: Coffee

Those thinking of a short
vacation may need to apply
for leave right away. Your
ide
eas and suggestions
on the professional
o
front can come a
cropper. A tense
atmosphere at
home will start
getting lighter now.
g
Love is a game of give
Lov
and take; your romance can
hit a dead end if you only
take.
Lucky Number: 9
Lucky Colour: Yellow

TAURUS

VIRGO

CAPRICORN

There is a chance of meeting
someone you wanted to
meet for a long time. You
may not be satisfied
with what you have
managed to achieve
on the professional
front. Some of you
can resolve to lead a
disciplined life. You
may find spouse extra
affectionate today. Rejoice,
as lover does everything to
make you happy.
Lucky Number: 7
Lucky Colour: Grey

Things go smoothly at work
and help you finish all
pending tasks today. This is
not the day to be vocaal
about your feelings
on the love front.
Students will
manage to keep
academics in their
focus. Your savings
are likely to come in
good use today. A property
may come to you through
inheritance.
Lucky Number: 5
Lucky Colour: Beige

Your well wishers will not
leave any stone unturned in
building your image on the
social front. You will
remain on firm
ground regarding an
awaited result or
verdict, so expect
the outcome to be
favourable. Spouse
will be in a romantic
mood, take the cue if you
want to bring joy back into
your life.
Lucky Number: 3
Colour: Golden Brown

PHOTO: HTCS

H

The negative planets enslaved
all the Raj Yoga and
stupendous Dashas. The
short cuts adopted in a job or
a business, the price one pays
for supporting someone and
the ones acting very clever
are some of the negative
triggers or detonators which
inadvertently activates the
‘badhakas’ or the resistor
of the horoscope. It is worth
mentioning that every
beautiful yoga in a horoscope
has a complementary
negative yoga which has to be
tackled carefully. Similarly for
every negative yoga in a
horoscope, there has to be a
positive yoga. The art is to
assess those and know the
techniques the desired yoga
gets activated without
activating the hind side of it.
Through my writeups in my
blog (www.vinaybajrangi.
com/blog) and other popular

social media sites, I try and
explain the possible solutions
to every problem through a
series of Karma corrections.
To achieve success, it is
essential to make a note of the
dos and don’ts as per the
horoscope. It is not essential
to talk about horoscope only
for preventive measures with
fire fighting like rituals but a
small cure with proper
guidance at the right time can
make a huge difference in our
life.
The author of this article,
Dr Vinay Bajrangi, is a PhD
scholar in astrology.
Connect with him at
www.vinaybajrangi.com or
call at 9278665588 or
9278555588.

Disclaimer: The veracity of
any claims made in the above
article is the sole responsibility
of the concerned entity.

GEMINI

LIBRA

AQUARIUS

You may be helped by
someone close in enhancing
your career. A jump in salary
or an increment cannot
be ruled out for some
b
and will make you
much more
financially secure,
than before. Diet and
exercise will prove an
effective combination in
effe
bringing you back in shape.
You will feel much more
secure with spouse or lover.
Lucky Number: 1
Lucky Colour: Baby Pink

Someone may keep you
waiting today, but the wait
will be worth it! This is not a
go
ood day for those
planning a new
p
venture. Business
persons will be able
to raise the required
capital. Positive steps
to
o strengthen family
ties will be lauded by
those who are close to you.
Lover may not have the time
for love!
Lucky Number: 11
Lucky Colour: Purple

The kind of quality that you
are offering will be hard to
beat by others. An excellent
tim
me on the professional
ffront is foreseen. You
will get the
opportunity to
implement
something you have
been trying for long at
b
work. A new avenue for
wor
earning opens up for some.
Those in love on the sly can
expect a rollicking time.
Lucky Number: 8
Lucky Colour: Violet

CANCER

SCORPIO

PISCES

Becoming a yes-man at work
can have its advantages, so
toe the line of someone
important and prosperr!
Eating healthy food
and maintaining an
active lifestyle may
become an
obsession with you.
You will succeed in
e
rejuvenating your love
life. Some of you can be
entrusted with an important
out of town job.
Lucky Number: 17
Lucky Colour: Light Blue

Your plan will fall into place
and help you establish
yourself much more firmly
at work. People who
matter are likely to
favour you on the
academic front.
Lover will help you
discover the beauty
that lies within you.
You will manage to
continue your workout
schedule and do well on the
fitness front.
Lucky Number: 2
Lucky Colour: Light Grey

There is a need for you to
make the first move, if you
want success assured. You
will prove an asset at
work and may be
entrusted with an
important work.
Some worries may
crop up concerning a
family youngster. A
long drive is likely to
help you get over mental
tiredness. You will be able to
stabilise the financial front.
Lucky Number: 4
Lucky Colour: Lavender
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Adding glitz and glamour
to the red carpet

PHOTOS: HTCS/PRAMOD THAKUR

John Cho to play the lead in
live-action Cowboy Bebop series
TOBEY CAN PLAY
SUPERHERO
AGAIN
is take on Spider-Man was
well-received by fans and
actor Tobey Maguire says
if offered, he may give his nod
to another superhero role in
future. The actor played the
web slinger in three films, first
in 2002, again in 2004 and
concluded his run in 2007. The
first two were critical and
commercial successes. The
third got mixed reviews but
did well at the box office.
“I just don’t really have an ‘I
would or wouldn’t do’ mindset. I’ll just do whatever …
whatever it is that comes that I
feel called to, that may or may
not fit in any kind of box,”
Maguire told the Hollywood
Reporter when asked about
the possibility of getting back
in a superhero suit. Actor
Andrew Garfield took over the
role in 2012 with The Amazing
Spider-Man and its 2014
sequel. Currently Tom
Holland plays Spider-Man and
appeared in Captain America:
Civil War (2016) before his own
stand-alone, 2017’s SpiderMan: Homecoming and 2018’s
Avengers: Infinity War.
“What I’ve seen, I’ve
appreciated. I like both of the
actors a ton. I think they’re
both super talented. I would
just say I appreciated them
and I like the actors. I like the
PTI
choices,” he said.

H

Disha Sanghvi

eing confident and
comfortable may bring
out the best in anyone,
but a tad bit of makeup can
help you take your glamour
quotient a few notches higher.
This year, HT India’s Most
Stylish Awards teamed up
with European makeup
brand, MyGlamm, to make
the stars look their fabulous
best. The makeup brand also
ran a contest for their
customers on social media,

B

Preet Bhathija and Divya Israni

where the winners got a
chance to walk the most
talked about red carpet in the
tinsel town.
Winner Divya Israni, a
management student and
stylist said, “I still can’t
believe that I am walking this
prestigious red carpet. I just
saw Vicky Kaushal and
Radhika Apte walking next to
me, oh my god!” Preet
Bhathija, a Mumbai-based
marketing executive, and a

winner alongside Israni
added, “It is a dream come
true. Rubbing shoulders with
stars is an out of this world
experience. Thank you
MyGlamm for this
extraordinary experience and
making me live glamorous.”
“MyGlamm is excited to be
the makeup partner and glam
up all these stylish people at
HT India’s Most Stylish
Awards,” said Disha Sanghvi,
director, MyGlamm. She

03

ctor John Cho has landed
the lead role in liveaction series Cowboy
Bebop.
The 10-episode show is an
official adaptation of popular
Japanese science fiction
anime of the same name,
according to The Hollywood
Reporter.
It is described as “the jazzinspired, genre-bending story
of a ragtag crew of bounty
hunters on the run from their
pasts as they hunt down the
solar system’s most
dangerous criminals,”
working from their
spaceship, Bebob.
Cho, 46, will portray Spike
Spiegel, an impossibly cool
‘cowboy’ (bounty hunter)
with a deadly smile, a wry wit
and style to spare.
He travels the solar system
with his ex-cop partner, Jet,
pursuing the future’s most
dangerous bounties with a
combination of charm,
charisma and deadly Jeet
Kune Do.
The series will also feature
Luke Cage star Mustafa
Shakir, actors Daniella
Pineda and Alex Hassell.
Alex Garcia, best known
for his work on Cloak and
Dagger, Luke Cage and
Daredevil, will helm the first
two episodes.
Shinichiro Watanabe, the
director of the original anime,
will be serving as consultant
on the series.

A

PTI

John Cho will portray Spike
Spiegel, an impossibly cool
‘cowboy’ (bounty hunter)
PHOTO:VALERIE MACON / AFP

further added,
“Congratulations to the
MyGlamm customers Divya
and Preet for winning the
contest by unveiling their
‘Glamm Secrets’ and
unlocking their hidden
‘Glamm Quotient’. MyGlamm
was thrilled to have them
experience a glamorous
evening and walk the red
carpet with the biggest
Bollywood stars.”

HTC

Vin Diesel teases James Cameron for role in
proposed Avatar sequel

Vin Diesel
PHOTO:JAKE
MICHAELS/THE NEW
YORK TIMES

ction star Vin Diesel has
hinted that he is the
latest addition to the
ensemble cast of James
Cameron’s upcoming Avatar
(2009) sequel. The 51-year-old
actor shared a video of
himself and Cameron on his
Instagram page and said he
always wanted to work with
the celebrated filmmaker.
‘‘It’s long overdue, there is
one person in Hollywood I’ve
always wanted to work with
and learn from, and so, all
things come, I guess, to those
that wait,” he said.
The Titanic (1997) director
quipped, “We’re actually
going to give him the flashy
thing from Men In Black
(1997) when he leaves here so
he has no memory
whatsoever of what he’s
seen.”
‘‘And the journey
continues... #Blessed
#Grateful #Avatar,” Diesel

A

THE 51-YEAR-OLD
ACTOR SHARED A
VIDEO OF HIMSELF
AND CAMERON ON HIS
INSTAGRAM PAGE
captioned the video.
The film Avatar focused on
the human-led Resources
Development Administration
(RDA) attempting to mine
planet Pandora for
unobtanium, a hugely
valuable mineral. It featured
Sam Worthington in the role
of disabled former marine
Jake Sully, who falls in love
with a Na’vi woman (Zoe
Saldana) and is drawn into a
battle for the survival of her
world when the RDA threaten
to destroy it.

PTI

PHOTO: CAROLINE MCCREDIE/GETTY IMAGES
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ON SUNDAY
■

ALL INCLUSIVE
From authentic food to fresh
coffee brews, everything can
be home delivered now

■

GOING NATURAL
Karan Jolly grows fresh
salad vegetables and fruits
the hydroponic way

Great Taste At Your Doorstep
THERE IS a revolution happening in the food scene and it is led by small suppliers who value quality

RUDE FOOD

Vir Sanghvi

O

ne of the perks/perils of my
job is that people in the food,
restaurant and hotel businesses reach out to me in the
hope of being mentioned either in my
journalism or on social media
(Instagram, mainly).
The hotel people are generally
professional, if a little too ambitious
sometimes.
Sample mail: “We represent a
delightful little hotel with a lot of
charm (600 rooms) in Uzbekistan,
which is very popular with Indians. We
would like to invite you for two days to
sample the delights of our gourmet
local cuisines....”
I am always polite when I regret
that my schedule prevents me from
travelling to Slovakia/Uzbekistan/
Mongolia or wherever. Though of
course, I would have loved to go.... And
they are as polite when they reply.
The restaurant people are, by and
large, completely unprofessional. Most
restaurateurs are advised (by PR companies) not to deal with the media
directly. So they pay large sums
of money to these PR companies, who assure
them that they

■

know every journalist extremely well
and produce lists of ‘influencers’ who
nobody has ever heard of.
Then, these PR agencies put young
trainees (or just not very bright older
people) on the job. They give them a list
of names and numbers and a script.
Each call goes something like this.
“Is that Vir?
“Er, yes.”
“Vir. How are you today?”
“I am fine. Who is this?”
“Hey Vir, I am (Neha/Megha/pick
name) calling on behalf of (add name
of restaurant)! A very good day to you!
We are a great new restobar in
Khar/Gurgaon/etc. and would love to
invite you to come over totally Free!”
“Sorry, but...”
“You have a blog, right?”
“Not really, but...”
“Oh? You are on our list of bloggers.
Okay. Must be a mistake. How many
Instagram followers do you have?”
“I am sorry. What is this about?”
“See, we do collaborations with
bloggers for which we have fixed
rates. But for Insta, it depends on the
followers.”
“Can you please hang up.”
“But, see Vir, your name is on the
list I was given...”
At this stage, I disconnect. And I
resolve never to go to the restaurant
in question.
I have no idea how much restaurateurs pay these agencies for this socalled service. It is their money and I
am no one to tell them how to spend it.
But I know that the savvier restaurateurs are wisening up. Priyank Sukhija
who is pretty much the restaurant
King of Delhi told me that he no longer
spends a penny on agencies.
(If you are a restaurateur and you
are reading this, please be slightly
sceptical when an agency tells you they
can get me or other food writers to
come to your restaurant.)
By far, the nicest of the
people who approach me
are the ones in the food
business. I ignore the ones
who use agencies, but most of
them write to me directly, most
frequently on Instagram.
Take the case of Artisan Meats

PLANET-FRIENDLY MEASURES
Tomatoes grown by Nature’s Miracle use 90 per cent less
water than the traditional ones

who wrote to me, leading me to order
some of their products. Though one
of their sausages was so oversmoked that I felt like calling the fire
brigade, the rest of the stuff (charcuterie, duck confit, meat etc.) was
so good that I called them to ask who
ran the company.
It turned out to be a brother and
sister team called Meherwan (27) and
Mehma (23) Bawa, who despite their
Persian names, are not bawas at all,
but are part of a large Punjabi joint
family in the NCR. The brother trained
in Italy, came back to Delhi and joined
his sister in handmaking Italian sausages. They were financed entirely
(well, the whole operation only cost ₹2
lakh or so) by gifts from the family and
have grown by the day.
I order their products at home
(they deliver within NCR) and heartily
recommend them; though keep in mind
that this is an artisan cottage-industry
operation where volumes are low.
When I told Mehma I would be writing
about Artisan Meats, she sounded a
little pleased but very apprehensive.
I asked her why.
“Well, the last time we were written about, it was only a small mention
and we got so many orders that it was
really hard to cope.”
Let’s see how they manage this time.
Another family who reached out to
me directly were Asra Ahmad and her
husband Adil Kidwai. Both have full
time careers. Adil is an executive and
Asra is a dentist.
They saw an opportunity when
they realised how difficult it was to get
good UP food in Delhi. The food at their
home, made by cooks from Barabanki
and Lucknow, was so good that they
wondered if they could sell it on a
home delivery basis.
Thus started their catering service Ta’am. You can order by phone
and they will cater parties for up to
50 people.
I ordered some at home. They had
two biryanis: Hyderabad and UP-style
and both were subtle, home-style dishes of the sort you don’t see in hotels.
There were magnificent kormas too
and everything was hand-delivered.
They had contacted me out of the
blue and I liked the food enough to call
up and ask about them. They were
strictly professional in their interaction and it was only later, when we

■

■

HANDMADE BY HEART
Asra Ahmad and Adil Kidwai run Ta’am
catering, which delivers home-style UP
dishes in Delhi

■

COFFEE KING
Karan Tibrawalla runs Fresh Brew

THE CAFFEINE KICK
Fresh Brew sells
single-origin coffee and
Nespresso-compatible
coffee capsules

were on a TV show together that
Rasheed Kidwai, my old friend and
journalistic colleague, mentioned
that he was related to them. They had
refused to let Rasheed make the introduction and had let their food speak
for itself.
Do you know what hydroponics
is? I had no clue. When I first heard
the term, I thought it was a new system of underwater phoning. But then,
it was being used in the context of
salad vegetables so that left me even
more confused.
Karan Jolly who grows terrific
fresh and flavourful salad vegetables
explained it to me. Apparently, hydroponics is a way of growing things only
in water, without any soil. As a good
city boy, I had no idea that such a thing
was even possible. (No soil? If you grow
grapes the hydroponic way, then what
kind of terroir will your wine have?
Bisleri? Perrier ? The mind boggles.)
But it works. I tried Karan’s vegetables and the eight different kinds of
salad he does (Romaine, Rocket, Red
Oak, a Wasabi Arugula, etc.) and
though I am no rabbit-like salad-eater
on the whole, I had to concede that his
quality was astonishing. He is now also
growing strawberries, but I have still to
try them.
Nature’s Miracle is a big company
doing the same sort of thing. They had
a glamorous launch with Vicky

■

■

MEATY MAGIC
Artisan Meats uses age-old methods of
curing and preserving meat

Ratnani cooking etc. I didn’t go, but I
am including them here because they
got in touch directly without any agency middlemen and the quality of their
products is very good.
They pointed out other advantages
of hydroponics to me. No pesticides, no
contamination, no environmental
damage and oddly enough, less water.
They say that their tomato plants use
90 per cent less water than the ones
grown the traditional way.
They home deliver cucumber,
capsicum,tomatoes, Dutch strawberries and other vegetables and though
their prices are about 30 to 40 per cent
more than the local sabzi wallah
(unless you buy your vegetables from

FAMILY NO. 1
Siblings Meherwan and Mehma Bawa
jointly started Artisan Meats

Defence Colony, in which case they
may be even cheaper!), the quality is
more than worth it.
And finally, since we are talking
of home delivery operations, how can I
fail to mention Fresh Brew, run by
Chandni and Karan Tibrawalla, whose
coffee I drink every day. The
Tibrawallas approached me directly
three years ago and though there were
better organised rivals in the business,
I was so impressed by their passion for
quality that I tried their Nespressostyle capsules. They were so good that I
remain a Fresh Brew guy.
Isn’t it good to know that so much
is happening in the food scene in India?
And that it is all being delivered to
our doorsteps!

Living With Electric Dreams
THE JAGUAR I-Pace puts a smile on your face, but makes no sense without good

charging infrastructure
SUV that has shredded the perception of what EVs are.

POWER CUT

SUNDAY DRIVE

Hormazd Sorabjee

W

ith air pollution a burning
issue these days, it’s
become cool to talk about
electric vehicles (EVs) and
pronounce them as our salvation from
lung-choking car exhaust fumes. But
most of the ‘experts’ who espouse an
EV’s virtues have never driven an EV,
let alone owned one. In a way you can’t
fault them because in India, there are
no EVs to speak of that an individual
can walk into a showroom and buy. Not
yet at least.
Living with an electric car is a
novel experience and hence I jumped
at the chance to spend a week with
one in London where, unlike the nonexistent charging infrastructure in
India, there is a growing network of
public charging points. And it wasn’t
an ordinary EV I was driving, but
Jaguar’s award-winning I-Pace, a
gorgeous-looking battery-powered

Boring? Dull to drive? Far from it. The
I-Pace warms your heart the minute
you clap eyes on its sleek lines and
then makes it thump the moment you
prod the accelerator. But the I-Pace
also got my heart beating for the
wrong reason. It’s called ‘range anxiety’ or that nagging fear the car
doesn’t have enough charge to get you
home. This is actually the main reason why mass adoption of EVs hasn’t
happened globally.
A faulty charger at one of the
airport hotels where the I-Pace was
parked meant the I-Pace’s lithium ion
battery pack wasn’t fully charged by
the time I arrived. Thankfully it
still had a range of around
160km, which was more than
enough to get me home, but
any plans of enjoying the car
in the countryside that
Saturday afternoon were shot
and the only thing on my mind
was to find a place to fully
charge the I-Pace.
That’s when I discovered that even in
London, charging
an electric car
isn’t as easy as
I
thought.
Firstly,
the
really
quick
100kW charging
points are far and

few between and secondly, it’s a real
hassle to figure out how to use the multitude of charging stations, which,
depending on the service provider,
have different apps and pay-as-you-use
cards, to access.

ALL CHARGED UP
Finally, it was a bit of improvisation or
jugaad as we call it that worked out
best. A 30-foot extension cable from
Sainsbury’s plugged into a domestic
■

SURPRISE, SURPRISE
This car steers with a level of fluency and
precision that belies its weight

socket at home, long enough to reach
the I-Pace parked outside, did the trick.
It’s just that charging any EV this way
takes an excruciatingly long time, but
the next day with a fully-charged battery and a range of 350 km, I was ready
to enjoy the I-Pace.
The instant power delivery is
simply staggering. There is no delay,
no waiting for the engine to wake up
or selecting the right gear. Just press
your right foot and the I-Pace takes
off like a scalded cat (it is a Jaguar
after all) and it’s so easy to zap
through traffic. The pair of electric

motors, which combined produce 400
hp, catapults the 2.1 ton I-Pace from
0-100kph in 4.8 seconds – very quick
by any standards. And all this performance is silently and efficiently
delivered without the noise and
drama of a high performance engine.
That’s not necessarily a good thing

■

RANGE ANXIETY
Charging is not easy even in London. (Inset)
An extension cable connected to a house
power socket comes to the rescue

because the absence of sound and the
utterly linear way in which the I-Pace
accelerates has a synthetic feel and
robs the car of character.
Thankfully, the handling is quite
engaging and the I-Pace steers with a
level of fluency and precision that
belies its weight. In fact, the I-Pace is
genuinely fun to drive, offering agility and a level of driver involvement
you don’t associate with this genre of
vehicles.
It’s rare for an EV to make you smile
but the I-Pace certainly does. But to make
that smile permanent, the charging infrastructure needs be sorted first.
Hormazd Sorabjee is one of the most senior
and much loved auto journalists in India, and is
editor of Autocar India
Sunday Drive appears every fortnight
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Silk Beyond Saris!

Location courtesy:
Jamun, New Delhi
Art direction:
Amit Malik
Make-up and hair:
Artistry by Anjali Jain

STYLISH WAYS to don the smoothest fabric ever. Text by Samreen Tungekar.

Models: Sonal
(Triumph Model
Management);
Irshan Yaqoob
(BB Models)

Photos by Shivamm Paathak. Styling by Avneet Chadha

Kurta, Divyam Mehta;
pants and shoes, Rajesh
Pratap Singh; scarf,
Cottage Emporium

Kurta, Madhu Jain;
footwear, Tod’s

SILK KURTATURNEDDRESS

Add a modern twist to
tradition by styling this
silk ikat kurta that doesn’t
make you look like you
forgot the pants!
Celebrity stylist Rishi Raj
believes the strongest point
about this outﬁt is the graphic
weave. “The colours make this
look contemporary,” he adds.
Fashion designer Jenjum Gadi
adds that in ikat, a heavier body
type should avoid a bigger ikat
pattern. “A darker colour pattern
will work more for someone on the
heavier side,” Jenjum says.
WEAR THIS TO: “A corporate event
or a casual date by accessorising it
accordingly,” says Rishi.
AVOID:
“Experimenting with
innerwear,
as silk kurtas like this can be
ultra sheen. It needs appropriate
innerwear,” he suggests.
PAIR IT WITH: “A belt to cinch
your waist if you have an hourglass
ﬁgure,” Rishi advises.

WEAR SILK TO
THE BOARDROOM

Top, Abraham &
Thakore; pants, Payal
Khandwala; shoes,
Boots and Buckles

THE IKAT
KEDIA SILK
STRUCTURED TOP
Look empowered to go to
your conferences in an ikat
Kedia silk top with cotton
silk pants and a scarf that
steals the show!

DON AN ALL-SILK BOY BRIGADE

BRING ON THE DESI GROOVE

ANTI-FIT MULBERRY SILK KURTA

TIE-AND-DYE SILK DRESS

Feel at ease in a loosely-fitted drape of
mulberry silk with cotton silk pants

Stand tall and textile-friendly in bandhani silk
with contrast pants for a formal yet stylish appeal

Fashion designer Samant Chauhan believes mixing
fabrics is more fun, but advocates for an easy drape over
everything. “The best part about this outﬁt is that it
doesn’t hug the body, as silk can be quite clingy. So it’s best
for someone who wants an easy yet stylish outﬁt,” he says.
Celebrity stylist Devanshi Tuli adds,“You can wear
the kurta with denims or cigarette pants if you want to
make it less festive but keep it formal,” she suggests.

Jenjum Gadi feels this ensemble brings a modern approach
to our textile heritage. “The strong point about this look is
despite being very Indian, it can be worn anywhere globally
and will ﬁt right in,” he says.“Because the cuts of the outﬁt
are simple and the colour is relatively dark, it will go on most
people irrespective of their built,” he says.
Samant adds, “The dress has the perfect asymmetrical cut
and the churidar contrast blocks the colour perfectly. Wear a
gather dress on top of this to give it more volume,” he suggests.

WEAR THIS TO: “A mehendi or a sangeet function
would be ideal,” she says.
AVOID: “Going overboard. The outﬁt should be standing
out,” she adds.
PAIR THIS WITH: “Loafers or Oxfords for shoes and
some rings,” Devanshi says.

FLAUNT THE
TWO-IN-ONE TUNIC

WEAR THIS TO: “Evening events like a book launch or
an art opening,” Jenjum says.
AVOID: “Traditional accessories. Go for contemporary
accessories,” he suggests.
PAIR IT WITH: “Denims or a skirt with embroidery or
motifs,” Jenjum advises.

The strongest point about this
look, according to Jenjum Gadi,
is its versatility to be a daytime
outﬁt as well as an evening one.
Devanshi adds, “I think the
relaxed silhouettes make this
outﬁt an easy wear.”

Shirt and pants,
Abraham & Thakore;
Scarf, Cottage
Emporium

WEAR THIS TO: “Work, or
even a girls day out,” suggests
Devanshi.
AVOID: “Choosing pants that
don’t have pockets. Pockets add
a good cut to this look,” she says.
PAIR IT WITH: “The top can
be paired with a black skirt and
the pants with a white shirt,” says
Jenjum. “Accessorise with a pair of
sunglasses,” advises Devanshi.

PERSONAL AGENDA

Fashion designer

Nida Mahmood
Sari, Rimzim Dadu;
jacket, Abraham &
Thakore; shoes, Boots
and Buckles; jewellery,
Payal Khandwala

DATE OF BIRTH

SUN SIGN

PLACE OF BIRTH

May 14

Taurus

Lucknow

SCHOOL/COLLEGE

FIRST BREAK

St. Fidelis College, Lucknow/National Institute
of Fashion Technology (NIFT), Delhi

Showcasing my collection at Wills
Lifestyle India Fashion Week (2009)

HIGH POINT OF YOUR LIFE
My first Hollywood project where I designed for a science fiction film, PIA (2010)

LOW POINT OF YOUR LIFE
The year before I did my first show. I didn’t know where I was headed professionally. It took a lot
of introspection as well as hard work to figure things out.

STYLE TRADITION WITH
THE TWIST OF A JACKET

THE SILK SARI THAT
ISN’T RAW
Experiment with the drape
in an organza silk sari instead
of sticking to the raw silk
structure
Fashion designer Sonam Dubal
explains the difference between a
raw silk sari and an organza silk one.
“Organza silk can layer beautifully if
worn correctly with a silk blouse. It
has a gentle ﬂounce about it and works
better for a day function, whereas raw
silk is more for the evening and has a

more structured drape,” he says.
Celebrity
stylist
Eshaa
Amiin adds, “Usually, the jackets
complement the outﬁt but in this
case, the black jacket enhances the
look of the saree. It plays as a colour
blocking phenomenon,” she says.
WEAR THIS TO: “A casual evening
event since it’s chic, bold and
conﬁdent,” Eshaa suggests.
AVOID: “Accessorising it too much.
The sari’s colour is strong on its
own,” she says.
PAIR IT WITH: “Boots for an edgier
look, or heels without the jacket.
You can also wear a waist belt to
accentuate your waist or big bold
earrings with hand cuffs,” she says.

List three things you look for in
a man.
Sophistication, conversation and
sense of humour.

What was the last thing
you googled?
Telepathy between humans
and animals.

Share one relationship tip
passed on to you by your mom.
That one must always be kind in
any relationship.

What’s the one style or trend
you would never sport?
Animal print. I’d like to
leave the cheetahs and tigers
in the jungles!

And what’s the sexiest thing
about you?
The naughty glint in my eyes, for
those who know it!

What are you binge-watching
right now?
Made In Heaven and
Wild Wild Country.
Which era of fashion was the
best, according to you?
I love the art deco era of 1940s
quite a bit.

SPORT THE
INDIE-DANDY VIBE

THE FIT OF A RAW
SILK LAYER

What does fitness mean
to you?
That sense of feeling ﬁt in the
mind as well as the body.
You de-stress by…?
Playing hide-and-seek
with my cat at the end of
a hectic day.
Interviewed by Veenu Singh

Instagram or Twitter what
works best for you?
Instagram – I’m a very
visual person.

Pull off an urban nomad
look with a mix of bandhanidyed raw silk and cotton silk

e
Name one person whose sense
of style you admire.
Tom Ford.

Sonam Dubal says, “Raw silk moulds
to the body. Most body types look
great in waistcoats or Nehru jackets
as they give a sharp ﬁt to the body.”
Celebrity stylist Rishi Raj
believes layering always enhances
the overall look. However, he adds,
“The voluminous silhouette and
the layering makes this look more
appropriate for taller men.”
WEAR THIS TO: “A festive
occasion since it’s a dressy
ensemble,” he says.
AVOID: “Too many colour blocks.
Keep the layering tonal,” Rishi says.
PAIR IT WITH: “The layering on
the top can totally go with denims,”
he suggests.

If not a fashion designer, what
would you have been?
I’d have liked to design gardens and
make ﬁlms too someday.

One style advice you’d ask
every woman to follow...?
Dress to make yourself
feel beautiful.

Shrug, Abraham and
Thakore; jacket and
pants, Divyam Mehta;
jewellery, Payal
Khandwala; shoes,
Boots and Buckles

A Bollywood film you’ve
loved for the costumes...?
Two ﬁlms, actually. Guzaarish
(2010) and the other was Bombay
y
Velvet (2015).
Who is your current
celebrity crush?
Kartik Aaryan!

My Favourites
PERSON: My cat, Mr Toffee Tinkerbell.
CITY: Paris
DESIGNERS: Jean Paul Gaultier and
Vivienne Westwood.
STREET FOOD: Vada pav
FILMS: Midnight in Paris (2011) and
Vicky Cristina Barcelona (2008)

Photo: SUVRAT TANDON
Styling: SHAMALI SINGH
Make-up and hair: VIDYA TIKARI STUDIO
Jacket and pants, Lecoanet Hemant;
shoes, Melissa; ring and earrings,
Swarovski; hair accessory, Accessorize
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ARE YOUDOING YOURBIT
TOGIVEBACK?
If before
donating you
think ‘sab fraud
hai’, you need to
think less

few weeks back, a
colleague’s daughter
was diagnosed with a
critical illness. Saving
her life requires several
lakhs, his savings don’t quite
match up. Some of us got
together to raise funds
through social media appeals
for crowd funding.
Several well-meaning
influencers helped us spread
the word, and we managed
to raise a fairly large amount
for her immediate treatment,
in record time. I slept that
night thinking that all’s well
with the world. The feeling
lasted till the following
morning.
To be honest, it wasn’t a
surprise to see requests in
my inbox from others who
needed help to save the lives
of their loved ones. I was
charged up for it, having seen
success just a day before. I
simply went around asking
everyone I knew, to donate for
the next worthy case. And
then it struck.
The cynicism, the
helplessness, the reality. It
was good to indulge in fancy
appeals once. It was a task to
sustain it even once more. It
was a nightmare to even think
of following it thereafter.
Here, the things we say
when someone asks us to
donate money to help. The use
of ‘we’ in the preceding
sentence is deliberate, it
includes me.

A

n I’ve already done my bit for

another cause.
n I don’t make enough to fund

A CALMER YOU
SONAL KALRA
charities, I’m barely
meeting my needs.
n I pray every day for the good
of this world. Prayers work
more magic than anything
materialistic.
n How do I know if this money
is really even reaching the
needy?
To be honest, all of the
above are valid arguments.
But so is the fact that there
exists an enormous gap in
what we as a society are
giving back, and how much is
needed merely to ensure that
people don’t die when they
don’t have to.
A March 2019 report by
Smarinita Shetty, published
in Bloomberg Quint,
mentions that as of 2017, there
were 101 billionaires in India,
whose wealth in one year
increased by ₹20,91,300 crore
— an amount equal to the
total budget of the central
government in 2017-18.
However, as analysed by the
Hurun Indian Philanthropy
List 2018, only 38 men and one
woman made it to the list of
those who donated ₹10 crores
or more in a year.
Actually, I just spoke about
the rich for effect. It is not the
Azim Premjis and the Mukesh
Ambanis that one needs to
debate over here.
They seem to be doing their
bit to give back, and if they
weren’t, there’s precious little
this rant would achieve to
correct that. In fact, a friend,
who is among the country’s
most well-respected socioeconomic behaviour analysts,
tells me, “The marginalised
lower class in India is doing
way more charity than the
middle and the upper middle

class.”
He adds, “Even if an auto
driver earns 10,000 bucks a
month, he is far more willing
to donate ₹500 than a midlevel corporate guy, who
is making thrice the
amount.”
The more intellectual we
think we become, the more
caught up in mind traps we
get. This is realistic, but
interesting behaviour to
ponder over.
We are okay spending 500
bucks on a pizza evening, but
we are not okay giving that
amount away for a cause
because we have the option of
hiding behind arguments
such as ‘NGOs who ask for
money are mostly frauds’.
Maybe some are, maybe the
others aren’t. But it suits you
and me to have the pizza in
peace, thinking they might
just be.
A report on societal
behaviour by an American
collective states that a
majority of people in the US –
a country that has people
donating twice as much as
individuals in other ‘rich’
nations – still think that
their contribution is too
small to make a difference.
It’s too ambitious then to even
think about India, you say,
right? Wrong.
We, in India, actually have
a very intrinsic, spiritual trait
to give ‘daan’, the Hindi term
for donation. It’s a bit ironical
that a majority of it still goes
in the metal boxes kept in
temples, mosques, churches
or gurudwaras.
Nonetheless, we have the
capacity, the heart, the will,
bigger than any other race, to
help others. Here are a few

simple tips to ensure that you
utilise yours to the max.
n Don’t overthink. You want

to help someone that your
gut says needs help, go
ahead and do it without
dissecting it too much. You
are doing your bit with the
right intent, and that
matters more than anything
else when it comes to
helping out.
n Don’t overdo it. Not
bragging, but I have already
given out two months-worth
of my home loan EMIs in
spontaneous moments. It’s
all great if you can brave it
out, but if, like me, it’s gonna
give you sleepless nights
later, do not do it. Donate as
per your capability, not as
per your emotions.
n Have faith in the fact that
most people in the business
of helping others are not
doing it, well, as a business.
Too much of questioning has
ruined our trust in the fact
that it is in our basic nature
to give back. Someone may

After my relationship ended, I couldn’t
work for months at a stretch, says Onir
Filmmaker
Onir says he
has been quite
unlucky in
finding true
love
PHOTO:
FOTOCORP

Sangeeta Yadav

my guard.

alk of movies he has made
— My Brother Nikhil
(2005), Bas Ek Pal (2006),
I Am (2011) and Chauranga
(2015) — and filmmaker Onir
considers himself blessed
for the way his career has
shaped up, but mention his
personal life and the National
Award filmmaker says he has
been quite unlucky in finding
true love.
He gets even more
disappointed because he has
always been open and honest
about his sexuality.
In a freewheeling chat,
Onir opens up about why he
called off his three-year-old
relationship with his partner
from the film industry who he
doesn’t wish to name, and his
experience on dating sites.

Have you tried finding love
through dating sites or apps?
Before mobile phones and
apps came, there used to be
online chat rooms where I’d
get connected with people.
Everyone had a nickname and
I used to call myself Cameros.
Sometimes, it would just go
offline, so, it wasn’t so easy
like it is now.

T

You have always been
open about your sexual
orientation. Despite that,
what went wrong?
Relationship is something
that didn’t work out in my
favour, especially being gay.
My last relationship was with
someone who was from the
industry and it went on for
three years. But I realised
that he was not honest and
living double lives, not open
about his identity in public
and was dating girls too, and
leaving them hurt. I found out
that when I used to travel for
film festivals abroad, he’d get
women to my house. I felt
used, manipulated and
cheated.
Was it difficult
to move on?
Yes, for five months, I
couldn’t work. The
heartbreak was so troubling
and to divert my mind, I
started learning Hindustani
classical music, playing
guitar and running. I went
on a road trip with a friend
and all that took away the
stress. People say time
heals everything, but I
don’t think I can. I’m happy I
have my work, friends and
family and they are more
precious to me. I’ve created
walls and I’ll always be on

Did someone
propose to you?
Yes, every third day I got
proposed to on social media,
by people who would direct
message me that they love
me and wanted to go on a
date. But it always had
conditions because whoever
approaches me is interested
in getting into the industry.
My job profile becoming my
only identity is painful. I used
to put it across very clearly
that ‘please don’t talk to me
about work’.
So, did you end
up dating someone
who you met online?
There was a person who I
really liked. We used to chat
and he also shared his mobile
number but asked me not to
call, as then his family would
get to know and he might get
into trouble. I believed him
and after three months, he
just disappeared. One day, I
got so desperate that I called
on that number and I realised
nobody with that name
existed there. A year later, I
saw him at the night club with
his girlfriend.
Was there ever a
point when you had
to fake your identity?
People would fake identities
but I always believed in
being who I am. Wherever I
am, I always put my real
identity. And at one point, I
felt that I have two different
lives. In the day time, I was
someone who is busy with
work and filmmaking. And by
night, I would have another
identity of someone who is
seeking love.
n

sangeeta.yadav@hindustantimes.com

be doing it by feeding the
pundits, some by feeding the
needy. There’s no
questioning anyone’s intent
or ways. But do decide to
give back a certain amount
of your earnings to any
cause that you feel deserves
it that month. My choice for
this month is Uday
Foundation’s ongoing drive
to give a decent meal to each
of the thousands of homeless
attendants of the patients
that are admitted in New
Delhi’s AIIMS. Your calling
could be something else. But
doing it, nonetheless, would
guarantee you good sleep.
It’s a good investment.
Sonal Kalra donated a lot
last two months. She’s now a
subject on some crowd
funding sites.
Help her, if not through
money, then through your
feedback at sonal.kalra
@hindustantimes.com or
facebook.com/
sonalkalraofficial. Follow
on Twitter @sonalkalra.

Yamifindsanewhomein
Mumbai

Sneha Mahadevan

ctor Yami Gautam
moved to Mumbai a few
years ago to pursue her
dream of becoming an actor.
The year has begun on a high
for the actor whose January
release, Uri, became a
blockbuster success.
Personally, Yami has a new
reason to rejoice — she has just
moved into her new house.
After having lived in
suburbs of Mumbai all these
years, Yami took on the
mammoth task to find
herself her dream home in
Mumbai. After a lot of
search, and months of hunting,
Yami found her dream
home and recently
moved into her new house from
the western suburbs to Bandra.
A source close to the actor
reveals, “Yami was on a hunt
for a new house for some time
now. She was peculiarly
looking for something specific.
Having lived for a considerable
amount of time in western
suburbs, she was looking at
several options and finally
narrowed down a house in
Bandra. She’s just moved into
the apartment and will start
work to put the house together
for the next few weeks. Her
sister Surilie, too would be
moving in with her. The house
suits the likes of Yami’s
sensibilities of a pretty but
functional house, and that’s
how she plans to do it up too.”

A

The heartbreak was so
troubling and to divert
my mind, I started
learning Hindustani
classical music.
ONIR FILMMAKER

Yami grew up in
Chandigarh, Punjab, and was
born in Bilaspur, Himachal
Pradesh. Whenever she
is not shooting, she
packs her bag to
live with her
family in
Chandigarh
and
Himachal.
But she
always

dreamt of a good spacious
home of her choice in Mumbai.
Due to her busy work
schedule, she was
unable to find the
home sooner. She
will be now he
spending time to
design the
interiors in her
new cosy abode.
n

sneha.mahadevan@ht
live.com

‘Meeting
local Kabaddi
players was
helpful’
Sneha Mahadevan

Before mobile phones
and apps came,
there used to be online
chat rooms where
I’d get connected
with people.

Yami
Gautam

icha Chadha will soon
start shooting the second
leg of Ashwini Iyer
Tiwari’s film on Kabaddi. She
will be sharing screen space
with Kangana Ranaut in the
film where both actors will play
Kabaddi players. As soon as
she signed the dotted line,
Richa started researching on
the sport. To get into the skin of
the character, she started
meeting Kabaddi players to get
tips from their past
experiences.
A source reveals, “Richa,
who was travelling to places
like Chandigarh, Ranchi and
Patna for personal reasons,
made the best use of her time as
she met athletes in all the
above mentioned cities to hone

R

her Kabaddi skills.
Interestingly, she noticed that
every state team and their
players have their own style
and quirk while playing the
game which Richa will be
adapting on the reel. Rather
than just researching on the
internet, she also met some
really good players from these
regions and that is going to help
Richa portray her character
more convincingly on-screen.”
Talking about it, Richa says,
“I have been training in
Mumbai with a few players and
coaches. However, I was
travelling to a lot of towns like
Raipur and Ranchi. Meeting
these local players was
extremely helpful. These guys
have an amazing insight and
experience. It helped me know
the sport which helped a lot for

These guys (players)
have an amazing
insight and
experience. It helped
me know the sport
which helped a lot for
my preparations.
RICHA CHADHA, ACTOR

my prep. I was travelling to
these places for personal work
and I happened to find ways to
meet women Kabbadi players
from these cities. I spent time
with them, and spoke to them
to know more about the sport.”

Raveena’s special surprise
for son Ranbirvardhan
Sneha Mahadevan
aveena Tandon is
currently vacationing
with her family in
England. The actor ensures
that she spends enough
quality time with her family
every year by planning an
annual vacation with them.
This time, Raveena and
husband Anil, decided
to take their kids to
England and while they were
there, Raveena decided to
surprise her son
Ranbirvardhan.
Ranbirvardhan’s birthday
is in July but Raveena decided
to give him a pre-birthday gift
by throwing an early surprise
for him. A source reveals,
“Ranbirvardhan is a huge
football fanatic, and right
now, the Premiere League iss
currently underway in
England. Knowing her
son’s passion for the sport, t
actor booked tickets to
watch a Manchester United
VS Watford match live in th
Old Trafford, much to the
surprise of Ranbirvardhan
Being a huge fan of
Manchester United
Football Club, it was his
dream to watch their mat
live at their home stadium
and see these stars in
action. Not just that, she

R

also ensured that he got a
chance to meet some of his
favourite football players post
the match.”
When asked about it,
the Andaz Apna Apna (1994)
actor says, “My son is a huge
football fan and it was his
biggest dream to witness
Manchester United play live.
So, we planned the vacation
around the football season
and surprised him with
tickets to the match. The glee
and happiness on his face was
priceless, and as a mother, I
plan to do that for the rest of
my lif
life.”

Raveena
Tandon
PHOTO: PAVITR
SAITH

Raveena with her children, Ranbirvardhan and Rasha
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GRANDPA BIG B
LOVES IT WHEN
AARADHYA
DESTROYS HIS
WORKING DESK

Kriti Sanon
was last
seen in
Luka Chuppi
PHOTO: SARANG
GUPTA/HT

Actor Kriti Sanon does not
feel any pressure to find a
‘special someone’ in her life

www.hindustantimes.com

www.facebook.com/HTcity

he is making the right
noises in her career and
is happy to share details
about the same. But
Kriti Sanon prefers to remain
tight-lipped on her personal
life. All the actor reveals is
that she is not currently in a
relationship, but clarifies she
is not averse to love.
“I am happily single. But
I’m open to the possibility of
love. Having said that, it’s not
like I’m looking for love. I’m
looking for that organic
romantic connection, so, let’s
see. I’m okay with my current
status. There’s absolutely no
pressure to find someone,”
says Kriti.

S

The actor asserts she
doesn’t like to share her
personal life with everyone.
“It’s the part of my life where
I’m just Kriti and not the actor.
I like sharing that part only
with people who are really
close to me,” she adds.
On the work front, Kriti is
basking in the success of her
last film Luka Chuppi and has
three more films lined up for
release — Arjun Patiala,
Housefull 4 and Panipat. She
played a goody two-shoes in
Heropanti (2014) and Dilwale
(2015) and a brat in Bareilly Ki
Barfi (2017). But there is
something she desperately
wants someone to offer her. “I
would love to play an angsty
character which is slightly

complicated and grey, not me
at all. That will be interesting
for me as an actor. But I am yet
to find that kind of an
opportunity,” she says.
There has been a lot of
speculation about her sister,
Nupur Sanon’s Bollywood
debut. Admitting her sister is
“very inclined” to a career in
films, Kriti says there is
nothing substantial as of now.
“As her sister, the only
thing I tell Nupur is that she
needs to wait for the right
project. Since I waited for
Heropanti, my career graph is
what it is,” she says, adding,
“Being patient and being
hungry at the same time is
important.”
n

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

instagram.com/htcity

www.youtube.com/user/ht

JALANDHAR
THOUGHT
I’D NEVER
MAKEIT:
KARTIK
In the initial years, Kartik Aaryan was
second-guessing his career choice

Amitabh Bachchan
PHOTO: SATISH BATE/HT

Sneha Mahadevan
Juhi Chakraborty

twitter.com/htshowbiz

egastar Amitabh
Bachchan says his
granddaughter
Aaradhya likes to come and
destroy his working desk, and
that brings immense joy to
him.
“Aaradhya will come and
destroy my working desk, as
she wants to use this pen and
wants to write things and
wants to play with the laptop.
It brings immense joy and is a
beautiful experience,” he
added. Asked whether
anything changed after
Aishwarya joined the family,
Big B said: “Nothing has
changed for us, it was like one
daughter left and another one
came in.”

M

IANS

NOTE TO READERS: Some of the coverage that appears on our pages is paid for by the concerned brands. No sponsored content does or shall appear in any
part of HT without it being declared as such to our valued readers.

ctor Kartik Aaryan has
had a dream run at the
box office. Life has
surely changed for the
better for him from when he
first appeared on the big
screen in Pyaar Ka
Punchnama in 2011.
For starters, he is quite a
star now who commands a
huge fan following. And, he
has some big-ticket projects
under his belt. The
expectations are certainly
higher, but the pressure
hasn’t got to him.
“All this (adulation and
appreciation) is only making
me work more on myself.
Even in terms of my craft,
now I am cautious about the
roles I am picking. But, I am
in a happy space. There is no
negative pressure,” says the

A

Luka Chuppi actor adding
that this attitude towards life
comes naturally to him.
He says, “I’ve always been
like that. I am never sad and
you will always see me
smiling, irrespective of how
my films do. I was happy
when I was living with 12
people in a single house, and I
am happy when I am living
alone. My state of mind hasn’t
changed and I will continue to
be happy.”
Although there is just one
thing he aspires to be — a
“bankable actor”. “I don’t
want to take the box office
pressure of a film doing ₹100
crores. I want my producers
to recover their money and
that’s all. People are
investing so much money on
me, it makes me feel
important. I have to just be a
bankable actor. That’s the

only pressure I take,” he says.
Pressure might not affect
Kartik, but how is he coping
with all the attention,
especially from female fans,
that has come with this
new-found overnight
stardom? “This stardom that
everyone keeps saying
happened overnight, took
seven years,” he says, “In
these last six years, I was
working but nobody noticed
me. After Sonu Ke Titu Ki
Sweety (2018) released, all
eyes were on me. So, many
people still think that Sonu...
is my debut film; they don’t
even know that I am the same
guy from Punchnama. And I
get amazed with their
reaction... It has taken a lot of
time for me to get to where I
am today.”
He is happy and content,
but there was a time when he

doubted his career choice. “I
have seen success and
failures. I have had days and
weeks when I have had
doubts about me never being
able to make it. And all this
was happening even when
my films worked. So, I am
flattered with all the
reactions and all the
attention, but I am also
conscious and aware that this
will all last until the next
Friday, when I have a release.
If my next film doesn’t work,
all this adulation will
disappear. So, I am very
realistic about that. I know
this is something I really
want and will keep working
hard for, but it’s short-lived,”
says Kartik, who hopes to
take up more projects
and “reduce the gap between
two projects”.
n

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com
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TAROT
POWER

This proves to be a therapeutic time as there is rest
from sorrow at home, peace after war at work, and
relaxation after anxiety! You are no longer caught in
mental chaos regarding professional matters and
choices but find clarity and direction. You establish
intellectual authority in a professional meeting or
business convention. You participate in the making of
policy or dogma in your field of activity with your vast
experience, wisdom and expertise. Positive changes
are on the cards after a period of struggle and conflict.
You accept loving relationships and supportive people
with love and compassion after a long struggle within.
Lucky number: 4 Good colours: Forest greens

LEO

It is best to remain centered and witnessing rather
than participating in conflicts. Allow your strong spirit
to guide you in the right direction. You need to go
beyond limitations and blocks to complete projects
and fulfil promises. There is harmony of rule and
justice as you use your authority effectively. You have
support, cooperation and synergy in the work place.
There is likely to be a change in office management at
this point. You impress people with your personality,
talent and charisma and invite opportunities. End of
the week sees a deep bond developing between you
and your partner.
Lucky number: 2 Good colour: Deep maroon

VIRGO

You are blessed with gain in material aspects this
week! The body, mind and spirit are in harmony and
you experience a feeling of contentment. Power and
wealth are yours after a period of labour and strife.
Success in business and love in personal relationships
transforms your life. Creative and professional plans
are set to actualise in one year and it is important to
work towards them persistently. Your plans are now
synchronised with divine plans and they have a
magical quality of perfection and completion. You
touch higher levels of consciousness and experience
inner peace.
Lucky number: 1 Good colour: Emerald green

LIBRA

You are likely to fall in love with a new person or
an idea this week! Things happen quickly and you
need to make snap decisions or you are liable to
miss a personal or professional opportunity for
growth and expansion. This is a time of movement
and change, be it inner or outer or both. It’s best to
embrace the new in any aspect as the travelling
onwards promises to be easy and also brings a sense
of adventure. This attitude of openness and
acceptance invites new friends and experiences in
your life. A Sagittarian person stands by you through
good and bad times.
Lucky number: 8 Good colours: Reds

SCORPIO

ARIES

(MAR 21 - APR 20)

APRIL 7 - 13, 2019

Lady Gaga

TAURUS

(APR 21 - MAY 21)

BY MA PREM
RITAMBHARA
SPIRITUAL MESSAGE
To be and to be creative are
synonymous. It is
impossible to be and not be
creative. The consideration
should be that you are
enjoying whatsoever you
are doing. It is your love
affair. If your act is your love
affair, then it becomes
creative. Small things
become great by the touch
of love and delight, says
Osho, the Zen master.
Ma Prem Ritambhara has
been reading Tarot cards
professionally in Mumbai,
Pune, Zurich and New Delhi
for the last fifteen years and
continues to do so from her
studio at home in New
Delhi. Her clientele is from
all over the world from all
walks of life and she reads
cards, predicts, counsels and
heals professionals, business
people, men, women,
children, students and
couples. She conducts
individual, as well as group
readings. Contact her at
ritambhara7@gmail.com

Sam Smith

GEMINI

(MAY 22 - JUN 21)

Kanye West

CANCER

(JUN 22 - JUL 22)

Perrie Edwards
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(JUL 23 - AUG 23)

Jennifer Lopez

(AUG 24 - SEP 23)

Beyonce

(SEP 24 - OCT 23)

Eminem

(OCT 24 - NOV 22)

Katy Perry

An empty canvas eagerly awaits your first brush
stroke which reveals the mood and colour of your new
painting or professional project this week. New
beginnings take the shape and plan you assign to
them, so you need to allow creativity to happen
spontaneously. Personal relationships are rejuvenated
with new feelings, sensitivity, awareness and joy. The
past gets wiped out by itself, without any effort or
regret, once you make a new beginning in any aspect.
Break through old patterns that the mind is caught up
in and take a fresh and unprejudiced look at personal
and professional issues!
Lucky number: 8 Good colour: White

SAGITTARIUS

Great care in some things is counterbalanced by equal
disorder in others this week. You tend to think
negatively and torture yourself by imagining the
worst about too many things. Of course nothing
disastrous is about to happen, so relax. This negative
attitude leads to stress anxiety and ill health rather
than give you direction. Calm down, take one step at a
time and think positively! Beware of wasting energy
in details causing neglect of important professional
aspects. Lack of persistence and interest at work leads
to disruption and disarray! Learn a lesson from past
mistakes and get on with your life.
Lucky number: 8 Good colour: White

CAPRICORN

Your heart is blessed with intense joy and happiness in
personal relationships as promises are fulfilled and
commitments are honoured this week. There is
harmony at home and synergy at work, which enables
you to achieve professional goals and take care of
family responsibilities. You share hospitality, warmth
and a happy time with family and friends. You feel
relaxed and self-contained during social activities and
are more loving and caring about yourself and others.
A balanced perspective at work and a loving response
in personal relationships brings harmony all around.
Beware of over indulgence in food, drink or emotion.
Lucky number: 2 Good colour: Lilac

AQUARIUS

You attract progressive opportunities this week as you
make an impact in professional aspects and are seen,
noted and heard. You are the important figure at
work: People ask you for advice, support and vie for
your company. Beware of depleting your energy
because others can be too demanding. You are strong
and energetic and get a lot accomplished at work and
at home. You are able to redecorate home and office
spaces to facilitate creativity and output. All your
activity around the home helps streamline systems
and chores. Professional projects require your
participation as they near completion.
Lucky number: 17 Good colour: Emerald green

PISCES

WHENYOURSIGNIFICANT
OTHER ISCLINGY
ust because you are in a
relationship, it doesn’t
mean that you don’t need
some time of your own. And,
dealing with a clingy partner
can often feel like walking on
eggshells because you don’t
know how to tell them that
‘you need a bit of space’,
without offending or
pushing them away. So,
if you are in a relationship
with a clingy partner then
read on as we tell you what to
do when you feel your
relationship needs a bit of
breathing space.

J

DOING THINGS
ON YOUR OWN
One of the reasons your
partner can be clingy is

MOVIES ON TV
HBO
1150 Baywatch
1342 The Italian Job
1539 American
Sniper
1753 Transformers: The Last
Knight
2045 The Karate Kid
SONY PIX
1100 Despicable
Me 3
1558 The Mummy
1820 Journey To
The Center Of
The Earth
2023 Mad Max:
Fury Road
STAR MOVIES
1210 Cindrella
1416 Big Hero 6
1613 Coco

APART FROM GIVING
SPACE TO EACH
OTHER AND DOING
THINGS BY YOURSELF,
YOU OUGHT TO SET A
FEW BOUNDARIES
because they might not
know how to be alone. To
deal with this, you can
encourage your partner to
pursue an interest that
they like. This can help
them learn to be alone. Your
partner needs to
learn to enjoy their own
company and this is
one way to do it.

1824 The Incredibles
2050 Predator
WB
1207 The Spiderwick
Chronicles
1344 Killer Elite
1537 Chips
1710 Same Kind of
Different
As Me
1911 Cop Out
2100 Heart of
Dragon
& PICTURES
1113 Saheb Biwi Aur
Gangster 3
1406 Fukrey
Returns
1705 PadMan
2000 Robot
2316 Ghost Rider: Spirit of
Vengeance
STAR GOLD
0915 Judwaa 2
1225 Ant-Man
191S uper Funday
1950 IPL 2019
2345 Ant-Man
ZEE CINEMA
1021 Spyder
1307 Hum Aapke Hain
Koun…!
1726 Time
Story
2030 Dangal
2353 Shiva The
Super Hero

Apart from giving space to
each other and doing things by
yourself, you ought to set a few
boundaries, as well. For

example, if you are spending
time with your friends then
your partner should avoid
constantly texting you and
asking about your
whereabouts. Setting certain

abhinav.verma@htlive.com

Short-term gains may not last long

umans are generally
satisfied and happy when
they get what they desire.
They become perplexed when
something or a series of
things do not happen the way
they want. To achieve that
‘something’ we resort to
various ways — legitimate or
otherwise and also indulge in
certain rituals. In all this we
forget that the energy we have
now created to alter that
‘other thing’ for ‘something’
else may have unpleasant
repercussions which come
along as part of a package. I
have come across many who
for some small gains chose a
path full of thorns, which led
to unimaginable damage. A
brilliant, well-organised
young man did exceedingly
well in his pursuits to prove
himself better than others,
but in the quest to rule the
roost he started becoming
oversmart and thus offended
his bosses. As fate would have
it, this brilliant chap, who had
the acumen to surpass
everyone, lost his job when he
was expecting a raise. The
tragic tale was yet to end as
he could not find a better job
because of negative
recommendations. Six
months later, he had to settle
for an inferior job in a small
company.

Zayn Malik

(JAN 21 - FEB 19)

Justin Timberlake

You have the clear perception of professional ideas
that liberate the mind from any tension or restriction.
You are graceful in social and business associations,
intensely perceptive in professional matters, and a
keen observer of human nature. You are subtle and
interpret nuances accurately. Being an intense
individualist, confident and just, you demand and
command respect from people at home and at work.
Try to be clear but not ruthless or you are not received
well by people around you. Don’t be afraid of dark
skies or confusion in personal relationships as they can
be cleared up with love and understanding.
Lucky number: 9 Good colours: Creamy whites

There is love in personal relationships, success at
work and gain in financial investments. Family and
friends are close and there are fun times to look
forward to. You are lucky – what you put energy into
works out well. An ongoing conflict is resolved as you
take a clear stand on priorities. From being a worker
and taking directions you become a consultant or
advisor and share your wisdom and expertise with
others. Health problems should not be neglected. You
are able to spend quality time in hobbies. A shopping
spree could burn a hole in your pocket. A short trip is
on the cards.
Lucky number: 6 Good colour: Purple

Choices and decisions are on the cards this week! A
business venture can be gainful if you are willing to
lend it some energy. You are involved in multifarious
activities and need to avoid mental stress. Beware of
superficiality in social connections, as you are much in
demand with friends and family. This week you are
likely to examine relationships and analyse priorities
in an effort to make decisions and commitments.
Some connections and relationships are likely to come
closer while others are bound to fall apart. Don’t
forget to list your priorities when life gets busy and
hectic. Meditate to maintain balance of energies.
Lucky number: 6 Good colours: Rainbow pastels

(FEB 20 - MAR 20)

Rihanna

Can be contacted at: Delhi: 91-11-26449898, 26489899 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832,
2572874 (Tues to Thurs); Mumbai: 91-22-26398641 (Last week of every month)

boundaries helps your partner
deal with their insecurities.
(With inputs from Dr Anil
Sethi, psychologist and
relationship counsellor)
n

(DEC 24 - JAN 20)

Dr Prem Kr. Sharma, Astrologer & vaastu expert

One of the reasons for
your partner’s clinginess
could be insecurity.
They simply get insecure
seeing you in someone
else’s company or are
uncomfortable doing things
alone. You need to tactfully
have a conversation with your
partner and explain to them
that it’s okay for you and them
to need a bit
of space in the relationship. By
being clingy, a relationship
often
burns out.

A FEW RULES

Taylor Swift

You stand in the middle of a doorway trying to
make a decision this week. It’s best to listen to your
own good wisdom and do what is good for you.
There might be judgmental and critical people
around you who are likely to manipulate you if you
allow them. You are ready to make a final decision
concerning the past and move into the new current
for the future. Personal issues and relationships are at
the brink of an important change, be aware.
Professional opportunities and options are to be
weighed and considered before a clear decision can
be taken.
Lucky number: 20 Good colour: Royal blue

DAILY HOROSCOPE

TIME TO TALK

Abhinav Verma

(NOV 23 - DEC 23)

ARIES

LEO

SAGITTARIUS

You may be pulling in the
wrong direction, so take time
off to get your bearings
rig
ght! Expect some
cchanges on the
professional front,
but they will favour
you. Family will
reciprocate your love
aand care in full
measure. An affair
me
started innocently can get
serious and ask for
commitment.
Lucky Number: 22
Lucky Colour: Indigo

You will get the opportunity
to enjoy yourself in a new
group of friends or
colleagues. Good
ffeedback on the
academic front is
likely to boost your
morale. Financially,
you are likely to
re
emain well off. You
can expect to be the
centre of attraction in a
social gathering. Health
remains moderate.
Lucky Number: 18
Lucky Colour: Coffee

Those thinking of a short
vacation may need to apply
for leave right away. Your
ide
eas and suggestions
on the professional
o
front can come a
cropper. A tense
atmosphere at
home will start
getting lighter now.
g
Love is a game of give
Lov
and take; your romance can
hit a dead end if you only
take.
Lucky Number: 9
Lucky Colour: Yellow

TAURUS

VIRGO

CAPRICORN

There is a chance of meeting
someone you wanted to
meet for a long time. You
may not be satisfied
with what you have
managed to achieve
on the professional
front. Some of you
can resolve to lead a
disciplined life. You
may find spouse extra
affectionate today. Rejoice,
as lover does everything to
make you happy.
Lucky Number: 7
Lucky Colour: Grey

Things go smoothly at work
and help you finish all
pending tasks today. This is
not the day to be vocaal
about your feelings
on the love front.
Students will
manage to keep
academics in their
focus. Your savings
are likely to come in
good use today. A property
may come to you through
inheritance.
Lucky Number: 5
Lucky Colour: Beige

Your well wishers will not
leave any stone unturned in
building your image on the
social front. You will
remain on firm
ground regarding an
awaited result or
verdict, so expect
the outcome to be
favourable. Spouse
will be in a romantic
mood, take the cue if you
want to bring joy back into
your life.
Lucky Number: 3
Colour: Golden Brown

PHOTO: HTCS

H

The negative planets enslaved
all the Raj Yoga and
stupendous Dashas. The
short cuts adopted in a job or
a business, the price one pays
for supporting someone and
the ones acting very clever
are some of the negative
triggers or detonators which
inadvertently activates the
‘badhakas’ or the resistor
of the horoscope. It is worth
mentioning that every
beautiful yoga in a horoscope
has a complementary
negative yoga which has to be
tackled carefully. Similarly for
every negative yoga in a
horoscope, there has to be a
positive yoga. The art is to
assess those and know the
techniques the desired yoga
gets activated without
activating the hind side of it.
Through my writeups in my
blog (www.vinaybajrangi.
com/blog) and other popular

social media sites, I try and
explain the possible solutions
to every problem through a
series of Karma corrections.
To achieve success, it is
essential to make a note of the
dos and don’ts as per the
horoscope. It is not essential
to talk about horoscope only
for preventive measures with
fire fighting like rituals but a
small cure with proper
guidance at the right time can
make a huge difference in our
life.
The author of this article,
Dr Vinay Bajrangi, is a PhD
scholar in astrology.
Connect with him at
www.vinaybajrangi.com or
call at 9278665588 or
9278555588.

Disclaimer: The veracity of
any claims made in the above
article is the sole responsibility
of the concerned entity.

GEMINI

LIBRA

AQUARIUS

You may be helped by
someone close in enhancing
your career. A jump in salary
or an increment cannot
be ruled out for some
b
and will make you
much more
financially secure,
than before. Diet and
exercise will prove an
effective combination in
effe
bringing you back in shape.
You will feel much more
secure with spouse or lover.
Lucky Number: 1
Lucky Colour: Baby Pink

Someone may keep you
waiting today, but the wait
will be worth it! This is not a
go
ood day for those
planning a new
p
venture. Business
persons will be able
to raise the required
capital. Positive steps
to
o strengthen family
ties will be lauded by
those who are close to you.
Lover may not have the time
for love!
Lucky Number: 11
Lucky Colour: Purple

The kind of quality that you
are offering will be hard to
beat by others. An excellent
tim
me on the professional
ffront is foreseen. You
will get the
opportunity to
implement
something you have
been trying for long at
b
work. A new avenue for
wor
earning opens up for some.
Those in love on the sly can
expect a rollicking time.
Lucky Number: 8
Lucky Colour: Violet

CANCER

SCORPIO

PISCES

Becoming a yes-man at work
can have its advantages, so
toe the line of someone
important and prosperr!
Eating healthy food
and maintaining an
active lifestyle may
become an
obsession with you.
You will succeed in
e
rejuvenating your love
life. Some of you can be
entrusted with an important
out of town job.
Lucky Number: 17
Lucky Colour: Light Blue

Your plan will fall into place
and help you establish
yourself much more firmly
at work. People who
matter are likely to
favour you on the
academic front.
Lover will help you
discover the beauty
that lies within you.
You will manage to
continue your workout
schedule and do well on the
fitness front.
Lucky Number: 2
Lucky Colour: Light Grey

There is a need for you to
make the first move, if you
want success assured. You
will prove an asset at
work and may be
entrusted with an
important work.
Some worries may
crop up concerning a
family youngster. A
long drive is likely to
help you get over mental
tiredness. You will be able to
stabilise the financial front.
Lucky Number: 4
Lucky Colour: Lavender
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Entertainment & Promotional Features

Adding glitz and glamour
to the red carpet

PHOTOS: HTCS/PRAMOD THAKUR

John Cho to play the lead in
live-action Cowboy Bebop series
TOBEY CAN PLAY
SUPERHERO
AGAIN
is take on Spider-Man was
well-received by fans and
actor Tobey Maguire says
if offered, he may give his nod
to another superhero role in
future. The actor played the
web slinger in three films, first
in 2002, again in 2004 and
concluded his run in 2007. The
first two were critical and
commercial successes. The
third got mixed reviews but
did well at the box office.
“I just don’t really have an ‘I
would or wouldn’t do’ mindset. I’ll just do whatever …
whatever it is that comes that I
feel called to, that may or may
not fit in any kind of box,”
Maguire told the Hollywood
Reporter when asked about
the possibility of getting back
in a superhero suit. Actor
Andrew Garfield took over the
role in 2012 with The Amazing
Spider-Man and its 2014
sequel. Currently Tom
Holland plays Spider-Man and
appeared in Captain America:
Civil War (2016) before his own
stand-alone, 2017’s SpiderMan: Homecoming and 2018’s
Avengers: Infinity War.
“What I’ve seen, I’ve
appreciated. I like both of the
actors a ton. I think they’re
both super talented. I would
just say I appreciated them
and I like the actors. I like the
PTI
choices,” he said.

H

Disha Sanghvi

eing confident and
comfortable may bring
out the best in anyone,
but a tad bit of makeup can
help you take your glamour
quotient a few notches higher.
This year, HT India’s Most
Stylish Awards teamed up
with European makeup
brand, MyGlamm, to make
the stars look their fabulous
best. The makeup brand also
ran a contest for their
customers on social media,

B

Preet Bhathija and Divya Israni

where the winners got a
chance to walk the most
talked about red carpet in the
tinsel town.
Winner Divya Israni, a
management student and
stylist said, “I still can’t
believe that I am walking this
prestigious red carpet. I just
saw Vicky Kaushal and
Radhika Apte walking next to
me, oh my god!” Preet
Bhathija, a Mumbai-based
marketing executive, and a

winner alongside Israni
added, “It is a dream come
true. Rubbing shoulders with
stars is an out of this world
experience. Thank you
MyGlamm for this
extraordinary experience and
making me live glamorous.”
“MyGlamm is excited to be
the makeup partner and glam
up all these stylish people at
HT India’s Most Stylish
Awards,” said Disha Sanghvi,
director, MyGlamm. She

03

ctor John Cho has landed
the lead role in liveaction series Cowboy
Bebop.
The 10-episode show is an
official adaptation of popular
Japanese science fiction
anime of the same name,
according to The Hollywood
Reporter.
It is described as “the jazzinspired, genre-bending story
of a ragtag crew of bounty
hunters on the run from their
pasts as they hunt down the
solar system’s most
dangerous criminals,”
working from their
spaceship, Bebob.
Cho, 46, will portray Spike
Spiegel, an impossibly cool
‘cowboy’ (bounty hunter)
with a deadly smile, a wry wit
and style to spare.
He travels the solar system
with his ex-cop partner, Jet,
pursuing the future’s most
dangerous bounties with a
combination of charm,
charisma and deadly Jeet
Kune Do.
The series will also feature
Luke Cage star Mustafa
Shakir, actors Daniella
Pineda and Alex Hassell.
Alex Garcia, best known
for his work on Cloak and
Dagger, Luke Cage and
Daredevil, will helm the first
two episodes.
Shinichiro Watanabe, the
director of the original anime,
will be serving as consultant
on the series.

A

PTI

John Cho will portray Spike
Spiegel, an impossibly cool
‘cowboy’ (bounty hunter)
PHOTO:VALERIE MACON / AFP

further added,
“Congratulations to the
MyGlamm customers Divya
and Preet for winning the
contest by unveiling their
‘Glamm Secrets’ and
unlocking their hidden
‘Glamm Quotient’. MyGlamm
was thrilled to have them
experience a glamorous
evening and walk the red
carpet with the biggest
Bollywood stars.”

HTC

Vin Diesel teases James Cameron for role in
proposed Avatar sequel

Vin Diesel
PHOTO:JAKE
MICHAELS/THE NEW
YORK TIMES

ction star Vin Diesel has
hinted that he is the
latest addition to the
ensemble cast of James
Cameron’s upcoming Avatar
(2009) sequel. The 51-year-old
actor shared a video of
himself and Cameron on his
Instagram page and said he
always wanted to work with
the celebrated filmmaker.
‘‘It’s long overdue, there is
one person in Hollywood I’ve
always wanted to work with
and learn from, and so, all
things come, I guess, to those
that wait,” he said.
The Titanic (1997) director
quipped, “We’re actually
going to give him the flashy
thing from Men In Black
(1997) when he leaves here so
he has no memory
whatsoever of what he’s
seen.”
‘‘And the journey
continues... #Blessed
#Grateful #Avatar,” Diesel

A

THE 51-YEAR-OLD
ACTOR SHARED A
VIDEO OF HIMSELF
AND CAMERON ON HIS
INSTAGRAM PAGE
captioned the video.
The film Avatar focused on
the human-led Resources
Development Administration
(RDA) attempting to mine
planet Pandora for
unobtanium, a hugely
valuable mineral. It featured
Sam Worthington in the role
of disabled former marine
Jake Sully, who falls in love
with a Na’vi woman (Zoe
Saldana) and is drawn into a
battle for the survival of her
world when the RDA threaten
to destroy it.

PTI

PHOTO: CAROLINE MCCREDIE/GETTY IMAGES
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ON SUNDAY
■

ALL INCLUSIVE
From authentic food to fresh
coffee brews, everything can
be home delivered now

■

GOING NATURAL
Karan Jolly grows fresh
salad vegetables and fruits
the hydroponic way

Great Taste At Your Doorstep
THERE IS a revolution happening in the food scene and it is led by small suppliers who value quality

RUDE FOOD

Vir Sanghvi

O

ne of the perks/perils of my
job is that people in the food,
restaurant and hotel businesses reach out to me in the
hope of being mentioned either in my
journalism or on social media
(Instagram, mainly).
The hotel people are generally
professional, if a little too ambitious
sometimes.
Sample mail: “We represent a
delightful little hotel with a lot of
charm (600 rooms) in Uzbekistan,
which is very popular with Indians. We
would like to invite you for two days to
sample the delights of our gourmet
local cuisines....”
I am always polite when I regret
that my schedule prevents me from
travelling to Slovakia/Uzbekistan/
Mongolia or wherever. Though of
course, I would have loved to go.... And
they are as polite when they reply.
The restaurant people are, by and
large, completely unprofessional. Most
restaurateurs are advised (by PR companies) not to deal with the media
directly. So they pay large sums
of money to these PR companies, who assure
them that they

■

know every journalist extremely well
and produce lists of ‘influencers’ who
nobody has ever heard of.
Then, these PR agencies put young
trainees (or just not very bright older
people) on the job. They give them a list
of names and numbers and a script.
Each call goes something like this.
“Is that Vir?
“Er, yes.”
“Vir. How are you today?”
“I am fine. Who is this?”
“Hey Vir, I am (Neha/Megha/pick
name) calling on behalf of (add name
of restaurant)! A very good day to you!
We are a great new restobar in
Khar/Gurgaon/etc. and would love to
invite you to come over totally Free!”
“Sorry, but...”
“You have a blog, right?”
“Not really, but...”
“Oh? You are on our list of bloggers.
Okay. Must be a mistake. How many
Instagram followers do you have?”
“I am sorry. What is this about?”
“See, we do collaborations with
bloggers for which we have fixed
rates. But for Insta, it depends on the
followers.”
“Can you please hang up.”
“But, see Vir, your name is on the
list I was given...”
At this stage, I disconnect. And I
resolve never to go to the restaurant
in question.
I have no idea how much restaurateurs pay these agencies for this socalled service. It is their money and I
am no one to tell them how to spend it.
But I know that the savvier restaurateurs are wisening up. Priyank Sukhija
who is pretty much the restaurant
King of Delhi told me that he no longer
spends a penny on agencies.
(If you are a restaurateur and you
are reading this, please be slightly
sceptical when an agency tells you they
can get me or other food writers to
come to your restaurant.)
By far, the nicest of the
people who approach me
are the ones in the food
business. I ignore the ones
who use agencies, but most of
them write to me directly, most
frequently on Instagram.
Take the case of Artisan Meats

PLANET-FRIENDLY MEASURES
Tomatoes grown by Nature’s Miracle use 90 per cent less
water than the traditional ones

who wrote to me, leading me to order
some of their products. Though one
of their sausages was so oversmoked that I felt like calling the fire
brigade, the rest of the stuff (charcuterie, duck confit, meat etc.) was
so good that I called them to ask who
ran the company.
It turned out to be a brother and
sister team called Meherwan (27) and
Mehma (23) Bawa, who despite their
Persian names, are not bawas at all,
but are part of a large Punjabi joint
family in the NCR. The brother trained
in Italy, came back to Delhi and joined
his sister in handmaking Italian sausages. They were financed entirely
(well, the whole operation only cost ₹2
lakh or so) by gifts from the family and
have grown by the day.
I order their products at home
(they deliver within NCR) and heartily
recommend them; though keep in mind
that this is an artisan cottage-industry
operation where volumes are low.
When I told Mehma I would be writing
about Artisan Meats, she sounded a
little pleased but very apprehensive.
I asked her why.
“Well, the last time we were written about, it was only a small mention
and we got so many orders that it was
really hard to cope.”
Let’s see how they manage this time.
Another family who reached out to
me directly were Asra Ahmad and her
husband Adil Kidwai. Both have full
time careers. Adil is an executive and
Asra is a dentist.
They saw an opportunity when
they realised how difficult it was to get
good UP food in Delhi. The food at their
home, made by cooks from Barabanki
and Lucknow, was so good that they
wondered if they could sell it on a
home delivery basis.
Thus started their catering service Ta’am. You can order by phone
and they will cater parties for up to
50 people.
I ordered some at home. They had
two biryanis: Hyderabad and UP-style
and both were subtle, home-style dishes of the sort you don’t see in hotels.
There were magnificent kormas too
and everything was hand-delivered.
They had contacted me out of the
blue and I liked the food enough to call
up and ask about them. They were
strictly professional in their interaction and it was only later, when we

■

■

HANDMADE BY HEART
Asra Ahmad and Adil Kidwai run Ta’am
catering, which delivers home-style UP
dishes in Delhi

■

COFFEE KING
Karan Tibrawalla runs Fresh Brew

THE CAFFEINE KICK
Fresh Brew sells
single-origin coffee and
Nespresso-compatible
coffee capsules

were on a TV show together that
Rasheed Kidwai, my old friend and
journalistic colleague, mentioned
that he was related to them. They had
refused to let Rasheed make the introduction and had let their food speak
for itself.
Do you know what hydroponics
is? I had no clue. When I first heard
the term, I thought it was a new system of underwater phoning. But then,
it was being used in the context of
salad vegetables so that left me even
more confused.
Karan Jolly who grows terrific
fresh and flavourful salad vegetables
explained it to me. Apparently, hydroponics is a way of growing things only
in water, without any soil. As a good
city boy, I had no idea that such a thing
was even possible. (No soil? If you grow
grapes the hydroponic way, then what
kind of terroir will your wine have?
Bisleri? Perrier ? The mind boggles.)
But it works. I tried Karan’s vegetables and the eight different kinds of
salad he does (Romaine, Rocket, Red
Oak, a Wasabi Arugula, etc.) and
though I am no rabbit-like salad-eater
on the whole, I had to concede that his
quality was astonishing. He is now also
growing strawberries, but I have still to
try them.
Nature’s Miracle is a big company
doing the same sort of thing. They had
a glamorous launch with Vicky

■

■

MEATY MAGIC
Artisan Meats uses age-old methods of
curing and preserving meat

Ratnani cooking etc. I didn’t go, but I
am including them here because they
got in touch directly without any agency middlemen and the quality of their
products is very good.
They pointed out other advantages
of hydroponics to me. No pesticides, no
contamination, no environmental
damage and oddly enough, less water.
They say that their tomato plants use
90 per cent less water than the ones
grown the traditional way.
They home deliver cucumber,
capsicum,tomatoes, Dutch strawberries and other vegetables and though
their prices are about 30 to 40 per cent
more than the local sabzi wallah
(unless you buy your vegetables from

FAMILY NO. 1
Siblings Meherwan and Mehma Bawa
jointly started Artisan Meats

Defence Colony, in which case they
may be even cheaper!), the quality is
more than worth it.
And finally, since we are talking
of home delivery operations, how can I
fail to mention Fresh Brew, run by
Chandni and Karan Tibrawalla, whose
coffee I drink every day. The
Tibrawallas approached me directly
three years ago and though there were
better organised rivals in the business,
I was so impressed by their passion for
quality that I tried their Nespressostyle capsules. They were so good that I
remain a Fresh Brew guy.
Isn’t it good to know that so much
is happening in the food scene in India?
And that it is all being delivered to
our doorsteps!

Living With Electric Dreams
THE JAGUAR I-Pace puts a smile on your face, but makes no sense without good

charging infrastructure
SUV that has shredded the perception of what EVs are.

POWER CUT

SUNDAY DRIVE

Hormazd Sorabjee

W

ith air pollution a burning
issue these days, it’s
become cool to talk about
electric vehicles (EVs) and
pronounce them as our salvation from
lung-choking car exhaust fumes. But
most of the ‘experts’ who espouse an
EV’s virtues have never driven an EV,
let alone owned one. In a way you can’t
fault them because in India, there are
no EVs to speak of that an individual
can walk into a showroom and buy. Not
yet at least.
Living with an electric car is a
novel experience and hence I jumped
at the chance to spend a week with
one in London where, unlike the nonexistent charging infrastructure in
India, there is a growing network of
public charging points. And it wasn’t
an ordinary EV I was driving, but
Jaguar’s award-winning I-Pace, a
gorgeous-looking battery-powered

Boring? Dull to drive? Far from it. The
I-Pace warms your heart the minute
you clap eyes on its sleek lines and
then makes it thump the moment you
prod the accelerator. But the I-Pace
also got my heart beating for the
wrong reason. It’s called ‘range anxiety’ or that nagging fear the car
doesn’t have enough charge to get you
home. This is actually the main reason why mass adoption of EVs hasn’t
happened globally.
A faulty charger at one of the
airport hotels where the I-Pace was
parked meant the I-Pace’s lithium ion
battery pack wasn’t fully charged by
the time I arrived. Thankfully it
still had a range of around
160km, which was more than
enough to get me home, but
any plans of enjoying the car
in the countryside that
Saturday afternoon were shot
and the only thing on my mind
was to find a place to fully
charge the I-Pace.
That’s when I discovered that even in
London, charging
an electric car
isn’t as easy as
I
thought.
Firstly,
the
really
quick
100kW charging
points are far and

few between and secondly, it’s a real
hassle to figure out how to use the multitude of charging stations, which,
depending on the service provider,
have different apps and pay-as-you-use
cards, to access.

ALL CHARGED UP
Finally, it was a bit of improvisation or
jugaad as we call it that worked out
best. A 30-foot extension cable from
Sainsbury’s plugged into a domestic
■

SURPRISE, SURPRISE
This car steers with a level of fluency and
precision that belies its weight

socket at home, long enough to reach
the I-Pace parked outside, did the trick.
It’s just that charging any EV this way
takes an excruciatingly long time, but
the next day with a fully-charged battery and a range of 350 km, I was ready
to enjoy the I-Pace.
The instant power delivery is
simply staggering. There is no delay,
no waiting for the engine to wake up
or selecting the right gear. Just press
your right foot and the I-Pace takes
off like a scalded cat (it is a Jaguar
after all) and it’s so easy to zap
through traffic. The pair of electric

motors, which combined produce 400
hp, catapults the 2.1 ton I-Pace from
0-100kph in 4.8 seconds – very quick
by any standards. And all this performance is silently and efficiently
delivered without the noise and
drama of a high performance engine.
That’s not necessarily a good thing

■

RANGE ANXIETY
Charging is not easy even in London. (Inset)
An extension cable connected to a house
power socket comes to the rescue

because the absence of sound and the
utterly linear way in which the I-Pace
accelerates has a synthetic feel and
robs the car of character.
Thankfully, the handling is quite
engaging and the I-Pace steers with a
level of fluency and precision that
belies its weight. In fact, the I-Pace is
genuinely fun to drive, offering agility and a level of driver involvement
you don’t associate with this genre of
vehicles.
It’s rare for an EV to make you smile
but the I-Pace certainly does. But to make
that smile permanent, the charging infrastructure needs be sorted first.
Hormazd Sorabjee is one of the most senior
and much loved auto journalists in India, and is
editor of Autocar India
Sunday Drive appears every fortnight
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Silk Beyond Saris!

Location courtesy:
Jamun, New Delhi
Art direction:
Amit Malik
Make-up and hair:
Artistry by Anjali Jain

STYLISH WAYS to don the smoothest fabric ever. Text by Samreen Tungekar.

Models: Sonal
(Triumph Model
Management);
Irshan Yaqoob
(BB Models)

Photos by Shivamm Paathak. Styling by Avneet Chadha

Kurta, Divyam Mehta;
pants and shoes, Rajesh
Pratap Singh; scarf,
Cottage Emporium

Kurta, Madhu Jain;
footwear, Tod’s

SILK KURTATURNEDDRESS

Add a modern twist to
tradition by styling this
silk ikat kurta that doesn’t
make you look like you
forgot the pants!
Celebrity stylist Rishi Raj
believes the strongest point
about this outﬁt is the graphic
weave. “The colours make this
look contemporary,” he adds.
Fashion designer Jenjum Gadi
adds that in ikat, a heavier body
type should avoid a bigger ikat
pattern. “A darker colour pattern
will work more for someone on the
heavier side,” Jenjum says.
WEAR THIS TO: “A corporate event
or a casual date by accessorising it
accordingly,” says Rishi.
AVOID:
“Experimenting with
innerwear,
as silk kurtas like this can be
ultra sheen. It needs appropriate
innerwear,” he suggests.
PAIR IT WITH: “A belt to cinch
your waist if you have an hourglass
ﬁgure,” Rishi advises.

WEAR SILK TO
THE BOARDROOM

Top, Abraham &
Thakore; pants, Payal
Khandwala; shoes,
Boots and Buckles

THE IKAT
KEDIA SILK
STRUCTURED TOP
Look empowered to go to
your conferences in an ikat
Kedia silk top with cotton
silk pants and a scarf that
steals the show!

DON AN ALL-SILK BOY BRIGADE

BRING ON THE DESI GROOVE

ANTI-FIT MULBERRY SILK KURTA

TIE-AND-DYE SILK DRESS

Feel at ease in a loosely-fitted drape of
mulberry silk with cotton silk pants

Stand tall and textile-friendly in bandhani silk
with contrast pants for a formal yet stylish appeal

Fashion designer Samant Chauhan believes mixing
fabrics is more fun, but advocates for an easy drape over
everything. “The best part about this outﬁt is that it
doesn’t hug the body, as silk can be quite clingy. So it’s best
for someone who wants an easy yet stylish outﬁt,” he says.
Celebrity stylist Devanshi Tuli adds,“You can wear
the kurta with denims or cigarette pants if you want to
make it less festive but keep it formal,” she suggests.

Jenjum Gadi feels this ensemble brings a modern approach
to our textile heritage. “The strong point about this look is
despite being very Indian, it can be worn anywhere globally
and will ﬁt right in,” he says.“Because the cuts of the outﬁt
are simple and the colour is relatively dark, it will go on most
people irrespective of their built,” he says.
Samant adds, “The dress has the perfect asymmetrical cut
and the churidar contrast blocks the colour perfectly. Wear a
gather dress on top of this to give it more volume,” he suggests.

WEAR THIS TO: “A mehendi or a sangeet function
would be ideal,” she says.
AVOID: “Going overboard. The outﬁt should be standing
out,” she adds.
PAIR THIS WITH: “Loafers or Oxfords for shoes and
some rings,” Devanshi says.

FLAUNT THE
TWO-IN-ONE TUNIC

WEAR THIS TO: “Evening events like a book launch or
an art opening,” Jenjum says.
AVOID: “Traditional accessories. Go for contemporary
accessories,” he suggests.
PAIR IT WITH: “Denims or a skirt with embroidery or
motifs,” Jenjum advises.

The strongest point about this
look, according to Jenjum Gadi,
is its versatility to be a daytime
outﬁt as well as an evening one.
Devanshi adds, “I think the
relaxed silhouettes make this
outﬁt an easy wear.”

Shirt and pants,
Abraham & Thakore;
Scarf, Cottage
Emporium

WEAR THIS TO: “Work, or
even a girls day out,” suggests
Devanshi.
AVOID: “Choosing pants that
don’t have pockets. Pockets add
a good cut to this look,” she says.
PAIR IT WITH: “The top can
be paired with a black skirt and
the pants with a white shirt,” says
Jenjum. “Accessorise with a pair of
sunglasses,” advises Devanshi.

PERSONAL AGENDA

Fashion designer

Nida Mahmood
Sari, Rimzim Dadu;
jacket, Abraham &
Thakore; shoes, Boots
and Buckles; jewellery,
Payal Khandwala

DATE OF BIRTH

SUN SIGN

PLACE OF BIRTH

May 14

Taurus

Lucknow

SCHOOL/COLLEGE

FIRST BREAK

St. Fidelis College, Lucknow/National Institute
of Fashion Technology (NIFT), Delhi

Showcasing my collection at Wills
Lifestyle India Fashion Week (2009)

HIGH POINT OF YOUR LIFE
My first Hollywood project where I designed for a science fiction film, PIA (2010)

LOW POINT OF YOUR LIFE
The year before I did my first show. I didn’t know where I was headed professionally. It took a lot
of introspection as well as hard work to figure things out.

STYLE TRADITION WITH
THE TWIST OF A JACKET

THE SILK SARI THAT
ISN’T RAW
Experiment with the drape
in an organza silk sari instead
of sticking to the raw silk
structure
Fashion designer Sonam Dubal
explains the difference between a
raw silk sari and an organza silk one.
“Organza silk can layer beautifully if
worn correctly with a silk blouse. It
has a gentle ﬂounce about it and works
better for a day function, whereas raw
silk is more for the evening and has a

more structured drape,” he says.
Celebrity
stylist
Eshaa
Amiin adds, “Usually, the jackets
complement the outﬁt but in this
case, the black jacket enhances the
look of the saree. It plays as a colour
blocking phenomenon,” she says.
WEAR THIS TO: “A casual evening
event since it’s chic, bold and
conﬁdent,” Eshaa suggests.
AVOID: “Accessorising it too much.
The sari’s colour is strong on its
own,” she says.
PAIR IT WITH: “Boots for an edgier
look, or heels without the jacket.
You can also wear a waist belt to
accentuate your waist or big bold
earrings with hand cuffs,” she says.

List three things you look for in
a man.
Sophistication, conversation and
sense of humour.

What was the last thing
you googled?
Telepathy between humans
and animals.

Share one relationship tip
passed on to you by your mom.
That one must always be kind in
any relationship.

What’s the one style or trend
you would never sport?
Animal print. I’d like to
leave the cheetahs and tigers
in the jungles!

And what’s the sexiest thing
about you?
The naughty glint in my eyes, for
those who know it!

What are you binge-watching
right now?
Made In Heaven and
Wild Wild Country.
Which era of fashion was the
best, according to you?
I love the art deco era of 1940s
quite a bit.

SPORT THE
INDIE-DANDY VIBE

THE FIT OF A RAW
SILK LAYER

What does fitness mean
to you?
That sense of feeling ﬁt in the
mind as well as the body.
You de-stress by…?
Playing hide-and-seek
with my cat at the end of
a hectic day.
Interviewed by Veenu Singh

Instagram or Twitter what
works best for you?
Instagram – I’m a very
visual person.

Pull off an urban nomad
look with a mix of bandhanidyed raw silk and cotton silk

e
Name one person whose sense
of style you admire.
Tom Ford.

Sonam Dubal says, “Raw silk moulds
to the body. Most body types look
great in waistcoats or Nehru jackets
as they give a sharp ﬁt to the body.”
Celebrity stylist Rishi Raj
believes layering always enhances
the overall look. However, he adds,
“The voluminous silhouette and
the layering makes this look more
appropriate for taller men.”
WEAR THIS TO: “A festive
occasion since it’s a dressy
ensemble,” he says.
AVOID: “Too many colour blocks.
Keep the layering tonal,” Rishi says.
PAIR IT WITH: “The layering on
the top can totally go with denims,”
he suggests.

If not a fashion designer, what
would you have been?
I’d have liked to design gardens and
make ﬁlms too someday.

One style advice you’d ask
every woman to follow...?
Dress to make yourself
feel beautiful.

Shrug, Abraham and
Thakore; jacket and
pants, Divyam Mehta;
jewellery, Payal
Khandwala; shoes,
Boots and Buckles

A Bollywood film you’ve
loved for the costumes...?
Two ﬁlms, actually. Guzaarish
(2010) and the other was Bombay
y
Velvet (2015).
Who is your current
celebrity crush?
Kartik Aaryan!

My Favourites
PERSON: My cat, Mr Toffee Tinkerbell.
CITY: Paris
DESIGNERS: Jean Paul Gaultier and
Vivienne Westwood.
STREET FOOD: Vada pav
FILMS: Midnight in Paris (2011) and
Vicky Cristina Barcelona (2008)

Photo: SUVRAT TANDON
Styling: SHAMALI SINGH
Make-up and hair: VIDYA TIKARI STUDIO
Jacket and pants, Lecoanet Hemant;
shoes, Melissa; ring and earrings,
Swarovski; hair accessory, Accessorize
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ARE YOU DOING YOUR BIT
TO GIVE BACK?
If before
donating you
think ‘sab fraud
hai’, you need to
think less

few weeks back, a
colleague’s daughter
was diagnosed with a
critical illness. Saving
her life requires several
lakhs, his savings don’t quite
match up. Some of us got
together to raise funds
through social media appeals
for crowd funding.
Several well-meaning
influencers helped us spread
the word, and we managed
to raise a fairly large amount
for her immediate treatment,
in record time. I slept that
night thinking that all’s well
with the world. The feeling
lasted till the following
morning.
To be honest, it wasn’t a
surprise to see requests in
my inbox from others who
needed help to save the lives
of their loved ones. I was
charged up for it, having seen
success just a day before. I
simply went around asking
everyone I knew, to donate for
the next worthy case. And
then it struck.
The cynicism, the
helplessness, the reality. It
was good to indulge in fancy
appeals once. It was a task to
sustain it even once more. It
was a nightmare to even think
of following it thereafter.
Here, the things we say
when someone asks us to
donate money to help. The use
of ‘we’ in the preceding
sentence is deliberate, it
includes me.

A

n I’ve already done my bit for

another cause.

A CALMER YOU
SONAL KALRA
n I don’t make enough to fund

charities, I’m barely
meeting my needs.
n I pray every day for the good
of this world. Prayers work
more magic than anything
materialistic.
n How do I know if this money
is really even reaching the
needy?
To be honest, all of the
above are valid arguments.
But so is the fact that there
exists an enormous gap in
what we as a society are
giving back, and how much is
needed merely to ensure that
people don’t die when they
don’t have to.
A March 2019 report by
Smarinita Shetty, published
in Bloomberg Quint,
mentions that as of 2017, there
were 101 billionaires in India,
whose wealth in one year
increased by ₹20,91,300 crore
— an amount equal to the
total budget of the central
government in 2017-18.
However, as analysed by the
Hurun Indian Philanthropy
List 2018, only 38 men and one
woman made it to the list of
those who donated ₹10 crores
or more in a year.
Actually, I just spoke about
the rich for effect. It is not the
Azim Premjis and the Mukesh
Ambanis that one needs to
debate over here.
They seem to be doing their
bit to give back, and if they
weren’t, there’s precious little
this rant would achieve to
correct that. In fact, a friend,
who is among the country’s
most well-respected socioeconomic behaviour analysts,
tells me, “The marginalised
lower class in India is doing
way more charity than the

middle and the upper middle
class.”
He adds, “Even if an auto
driver earns 10,000 bucks a
month, he is far more willing
to donate ₹500 than a midlevel corporate guy, who
is making thrice the
amount.”
The more intellectual we
think we become, the more
caught up in mind traps we
get. This is realistic, but
interesting behaviour to
ponder over.
We are okay spending 500
bucks on a pizza evening, but
we are not okay giving that
amount away for a cause
because we have the option of
hiding behind arguments
such as ‘NGOs who ask for
money are mostly frauds’.
Maybe some are, maybe the
others aren’t. But it suits you
and me to have the pizza in
peace, thinking they might
just be.
A report on societal
behaviour by an American
collective states that a
majority of people in the US –
a country that has people
donating twice as much as
individuals in other ‘rich’
nations – still think that
their contribution is too
small to make a difference.
It’s too ambitious then to even
think about India, you say,
right? Wrong.
We, in India, actually have
a very intrinsic, spiritual trait
to give ‘daan’, the Hindi term
for donation. It’s a bit ironical
that a majority of it still goes
in the metal boxes kept in
temples, mosques, churches
or gurudwaras.
Nonetheless, we have the
capacity, the heart, the will,
bigger than any other race, to

help others. Here are a few
simple tips to ensure that you
utilise yours to the max.
n Don’t overthink. You want

to help someone that your
gut says needs help, go
ahead and do it without
dissecting it too much. You
are doing your bit with the
right intent, and that
matters more than anything
else when it comes to
helping out.
n Don’t overdo it. Not
bragging, but I have already
given out two months-worth
of my home loan EMIs in
spontaneous moments. It’s
all great if you can brave it
out, but if, like me, it’s gonna
give you sleepless nights
later, do not do it. Donate as
per your capability, not as
per your emotions.
n Have faith in the fact that
most people in the business
of helping others are not
doing it, well, as a business.
Too much of questioning has
ruined our trust in the fact
that it is in our basic nature
to give back. Someone may

be doing it by feeding the
pundits, some by feeding the
needy. There’s no
questioning anyone’s intent
or ways. But do decide to
give back a certain amount
of your earnings to any
cause that you feel deserves
it that month. My choice for
this month is Uday
Foundation’s ongoing drive
to give a decent meal to each
of the thousands of homeless
attendants of the patients
that are admitted in New
Delhi’s AIIMS. Your calling
could be something else. But
doing it, nonetheless, would
guarantee you good sleep.
It’s a good investment.
Sonal Kalra donated a lot
last two months. She’s now a
subject on some crowd
funding sites.
Help her, if not through
money, then through your
feedback at sonal.kalra
@hindustantimes.com or
facebook.com/
sonalkalraofficial. Follow
on Twitter @sonalkalra.

After my relationship ended, I
couldn’t work for months at a
stretch, says Onir
Sangeeta Yadav
alk of movies he has made
— My Brother Nikhil
(2005), Bas Ek Pal (2006),
I Am (2011) and Chauranga
(2015) — and filmmaker Onir
considers himself blessed
for the way his career has
shaped up, but mention his
personal life and the National
Award filmmaker says he has
been quite unlucky in finding
true love.
He gets even more
disappointed because he has
always been open and honest
about his sexuality.
In a freewheeling chat,
Onir opens up about why he
called off his three-year-old
relationship with his partner
from the film industry who he
doesn’t wish to name, and his
experience on dating sites.

T

You have always been
open about your sexual
orientation. Despite that,
what went wrong?
Relationship is something
that didn’t work out in my
favour, especially being gay.
My last relationship was with
someone who was from the
industry and it went on for
three years. But I realised
that he was not honest and
living double lives, not open
about his identity in public
and was dating girls too, and
leaving them hurt. I found out
that when I used to travel for
film festivals abroad, he’d get
women to my house. I felt
used, manipulated and
cheated.
Was it difficult
to move on?
Yes, for five months, I
couldn’t work. The
heartbreak was so troubling
and to divert my mind, I
started learning Hindustani
classical music, playing
guitar and running. I went
on a road trip with a friend
and all that took away the
stress. People say time
heals everything, but I

don’t think I can. I’m happy I
have my work, friends and
family and they are more
precious to me. I’ve created
walls and I’ll always be on
my guard.

Have you tried finding love
through dating sites or apps?
Before mobile phones and
apps came, there used to be
online chat rooms where I’d
get connected with people.
Everyone had a nickname and
I used to call myself Cameros.
Sometimes, it would just go
offline, so, it wasn’t so easy
like it is now.
Did someone
propose to you?
Yes, every third day I got
proposed to on social media,
by people who would direct
message me that they love
me and wanted to go on a
date. But it always had
conditions because whoever
approaches me is interested
in getting into the industry.
My job profile becoming my
only identity is painful. I used
to put it across very clearly
that ‘please don’t talk to me
about work’.
So, did you end
up dating someone
who you met online?
There was a person who I
really liked. We used to chat
and he also shared his mobile
number but asked me not to
call, as then his family would
get to know and he might get
into trouble. I believed him
and after three months, he
just disappeared. One day, I
got so desperate that I called
on that number and I realised
nobody with that name
existed there. A year later, I
saw him at the night club with
his girlfriend.
Was there ever a
point when you had
to fake your identity?
People would fake identities
but I always believed in
being who I am. Wherever I

Filmmaker Onir says he has
been quite unlucky in finding
true love
PHOTO: FOTOCORP
am, I always put my real
identity. And at one point, I
felt that I have two different
lives. In the day time, I was
someone who is busy with
work and filmmaking. And by
night, I would have another
identity of someone who is
seeking love.
n

sangeeta.yadav@hindustantimes.com

Yami finds a new home in Mumbai
Sneha Mahadevan
ctor Yami Gautam
moved to Mumbai a few
years ago to pursue her
dream of becoming an actor.
The year has begun on a high
for the actor whose January
release, Uri, became a
blockbuster success.
Personally, Yami has a new
reason to rejoice — she has just
moved into her new house.
After having lived in
suburbs of Mumbai all these
years, Yami took on the
mammoth task to find
herself her dream home in
Mumbai. After a lot of
search, and months of hunting,
Yami found her dream
home and recently
moved into her new house from
the western suburbs to Bandra.
A source close to the actor
reveals, “Yami was on a hunt
for a new house for some time
now. She was peculiarly
looking for something specific.
Having lived for a considerable
amount of time in western
suburbs, she was looking at
several options and finally
narrowed down a house in
Bandra. She’s just moved into
the apartment and will start
work to put the house together
for the next few weeks. Her

A

sister Surilie, too would be
moving in with her. The house
suits the likes of Yami’s
sensibilities of a pretty but
functional house, and that’s
how she plans to do it up too.”
Yami grew up in

Chandigarh, Punjab, and was
born in Bilaspur, Himachal
Pradesh. Whenever she is not
shooting, she packs her bag to
live with her family in
Chandigarh and Himachal. But
she always dreamt of a good

spacious home of her choice in
Mumbai. Due to her busy work
schedule, she was unable to
find the home sooner. She will
be now he spending time to
design the interiors in her new
cosy abode.

Yami Gautam
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shortstories
PAU SCHOOL IS 1ST
TO GET MINI GOLF
SURFACE IN STATE
LUDHIANA: Government Smart
Senior Secondary School, Punjab
Agricultural University (PAU), here
has become the first government
school of the state to get a
surface for mini golf on the school
campus. District education
department is constructing a
concrete surface with 18 holes at
the school playing ground. The
project came after the district
was chosen to host three games
namely hockey, sqay martial arts
and mini golf, of the 64th National School Championship to be
held from April 7 to 12 this year.
The rest of the games will be held
››P2
in Amritsar.

Punjab Lalit Kala Akademi
honours 11 artists, a critic
CHANDIGARH: Artists, young and
old, as well as art critics were
felicitated at the first Sanmaan
Samaroh organised by Punjab
Lalit Kala Akademi and Punjab
Kala Parishad at Punjab Kala
Bhawan on Friday. In all, 12 people,
two of whom work in collaboration, were awarded. While some
are born here, others have chosen
Punjab as their home. The
awardees are artists Baldev
Gambhir, Basudeb Biswas, Jaspal
S, Madan Lal, Late Malkit Singh,
Prabhinder Lall, Sidharth, Satwant
Singh, Surjit Kaur and Jiten
Thukral and Sumir Tagra in
collaboration besides art critic
››P2
Nirupama Dutt.

Inter-house sprints
competition at Ryan Int’l
PATIALA : Ryan International
School organised an inter-house
sprints competition for students
of Class 1, on Saturday. The result
was declared house-wise. The
children were judged on the basis
of their speed and sportsmanship
spirit. Students of Newton house
stood first , CV Raman house
students second and the Einstein
house students third.
HTC

World Health Day
celebrated at SFPS
PATIALA: A special assembly was
organised at Scholar Fields Public
School to observe the ‘World
Health Day’ on Saturday. National
Awardee SN Subbarao graced the
occasion. Students participated in
various activities such as poetry
recitation, singing and debating.
Vice principal Bindu Kohli told the
students the significance of the
day. Principal Chandandeep Kaur
addressed the assembly and
importance of balanced diet HTC

Additional assignments for
teachers hits evaluation
LUDHIANA : Punjab School Education Board’s (PSEB) evaluation
process for the 2019 Class 12
examinations has taken a hit with
teachers at the Punjab Agricultural University (PAU) evaluation
centre being assigned other
duties. Handed additional work,
the teachers have failed to check
6,000 answer sheets of two
subjects — environmental science
and physical education.Teachers
attributed the delay to majority
of science teachers being deputed
to conduct practical science
exams of Class 12 students. ››P2

Youth Congress
leaders seek LS
poll ticket for
Valmiki community
HT Correspondent
n

patiala@hindustantimes.com

Fee row: Parents, students
protest against private school
AT LOGGERHEADS The management had restricted entry of students
who have not deposited their admission fee for the new academic session
HT Correspondent
n

patiala@hindustantimes.com

PATIALA : The students of Budha
Dal Public school (BDPS) staged
a protest outside the school
premises along with their parents on Saturday, after the management restricted the entry of
students who have not deposited their admission fee for the
new academic session.
The protest continued for
four hours with the students
and parents demanding that the
school management should
withdraw their decision of taking the admission fee.
This is not the first time that
the parents’ association and
school management are at loggerheads.
In 2015, the parents’ association had approached the Punjab
and Haryana high court against
the school over the issue of capitation fee.
Parents alleged that though
their wards were promoted to
the next class, the school has
failed to handover the final
result card. They said that
the school administration
cannot take any admission fees
as per the guidelines issued by
the Punjab and Haryana high
court.
“We refused to deposit the
admission fee which is why the
school administration did not
allow our children to enter the
school,” the parents alleged.
The parents said that the
school authorities are not tak-

gress Committee (PPCC)
member and general secretary
of Punjab Youth Congress, Poonam Kangra along with her supporters on Saturday demanded
a ticket for the Valmiki community in the state for the Lok
Sabha election.
While addressing a press conference here on Saturday, general secretary of Punjab Youth
Congress Poonam Kangra said
that the party has ignored the
Valmiki community while
declaring candidates on all four
reserved seats out of the 13 seats
in Punjab.
“It is disappointing that the
Congress did not consider a single person from the Valmiki
community on all four seats.
We have been working with
the party for decades but there
is no adequate representation
for the community so far, Poonam Kangra said.
We demand that the party
should rethink on ticket distribution and give a ticket to our
community,” she added.

Gian Singh Mungo

MUNGO IS NABHA
BAR ASSOCIATION
PRESIDENT
NABHA/PATIALA:Gian Singh Mungo
was elected as the president of
Nabha bar association on Friday.
He has been elected for the post
19th time by securing 134 out of
237 votes polled. All members in
Mungo's team including vicepresident, secretary, cashier and
librarian won against Surinderpal Sharma’s team.
Gurmeet Singh Lovely was
elected as the vice-president,
Harjinder Singh as secretary,
Ripal Arora as joint secretary,
Jagdeep Shukla as cashier, Baljinder Singh as librarian and Satnam Dass as auditor.

n

Students of Bhudha Dal Public School protesting against the school authorities in Patiala on Saturday.
BHARAT BHUSHAN/HT

ing the high court order seriously and continue to charge
admission fee from the students,
which is illegal.
“We have approached the
state education department
regarding the admission fee but
nothing has been done so far,”
the parents said.
In 2015, the Budha Dal Parents
Association
had
approached the Punjab and
Haryana high court against the
school regarding capitation fee.
The court had ordered the

school not to take any admission
fee as long as the matter is under
litigation.
Principal Amrit Kaur Aujla
said the parents’ association
disrupted the functioning of the
school by protesting after the
management directed parents
to clear the pending dues, which
amount to ₹2 crore, before their
wards are promoted to the next
class.
“Every student has pendency
of ₹45,000 and we had asked the
parents to clear the dues. We

had even asked the parents to
relieve their wards from the
school, if they cannot afford the
fee,” Aujla said.
Principal Amrit Kaur Aujlaadded that the members of the
association make attempts to
defame school authorities every
year by raising such issues.
“We requested the parents
not to involve students in these
protests.
However, they are bent upon
defaming the school for their
personal gains,” she said.

GHUMAN ELECTED
PRESIDENT OF PATIALA
BAR ASSOCIATION
Advocate Jatinder Pal Ghuman
was elected as the president of
Patiala District Bar Association
here on Friday. Ghuman defeated
his opponent Munish Mittal with
a margin of 186 votes.
Shivin Sharma was elected as
vice-president with a margin of 65
votes, while Sachin Sharma has
been elected as secretary by 176
votes. Ajay Bhatia was elected as
joint secretary of the association
with 160 votes. Pawan Kumar got
elected as cashier of the association, while Pankaj Sharma as the
library in-charge.
HTC

PATIALA : Police on Saturday

arrested a man for allegedly
throwing acid on his friend’s wife
at Saidkheri village in Patiala district on Friday.
The 37-year-old woman has
received multiple burn injuries.
Station house officer Ravinder
Kumar said the incident occurred
when the victim went to the
accused’s house for some
work. “The victim had gone to
dump garbage when the accused
called her inside his house. The
woman alleged that the accused
assaulted her first and then threw
acid on her face,” the SHO said.
The accused was identified as

Sunil Kumar, a migrant labourer
who works at a local factory at
Rajpura. The SHO said the
accused and the victim’s husband
work in the same factory.
“We received information
from a government hospital in
Chandigarh about the incident.
In her statement, the victim
stated that the accused is known
to her husband,” police said.
The exact reason behind the
crime will be known after the
police get remand of the accused
for interrogation. A case under
Section 326B of the Indian Penal
Code was registered against the
HTC
accused.

Nigerian woman
held with 450gm
heroin in Ludhiana
LUDHIANA: The Khanna police

arrested a Nigerian woman with
450gm heroin on Saturday.
The accused was identified as
Gillian Abang of Ikotun City
Lagas, Nigeria. She is currently
living at Chattarpur, Delhi, for
the past few months. Khanna senior superintendent of police (SSP)
Dhruv Dahiya said the Sadar
police had set up a check point
near Alour village on National
Highway 1.
During checking they spotted
a foreign national alighting from

a bus. The police team stopped
her for checking, and on frisking
her, recovered 450gm heroin
from her possession. A case
under Sections 21/61/85 of the
NDPS Act has been registered
against the accused at the Sadar
police station. The SSP said more
information was expected from
the accused during questioning. She will be produced in court
on Sunday. This is the fourth
drug peddling arrest involving a
foreign national in the past fortHTC
night in Khanna.

Two held for killing
70-yr-old security guard
HT Correspondent
n

patiala@hindustantimes.com

PATIALA : Police on Saturday

arrested two persons for allegedly killing a 70-year-old man,
who was found murdered here
on March 18.
The deceased Om Prakash
worked as a security guard at the
cremation ground in Ghalori
Gate for the last 15 years.
The arrested accused were
identified as Puneet Singh, 21,
and Jatinder Kumar, 19, both
residents of Patiala, while two of
their accomplices Deepak
Kumar and Mani are absconding.
Superintendent of police Harmeet Singh Hundal said the
accused had formed a gang and
used to loot commuters on

deserted roads. He added that
following the murder, a special
investigation team was constituted for carrying investigation
into the matter.
“On the basis of physical and
technical evidences gathered
from the spot, the SIT got vital
information about the accused.
Two of the accused were
zeroed-in and arrested,” the SP
said.
CIA, in-charge, Shaminder
Singh said that during investigation, the accused confessed that
they used to target daily wagers,
rickshaw pullers and commuters to rob them of their belongings on Sanaur road, truck union
road and Hira bagh area.
“On March 18, the accused
entered the cremation ground in
a bid to loot the security guard

and attacked him with sharpedged weapons. The deceased
retaliated and confronted the
robbers, who overpowered
him,” Singh said.
During investigation, it was
found that three cases of robberies are registered against the
accused Puneet at various police
stations in the city.
“Both Puneet and Deepak
Kumar, who were declared proclaimed offenders in a robbery
case, formed a gang and were
active in the city for past three
months. The accused also confessed of committing as many as
18 untraced robberies,” police
said.
A case under Section 302
(murder) of the Indian Penal
Code was registered against the
accused.

U P S C E X A M I N AT I O N R E S U LT

Thapar varsity
alumnus Harpreet
secures AIR 19
Amarpal Singh

SANGRUR : Punjab Pradesh Con-

n

Man arrested for
throwing acid on
friend’s wife

n

amarpal.singh@htlive.com

LUDHIANA: Harpreet Singh, an

alumnus of Thapar University,
Patiala, has secured the All-India
Rank (AIR) 19 in the 2018 civil services exam conducted by the
Union Public Service Commission (UPSC). This was the fifth
and the last attempt for the
27-year-old hailing from Doraha,
around 22km from Ludhiana.
“I had already given the exam
four times. But I did not lose hope
for a better rank. This was my last
attempt, and I put in all my
energy and efforts to achieve this
rank,” said Harpreet, son of businessman Malwinder Singh and
primary school teacher Gurpreet
Kaur.
“In my first attempt, I cleared
the preliminary examination, but
failed to clear the main exam.
Then in the next two attempts, I
reached the interview stage, but
could not secure sufficient points.
I tried for the fourth time and
achieved the 454 rank, but I was
not satisfied with it, and therefore
went for my last attempt,” he

n

Harpreet Singh, who hails from
Doraha, around 22km from
Ludhiana, cleared the exam in
fifth attempt.

said, adding, “It is true that the
fruit of hard work is the sweetest.” After securing 454 rank last
year, Harpreet went on to become
an Indian Trade Service officer,
serving as an assistant director
general of foreign trade, under
the department of director general of foreign trade. Having completed his bachelors in electronics and communication engineering from Thapar University,
Patiala, Harpreet started working with IBM, Gurgaon, in 2014.
He decided to go for civil services
exams while working at IBM.

RAJPURA
GIRL GETS
84TH RANK
PATIALA : Sanya Chhabra
from Rajpura has
secured 84th rank in the
UPSC examination, the
results of which were
declared on Friday.
Sanya, a former student of MCM DAV College, Chandigarh, and
department of English
and cultural studies,
Panjab University,
cracked the examination in her first attempt.
“I had not thought of
clearing the examination in the first attempt,
but self-confidence
helped pave my way to
success,” she said.
“If there is no self-belief, one cannot prepare
for the exam. Besides it,
I believed in group studies’ methodology,”
Sanya said. Sanya had
moved to Chandigarh
after completing Class
10 and was taking coaching at a private institute.
Her father Parveen
Chhabra is former president of Rajpura municipal council, while her
mother Deepti Chhabra
is a home-maker. HTC
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PAU govt school becomes state’s
first to have mini golf surface
GET GOLF READY Project launched after district was chosen to partly host national school games

›

Amarpal Singh
n

Having our own
miniature golf surface
will help students of the
government school to
learn more about the game
and will also give them an
opportunity to excel in it.

amarpal.singh@htlive.co

LUDHIANA : Government Smart

Senior Secondary School, Punjab Agricultural University
(PAU), here has become the first
government school of the state to
get a surface for mini golf on the
school campus.
District education department is constructing a concrete
surface with 18 holes at the
school playing ground. The
project came after the district
was chosen to host three games
namely hockey, sqay martial
arts and mini golf, of the 64th
National School Championship
to be held from April 7 to 12 this
year. The rest of the games will
be held in Amritsar.
Moreover, it is the first time
when the school education
department of the state is organising mini golf matches at the
national level. Rupinder Ravi,
state organiser, state education
department, said the surface for
mini golf will be ready by Saturday. “We checked the mini golf
surfaces at some private school
in the city before finalising the
design. There are surfaces with

RUPINDER RAVI, state organiser,
state education department

n

Work in progress on the mini golf surface at Government Smart Senior Secondary School, PAU, in
GURPREET SINGH/HT
Ludhiana on Friday.

18 holes and every surface has a
different hurdle such as bumpers, curves, tunnels, tubes and
ramps. Having our own miniature golf surface will help students of the government school

learn more about the game and
will also give them an opportunity to excel in it,” said Ravi.
As many as 11 teams of boys
and 10 teams of girls from across
the country will take part in the

mini golf game. Apart from this,
28 teams of boys and girls will be
participating in hockey while 11
teams in sqay martial arts. The
hockey matches of the under-19
category of boys/girls will be

Ludhiana to host national football c’ship
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: Punjab Football Association will host the 73rd edition
of the national football championship for the Santosh Trophy in
the Guru Nanak Stadium here
after three years. As many as 10
teams who qualified the zonal
competition from across the
country will take part in the tournament being held from April 8 to
21 this year.
Pradeep Kumar Agrawal, deputy commissioner, will be the
chief guest and Priya Thapar,
director of strategic business
development, JCT Limited, will
be the special guest at the event.
Former international footballer Harjinder Singh, secretary,
Punjab Football Association, said
the opening ceremony of the 73rd
edition of the championship will
be held on Monday from 3.50pm
onwards. “The first match will be

n

Members of the Punjab Football Association during a press
GURMINDER SINGH/HT
conference in Ludhiana on Friday.

played between Delhi and
Meghalaya who are in Group A,”
he said while addressing the
media on Friday.
Singh said it is the fourth time
when the championship is being
hosted in Punjab as earlier it was
hosted here in the years 1970, 1974
and 2015. “This time we are organising the championship in asso-

ciation with JCT Limited,” he
added. “To encourage budding
football players and to give them
exposure, it has been decided that
there will be at least five players
ranging from 19 to 21 years in age
in every squad and at least three
such players will be mandatory
in the playing 11,” said the Punjab
Football Association secretary.

Additional assignments for teachers
hit PSEB Class 12 evaluation process

Sharing details about the
league, Singh said, “There are
five zones which are north ,
south, east, west and north-east,
from where two teams qualified
for the national championship.
The two teams are further
divided into groups A and B.”
“In total, 20 matches will be
played, two in a day, at around
8.30am and 4pm,” he said. He
added that the league matches
will be played from April 8 to 17
followed by semi-finals on April
19 and finals on April 21.
Ranbir Singh, secretary, district football association, said
Punjab and Delhi from the north
zone had qualified the zonal
championship held at Katra from
February 11 to 16, this year.
The Punjab team comprises of
players from Punjab police, central reserve police force (CRPF),
Doaba Sporting Club, JCT football academy, border security
forces and rail coach factory.

n

deepa.sharma@htlive.com

LUDHIANA :Punjab School Educa-

tion Board’s (PSEB) evaluation
process for the 2019 Class 12
examinations has taken a hit with
teachers at the Punjab Agricultural University (PAU) evaluation centre being assigned other
duties. Handed additional work,
the teachers have failed to check
6,000 answer sheets of two subjects — environmental science
and physical education.
The centre at Government
Smart Senior Secondary School,
PAU, had received 37 bundles —
22 of environmental science and
15 of physical education — on
March 27 and March 28, respectively. Teachers were assigned
200 answer sheets each that they

had to evaluate in eight
days. However, they have missed
the deadline. While the environmental science exam was held on
March 16, the physical education
exam was conducted on March 18
SCIENCE TEACHERS
TAKING PRACTICALS
Teachers attributed the delay to
majority of science teachers
being deputed to conduct practical science exams of Class 12 students, starting Friday. Hence,
they have failed to check the environmental science answer
sheets.Likewise, physical education teachers have been sent to
conduct the national-level school
games, which will start in Ludhiana on April 7.
In all, the centre received 153
bundles for various subjects. But

63 are pending, even as the board
plans to declare the Class 12
results in the first week of May.
According to rules, teachers
get eight days to evaluate the
answer sheets and upload the
students’ marks on the PSEB
web portal. Then another set of
teachers re-checks the answer
sheets, and uploads the marks
online. To complete the evaluation process, a total of 10 days are
given.
A government school teacher,
wishing not to be named, said, “I
was earlier deputed on examination duty as a superintendent.
After the exams got over, I came
here to check the answer sheets
at the PAU centre. But now, I
have been asked to take the practical exams, while I still need to
check 140 answer sheets.”

SPECIAL CHANCE
FOR IKGPTU
STUDENTS TO
IMPROVE MARKS

LUDHIANA : IK Gujral Punjab

Technical University (IKGPTU),
Jalandhar, is giving a special
opportunity to its pass-out students to improve their marks.
The students can choose to
appear in one or more subjects
(maximum 10 subjects) of external theory paper to improve
their scores.
The examination form can be
filled up to April 16 for the exams
in May 2019. A fee of ₹5,000 per
subject will have to be paid to the
university by bank draft only,
which should be drawn in favour
of registrar, IKGPTU, payable at
Jalandhar. The examination
form needs to submitted through
the principal or director of the
college last attended.
HTC

Dr DS Malik, head of department, livestock production management, GADVASU, says water-splashing,
HT FILE PHOTO
showering, sprinkling and fogging of water on animals is a must in scorching weather.

H E AT S T R E S S

Vet experts share tips on
protecting dairy animals
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

DAIRY FARMERS TAKE NOTE

LUDHIANA: As rise in temperature

n Proper shelter and housing

causes stress in dairy animals
affecting the milk production,
Dr DS Malik, head of department, livestock production
management, Guru Angad Dev
Veterinary and Animal Sciences University (GADVASU),
issued an advisory for dairy
farmers here on Friday.
Malik said that proper shelter
and housing management,
water application, changes in
feeding regime and preventive
health management are some of
the techniques to minimise the
effect of thermal stress.

management, water application, changes in feeding
regime and preventive health
management help minimise
the effect of thermal stress
n Farmers must provide ventilated sheds with proper
standing and resting spaces

PROVIDE WELLVENTILATED SHEDS
“Due to high temperature, the
feed intake by animals dips
which further affects the milk
production. Farmers must provide well -ventilated sheds with
proper standing and resting
spaces to dairy animals.
Open ends of the sheds should
be covered with thatched bamboos / jute / hessian curtains.
Sheet roofs can also be covered
with thatches or the top of the
roofs can be painted with white
and the surface below can be
painted with a dark colour,” he
said.
“Water-splashing, showering, sprinkling and fogging of
water on animals is a must.
When the temperature is at its

peak, water should be splashed
on animals around four times
between 11am and 4pm. These
methods are more effective on
buffaloes as they have only onesixth of the sweat glands in comparison to cattle,” he said.
Animals should be wallowed
in clean water ponds during
extremely hot weather, between
11am to 4pm.
Wallowing arrangement
should be made on the farm
itself as making them walk to
and from the pond in the sun
will negate the beneficial effect
of wallowing. On large-sized
commercial dairy farms, various cooling devices like fans,
wet curtains or panels, air coolers or conditioners can be used
during extremely hot weather.
Provision of cool portable
drinking water in earthen pitchers also helps in reducing the
heat load.
Dr RS Grewal, professor,
department of animal nutrition,

to dairy animals
n Animals should be wallowed

in clean ponds during between 11am and 4pm
n Grazing of animals from 10am
to 5pm should be avoided
n Proper de-worming and
vaccination schedule must be
followed.

advised that concentrated mixture containing more than 18%
digestible protein and 70%
energy contents along with palatable, digestible and laxative
fodders should be offered to the
animals. Also, proportion of
green fodder should be
increased.
INCREASE DOSE OF
MINERALS, VITAMINS
“Avoid grazing of animals from
10am to 5pm. Soaking the concentrate in equal amount of
water for 20 to 30 minutes will
increase nutrient utilisation,”
he said while adding that dietary mineral and vitamin supplements should be increased
during summers.
Dr LD Singla, head of department, veterinary parasitology,
GADVASU,
said proper
de-worming and vaccination
schedule must be followed for
maintaining good health of the
animal.

With AIR 195, Mohali’s Maninder is tricity topper
HT Correspondent
n

Deepa Sharma Sood

played at PAU Hockey Astroturf,
PAU ground, Guru Nanak Public
School in Sarabha Nagar and
Government College for Boys.
The matches of sqay martial arts
for the under-17 category of
boys/girls and mini golf for the
under-14, 17, 19 category of boys/
girls will be held at Government
Smart Senior Secondary School,
PAU.
On Friday, a team of the district education department welcomed different state teams at
the city railway station. The
team players will be accommodated in different government
schools of the city.

n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

journey. Maninder scored 86%
marks in Class 12 from Shishu
Niketan, Sector 22, Chandigarh.

CHANDIGARH:Maninder Singh, 26,

a resident of Sector 71, Mohali,
cleared the civil services examination conducted by the Union
Public Service Commission
(UPSC) with All-India Rank
(AIR) 195 on Friday, emerging as
the topper from tricity region.
Son of Jaspal Singh, a sub-divisional officer in the Punjab irrigation department and Surenderpal Kaur, a homemaker, Maninder, an IIT-Jodhpur mechanical
graduate, cleared the nationallevel competitive examination in
his fourth attempt.
“I was called for an interview
twice, and it was heartbreaking
not to clear it either time,” said
Maninder, saying that his perseverance and his parents’ constant support got him through the

PEC ALUMNA, EPFO
OFFICER EXCEL TOO
Panchkula resident Payal Kabir,
26, an electronics graduate from
the Punjab Engineering College,
Chandigarh, cleared the exam
with AIR 661.
Daughter of a journalist father
and teacher mother, Payal, who
did her Class 12 from GMSSSManimajra, does not own a
smartphone in order to focus on
what is important in life.
Meanwhile, Arshdeep Singh
Panwar, an Employees’ Provident Fund Organisation (EPFO)
accounts officer, secured AIR 580
in the exam. Hailing from Mohali,
Panwar is an alumnus of St Xavier’s Senior Secondary School,
Sector 44, Chandigarh.

n

Maninder Singh (centre) celebrating with his parents after clearing the UPSC civil services exam, at their
RAVI KUMAR/HT
house in Sector 71, Mohali, on Friday.

Punjab Lalit Kala Akademi honours 11 artists and a critic Depressed due to
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@Hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : Artists, young and

old, as well as art critics were
felicitated at the first Sanmaan
Samaroh organised by Punjab
Lalit Kala Akademi and Punjab
Kala Parishad at Punjab Kala
Bhawan on Friday.
In all, 12 people, two of whom
work in collaboration, were
awarded. While some are born
here, others have chosen Punjab
as their home.
The awardees are artists Baldev Gambhir, Basudeb Biswas,
Jaspal S, Madan Lal, Late Malkit
Singh, Prabhinder Lall, Sidharth,
Satwant Singh, Surjit Kaur and
Jiten Thukral and Sumir Tagra
in collaboration besides art critic
Nirupama Dutt.
Artist Atul Dodiya, professor
BN Goswamy and Punjab Lalit
Kala Akademi president Diwan
Manna handed over the awards.
Baldev Gambhir from Amritsar was born in West Pakistan. He
has worked in different mediums
and has been a panellist at 28 universities across the country.
Basudeb Biswas, a sculptor,
was born in Bangladesh and after

n

From left: Basudeb Biswas, Madan Lal, Baldev Gambhir, Surjit Kaur, professor BN Goswamy, chief guest Atul Dodiya, Punjab Lalit Kala
Akademi president Diwan Manna, art critic Nirupama Dutt, Satwant Singh, Prabhinder Lall, Jaspal S and Sumir Tagra during the Sanmaan
Samaroh at Punjab Kala Bhawan on Friday.
KARUN SHARMA/HT

studying at Shantiniketan in
West Bengal he relocated to
Jalandhar. In sculpting, he is
known for experimenting with

different mediums, including
scrap wood.
Son of a World War-2 veteran,
Jaspal S from Hoshiarpur has

exhibited his photography works
across the country. Meanwhile,
inspired by the Ajanta and Ellora
caves, Madan Lal of Ferozepur

has held 35 national exhibitions.
Experiencing partition closely,
Late Malkit Singh from Moga had
its reflections in his works.

Barred from pursuing art as a
profession, Nirupama Dutt went
on to make a career for herself
surrounded by art and culture.
An acclaimed art critic, Dutt has
several books and translations to
her credit.
Sidharth, a filmmaker and an
artist from Raikot, is influenced
by Buddhism. He started off with
painting signboards in school but
is now the maker of 15 films on
ancient architecture of temples in
India. Satwant Singh from
Shimla and settled in Chandigarh
is a painter, sculptor, cartoonist,
poet and muralist. Inspired from
deodars, he has a wide variety of
works on politics and society.
An inspiration for women in
art, Surjit Kaur broke stereotypes of the time and pursued
career in art. She did her PhD on
Sobha Singh and was honoured
by the Punjab governor for her
works.Thukral and Tagra belong
to the new generation of visual
artists and are setting an example
by experimenting with new mediums and forms of exhibitions.
Prabhinder Lall from Nawanshahr has participated in state,
regional, national and international events.

unemployment,
youth ends life

LUDHIANA : Depressed due to
unemployment, a 22-year-old
man allegedly hanged himself at
his house in Ansal Enclave,
Bhamiyan Road, on Thursday
night.
The deceased was identified as
Mayank, who had completed a
diploma in pharmacy around six
months ago. Assistant sub-inspector (ASI) Harpal Singh of
Jamalpur police, who is investigating the case, said according to
the deceased’s family members,
Mayank could not find a suitable
job despite having a diploma,
which pushed him into depression.He was also suffering from
kidney stones, and complained of
unbearable pain on Thursday.
Later at night, he was alone at
home, while his father was at
work and mother had gone to a
nearby shrine, when he hanged
himself from the ceiling fan.
The ASI said when his mother

DESPITE HAVING A
DIPLOMA IN PHARMACY,
MAYANK HAD FAILED TO
FIND A JOB; HE ALSO
HAD KIDNEY STONES
AND COMPLAINED OF
UNBEARABLE PAIN
ON THURSDAY NIGHT
returned home, she found
Mayank’s room bolted from the
inside. After persistent knocking,
when he did not respond to her
calls, she summoned the neighbours, who broke open the door,
and found Mayank hanging from
the fan.
No suicide note was recovered
from the room, the ASI said, adding that the police had initiated
inquest proceedings under Section 174 of the CrPC.
HTC
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GRANDPA BIG B
LOVES IT WHEN
AARADHYA
DESTROYS HIS
WORKING DESK
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THOUGHT
I’D NEVER
MAKEIT:
KARTIK

In the initial years, Kartik Aaryan was
second-guessing his career choice

Kriti Sanon
was last
seen in
Luka Chuppi
PHOTO: SARANG
GUPTA/HT

Juhi Chakraborty
he is making the right
noises in her career and
is happy to share details
about the same. But
Kriti Sanon prefers to remain
tight-lipped on her personal
life. All the actor reveals is
that she is not currently in a
relationship, but clarifies she
is not averse to love.
“I am happily single. But
I’m open to the possibility of
love. Having said that, it’s not
like I’m looking for love. I’m
looking for that organic
romantic connection, so, let’s
see. I’m okay with my current
status. There’s absolutely no
pressure to find someone,”
says Kriti.

S

Actor Kriti Sanon does not
feel any pressure to find a
‘special someone’ in her life
The actor asserts she
doesn’t like to share her
personal life with everyone.
“It’s the part of my life where
I’m just Kriti and not the actor.
I like sharing that part only
with people who are really
close to me,” she adds.
On the work front, Kriti is
basking in the success of her
last film Luka Chuppi and has
three more films lined up for
release — Arjun Patiala,
Housefull 4 and Panipat. She
played a goody two-shoes in
Heropanti (2014) and Dilwale
(2015) and a brat in Bareilly Ki
Barfi (2017). But there is
something she desperately
wants someone to offer her. “I
would love to play an angsty
character which is slightly

complicated and grey, not me
at all. That will be interesting
for me as an actor. But I am yet
to find that kind of an
opportunity,” she says.
There has been a lot of
speculation about her sister,
Nupur Sanon’s Bollywood
debut. Admitting her sister is
“very inclined” to a career in
films, Kriti says there is
nothing substantial as of now.
“As her sister, the only
thing I tell Nupur is that she
needs to wait for the right
project. Since I waited for
Heropanti, my career graph is
what it is,” she says, adding,
“Being patient and being
hungry at the same time is
important.”
n

Sneha Mahadevan

Kirti Kulhari: I’m sure I’d be
mobbed one day

A

Amitabh Bachchan
PHOTO: SATISH BATE/HT

egastar Amitabh
Bachchan says his
granddaughter
Aaradhya likes to come and
destroy his working desk, and
that brings immense joy to
him.
“Aaradhya will come and
destroy my working desk, as
she wants to use this pen and
wants to write things and
wants to play with the laptop.
It brings immense joy and is a
beautiful experience,” he
added. Asked whether
anything changed after
Aishwarya joined the family,
Big B said: “Nothing has
changed for us, it was like one
daughter left and another one
came in.”

M

IANS

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

STOP PRESS

Henna Rakheja
o you know my name?
Selfie chahiye toh mera
naam batana padega!”
actor Kirti Kulhari tells a
young boy who requests for a
selfie with the actor, when she
was at the India Gate and the
National War Memorial on a
recent trip to Delhi. “Ma’am
aap Uri (Uri: The Surgical
Strike) mein they na?” smiles
the boy, and Kirti obliges, even
as the boy struggles with her
name. Some more youngsters
approach her with the same
request, some know her name,
some don’t.
Asked if she’s happy that
she doesn’t get mobbed yet, the
actor quips, “I’m sure there’ll
be a day when I would be. For
now, I really love the fact that I
can move around without
being mobbed. I love that I can
take a rickshaw in Mumbai,
roam around in other places
and be a nobody till I will be a
somebody, and all this will
probably be impossible.”
The actor says she is happy
savouring how her stardom is

ctor Kartik Aaryan has
had a dream run at the
box office. Life has
surely changed for the
better for him from when he
first appeared on the big
screen in Pyaar Ka
Punchnama in 2011.
For starters, he is quite a
star now who commands a
huge fan following. And, he
has some big-ticket projects
under his belt. The
expectations are certainly
higher, but the pressure
hasn’t got to him.
“All this (adulation and
appreciation) is only making
me work more on myself.
Even in terms of my craft,
now I am cautious about the
roles I am picking. But, I am
in a happy space. There is no
negative pressure,” says the

D

Luka Chuppi actor adding
that this attitude towards life
comes naturally to him.
He says, “I’ve always been
like that. I am never sad and
you will always see me
smiling, irrespective of how
my films do. I was happy
when I was living with 12
people in a single house, and I
am happy when I am living
alone. My state of mind hasn’t
changed and I will continue to
be happy.”
Although there is just one
thing he aspires to be — a
“bankable actor”. “I don’t
want to take the box office
pressure of a film doing ₹100
crores. I want my producers
to recover their money and
that’s all. People are
investing so much money on
me, it makes me feel
important. I have to just be a
bankable actor. That’s the

only pressure I take,” he says.
Pressure might not affect
Kartik, but how is he coping
with all the attention,
especially from female fans,
that has come with this
new-found overnight
stardom? “This stardom that
everyone keeps saying
happened overnight, took
seven years,” he says, “In
these last six years, I was
working but nobody noticed
me. After Sonu Ke Titu Ki
Sweety (2018) released, all
eyes were on me. So, many
people still think that Sonu...
is my debut film; they don’t
even know that I am the same
guy from Punchnama. And I
get amazed with their
reaction... It has taken a lot of
time for me to get to where I
am today.”
He is happy and content,
but there was a time when he

doubted his career choice. “I
have seen success and
failures. I have had days and
weeks when I have had
doubts about me never being
able to make it. And all this
was happening even when
my films worked. So, I am
flattered with all the
reactions and all the
attention, but I am also
conscious and aware that this
will all last until the next
Friday, when I have a release.
If my next film doesn’t work,
all this adulation will
disappear. So, I am very
realistic about that. I know
this is something I really
want and will keep working
hard for, but it’s short-lived,”
says Kartik, who hopes to
take up more projects
and “reduce the gap between
two projects”.
n

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com

‘People warned me Bollywood is like a big pond’
Rishabh Suri
cting has always been her
long-term goal but getting
the first break was not
easy for Asha Bhat. The actor
recently made her debut
opposite Vidyut Jammwal in
Junglee. “I started auditioning
in 2016, with queues of at least
50 people at a time. When I
started, many people told me
‘it will be a struggle, it’s like a
big pond’ and all of that. For
me in particular, I have had a

A

strong background,” she says.
Talking about her journey,
Asha says, “My mom would
tell me ‘even if you just have to
clean the floor, do it in such a
way that nobody can do it
better than you’. It was the
same when it came to
auditioning. I would go out
every day, but my struggling
days were my strength. It feels
good to perform in front of 15
people, (that’s how you mature
to) then 50 people, and so on.”
And being launched by

Chuck Russell was the most
exciting aspect for Asha. “I
have watched his movies like
The Mask (1994). I was first
told I am auditioning for either
of two roles, and wasn’t given
any brief. Then after that, I got
to know it’s Chuck’s film. The
process went on for two
months, until I was finally
called for a cold reading by
Chuck, and then a look test
with Vidyut. Fifteen days after
this was when I got a call
saying I had been finalised.”

AKSHAY KUMAR,
KIARA ADVANI IN
KANCHANA REMAKE

building up. “I really want to
enjoy every bit of it. For me,
Kirti the person is very
important. So, no matter what
I do, I want to stay grounded.”
She explains, “When you
are onto something, you want
success in the biggest way, and

as soon as possible. But, I must
say that something inside me
also has kind of postponed it
because I believe that things
happen for you when you are
ready... Yeh sab kuch ekdum
se aata toh mai shayad handle
nahi kar pati.”

NOTE TO READERS: Some of the coverage that appears on our pages is paid for by the concerned brands. No
sponsored content does or shall appear in any part of HT without it being declared as such to our valued readers.

Actors Akshay Kumar and
Kiara Advani, who will be
seen in the film Good News,
will come together again
for the Hindi remake of the
hit Tamil horror comedy
Kaanchana (2011), titled
Laxmi. A source told Mid
Day, “Akshay plays the
protagonist who gets
possessed by the spirit of a
transgender, Kiara will
portray the superstar’s
girlfriend in the movie.” The
film reportedly goes on
floor later this month.
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TAROT
POWER

This proves to be a therapeutic time as there is rest
from sorrow at home, peace after war at work, and
relaxation after anxiety! You are no longer caught in
mental chaos regarding professional matters and
choices but find clarity and direction. You establish
intellectual authority in a professional meeting or
business convention. You participate in the making of
policy or dogma in your field of activity with your vast
experience, wisdom and expertise. Positive changes
are on the cards after a period of struggle and conflict.
You accept loving relationships and supportive people
with love and compassion after a long struggle within.
Lucky number: 4 Good colours: Forest greens

LEO

It is best to remain centered and witnessing rather
than participating in conflicts. Allow your strong spirit
to guide you in the right direction. You need to go
beyond limitations and blocks to complete projects
and fulfil promises. There is harmony of rule and
justice as you use your authority effectively. You have
support, cooperation and synergy in the work place.
There is likely to be a change in office management at
this point. You impress people with your personality,
talent and charisma and invite opportunities. End of
the week sees a deep bond developing between you
and your partner.
Lucky number: 2 Good colour: Deep maroon

VIRGO

You are blessed with gain in material aspects this
week! The body, mind and spirit are in harmony and
you experience a feeling of contentment. Power and
wealth are yours after a period of labour and strife.
Success in business and love in personal relationships
transforms your life. Creative and professional plans
are set to actualise in one year and it is important to
work towards them persistently. Your plans are now
synchronised with divine plans and they have a
magical quality of perfection and completion. You
touch higher levels of consciousness and experience
inner peace.
Lucky number: 1 Good colour: Emerald green

LIBRA

You are likely to fall in love with a new person or
an idea this week! Things happen quickly and you
need to make snap decisions or you are liable to
miss a personal or professional opportunity for
growth and expansion. This is a time of movement
and change, be it inner or outer or both. It’s best to
embrace the new in any aspect as the travelling
onwards promises to be easy and also brings a sense
of adventure. This attitude of openness and
acceptance invites new friends and experiences in
your life. A Sagittarian person stands by you through
good and bad times.
Lucky number: 8 Good colours: Reds

SCORPIO

ARIES

(MAR 21 - APR 20)

APRIL 7 - 13, 2019

Lady Gaga

TAURUS

(APR 21 - MAY 21)

BY MA PREM
RITAMBHARA
SPIRITUAL MESSAGE
To be and to be creative are
synonymous. It is
impossible to be and not be
creative. The consideration
should be that you are
enjoying whatsoever you
are doing. It is your love
affair. If your act is your love
affair, then it becomes
creative. Small things
become great by the touch
of love and delight, says
Osho, the Zen master.
Ma Prem Ritambhara has
been reading Tarot cards
professionally in Mumbai,
Pune, Zurich and New Delhi
for the last fifteen years and
continues to do so from her
studio at home in New
Delhi. Her clientele is from
all over the world from all
walks of life and she reads
cards, predicts, counsels and
heals professionals, business
people, men, women,
children, students and
couples. She conducts
individual, as well as group
readings. Contact her at
ritambhara7@gmail.com

Sam Smith

GEMINI

(MAY 22 - JUN 21)

Kanye West

CANCER

(JUN 22 - JUL 22)

Perrie Edwards

HINDUSTA N TIMES, CHANDIGARH
SUNDAY, A PRIL 07, 2019

(JUL 23 - AUG 23)

Jennifer Lopez

(AUG 24 - SEP 23)

Beyonce

(SEP 24 - OCT 23)

Eminem

(OCT 24 - NOV 22)

Katy Perry

An empty canvas eagerly awaits your first brush
stroke which reveals the mood and colour of your new
painting or professional project this week. New
beginnings take the shape and plan you assign to
them, so you need to allow creativity to happen
spontaneously. Personal relationships are rejuvenated
with new feelings, sensitivity, awareness and joy. The
past gets wiped out by itself, without any effort or
regret, once you make a new beginning in any aspect.
Break through old patterns that the mind is caught up
in and take a fresh and unprejudiced look at personal
and professional issues!
Lucky number: 8 Good colour: White

SAGITTARIUS

Great care in some things is counterbalanced by equal
disorder in others this week. You tend to think
negatively and torture yourself by imagining the
worst about too many things. Of course nothing
disastrous is about to happen, so relax. This negative
attitude leads to stress anxiety and ill health rather
than give you direction. Calm down, take one step at a
time and think positively! Beware of wasting energy
in details causing neglect of important professional
aspects. Lack of persistence and interest at work leads
to disruption and disarray! Learn a lesson from past
mistakes and get on with your life.
Lucky number: 8 Good colour: White

CAPRICORN

Your heart is blessed with intense joy and happiness in
personal relationships as promises are fulfilled and
commitments are honoured this week. There is
harmony at home and synergy at work, which enables
you to achieve professional goals and take care of
family responsibilities. You share hospitality, warmth
and a happy time with family and friends. You feel
relaxed and self-contained during social activities and
are more loving and caring about yourself and others.
A balanced perspective at work and a loving response
in personal relationships brings harmony all around.
Beware of over indulgence in food, drink or emotion.
Lucky number: 2 Good colour: Lilac

AQUARIUS

You attract progressive opportunities this week as you
make an impact in professional aspects and are seen,
noted and heard. You are the important figure at
work: People ask you for advice, support and vie for
your company. Beware of depleting your energy
because others can be too demanding. You are strong
and energetic and get a lot accomplished at work and
at home. You are able to redecorate home and office
spaces to facilitate creativity and output. All your
activity around the home helps streamline systems
and chores. Professional projects require your
participation as they near completion.
Lucky number: 17 Good colour: Emerald green

PISCES

WHENYOURSIGNIFICANT
OTHER ISCLINGY
ust because you are in a
relationship, it doesn’t
mean that you don’t need
some time of your own. And,
dealing with a clingy partner
can often feel like walking on
eggshells because you don’t
know how to tell them that
‘you need a bit of space’,
without offending or
pushing them away. So,
if you are in a relationship
with a clingy partner then
read on as we tell you what to
do when you feel your
relationship needs a bit of
breathing space.

J

DOING THINGS
ON YOUR OWN
One of the reasons your
partner can be clingy is

MOVIES ON TV
HBO
1150 Baywatch
1342 The Italian Job
1539 American
Sniper
1753 Transformers: The Last
Knight
2045 The Karate Kid
SONY PIX
1100 Despicable
Me 3
1558 The Mummy
1820 Journey To
The Center Of
The Earth
2023 Mad Max:
Fury Road
STAR MOVIES
1210 Cindrella
1416 Big Hero 6
1613 Coco

APART FROM GIVING
SPACE TO EACH
OTHER AND DOING
THINGS BY YOURSELF,
YOU OUGHT TO SET A
FEW BOUNDARIES
because they might not
know how to be alone. To
deal with this, you can
encourage your partner to
pursue an interest that
they like. This can help
them learn to be alone. Your
partner needs to
learn to enjoy their own
company and this is
one way to do it.

1824 The Incredibles
2050 Predator
WB
1207 The Spiderwick
Chronicles
1344 Killer Elite
1537 Chips
1710 Same Kind of
Different
As Me
1911 Cop Out
2100 Heart of
Dragon
& PICTURES
1113 Saheb Biwi Aur
Gangster 3
1406 Fukrey
Returns
1705 PadMan
2000 Robot
2316 Ghost Rider: Spirit of
Vengeance
STAR GOLD
0915 Judwaa 2
1225 Ant-Man
191S uper Funday
1950 IPL 2019
2345 Ant-Man
ZEE CINEMA
1021 Spyder
1307 Hum Aapke Hain
Koun…!
1726 Time
Story
2030 Dangal
2353 Shiva The
Super Hero

Apart from giving space to
each other and doing things by
yourself, you ought to set a few
boundaries, as well. For

example, if you are spending
time with your friends then
your partner should avoid
constantly texting you and
asking about your
whereabouts. Setting certain

abhinav.verma@htlive.com

Short-term gains may not last long

umans are generally
satisfied and happy when
they get what they desire.
They become perplexed when
something or a series of
things do not happen the way
they want. To achieve that
‘something’ we resort to
various ways — legitimate or
otherwise and also indulge in
certain rituals. In all this we
forget that the energy we have
now created to alter that
‘other thing’ for ‘something’
else may have unpleasant
repercussions which come
along as part of a package. I
have come across many who
for some small gains chose a
path full of thorns, which led
to unimaginable damage. A
brilliant, well-organised
young man did exceedingly
well in his pursuits to prove
himself better than others,
but in the quest to rule the
roost he started becoming
oversmart and thus offended
his bosses. As fate would have
it, this brilliant chap, who had
the acumen to surpass
everyone, lost his job when he
was expecting a raise. The
tragic tale was yet to end as
he could not find a better job
because of negative
recommendations. Six
months later, he had to settle
for an inferior job in a small
company.

Zayn Malik

(JAN 21 - FEB 19)

Justin Timberlake

You have the clear perception of professional ideas
that liberate the mind from any tension or restriction.
You are graceful in social and business associations,
intensely perceptive in professional matters, and a
keen observer of human nature. You are subtle and
interpret nuances accurately. Being an intense
individualist, confident and just, you demand and
command respect from people at home and at work.
Try to be clear but not ruthless or you are not received
well by people around you. Don’t be afraid of dark
skies or confusion in personal relationships as they can
be cleared up with love and understanding.
Lucky number: 9 Good colours: Creamy whites

There is love in personal relationships, success at
work and gain in financial investments. Family and
friends are close and there are fun times to look
forward to. You are lucky – what you put energy into
works out well. An ongoing conflict is resolved as you
take a clear stand on priorities. From being a worker
and taking directions you become a consultant or
advisor and share your wisdom and expertise with
others. Health problems should not be neglected. You
are able to spend quality time in hobbies. A shopping
spree could burn a hole in your pocket. A short trip is
on the cards.
Lucky number: 6 Good colour: Purple

Choices and decisions are on the cards this week! A
business venture can be gainful if you are willing to
lend it some energy. You are involved in multifarious
activities and need to avoid mental stress. Beware of
superficiality in social connections, as you are much in
demand with friends and family. This week you are
likely to examine relationships and analyse priorities
in an effort to make decisions and commitments.
Some connections and relationships are likely to come
closer while others are bound to fall apart. Don’t
forget to list your priorities when life gets busy and
hectic. Meditate to maintain balance of energies.
Lucky number: 6 Good colours: Rainbow pastels

(FEB 20 - MAR 20)

Rihanna

Can be contacted at: Delhi: 91-11-26449898, 26489899 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832,
2572874 (Tues to Thurs); Mumbai: 91-22-26398641 (Last week of every month)

boundaries helps your partner
deal with their insecurities.
(With inputs from Dr Anil
Sethi, psychologist and
relationship counsellor)
n

(DEC 24 - JAN 20)

Dr Prem Kr. Sharma, Astrologer & vaastu expert

One of the reasons for
your partner’s clinginess
could be insecurity.
They simply get insecure
seeing you in someone
else’s company or are
uncomfortable doing things
alone. You need to tactfully
have a conversation with your
partner and explain to them
that it’s okay for you and them
to need a bit
of space in the relationship. By
being clingy, a relationship
often
burns out.

A FEW RULES

Taylor Swift

You stand in the middle of a doorway trying to
make a decision this week. It’s best to listen to your
own good wisdom and do what is good for you.
There might be judgmental and critical people
around you who are likely to manipulate you if you
allow them. You are ready to make a final decision
concerning the past and move into the new current
for the future. Personal issues and relationships are at
the brink of an important change, be aware.
Professional opportunities and options are to be
weighed and considered before a clear decision can
be taken.
Lucky number: 20 Good colour: Royal blue

DAILY HOROSCOPE

TIME TO TALK

Abhinav Verma

(NOV 23 - DEC 23)

ARIES

LEO

SAGITTARIUS

You may be pulling in the
wrong direction, so take time
off to get your bearings
rig
ght! Expect some
cchanges on the
professional front,
but they will favour
you. Family will
reciprocate your love
aand care in full
measure. An affair
me
started innocently can get
serious and ask for
commitment.
Lucky Number: 22
Lucky Colour: Indigo

You will get the opportunity
to enjoy yourself in a new
group of friends or
colleagues. Good
ffeedback on the
academic front is
likely to boost your
morale. Financially,
you are likely to
re
emain well off. You
can expect to be the
centre of attraction in a
social gathering. Health
remains moderate.
Lucky Number: 18
Lucky Colour: Coffee

Those thinking of a short
vacation may need to apply
for leave right away. Your
ide
eas and suggestions
on the professional
o
front can come a
cropper. A tense
atmosphere at
home will start
getting lighter now.
g
Love is a game of give
Lov
and take; your romance can
hit a dead end if you only
take.
Lucky Number: 9
Lucky Colour: Yellow

TAURUS

VIRGO

CAPRICORN

There is a chance of meeting
someone you wanted to
meet for a long time. You
may not be satisfied
with what you have
managed to achieve
on the professional
front. Some of you
can resolve to lead a
disciplined life. You
may find spouse extra
affectionate today. Rejoice,
as lover does everything to
make you happy.
Lucky Number: 7
Lucky Colour: Grey

Things go smoothly at work
and help you finish all
pending tasks today. This is
not the day to be vocaal
about your feelings
on the love front.
Students will
manage to keep
academics in their
focus. Your savings
are likely to come in
good use today. A property
may come to you through
inheritance.
Lucky Number: 5
Lucky Colour: Beige

Your well wishers will not
leave any stone unturned in
building your image on the
social front. You will
remain on firm
ground regarding an
awaited result or
verdict, so expect
the outcome to be
favourable. Spouse
will be in a romantic
mood, take the cue if you
want to bring joy back into
your life.
Lucky Number: 3
Colour: Golden Brown

PHOTO: HTCS

H

The negative planets enslaved
all the Raj Yoga and
stupendous Dashas. The
short cuts adopted in a job or
a business, the price one pays
for supporting someone and
the ones acting very clever
are some of the negative
triggers or detonators which
inadvertently activates the
‘badhakas’ or the resistor
of the horoscope. It is worth
mentioning that every
beautiful yoga in a horoscope
has a complementary
negative yoga which has to be
tackled carefully. Similarly for
every negative yoga in a
horoscope, there has to be a
positive yoga. The art is to
assess those and know the
techniques the desired yoga
gets activated without
activating the hind side of it.
Through my writeups in my
blog (www.vinaybajrangi.
com/blog) and other popular

social media sites, I try and
explain the possible solutions
to every problem through a
series of Karma corrections.
To achieve success, it is
essential to make a note of the
dos and don’ts as per the
horoscope. It is not essential
to talk about horoscope only
for preventive measures with
fire fighting like rituals but a
small cure with proper
guidance at the right time can
make a huge difference in our
life.
The author of this article,
Dr Vinay Bajrangi, is a PhD
scholar in astrology.
Connect with him at
www.vinaybajrangi.com or
call at 9278665588 or
9278555588.

Disclaimer: The veracity of
any claims made in the above
article is the sole responsibility
of the concerned entity.

GEMINI

LIBRA

AQUARIUS

You may be helped by
someone close in enhancing
your career. A jump in salary
or an increment cannot
be ruled out for some
b
and will make you
much more
financially secure,
than before. Diet and
exercise will prove an
effective combination in
effe
bringing you back in shape.
You will feel much more
secure with spouse or lover.
Lucky Number: 1
Lucky Colour: Baby Pink

Someone may keep you
waiting today, but the wait
will be worth it! This is not a
go
ood day for those
planning a new
p
venture. Business
persons will be able
to raise the required
capital. Positive steps
to
o strengthen family
ties will be lauded by
those who are close to you.
Lover may not have the time
for love!
Lucky Number: 11
Lucky Colour: Purple

The kind of quality that you
are offering will be hard to
beat by others. An excellent
tim
me on the professional
ffront is foreseen. You
will get the
opportunity to
implement
something you have
been trying for long at
b
work. A new avenue for
wor
earning opens up for some.
Those in love on the sly can
expect a rollicking time.
Lucky Number: 8
Lucky Colour: Violet

CANCER

SCORPIO

PISCES

Becoming a yes-man at work
can have its advantages, so
toe the line of someone
important and prosperr!
Eating healthy food
and maintaining an
active lifestyle may
become an
obsession with you.
You will succeed in
rejuvenating your love
e
life. Some of you can be
entrusted with an important
out of town job.
Lucky Number: 17
Lucky Colour: Light Blue

Your plan will fall into place
and help you establish
yourself much more firmly
at work. People who
matter are likely to
favour you on the
academic front.
Lover will help you
discover the beauty
that lies within you.
You will manage to
continue your workout
schedule and do well on the
fitness front.
Lucky Number: 2
Lucky Colour: Light Grey

There is a need for you to
make the first move, if you
want success assured. You
will prove an asset at
work and may be
entrusted with an
important work.
Some worries may
crop up concerning a
family youngster. A
long drive is likely to
help you get over mental
tiredness. You will be able to
stabilise the financial front.
Lucky Number: 4
Lucky Colour: Lavender
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Adding glitz and glamour ARE YOU DOING YOUR
to the red carpet
PHOTOS: HTCS/PRAMOD THAKUR

BIT TO GIVE BACK?
A CALMER YOU
SONAL KALRA

If before
donating you
think ‘sab fraud
hai’, you need to
think less
few weeks back, a
colleague’s daughter
was diagnosed with a
critical illness. Saving
her life requires several
lakhs, his savings don’t quite
match up. Some of us got
together to raise funds
through social media appeals
for crowd funding.
Several well-meaning
influencers helped us spread
the word, and we managed
to raise a fairly large amount
for her immediate treatment,
in record time. I slept that
night thinking that all’s well
with the world. The feeling
lasted till the following
morning.
To be honest, it wasn’t a
surprise to see requests in
my inbox from others who
needed help to save the lives
of their loved ones. I was
charged up for it, having seen
success just a day before. I
simply went around asking
everyone I knew, to donate for
the next worthy case. And
then it struck.
The cynicism, the
helplessness, the reality. It
was good to indulge in fancy
appeals once. It was a task to
sustain it even once more. It
was a nightmare to even think
of following it thereafter.
Here, the things we say
when someone asks us to
donate money to help. The use
of ‘we’ in the preceding
sentence is deliberate, it
includes me.

A

Disha Sanghvi

eing confident and
comfortable may bring
out the best in anyone,
but a tad bit of makeup can
help you take your glamour
quotient a few notches higher.
This year, HT India’s Most
Stylish Awards teamed up
with European makeup
brand, MyGlamm, to make
the stars look their fabulous
best. The makeup brand also
ran a contest for their
customers on social media,

B

Preet Bhathija and Divya Israni

where the winners got a
chance to walk the most
talked about red carpet in the
tinsel town.
Winner Divya Israni, a
management student and
stylist said, “I still can’t
believe that I am walking this
prestigious red carpet. I just
saw Vicky Kaushal and
Radhika Apte walking next to
me, oh my god!” Preet
Bhathija, a Mumbai-based
marketing executive, and a

winner alongside Israni
added, “It is a dream come
true. Rubbing shoulders with
stars is an out of this world
experience. Thank you
MyGlamm for this
extraordinary experience and
making me live glamorous.”
“MyGlamm is excited to be
the makeup partner and glam
up all these stylish people at
HT India’s Most Stylish
Awards,” said Disha Sanghvi,
director, MyGlamm. She

further added,
“Congratulations to the
MyGlamm customers Divya
and Preet for winning the
contest by unveiling their
‘Glamm Secrets’ and
unlocking their hidden
‘Glamm Quotient’. MyGlamm
was thrilled to have them
experience a glamorous
evening and walk the red
carpet with the biggest
Bollywood stars.”

HTC

After my relationship ended, I couldn’t
work for months at a stretch, says Onir
Sangeeta Yadav
alk of movies he has made
— My Brother Nikhil
(2005), Bas Ek Pal (2006),
I Am (2011) and Chauranga
(2015) — and filmmaker Onir
considers himself blessed
for the way his career has
shaped up, but mention his
personal life and the National
Award filmmaker says he has
been quite unlucky in finding
true love.
He gets even more
disappointed because he has
always been open and honest
about his sexuality.
In a freewheeling chat,
Onir opens up about why he
called off his three-year-old
relationship with his partner
from the film industry who he

T

doesn’t wish to name, and his
experience on dating sites.

You have always been
open about your sexual
orientation. Despite that,
what went wrong?
Relationship is something
that didn’t work out in my
favour, especially being gay.
My last relationship was with
someone who was from the
industry and it went on for
three years. But I realised
that he was not honest and
living double lives, not open
about his identity in public
and was dating girls too, and
leaving them hurt. I found out
that when I used to travel for
film festivals abroad, he’d get
women to my house. I felt
used, manipulated and

Filmmaker
Onir says he
has been quite
unlucky in
finding true
love
PHOTO:
FOTOCORP

cheated.

his girlfriend.

Was it difficult
to move on?
Yes, for five months, I
couldn’t work. The
heartbreak was so troubling
and to divert my mind, I
started learning Hindustani
classical music, playing
guitar and running. I went
on a road trip with a friend
and all that took away the
stress. People say time
heals everything, but I
don’t think I can. I’m happy I
have my work, friends and
family and they are more
precious to me. I’ve created
walls and I’ll always be on
my guard.

Was there ever a
point when you had
to fake your identity?
People would fake identities
but I always believed in
being who I am. Wherever I
am, I always put my real
identity. And at one point, I
felt that I have two different
lives. In the day time, I was
someone who is busy with
work and filmmaking. And by
night, I would have another
identity of someone who is
seeking love.
n

sangeeta.yadav@hindustantimes.com

n I’ve already done my bit for

another cause.
n I don’t make enough to fund

charities, I’m barely
meeting my needs.
n I pray every day for the good

of this world. Prayers work
more magic than anything
materialistic.

TOBEY CAN PLAY
SUPERHERO
AGAIN
is take on Spider-Man was
well-received by fans and
actor Tobey Maguire says
if offered, he may give his nod
to another superhero role in
future. The actor played the
web slinger in three films, and
concluded his run in 2007. The

H

n How do I know if this money

is really even reaching the
needy?
To be honest, all of the
above are valid arguments.
But so is the fact that there
exists an enormous gap in
what we as a society are
giving back, and how much is
needed merely to ensure that
people don’t die when they
don’t have to.
A March 2019 report by
Smarinita Shetty, published
in Bloomberg Quint,
mentions that as of 2017, there
were 101 billionaires in India,
whose wealth in one year
increased by ₹20,91,300 crore
— an amount equal to the
total budget of the central
government in 2017-18.
However, as analysed by the
Hurun Indian Philanthropy
List 2018, only 38 men and one
woman made it to the list of
those who donated ₹10 crores
or more in a year.
Actually, I just spoke about
the rich for effect. It is not the
Azim Premjis and the Mukesh
Ambanis that one needs to
debate over here.
They seem to be doing their
bit to give back, and if they
weren’t, there’s precious little
this rant would achieve to
correct that. In fact, a friend,
who is among the country’s
most well-respected socioeconomic behaviour analysts,
tells me, “The marginalised
lower class in India is doing
way more charity than the
middle and the upper middle
class.”
He adds, “Even if an auto
driver earns 10,000 bucks a
month, he is far more willing
to donate ₹500 than a midlevel corporate guy, who
is making thrice the
amount.”
The more intellectual we
think we become, the more
caught up in mind traps we
get. This is realistic, but
interesting behaviour to
ponder over.
We are okay spending 500
bucks on a pizza evening, but
we are not okay giving that
amount away for a cause
because we have the option of
hiding behind arguments

such as ‘NGOs who ask for
money are mostly frauds’.
Maybe some are, maybe the
others aren’t. But it suits you
and me to have the pizza in
peace, thinking they might
just be.
A report on societal
behaviour by an American
collective states that a
majority of people in the US –
a country that has people
donating twice as much as
individuals in other ‘rich’
nations – still think that
their contribution is too
small to make a difference.
It’s too ambitious then to even
think about India, you say,
right? Wrong.
We, in India, actually have
a very intrinsic, spiritual trait
to give ‘daan’, the Hindi term
for donation. It’s a bit ironical
that a majority of it still goes
in the metal boxes kept in
temples, mosques, churches
or gurdwaras.
Nonetheless, we have the
capacity, the heart, the will,
bigger than any other race, to
help others. Here are a few
simple tips to ensure that you
utilise yours to the max.

first two were critical and
commercial successes. The
third got mixed reviews but did
well at the box office.
“I just don’t really have an ‘I
would or wouldn’t do’ mind-set.
I’ll just do whatever …
whatever it is that comes that I
feel called to, that may or may
not fit in any kind of box,”
Maguire said when asked about
the possibility of getting back in

a superhero suit. Andrew
Garfield took over the role with
The Amazing Spider-Man and
its sequel. Now, Tom Holland
plays Spider-Man.
“What I’ve seen, I’ve
appreciated. I like both of the
actors a ton. I think they’re
both super talented. I would
just say I appreciated them and
I like the actors. I like the
PTI
choices,” he said.

n Don’t overthink. You want

to help someone that your
gut says needs help, go
ahead and do it without
dissecting it too much. You
are doing your bit with the
right intent, and that
matters more than anything
else when it comes to
helping out.
n Don’t overdo it. Not
bragging, but I have already
given out two months-worth

of my home loan EMIs in
spontaneous moments. It’s
all great if you can brave it
out, but if, like me, it’s gonna
give you sleepless nights
later, do not do it. Donate as
per your capability, not as
per your emotions.
n Have faith in the fact that
most people in the business
of helping others are not
doing it, well, as a business.
Too much of questioning has
ruined our trust in the fact
that it is in our basic nature
to give back. Someone may
be doing it by feeding the
pundits, some by feeding
the needy. There’s no
questioning anyone’s intent
or ways. But do decide to
give back a certain amount
of your earnings to any
cause that you feel deserves
it that month. My choice for
this month is Uday
Foundation’s ongoing drive
to give a decent meal to each
of the thousands of homeless
attendants of the patients
that are admitted in New
Delhi’s AIIMS. Your calling
could be something else. But
doing it, nonetheless, would
guarantee you good sleep.
It’s a good investment.
Sonal Kalra donated a
lot last two months. She’s
now a subject on some
crowd funding sites.
Help her, if not through
money, then through your
feedback at sonal.kalra
@hindustantimes.com or
facebook.com/
sonalkalraofficial. Follow
on Twitter @sonalkalra.

Have you tried finding love
through dating sites or apps?
Before mobile phones and
apps came, there used to be
online chat rooms where I’d
get connected with people.
Everyone had a nickname and
I used to call myself Cameros.
Sometimes, it would just go
offline, so, it wasn’t so easy
like it is now.
Did someone propose to you?
Yes, every third day I got
proposed to on social media,
by people who would direct
message me that they love
me and wanted to go on a
date. But it always had
conditions because whoever
approaches me is interested
in getting into the industry.
My job profile becoming my
only identity is painful. I used
to put it across very clearly
that ‘please don’t talk to me
about work’.
So, did you end
up dating someone
who you met online?
There was a person who I
really liked. We used to chat
and he also shared his mobile
number but asked me not to
call, as then his family would
get to know and he might get
into trouble. I believed him
and after three months, he
just disappeared. One day, I
got so desperate that I called
on that number and I realised
nobody with that name
existed there. A year later, I
saw him at the night club with
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ON SUNDAY
■

ALL INCLUSIVE
From authentic food to fresh
coffee brews, everything can
be home delivered now

■

GOING NATURAL
Karan Jolly grows fresh
salad vegetables and fruits
the hydroponic way

Great Taste At Your Doorstep
THERE IS a revolution happening in the food scene and it is led by small suppliers who value quality

RUDE FOOD

Vir Sanghvi

O

ne of the perks/perils of my
job is that people in the food,
restaurant and hotel businesses reach out to me in the
hope of being mentioned either in my
journalism or on social media
(Instagram, mainly).
The hotel people are generally
professional, if a little too ambitious
sometimes.
Sample mail: “We represent a
delightful little hotel with a lot of
charm (600 rooms) in Uzbekistan,
which is very popular with Indians. We
would like to invite you for two days to
sample the delights of our gourmet
local cuisines....”
I am always polite when I regret
that my schedule prevents me from
travelling to Slovakia/Uzbekistan/
Mongolia or wherever. Though of
course, I would have loved to go.... And
they are as polite when they reply.
The restaurant people are, by and
large, completely unprofessional. Most
restaurateurs are advised (by PR companies) not to deal with the media
directly. So they pay large sums
of money to these PR companies, who assure
them that they

■

know every journalist extremely well
and produce lists of ‘influencers’ who
nobody has ever heard of.
Then, these PR agencies put young
trainees (or just not very bright older
people) on the job. They give them a list
of names and numbers and a script.
Each call goes something like this.
“Is that Vir?
“Er, yes.”
“Vir. How are you today?”
“I am fine. Who is this?”
“Hey Vir, I am (Neha/Megha/pick
name) calling on behalf of (add name
of restaurant)! A very good day to you!
We are a great new restobar in
Khar/Gurgaon/etc. and would love to
invite you to come over totally Free!”
“Sorry, but...”
“You have a blog, right?”
“Not really, but...”
“Oh? You are on our list of bloggers.
Okay. Must be a mistake. How many
Instagram followers do you have?”
“I am sorry. What is this about?”
“See, we do collaborations with
bloggers for which we have fixed
rates. But for Insta, it depends on the
followers.”
“Can you please hang up.”
“But, see Vir, your name is on the
list I was given...”
At this stage, I disconnect. And I
resolve never to go to the restaurant
in question.
I have no idea how much restaurateurs pay these agencies for this socalled service. It is their money and I
am no one to tell them how to spend it.
But I know that the savvier restaurateurs are wisening up. Priyank Sukhija
who is pretty much the restaurant
King of Delhi told me that he no longer
spends a penny on agencies.
(If you are a restaurateur and you
are reading this, please be slightly
sceptical when an agency tells you they
can get me or other food writers to
come to your restaurant.)
By far, the nicest of the
people who approach me
are the ones in the food
business. I ignore the ones
who use agencies, but most of
them write to me directly, most
frequently on Instagram.
Take the case of Artisan Meats

PLANET-FRIENDLY MEASURES
Tomatoes grown by Nature’s Miracle use 90 per cent less
water than the traditional ones

who wrote to me, leading me to order
some of their products. Though one
of their sausages was so oversmoked that I felt like calling the fire
brigade, the rest of the stuff (charcuterie, duck confit, meat etc.) was
so good that I called them to ask who
ran the company.
It turned out to be a brother and
sister team called Meherwan (27) and
Mehma (23) Bawa, who despite their
Persian names, are not bawas at all,
but are part of a large Punjabi joint
family in the NCR. The brother trained
in Italy, came back to Delhi and joined
his sister in handmaking Italian sausages. They were financed entirely
(well, the whole operation only cost ₹2
lakh or so) by gifts from the family and
have grown by the day.
I order their products at home
(they deliver within NCR) and heartily
recommend them; though keep in mind
that this is an artisan cottage-industry
operation where volumes are low.
When I told Mehma I would be writing
about Artisan Meats, she sounded a
little pleased but very apprehensive.
I asked her why.
“Well, the last time we were written about, it was only a small mention
and we got so many orders that it was
really hard to cope.”
Let’s see how they manage this time.
Another family who reached out to
me directly were Asra Ahmad and her
husband Adil Kidwai. Both have full
time careers. Adil is an executive and
Asra is a dentist.
They saw an opportunity when
they realised how difficult it was to get
good UP food in Delhi. The food at their
home, made by cooks from Barabanki
and Lucknow, was so good that they
wondered if they could sell it on a
home delivery basis.
Thus started their catering service Ta’am. You can order by phone
and they will cater parties for up to
50 people.
I ordered some at home. They had
two biryanis: Hyderabad and UP-style
and both were subtle, home-style dishes of the sort you don’t see in hotels.
There were magnificent kormas too
and everything was hand-delivered.
They had contacted me out of the
blue and I liked the food enough to call
up and ask about them. They were
strictly professional in their interaction and it was only later, when we
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HANDMADE BY HEART
Asra Ahmad and Adil Kidwai run Ta’am
catering, which delivers home-style UP
dishes in Delhi

■

COFFEE KING
Karan Tibrawalla runs Fresh Brew

THE CAFFEINE KICK
Fresh Brew sells
single-origin coffee and
Nespresso-compatible
coffee capsules

were on a TV show together that
Rasheed Kidwai, my old friend and
journalistic colleague, mentioned
that he was related to them. They had
refused to let Rasheed make the introduction and had let their food speak
for itself.
Do you know what hydroponics
is? I had no clue. When I first heard
the term, I thought it was a new system of underwater phoning. But then,
it was being used in the context of
salad vegetables so that left me even
more confused.
Karan Jolly who grows terrific
fresh and flavourful salad vegetables
explained it to me. Apparently, hydroponics is a way of growing things only
in water, without any soil. As a good
city boy, I had no idea that such a thing
was even possible. (No soil? If you grow
grapes the hydroponic way, then what
kind of terroir will your wine have?
Bisleri? Perrier ? The mind boggles.)
But it works. I tried Karan’s vegetables and the eight different kinds of
salad he does (Romaine, Rocket, Red
Oak, a Wasabi Arugula, etc.) and
though I am no rabbit-like salad-eater
on the whole, I had to concede that his
quality was astonishing. He is now also
growing strawberries, but I have still to
try them.
Nature’s Miracle is a big company
doing the same sort of thing. They had
a glamorous launch with Vicky

■
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MEATY MAGIC
Artisan Meats uses age-old methods of
curing and preserving meat

Ratnani cooking etc. I didn’t go, but I
am including them here because they
got in touch directly without any agency middlemen and the quality of their
products is very good.
They pointed out other advantages
of hydroponics to me. No pesticides, no
contamination, no environmental
damage and oddly enough, less water.
They say that their tomato plants use
90 per cent less water than the ones
grown the traditional way.
They home deliver cucumber,
capsicum,tomatoes, Dutch strawberries and other vegetables and though
their prices are about 30 to 40 per cent
more than the local sabzi wallah
(unless you buy your vegetables from

FAMILY NO. 1
Siblings Meherwan and Mehma Bawa
jointly started Artisan Meats

Defence Colony, in which case they
may be even cheaper!), the quality is
more than worth it.
And finally, since we are talking
of home delivery operations, how can I
fail to mention Fresh Brew, run by
Chandni and Karan Tibrawalla, whose
coffee I drink every day. The
Tibrawallas approached me directly
three years ago and though there were
better organised rivals in the business,
I was so impressed by their passion for
quality that I tried their Nespressostyle capsules. They were so good that I
remain a Fresh Brew guy.
Isn’t it good to know that so much
is happening in the food scene in India?
And that it is all being delivered to
our doorsteps!

Living With Electric Dreams
THE JAGUAR I-Pace puts a smile on your face, but makes no sense without good

charging infrastructure
SUV that has shredded the perception of what EVs are.
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W

ith air pollution a burning
issue these days, it’s
become cool to talk about
electric vehicles (EVs) and
pronounce them as our salvation from
lung-choking car exhaust fumes. But
most of the ‘experts’ who espouse an
EV’s virtues have never driven an EV,
let alone owned one. In a way you can’t
fault them because in India, there are
no EVs to speak of that an individual
can walk into a showroom and buy. Not
yet at least.
Living with an electric car is a
novel experience and hence I jumped
at the chance to spend a week with
one in London where, unlike the nonexistent charging infrastructure in
India, there is a growing network of
public charging points. And it wasn’t
an ordinary EV I was driving, but
Jaguar’s award-winning I-Pace, a
gorgeous-looking battery-powered

Boring? Dull to drive? Far from it. The
I-Pace warms your heart the minute
you clap eyes on its sleek lines and
then makes it thump the moment you
prod the accelerator. But the I-Pace
also got my heart beating for the
wrong reason. It’s called ‘range anxiety’ or that nagging fear the car
doesn’t have enough charge to get you
home. This is actually the main reason why mass adoption of EVs hasn’t
happened globally.
A faulty charger at one of the
airport hotels where the I-Pace was
parked meant the I-Pace’s lithium ion
battery pack wasn’t fully charged by
the time I arrived. Thankfully it
still had a range of around
160km, which was more than
enough to get me home, but
any plans of enjoying the car
in the countryside that
Saturday afternoon were shot
and the only thing on my mind
was to find a place to fully
charge the I-Pace.
That’s when I discovered that even in
London, charging
an electric car
isn’t as easy as
I
thought.
Firstly,
the
really
quick
100kW charging
points are far and

few between and secondly, it’s a real
hassle to figure out how to use the multitude of charging stations, which,
depending on the service provider,
have different apps and pay-as-you-use
cards, to access.

ALL CHARGED UP
Finally, it was a bit of improvisation or
jugaad as we call it that worked out
best. A 30-foot extension cable from
Sainsbury’s plugged into a domestic
■

SURPRISE, SURPRISE
This car steers with a level of fluency and
precision that belies its weight

socket at home, long enough to reach
the I-Pace parked outside, did the trick.
It’s just that charging any EV this way
takes an excruciatingly long time, but
the next day with a fully-charged battery and a range of 350 km, I was ready
to enjoy the I-Pace.
The instant power delivery is
simply staggering. There is no delay,
no waiting for the engine to wake up
or selecting the right gear. Just press
your right foot and the I-Pace takes
off like a scalded cat (it is a Jaguar
after all) and it’s so easy to zap
through traffic. The pair of electric

motors, which combined produce 400
hp, catapults the 2.1 ton I-Pace from
0-100kph in 4.8 seconds – very quick
by any standards. And all this performance is silently and efficiently
delivered without the noise and
drama of a high performance engine.
That’s not necessarily a good thing

■

RANGE ANXIETY
Charging is not easy even in London. (Inset)
An extension cable connected to a house
power socket comes to the rescue

because the absence of sound and the
utterly linear way in which the I-Pace
accelerates has a synthetic feel and
robs the car of character.
Thankfully, the handling is quite
engaging and the I-Pace steers with a
level of fluency and precision that
belies its weight. In fact, the I-Pace is
genuinely fun to drive, offering agility and a level of driver involvement
you don’t associate with this genre of
vehicles.
It’s rare for an EV to make you smile
but the I-Pace certainly does. But to make
that smile permanent, the charging infrastructure needs be sorted first.
Hormazd Sorabjee is one of the most senior
and much loved auto journalists in India, and is
editor of Autocar India
Sunday Drive appears every fortnight
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